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INTRODUCTION

1. Origenism, Origenists
and the Second Origenist Controversy
Just before the opening ofthe Fifth Eeumenical Council at Constantinople in 553, the bishops who had already assembled in the Byzantine
Capital enunciated, at the instanee ofEmperor Justinian (527-565), fifteen
anathemata against aseries of theologie al doctrines attributed to Origen
(c. 185-254) and his followers. 1 Traditionally, this event has been considered as the official and definitive eondemnation of Origen by the Church,2

J Concilium Oecumenicum Constantinopolitanum 11, Canones XV contra Origenem
sive Origenistas, ed. J. STRAUß, ACO IV/l, Berlin 1971,248-249; also: ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die
origenistischen Streitigkeiten im sechsten Jahrhundert und das fünfte allgemeine COllcil,

Münster 1899, 90-96 (left co!.).
2 Diekamp however, arrived at the conclusion that the condemnation was enunciated
before the official opening ofthe Counci!. See F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten,
131-132, 137. Although the fifteen anathemata were approved by Pope Vigilius, ibid., 114,
132, they do not have "die Bedeutung einer unfehlbaren Entscheidung", ibid., 138, because
the judgment they express does not weigh as a Council's judgment: "Als ein Urtheil der
ökumenischen Synode kann es nicht gelten, da es als ein solches nicht intendirt (sic) und
auch niemals als ein solches bestätigt worden ist," ibid., 137. Diekamp's thesis has generally
been accepted by the subsequent research. See e.g. N. BONWETSCH, "Origenistische
Streitigkeiten", RW 14 (1904), 493; A. D' ALEs, "Origenisme", DAFC 3 (1916), 1235; L.
DUCHESNE, L' Eglise au VI' siede, Paris 1925, 208-211; G. FRITz, "Origenisme", DTC 11/2
(1932),1586-1587; E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, TU 49/2 Berlin 1939,343-344;
R. DEVREESSE, "Le cinquieme concile et I' oecumenicite byzantine", in Miscellanea Giovanni
Macati 3, StT 123, Citta dei Vaticano 1946, 10; E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoi1'e du BasEmpire H. De la disparitioll de l'Empire d'Occident Ci la mo1't de Justinien (476-565), Paris/
Bruxelles/ Amsterdam 1949, 656 with n.2; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica'
d'Evag1'e le Pontique et f'histoire de l'o1'igenisme chez fes Grecs et chez [es Syriens, Paris
1962,134; K. CHRYSOS, "Al J.I0PTUplat TOÜ KUp(AAOU LKU90TTOAlTOÜ m:p\ TfjC;; E'
OiKOUJ.lEVIKfjC;; Luv600u KO\ TfjC;; KOTOO(KllC;; TOÜ 'OpIYEVOUC;;", in eCOAOYIKOV IUf1TTOOWV,
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a condemnation in which, somehow, also Evagrius Ponticus (e. 345-399)
and Didymus the Blind (e. 310-398) were involved. As a consequence, severe damage was inflicted both on their reputation and on the transmission
of their writings.
The condernnation of 553, with all its consequences, can be considered
the culmination of the so-called "Origenist Controversy", that is, of the whole
history of polemics concerning the legacy of Origen, that ranged, with various articulations, over a long period from the third to the sixth centuries. 3
Usually, there are two main phases distinguished: a "First Controversy" at
the end of the fourth century, and a "Second" one in the first half of the sixth
century.4 Both periods are marked by the outbreak of a bitter conflict within
the monastic world between a strong "Origenist" movement and antagonists
who opposed it fiercely. But it is extremely difficult to delineate precisely
these "Origenist" movements and to establish accurately their relation to the
Alexandrine master whose name they bear.
There is no uniform definition for the concept of "Origenism": The
term may indicate the adherence to aseries of well-defined theologieal
positions, as we find them summarized in several anti-Origenist documents,
that were written in the fourth and in the sixth centuries in order to have
them condemned. 5 But the problem is that there are considerable mutual

Thessalonike 1967, 259-273; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople 11 et COllstalltinople
m, Histoire des conciles oecumeniques 3, Paris 1974, 108-109; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di
Palestilla e le controversie cristologiche. Dal coneilio di E/eso (431) al secondo coneilio di
Costantillopoli (553), Brescia 1980,215; H. CROUZEL, "Origenismo", DPAC 2 (1984),2536;
id., "Les condamnations subies par Origene et sa doctrine", in Origeniana septima, Leuven
1999,314-315; F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva della
'Seconda Controversia Origenista' (543-553). Gli intrecci con la controversia sui Tre
Capitoli", SROC 9 (1986), 144-145 with n.54; A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben
der Kirche 1112, Freiburg/ Basel! Wien 1989,423 with n.306; N. TANNER, Decrees 0/ the
ECl/lIlellical COllllCils I, London! Georgetown 1990, 105-106.
3 M. SIMONETTI, "La controversia origeniana. Caratteri e significato", in L'Origenismo.
Apologie e polemiche intol'llo a Ol'igene, Aug 26 (1986), 7.
4 Other divisions are also possible, such as the six moments distinguished by H. CROUZEL
"?ri~eni~mo", 2533-2538; id., "Origene e I'origenismo. Le condanne di Origene", i~
L Ongefllsmo. Apologie e polel/liche intomo a Origene, Aug 26 (1986), 295-298.
5 From the First Controversy we have a wh oIe series of documents, written between
374-404. See A.. ?UILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagl'e le Pontique, 84-101.
~mong ~hese ,,:,r~tmgs, the synodicalletter ofPatriarch Theophilus of Alexandria (underlymg the first offlcIaI condemnation of Origen in 400, enunciated by Pope Anastasius I), gives
a clear summary of the positions, considered as "Origenist" at that period. We know
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discrepancies between these successive representations of "Origenist" doctrines, and there may even exist substantial differences with the theological
thinking of Origen himself. 6 At least these representations show that the
teaching of Origen underwent, after his death, further development and
renewed interpretation.? The "Origenism" that was finally condemned in
553, does not accurately represent the thought of Origen,8 but it is more
indebted, as A. Guillaumont demonstrated, to the influence of the writings
of Evagrius Ponticus. 9

the text from a Latin translation by Jerome, Ep. 92, 2 and 4, ed. I. HILBERG, Hierollymus:
Epist. 11, CSEL 55, Wien 1912, pp.148-150, 151-153. See also: H. EVELYN WHITE, The Monasteries 0/ the Wadi '11 Natriln 11. The Histo/Y 0/ the MOllasteries 0/ Nitria and 0/ Scetis,
New York 1932, 126. From the Second Controversy there are, apart from the 15 anathemata
already mentioned, two writings of Justinian summarizing "Origenist" positions ofthat period: his edict against Origen, published in 543, and his letter to the Council Fathers, written
in 553. The edict concludes with aseries of 9 anathemata; see IUSTINIANUS, Edictum contra
Origenem (= Ep. ad Melllwm) , ed. E. SCHWARTZ, ACO 111, Berlin 1940,213-214. The text of
the letter underlies the 15 anathemata of 553, with which it shares many parallel passages;
see IUSTINIANUS, Epistlila ad synodulII de Origene, ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90-97 (r. col.).
6 Justinian quotes 24 fragments of Origen's IlEpl apxwv in his edict (see above, n.5),
ACO 111, 208-213, that do not a1ways correspond to Rufinus' Latin version (De Prineipiis)
through wh ich we know the work. These Greek quotations are, in general, closer to Latin
fragments of the IlEpl apxwv that appear in Jerome's Ep. 124 (ad Avitwn), ed. I. HILBERG,
HieronYlllus: Epist. 111, CSEL 56, Wien 1918,96-117. One might reject Rufinus' version and
give more credit to the vers ions attested by Jerome and Justinian. But it is very probable
that, at least in some important cases, Jerome and the redactor of Justinian's florilegium
were the ones who distorted Origen's thought. See on this subject e.g. G. BARDY, "Le texte
du IlEpl apxwv d'Origene et Justinien", RechSR 10 (1920), 224-252; id., Recherches sllr
l'histoire dll texte et des versio/ls latines du 'De Prineipiis' d'Origene, Lilie 1923; the comments in H. CROUZEU M. SIMONETTI, Origene: Traite des Prineipes 11, SC 253, Paris 1978,
passim; id. IV, SC 269, Paris 1980, passim; G. SFAMENI GASPARRO, "11 problema delle citazioni
deI Peri Archon nella lettera a Mena di Giustiniano", in Origeniana quarta, ed. L. LIES,
Innsbruckl Wien 1987, 54-76; H. CROUZEL, "Rufino traduttore deI 'Peri Archon' di Origene",
in Rufino di Concordia e il suo tempo 1, AAAd 31, Udine 1987,29-39; N. PACE, Ricerche
sul/a traduzione di Rufino dei 'De Prineipiis' di Origene, Firenze 1990.
7 W. BIENERT, Dionysius von Alexandrien. Zur Frage des Origenismus im dritten
Jahrhundert, PTS 21, Berlin! New York 1978, 6-8.
8 See e.g. A.-J. FESTUGlilRE, Les 1Il0ines d'Orient I: Culture Oll saintete. lntroduction alt
I/Ionachisme oriental, Paris 1961,85-87.
9 There are striking similarities between the 15 anathemata of 553 and some passages
of Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica. See A. GUILLAUMONT, "Evagre et les anathematismes
antiorigenistes de 553", StPatr 3/1 (TU 78), Berlin 1961, 219-226; id., Les 'Kephalaia
gnostica' d'Evagre le PO/ltique, 143-159.
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Modern scholat's, devoting themselves to the rehabilitation of Origen,
are concerned to dissociate the Alexandrine master from Origenism,lO H.
Crouzel argued that certain speculations of his nEpi apxwv were "taken
out of context", "stripped of their hypothetical and antithetical character",
and "systematized" in the period from the fourth to the sixth centuries.
"
Notably Evagrius was considered as the one who converted only a small
part of Origen' s doctrine into a "system", thus paving the way to make hirn
a heretic,'l Anti-Origenists, like Epiphanius of Salamis (315-403) and
Jerome (c. 347-419), on their part, did not distinguish between Origen's
own pmdent philosophical searching and the audacious exploitation of it
by the so-called 'OptYEvwoTOf. 13 They attacked Origen without a sense
of history,14 failing to grasp the difference between hypotheses that are

10 H( ... ) les etudes origeniennes actuelles ( ... ) s'evertuent a distinguer, pour ne pas
dire separer, Origene de I'origenisme," E. JUNOD, "UApologie POIll' Origelle de Pamphile
et la naissance de l'origenisme", in StPatr 26, Leuven 1993,286. W. Bienert stresses the
importance of judging Origen's teaching according to the historical context in which it
came about, independently from the later Origenist controversies: "Nicht zuletzt aus diesem
Grund ist es notwendig, Origenismus und Lehre des Origenes auseinanderzuhalten, auch
wenn eine sachliche Trennung bei der nicht möglich ist," W. BIENERT, Dion)'sius VOll
Alexalldrien, 8-9.
11 H. CROUZEL, "Origenismus", in Saeramelltum Mundi 3 (German ed.), Freiburg im BI'.
1969,925.
12 According to Crouzel, Evagrius made a "scholastic" of Origen's thought, omitting a
great part of his doctrine and constructing "a system" with the rest: "era il modo piu sicuro
per renderlo eretico", H. CROUZEL, "Origenismo", DPAC 2,2533; see also id., "Origenismus",
in Saeramentum Mundi 3, 927; id., "Origene e I'origenismo: Le condanne di Origene", Aug
26 (1986),296. Elsewhere, Crouzel observes: "Sa [seil. Evagrius'] systematisation a quelque
responsabilite dans les aventures posterieures de l' origenisme," id., "Recherches sur Origene
et son influence", BLE 62 (1961),110. In the early sixth century, Crouzel explains, Evagrius'
"'scolastica' origenista" was deteriorated by the Syrian monk Stephen Bar Sudaili "fino a un
panteismo radicale", as the main expression of the sixth-century Origenist doctrines; see id.,
"Origenismo", o.e., 2535. Bar Sudaili 's Liber de saneto Hiel'Otheo, in Syriac, was published
by F. Marsh with an English translation: F. MARSH, The Book whieh is ealled The Book ofthe
Hol)' Hiel'Otheus, London! Oxford 1927.
13 oi 'OplYEVlUOTUi KUi\OlJJ1EVOl, EPIPHANIUS SALAMINUS, Panarion (adverslls oetoginta haereses) 64,3,10, ed. K. HOLL, Epiphanius 11. Aneoratlls und Pallarioll (Iwer. 3464), GCS 31, Leipzig 1922,409,6.
14 A lacking sense ofhistory was quite normal at the time: Origen was especially judged
according to criteria at'isen from the posterior Arian crisis. See H. CROUZEL, "Origenismo",
2534.
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postulated by way of exercise l5 (YUJlVOOTtKWC;) and theses that are posited
as doctrines (OOYJlOTlKWC;).16 As a result, Origen was charged with a doctrinal system that he had never advanced as SUCh. 17 The charges concerned
primarily speculation about the pre-existence of human souls before the
creation of the material world 18 and a final restoration (anOKaTeXOTOOtC;) of

15 In the Preface of the TIEpl apxwv, Origen had delimited the field for his theological
speculation, as determined by the regulafidei, that embedded, in the ante-Nicene era, the
essentials of Christian faith, transmitted through the traditio apostoliea. The theologian had
to remain faithful to them, but there were also questions left open, just to stimulate theological "exercises" (as practiced in Origen's 8l8am<ai\Eiov): "profecto ut studiosiores quique
ex posteris suis, qui amatores essent sapientiae, exercitum habere possent, in quo ingenii sui
fructum ostenderent, hi videlicet, qui dignos se et capaces ad recipiendam sapientiam
praepararent", ORIGENES, De prillcipiis, Prefatio 3, SC 252, p.80,53-57. M. Simonetti explains: "Co me infatti nelle scuole di filosofia sulla base di dati comunemente accettati
s'impostavano discussioni praticamente interminabili, alle stesso modo Origene sembra aver
profilato il rapporto fra i punti fermi deI deposita di fede e il lavoro di ricerca teso ad
approfondire il significato di quei punti ma su base solo euristica e propositiva," M. SIMONETTI,
"La controversia origeniana. Caratteri e significato", 28, n.66.
16 H. CROUZEL, "Origenismo", DPA C 2, 2534. See also L. PERRONE, "Der formale Aspekt
der origeneischen Argumentation in den Auseinandersetzungen des 4. Jahrhunderts", in
Origeniana septima, Leuven 1999, 119-134.
17 "La deformazione deI pensiero origeniano deriva in buona parte dal fatto che
affermazioni fatte da Origene in modo propositivo ed euristico vengono interpretate sempre
in malam partem e irrigidite di affermazioni assiomatiche," M. SIMONETTI, "La controversia
origeniana. Caratteri e significato", 15, n.29. "( ... ) les opinions denoncees par Theophile
d' Alexandrie et plus tard par Justinien ne sont pour nombre d' entre elles que des extrapolations, des durcissements, des interpretations tendancieuses, voire extravangantes, de l'enseignement d'Origene," E. JUNOD, "L' Apologie pOllr Origene de Pamphile et la naissance de
I' origenisme", 268. For a comprehensive survey of the anti-Origenist charges of the fourth
and the sixth centuries, see A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontiqlle,
84-99, 140-/47. For an extensive analysis of the fourth-century charges, see J. DEcHow,
Dogma and M)'sticisl/l in Earl)' Christianity. Epiphanius ofCyprus afld the Legac)' ofOrigen,
Macon, Ga. 1988,243-448. At the end of his study, Dechow compares these charges briefly
with the official anti-Origenist charges of the sixth century (449-460).
18 In the TIEpl apxwv, Origen had tried to resolve certain contemporary questions
concerning the origins of the human soul, by speculating that the souls of all rational beings
had pre-existed, in ethereal bodies, as intelligences (vo1) united in the divine contemplation.
However, by their free will they had become negligent, which had caused their primordial
fall in different states (angels, human beings and demons) according to the degree of their
sin. Then, for the human beings, God had created the material world as a second place of
correction, through which man could return to his original state. For a summary of these
(hypothetical) speculations, see esp. H. CROUZEL, Origelle, Paris 1985, 267-284; and also
128, 132.
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all rational beings at the end of time. 19 Epiphanius blamed Origen for the
"venom" by which the latter, blinded by his Greek education, had poisoned
his followers. 20 And Justinian, some 170 years later, accused hirn of having
dedicated hirnself to the transmission of "the doctrines of the Greek, the
Manichaeans, the Arians and other heretics".21 Finally, the Emperor 01'dered the Council Fathers at Constantinople to examine his "wicked and
destructive doctrines", derived primarily from Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus,22 and to put them to the ban, together with Origen and all who would
ever agree with him. 23
Thus, there is an "Origenism" that is generally deduced from the documents by which it was condemned: it remains restricted to a varying series
of heretical doctrines that does no justice to the real thought of Origen
hirnself:
L'origenisme defini aux IV" et v· siecles correspond d'une part ala systematisation que certains disciples d' Origene ont impose ala doctrine de leur maHre, d' autre
part aux deformations que les adversaires ont infligees a celle-ci, pour mieux la
condamner. 24

But there is another problem: the opponents may not only have inflicted "deformations" upon Origen's doctrine, but also upon the utilizaäon of it by those who were considered his disciples. What do we know
about the "systematisation" that such disciples might have imposed on the

\9 According to the anti-Origenists charges, the anoKaraaTaau; implied a final salvation of the Devi!. However, Origen himself was generally inclined to exclude that possibility. See H. CROUZEU M. SIMONEIT1, Origelle: Traite des principes IV, SC 269, 138-140
(nr.26); H. CROUZEL, Orige,ze, 337-341; id., "L'Hades et la Gehenne selon Origene", Greg
59 (1978), 328 (repr. in id., Lesfills dernieres selon Orige,ze, Aldershot 1990, art. nr.lO). On
the other hand, the Alexandrian master had showed a certain hesitation concerning the subject, ibid., 329, 331.
20 EPIPHANlUS SALAMINUS, PallC/rion 64,72,9, GCS 31, p.523,14-18. Origen's speculations should be understood within the context of the late-Antique inheritance from Greek
philosophy, especially from Plato. There are striking similarities with the world view of
Plotinus, who was a contemporary of Origen. See H. CROUZEL, Origene et Plotin: comparaisons doctrinales, Paris 1992.
2\ IUSTlNIANUS, Edictllm contra Origenem, ed. E. SCffivARTZ,ACO m, 189,36-190,1.
22 IUSTlNIANUS, Epistula ad sYllodufIl de Origene, ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen
Streitigkeiten, 90,13-15 (r. co!.); 95,1 ff (r. co!.); 96,11-19.
23 Ibid., 96,20-97,4.
24 P. HADOT, "Origene et origenisme", EncU 17 (1989), 107 (3rd co!.).
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doctrine of their "master"? May we derive that directly from their works?25
If not,26 should we assurne that the hostile summaries of "Origenist" theology do accurately represent their assimilation of Origen's influence? The
underlying question is: to what extent do these sources represent the whole
intellectual and spiritual current that was abroad in the ancient monastic
world, and that is equally meant by the term "Origenism"?

25 Hadot presents Evagrius' doctrine "pour exposer la maniere dont la pensee origenienne
a ete systematisee par le disciple", ibid., 109 (3 rd co!.). Though speaking about "la systematisation effectuee par Evagre", ibid., 110 (1" col), he concludes his article by stressing
the fact that "I es systematisations d'Origene ou de son disciple Evagre n' ontjamais eu pour
but d' Mifier un corps de doctrine definitif et fig€', ibid. (3n! col). Guillaumont already, when
presenting Evagrius' "system" as it appears from the obscure Kephalaia gnostica, expressed
some reserve: "Mais ce n'est pas sans quelques hesitations que l'on se risque aimposer ainsi
la pensee de son auteur cette expression systematique que lui-meme s'est refuse lui
donner," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontiqlle, 37. Evagrius'
Letter to Melallia is the only writing in which he may have clearly exposed his theological
thought, ibid., 37, n.67. Yet I doubt whether this "veritable synthesis" given by Evagrius,
who expressed his theology "mostly in an unsystematic way" (M. PARMENTIER, "Evagrius of
Pontus' 'Letter to Melania"', Bijdr46 (1985), 5-6), means thathe made a system ofOrigen's
thought, or that he developed a "scolastica origeniana" (H. CROUZEL, "Origene e I' origenismo.
Le condanne di Origene", 296). As a matter of fact, Evagrius' writings can easily be misinterpreted when approached as systematic exposures of doctrine. Actually, Evagrius did not
intend to put forward any "thought" concerning ontological categories, but his intention
was to promote spiritual exercise in the area of inner experience. Such texts should not be
evaluated with the standards appropriate for systematic theological treatises. See 1. DRISCOLL,
The 'Ad MonacllOs' of Evagrius Ponticlls. Its St1'llcture and a Select Commentary, StAns
104, Roma 1991, 372-375; also ibid., pp.7-8 with nn.5-7; id., "Spiritual Progress in the
Works of Evagrius Ponticus", in Spiritual Progress. Stlldies in the Spirituality of Late
Antiqllit)' alld Earl)' Monasticism, ed. M. SHERlDAN/1. DR1SCOLL, StAns 115, Roma 1994,
47-84.
26 G. Bunge, in an exposal of the proper Sitz im Leben of Evagrius' writings, renders
some ofthe usual reproaches: "Allerdings sei Evagrius ein recht schlechter Schüler gewesen.
Er habe wesentliche Elemente der origeneischen Theologie preisgegeben, die weiten
Antithesen dieser 'theologie en recherche' einseitig gelöst, und das Ganze in ein 'System
von unerbittlicher Logik' gepresst, um es so auch für kleinere Geister assimilierbar zu machen.
Mit einem Wort, gemessen an Origenes sei er eigentlich nur ein 'Epigone' gewesen, einer
jener 'terribles simplificateurs', deren unerleuchteter Eifer schon mehr als einen vorgeblichen 'Meister' in Misskredit gebracht habe," G. BUNGE, "Origenismus - Gnostizismus.
Zum geistesgeschichtlichen Standort des Evagrios Pontikos", VigChr40 (1986), 25. Elsewhere, Bunge states that Evagrius "durchaus nicht der Systematiker ist, für den man ihn
oft halt", id., Evagrios Pontikos. Briefe alls der Wiiste, Trier 1986,126. See also 18,71
(with n.202), 118.
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The term not only indicates the "theological system" attributed to Origen
in the conflicts concerning his legacy,27 but it is also used in a broader
sense. 28 M. Simonetti, in his important contribution to the study of Origenism,observes:
Ma prima e piu ehe un complesso, tutt' altro ehe sistematico, di riflessioni e
proposte esegetiche e dottrinali, I'origenismo fu soprattutto un modo di vivere la
religione cristiana, in cui una grande fede si coniugava con altrettanto grande liberta
di pellsiero e un ardente slancio mistico si calava di continuo nei moduli tipici di un
intellettualismo d'impronta platonica. 29

Simonetti interprets Origenism as an "ideale di vita", characterized by
spiritual and intellectual freedom and reserved to an elite of intellectuals in a
monastic environment, where the vast majority of monks cultivated their own
ignorance as the opposite idea1. 30 G. Bunge however suggests that the "geistige Strömung" generally indicated as (fourth-century) Origenism, of which
Evagrius Ponticus is regarded as the main representative, must have been
widely spread among the monks,31 far from being a marginal movement. 32

27 "On appelle Origenisme le systeme theologique attribue 11 Origene dans certains
cont1icts doctrinaux qui ont divise l'Eglise grecque au IV C et au VIC siecle," P. HADOT, "Origene
et origenisme", EllcU 17, 107 (3'd col).
28 "L'origenisme gagnerait 11 etre soustrait au champ de I'heresiologie. Je le definerai
de fa,<oll large et neutre comme l'exploitation d'elements majeurs de I'heritage origenien,
lequel ne consiste pas seulement en un ensemble de conceptions doctrinales et spirituelles,
mais aussi en un methode d' investigation et de lecture," E. JUNOD, "L' Apologie pOllr Origelle
de Pamphile et la naissance de l'origenisme", 269.
29 M. SIMONETTI, "La controversia origeniana. Caratteri e significato", 29.
30 Ibid., 29-31. The usual representation of fourth-century Origenism is that of a restricted group of "intellectual" monks, to whom the mass of "simple" monks was opposed.
See e.g. A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephafaia gllostica' d'Evagre le POlltiqlle, 52-55, 59.
31 "Evagrios gilt heute ( ... ) allgemein als Hauptvertreter einer als 'Origenismus'
bezeichneten geistigen Strömung, die namentlich unter den Mönchen sehr breit verbreitet
gewesen sei," G. BUNGE, "Origenismus - Gnostizismus", 25.
32 Bunge concludes this from the number of monks that f1ed from the Egyptian desert to
Palestine and elsewhere, after Patriarch Theophilus' expedition in 400 against the "Tall Brothers" who were protagonists of the "Origenist" current: "11 faut donc croire que les moines dits
'origenistes' formaient la quasi-totalite des habitants des Kellia," G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique
et les deux Macaire", bill 56 (1983),356. "Le eourant origeniste n'etait done nullement marginal, meme si les moines eultives etaient une minorite au milieu de la masse de leurs eonfreres
illettres," G. BUNGE, "Palladiana I. Introduetion aux fragments coptes de l'HistoireLausiaque",
StMoll 32 (1990), 79, n.1 (repr. in G. BUNGE! A. DE VOGÜE, Quatre erlllites egyptiells, d'apres
lesfraglllellts coptes de f'Histoire Lausiaque, SO 60, Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1994, 17, n.l).
See also G. BUNGE, Evagrios Pontikos. Briefe aus der WUste, 66.
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This view is confirmed by many recent studies, as we shall see. However,
the exact nature of "Origenism" remains difficult for us to grasp (even when
we would restrict ourselves to the fourth century, i.e. to the period that is
best documented). It is even doubtful whether we have to deal with a coherent "movement". Evagrius, whose theology was considered central to the
first Origenist controversy,33 did not perceive himself as an "Origenist", although he owed a lot to Origen. 34 He was not even regarded as such by the
contemporary opponents of Origenism,35 who seem to have opposed that
monastic current also far motives other than mere theological ones. 36

33 E. CLARK, The Origenist COlltroversy. The Cultural COllstructioll of an Early Christiall Debate, Prineeton, NJ. 1992, 44. Clark's thesis of Evagrius' central role in the first
Origenist eontroversy has been ealled in question in a review: the fact that Evagrius' works
got involved later in the Origenist controversy of the sixth eentury "ne prouve rien quant 11
leur röle central dans eelle de 399", M. SHERIDAN, in BSM 14, CCist 58 (1996), [41].
34 Adhering primarily to Nicene orthodoxy, Evagrius utilized the writings of Origen
(together with those of Clement of Alexandria), beeause of his solicitude to teach other
monks how to distinguish between true and false yvwau:;, which means: how to beware of
the heretie forms of gnosticism that must have been spread among the monks of his time.
See G. BUNGE, "Origenismus - Gnostizismus", 24-54 (esp. 44-48); id., Briefe aus der Wüste,
58-59 with n.166. Evagrius must have been well informed about the eampaign against Origen,
but he apparently preferred not to interfere with it; see ibid., 68-70.
35 Jerome is the first who, in 414, fifteen years after Evagrius' death (and after the First
Origenist Controversy had quieted down), associates his doetrine with that of Origen:
"Doctrina tua Origenis ramuseulus est," HIERONYMUS, Ep. 133 (ad Ctesipholltelll), 3,10, CSEL
56, p.247, line 12. However, Jerome does not refer to one of the main issues of the OIigenist
eontroversy, but to EvagIius' eoneept of amXf)Ela (impassibilitas), whieh he associates wrongly
with the idea of impeccalltia (avollapTlla(a) in the eontextofthe Pelagian eontroversy. See A.
GUlLLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre fe Pontique, 66-68, 123; G. BUNGE,
"Origenismus - Gnostizismus", 25-26; id., Briefe aus der Wüste, p.27 with n.42 and p.67; M.
SHERIDAN, "The Controversy over alT08Eta: Cassian's Sources and his Use of them", StMOfl
39 (1997), 288 with nn.4-7. For Evagrius' eoneept of alT08Eta, see esp. J. DRlSCOLL,
"Apatheia and Purity of Heart in Evagrius Pontieus", in Purit)' of Heart in Early Ascetic
and MOllastic Literatul'e, Collegeville, Minn. 1999, 141-159. I wondel' greatly whether M.
O'Laughlin is right in tLUsting Jerome "to have been able to eorrectly identify several Origenist
leaders, Evagrius among them, when writing Ep. 133", M. O'LAUGHLlN, "New Questions Coneerning the Origenism ofEvagtius", in Origeniana quillta, Leuven 1992, 531.
36 Some of the sources indicate that especially Patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria
~ust have had strong personal reasons to take action against the Origenists in the Egyptlan desert. See PALLADIUS, Dialoglls de vita Johanni Chrysostomi, 6-8, ed. A.-M. MALINGREY/P. LECLERCQ, SC 341, Paris 1988, 126-180; SOCRATES, HE 6,7-15, ed. G.HANSEN, GCS,
Neue Folge I, Berlin 1995,322,7-338,13; SOZOMENUS, HE 8,2-19, ed. J. BIDEzl G. HANSEN,
GCS 50, Berlin 1960, 349-376. See also: M. SIMONETTl, "La controversia origeniana.
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It is very difficult for us to get a c1ear notion of the "Origenist" movement that flourished both at the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem and in the
Egyptian monasteries of Nitria and Cellia, at the end of the fourth century.37 But even more difficult is that of the "Origenism" that must have
flourished in the Palestinian monastic world in the decades before 553, the
period which the present study addresses. In a noticeable contribution to
research on the subject, B. Daley states
that the Origenist monks of Palestine represented, as a party in the Church, a far
broader range of theological opinion than the name suggests, and that what held
them together was more their interest in the intellectuallife and in theological speculation - as exemplified, perhaps, in the Origenist approach to theology - than any
particular system of doctrine. 38

According to Daley, "the label 'Origenism' ", in the time of the second
controversy, "seems to have covered a multitude of sins",39 and against the
background of the post-Chakedonian debates, "the label 'Origenist' could
be and was affixed to people holding a variety of theological positions". 40 We
know much less about the Second Origenist Controversy than we do about
the first, but at least we know that - just as happened in the first controversy
- the "Origenists" met with fierce opposition zealous for defending the orthodox faith. Our sources suggest that this opposition, supported by imperial
power, managed to inflict a crushing defeat upon the movement. In any case,
in the period after the Fifth Ecumenical Council, the Origenists disappeared
from his tory, leaving few traces of themselves.
With regard to the First Origenist Controversy, we have access to extensive documentation coming from both sides in the conflict, but the testi-

Caratteri e significato", 16-17; G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", 356,
n.199; id., Evagrios POlltikos: Briefe alls der Wüste, 60-61, 63-66. After the condemnation
of Origen, Theophilus even remained a "fervent lecteur de ses oeuvres", id., "les deux
Macaire", O.C., 357, n.203 (with ref. to SOCRATES, HE 6,17); see also id., Briefe alls der
Wüste, O.C., 56, 63, 66 with n.185.
37 For c1assical representations of the Origenist movement, see esp. H. EVELYN WHITE,
Th~ Monasteries ofthe Wadi 'Il Natl'l/Il 11, 125-128; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d'Evagre le Pontique, 50-59. As we shall see, the picture has somewhat been changed by
recent studies.
38 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/ns 27 (1976), 366.
3~ Id., "What did 'Origenism' Mean in the Sixth Century?", in Origeniana sexta, ed. G.
DORIVAU A. LE BOULLUEC, Leuven 1995, 636-637.
40 Ibid., 637.
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monies of the Second Controversy derive almost exc1usively from ho stile
sources. The most important among them are to be found in the monastic
biographies of Cyril of Scythopolis (c. 525-559), a Palestinian hagiographel' with an almost c1assical reputation of historical trustworthiness. The
present dissertation, however, will question that reputation. Such a criticism could contribute to an eventual attempt to understand, as far as possible, what happened in the "Second Origenist Controversy" that troubled
the Palestinian monastic world in the midst of the sixth century and that
finally led to the official condemnation of Origen, Evagrius and Didymus.
But before introdu~ing Cyril of Scythopolis and his writings, it will be
useful to give abrief geographical and historical outline of Palestinian
monasticism.

2. The Palestinian monastic world
from its origins to the sixth century
We know about eady Palestinian monasticism especially from numerous Lives of Saints. These Lives, however, were for the greater part not
published in Migne, so access to the Palestinian monastic world remained
difficult until the beginning of the twentieth century. Apart from the written
sources, archaeology has also contributed significantly to our knowledge. 4 !
In the last decade, a renewed effort of investigation has been made in this
area, due particulady to a vivid interest in modem Israel in the history of
Christian monasticism. 42
41 Special mention should be made of S. Vailhe who published around 1900 many
articles on the early Palestinian monasteries (esp. in EO and ROC). Two noticeable surveys
are: S. VAIHLE, "Les monasteres de la Palestine", Bess 3 (1897-98), 39-58, 209-225, 334356; Bess, 4 (1898-99), 193-210; id., "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 4 (1899), 512-542; ROC 5 (1900),19-48,272-292. See also H. LECLERCQ, "Laures
palestiniennes", DACL 8/2 (1929),1961-1988.
42 Here, I may mention especially the following studies: Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of the
Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", in Christia/l Archaeology in the Holy Land,
Jerusalem 1990, 1-90; id., The JlIdean Desert Monasteries in the Byzalltine Period, New
Havenl London 1992; J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of Palestinian Monasticism. A Compara-
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In sixth-century Palestine, there were two great centers of monastic
life, which appeal' from the sourees as rather isolated from each other: first,
the desert between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea, together with the valley of
the Jordan, and second, the area around Gaza. 43 In the desert, various geo~
graphical circumstances favored different types of monastic life: the cenobitic in the neighborhood of the civilized world, the semi-anchoretic further into the desert, and the anchoretic dose to the Dead Sea, where the
desert is the most desolate. 44 The [aura, as the form of organization for
semi-anchoretic life, is a special characteristic ofPalestinian monasticism. 45
The other center of monastic life was the coastal area, around Gaza. 46 This
area was a vivid contact point for various intellectual and spiritual currents
- coming especially from Alexandria - so the spiritual and intellectual environment of Gaza had a multiform character which was quite different
from that of the Palestinian desertY

tive Study in Easte1'll Monasticislll. FOllrtll to Seventh Centuries, Washington D.C. 1995. An
intemational symposium was held in Jerusalem on 24-30 May, 1998. The publication of its
Acts is forthcoming, but Abstracts ofthe contributions are already edited by J. PATRICH, The
Sabaite Heritage. The Sabaite Factor in the Orthodox Church: Monastic Life, Theolog)\
Liturgy, Literature, Art and Archaeology (5th Century to the Present), Haifa 1998.
43 See the map below, 380.
44 The variety of terrain and its effects on the monastic Iife have been described by J.
BINNS, in Cyril 0/ Scythopolis: The Lives 0/ the Monks 0/ Palestine, CS 114, Kalamazoo,
Mich. 1991, XIV-XIX; id., Ascetics and Ambassadors 0/ Christ. The Monasteries 0/ Palestine, 314-631, Oxford 1994, 99-120.
45 D. Chitty observes that the monastic use of the word laura (Lavra) "seems to originate in Palestine", D. CHITTY, The Desert a City. An Introductioll to the Study 0/ Egyptian
and Palestinian Monasticism IInder the Christian Empire, Crestwood, N.Y. 1966, 15. The
word could be a rendering ofthe Arabic Saq, which me ans "market", that is, a "narrow street
with shops opening onto it", ibid., 16. This comes dose to the organizational form of the
laura: solitary cells (or caves) in a row, or on a path running along the side of a ravine, with
a cOJumon center. The monks assembled on Saturdays and Sundays, and were supposed to
spend the rest of the week in their cells. See ibid., 15-16.
46 For the monastic tradition of Gaza, with the famous sixth-century figures, Barsanuphius, John and Dorotheus, see ibid., 132-140, and esp. P. DE ANGELJS-NoAHIF. NEYT, Barsanuphe et Jean de Gaza: Correspondance I, AIIX solitaires, t. I, Lettres 1-71, SC 426, Introd.,
Paris 1997, 11-155.
47 Gaza was not only a monastic center, but also an intellectual one. The so-called
"School of Gaza" was a melting pot of Neoplatonist tendencies, attracting all kinds of rhetoricians and sophists. See e.g. F.-M. ABEL, Histoire de la Palestine: Depuis la conquete
d'Alexandrejllsqu'a l'invasion arabe 11, Paris 1952,362-365; D. STIERNON, "Gaza", DHGE
20 (1984), 163-164 (with bibliographical notes).
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Certain forms of ascetic life existed already in Palestine before the
Christian tradition; they are particularly represented by the prophet Elijah,
John the Baptist and the community of Qumran. For the first three centuries of the Christian era, our information is scarce. Eusebius of Caesarea
reports that Bishop Narcissus of Jerusalem, around 200, fled from his enemies into the desert to dedicate hirnself to the "philosophie life" for a
certain time. 48 From the third century on, the Holy Land began to attract
ascetics from Egypt, Syria, Cappadocia and the Western world. The first
monks we know by name are Chariton, between 275-345,49 and Hilarion,
in the first half of the fourth centmy.50 At the end of the fourth centmy,
there was a first flourishing period of Palestinian monasticism, with Melania the EIder and Rufinus on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, and Jerome
in Bethlehem. This is also the time and the place of the outbreak of the First
Origenist Controversy.51
48 EUSEBJUS, HE VI, 9,4-6, ed. G. BARDY, EI/sebe de Cesaree: Histoire ecc!ifsiastiqlle 11,
SC 41, Paris 1955,98,11-99,1.
49 We cannot date Chariton's Iife with precision, but it must have been between 275345; see J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors 0/ Christ. The Monasteries 0/ Palestine (314631),Oxford 1994,45-47, 118. Chariton founded the three monasteries of Pharan, Douka
and Souka (see the map below, 381). An anonymous Life of Chariton was written in the
second half of the sixth century; the text was published by G. GA RITTE , "La Vie premetaphrastique de S. Chariton", BIHBR 21 (1941),5-50. For an English translation, see L. DJ
SEGNI, "The Life of Chariton", in Ascetic Behaviollr in Greco-Roman Antiquity. A SOllrcebook, Minneapolis 1990, 393-421. See also Y. HIRSCHFELD, ''The Life of Chariton. In Light
of Archaeological Research", in ibid., 425-447.
50 Hilarion is known to us through HIERONYMUS, Vita Hilarionis, ed. A. BASTIAENSEN, in
Vita di Martino, vita di Ilarione, in memoria di Paola, Vite dei Santi IV, Milano 1975,72143 (with It. trans!.). There are no other sources that might enable us to confront this Life
with historical reality; see B. DEGÖRSKI, Girolamo: Vite degli eremiti Paolo, Ilariolle e Malco,
ColTP 126, Roma 1996,23. According to this Life, Hilarion was born near Gaza, spent a
short time with Antony the Great and, at the age of only fifteen (ar'ound 307), retumed to
Gaza to dedicate himself to the soIitary life (Vita, 1-2). Hilarion shares with Chariton the
traditional reputation of being the founder of Palestinian monasticism.
51 In the early 390's, Epiphanius of Salamis, who had long since fulminated against
Origen, attempted to win Jerome and Rufinus over for his cause. The first was persuaded
and the second not, and a bitter conflict between the two was the result. Only from 399 on,
the controversy was transferred to the Egyptian desert by Theophilus of Alexandria. The
literature on the subject is extensive. See esp. H. EVELYN WHITE, The MOllasteries 0/ fhe
Wadi 'nNatrlln 11,125-144; A. GUILLAUMONT,Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique,
47-123; E. CLARK, The Origenist Controvers)', 11-151, 163-193; A. DE VOGÜB, Histoire
litteraire du mouvement I/lollastiqlle dans I' antiqllite IIUl. Le monachisme latin. Jifrome,
Augl/still et Rujin all toumant du siec!e (391-405), Paris 1996, 15-90.
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In the fifth century, the monastic movement underwent a process of
consolidation, with many monks settling in the deserts of Jerusalem and the
Jordan. Monasteries were founded and quickly became populated, often
counting hundreds of members. The colonization of the desert, wh ich is
associated with the names of Gerasimus, Euthymius, Theodosius and
Sabas,52 led to a strong institutionalization ofPalestinian monasticism. 53 In
the first half of the sixth century, this monasticism reached its greatest expansion. It is the period of its culmination, but also one of violent controversies. The monks, notwithstanding their ideals of withdrawal, renunciation of the world and solitary life, were passionately participating in theological struggles that, in the early Byzantine theocracy, had far-reaching
consequences on the politicallevel also. 54 This period is the setting of our
investigation, when Cyril of Scythopolis wrote his mo nastie Lives.

3. Cyril of Scythopolis,
historical source for sixth-century Origenism
Cyril of Scythopolis, a faithful disciple of the Palestinian monastic
leader Saint Sabas (439-532), wrote in the last years of his short life seven
Lives of holy monks living in Palestine in the fifth and sixth centuries. 55
These writings are respectively the Lives of Euthymius (377-473),56 of Sa-

For the Lives of Gerasimus, Euthymius, Theodosius and Sabas, see below.
The institutionalized character of Palestinian monasticism in the fifth and the sixth
centuries with all its effects Is particularly explained by L. PERRONE, "ll deserto e I' orizzonte
della citta. Le Storie mOllastiche di Cirillo di Scitopoli", in Cil'illo di Scitopoli.· Storie
1Il011astiche dei deserto di Gerusalemme, SerMon 15 (Introd.), Praglia 1990, 11-90.
54 For the involvement of the Palestinian monks in the theological struggles of the fifth
and the sixth centuries, see L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestilla e le cOlltroversie cl'istologiche.
55 Ed. E. SCHWARTZ, KYl'ilIos VOll Skythopolis, TU 49/2, Leipzig 1939. Modern translations (see also below) are: A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les 1Il0illeS d'Oriellt mll-3. Les 1Il0illeS de Palestille, Paris 1962-63; R. BALDELLU L. MORTARI, Cirillo di Scitopoli.· Stol'ie mOllastiche deI
deserto di Gerllsalemme, Praglia 1990 (introduced by L. PERRONE, see above, n.53); R.
PRICE, Cyril 0/ ScytllOpolis.· The Lives 0/ the MOllks 0/ Palestille, CS 114, Kalamazoo 1991
(introduced by J. BINNS, see above, 32, n.44).
56 VE (SCHWARTZ), 3-85. BRG 647-648b; CPG 7535.
52

53
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bas,57 of lohn the Hesychast (454-559),58 of Cyriacus (449-556/7),59 of
Theodosius (c. 430-529),60 of Theognius (425-7)61 and of Abraamius (474-7).62
The Vita Euthymii and the Vita Sabae constitute the main part of the hagiographie corpus. They were the first to be written, are c10sely connected to
each other63 and are much longer than the other five Vitae. With respect to
our knowledge of sixth-century Origenism, the Vita Sabae is all-important.
In the last chapters of this biography, Cyril gives a long account of the
events relating to the controversy, from the death of Saint Sabas (532) until
the Fifth Ecumenical Council (553), followed by adescription of the defeat
of the Origenist party.64 Also the short Vita Cyriaci is an important writing
for our purpose, because it contains an autobiographical passage in which
Cyril narrates how he went to see old Abba Cyriacus, who warned hirn
fiercely against the injurious influence of the Origenist monks. 65 From the
Vita Euthymü and the other biographies we may derive useful additional
information. Though not totally unimportant, these Lives do not contribute
directly to our knowledge of sixth-century Origenism.
Who was this author providing us with so much information about the
Origenist struggle of his time7 We can summarize his life only by means of

VS (SCHWARTZ), 85-200. BRG 1608; CPG 7536.
VIR (SCHWARTZ), 201-222. BRG 897; CPG 7537. We are informed about John's death
by an appendix in a Georgian MS; probably, Cyril wrote also this addition. See G. GARITfE,
"La mOlt de S. Jean I'Hesychaste d'apres lIn texte georgien inedit", AB 72 (1954), 75-84.
5~ VC (SCHWARTZ), 222-235. BRG 463; CPG 7538.
60 VTheod (SCHWARTZ), 235-241. BRG 1777; CPG 7539.
6\ VTheog (SCHWARTZ), 241-243. BHG 1787; CPG 7540.
62 VAbl' (SCHWARTZ), 243-249. BRG 12; CPG7541. Abraamius reached at least the age
of 68, so he died after 542. We know this from the Arabic version of this Vita, which provides the only complete text. The Arabic has been translated into Latin by P. PEETERS, "Historia
sancti Abraamii ex apographo arabico", AB 24 (1905),351-356. On1y this text informs us
about Abraamius' death, but without indicating the year, ibid., 356,10.
63 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoh'e dans ['oeuvre de Cyrille de Scythopolis, Paris 1983,
34. "11 s'agit d'une seule oeuvre en dellx parties," ibid. See also J. BINNS, in Cy/'il 0/
Scythopolis.· The Lives 0/ the MOllks 0/ Palestine, xxx.
64 VS 83-90 (SCHWARTZ), 188,28-200,17. ather important passages are interwoven with
the rest oftheLife, VS19 (ibid.), 103,8-105,2; VS36 (ibid.), 122,19-/25,25; VS72(ibid.),
174,23-176,20; VS74 (ibid.), 178,19-/79,14.
65 VC 1/-15 (SCHWARTZ), 229,7-231,26.
57
58
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what he hirnself relates. 66 Cyril was bom about 525 67 in Scythopolis, the
capital of Palestine n: a commercial center and a city with a highly developed ecclesiasticallife and with several monasteries. 68 His father must have
been a axoAoOTl KOC;, which implies that he was well-educated69 and a member "of the legal profession":70 he assisted the metropolitan of Scythopolis
in episcopal administration. 71 His mother was a very pious woman; Cyril
refers to her as a OOUAll 8wu. 72 The little information Cyril communicates
about his family indicate that he was weIl bom from an ecclesiastical and
pious environment. His parents must have been closely acquainted with
Saint Sabas. Cyril narrates how the Saint had visited Scythopolis before he was
bom, in 518, in order to announce a decree of the Emperor Justin (518-527) in

His writings contain several autobiographical passages, besides the one already mentioned: VE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,10-72,7; VE 60 (ibid.), 82,12-85,4; VS 1 (ibid.), 85,12-86,26;
VS 75 (ibid.), 179,26-181,18; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,8-217,24; VIH 21 (ibid.), 217,25-218,9.
67 See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 11-13; J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors of
Christ, 25.
68 J. BINNS, in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives ofthe Monks of Palestine, XXXVIII-XXXIX.
The site of Scythopolis (in Hebrew Beth Shan), situated at the height of Caesarea, a few
miles west of the Jordan (see the map below, 380), has been a civilization center for 7,000
years. In Cyril's time the place, having been a center in the network of Roman roads in
Palestine, had a history reaching back many centuries. See J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ, 121-126. For a further description: ibid., 126-147. See also M. AVI-YONAH,
"Scythopolis", lEI 12 (1962), 123-134.
69 J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ, 26.
70 Id., in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives of the Monks of Palestille, 84, n.12.
71 TC ETTlOKOTTEtOV Kp<XTwv ... Kai T4i flTlTPOTTOAlTlJ aUVEOpElJ())V, VS75 (SCHWARTZ),
180,4-6. Cyril does not mention the title ofaxoAaaTl K6<; in this passage, but in the VE we
read that Euthymius' uncle Eudoxius, who fulfilled the same function (TC ... ETTlOKOTTEtOV
KpaTOUVTa Kai T4i ETTlOK6TTt;J aUVEOpElJOVTa), was a aXOAaaTlK6<;, VE 3 (SCHWARTZ),
10,7-8,15. See also E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 409; A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les //lOhleS
d'Orient m/2, 109-11 0, n.251; B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 13.
72 VS 75 (SCHWARTZ), 180,20-21. According to Schwartz and Festugiere, the expression would mean that Cyril's mother was (living as) a nun; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von
Skythopolis, 409, n.2; A-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient III/2, 109, n.251. Flusin thinks
that such a meaning, in this case, might be too strong; see B. FLUS/N, Miracle et histoi/'e, 15.
Binns first wrote that the expression "may imply that Cyril's mother was living as a nun", J.
BINNS, in Cyril of Sc)'thopolis: The Lives of the Monks of Palestille, 217, n.106. However,
shortly after he specified that it "was used as a compliment to her piety and should not be
understood to imply that she was a member of a religious community", J. BINNS, Ascetics
and Ambassadors of Christ, 25.
66
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favor of the Council of Chalcedon. 73 Cyril' s father, impressed by a miracle
performed by Sabas, did not budge from the Saint's side during his stay in
Scythopolis; and the Saint, on his part, visited their house regularly, while
Cyril's mother had the benefit of his prayer and blessing. 74
Sabas came to Scythopolis on a second occasion in 531 (the year before his death), when Cyril was a six-year-old boy, to announce imperial
decrees once again. 75 On this occasion, the small child caught the atteniion
of the nonagenarian, who put hirn under the charge of the metropolitan to
ensure his ecclesiastical and monastic education. 76 Cyril's father was ordered to teach hirn "the Psalter and the Apostle".77 Cyril does not mention
any wider instruction, but despite presenting hirnself as an tOtwTllC; ,78 he

73 VS 61 (SCHWARTZ), 162,19-163,3. Justin's predecessor, Anastasius (493-518), had
pursued a vigorous anti-Chalcedonian policy during the last years of his govemment. As
soon as Justin succeeded on the throne, he started favoring the Council, VS 60, (ibid.),
162,10-18.
74 VS 63 (SCHWARTZ), 164,20-24.
75 According to Cyril's biography, Sabas had been sent by the Patriarch of Jerusalem
on a mission to the court of Justinian (527-565), to request remission of certain taxes and
support of the Palestinian churches, after a disastrous revolt of the Samaritans against the
Christi ans, VS 70-74 (SCHWARTZ), 171,26-179,8. The Emperor, deeply impressed by the
holiness of the Saint, VS 71 (ibid.), 173,17-27, zealously fulfilled all five points of the
request, by sending decrees and giving rescripts to Sabas, VS 73 (ibid.), 176,21-178,20.
After the imperial rescripts had been published at Jerusalem, Sabas went to Caesarea and
Scythopolis to publish them also there, VS75 (ibid.), 179,26-180,2.
76Ibid., 180,9-14.
77 TC OE lj!aATllPlOV oloa~al flE Kai TCV aTT6aToAov, ibid., 181,16-17 (see also
180,23-24).
78 Cyril concludes the VE with an interesting passage about how he gathered all information for the VE and the VS, how he feIt incapable to get started on the composition of
these Vitae and how Euthymius and Sabas finally appeared to hirn in his sleep and fulfilled
hirn with the strength needed to accomplish the task, VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 82,12-85,4.
Throughout the whole passage Cyril emphasizes his unworthiness and his lack of education: Kai apx~v Tfj<; auvTa~Ew<; ~TT6pouv TTOl ~aaaeat Kai w<; !OlWTTl<; Kai flTlO' ÜAW<;
ax8El<; Ola TTatoEfa<; Tfj<; E~w8EV Kai w<; aTTElpo<; TWV 8Efwv AOYlWV Kai ßpaMYAwaao<;,
(ibid.), 83,23-25. See also VS, Preface (ibid.), 86,12. Referring to A.-J. FESTUGIERE, "Lieux
communs litteraires et themes du folklore dans l'hagiographie primitive", WSt 73 (1960),
123-152 (pp.126-131), Binns notes that we should not take this phrase too literally. "The
claim to be ignorant and uneducated, and to write as a result of a divine commission, are
commonplace features of writing of the period, both Christi an and pagan," J. BINNS, in
CYl'il of Scythopolis: The Lives of the Monks of Palestine, 92, n.l 09. See also B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoil'e, 41-42.
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must have received a good education. 79 When still a child, he was tonsured
and placed in the first ecclesiastical grade,80 which means - as we leam
from the Vita Euthymii - that he became lector. 81 In 543, probably at the
age of eighteen, he made his "renunciation" (a1Tl::Ta~alll1v) in a monastery
of Scythopolis and received the monastic habit from the hands of Abba
George,82 his guide to whom he would dedicate both the Vita Euthymii 83
and the Vita Sabae. 84 In November of the same year, as Cyril indicates, he
left Scythopolis for Jerusalem, attracted by the life of the desert. 85 Before
his departure, his pious mother urged hirn to take no decisions without the
advice of John the Hesychast, and also to be on his guard against the injurious influence of the Origenists. 86 Cyril relates how he went to a laura near
Jericho, neglecting John the Hesychast's injunction, but after a short illfated stay there, he did as John had told hirn and entered the cenobium of
Euthymius, in July 544,87 There he lived for a good ten years.

79 Festugiere presumes that Cyril not only "a du recevoir une bonne education premiere",
but also that he, after becoming a monk, "a fait une etude au moins suffisante de la theologie",
A.-l. FESTUGIERE, Les moil1es d'Orient m/l, 43. Besides, the comprehensive analysis ofFlusin
proves that Cyril knew how to utilize a vast patrimonium of Christian sources; see B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 41-86. Apart from his theological formation, he must have learnt at least
the basic principles of rhetoric, frequenting only Christian writers, ibid., 84. See also L. PERRONE, "11 deserto e I'orizzonte della citta", 87-89. According to Binns, Cyril's writings reveal "a detailed knowledge of the Bible", familiarity with "the Lives of the saints" and
"some knowledge of rhetoric", but "no knowledge of c1assical non-Christi an writers". See 1.
BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors of Christ, 28.
80 VS 75 (SCHWARTZ), 181,17-18.
SI In the VE, the two-year-old Euthymius is dedicated to God like Samuel, VE 3
(SCHWARTZ), 10,11-13; he is received by the bishop, baptized, tonsured and made lector in
the church, ibid., 10,19-21. There are notable similarities between Cyri!'s own youth and the
way he describes the youth both of Euthymius and Sabas. See also VS 1-2 (SCHWARTZ),
86,27-88,17.
82 VE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,10-17. Cyril notes that the event took pI ace in the sixteenth
year of the "present" (ie. lustinian's) reign.
E3 VE, Dedication (SCHWARTZ), 5,1-6,20; Preface (ibid.), 8,10-13.
84 VS, Preface (SCHWARTZ), 85,5-86,26.
85 VE 49 (SCH\VARTZ), 71,16-20; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,8-11.
86 VE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,20-27; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,11-15.
87 Although lohn had urged hirn to enter the monastery of Euthymius (c. 7 miles east of
lerusalem; see the map below, 381), Cyril, in his youthful desire for a hermit's Iife, went first to
the laura of Calamon (c. 5 miles south-west of lericho). There, he fell gravely iII and lohn
appeared in his sleep to reproach hirn with his disobedience. Rising from sleep, he feit suddenly
recovered and then finally followed 10hn's injunction, VIH 20 (SCHWARTZ), 216,20-217,12.
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After the Council of Constantinople in 553 and the following expulsion of the Origenists from the New Laura,88 this former Origenist center
was re-populated in February 555 by one hund red and twenty orthodox
monks; Cyril was among the new inhabitants. 89 In a euphoric mood, because of what he considered the final victory of orthodoxy over Origenism,90
Cyril started working on his biographies. 91 J. Binns gave a significative
description of the state of mind with which his writings were produced:
(... ) while he was in the New Laura enjoying the victory over heresy, (... ) he began
his task of writing. As he triumphantly occupied this former bastion of heresy, he
started to record the events by which the true faith triumphed, presenting the conf1ict between orthodoxy and heresy as a theme running through his Lives. 92

About two years later, in 557, Cyril moved to the Great Laura,93 which
was the monastic center that dominated all Sabaitic monasteries in the deserts
88 The New Lama (near Thekoa, c. 12 miles south of 1erusalem; see the map below, 381)
was founded in 507 from the GreatLaura (c. 8 miles south-east of lerusalem), VS36 (SCHWARTZ),
122,19-123,28. The Great Laura, itself founded by Sabas in 483, VS 16 (ibid.), 99,5-100,20,
became the center of all Sabaitic monasteries. The remains are spread around the present-day
Mar Saba monastery. See esp. S. VAllHE, "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 5 (1900), 274-276; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List ofthe Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean
Desert", in Christian Archaeology, 31-32; id., The Judeall Desert Monasteries in the Byzantine Period, 24-26; 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of Palestinian Monasticism, 57-107. For the
New Laura, the remains ofwhich were discovered by Y. Hirschfeld in 1982, seeesp. S. VAILHE,
"Repertoire alphabetique", o.c., 38-39; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries",
O.c., 36-38; id., The Judean Desert Monasteries, o.c., 15-16,26-27; 1. PATRICH, Sabas, o.c.,
107-110. The New Laura became a center ofOrigenism. According to Cyril, the monks ofthe
New Lama separated themselves from the catholic communion after the official condemnation
of 553, while Patriarch Eustochius of Jerusalem patiently tried to convince them of the need to
turn back into communion. After eight months, however, when he saw his efforts ineffective,
he had them expelIed from the New Laura by military force, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,11-17.
89 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,1-200,3. For the dating of the re-populating of the New
Laura to 555 and the problems connected with it, see esp. F. DIEKAMP, Die ol'igenistischen
Streitigkeiten, 65-66; E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition de
ses oeuvres", AB 62 (1944),174-176; B. FWSIN, Miracle ethistoire, 31, with n.ll1. (There
are some questions concerning Cyril's dating system, which will be treated below, esp. p.68,
n.61; p.75, n.92; p.289, n.171; p.291, n.177).
90 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 200,3-17.
91 For the difficulties Cyril had to overcome getting started, see the concluding chapter
of the VE, mentioned above, 37, n.78.
92 J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ, 33.
93 For the time of Cyril's stay in the New Laura, see VE 60 (SCH\VARTZ), 83,21-22. For
his removal to the Great Laura, see VS 82 (SCHWARTZ), 187,21-24; VIH 20 (ibid.), 217,2123. For the Great Laura, see the literature mentioned above, n.88.
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of Judea and the Jordan. He must have died soon after, in 559; that is to say,
not a trace of any activity is to be found of hirn after this date. 94
As a young monk at the cenobium ofEuthymius near Jerusalem, Cyril
witnessed the last, crucial phase of the complex intrigue that is called the
"Second Origenist Controversy". In 543 (the year when Cyril made his
renunciation of the world) Emperor Justinian had received a libellus from
the anti-Origenist monks of Palestine and, alarmed by it, he had promulgated an edict "against the impious Origen and his sacrilegious doctrines".95
But in the following years, according to Cyril, the Origenists gained in
power and the orthodox monks had to suffer severe assaults and persecutions
from their side. 96 The Origenist power weakened only after the sudden death
of their leader Nonnus, in 547,97 followed by a schism within their own
ranks. 98 Finally the Emperor, alarmed by a new libellus against the Origenists, as Cyril puts it, convoked the Fifth Ecumenical Council that assembled at Constantinople in order to condemn Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia, together with the teachings of Evagrius and Dydimus. 99
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4. The problem of eyril's historical reliability:
status quaestionis
As has already been said, Cyril of Scythopolis bears an almost classical reputation of historical reliability. In general, scholars give much credit
to his account: Cyril distinguishes hirns elf from other ancient hagiographcrs
by the unusual exactitude with which he indicates dates, due to his concern
to place the important events of his report against the historical background
of the period when they occurred.
Caesar Baronius, who published his Annales ecclesiastici between 1588
and 1607,100 already praised Cyril as a "diligens et veritatis cultor illorum
temporum florens historicus", 101 or as a "verax et accuratus Scriptor rerum
SS. Monachorum". 102 Among all the historians of early Christianity after
Athanasius and Jerome, Baronius had found no one describing the lives
and deeds of the holy men with more trustworthiness:
Liceat absque invidia dicere, me neminem reperisse post sanctos Athanasium
atque Hieronymum, qui majori fide scripserit sanctissimorum virorum res gestas,
digerens eas, atque distinguens accurate per tempora, ac ipse Cyrillus, dum quae
ipse vidit, vel sanctorum omni probitate praestantium virorum relatione didicit, absque levi suspicione mendacii, sinceram veritatem veluti sacrosanctum depositum
posteris tradidit. 103

"Wie sein Leben weiter verlief, nachdem er das Gebot, mit seinem Talent zu wuchern
[6,15. 82,16], redlich erfüllt hatte, meldet keine Kunde," E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 415. If Cyril was the one who added the appendix to the VIH, describing John the
Hesychast's death (see above, 35, n.58), this would mean that he was still alive on 8 January
559. See G. GARITTE, "La mort de S. Jean I'Hesychaste", 80 (nr.14). Festugiere only remarks
that the Great Laura is the monastery that Cyril "n'a plus quittee", A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les
moines d'Orient m/1, 9. Flusin assumes that "Cyrille est mort peu apres 559", B. FLUSIN,
Miracle ef histoire, 32. See also J. BINNS, in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives of fhe Monks of
Palestine, XL. An early death would be "the most likely explanation" for the ending ofCyril's
literary career in 559; see id., Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ, Oxford 1994, 35.
95 KaTeX 'np IYEVOUC; TOU OUCJCJEßOUC; KaI TWV avoCJ(wv oOY!-lClTWV, IUSTlNIANUS, Edictlllll contra Origenelll, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, ACO m, 189,20. Cyril relates the promulgation
of this edict in VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 191,20-192,3.
96 VS 86-87 (SCHWARTZ), 192,12-195,25.
97 VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 195,25-196,2.
98 VS 89 (SCH\VARTZ), 197,4-26.
99 VS 89-90 (SCHWARTZ), 197,26-199,6. By mentioning Theodore's name, Cyril refers
in passing to the Three Chapters affair which, according to the evidence, was the main issue
at the Counci!. See also below, 52, n.167.
94

Baronius' judgment was explicitly endorsed by seventeenth century
church historians, such as J. Bolland (1643),104 L. Bulteau (1680)105 and S.
Lenain de Tillemont (ed. 1712).106 Referring to Cyril's Vita Euthymii, the
latter affirmed:

A. INGOLD, "Baronius (Le cardinal Cesar)", DTC 2/1 (1932),426.
C. BARONIUS, AllIlales ecclesiastici, Annus 475, par. LXIII, cf. ed. Venetiis 1739, t, 6,
co!. 381.
\02 Id., Annus 491, par. XV, quoted from ed. Venetiis 1739, t. 7, co!. 547, marginal note.
103 Ibid., col 547-548.
l[)j J. BOLLAND, "De S. Euthymio Magno", AS, xx Januarii, Jan., t,n, according to ed.
novissima (J. CARNADET), Paris 1862,663 (par. m).
\05 L. BULTEAU, Essai de ['histoire monastique d'Orient, Paris 1680,675-677.
106 S. LENAIN DE TILLEMoNT, Memoires pour servil' a ['histoire ecclisiastiqlle XIV, according to: ed. Venise 1732, 77. The editio pl'illceps of t,XIV, the last volume of Lenain de
Tillemont's monumental work, was published in Paris 1712, 14 years after his death. See G.
BARDY, "Tillemont (Sebastien Le Nain de)", DTC 15/1 (1946), 1029-1033.
100
101
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Son histoire n'est pas moins assurc~e qu'elle est admirable. ( ... ) Mais s'il n'a
pas luy mesme este terno in de ce qu'il rapporte, il a eu le soin de s'en informer
exactement des anciens solitaires qui en pouvoient estre les mieux instruits, particulierement de S. Jean le Silentieux, de Thalathee, & de S. Quiriace ou Cyriaque. 107

Another early testimony of Cyril' s high reputation may be found in the
sixth volume of the Vies des Peres des deserts d'Orient of M.-A. Marin
(1761), where the chapter on Sabas is introduced as folIows:
Nous suivrons le moine Cyrille en donnant la vie de saint Sabas, comme nous
I'avons fait dans celle de saint Euthyme, et nous sommes d'autant plus assures de la
verite de son histoire, qu'il a eu le bonheur d'etre eleve par ce grand saint dans sa
jeunesse et que son exactitude est reconnue de tous les savants dans l' Histoire
ecclesiastique et monastique.IOl!

In the nineteenth century, A. Couret (1869) compared Cyril with
Plutarch, because of the former's stylistic qualities which assured to his
biographies "un rang distingue parmi les oeuvres historiques du sixieme
siec1e".109 H. Usener (1890) gave a more specific description of Cyril's
qualities as a historian:
Er nimmt in der erbaulichen litteratur des alterthums eine ehrenstelle ein,
weil er ein echter geschichtschreiber ist. Mit scharfem gefühl für das wahre wusste
er sich seine gewährsmänner zu wählen, ( ... ), und wurde nicht müde zu dieser und
jener niederlassung zu wandern um das erkundete zu berichtigen und zu ergänzen.
Den prüfstein seines berufs zum geschichtschreiber der wüste gibt die ungewöhnliche sorgfalt, mit weIcher er genauigkeit der zeitbestimmung erstrebt. Hier lag
für ihn selbst das wichtigste mittel, die zuverlässigkeit seiner berichterstatter zu
prüfen. 110

Shortly before Usener, however, H. Loofs (1887), in a study on the
sixth-century theologian Leontius of Byzantium, had observed that Cyril's

107 S. LENAIN DE TILLEMONT, Memoires pOllr se/viI'
1732),76.

al'histoire ecclesiastiq/le XIV (ed.

108 M. MARIN, Les Vies des Peres des deserts d'Orient avec leur doctrine spirituelle et
leur disciplille mOllastique, 6, Avignon 1761,71-72 (quoted according to the "Nouvelle
Edition" by M. VEUILLOT, t.3, Paris 1864,427).
I()<) A. COURET, La Palestine sous les empereurs grecs, 326-636, Grenoble 1869,207.
110 H. USENER, Der heilige Theodosios. Schriften des Theodoros und Kyrillos, Leipzig
1890 (repr. Hildesheim 1975), XIX-XX, quoted according to the original spelling (substantives without capitals).
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references to the Origenist controversy bear "eine grelle Parteifärbung" .111
Nevertheless, Usener's judgment became famous and has received much
consensus since: his passage was quoted frequently, for example by A.
Ehrhard (1893),112 W. Rügamer (1894),113 F. Diekamp (1899)114 and O.
Bardenhewer (1932).115 But also without using Usener's words, scholars of
'1 116 A cthe last hundred years have expressed a great amIratlOn
d . . 0 f Cyn.
cording to Ehrhard, he distinguishes hirns elf from other hagiographers by
the reliability of the facts reported and by his sober historical sense. ll ? The
appraisal was somewhat balanced in aseries of conferences by H. Delahaye
(1935) first published fifty years after his death, in 1991. In the second
conference Delahaye, on the one hand, fully joined with his predecessors in
the tradition al eulogy:
Car si Cyrille ne recherche pas les effects litteraires, on ne peut lui marchander
cet eloge, que bien peu d'hagiographes ont su meriter: c' est un veritable historien. 11
possecte 11 un haut degre les deux qualites principales de la profession: le souci de
I' information exacte et la precision chronologique. 11 n' avance pas un fait important
sans produire ses ternoins. ( ... ).

111 H. LooFs, Leollti/ls von Byzanz und die gleichnamigen Schriftsteller der griechischen
Kirche I. Das Leben und die polemischen Werke des Leontius von Byzanz, TU 3/1, Leipzig
1887,288.
112 A. EHRHARD, "Das Griechische Kloster Mar-Saba in Palaestina. Seine Geschichte
und seine litterarischen Denkmäler", RQ 7 (1893),43-44.
113 W. RÜGAMER, Leont;lIs von Byzanz. Ein Polemiker alls der Zeit l/lstinians, Würzburg
1894, 58-59.
114 F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischell Streitigkeiten, 7. Diekamp explicitly rejected Loofs'
negative judgment, ibid., 63-64.
115 O. BARDENHEWER, Geschichte der altkirchlichen LiteratlIr v, Freiburg im Br. 1932,
125.
116 See e.g. R. GENIER, Vie de saillt EuthYllle le Grand (377-473). Les mohles et l'Eglise
en Palestine au V' siecle, Paris 1909, XII-XVIII.
117 In 1897, Ehrhard wrote that Cyril's biographies are distinguished "durch Zuverlässigkeit der berichteten Thatsachen, ungewöhnliche Sorgfalt in den chronologischen
Bestimmungen, einen für seine Zeit nüchternen historischen Sinn (obgleich Kyrillos dem
Wunderglauben der ihn umgebenden Mönchswelt zugethan war), Verständnis für asketische
Frommigkeit, endlich durch eine einfache, jeder rhetorischen Ausschmückung abholde
Darstellungsweise" , A. EHRHARD, in K. KRUMBACHER, Geschichte der byzallfillisclzen Litteratlll:
VOll lustinian bis zum ende des Oströmischen Reiches (527-1453), 2. Auf!. (Handb. der
klass. Altertumswiss. IX), München 1897, 186. This passage was quoted (almost lilerally) by
H. MERTEL, Die biographische Form der griechischen Heiligenlegenden (diss.), München
1909,50.
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Mais ce qui donne aux biographies de Cyrille leur vraie caracteristique, c'est
sa constante preoccupation de !eur donner une armature chronologique solide. 11
multiple les dates et les synchronismes. 1I8

On the other hand, however, Delahaye expressed his awareness of the
possibility that a lack ofimpartiality in Cyril's sources might have contaminated, to a certain extent, the element of historieal tmstworthiness in his
biographies:
Que Cyrille tut le plus consciencieux des biographes, on ne saurait en douter.
Ceci ne veut pas dire que tout ce qu'il racconte est de l'histoire pure et doit etre pris
au pied de la lettre. Les details de la vie des ilIustres fondateurs lui ont ete transmis,
on peut le croire, par des temoins fideles, mais doues, sans doute, d'une memoire
grossissante. Dans ses recits, qui ont fatalement I'allure du panegyrique, iI y a plus
d'un trait sur lequel iI ne faut pas appuyer. 1I9

Independently of Delahaye, more refinements were introduced in the
judgment of Cyril's accuracy. E. Schwartz (1939), editing the critieal text
of Cyril's Lives, 120 confitmed the traditional appraisal of Cyril's "Gewissenhaftigkeit und Zuverlässigkeit" partieularly with respect to the "chronologische Aufbau seiner Viten", 121 but he noted also a "Nebel" with regard to the
Life of Euthymius, who had already been dead for 80 years when Cyril gathered the material. 122 E. Stein (1949) combined his positive judgment with a
concession that Cyril' s nanation might have lacked the impartiality of a modern scientifie historian. 123 However, notwithstanding such concessions, the
fundamental appraisal of Cyril' s qualities, both as a hagiographer and a histo-

118 H. DELAHAYE, L'allcielll/e hagiographie byzantille. Les SOllrces, fes premiers mode fes,
laforlllatioll des genres (Conferences prononcees au College de France en 1935), SubsHag

73, ed. B. JOASSART/ X. LEQuEux, Deuxieme conference, Bruxelles 1991,43.
119
120
121
122

Ibid., 44.
E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis (see also above, 34, n.55).
Ibid., 355.
Ibid., 373.

qualites d' excellent observateur et nan'ateur, le zele avec lequel il cherche a
se renseigner aussi exactement que possible sur les sujets qu'i1 traite, son souci de fixer la
chronologie des evenements qu'i1 relate, donnent ases ouvrages une valeur exceptionnelle
pour le genre. Il est vrai qu'il ne racconte pas la vie de ses heros avec la serenite d'un
historien scientifique, mais en admirateur prevenue, et qu'i1 accepte des recits concernant
!eurs activites thaumaturgiques aussi facilement que la majorite de ses contemporains;
cependant, on I'a souIigne a bon droit, la Oll iI parle de choses qu'il a vues lui-meme, I 'element
miraculeux ne joue qu'un röle fort secondaire, et iI ne deforme pas les faits pour pouvoir
introduire un miracle," E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du Ras-Empire II, 699-700.
123 " ••• ses
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.rian, remained unatfected. Thus, one ofthe reasons for A.-J. Festugiere (196263)124 to add a Vita Theodosii of another, more "rhetorieal" author, Theodore
of Petra, 125 to his French translation of Cyril' s hagiographie corpus, was:
de donner un exemple d'une sorte de litterature qui encombre l' hagiographie ancienne
et qui fait mieux apprecier, par contraste, la candeur et la precision de Cylille. 126

Even B. Flusin (1983), who made an important study of Cyril's writings with the very purpose of reconciling the latter's historieal sense with
his interest in miracle stories, began with the statement that:
Cyrille a la reputationjustifiee de se distinguer parmi les hagiographes byzantins
par une etonnante surete historique. 127

On the other hand, Flusin expressed, in passing, a certain suspicion
regarding "Ie valeur historique de la Vie d'Euthyme".128 In addition, he
pointed out that Cyril' s representation of the anchoretie order as superior to
the cenobitic contradiets the historical evidence. 129 But such criticisms gave
no cause for a systematic questioning of Cyril' s reliability. The general

124 A-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient m. Les //loh/es de Palestine (3 vols), Paris
1962-1963.
125 Theodore of Petra, disciple of Abba Theodosius, wrote a Life of his master in an
abundant rhetorical style in the years between 536-543. The Greek text was published in the
work ofUsenerjust mentioned (see above, 42, n.ll0). Cyril of Scythopolis, in his own short
Life of Theodosius, refers with much reverence to this work of Theodore, VTheod 4
(SCHWARTZ), 239, 17-20.
126 A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les 1/l0ines d'Orient m/3, 83. Festugiere, who made a profound
study of Cyril 's writings, concludes his paragraph on the style as folIows: "Dans I' ensemble,
on peut dire qu'il [seil. Cyril] n'est pas seulement un de nos meilleurs hagiographes par la
vivacite du recit et le charme du tour, mais qu'il a de reelles qualites d'historien," id., Les
moines d'Orient m/l, 43.
127 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, Paris 1983,9.
128Ibid., 190 (Eulhymius appears as a prefigurement of Sabas, the miracle worker, ibid.).
129 As we shall see, Cyril represents a hierarchy, according to which the anchoretic
institution is superior to the cenobitic, both having their own archimandrites. Thus, he must
have reduced the status of the cenobites, ibid., 100; see also 144-145. However, "il parait
bien, d'apres certains documents a caractere officiel, qu'en fait ce soit l'archimandrite des
cenobites qui ale pas sur l'archimandrite des laures", ibid., 200 (with ref. to such a document, quoted ibid., 139-140, n.259). Festugiere already suggested that there must have been
a rivalry between the two orders, even though he did not question Cyril's stressing the good
relationship. See A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les 1II0illes d'Orient m/3, 85.
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approach to Cyril's qualities as a his tori an has remained, until the present
day, a combination of favorable appraisal and moderate criticism. We can
find this, for example, in L. Perrone (1990),130 J. Binns (1994)131 and J.
Patrich (1995). J32
As far as the Second Origenist Controversy, our special interest, is
concemed, there seemed to be !ittle need to question Cyril's presentation of
the struggle. Older authoritative surveys, such as those of A. d' Ales (1916),133
L. Duchesne (1925)134 and G. Fritz (1932),135 depend largely upon the data
as given by the Vita Sabae. More recent authors do, it is true, admit that

Because of qualities Iike the historical coordinates framing his Lives, Cyril has
"meri tatamente" recei ved "I' apprezzamento degli storiei", L. PERRONE, "11 deserto e I' orizzonte
della citta", 24. Concerning times, places, persons and names, Cyril shows himself a "zelante
deli' 'esattezza''', and "preoccupato ( ... ) di ricercare con cura la verita", ibid., 89. However,
his hagiographie writings are also characterized by "una certa tendenza alla stilizzazione e
idealizzazione", ibid., 25. See also 26, 28, 72. In certain cases, "storia e interpretazione in
Cirillo risultano difficili da dipanare", ibM., 29.
131 Binns initiates his section on Cyril's historical awareness by mentioning the "praise
from modern critics for his skills as a historian" and, after treating Cyril's concern for preeise chronological information, he concludes the section by stating that such qualities "ensured a full and accurate historieal record of the monasteries" , J. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors 0/ Christ, 75. Although Binns utters sometimes a certain criticism on Cyril's accuracy (see ibM., 2, 183), espeeially with regard to the miracle stories (ibM., 218-221), he
tends to follow Cyril in the representation of historieal facts, throughout his study (concrete
examples are given below, 331, n.356).
'
132 Although Patrich warns that we should read Cyril "with critieal caution", he immediately adds: "At the same time, we should be aware that Cyril's compositions are not the
laudatory rhetorieal works, with an abundance of scriptural quotations, like many other
saint's Iives. Cyril does not refrain from mentioning instances of revolt and opposition against
Sabas' leadership, a fact that adds credibility to his narrative," 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/
Palestinian Monasticism, 37. Elsewhere, Patrich assigns a "high degree of credibility" to
Cyril's writings, ibid., 202.
133 A. d' ALES, "Origenisme", DAFC 3 (1916), 1228-1258. "Sur les luttes origenistes du
VI" siecle, notre meilleure autorite est Cyrille de Scythopolis, biographe de S. Sabas," ibM.,
1237. A nuance on this point had already been made thirty years before by A. Dale, who
qualified Cyril as "a good authority for the local controversy, but not trustworthy beyond this
limited range", A. DALE, "Origenistic Controversies", Dcn 4 (1887),152 (left co!.).
134 L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise au VI' siecle, Paris 1925, 166-174, 206-211,215. Duchesne
qualified Cyril as "l' exact et consciencieux historien des moines illustres de la Palestine",
ibid., 215.
135 G. FRITZ, "Origenisme", DTC 9/2 (1932), 1574-1588. "Nous avons la bonne fortune d' avoir des renseignements de premiere main sur cette derniere phase des controverses
origenistes, dans la vie de saint Sabas, ecrite par Cyrille de Scythopolis," ibid., 1574.
130
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Cyril was an anti-Origenist and therefore they show more reserve with reference to the details of his account, but they do not seriously question his
reliability. This position can be found in the (relatively) recent manual of
H.-G. Beck (1959)136 and also in the more detailed studies ofE. Schwartz
(1939)137 and A. Guillaumont (1962),138 wh ich count among the standard
works on the subject. These authors show a moderate critical sense, but not
strong enough to affect substantially Cyril's reliability as a witness to the
Second Origenist Controversy. The same goes for D. Chitty (1966).139 The
only noteworthy exception to this approach that I know can be found in a
brief remark by M. Simonetti (1986):
Cirillo di Scitopoli, fonte pressoche unica per questi fatti, ei ragguaglia in
modo non solo apertamente tendenzioso in senso antiorigenista ma anche superfieiale:
ci da tanti particolari sullo svolgimento materiale dei contrasto fra i monaci della
Laura di Saba, antiOligeniani, e quelli della Nuova Laura, origeniani; ma tace completamente sui termini dottrinali deI confronto. 140

136 In his manual, Beck praises Cyril's collection of Vitae as "ein hagiographisches
Corpus von großer Lebendigkeit und Liebenswürdigkeit, trotz aller dogmatischen Strenge
und trotz der zunächst kaum erkennbaren Parteilichkeit des Verfassers", H.-G. BECK, Kirche
und theologische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich, Byzantinisches Handbuch im Rahmen
des Handbuchs der Altertumswissenschaft u/1 (Handb. der Altertumswiss. xu/2, 1), München
1959,409. With respect to the Vita Sabae Beck remaks that Cyril offers with this work
"nicht nur das Leben seines Helden, sondern zugleich das wichtigste, wenn auch vorsichtig
zu handhabende Material für den zweiten Origenistenstreit und die innere Geschichte des
palästinensischen Mönchtums", ibid.
137 E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis (see also above, p.34, n.55 and p.44 at n.120).
In tbe "Bemerkungen" to his text edition, Schwartz tri es to understand Cyril's silence about
the Three Chapters affair (see above, 40, n.99), speaking with appreeiation of bis talent as a
narrator and of his efforts to ensure that bis information is beyond all doubt, ibid., 412-413.
138 Guillaumont introduces bis survey of the Second Origenist Controversy with the
following lines: "L'histoire de ce conflit nous est connue surtout par la Vie de saint Sabas
qu' ecrivit, en 556, Cyrille de Scytbopolis. C' est donc celui-ci prineipalement qui sera notre
guide: un guide sur, malgre son hostilite a legard des origenistes," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 129.
139 Dealing with the bistory of sixth-century Origenism, Chitty, at a certain point,leaves
open a possibility "that Cyril's account is colored by later events", D. CHITTY, The Desert a
City, 124. However, for the most part, Cbitty follows Cyril's version oftbe conflict. See esp.
ibid., 127-129. A few pages furtber, he even praises Cyril as "a valuable and remarkable
historian" , due to his "normal care and accuracy", particularly witb respect to datings and
topograpbieal details, ibM., 131.
140 M. SIMONETTI, "La controversia origeniana. Caratteri e significato", 19. It might be
better to say: " ... tace quasi completamente". See esp. VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230, 3-10.
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In general, however, a fundamental trust in Cyril's reliability remains
the common approach among scholars dealing with sixth-century Origenism up to our present day. C. Stallman-Pacitti (1990), though stating in her
conelusion that "Cyril has been seen at times basically inaccurate", 141 defends his accuracy with respect to the Origenist Controversy.142 L. Perrone
(1990),143 though admitting Cyril's partiality concerning the Origenist Controversy,144 which could have impoverished his representation of the Origenist theological positions in a crucial passage of the VC,145 considers that
passage nevertheless as "il compendio piii organico delle teorie degli origenisti".146 J. Binns (1994)147 follows Cyril's description of the conflict
without reserve. 148 J. Patrich (1995)149 concedes that Cyril's work "is a
ho stile source" of which the "testimony should be regarded critically", 150
but immediately after this waming he starts to describe the development of
the intrigue, following Cyril's testimony as elose as possible. l5l Even B.

141 C. STALLMAN-PACITTI, CYl'il 01 Scythopolis. A Stlldy in Hagiography as Apolog)',
Brookline, Mass. 1990, 123.
142 Ibid., 93, 94.
143 L. PERRONE, "Il deserto e I'orizzonte della citta" (see also above, 46, n.130).
144 Ibid., 73, 77.
145 Ibid., 85. PelTOne refers to a passage in which Abba Cyriacus, warning Cyril against
the Origenists (see above, 35 at n.65), recites a list of anti-Odgenist charges, VC 12 (SCHWARTZ),
230,3-10.
146 L. PERRONE, "Il deserto e l' orizzonte della citta", 85. In an earlier study, Perrone
qualifies Cyril's account ofthe Origenist Controversy as: "la fonte piu ricca di informazioni
su queste vicende, anche se spesso viziata dalla parzialita dell' autore", L. PERRONE, La Chiesa
di Palestina e le controversie cristologiche, Brescia 1980,204.
147 J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors olChl'ist (see also above, 46, n.131).
148 Ibid., 201-217 (esp. 205-211).
149 J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 01 Palestillian Monasticism (see also above, 46, n.132).
150 Ibid., 333.
151 Ibid., 333-341. Only when the Origenist "rebels", according to Cydl, march upon
the Great Laura with all kinds of agricultural tools, intending to destroy it, VS 84 (SCHWARTZ),
190,16-21, Patrich remarks: "This is the testimony of Cyril, which apparently is exaggerated," J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 01 Palestinian Monasticism, 335. Patrich follows also his
secondary sources (332, n.9), all of them studies which have already been mentioned here:
F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten; L. DucHEsi-m, L'Eglise all VI' siede, 156218; G. FRITZ, "Origenisme", 1574-1588; E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 387-408;
E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoh'e du Bas-Empire 11,392-295,633-638,654-669,683-690;
A.-J. FESTUGII3RE, Les moines d'Orient ml2, "Note complem." 2, 134-136; L. PERRONE, La
Chiesa di Palestina e le controversie cristologiche, 20~-222.
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Daley (1995), in spite of his elarifying critical analysis of sixth-century
"Origenism",152 does not seem to have serious troubles with regard to Cyril's
credibility. After observing the latter's passionate hostility to the Origenists,
he writes: "nonetheless, he remains a careful and, it seems, accurate witness to the facts of the dispute". 153

5. Plan of the present dissertation
Reading and rereading Cyril's report of the controversy, I had serious
questions conceming his accuracy. Of course, he has undeniable qualities
both as a hagiographer and a historiographer. Therefore, we should attach
great importance to his testimony as a primary source for our knowledge of
sixth-century Origenism and ofPalestinian monasticism in general. "Cyrille
est remarquablement elair et la elarte semble etre son intention dominante",
wrote A-J. Festugiere. 154 This quality makes of his writings an excellent
historical source. But that does not necessarily mean that our reconstruction of the Second Origenist Controversy should coincide with Cyril's interpretation of it, nor with the interpretations he found already in his own
sources.
Cyril of Scythopolis' main purpose, when writing his Life oi Sabas,
was to make the predominant figure of Sabas a paradigmatic Saint for his
anchorite order and to seeure his authority, not only as a monastic legislator, but especially as a champion of orthodox faith in aperiod full of theological struggle. Being a disciple of this Sabas from childhood on, Cyril, as

152 B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", JTS/ns 27 (1976), 362-369;
id., "What did 'Origenism' Mean in the Sixth Century?", Origenialla sexta, Leuven 1995,
627-638 (see also above, 30 at nn.38-40).
153 Ibid., 631. However, Daley admits in the same article also the evidence of "the oversimplicity of Cyril's characterization of sixth-century 'Origenism' ", ibid., 633.
154 A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient m:ll, 42. Cyril's style is characterized by a
"Iouable souci de precision", with which he indicates ''1' age du personnage" and often even
"la correspondance de cet age avec les dates de I'histoire universelle", ibid. See also above,
45 with n.126.
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a young monk, was personally involved in the last and decisive phase of the
Origenist controversy. He belonged to the "anti-Origenist camp" (whatever
that "camp" might have been) and wrote the Vita Sabae shortly after the
expulsion of his adversaries from their stronghold. In his eyes their defeat
resulted from the TTCxpPllOta l55 whieh his deceased hero had acquired in the
presence of God, as the final fmit of an exemplary life of monastie virtue and
orthodox faith. This intimacy of the Saint with God, confirmed by aseries of
miracles post mortem,156 would make his intercessory power "more effective"157 as a supernatural support for his successors, and for the whole monastie order he founded, in the march of events throughout his tory.
Cyril wrote his account of the Second Origenist Controversy in the
light of wh at he considered the final vietory over the Origenists. 158 Most
of his information was second hand and fitted by hirn (if not by his sources)
in a very clear interpretation scheme. Even if this does not automatieaUy
mean that we should discount hirn as a deliberate falsifier, I think there
are strong reasons to entertain a systematie suspicion regarding his presentation of the struggle.
Suspicion concerning Cyril's tmstworthiness, and in particular the conjecture that the name 'OplYEVLaOTat might have been a collective term for
a heterogeneous group of monks l59 that could have been less cormpt than
Cyril depicts them, will be the starting-point of my research. The question of
Cyril' s historical reliability, especially with reference to the Origenist Controversy, will be the main issue. The problem, however, is that other sources
for sixth-century Origenism hardly permit us to verify hirn in a substantütl
way. Almost all sources available were written by anti-Origenists, and they
provide scarce information ab out the historical development of the conflict. 160
So we can only check Cyril's account of the controversy by means of indirect

VS 78 (SCHWARTZ), 184, 20-21.
VS78-82 (ibid.), 184,21-187,26.
157 J. BINNS, in Cyril 01 Scythopolis: The Lives 01 the Monks 01 Palestine, 217, n.lll.
158 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 200, 4-17.
159 I quoted already some passages of B. DALEY. "The Origenism of Leontius of
Byzantium", 362-369; id., "What did 'Origenism' Mean in the Sixth Century?", 627-638.
See above, p.30 with nn.38-40 and p.49 with n.!53.
160 Apart from the writings of Leontius of Byzantium (see below, 52, n.166), the most
important supplementary sources for the controversy are: IUSTINIANUS, Edictum collfra Origenem (= Ep. ad Memwm), ed. E. SCHwARTZ,ACO 1II, 189-214 (see above, 23, n.5), repr. in M.
AMELOITV L. MIGLJARDO ZINGALE, Scritti teologici et ecclesiastici di Giustiniano (Slibsidia m),
Milano 1977, 68-118 (or MANSI IX, 488-533; PG 86/1, 945-989); IUSTINIANUS, Epistula
155
156
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criteria. Various fields of investigation could throw more light upon our subject; I shall explore them in the three chapters of this dissertation.
1. First, after presenting the corpus cyrillianum in a more detailed way
and surveying the story of Origenism as reported by Cyril in the VS, I shall
examine the litermy genre of this writing. The VS, as Cyril's other works, is
a monastic biography in the long tradition initiated by Athanasius' Vita
Antonii. 161 It is from this tradition that Cyril derives the literary form in which
he couches his account. 162 What can we say in general about the relation
between this literary genre and the aspect of historical tmstworthiness?163
Does the hagiographie tendency to enlarge the figure of the Saint always fit
with the historieal reality in whieh this figure has been placed? Finally, what
conclusions may we derive from what we know about the role of the "holy
man" in the Byzalltine era?l64 This approach could provide us with a working
method for evaluating the degree of historicity in Cyril's biographies.

ad synodum de Origelle, ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90-97 (right
co!.) (see above, 23, n.5) (or MANSI IX, 533-537; PG 86/1,989-993; ed. DE BOOR, 11, Leipzig
1904,630-633; repr. in M. AMELoTTv L. MIGLJARDO ZINGALE, Scritti teologici et ecclesiastici,
O.C., 122-124); Concilium Oecumenicum Constantinopolitanum 11, Callolles XV cOlltra
Origellem sive Origellistas, ed. J. STRAUB, ACO IV/l, 248-249 (see above, 21, n.!) (01' F.
DIEKAMP, O.C., 90-96 [left col.]; or H. GÖRGEMANNS/ H. KARPP, Ol'igenes: Vier Bücher von
den Prinzipiell, Darmstadt 1976, 824-830); BARSANUPHJUS GAZAEUS, Doctrina cOlltra opiniones Origellis, Evagrii et Didymi (= Quaestiones 600-607), ed. S. SCHOINAS, Volos 1960,
283-292 (or PG 86/1, 892-901; forthcoming in SC); THEODORUS SCYTHOPOLJTANUS, Libellus
de erroribus Origeniallis, PG 86/1,232-236; LIBERATUS, Breviarium causae Nesforianorum
et Elltychiallorlllll 23-24, ed. E. SCHwARTZ,ACO 11/5,138-141 (or PL 68,1044-1052); EVAGRIUS
SCHOLASTICUS. Hist01'ia ecclesiastica, vI,38-39, ed. J. BIDEzI L. PARMENTIER, Evagrills. The
Ecclesiasfical History, London 1898, 186-190 (or PG 86/2, 2772-2784); FACUNDUS HERMIANENSIS, Pro delensiolle TriulIl Capitulorum, 1,2, ed. I.-M. CLJ3MENT/ R. VANDER PLAETSE, CCL
90', Turnhollt 1974, 8-11 (or PO 67, 532-534); id., IV,4, ibid., 123-128 (or PG 67, 625-628);
GEORGJUS MONACHUS ET PRESBYTER, De hearesibus ad EpiphaniulIl 9, ed. M. RICHARD, "Le
traite de Oeorges hieromoine sur les Mresies", REByz 28 (1970), 257-262 (repr. in: M. RICHARD, Opera Millora IIJ, Turnhout 1977, art. nr. 62).
161 ATHANASIUS, VA, ed. G. BARTELINK, Athanase d'Alexalldrie: Vie d'Antoine, SC 400,
Paris 1994.
162 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 45. See also: G. BARTELINK, "Die literarische Gattung
der Vita Antollii: Struktur und Motive", VigChr 36 (1982), 38-62.
163 See esp. H. DÖRRIES, "Die Vita AntonE als Oeschichtsquelle", NAWG (1949),357410; repr. in H. DÖRRIES, Wort und Stunde I. Gesammelte Studien Zl/r Kirchengeschichte des
vierten Jahrhunderts, Göttingen 1966, 145-224.
164 See esp. P. BROWN, "The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity", JRS
61 (1971),80-101.
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2. In the second chapter, I shall introduce the question of Leontius of
Byzantium (480/90-543). Cyril presents a monk with this name in a very bad
light as one of the chiefs of the "Origenist" party. 165 There is a sixth-century
Palestinian monk with the same name, whose theological works are preserved,l66 and who is identified by the consensus of modem scholarship as
the one mentioned by Cyril. But the problem is that his writings give no deal'
indication of "Origenism" in a doctrinal sense. For over a century, scholars
have been dealing with this difficulty, but their solutions remain far from
unanimous. IfLeontius' dogmatic "Origenism" remains contestable, how then
should we evaluate Cyril's accusations? Can we, perhaps, disco ver a certain
link with the other great controversy of his time, that is, the one over the
Three Chapters, 167 about which Cyril keeps an almost total silence? The prob-

165 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,12; VS 74 (ibid.), 179,9; VS 83 (ibid.), 189,1-2; VS 84
(ibid.), 190,4; VS 85 (ibid.), 191, lines 8 and 22; VS86 (ibid.), 192,22; VC 11 (ibid.), 229,14;
VC 13 (ibid.), 230,29-30.
166 Many writings have been attributed to Leontius of Byzantium, but the works that
are nowadays considered as certainly authentie are those figuring in PG 86/1, 1268-1396
and in PG 86/2, 1901-1945. Besides, there are two writings of which the authenticity is
questioned, PG 86/2, 1948-1976, 2004-2009. More detailed information concerning the
CO/PliS leontiniallllm will be given below, in Chap.2. Abrief survey is found in A. GRILLMEIER,
Jeslis der Christus im Glauben der Kirche, u/2, 190-191, n.3. A critical edition of Leontius'
writings has already been announced in 1976 by B. DALEY, ''The Origenism of Leontius of
Byzantium", 333, n.2. Later, it was said to be "scheduled to appear soon" (in CCG), id., "A
richer Union: Leontius of Byzantium and the Relationship of Human and Divine in Christ",
StPatr 24, Leuven 1993, 239, n.2. However, at present, the critical text is not yet available.
167 The Three Chapters affair (see also above, 40, n.99) refers to araging controversy
between East and West about Theodore of Mopsuestia and some writings of Theodoret of
Cyrus and Ibas ofEdessa. These authors, charged with Nestorianism, had been (directly or
indirectly) rehabilitated at the Council of Chalcedon. In fact, the quarre! concerned the authority of the Council of Chalcedon, with the Emperor Justinian and Pope Vigilitls opposed,
one against the other. Finally, the Emperor won by having the ''Three Chapters" condemned
at the Fifth Ecumenical Council. (Originally, the name ''Three Chapters" indicated the chapters condemning the three aulhors, but later it was used to indicate the authors themse!ves.)
The cOllllectioll between the controversies over Origenism and the Three Chapters has not
yet been studied sufficiently. Usually, scholars treat the controversies separately, admitting
the existence of a certain link that they touch only in passing. A contribution to the study of
that link was made by F. CARC10NE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase iniziale
della 'Seconda Controversia Origenista' (536-543). Un nuovo fallimentare tentativo d'integratione tra monofisismo e calcedonianismo alla vigilia della controversia sui Tre Capitoli",
SROC 8 (1985), 3-18; id., "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva della
'Seconda Controversia Origenista' (543-553). Gli intrecci con la controversia sui Tre
Capitoli", SROC 9 (1986), 131-147.
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lern of Leontius' "Origenism" raises also another question, which has not yet
been clearly formulated: to what extent did the presentation of "Origenism",
given by opponents like Cyril, actually agree with the real intentions of those
monks who were branded as "Origenists"? Do the doctrinal charges that we
read in the ho stile sources give us a complete picture of their movement?
There are indications of an underlying conflict on the spiritual and the inte1lectuallevels, which concemed particularly the integration of the Hellenistic
("pagan") philosophical inheritance into the monastic spiritual tradition. 168
Was this just a conflict between "intellectualist" and "anti-intellectualist"
monks,169 or had it, more fundamentally, something to do with differentviews
of the monastic life? I shall examine this question, on the basis of what we
know about the spiritual tradition attested by Evagrius. 170 As a matter of fact,
clear traces of that tradition can be discovered also in Leontius' theological
writings. Thus we may explain the latter's being labeled an "Origenist". Furthermore, by comparing the Evagrian spiritual tradition with the spirituality
that emerges from Cyril's Lives, we may obtain a new interpretative key for
the Second Origenist Controversy, on a level different from that of the mere

168 What Cyril reports is that the first adherents of Origenism were the AOYIlllTEPOl of
the New Laura, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,18; VC 13 (ibid.), 230,31. He presents these monks
"as a group of critical and rebellious intellectuals", B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius
ofByzantium", 366. See also id., "What did 'Origenism' Mean in the Sixth Century?", 638.
According to Cyril, these intellectuals "held the doctrines (ö6YJ..lara) of the godless Greeks,
Jews and Manichees", VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 124,27, and they derived "these abominable and
impious doctrines (ra J..lUaapa raura KaI 8uaaEßf] ö6YJ..lara)" not only from Origen, Evagrius
and Didymus, but, before these, from Pythagoras and Plato, VC 13 (ibid.), 230,12-14. Cyril
opposes these doctrines not only to the biblical inheritance, ibid., 10-12, but also to the
"humble path of Christ", ibid., 23-26; comp. with VS 35 (ibid.), 120,22-23. However, the
influence from "pagan" philosophers on the Origenists went far beyond a well-defined series of theological doctrines.
169 Guillaumont interprets the First Origenist Controversy primarily as a conflict between a restricted group of"intellectualists" and a majority ofuneducated, simple monks, A.
GU1LLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 52-54, 59-61. Simonetti,
speaking more generally about the Origenist controversy as such, characterizes the conflict
as "la prima eloquente testimonianza della tensione fra i due ideali di vita cristiana, quello
della sallcla simplicitas e quello dell' amor dei illtellectualis, una tensione destinata a
perpetuarsi nella storia della chiesa", M. SUvlONETTI, "La controversia origeniana. Caratteri e
significato", 31. As we shall see below, these pietures need some adjustments.
170 As has been said, Guillaumont pointed at slriking similarities between the official
anti-Origenist charges and Evagrius' theological speculations; see above, 23, n.9. This proves
that Evagrius was a major inspirer of the sixth-century Origenists. However, his influence
must have been much more embracing than only his providing a set of doctrinal conjectures.
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doctrinal issues (with their political implications), to which the hostile sources
bear witness.
3. Cyril's presentation of sixth-century Origenism must be defective.
With a view to a final verification of that suspicion, I shall closely examine,
in the third chapter, the two most important texts in Cyril's Lives that deal
with the Origenist controversy. The first text is the one in the VC, where
Cyril presents Abba Cyriacus in a tirade against the Origenists. 171 The text
contains a crucial passage in which Cyriacus recites aseries of anti-Origenist
theological charges. 172 Here we can check Cyril on his accuracy, by comparing the charges with other sources, not only the official anti-Origenist
documents, but also the writings of Origen, Evagrius and especially Leontius
ofByzantium, a major representative of contemporary "Origenism".173 Does
Cyril's "organic compendium"174 of the Origenist theological positions indeed reflect the movement? The second text to examine is the final chapter
of the VS, where Cyril gives his version of the condemnation of Origenism
at the Fifth Ecumenical Council, followed by the defeat of the Origenists. 175
Cyril claims that the Council was convoked in order to resolve the question
of Origenism, whereas the Three Chapters affair, which obviously constituted the real reason for the Council, is only mentioned obiter dicta. 176 In
Cyril's account, apredominant role in the events leading to the victory over
Origenism is attributed to Abba Conon, who is Saint Sabas' legitimate successor as aleader of the anchorite order (of which Cyril is the spokesman).
Is that role confirmed by the historieal evidence, 01' can we, perhaps, detect
in this account traces of a hagiographie enlargement of the figure of the
Saint, through the person of his successor? As we shall see, the analysis of
the two texts will provide us with sufficient evidence to confirm the doubt
ab out Cyril's historieal reIiability. This will bring us to aseries of further
questions, concerning the interpretation of the Second Origenist Contro-

VC 11-15, (SCHWARTZ), 229,7-231,26 (see above, 35, n.65).
VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,3-10 (see above, 48, n.145).
173 Comparisons of Cyril's charges with the thought of Origen himself, and comparisons of the official anti-Origenist charges with that of Evagrius and Leontius, have already
been made before. But the results have never been systematically put together with the aim
of verifying Cyril's accuracy.
174 Cf. L. PERRONE, "ll deserto e l'orizzonte della cittii", 85 (see above, 48, n.146).
175 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,7-200,17.
176 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,20-22; ibid., 199,1-6 (see also above, p.40, n.99 and p.52,
n.167).
171

172
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versy. I shall touch upon these questions in the final section of the third
chapter, indieating thus a pro gram for further research, as resulting from
the findings of the present study.

CHAPTER 1
THE VICTORY OF ORTHODOXY
EDIFYING STORIES WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK
OF A MONASTIC BIOGRAPHY

Introduction
The most important source for our knowledge of the Second Origenist
Controversy is Cyril of Scythopolis' Vita Sabae. In this chapter, I shall
present the story of Origenism as related in this biography, and try to gain
some insight into its Sitz im Leben. Cyril's story of Origenism is not an
"objective" account. As early as 1887, H. Loofs criticized Cyril for his
reports which, according to hirn, bear "eine grelle Parteifärbung" ,1 but this
judgment was soon rejected by F. Diekamp in a study that still counts among
the most authoritative on sixth-century Origenism. 2 I believe, however, that
Loofs was not completely wrong.
Nevertheless, the question of Cyril's trustworthiness as a historian (in
the modem sense of the word) does not depend mere1y on the degree of
"partiality" we may detect in his report, strong as it might be. More fundamental, in my opinion, is the search for an adequate key of interpretation
to the text. Cyril wrote the story about the struggle against Origenism within
the framework of a monastic biography. With the means provided by this

I

F.

LOOFS,

Leontills VOll Byzanz, TU 3/1 (1887),288 (see above, 43, n.111).
Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, Münster 1899, 63-64 (see above, 43,

2 F. DIEKAMP,

n.114).
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genre, he tends to enlarge the figure of the saint as a champion of orthodoxy: his purpose is to edify the reader and to make the saint a reference
point for monastic identity. It is within this hagiographie framework that
we encounter also elements of true historiography. A c1ear idea about the
relation between hagiography and historiography, in Cyril's account, is of
primary importance for answering questions conceming his historieal trustworthiness. So the first thing to do is to consider the literary genre.
In this chapter, I shall start with a preliminary note on the transmission
of Cyril's writings and then give a presentation of the story of Origenism
according to the Vita Sabae. Then, I shall focus on the literary genre. Finally, in order to demonstrate the hagiographie tendency to enlarge the figure of the Saint in the struggle for orthodoxy, I shall examine another story
about this struggle, within the same framework of the Vita Sabae, by comparing it with a parallel source.

1. Preliminary note on the corpus cyrillianum
Before we start with Cyril' s account of the Origenist Controversy, some
attention must be paid to the history of his writings: the transmission, inc1uding text-editions and modern translations. An exhaustive treatment of
this branch, whieh does not yet exist, would exceed the limits of my subject. I shall confine myself to a preliminary note, in order to account for
the text-edition upon which my analyses are based and to provide some
information to the reader who wants to get acquainted with Cyril of Scythopolis.
Cyril's writings were not transmitted as a specific corpus nor edited in
the series ofMigne, whieh made them difficult of access before E. Schwartz's
critieal edition in 1939. 3 The manuscripts through whieh the writings came
to us, and whieh Schwartz consulted direct1y 01' indirect1y, can be c1assified
into two kinds. Five of them contain collections of monastic Lives (ßfOl)
inc1uding some of Cyril's biographies, but never as a complete 01' separate

3

E. SCHWARTZ, Kyriflos VOll Skythopolis, TU 4912, Leipzig 1939.
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corpus. 4 Other manuscripts are menologia used for liturgical purposes: they
contain only single biographies of Cyril, ordered according to the calendar
of feasts. 5 Although Schwartz deliberately decided not to consult all manuscripts, he made, according to E. Stein, "un choix foumissant les garanties
suffisantes".6 Also P. Thomsen, who criticized Schwartz severely, called
his text "befriedigend".? So we may rely, with some caution, upon Schwartz's
critical edition.
The Vita Sabae (BHG 1608; CPG 7536), Cyril's most important work
for our purpose, was printed for the first time by J. CoteHer in 1686. 8
Cotelier's work remained the standard-edition before Schwartz, but other

4 MSS in Schwartz's apparatus with collections of monastic Lifes are: Ottobonianlls
373 (= 0; in BibI. Vat., 9'" cent.); Laurentiana XI 9 (= L; in Florence, 11'" cent.); Vaticana
1589 (= V; in BibI. Vat., lO'h cent.). A fourth MS of this type came to Schwartz's attention
only when the greater part of his edition had gone to press: SinaiticlIs 494 (in St. Catharina's
Monastery, 9'" cent.); Schwartz derived the variants of this MS from a printed edition (see
below) and added them in two separate lists. See E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis,
250-253,320-327; see also E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition
de ses oeuvres", AB 62 (1944),170. The first three MSS mentioned above (OLV) contain
VE, VS, VIH and VC, while Land V contain in addition VTheod; Sill 494 contains only VS
(incompletely), VIH and VAbr (incompletely). See E. SCHWARTZ, O.C., 2, 317-320. In a fifth
MS, Coislinianus 303 (= P; in Paris, 11'" cent.), the short VTheog was transmitted isolated
from all other biographies of Cyril, ibid., 2, 327.
5 MSS with menologia utilized by Schwartz are: Vindobonensis Historicus Gr. 31 (=
W; in Vienna, 10th/ll'h cent.; 12°' according to cataI., SubsHag 13, p.51); Lipsiensis Rep. II
26 (= G; in Leipzig, 10'" cent.). Both MSS contain Cyril's VS on 5 Dec.; see E. SCHWARTZ,
Kyrillos VOll S/..')'thopolis, 2, 328, 330. Some other manuscripts of this type were utilized by
Schwartz through early printed editions (see below).
6 E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition", 170.
7 "Im allgemeinen wird man den von Schw. gebotenen Text mit diesem Vorbehalt als
befriedigend betrachten können. Aber in einzelnen Fällen wird man doch von seiner Auffassung abweichen," P. THOMSEN, "Kyrillos von Skythopolis", OLZ 43 (1940), 461. See also
B. FLUSIN, Miracle et his/oire dans l'oeuvre de C)'rille de Scythopolis, Paris 1983,40-41.
Thomsen mentions the following additional MSS: for the VE: Codd. Mosqu. 41 (10"'/11'h
cent.); for the VS: Taurin. 72 (11'" cent.); Hierosol. Cmds 31 (lO'h/ll'" cent.); for excerpta
from the VE and VS: Lond. Arundel. 529 (12'" cent.); for a fragment ofthe VS: Lond. ClIrsoll
Collection (the year 1009). See P. THOMSEN, O.C., 460.
81. COTELlER, Ecclesiae graecae IIwnllmenta 1Il, Paris 1686,220-376. The Greek text is
edited according to the Parisinl/s 1606 (= Colbertifllls 4461) and supplied with readings
from the Parisifllls 502 (= Colber/ifllls 3063): two MSS mentioned by Schwartz apart from
those he utilized. See E. SCHWARTZ, K)'rillos VOll Skythopolis, 327, 331-332. Although
Schwartz put Cotelier's page numbers in the margin, he did not include this edition (nor the
MSS it is based upon) in his apparatus, except in one particular case, ibid., 161, at line 22.
See P. THOMSEN, "Kyrillos von Skythopolis", 460.
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publications must also be mentioned. In 1890, I. Pomjalowski published a
Paleo-Slavonic translation ofthe VS according to a thirteenth-century manuscript; in this valuable edition, Cotelier's Greek text was printed, for the
ease of the reader, along with the Paleo-Slavonic and the combination of
texts was followed by Cotelier's notes in Latin. 9 In 1913-1914, another
Greek text was published, incompletely, by the monk Augoustinos Jordanites
in the little-known review Nfa LW)V. lO And a Georgian translation of the
VS was edited by K. Kekelidze in 1946. 11 Additionally, aparaphrased Greek
version, written by Symeon Metaphrastes in the second half of the tenth
century and published by K. Koikylides in 1905,12 has to be distinguished
from Cyril's authentic Life of Sabas.
9 I. POMJALOWSKI, Zhitie svjatago Savy osvjashchellllago, sostavlelllloye Sv. Kirillom
Skithopolskim v Drevlle-RlIsskom perevod. Po rukopisi /mperatorskago Obshchestva
Lyubitelej Drevllej PismellllOsti, s prisoyedillelliem grecheskago podlillllika i vvede/liem (Li fe
of the Holy Sabas, Written by [he Holy Cyril of Scythopolis, in Paleo-Slavonic Translation.
From a Manuscript of the Imperial Association of Votaries of Old Literature, with Addition
of the Greek Original and an Introduction), St. Petersburg 1890. The Paleo-Slavonic and
Greek texts are on pp. 2-532, the Latin notes (with page indications according to Cotelier) on
pp. 535-585. The typography both ofthe Greek text and the Latin notes is much easier to read
here than in Cotelier's edition. According to Schwartz, the Paleo-Slavonic translation derives
from an unidentified Greek mellologillm. Pomjalowski surveyed also the variants of many
other Paleo-Slavonic MSS in a long Russian introduction. Schwartz however observed that he
had not found anything of special value in Pomjalowski's edition, though admitting that his
own linguistic knowledge was not sufficient for a profound research. See E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos
1'0/1 Skythopolis, 328, and also F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 5-6, n.1.
10 AUGOUSTINOS MONACHOS JORDANITES, "Bloe; TOU oalou TTaTpOe; ~flwV Loßa, lmo
KUPIAAOU TOU LKUeOTTOAlTOU. LIVa'iTlKOe; flEflßpavlOe; Kw81~ Lm' aple, 494. Aiwvoe;
8' (<DuA. 10-135ß)", Nfa IU;lv13 (1913), ppA02-417, 750-765; 14 (1914), pp.76-89, 165184, 378-393. The text was published according to the incomplete version of the Sillaiticlls
494 (see above, 59, nA). Three missing sections of the MS are substituted by Cotelier's text,
ibid., 13 (1913), ppA02-417 and p.750-p.756, line 8. The publication was interrupted by the
First World War, which caused a gap in the appearance of the review until 1920, and was not
taken up again. Augoustinous' text corresponds to VS 19-57 (SCHWARTZ), 103,8-154,10;
Schwartz added to his text-edition an elenchus showing the relevant deviations in this text.
See E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 320-327.
11 K. KEKELIDZE, Monllmellla hagiographica georgica 2, Tiflis 1946, 139-219 (with a
short Russian comment, 229). The text is published according to the Add. 11.281 of the
British Museum (foI. 55r-145r); see G. GARITTE, "La version georgienne de la Vie de S.
Cyriaque par Cyrille de Scythopolis", MlIseOll 75 (1962),400. Garitte starts his edition of
the VC with a survey of the whole Georgian tradition of Cyril's biographies (VE, VS, V/H,
VC), ibid., 399-400. A second edition of the Georgian text was published by V. IMNASVILl,
Mamafa c'xoreballi (Lives of the Fathers), Tiflis 1975,54-125.
12 K. KOIKYLIDES, B(or; Kai rro),ITda TOU a%u TTarpOr; rjllwv Idßa, BIßAIOe~KT]
Tfje; "NEae; LIWV", Jerusalem 1905, 1-96.
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In the order of importance with respect to our subject, the second place
among Cyril's writings is taken by one of the short Lives: the Vita Cyriaci
(EHG 463; CPG 7538). It contains an autobiographical passage with Abba
Cyriacus' "tirade" against the Origenists. 13 The Greek text of the VC was
printed for the first time in 1762, in Acta Sanctorum l4 and again in 1907 by
K. Koikylides. 15 A Georgian text (with a Latin translation) was published
in 1962 by G. Garitte. 16 The Greek version of the VC that appears in Migne
is a paraphrase by Symeon Metaphrastes. 17
The Vita Euthymii (EHG 647-648b; CPG 7535), occupies the third
place in order of importance. This Life, which forms a kind of literary
"diptych" with the VS, as we shall see, provides a key for interpreting many
aspects of the VS. Besides, it contains a small passage about Euthymius'
refutation of Origenism,18 and an autobiographical chapter about Cyril's
entering the monastery, when his mother wams hirn against the influence of
the Origenists. 19 The Greek text was printed in 1688 by the Maurini, who
completed Cotelier's three volumes with a fourth one;20 the fact is that
Cotelier had published, in his second volume (1681), the interpolated version of Symeon Metaphrastes. 21 In 1911-1912, Augoustinos Jordanites edited another Greek text in Nfa ItwV. 22

VC 11-15 (SCffiVARTZ), 229,7-231,26 (as above, 35, n. 65).
AS, Septembris, t. VIII (1762), 147-158; id., editio /lovissima (1865), 147-158 (29
Sept.). This text derives from the Vaticalllls 866 (BibI. Vat., 11 th cent.) and figures in Schwartz's
apparatus as 's'; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos 1'011 Skythopolis, 2, 328.
15 K. KOIKYLIDES, B(OI rwv JlaJ.atarlVwv ay(wv, Jerusalem 1907, 33-42.
16 G. GARITTE, "La version georgienne de la Vie de S. Cyriaque", 408-440 (see above,
60, n.11). For a second edition of the Georgian text: V. IMNASVILl, Mamafa c'xorebani (Lives
of the Fathers), Tiflis 1975,244-255.
11 PG 115,920-944. For a previous edition, see below, n.20.
18 VE 26 (SCHWARTZ), 39,27-40,2.
19 VE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,20-27.
20 A/lalecfa graeca, sive varia opuscllla graeca hacte/llls /l01l edifa 1, Paris 1688, 1-99
(in 1692, after Cotelier's death, a reprint ofthis volume appeared und er his name as Ecclesiae
tll
graecae mOlll/l/zeFlfa IV). The text is published according to the Parisinus 502 (in Paris, 12
century) and represented in Schwartz's apparatus by 'p'; see E. SCffiVARTZ, Kyrillos 1'011
Skythopolis, 2. In this supplementary volume, Symeon Metaphrastes' version ofthe VC (see
above, at n.17) is printed at pp. 100-127.
21 J. COTELlER, Ecclesiae graecae mOlllllllellfa 11, Paris 1681,200-340. See also ibid.,
604-605 (nota in p.200A). The interpolated version of the VE is the one we find also in
Migne, PG 114,596-733.
22 AUGOUSTINOS MONACHOS JORDANITES, "Bloe; Kai TTOAlTda TOU oalou TTarpOe; ~flWV
Eu8ufllOU (LI vdiTlKOe; flEflßpOVIOe; Kw81~ UTT' aple. 494. A!wvoe; I-lA), <DUA. 920_
13

14
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Cyril's other biographies are of minor importance with respect to
our subject, but it will be useful to enumerate at least the Greek editions
here. The Vita Iohannis Hesychastae (BHG 897-898; CPG 7537)23 was
published in Acta Sanctorum, in 1680,24 and by K. Koikylides in 19061907. 25 The Vita Theodosii (BHG 1777; CPG 7539) was published in
1890 by H. Usener,26 and again in 1901 by K. Koikylides. 27 The Vita
Theognii Betyli (BHG 1787; CPG 7540) was published in 1891 both by
1. van den Geyn 28 and A. Papadopulos-Kerameus,29 and again in 1907

134°", Nta I/lJv 11 (1911),881-893; 12 (1912), pp.120-136, 232-250, 556-572, 647-664,
789-803. The text is published according to the SillaiticIIs 524 (in the Catharina Monastery
lQlh/11 1h century) and represented in Schwartz's apparatus by 'n'. In 1913, Jordanites' tex;
was edited again by AUGOUSTINOS MONACHOS JORDANITES, "BIo<; Kal1ToAlTda TOU oalou
rrmpo<; ~flGiv EuEluplou TOU W:y6Aou", Jerusalem 1913, 1-95.
2l The VIH contains a parallel passage with the text of the VE about Cyril's mother
waming against the Origenists, VlH 20 (SCHWARTZ), 216,11-15 [parallel with VE 49 (ibid.),
71,20-27]. Cyril wrote this biography whenJohn was still alive and had reached his one hundred
and fourth year, VIH 28 (ibid.), 222,9-20. A Georgian MS adds a short appendix describing
John's death; probably Cyril was the one who wrote also this addition. See G. GARIITE, "La
mort de S. Jean l'Hesychaste d'apres un texte georgien inedit", AB 72 (1954), 75-84.
•
24 AS, Mai, t. 111 (168~), 16*-21 *; id., editio Ilovissima (1866), 14*-18* (13 May). By
mlstake, Schwartz traced thls text back to the Vaticallus 866 and represented it in his apparatus
by 's', just like the text of VC in AS (see above, 61, n.14); see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll
Skythop,olis, 2. Later he corrected this error and, with some hesitation, attributed the text .to
the Vatlca/lllS 819 (11 Ih/12lh cent.), ibid., 329.
2S K. KOIKYLIDES, Nta Itwv4 (1906), supp!., 14-32, according to the Sinaiticus 494.
See also E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von SkytllOpolis, 250-253 (and above, 59, n.4). NB. the
supplement in Nta Ilwv4, consisting of 32 pages, is divided: the first 16 pages (including
a small part of the VIH) are inserted in the issue of July/Augustus, after p.176, and the rest
follows in the issue of December, after p.576. The same text appeared in K. KOIKYLlDES,
B(ol TWV !7aJ.awT/Vwv ay(wv, Jerusalem 1907, 14-32.
26 H. USENER, Vita Sancti Theodosii a Cyrillo scripta, Index scholarum Univ. Bonn,
~priI1890, IV-VI; id., Der heilige Theodosius. Schriften des Theodoros und Kyrillos, Leipzig 1890,105-113 (repr. Hildesheim, 1975). In the second work, Cyril's VTheodis added to
a much longer Vita Theodosii written by Theodore of Petra, one or two decades before, ibid.,
3-101. This biography provides an opportunity to check Cyril's reliability on some points in
the VS (see the last section of this chapter).
27 ~. KOIK~LlDES, 'H ~an} Trjv {P'lj10V Tf[(; 'Ay(a(; rau Beau rJj1WV rr6AEW(; Aaupa
BeaooaLou TOU KOIVOßLaPXOU, Jerusalem 1901, 86-93. Also in this edition, Cyril's biography follows the one of Theodore of Petra, ibid., 1-85.
28 I. :AN DEN GE:N, "Acta sancti Theognii episcopi Beteliae Paulo Elusensi et Cyrillo
Scythopohtano auctonbus, ex codice Parisino Coisliniano N° 303", AB 10 (1891),113-118.
,
29~. PAPADOP,ULOS-KERAMEUS, "KUPIAAOU TOU oalou rrpwßUTtpou Tfi<; Aaupa<; TOU
ayLOU raßa, d<; TOV aUTOV öaLOV rraTtpa ~flWV 0EOYV10V TOV Errlmorrov" Pravoslavnyj
Palestinskij Sbol'llik 11/2 (St. Petersburg 1891),22-24.
'
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by K. Koikylides. 30 The Greek text of the Vita Abraamii (BHG 12; CPG
7541), transmitted incompletely,3' was published by K. Koikylides in 19061907. 32
In addition, an anonymous Vita Gerasimi (CPG 7543; BHG 693),33
which has been attributed to Cyril of Scythopolis, was published by A.
Papadopulos-Kerameus in 1897 34 and again by K. Koikylides in 1902. 35
eyril's authorship, admitted even by F. Diekamp,36 was rejected for the
first time in 1904 by H. Gregoire. 37
With this survey it will be evident that E. Schwartz, by making the
C01pUS cyrillianum more accessible, fi1led an urgent need. 38 However, with-

K. KOlKYLlDES, B(ol TWV !7aJ.aLOT/VWV ay(wv, Jerusalem 1907, 83-84.
A complete text is transmitted in Arabic (BHO 18). It is published by M. GRAF,
"Monurnenturn christianum vetus", Al-Mashriq 8 (Beyruth 1905), 258-265 and translated
into German by id., BZ 14 (1905), 510-517. The Arabic version is also translated into Latin
by P. PEETERS, "Historia S. Abramii ex apographo arabico",AB 24 (1905),350-356. Schwartz
added a summary of the missing part to his text; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis,
247-249.
32 K. KOlKYLlDES, Nta IIwv4 (1906), supp!. 1-5 (see above, 36, n.25), according to the
Sinaiticl/s 494 (see above, 59, n.4); id., B(OI TWV !7aJ.aLOT/ vwv ay(wv, Jemsalem 1907, 1-5.
33 Gerasimus was a leading figure offifth century Palestinian monasticism and a friend
of Euthymius, VE 27 (SCHWARTZ), 44,19-45,3; VE 32 (ibid.), 51,9-14; VE 38 (ibid.), 56,2529; VE 40 (ibid.), 60,19-20. Sabas, in the years of his monastic formation, spent some time
in his environment, VS 12 (ibid.), 95,6-11.
34 A. PAPADOPULOS-KERAMEUS, 'AvaAEKTa 'IEpoaoAUfllT1Kfi<; araxuoAoYla<; 4, St.
Petersburg 1897, (-Tl' (text: 175-184).
3S K. KOlKYLlDES, Ai rrapa Tov'Iopoav'lv AaUpat KaAOfl(jJVO<; KaI aYlou rEpaalflou,
Jerusalem 1902, 1-11.
36 F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 6, n.l.
37 H. GREGOIRE, "La Vie anonyme de S. Gerasime", BZ 13 (1904),114-135. Gregoire's
rejection has generally been accepted since. See e.g. B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 35-40; L.
CAMPAGNANO DI SEGNI, Ne! deserto accanto ai jrafelli. Vite di Gerasimo e di Giorgio di
Choziba, Comunita di Bose 1991, 30-31; Y. HIRSCHFELD, The Judean Desert MOllasteries in
the Byzalltine Period, 5; 1. PATRICH, "Palestinian Desert Monasticism. The Monastic Systems
of Chariton, Gerasimus and Sabas", CrSt 16 (1995), 4. Only a fragment ofthe Vita Gerasinli
might derive from Cyril's hand (H. GREGOlRE, "La Vie anonyme de S. Gerasime", 119-124)
as apart ofthe VE, between VE 31-32 (SCHWARTZ), 50,19-20. Schwartz, however, rejected it
as an interpolation and left it out of his edition; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis,
332. The fragment is published apart by B. FLUSIN, Miracle et hisfoire, 228-230. Binns
believes, against Flusin, that Cyril wrote this text; see J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors oj
Christ, 47-49.
38 "L'edition que M. Ed. Schwartz vient de publier repond donc a un besoin urgent," E.
STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition", 169. Apart from the text
editions mentioned (all of them based on single MSS), Schwartz's edition has also been
30
31
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out detracting from his incontestable merits, it should be observed that the
critical edition shows some marks of haste. There is no preface nor introduction nor bibliography, but, apart from an extensive index,39 a long section with "Bemerkungen" conc1udes the volume. 40 In this section, an illalTanged chapter on the text-transmission, with deficient bibliographical
notes, causes difficulties to the reader who is not familiar with the preceding history of Cyril's works. 4l Schwartz deliberately did not consult all
manuscripts, as already has been said, nor did he see possibilities for composing a stemma. 42 Although his text may be judged sufficient to base research upon it,43 we will have to heed the editor's warning "daß der von
ihm hergestellte Text vielfach unsicher ist", even if the variants in many
cases will be "nach Sinn und Sprachgebrauch gleichwertig".44
Schwartz's edition also facilitated translations ofthe corpus cyrillianum.
Fragments were published in German by S. Feldhohn in 1957. 45 The first
complete translation into a Western modern language was the French one of
J.-A. Festugiere, made in 1962-1963 and published as the third volume, in
three parts, in his series Les moines d'Orient. 46 An Italian translation by R.

preceded by other preparatory work for a "Gesamtausgabe". See P. THOMSEN, "Kyrillos von
Skythopolis", 457. But even a few years before Schwartz's editionappeared, H. Delahaye
still had to express regret at the absence of an "edition d'ensemble": "Pour etudier Cyrille de
Scythopolis il faut s'entourerd'une petite bibliotheque," H. DELAHAYE, L'ancienne hagiographie byzantine (Conferences 1935),2° conf., Bruxelles 1991,41.
39 E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 254-313.
40 Ibid., 317-415.
41 P. THOMSEN, "Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 459-460.
42 "Es gibt keinen Archetypus und keinen Stammbaum," E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von
St..'ythopolis, 339.
43 See also above, 59 with nn.6-7.
44 E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 339. The present study will deal principally
with the content of Cyril 's narration, rather than with the details of linguistic phenomena
as such.
,15 S. FELDHOHN, Blühende Wüste. Alls dem Leben palästillensischer und ägyptischer
Mönche des 5. und 6. Jahrhunderts, Düsseldorf 1957. The volume contains a great part of
the VE and two autobiographical notes from the VS and the VIH; it contains also a great part
of John Moschus' Pratum spirituale.
46 A.-J FESTUGlERE, Les 1Il0ines d'Orient III. Les moines de Palestine, t.1: Cyrille de
Scythopolis: Vie de Saint EllthYllle, Paris 1962; t.2: Cyrille de Scythopolis: Vie de Saint
Sabas, Paris 1962; t.3: Cyrille de ScytllOpolis: Vie des Saints Jeanl'Hesychaste, Kyriakos,
Theodose, Theogllios, Abraalllios; Theodore de Petra: Vie de Saint Theodose, Paris 1963.
In vol.l, the translation of the VE is preceded by an instructive note on Cyril and his sources
(9-16), a detailed chronology of the Palestinian monks, ranging from 364 to 557 (17-26),
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Baldelli and L. Mortari, depending strongly on Festugiere's text, appeared in
1990 in the collection Scritti Monastici of the monks ofPraglia;47 the volume
contains a long introduction by L. PelTone. 48 In 1991, an English translation
by R. Price was published in the collection Cistercian Studies;49 the translation is introduced and annotated by J. Binns. 50 Very recently, considerable
patts of the VE and VS were translated into Dutch by P. van der Horst. 5l
In the following representation of Cyril's account, as in the rest of thls
study, the English quotations of Cyril are taken from Price's translation, in
some cases with slight modifications which will be indicated.

2. The story of Origenism
according to the Vita Sabae
In the last eight chapters of the Vita Sabae (83-90), Cyril gives the
account of the Second Origenist Controversy which took place in the first
two decades after Sabas' death (532-554). Within the composition of the
biography, the story is not represented by way of "appendix", but rather as

and a "mantissa" on the gramm ar and the style of Cyril's Greek (27-44). A short note on
Byzantine Palestine and the monastic desert is added by R. du Buit (45-49). In vol.2, the
translation of the VS is followed by two complementary notes, the second of which gives a
useful chronological survey of the Second Origenist Controversy (134-136). Vol.3, which
contains the five short Lifes (VIH, VC, VTheod, VTheog, V,4br), is supplemented by a translation of Theodore of Petra's Vita Theodosii, according to Usener's text (see above, 62,
n.26), with an introduction and critical notes (83-160).
47 R. BALDELLI,/ L. MORTARI, Cirillo di Scitopoli: Storie 1II0nastiche dei deserto di
Gerusalemme, SerMon 15, Abbazia di Praglia 1990. Mortari, who annotated the translation
bIiefly, added many biblical references to Schwartz's edition and Festugiere's translation.
4S L. PERRONE, "11 deserto e l'oIizzonte della citHI. Le Storie 1Il0nastiche di Cirillo di
Scitopoli", in Cirillo di Scitopoli, Praglia 1990, 11-90.
49 J. PRICE, Cyril ofScythopolis: The Lives ofthe Monks ofPalestine, CS 114, Kalamazoo
1991.
50 J. BlNNS, "Introduction", in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives, IX-LU.
51 P. VAN DER HORST, De Woestijnvaders. Levellsverhalell val! kluizenaars lIit het vroege
Christendom, Amsterdam 1998, 164-210. The volume is an anthology of early monastic
biographies.
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the culmination of the whole previous his tory and is, partially, also interwoven with the rest of the Life. So it would be wrong to represent here
Cyril's story of Origenism just as an isolated account; it will be necessary
to start right from the beginning of the VS.

Previous hist01Y
First, Cyril describes how Saint Sabas was born of Christian parents in
the village of Mutalasca in Cappadocia and how he enters the nearby monastery of Flavianae as an eight-year old boy.52 There, Sabas receives his
first education in monastic life, while surpassing all the others in monastic
virtues. At the age of eighteen, he leaves the monastery of Flavianae and
go es to Jerusalem. His desire for a solitary life leads hirn to the Laura of
Euthymius, in the desert east of Jerusalem,53 but Euthymius judges hirn too
young to live among the anchorites and sends hirn to the neighbouring
cenobium of Theoctistus. 54 Only at the age of thirty does he receive per-

See 1. BINNS, in Cyril 0/ Scythopolis: The Lives, 210, n.5.
Some thirty years before, in 428, EUlhymius founded this laura, VE 16 (SCHWARTZ),
26,14-23. The 1aura is situated between Jerusalem and Jericho, not far south of the old
highroad (see the map below, 381). Soon after Euthymius' death (473), it was transformed
into a cenobium, VE 43-44 (ibid.), 63,4-66,17. For the monastery ofEuthymius, see esp. S.
VAlLHE, "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 4 (1899), 533-534; Y.
HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", in Christian Archae%gy in the Holy Land, Jerusalem 1990, 15-18; 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/ Palestülian
Monasticism, Washington D.C. 1995, 162-163.
54 VS 6-9 (SCH\VARTZ), 90,5-93,11. Theoctistus was a elose spiritual friend ofEuthymius,
VE 7 (ibid.), 14,21-15,9. Euthymius finally founded his laura at a three-miles distance from
Theoctistus' cenobium, VE 14 (ibid.), 21-24, where he used to send his young candidates,
VE 16 (ibid.), 25,17-24. Also in Sabaitic monasticism, there will be a rule forbidding
adolescents who have not yet a beard to live in a lauritic community, VS 7 (ibid.), 91,24-28,
oleX TeX Ol<UVOaAa TOU nOVTlpou, VS 29 (ibid.), 113,26. Youths, still having a "female" face,
may cause difficulties to the fathers. Cyril relates how Sabas, later, will send his no vi ces to
the cenobium of Abba Theodosius with the following admonition: "My child, it is unsuitable,
indeed harmful, for a laura like this to contain an adolescent. This is the rule made by the
ancient Fathers of Scetis and transmitted to me by our great father Euthymius," ibid., 114,814. The rule is also applied to eunuchs, VS 69 (ibid.), 171,11-16; compare with VE 16
(ibid.) , 25,23-24. For the monastery of Theoctistus, see esp. S. VAILHE, "Repertoire
alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 5 (1900), 285-286; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of
the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", in Christian Archaeology in the Holy
Land, 12-13; id., The Judean Desert Monasteries in the Byzantine Period, New Havenl
London 1992, 12,34-36; 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/ Palestinian Monasticism, 162-163.
52

53
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mission to live as a hermit (~aux6t;El v) under the spiritual direction of
Euthymius. 55 After Euthymius dies, Sabas, thirty-five years old, moves to
the desert near the Jordan, where the illustrious Gerasimus is at that time
"sowing the seeds of piety".56 In his solitude, Sabas has to fight, just like
Saint Antony, against diabolic temptations in the form of terrifying animals, but these are apparently soon overcome. At the age of forty, after
having tried out several desert places, he is shown in avision a gorge with
a cave in its natural state wh ich is difficult of access, and instructed to make
it his horne. There, in the next five years, he reaches the stage of spiritual
perfection.
Then, God entrusts hirn with the charge of souls. His first disciples
come to join hirn and he provides each of them "with a suitable spot consisting of a small cell and cave".57 Very soon, the community reaches seventy in number, all inspired by God and bearers of Christ. Sabas makes a
beginning in founding what will be the Great Laura (483).58 Aspring with
flowing water is discovered thanks to Providence, and a big cave in the
shape of a church, where the office can take place on Saturdays and Sundays. Little by little, the community increases to the number of one hundred and fifty members, all of them being "most willing to be shepherded
and guided" by Sabas 59 and no one daring "to oppose hirn in anything".60
He from his side refuses consistently to be ordained priest 01' to become a
cleric, because of his exemplary humility.

55 VS 10-11 (SCHWARTZ), 93,12-95,5. The verb ~auxusEl v (94,5), deriving from ~aux(a,
which originally indicates the silent state of the soul necessary for contemplation, has become here a technical term for leading the solitary life of a hermit, or hesychast (~auxaGT~~),
in opposition to leading a cenobiticallife. See LAMPE, 608-609, with ref. to Cyril, VS 41
(SCH\VARTZ), 132,4; VIH 7 (ibid.), 206,18.
56 TeX Tfj~ EuaEßda~ andpoVTo~ anEPJlaTa, VS 12 (SCHWARTZ), 95,11. About 455,
Gerasimus founded a laura surrounding a cenobium, thus combining bolh kinds of monastie life. See 1. BINNS, in C)'ril 0/ Sc)'thopolis: The Lives, 89, n.64. See also S. V AlLHE,
"Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine" ,ROC 4 (1899), 537 -538; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", 18-19; id., The J/ldean
Desert Monasteries in the B)'zantine Period, 28-29; 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/ Palestillian
Monasticislll, 8, 205-266 (passim). For the pseudo-Cyrillian Life ofGerasimus, see above,
63 with nn.33-37.
57 rnlT~OElOV Tonov ExOVTa JllKPOV KEAAIOV Kat an~AaLOV, VS 16 (SCHWARTZ), 100,1-2.
58 See above, 39, n.88.
59 E.Koualw~ un' auTOU nOlJlaLVOJlEVOl Kat OOTlYOUJlEVOl, VS 18 (SCH\VARTZ), 102,15-16.
60 Kat ouoElc; TWV un' aUTOV hOAJla EV TlVl EvavTlw8fjvaL aUTO, ibid., 103,4-5.
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On 13 April of the llinth indiction, that is in the year 486, Patriarch
Martyrius of Jerusalem dies and Sallustius succeeds to the throne; at that
time, Sabas is in the forty-eighth year of his life. 61 By this time, a first
crisis takes place in the laura. Some who are "fleshly in thought" and
"lacking the Spirit"62 start concocting intrigues against Sabas and causing hirn all kinds of trouble. In consort together they go up to the new
Patriarch asking a superior for their laura, as they consider Sabas "incapable of directing the place because of his extreme rusticity". 63 They complain that Sabas is not ordained, nor does he permit others to become
clerics. In a discussion with one of those present, they have to admit that
Sabas was the one who accepted them, but they affirm that, now that they
have multiplied, Sabas is unable to govern them "because of his boorishness".64 The next day, however, the Patriarch sends for Sabas: he ordains
hirn priest in front of their eyes and confirms his position as their superior. Then, he takes both Sabas and his opponents to the Great Laura for
the dedication of the church. According to Cyril's indication, this happens on 12 December of the fourteenth indiction, when Sabas is fifty-two
years old, that is in 491.
The Vita continues with some anecdotes and other occurrences, the
most important of which are the foundation of the cenobium of Castellion
(492) and the appointment of Sabas as archimandrite of all the anchorite
monasteries under the Holy City, while his great spiritual friend Abba

61 The precision with which Cyril consistently marks the chronology of a Life against
the background of a well-known historical fact is exceptional for a hagiographer ofhis time,
and has greatly contributed to his reputation for historical trustworthiness. In the Justinian
era, our Christian calendar was not yet in general use. Dates could be indicated by a system
of "indictions", frequenlly utilized by Cyril. See the register in E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll
Skythopolis, 301-303. An iVOIKTlWV refers to a certain year, from 1 Sept 10 31 Aug., out of
a 15-year period, after which the counting wiII start again. The initial year of this chronological system, which originates in Egyptian tax-practise and then spread over the whole
empire, is 312/313, ibid., 341. As the system does not indicate the particular 15-years period
itself, we shall always need da ta from a total context, in order to calculate the year according
to our own calendar. In many cases, Cyril combines the system with another time indication,
e.g. the age of the Saint.
62 aapKIKoL T0 ~pov~[laTl Kat ( ... ) nVEU[la [l~ ~XOVTEe;, VS 19 (SCHWARTZ), 103,1213; Jude 19.
63 aVlKaVOe; EaTIV OlOlKfjaat TOV Tonov Öla T~V no",,~v aypOIKoTllTa mhou,
ibid., 103,25-26.
64 aypolKOTEpOe; OE WV KußEpvfjaat ~[lae; aÖUVaTEl, ibid., 104,6.
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Theodosius receives the same function for the cenobitic order (493).65 Cyril
specifies that "our father Sabas was made ruler and lawgiver of the whole
mode of life and of all those who chose to live in cells".66 Though Cyril
asserts that the appointment has been "requested by the whole monastic
order"67 and supported "by common vote"68 among all the rnonks of the
desert, the opposition to Sabas is rather increasing. About eight 01' nine
years later (501-503), the old accusers have become a group of forty rebellious monks fomenting a sedition against hirn. Sabas from his side yields to
them and withdraws to a desert spot near Scythopolis, where he stalts all
over again. 69 Even in his exile he attracts new disciples. However, when
the rumour of a miracle rnakes hirn too famous in his new environment, he
flees back to his own laura leaving a new cenobium behind hirn.
Back horne, Sabas finds that his opponents are now sixty in number.
Attempts to meet their resistance with patience appear to no PUl'P0se, so
that he ends up by withdrawing for a second time. This exile, in the region
of Nicopolis near the Dead Sea, also results in the foundation of a cenobium.
Meanwhile, his adversaries in the Great Laura spread the rumour that he
has been eaten by lions. At the Feast ofDedication however, he shows up in
Jerusalem with some brethren of his new foundation; the new Patriarch
Elias is oveljoyed to see hirn sound, and insists that he should return to his
own laura. Sabas is forced now to inform the Patriarch about the troubles
there. Elias gives hirn a letter in which he urges the brethren to receive
Sabas back and to submit themselves to hirn; if any of them "are stubborn,
arrogant and disobedient, and cannot bear to be humbled", they should not

65 VS 30 (SCHWARTZ), 114,23-115,26. "The tille 'archimandrite' could refer to any monk
in a position of authority. ( ... ). In Jerusalem, an archimandrite's authority extended over all
the monasteries dependent on the Holy City. As archimandrite, Sabas represented the interests of the monasteries in Jerusalem and at the Imperial Court at Constantinople," J. BINNS,
in C)'ril of Sc)'thopolis: The Lives, 212, n.37.
66 6 öE naT~p ~[lWV Ioßae; apxwv KaTwTo811 Kat VO[l08ETlle; naVTOe; TOU
aVaXWPllTlKOU ßlOU KaL novTwv TWV EV ToTe; KEMate; i;;fjv npoatpOU[lEVWV, VS 30
(SCHWARTZ), 115,24-26.
67 a!T1l8Ele; napa naVTOe; TOU [lOVaXIKOU aX~[laTOe;, ibid., 114,25-26. See also VS
65 (SCHWARTZ), 166,17-18.
68 KaTa KOIV~V IjJfj~ov, VS 30 (SCHWARTZ), 115,17.
69 According to Cyril's chronology, the sedition took pI ace shortly after the dedication
of the Great church of the laura on 1 July 501, VS 32 (SCHWARTZ), 117,19-24. 111e terminus
allte quem is 503, as we read in the VIH that in that year John the Hesychast fled into the
desert of Roubä, because of these troubles, VIH (SCHWARTZ), 209,6-11.
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stay.70 Thus supported by the Patriarch's authority, Sabas returns to the
Great Laura, where the troubles become serious now.

Foundation ofthe New Laura andfirst germs of Origenism
As soon as the letter from the Patriarch has been read in the church, the
adversaries, "those valiant ones" (Ol YEvvacSE<; EKEtVOl),71 rise in revolt
against Sabas. In a burst of anger they assault his tower and demolish it
completely with axes, shovels, spades and levers, whilst some of them prepare the baggage for the whole group in order to leave. They withdraw to
the Laura of Souka,72 but there, the superior refuses to receive them and
finally they settle on a gorge south ofThekoa, where they build themselves
cells on the ruins of a former Monophysite monastery, and call the place the
New Laura. 73

70 EI OE TlVE<; ES u[lwv auSaoEl<; Elutv Kat UTTEp~<paVOt Kat OTTEtSU<; Kat OUK
OVEXOVTat TaTTEtVWSfjVat, [l~ WlvwatV aUTOSt, VS 35 (SCHWARTZ), 122,8-10.
7\ VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 122,21. See also VS 35 (ibid.), 121,2; VS 37 (ibid.) , 126,6. The
expression ol YEvvaoE<; EKUVOt must have a pejorative sense, whether it be an allusion to
an eventual provenance from the upper c1ass of society or just a mere ironie qualification.
72 The Laura of Souka (also: Laura of Chariton or Old Laura), is one of the fi'rst
Palestinian laurae, founded by Chariton about 345 at c. I mile north-east ofThekoa (see the
map below, 381). See esp. S. V AllHE, "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine" ,
ROC 4 (1899), 524-526; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean
Desert", in Christiall Archaeology ill fhe Holy Lalld, 8-12; id., The Judeal/ Desert MOllasteries

in fhe Byzallfille Period, 23-24.
73 See above, 39, n.88. The former cenobium ofThekoa was founded by one Romanus,
a folIower of the Monophysite archimandrite Gerontius, VE 30 (SCHWARTZ), 49,7-13, who
was the successor ofMelania the Younger, VE 27 (ibid.), 42,13-14; VE 45 (ibid.), 67,14-16;
VS 30 (ibid.), 115,2-3; VTheod 4 (ibid.), 239,6. The struggle between Monophysitism and
Chalcedonism dominates the period ranging from the council of Chalcedon (451) to the
Second Council of Constantinople (553). The Fathers of Chalcedon had stated that in Christ
fwo <PUUEt<;, a divine and a human, coexist without confusion and without alteration in one
and the same uTToUTaUt<; of the Logos. The Monophysites however, concerned for the fundamental unity in Christ, stressed that there could be only olle <PUat<;. For many of them,
their "Monophysitism" was only verbal and just a question of terminology. They did not
distinguish between <PUUt<; and uTToUTaat<; and therefore blamed the Council of Chalcedon
,for separating two "subjects" in Christ and thus favoring the heresy of Nestorius. The
Monophysite opposition became extremely strong in Egypt and Syria and signified a great
threat to the theological and political unity of the Byzantine Empire. See M. JUGIE,
"Monophysisme" ,DTC 10/2 (1929), 2216-2251; M. SIMONETTI, "Monofisiti" , DPA C 2 (1984),
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Shortly after, Saint Sabas, worried about the weIl-being of his rebellious disciples, goes with provisions to visit them. Except for one sneering
remark (lcSou Kat EVTau8a 6 mpaßo<; ~KEl),74 we hear of no resistance.
When Sabas perceives their straitened circumstances, he takes pity on them
and refers their case to the Patriarch, from whom he receives not only material assistance but also "the authority over that place and those living in it
as being of his own community".75 Thereupon, Sabas returns and spends
five months with them, builds them a bakery and a church, which he consecrates in the sixty-ninth year of his life, that is 507. He gives them a superior from the Great Laura, a certain John, who governs the laura for seven
years in a mann er pleasing to God and predicts, just before dying, aIl the
future troubles that will be caused by the monks of the New Laura. A new
superior is appointed on the advice of Sabas: Paul, "a Roman who is simpleminded and detached",76 but unable to cope with the difficulties of governing a monastery. Within six months Paul flees to Arabia, and the monks of
the New Laura urge Sabas to give them another superior. Now they obtain

2291-2297; P. ALLEN, "Monophysiten", TRE 23 (1994), 219-233. Also in Palestine, there
was a fierce Monophysite reaction. Cyril of Scythopolis presents Abba Euthymius as the
only monk in the desert resisting the anti-Chalcedonian opposition, VE 27 (SCHWARTZ), 41 ,442,9. The Monophysite leader Theodosius, who had seized the patriarchal throne of Jerusalern, sent two archimandrites, Elpidius and Gerontius, in order to persuade Euthymius, but
the latter replied with a long profession of Chalcedonian faith, by which he convinced Elpidius,
not Gerontius, ibid., 42,9-44,8. 1\vo years later, Theodosius was ousted from the see, but the
Monophysites remained strong because of the support by Empress Eudocia, VE 27 -28 (ibid.),
45,3-6; VE 30 (ibid.), 47,5-10. Euthymius persuaded Eudocia to return to the Catholic co mmunion, but Gerontius maintained his Monophysite opposition and drew after hirn a large
number of monks, inc1uding Romanus. This Romanus would then have founded the cenobium
near Thekoa, VE 30 (ibid.), 48,13-49,13, but Cyril's dating the foundation of the Thekoa
monastery to this time must be mistaken. See D. CHITTY, The Deserf a City, 89-92, 99, n.77;
J. BrNNs, in Cyril ojScYfhopolis: The Lives, 89, n.74-75. Cyril also relates that Romanus and
his monks were expelIed from this monastery during the reign ofEmperor Zeno (474-491),
because they refused to participate in a general return of the Monophysites to the Catholic
communion, VE 45 (SCHWARTZ), 66,21-67,20. But also here, Cyril's report requires caution:
official attempts at "reconciliation", like Zeno's Henoticoll (482), were rather in favor ofthe
Monophysites and based on the common rejection of Chalcedon; see J. BrNNs, O.C., 91,
n.l02. See also below, 73, n.82.
74 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 123,15.
75 TTapEUXEV aLm{i Kat T~V EsouUlav TOU TOTTOU EKElVOU Kat TWV EV aUT0 OiKOUVTWV
w<; Tfj<; aUTou uuvoo(a<; OVTWV, ibid., 123,23-24.
76 Tlva' PW[lcfiov cmAOUUTaTOV Kat OKT~[lOVa, ibid., 124,13-14.
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Agapetus who, entering upon his duties (about 514), discovers the first
germs of Origenism:

governed for five years (519/520), and when Mamas has become superior,
does their exile come to an end:

Agapetus on becoming superior of the New Laura found four monks in the
community, admitted there by the simple-minded Paul out of ignorance about them,
who whispered in secret the doctrines ofOrigen; their leader was a Palestinian called
Nonnus, who, pretending to be a Christian and simulating piety, held the doctrines
of the godless Greeks, Jews and Manichees, that is, the myths concerning preexistence related by Origen, Evagrius, and Didymus. 77

At this juncture Nonnus and his companions, hearing of Agapetus' death and
Mamas' appointment, came and were secretly (AavBav6vTWe;) admitted by Mamas
into the New Laura, maintaining in their souls their wicked fictions but keeping
them totally hidden from the hearing of the monks out of fear of our sainted father
Sabas; for, as long as he was still alive, there was only one confession offaith among
all the monks in the desert. 80

Agapetus, supported by Patriarch Elias, immediately expels the foul'
monks from the New Laura, so that they go off to the plain (m:öta<;), to
"sow their pernicious weeds there". 78 After some time, when Patriarch Elias
has fallen victim to a conspiracy,79 the expelled monks come to Jerusalem
to ask his successor permission to go back to the New Laura, but the new
Patriarch, taking advice both from Sabas and Agapetus, refuses their request, so that they return to the plain. Only when Agapetus has died having

77 0OTte; , AyaTTllToe; T~V Tfje; NEae; Aaupae; ~yqlovlav OE~Üj..tEVOe; ElJpEV TEaaapae;
flovaxoue; EV TU auvoOI<;X UTTO TOO cmAOUaT(hou DauAou EiaoEx9Evme; allT6Bt Ta KaT'
mhoue; Il~ ETTlOTaflEVOu \jJ tBup li;ovme; EV KPUTTTc{i Ta' Op IYEVOUe; 06YflaTa, WV TTpWTOe;
uTTfjPXEV av~p Tle; DaAawTlvoe; N6vvoe; KaAOUflEVOe;, OOTIe; XPWTlaVI~Elv TTpoaTTOIOUflEVOe; Kai EUAaßElaV UTTOKPI v6flEVOe; Ta TWV aBEwv' EAA~VWV Kai' Iouoalwv Kai
MavIxalwv 06YflaTa E~p6vEI Ta UTTO 'OpIYEVOUe; Kai Euayplou Kai iltOUflOU TTEpi
TTpouTTap~EWe; flEflUBoAoYllflEva, ibid., 124,21-29.
78 aTTfjA90v Eie; T~V TTEOlaoa Ta TTOVllpa aUT691 ~1~aVta KaTaandpoVTEe;, ibid.,
125,3-4; cf. Mt. 13:25,38. The TTEolae; indicates the coastal plain, where Origenist monks
would have found a more favorable dimate for their views. In the VE Cyril writes that,
around the 450's, Origenism was widespread in the region of Caesarea, VE 26 (SCHWARTZ),
39, 27-28; see also J. BINNS, in Cyril of ScytllOpolis: The Lives, 213, n.45. However, we
know very little about "Origenism" at that time. I suppose that here in the VS, the TTdllae;
rather indicates the environment of Gaza, which is much doser to the New Laura and where
both monasticism and intellectuallife were flourishing at the turn of the fifth and the sixth
centuries. From the correspondence of Barsanuphius and John, dated to the first decades of
the sixth century, we 1earn that Origenism also caused troubles in this region, but, as we shall
see, the resistance here appears to be less rigid than the anti-Origenist reaction in the SabaYte
monasteries. See BARSANUPHIUS ET IOHANNEs GAZAEI, Doctrina circa opilliones Origenis,
Evagl'ii et DidYllli (= Quaestiones 600-607), ed. S. SCHOINAS, Yolos 1960, 283-292 (ed. in
SC is forthcoming). For the title quoted, see PG 86/1, 891.
79 The conspiracy takes place in 516, du ring years of revolt at Jerusalem against the
appointment of the Monophysite Severus as patriarch of Antioch in 512 (see below). As a
result, Elias is ousted from his see, exiled, and replaced by a certain John, VS 56 (SCHWARTZ),
149,27-150,11.

Other achievements of Saint Sabas
With this episode, Cyril has anticipated the sequence of events in the
Life of Sabas. Now he has to return to the point where the New Laura was
founded (507), in order to continue the account of Sabas' achievements. Several other foundations are re1ated as weIl as other occurrences and anecdotes. 81
Then, in 511, Sabas is sent by Patriarch Elias to the Court in Constantinople,
with adelegation of monastic superiors, to intercede with Emperor Anastasius
(491-518) on behalf of his Patriarch, who has roused the imperial wrath by
his strongly marked Chalcedonism and his refusal to cooperate with
Anastasius' pro-Monophysite policy.82 Several encounters of Sabas with

8° T6TE oi TTEpi N6vvov aKouaavTEe; T~V TE TOO' AyaTTllToO TEAEUT~V Kai T~V TOO
MÜj..ta TTPOßOA~V ~A90v Kai UTTO TOO MÜj..ta Aav9av6vTWe; Eoh911aav Eie; T~V NEav
Aaupav, ~XOVTEe; flEV EV TU \jJUXU TO TTOVllPOV EflflEAETllfla, aVEK~opOV OE TTavTEAWe;
Eie; flovaxwv aKo~v ~6ß4l TOO EV aYIOle; TTaTpOe; ~flwV Laßa. aUTOO yap TTEpI6vTOe; flla
Tfje; TTIOTEWe; OfloAoYla uTTfjPXEV EV TTaOIV ToTe; KaTa T~V ~PllflOV flovaxoTe;, VS 36
(SCHWARTZ), 125,17-23 (NB: PRICE translates Aav9av6vTWe; as "privately").
81 VS 37-49 (SCHWARTZ), 125,26-139,19.
82 VS 50 (SCHWARTZ), 139,20-141,23. In the second half of the fifth century, the
Monophysite reaction against Chalcedon became a serious political threat (see above, 70,
n.73), so that the Emperor could not refrain from intervening in the theological struggle. In
482, Emperor Zeno published the Henoticon as an attempt at reconciliation: both extremes
of Nestorius and Eutyches, respectively the absolute separation and the absolute confusion
of the divinity and the humanity in Christ, were condemned; the authority of the councils of
Nicaea, Constantinople land Ephesus was confirmed, but that of Chalcedon was rejected.
Thus, the imperial document could not reconcile the Chalcedonians, for whom the c1ecisions
of the fourth council were irrevocable. So practically, theHenoticon favored the Monophysite
party. Zeno's successor, Emperor Anastasius (491-518), showed even more sympathy for the
Monophysites; especially in the last years of his reign, he took a tough line against the
Chalcedonians. See, in addition to the literature mentioned above (70-71, n.73), L. DUCHESNE,
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Anastasius take place, with the result that the Emperor, deeply impressed by
the Saint's holiness through avision, and reassured by the latter's argument
that Elias' Chaledonian orthodoxy has nothing to do with Nestorianism,83
promises to decree nothing against the Patriarch of Jerusalem. 84
However, after Sabas' return to Palestine, in 512, the old hostility between Emperor Anastasius and Patriarch Elias grows even worse. 85 When
the Emperor sends Severus, leader of the Acephaloi, to be patriarch of
Antioch,86 years of revolt follow at Jerusalem, during which Elias is ousted

L'Eglise au Vle siede, 1-42; E. STEIN/ l-M. PALANQUE, Histoire du Ras-Empire n, 157-192;
R. HAACKE, "Die kaiserliche Politik in den Auseinandersetzungen um Chalkedon" (45 1553), in Das Konzil von Chalkedon, ed. A. GRlLLMEIER! H. BACHT, Bd.n: Entscheidung um
Chalkedon, Würzburg 1953,95-177; W. FREND, The Rise ofthe Monophysite Movement.
Chapters in the History ofthe Church ill the Fifth and Sixth Cellturies, Cambridge/ Londonl
New York/ Melbourne 1972 (repr. 1979),143-220; P. GRAY, The Defellse ofChalcedoll in
the East (451-553), Leiden 1979, 25-44; A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der
Kirche ,,/1. Das Konzil VOll Chalcedon: Rezeption und Widerspruch (451-518), Freiburgl
Basel! Wien 1986,267-358.
83 VS 52 (SCHWARTZ), 144,10-22. In the preceding text we read that Anastasius had
given utterance to his indignation with Archbishop Elias, who had made himself a champion
of the Council of Chalcedon, whereas the Council, in the Emperor's opinion, approved the
doctrines of Nestorius, ibid., 143,17-144,9. This was indeed the main grievance of the
Monophysites against Chalcedon. See above, 70, n.73.
84 VS 52 (SCHWARTZ), 144,23-28.
85 On coming llOme, as Cyril relates, Sabas brings an "Aposchist" (= Monophysite)
archimandrite with him, whom he persuades to renounce his heresy, to accept Chalcedon
and to enter into communion with Elias, while many others follow him. Cydl states that
"this contributed significantly to Emperor Anastasius' annoyance with the Patriarch Elias",
VS 55 (SCHWARTZ), 147,13-25.
S~ Severus, a convert who was baptised in 488 alld became a monk in the neighborhood
of Maiuma ne ar Gaza, became the main spokesman of the (relati vely) moderate Monophysite
current defined as verbal (see above, 70, n.73). The adherents ofthis current were, however,
implacable polemicists. After refuting Zeno's Henoticon (see above, 73, n.82) and separating
themselves from the more conciliatory Monophysite patriarch of Alexandria, Peter Mongus
(482-490), they remained "without head" (aK€cj>aAOl), which means: in communion with
none of the five patriarchs. By the time with which we are dealing now (512), Severus had
become their main exponent. From his point of view, he refuted both Eutychianism (the
extreme Monophysite current, which assumed areal confusion of the divinity and the
humanity in Christ) and Chalcedonism. In 509, he had gone up to Constantinople and gained
Anastasius' favor, thus contributing to strengthening the (Severian-)Monophysite power in
the Empire, though the name aKEcj>aAol remained conventional. In 512, after Patriarch Elias'
Chalcedonian colleague Flavian of Antioch had been deposed at the instigation of the
Monophysite bishops Soterichus and Philoxenus ofMabbug, Anastasius sent Severus (TC'lV
TWV 'AKEcj>6Awv ESapxov) to be patriarch of Antioch, VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 148,9-21. See, in
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from his see (516).87 But also under the new Patriarch John, the Palestinian
opposition against Anastasius' pro-Monophysite policy remains ardent. The
culmination is an impressive action of Sabas, together with his colleague
archimandrite Theodosius and Patriarch J ohn himself, at a mass-demonstration
of pro-Chalcedonian monks in Jerusalem. The Emperor is stirred to anger and
on the point of dealing firmly with the Patriarch and the two archimandrites,
but he receives a long petition and, finally, he has to give up his action against
them, because other troubles in the Empire demand his attention. 88
In the following chapters, Cyril resumes the hagiographie thread of occurrences and anecdotes, which is interchanged with short reports of the most
important historical facts. Thus, we learn how, on the night of 10 July 518,
Anastasius is overtaken by divine wrath and killed in his imperial palace by a
thunderstorm, and how Justin (518-527), on succeeding to the throne, turns
away from Anastasius' pro-Monophysite policy by recognizing the Council of
Chalcedon. 89 Also Justin's succession by Justinian (527-565) is mentioned. 90

Leontius 01 Byzantium detected as an Origenist
In the first years of Justinian's government, a Samat'itan revolt and an
incident at Scythopolis lead to a new mission of Saint Sabas to the imperial
Court,91 from April to September 531. 92 Sabas' meetings with Justinian

addition to the literature mentioned above (pp.70-71, n.73 and p.74, n.82), G. BARDY, "Severe
d'Antioche", DTC 14/2 (1941),1988-2000; M. BIANCO, "Acefali", DPAC 1 (1983),32-33;
M. SIMONETTI, "Severo di Antiochia", DPAC2 (1984), 3180-3182.
87 See above, 72, n.79.
88 VS 56-57 (SCHWARTZ), 151,7-158,11.
89 VS 60 (SCHWARTZ), 162,3-13.
90 VS 68 (SCHWARTZ), 170,5-14.
91 VS 70-74 (SCHWARTZ), 171,26-179,14. Justillian had initiated an oppressive legislation
against the Samaritans, which worsened their relations with the Christians and provoked
their revolt. See J. BINNS, in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives, 216, 11.84, n.96. Cyril relates
that the revolt was beaten down by imperial troops, but when the Samaritan Silvanus, an
imperial dignitary, VS 61 (SCHWARTZ), 163,5-7, was lynched by the Christi ans in Scythopolis,
Justinian and his consort Theodora were stirred to anger against the Christians, through
misinformation by the victim's son Arsenius. To appease the Emperor, Patriarch Peter of
Jerusalem sent Sabas to the capital, VS 70 (SCHWARTZ), 172,1-173,11.
92 "In April ofthe eighth indiction" (m:p\ TOV' ATTp("ALOV I-lfjva Tfj~ oy66T]~ ivöt KTIOVO~), Sabas went up to Constantinople, ibid., 173,9-11. According to Diekamp, this date corres ponds to April 531 ; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 14-15,36. Diekamp
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follow a pattern similar to that of the meetings with Anastasius, the Emperor being deeply impressed by the Saint's holiness through avision and
conceding all his requests. As a recompense, Sabas promises Justinian a
prosperous government, that is, the reconquest of Africa, Rome and all the
rest of the old empire, in order to "extirpate the Arian heresy, together with
those of Nestorius and Origen, and free the city and the Church of God
from the bane of the heresies" .93 Cyril adds an explanation of Sabas' mentioning these three heresies: Arianism is troubling the West and the two
other heresies, more important for oUt' context, are adhered to by some of
the monks who are accompanying the Saint on his mission to Constantinople.
Cyril writes:
He named the heresy of Nestorius, because some of the monks who had ac~omp.anied hirn had been found siding with Theodore of Mopsuestia when disput1I1g wIth the Aposchists in the basilica.9-l He included the destructive heresy of Origen

pointed out that Cyril must have introduced an error in his time indications when operating
the ~~stem of i,VOIKTlOW:e; (see above, 68, n.61). As a consequence, from April 531 on, all
Cynl s !VO.IKTl~VEe; ~hould be corrected by augmenting them with one unit; only thus they
conco;d with hIS. dat1l1g of some events by indicating the years that separate them from
Sa~as .death (WhIC.h should be dated to 5 Dec. 532), ibid., 11-15. Diekamp could not find a
sa.tI~f~1I1g explanatIOn for the deviation he found in Cyril's chronology, ibid., 15, and he was
cntlcIzed by E. SCHWARTZ, KYl'illos von Skythopolis, 340-355. But Stein, who examined the
question again, ?o~?r~ed Diekamp's finding; s~e E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos
de la nouvelle edItion, 176-177. The calculation as established by Diekamp and Stein is
now generally accepted. See e.g. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les lIloines d'Orient m/l, 22-23, n.l; id.,
m/2, 1?6, n.238; B. FLUS.IN, Mirac~e et histoire, 12 with n.3; J. BINNS, in Cyril ofScythopolis:
The Llv~s, 217, n.lIO; Id., Asceflcs and Ambassadol's ofChrist, 71-72. According to this
~al~ul.atIOn, sa~as retur~ed to Palestine in September 531. Cyril indicates here the next
1I1dIctIOn (the 9 ), ~s an IVOI KT(WV is counted from 1 Sept. to 31 Aug., VS 70 (SCHWARTZ),
179,11, but accord1l1g to our calendar it is still the same year 531.
Y3,lTpOe; T,O uflae; T~V' APEtaV~V dlPWIV aUv TU NWToptaVU Kai TU 'DpIYEVOUe;
,
EKlTOOWV lTOlllaaaBat Kat EK Tije; TWV alpEaEwv AUfllle; EAw9Epwaat T~V lTOAIV Kai
T~V TOU 9wu EKKAllalav, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 175,23-176,2.
94 Theodore of Mopsuestia (c. 350-428) was an important representative of the
:'Al1ti~chene sC.ho?l" :-vhich accentuated, against the Apollinarist denial ofthe real humanity
111 Chns~, ,the dlst1l1ctIOl1 betw~en the divine and the human cj>uaEle; in Christ. Shortly after
TheodOle s death, the Councll of Ephesus condemned Nestorius (c. 381-451), who had
gone as far as asserting that in Christ, only the human cj>uale; had been born from Mary (she
was not 9WTOKOe;) and only the human cj>uale; had suffered on the cross. Soon afterwards
Theod~re of Mopsuestia was involved in the Nestorian controversy as an anticipator of
Neston~s. From, the end of the fifth century on, he was attacked especially by the Monophysites. See E. AMANN, "Theodore de Mopsueste", DTC 15/1 (1946),236-237,255-266,
277-278; M. SIMONETTI, "Teodoro di Mopsuestia", DPAC 2 (1984), 3382-3384. The
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in the rejection of the said heresies, since one of the monks with hirn, Byzantine by
birth and named Leontius, who was one of those admitted with Nonnus into the
New Laura after the death of the superior Agapetus,95 had been found embracing
the doctrines of Origen; though claiming to support the Council of Chalcedon, he
was detected holding the views of Origen. On hearing this and remembering the
words of the blessed Agapetus,% our father Sabas, acting with severity, expelled
both Leontius and those with the views of Theodore and excluded them from his
company, and asked the emperor to expel both heresiesY7

In September 531, Sabas, leaving both Leontius of Byzantium and the
adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia in Constantinople, sails back to Pal-

Monophysites even blamed the Council of Chalcedon for not having anathematized Theodore
in an unambiguous way. This question, which became the base of the Three Chapters affair
(see above, 52, n.167), was current at the time of Sabas' encounters with Justinian. The
Emperor, who started his reign by persecuting the Monophysites, was drawn to a policy of
reconciliation by the Monophysite sympathies of Empress Theodora. In 531, so me Monophysite bishops were invited to Constantinople and preparations went on for an official
dialogue with the orthodox. The disputes flETa TWV ' AlTOaXWTWv, as reported by Cyril,
obviously refer to these preparatory encounters. The official Colloquium (Collatio cum
Severianis) was held in 532, shortly after Sabas' return to Palestine. See L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise
all VI' siecle, 82-87; E. STEIN/ J.-M. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire 11,376-378; A.-J.
FESTUGIERE, Moines d'Orient m/2, 104-105, n.234 (for supplementary literature, see below,
chap.2).
95 Cyril refers to the "secret" admission of the first Origenists by Mamas, in 519/520,
after their five-year exile in the lTE81ae;, VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,17-20 (quoted above, 73,
n.80).
96 After Patriarch Elias' expulsion from the see of Jerusalem, Nonnus and his companions
ca me to the new Patriarch John, asking permission to return to the New Laura. But John
received negative advice both from Sabas and Agapetus (see above). At that occasion,
Agapetus had said: "They corrupt the community by fomenting the doctrines of Origen, and
I would prefer rather to leave the place than to mix these men with the community entrusted
to me," VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,10-13.
Y7 T~V OE NWTOPlOU alpwlv wvoflaaEv, OTl TlVf:e; TWV clVEA90VTWV flET' aUTOU
flovaxwv E>EOowpou TOU MOflljiouwTlae; EupE91laav uVTlAOflßavoflEvol Ele; T~V ßaalAI K~V flETa TWV' AlTOaxtaTwV clVTlßw.AOVTEe;· T~V OE 'DPI YEVOUe; cj>90POlTOIOV alpwl v
TU TWV Elpllf.lEVWV aipEaEWV UlTOßOAU aUVIlPl9flllaEV, ElTElO~lTEP EUp E9 1l Tle; TWV flET'
aUTou flovaxwv But;uVTloe; TQ YEVEl AEOVTIOe; OVOflaTl EIe; UlTcXpXWV TWV flETa TOU
Novvou ElaoEx9EVTWV EV TU NE<;X Aaup<;X flETa T~V' AyaTTIlToCl TOU ~YOUflEVOU KO lflll at v
TWV 'OpIYEVOUe; OOYf.IUTWV UVTlAaflßaVOflEVOe;. Tije; yap EV XaAKIlOOVI auvooou lTpOlaraaBat lTpoalTOIOUflEVOe; Eyvwa91l Ta 'OpIYEVOUe; cj>povGiv' 09EV clKouaae; 6 lTar~p
~flwv Lußae; Kai TWV TOU flaKaplOU 'AyalTIlTOU Mywv aVOflvllaBEle; aUTOV TE Kai
TOUe; Ta E>EOOWPOU cj>povouvrae; cllTOTOfll<;X XPllauflEVOe; UlTEßUAETO Kai Tije; aUTou
cmEaTllaEv auvotaywyije;, TQ OE ßaatAEl ulTE9ETO T~V cllTOßOA~V lTOI~aaaBat TWV
clflcj>OTEPWV aipEaEwv, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,7-20. Both heresies are conceived as opposed to each other (see esp. below, 200 with n.301).
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estine. 98 Onee the imperial reseripts, by which Justinian fulfilled Sabas'
requests, are published at Jerusalem, Sabas visits Seythopolis to publish
them there as well; and it is on that oeeasion that he eneounters the sixyear-old boy Cyril. 99 Shortly afterwards, Sabas, 93 years old, dies on 5
Deeember 532. 100 As a fruit of his exemplary life of virtue, his spirit is
deemed worthy of great TIapPlla(a towards God, which is shown in the rest
of the Vita 101 by aseries of five mirac1es post martern and, finally, by the
story about God providing the victory of the orthodox over Origenism.

The victory over Origenism
As long as Sabas was still alive, Cyril re1ates, "there was one eonfession of faith in all the monasteries of the desert". 102 But onee the shepherd
has died and has been sueeeeded by the inexperieneed Abba Melitas, Nonnus
and his eompanions start sowing the heresy they have kept silently in their
hearts fol' over twelve years:
But when the excellent shepherd left this world, his flock, being led by an
inexperienced shepherd, fell into difficulties. Nonnus and his party, taking advantage of the death of our father, I me an Sabas, made public the heresy in the depths of
their hearts lO3 and instilied in their neighbour a turbulent upheaval. They seduced
into their own foul heresy not only all the more educated (AOYLUJTE:POl) in the New

VS 74 (SCHWARTZ), 179,9-11. For the date, see above, 75, n.92.
VS 75 (SCHWARTZ), 179,26-181,2. See above, 37 with n.75.
100 Cyril offers a precise dating far Sabas' death, VS 77 (SCHWARTZ), 183,5-184,2, and
all scholars agree that it corresponds to 5 Dec. 532. See Schwartz's comment ad loc., and
esp. F. LooFs, Leolltius von Byzanz, 277-279, confirmed by F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen
Streitigkeiten, 13. For further questions concerning Cyril's chronology, see above, p.68,
n.61 and p.75, n.92.
101 TO CE: nvElJJ.la mlTou nOAAfje; ~SIWTat Tfje; npoe; 6EOV napPllalae;, ~e; T~V aKTIVa
Öl' oAIYWV napaöEtsat nElpaaoJ.lat, VS 78 (SCHWARTZ), 184,19-21. TIapPllala indicates
the hagiographie theme of the Saint's "free access" to God, that is: familiarity with God,
obtained by the Saint after his death as the fruit of an exemplary life of virtues, and resulting
in an effective intercessory power in favor of his successors and disciples. I shall return to
the theme below.
102 J.lla Tfje; nlmEwe; OJ.loAoyla unfjpXEv lv naatv TOte; KOTa T~V EPllJ.l0V J.lovaaTIlPIOle;, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,7-9. The phrase is a literal repetition of the statement with
whieh Cyril concluded the chapter on the first germs of Origenism, VS 36 (ibid.), 125,22-23
(quoted above, 73 with n.80).
103 Compare with: ibid., 125,20-21.
98

99
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Laura but also those ofthe monastery ofMartyriusl()l and of the laura ofFirminus lO5
( ... ). In addition, they succeeded in a short time in sowing the heresy of Origen in
the Great Laura and the other monasteries of the desert. 106

In 536, two of the most prominent Origenists, Domitian and Theodore
Ascidas, superiors respeetively of the monastery of Martyrius and the New
Laura, sail to Constantinople to take part in areunion of the permanent
synod (auvoooc; EVOllI-lOUaa)l07 in order to eondemn the Monophysites. 108

l()l Originating from Cappadocia, Martyrius came to join Euthymius in his laura, together with his colleague archimandrite Elias, after they had fled Mount Nitria in 457, because of disorders in Egypt. Both Martyrius and Elias later became patriarchs of Jerusalem.
Martyrius inhabited a cave not far west ofEuthymius' laura, where he founded his monastery, VE 32 (SCHWARTZ), 50,20-51,21. See S. V ALLHE, "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres
de Palestine", ROC 5 (1900), 29-30; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries in
the Judean Desert", in Christian Archaeology in the Holy Lalld, 20-22; id., The Judean
Desert Monasteries in the Byzantille Period, 42-45.
105 Firminus was one of the first disciples of Sabas. He founded his laura in the region
ofMachmas, c. 8 miles north-east of Jerusalem, VS 16 (SCHWARTZ), 99,23-24. See S. VAlLHE,
"Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 4 (1899), 534-535; Y.
HIRSCHFELD, "List of the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", in Christimt
Archae%gy ill the Ho/y Land, 44-45; id., The Jl/dean Desert Monasteries in the Byzantine
Period, 54-55; J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of Pa/estiniall Monasticisl/l, 117-120.
106 TOU ÖE aplmou nOIJ.lEVOe; TWV TijÖE J.lETamaVTOe; TO EauTou nolJ.lvLOv YEYOVEV
~nOPIlJ.lEVOV uno nOIJ.lEVOe; andpou ay6flEvoV. 0\ yap nEpl N6vvov Tfje; TOU nOTpOe;
T]J.lWV KOIJ.l~aEWe; ÖpasaJ.lEVOI, AEYW ÖT] Laßa, TT]V lv Tt{i ßa6El TWV anr.ayxvwv ÖIlJ.l0alElJaaVTEe; KaKoöoSlav ln6nl:;ov TOV nAllalov avaTpon~v 60AEpav KaI OU fl6vov
naVTae; TOUe; lv Tij NEC;X Aaupc;x AOYIWTEpOUe; EIe; TT]V EaUTWV J.ltapav aUYKaTEanaaav
atpWIV, aAAa KaI TOUe; Tfje; MapTuplou J.l0vfje; KaI TOUe; Tfje; <PlpJ.lIVOU Aaupae; ( ... ).
OU J.l~V dAAa KaI Eie; TT]V MEYlaTllv Aaupav KaI Eie; Ta AOlna Tfje; EP~flOU J.l0VamIlPla
'laxuaav EV OAlyt{i xp6vt{i TT]V'OpIYEVOUe; KOTaanEtpat KaKoöoSlav, VS83 (SCHWARTZ),
p.188, lines 13-20, 22-24.
107 The auvoöoe; EVöllJ.l0uaa is the "permanent synod" of bishops residing at
Constantinople that can be convoked by the patriarch or even by the emperor. See A.-J.
FESTUGIERE, Mohles d'Orient m/2, 122, n.289.
lOS The Collatio Cl/li! Severianis of 532 (see above, 77, n.94) did not lead to the desired
result. Justinian's policy of reconciliation only resulted in a strengthened position of the
Monophysites, sUPPolted by Theodora. In 535, she arranged that Anthimius become patriarch of Constantinople: he was an ascetic, who so on associated himself without reserve with
the Monophysite party. Not yet recognized by Pope Agapetus (who arrived at the capital
shortly afterwards), Anthimius refused to accept the Chalcedonian formula lv Mo cj>uawl v,
withdrew and was replaced by Menas in 536. Pope Agapetus died and the new Patriarch
Menas, invited by Justinian, convoked the Horne Synod (auvoöoe; lVÖIlJ.l0UaSX) which renewed the condemnations of the leading Monophysites. See L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise all V/'
siede, 90-98; E. STEIN/ J.-M. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire H, 380-385; J. BINNS, in
Cyril of Scythopo/is: The Lives, 218, n.117.
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Cyril does not mention the synod, but he observes that Domitian and
Theodore "pretended to be battling for the Council of Chalcedon", 109 just
Iike the charge previously brought against Leontius of Byzantium. 110 This
Leontius, expelled as a heretic and Ieft behind in the capital by Sabas in 531,
has apparently become an influential man now, in the comfortable position to
introduce the two Palestinian superiors, through Papas Eusebius,lll to the
Emperor and thus to consolidate the power of the Origenists:
Through recommendation by the above-mentioned Leontius ofByzantium they
[scil. Domitian and Theodore Ascidas, DH] attached themselves to father Eusebius

and through hirn to our most pious emperor. Veiling theil' heresy by abundant hypocrisy and enjoying first access (rrpwTTl<; rrappTjafa<; flETaaXaVTE<;) to the palace,
Domitian received the first see of the province of Galatia,112 while Theodore succeeded to the see of Caesarea of Cappadocia. Nonnus and his party, gaining greater
strength from this, were zealous and tireless in sowing the seeds of Origenism throughout Palestine. 1I3

But soon, in 537, Abba Melitas is succeeded by Gelasius as superior of
the Great Laura. On seeing "the plague of Origen with many of his community in its grip" ,114 Gelasius summons the brethren to the chmch and has a
writing of Antipatrus of Bostra against Origen read OUt. 115 Great distur-

Kat LmEp Tfj<; EV XW.KTjOOVl aUvaOOU rrpOGTTOlOUflEVOl uywvll;wGal, VS 83
(SCHWARTZ), 188,28-189,1.
110 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,15-16 (see the text quoted above, 76-77 with n.97).
111 Oarra<; (jather) is a title of respect for priests and bishops, and also indicates the
bishops of Alexandria and Rome; see LAMPE, 1006. Papas Eusebius was a priest and treasurer (KElflTjAlapXTj<;) ofthe Hagia Sophia; see A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Moilles d'Orient 11112,121,
n.286. He was an influential man and appears several times in Cyril's account; see J. BINNS,
in Cyril 0/ Scythopolis: The Lives, 218, n.118.
112 That is, the see of Ancyra, ibid., n.119.
113 Kat Ola Tfj<; rrapa8EaEW<; AWVTlou TOU aVWTEpoU flVTjflOVWGEVTO<; Bul;avTlou
rrpOaKOAAWVTaL T0 rrarrc;x EuaEßlljl Kat Ola TOUTOU T0 EuaEßwTaTIjl ~flWV ßacrtAEt Kat
TU Tfj<; UTTOKplaEW<; rrEpLOua(c;x T~V KaKOOo~(av ETTlaKlaaaVTE<; Kat rrpWTTj<; rrappTjala<;
EV T0 TTW.aTlljl flETaax6vTE<; 0 flEV ÖOflETlavo<; Tfj<; fw.aTWV xwpa<; T~V LEpapXlav
rrapEAaßEV, 0 OE 0EaOWPO<; T~V Kawapda<; KaTTrraooKla<; OlEOE~aTO rrpoEoplav.
EVTEU8EV 01 TTEpt Navvov iaxuv TTAdova AaßaVTE<; GTTouoalw<; Kat Erraypurrvw<; Ta
'OplYEVEla GTTEpflara rraVTaxou Tfj<; OaAawTlvTj<; KaTEGTTElpaV, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ),
189,1-9.
114 T~V' Op 1YEVOU<; AUflTjV rroAAou<; Tfj<; EauTou auvoola<; VEfloflEVTjV, ibid., 189,15.
115 Antipatrus was bi shop of Bostra (Arabia) shortly after the Council of Chalcedon
and a friend ofEuthymius, VE 34 (SCHWARTZ), p.52, lines 23, 28. He wrote an' AVTfppTjat<;
(confutation) of Pamphilius' and Eusebius' Apologia pro Origelle (CPG 6678). Unfortu109
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bance is caused in the church and a group of forty, Ied by a certain John, is
expelled from the Great Laura and goes to join Nonnus and his companions
in the New Lama. Leontius of Byzantium, who has returned there from
Constantinople, incites the Origenists, including the expelled forty, to take
revenge on Gelasius and the Great Lama. Armed with pick-axes, shoveIs,
iron crowbars and other tooIs, and reinforced by a band of peasants, they
set off in a blind rage to demolish the Great Lama, but by a providential
miracle, mist and darkness descend on them l16 so that they get lost and find
themselves on the next day a long way off their route: they return horne
with nothing achieved and put to shame. 1l7
In the winter 539-540, a synod is held at Gaza in order to depose Patriarch Paul of Alexandria. lls After the closure of the synod, Papas Eusebius ll9
travels to Jerusalem, where Leontius ofByzantium presents to hirn the forty
monks expelled from the Great Laura, who complain that Gelasius has divided the community into two parties and taken side with the opponents.
Eusebius, "misIed by Leontius' words and knowing nothing about their
heresy",120 puts pressme on Gelasius either to receive back the expelled
Origenists 01' to expel their opponents. Six anti-Origenists of the Great Lama

nately, the work is lost, but some fragments are preserved thanks to the Acta of the Second
Council of Nicaea (787), PG 85, 1792-1793, and to some extensive quotations by John
Damascenus, PG 86/2, 2045-2053 (= PO 85,1793-1796); PG 96, cc.484, 501-505. See A
JÜLlCHER, "Antipatros", PWK 1/2 (1894), 2517-2518; S. VAlLHE, "Antipater de Bostl'a",
DTC 112 (1931),1440; A. DE NICOLA, "Antipatro di Bostra", DPAC 1 (1983),247.
116 This happens ouaTj<; wpa<; oWTEpa<;, VS 84 (SCHWARTZ), 190,21-22, that is: at
seven o'c1ock in the morning; see A-J. FESTUGIERE, Moilles d'Oriellt mJ2, 120, n.285.
117 VS 84 (SCHWARTZ), 189,10-190,29.
118 Paul had been appointed patriarch of Alexandria with orders of Justinian to impose
the Council ofChalcedon in Egypt, where the MOl1ophysites long since formed the majority.
He discharged the task by force and even got involvcd in the unauthot1zed execution of one
deacon Psoius. This brought the resistance against hirn to a head and made his position
untenable. Therefore, a synod is held at Gaza and Paul is replaced by another orthodox
monk, named Zoilus. See L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise au VIe siecle, 103-104, 169-170; E. STEIN/
J.-M. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire 11, 385, 389-391. Stein! Palanque date Paul's
appointment to the patriarchate "vers la fin de 537", ibid., 385, and the Synod of Gaza "vers
les premiers mois de 540", ibid., 391; Festugiere dates the synod "fin 539/ debut 540", AJ. FESTUGIERE, Moi/les d'Orient ml2, 121, n.286; see also the time table, ibid., 134.
119 Probably, Eusebius represented the Patriarch of Constantinople at the synod, ibid.,
121, n.286.
120 UTTO TWV !\EoVTlou Mywv urraTTj8El<; Kai flTjOEV rrEp! Tfj<; aipEaEw<; YVOU<;, VS
85 (SCHWARTZ), 191, 8-9.
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accept a voluntary exile, but they go off to Patriarch Ephraem of Antioch to
inform hirn about their troubles with the Origenists, showing hirn the writing of Antipatrus. Ephraem, stirred to action, convokes a local synod and
promulgates a ban against the doctrines of Origen. Thereupon, Nonnus and
his party, supported by Leontius - who has sailed back to Constantinople as well as Domitian and Theodore Ascidas, press Patriarch Peter of Jerusalern to strike Ephraem' s name off the sacred diptychs. Patriarch Peter, from
his side, finds a way out by ingenious diplomacy:
At their [seil. the Origenists'] causing this great discord, the archbishop sent
secretly for Sophronius and Gelasius l21 and told them to compose a libelllls (AIßEAAOe;) against the Origenists,122 adjuring hirn (mhov)123 not to remove Patriarch
Ephraem's name from the sacred diptychs. When the fathers had composed the libelllls
and presented it, the archbishop on receiving it sent it to the emperor with a letter
telling hirn of the innovations of the Origenists. On receiving this libellus, our most
pious emperor issued an edict l24 against the doctrines of Origen, to which edict
Patriarch Menas of Constantinople and the synod under him l15 appended their signatures. 126

\2\ Sophronius and Gelasius are respectively the successors of the archimandrites
Theodosius and Sabas, Sophronius being superior of Theodosius' monastery, VS 84
(SCHWARTZ), 190,12-15, and Gelasius of the Great Laura.
\22 A AIßEAAOe; is a small book or document, here of po1emical statements; see LAMPE,
801-802.
\23 The libellus had to be addressed to Patriarch Peter hirnself.
\24 IusTINIANus, Edictum contra Origenem (= Episfllla ad Mennam), ed. E. SCHWARTZ,
ACO II1, 189-214; repr. in M. AMELOTIV L. MIGLIARDO ZINGALE, Scritti teologici ed ecclesiastiei
di Gillstiniano, Legum Iustiniani Imperatoris Vocabularium, Subsidia 3, Milano 1977,68118. Also: MANSI, IX, 488-533; PG 86/1, 945-989 = PL 69,177-122 (CPG 6880).
\25 The synod under Menas is the ouvoöoe; EVÖrU.lOUoa (see above, 79, n.107). In his
edict Justinian summoned the Patriarch to convoke all the bishops residing in the capital
(anavTae; TOUe; EvörUlOuvTae; KaTa TaUTTjV TTlv ßaOlAlöa OOlWTCXTOUe; ETIlOK6noue;) as
weil as the superiors of monasteries who were present, in order to have Origen anathema~
tized. See IUSTINIANUS, Edictum contra Origenem, ACO II1, 207,30-33.
\26 nOAAfje; öE OTaoEWe; un' mhwv YEV0I-lEVTje; I-lETanEl-lnETat 0 apXlEnlOKonOe; EV
I-lUOTTjPI4l TOUe; nEpl Lw<jJp6vlOV Kal fEAaOIOV Kal EnLTpEnEl mhole; not fjOat A(ßEAAOV
KaTa TWV 'OplYEvlaOTwv OPKIl;oVTa mhov I-l~ a<jJatpE6fjvat TWV iEPWV ÖlTITUXWV T~V
'E<jJpatl-lloU TOU naTplclpXOU npooTjyoplav. Kal oi I-lEV naTEpEe; TOV AIßEAAOV nOl ~oavTEe;
ETIlÖEÖWKaOlv, 0 öE apXlETIIOKOnOe; TOUTOV öEc,aI-lEVOe; T0 ßaOlAEl anEOTElAEV ypatjJae;
mh0 Ta uno TWV 'OplYEVLaOTWV VEWTEpta6EvTa. OVTlva AIßEAAOV 0 EUOEßEOTaTOe;
~I-lWV OEc,elI-lEVOe; ßaOlAEUe; tOlKTOV KaTa TWV 'OplYEVOUe; nETIOITjKE OOYl-laTWV. ~TlVl
!O(KT4l Ka6unEypatjJEV MTjväe; 0 naTptclpXTje; KWVOTaVTlVoun6AEWe; I-lETa Tfje; un' aUTOV
ouv6öou, VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 191,25-192,3.
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Even Domitian and Theodore Ascidas are forced to sign. 127 The edict
is published in Jerusalem in February 543 and subscribed to by almost all
the bishops of Palestine and the superiors of the desert. 128 Nonnus and other
Origenist leaders, from their side, leave the catholic communion (Tf]e; TE
Ka8oAlKf]e; KOlvwvfae; eXTTEGTlloav)129 and withdraw again to the m:öfae;.
However, from Constantinople, where Eusebius and Leontius have died in
the meantime, Theodore Ascidas puts pressure on Patriarch Peter to receive them back into their laura. Nonnus, on the advice of Ascidas, writes
hirn a letter:
We beg Your Piety to soothe our minds with a slight satisfaction by publishing, in a catholic sense (Ka6oAlKWe;) and with all willingness, the following statement: 'Every anathema not pleasing to God timt has been made is to be abrogated,
and has been abrogated, in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit'. For, we will accept a suchlike satisfaction, even though it lacks strict precision. 130

The Patriarch, unwillingly but fearing Ascidas, summons Nonnus and
his companions from the m:8l ae;, takes them privately aside and gi ves them
the satisfaction requested. They return to the New Laura and continue their
opposition. Supported by Ascidas, the Origenists become powerfuillow: in
the streets of Jerusalem, orthodox monks are terrorized and assaulted. There
is even a riot against the Great Laura, by three hundred Origenists who
want to kill the monks, but when one injured victim dies a few days later,
the war against the orthodox is abandoned. 13I

\27 Cyril observes that their hypocrisy becomes obvious, because afterwards Domitian
perishes with despair and Theodore reacts by intensifying his persecutions against the orthodox, ibid., 192,3-11.
\28 Cyril mentions as the only exception among the Palestine bishops one Alexander of
Abila, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 192,14-17. In the edict itself, the bishops and superiors of the
whole empire are summoned to sign; -see IusTINIANus, EdictulIl contra Origenelll, ACO II1,
208,2-9.
\29 VS 86 (ScmvARTZ), 192,19.
\30 L'luownoUI-lEV T~V UI-lETEpav O0l6TTjTa Ölel TlVOe; I-lETplae; nATjpo<jJoplae; 6EpanEUoat Tae; ~I-lETEpae; OLavolae; EV T0 ~I-lEie; ano<jJalvEa6at Ka60AlKWe; I-lETa naoTje;
np06Ul-lloe; Kal MYElV' AEAUI-lEVOV ~OTW Kat AEAUTat EV 6v61-laTl naTpOe; Kat uloO Kat
aYlou nVEul-laTOe; näv YEyovoe; ava6Tjl-lo I-l~ apEoKov 6E0. T~V yap TOLaUTTjV nATjpo<jJ0plav KaraoEx6l-lE6a, Ei Kall-l~ T~V KaTa AWTOV dKPIßELaV ~XEl, ibid., 193,1-6 (translation of R.PRICE modified).
\3\

Ibid., 193,7-194,12.
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At the request of his community in the Great Laura, Abba Gelasius
decides to go up to Constantinople to report everything to the Emperor. As
if foreseeing what is going to happen to hirn, he makes a farewell speech to
the fathers:

erful in Palestine now. By their intrigues, they have one of their number,
George, made superior of the Great Laura, in February 547. A great persecution is initiated against the pious who, led by John the Hesychast, flee to
the Mount of Olives; but on the same day, thanks to a miracle of God, the
chief of the enemy Nonnus is seized by a sudden death. 135

"See, fathers, at your request I am going up to Constantinople, not knowing
wh at will happen to me on the journey. I therefore beg you not to let settle with you
any adherent ofTheodore ofMopsuestia, who was a heretic, since our sainted father
Sabas abhorred hirn along with Origen. 132 I myself regret deeply having appended
my signature to the libelills made by the desert at the order of the patriarch against
his being anathematized. 133 God, however, out of care for his church, so disposed
that the libelllls was rejected and willed that Theodore hirnself be anathematized. "13-1

After ruling the Great Laura for seven months, George is expelled by
his own supporters. He is succeeded by Cassianus, a good orthodox, whose
ten-month leadership offers nothing special for the hagiographer to relate. 136
Then, in July 548, Abba Conon becomes superior, a man enjoying a high
reputation both for his monastic virtues and his orthodoxy:137 his government brings recovery to the damaged community of the Great Laura. At the
same time, thanks to the providence of God, the unanimity of the Origenists
is broken by a schis m between those of the New Laura and those of the
Laura of Firminus. As usual, Cyril is extremely concise in explaining the
theological backgrounds of the controversy within the ranks of the Origenists: 138

After these words, Gelasius leaves for Byzantium. In the capital, however, Theodore Ascidas has instructed everyone not to receive hirn, so that
Gelasius has to return with nothing achieved. On his way back to Palestine,
traveIling by foot, he dies in October 546. On learning this, the fathers of
the Great Laura go up to the Patriarch to ask for a new superior, but they are
violently expelled from the episcopal palace. The Origenists are most pow-

132 The reason why Theodore ofMopsuestia appears here again in Cyril's account will
be treated below. Gelasius refers to the exclusion of both Leontius of Byzantium and the
adherents ofTheodore ofMopsuestia from Sabas' company, during the Saint's visit to Constantinople for his encounters with Iustinian in 531, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,16-20; VS 74
(ibid.) , 179,8-11 (see above, 77 with n.97).
133 Shortly after Iustinian's edict against Origen, at the turn of 544 and 545, the
Emperor issued also an edict against Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret of Cyrus and
Ibas of Edessa, timt is: against the "Three Chapters". Only fragments are preserved in
Latin, quoted by two defenders of the Three Chapters: Facundus of Hermiane and Pelagius
the deacon. These fragments are published by E. SCHWARTZ, "Zur Kirchenpolitik Iustinians",
SBAW (1940), Heft 2, 73-81; re pr. in E. SCHWARTZ, Gesammelte Schriften 4.Bd.: Zur
Geschichte der Alten Kirche und ihres Rechts 4, Berlin 1960, 321-328 (CPG 6881). For
the date of the edict, see ibid., SBAW (1940), H.2, 56; Gesammelte Schriften 4 (1960),
302. See also R. DEVREESSE, Essai sur Theodore de MopslIeste, StT 141, Citt1i deI Vaticano
1948, 205-206 (esp. 206, n.l). As we shall see below, this edict encountered fierce resistance, especially in the West.
134 ioou, TTaTEpE<;, KaTa T~V dlTllalV u~wv aVEPXO~at EV KwvaTaVTlVOUTTOAEl Ta
EV Tij 600' au~ßllao~Eva ~Ol ~~ Eiow<;. ouawTTw TOlVUV u~a<; waTE Tlva TWV 0wowp4l
T0 Mo~l/JoUEGTla<; TTpoaKE1~EVWV ~~ Waat au~~E1val u!iTv, aipET1K0 mh0 DVTl, ETTEITTEP
Kai cl EV OYI01<; TTaT~p ~pwv Laßa<; To(hov ~ETa TOO'OplYEVOU<; EpuaaTTETo. EYW yap
mpoopa PETapE~EAll~al Ka8uTToypal/Ja<; T0 YEVOI1EV4l UTTO Tfj<; EP~~OLJ A1ßE""4l KaT'
ETTlTPOTT~V TOO TTaTPlclpXOU TTPO<; TO p~ aVa8E~aTla8fjvat mhov. TTA~V OTI 68EO<;

Whoever wishes may easily discover their impiety from the very names they
give each other, those of the New Laura calling those of Firminus' Protoktists
(TTpWTOKTlCJT01) or Tetradites (TETpaol Tat)139 and those of Firminus' naming those

Kll00~EVO<; Tfj<; EauToO EKKAllala<; TOV PEv AIßEAAOV aTTapaoEKTov YEvEa8al ~
KOVOPllaEv, mhov OE 0EOOWPOV ava8EpaTla8fjVat Eu06KllaEv, VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,
17-27.
135 Ibid., 194,27-196,2.
136 VS 88 (SCHWARTZ), 196,3-18.
137 Conon entered the Great Laura after Sabas' death. Cyril weites that "he edified all
the fathers by purity of life, simplicity of character, gentleness of conduct and a combination of spiritual understanding and discernment (Kai TTavTa<; TOU<; TTaTEpa<; OiKOOOp~aavTa Tij TE TOO ßIOU Ka8apOTllTl Kat Tij TOO ~80u<; OTTAOTllTl Kai Tij TWV TPOTTWV
TTpaoTllTl Kai Tij Tfj<; TTVWpaTlKfj<; Kai olaKplaEw<; aUYKpaaEl)", VS 89 (SCHWARTZ),
196,26-28.
138 Cyril refers to a contemporary, more detailed account by one of his confreres,
refuting both Origenist currents, but unfortunately the writing is not preserved, ibid.,
197,10-13.
139 The Protoktists represent a more moderate current of "Origenism". Departing from
their names, we may assume timt they tried to preserve, in their opinions, a certain superiority of Christ with respect to the other rational beings, in the stage of pre-existence: ChIist
was created be/ore the others (TTpWTOKTlCJTO<;), but as a created being He was added to the
Trinity as a/o!lI'Ih person (hence the name TETpaO( Tat). See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia
gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 149 (also 132-133).
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ofthe New Laura Isoclzrists (iaoXPWTOl);140 for each was allotted a name from the
particular doctrines of their impiety.141

creed that Eustochius should become patriarch, and gave orders for there to be an
ecumenical council. 143

Theodore Ascidas' oppressive policy in favor of the Isochrists (many
of them are ordained bishop) pushes the Protoktists into taking sides with
the orthodox. Isidore, their superior, comes over to Abba Conon, abjures
the doctrine of pre-existence and go es up with hirn to Constantinople in
September 552. 142 In the meantime, Patriarch Peter of Jerusalem dies and
the Origenists of the New Laura put one Macarius on his throne: war results in the Holy City. The Emperor, fiercely indignant now with Theodore
Ascidas and the Origenists, has Macarius immediately ousted from the see.
Then, Conon makes the most ofhis chances:

Abba Conon allows Eustochius to go to Jerusalem to take up his patriarchate l44 and asks hirn to send representatives to the council. About the
council itself Cyril mentions only the final result, just as he considers it:

Abba Conon's party, seizing the opportune moment, informed the emperor of
theil' situation and presented hirn with a libelllls revealing all the impiety of the
Origenists, Isidol'e having died. Then, enjoying the greatest access (TTAdCJTIl<;;
TToPPllalo<;; IlEToaXOVTE<;;), they proposed Eustochius, administrator at Alexandria,
who was at Constantinople, as bi shop of Jerusalem. Our most pious emperor de-

140 The name Isoclzrist indicates a more radical current of "Origenism": in the final
apocatastasis, all rational beings will be equal to Christ ('(aol ToD XpwToD, hence: iaoXpWTOl), ibid. In Cyril's Vita Cyriaci, Abba Cyriacus makes a tirade against the Origenists
reciting in a short elenchus their errors, among which: "they say that we shall be equal to
Christ at the restoration (AEYOUCJLV ÖTl YlVOIlESO 'taOi ToD XplCJToD EV TU aTTOKOTaCJTaaEt)", VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,9-10.
141 P~ÖlOV ÖE EaTlV TTOVTI ßOUAOIlEV4I KOTaIlOSElV T~V TOl.lTWV aaEßELaV ES
mhwv TWV TTpoallyoplwV WVTTEP mhol aAA~Aou<;; ovollasouCJLV, TWV IlEV NEOAOUPLTWV
TOU<;; aTTCl TWV <PlPlltVou DpwToKTlaTou<;; ~ yoDv TETpoolTo<;; KaAOUVTWV, TWV ö' 00
TTaAlv <PlPlllVlwTwv TOU<;; NEOAOUpfTO<;; 'IaoxptaTou<;; ovollOsOVTwv. EK TWV yap oiKdwv aaEßdo<;; öowaTWV Ta<;; ovolloa{ 0<;; EKAIlPwaovTO EKoaTol, VS 89 (SCHWARTZ),
197,13-18.
142 Ibid., 197,19-198,6. "At the beginning of the fifteenth indiction (Ev apX1J Tfj<;;
TTEvTEKatöEKaTll<;; iVÖlKTlOVO<;;)", ibid., 198,5-6, that is, Sept. 552. For Cyril's chronology, see above, p.68, n.61 and p.75, n.92. Diekamp put the year as 552; see F. DIEKAMP,
Die or;genistischen Streitigkeiten, 28-32, 61-62. Schwartz, trying to correct Diekamp,
made it 551; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 344-345. However, Stein confirmed Diekamp's caiculation; see E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle
edition", 176-177. For more references, see below, 289, n.171. In this particular case, an
accurate dating is very important for a correct interpretation of the relation between the
condemnation of Origenism and the Fifth Ecumenical Council. I shall return to this subject below in the third chapter.

When the fifth holy ecumenical council had assembled at Constantinople, a
common (KOl vo<;;) and universal (KOSOAlKO<;;) anathema was directed against Origen
and Theodore of Mopsuestia and against the teaching of Evagrius and Didymus on
preexistence and a universal restoration, in the presence and with the approval ofthe
four patriarchs. 145

The acts of the council are announced in Jerusalem and approved by
almost all the bishops of Palestine, 146 but in the New Laura they encounter
only resistance:
The monks ofthe New Laura, however, separated themselves from the cathoHc communion (KOSOAlK~ KOlVWVtO). The patriarch Eustochius treated them with
respect and for eight months used advice and exortation with them; but on failing to
persuade them to be in communion with the catholic Church (TU KOSOAlKU KOlVWvfjaat EKKAllatC;X), he applied the imperial commands, and got the dux Anastasius to

143 0 i ÖE TTEp I TOV aßßäv Kovwvo KatpoD ETTl TT]odou ÖPOS<4tEVOl Ta KOS' EOUTOU<;;
T0 ßOCJlAEI yvwplaovTE<;; AtßEAAOV mh0 ETTlOE8WKOCJL v TTäaov T~V TWV 'npl YEVloaTWV
aaEßEWV EIl<POvfj TTol~aOVTE<;; 'Ialowpou TEAEUT~aovTO<;;. KOl EVTEDSEV TTAElCJTIl<;;
TTOPPllalO<;; IlETaaXOVTE<;; EuCJTOXIOV o iKOVOIlOV ÖVTd AAESov8pdo<;; Kot f.V KWVCJTOVTlVOUTTOAEl YEYOVOTa ETTlaKoTTov' IEpoaOAUllwv TTpoß6AAOVTal, 6 ÖE EuaEßEaTOTo<;; ~IlWV
ßoalAEu<;; EUCJTOXLOV IlEV TToTplapXllv YEVEa8at EeEaTTlaEV, EKEAEUaEv OE KOI auvooov
OiKOUIlEVlK~V YEVEa8at, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,14-22.
144 According to Diekamp, Macarius was replaced by Eustochius after two months at
the most, that is, December 552; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistisclzen Streitigkeiten, 28. See
also E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition", 176.
145 Tfj<;; TOIVUV 0YIO<;; KOI OIKOUIlEVlKfj<;; TTEIlTTTIl<;; auvoöou EV KWVCJTOVTl VOUTTOAEl
auvoSpola8dall<;; KOlV0 KOI KOSOAIK0 KoSUTTEßA~Sllaov aVOSEIlOTl 'npIYEVIl<;; TE
KOI 0EOÖWPO<;; 6 MOIll/JoUECJTto<;; KOI Ta TTEpt TTPOUTTapSEW<;; KOI aTTOKOToaTaaEW<;; EuoYP{41 KOI L1l8Ull41 EipllllEVO TTOPOVTWV TWV Twaapwv TTOTPWPXWV KOI TOl.lTOl<;;
aUVOl VOUVTWV, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,1-6. About the number of/our patriarchs, Festugiere
observes: "Eil fait, celui de Jerusalem n'est present que par ses representants," A.-J.
FESTUGIERE, Moilles d'Orient ml2, 129, n.304.
146 Alexander of Abila, the same bi shop who, ten years before, had refused to subscribe
to the edict against Origen, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 192,14-17 (see above, 83, n.128), is now
mentioned again as the only exception. He was expelled from his see and perished in an
earthquake, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,9-11.
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expel them from the New Laura and free the whole province from their destmctive
influence. 147

On 21 February 555, Patriarch Eustochius has the New Laura re-populated by 120 orthodox monks, 60 of them from the Great Laura and 60 from
elsewhere, Cyril being among the latter. '48 After this message, Cyril gratefully praises God, who redeemed the pious from the power of the Origenists,
and concludes the Vita Sabae.
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odological doubt about the accuracy with which, in this biography, real
facts are presented. The question is, in which sense and to what degree
could such a doubt be justified? A first step towards an answer is to consider the literary genre of the VS; it will certainly differ from that of modern
historiography. Insight into the literary genre of an ancient writing will provide us with a general idea about its relation to historical reality, when we
apply - with appropriate caution - our knowledge about the characteristics
of that specific genre to the particular writing in question. Closely related
to the question of the literary genre are questions concerning the special
purpose with which a work was written and, more generally, its proper Sitz
im Leben.

3. The literary genre and historical reality
As I read and re-read the Vita Sabae, my suspicion with regard to its
historical reliability increased. Of course, the story contains many elements
which are, from a historical point of view, beyond doubt. For a hagiographer
of his time, Cyril shows an exceptional concern for chronological precision
by indicating correlations between wh at he narrates and events taking place
on the level of universal history.149 As to these events, in most of the cases
Cyril' s accuracy is easy to prove. As to the content of his narration in all its
details, however, it seems far from evident that he is always telling the
truth. Even if precise chronological correlations with respect to universal
his tory - combined with what we may learn from contemporary sources
and from archeological evidence - force us to admit that Cyril's biography
is solidly founded on historical reality, there is, at the same time, an element of subjectivity which seems so strong that it should lead us to a meth-

Hagiographie diseourse, spiritual biography
and elements of historiography
At first sight, it seems self-evident to determine the genre of the VS as
hagiography. According to the definition given by D. Farmer, this genre
embraces, in a broad sense, writings about saints; and in a strict sense:
fonns of life descriptions wh ich are essentially characterized by an edifying purpose.1 50 It is easy to recognize that the VS corresponds to this typification in both senses. However, according to M. van Uytfanghe, hagiography
as such is no literary genre,151 because the concept is too wide-ranging. Van
Uytfanghe refers to a definition given by H. Delahaye, according to which
hagiography comprises "tout document ecrit inspire par le culte des saints,
et destine ale promouvoir", 152 and he adds:

D. FARMER, "Hagiographie I: Alte Kirche", TRE 14 (1985), 360.
"De hagiografie is talis qualis ook geen literair genre," M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "Het
'genre' hagiografie: Christelijke specificiteit versus laat-antieke context", in De heiligenverering in de eerste eellwen van hel chrislendom (con!erence), Nijmegen 1988, 63-98. Van
Uytfanghe's contribution to the conference has been translated into French: M. VAN UYTFANGHE,
"L'hagiographie: un 'genre' chretien ou antique-tardif?" ,AB 111 (1993), 135-188. Here the
phrase quoted mns: "L'hagiographie comme telle n'est pas non plus un genre litteraire,"
ibid., 146.
152 H. DELAHAYE, Les legendes hagiographiqlles, SubsHag 18, Bmxelles 19554 ,2 (first
ed. Bmxelles 1905). The first half of this study was published before as an artic\e under the
same title: id., "Les legendes hagiographiques", RQH 74 (1903), 55-122 (for the definition
quoted: ibid., 58).
150
151

147 0\ I-lEV NEOAaUplTat Tile; Ka80AIKile; Exwpwav EaUTOUe; KOIVWVlae;, 0 OE
naTplapXTJe; EUOT6xLOe; ow$6pwe; aUTOUe; I-lETaXElpWaI-lEVOe; Ka! En! OKTuJ I-lilvae; Tij
npoe; aUTOUe; vou8wl<;l KalnapaKA~oEl XPTJa~EVOC; Ka!l-l~ nElom; aUTOUe; Tij KaSOAIKij
KOlvwvilaat EKKATJOI<;l ßaatAlKale; KEAElJOWIV XPTJa~EVOe; 01" AvaGTaalou ~oO OOUK~
Tije; NEae; Aaupae; aUTOUe; ESEwoEv Ka! T~V EnapXlav naaav Tile; aUTWV ~AEU8EpwoEv
AUI-lTJe;, ibid., 199,11-17.
14~ Jbid., 199,17-200,3. For the date, see esp. E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. A
propos de la nouvelle edition", 174-176. See also below, 291, n.177.
149 H. DELAHAYE, L'anciellne hagiographie byzantine (Conferences 1935), 2e conf.,
Bruxelles 1991, 43-44.
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Pareil document peut etre une biographie, mais aussi un martyrologe (calendrier), une epitaphe, un sermon, une hymne, une lettre, un recit de translation, un
recueil de miracles (libellus miracul01'llm), etc., et bien silr aussi le type de document par OU tout a commence, c'est-a-dire le proces-verbal (Acta) ou un recit plus
elabore d'un martyre (Passio). Certains textes relevent simultanement de plus d'un
genre ou sous-genre. 153

Within the "genres" and "sub-genres", it will be diffieult to make striet
c1assifieations according to c1ear criteria. And the problem of finding a workable demarcation of the comprehensive hagiographie "genre" becomes even
more complicated by the existence of non-Christian texts that could be c1assified in an analogous way. Thus, one might speak of a "pagan hagiography", 154
when a writing in ancient pagan tradition pOltrays the figure of a SEla<; av~p .155
Moreover, inlate Antiquity, we see mutual inf1uences between such writings
in Christian and pagan tradition; so they should be approached, without denying the essential differences, as belonging to one and the same all-embracing "genre". Within this comprehensive genre of Christian and non-Christian
"hagiographic" writings, we may isolate, with G. Bardy, the more specific
genre of biography l56 or spiritual biography,157 although it will be difficult
here, again, to give c1ear general definitions. 158 We might say that the genre

153 M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie: un 'genre' chretien ou antique-tardif?", 146.
A comprehensive survey of the extensive domain of all hagiographie genres is given by R.
AIGRAIN, L'hagiographie. Ses SOl/l'Ces, ses l/lethodes, SOll histoire, Paris 1953.
154 M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie: un 'genre' chretien ou antique-tardif?", 147.
155 The image of the 8E1o~ av~p in both ancient paganism and the early (Jewish-)
Christi an tradition has been profoundly examined by L. BIELER, BETa; avrfp. Das Bild des
"göttlichen MenscheIl" ill Spätantike lind Friihchristentllm, Wien 1935-1936 (repr. Darmstadt, Wissenseh. Buchgesellsch., 1976).
156 "Il faut seulement rappeier pour l'instant que la biographie a constitue un genre
litteraire special et qu'elle se distingue nettement de l'oraison funebre ou de l'eloge: panegyrique et oraison funebre etaient destines a etre prononces; la biographie est faite pour etre
lue," G. BARDY, "Biographies spirituelles 1: Antiquite Chretienne", DSp 1 (1937), 1624.
157 The addition "spiritual" indicates that the personage of the biography is presented
as an edifying model for spirituallife, as an encouraging and stimulating example, as a concrete teaching or even a "pro gram" for spiritual perfeetion, ibid.
158 " ••• jedoch ist die Gattung Biographie mit ihren zahlreichen Zwischenformen und
selbständigen Ausprägungen nicht so klar zu umschreiben (. .. ). Wenn sich schon die Biographie als solche nicht erklären läßt, ohne daß auf die Individualität von Verfasser, Held
und Gehalt Bezug genommen wird, so gilt diese Feststellung erst recht für die 'spirituellen
Biographien', in denen der inhaltliche Aufbau eindeutig den Vorrang genießt vor rein formalen Einteilungsgrundsätzen," M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "Heiligenverehrung 11 (Hagiographie)",
RAC 14 (1988), 160.
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of biography embraces the extensive field of all Life descriptions. The first
Christian Life, the Vita Cypriani by Pontius (3 rd century), 159 joins with a long
tradition of pagan Vitae and collections of Vitae of illustrious men; 160 and the
well-known Lives of Christian monks, such as the Vita Antonii by AthanaSiUS,161 have their counterparts in ß(Ol of pagan philosophers, such as the
Lives ofPythagoras by Porphyryl62 and Iamblichus,163 or the Vita Plotini by
Porphyry .164 In this field of ancient biographies, there are also the Jewish
Lives of great old-testament figures, such as the Vita Moysis by Philo. 165
In view of a comparative research on the whole "hagiographie genre"
as it surpasses the limits of Christi an tradition, Van Uytfanghe proposes to
enlarge the usual concept of hagiography by using the term discours
hagiographique,l66 whieh he derives from M. de Certeau. 167 But Van Uytfanghe uses the term in a broader sense. 168 He constructs his concept of dis-

159 Ed. A. BASTIAENSEN, in Vita di Cipriallo, vita di Ambrogio, vita di Agostino, Milano
1975,4-48.
160 See e.g. G. BARDY, "Biographies spirituelles", 1624-1625.
161 Ed. G. BARTELINK, Athanase d'Alexandrie: Vie d'Antoine, SC 400, Paris 1994.
162 PORPHYRIUS, Vita Pythagorae, ed. E. DES PLACES, PO/phyre: Vie de Pythagore, Paris
1982.
163 IAMBLICUS, De vita Pythagorica, ed. M. GIANGJULO, Gialllblico: La vita pitagorica,
Milano 1991.
164 PORPHYRIUS, De vita Plotini, ed. A. ARMSTRONG, Plotinlls J. PO/phy'y on Plotinlls,
EllIlIiades I, LCL 440, Cambridge, Mass.! London 1966, 2-86. For other Lives of pagan
philosophers, see M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 154. For the status qllaestionis
regarding the relationship between the VA and these Lives, see G. BARTELINK, "Die literarische
Gattung der Vita Antonii, Struktur und Motive", VigChl' 36 (1982), 38-62; M. VAN UYTFANGHE,
"Heiligenverehrung ,,(Hagiographie)", 162-163.
165 PHILO, Vita Moysis, ed. F. COLSON, Philo VI, LCL 289, Cambridge, Mass.! London
1935,276-594. Whereas Philo's De Abrahamo and De losepho appear rather as "un pretexte
a une dissertation morale ou une meditation religieuse", his Life ofMoses may be considered as "une biographie veritable". See R. ARNALDEzl C. MONDESERT (e.a.), in Philoll d'Alexandrie: De vita Mosis J-II (Les oeuvres de Philon d' Alexandrie 22), Palis 1967, 12.
166 M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 148. In the paragraph on the Begriffsbestimmung of the term "Hagiographie", in his artic1e in RA C, Van Uytfanghe states "daß es
einen 'hagiographischen Diskurs' gibt, der in Struktur oder bestimmten Zügen und Funktionen
über das Christentum hinausreicht", id., "HeiligenverehlUng " (Hagiographie)", RAC 14
(1988), 152.
167 Id., "L'hagiographie", 148 with n.47, referring to M. DE CERTEAU, "Hagiographie",
EncU8 (1968),207-209 [repr. in EncUll (1990), 160-165]; and to id., L'ecriture de l'histoire,
Paris 1975, 274-288.
168 "M. de Certeau reduit le discours hagiographique essentiellement a un 'discours de
vertues' ", M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 148.
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cours hagiographique starting from fOUf components: (1) the personage
allied to God or to the divine; (2) the relation between what is reported
(1' enonee) and historieal reality, that is: the degree of stylization; (3) the funetion of what is reported; and (4) the themes and archetypes giving shape to
the stylization of the portrait of the hero. These foUl' eomponents conespond
to the main characteristics of all texts that belong to the broad, all-embraeing
"genre" of literature glorifying illustrious "holy men", either within or outside Christian tradition. Thus, the eoneept of discours hagiographique will
help us to get more insight into some universallaws to whieh also the eomprehensive genre of Christian hagiographie writings conespond, in all its
sub-genres (aecording to Van Uytfanghe's Versuch einer Klassijizierung J69 ),
such as the Christian ß(OC; or biographie spirituelle. 17o
So we may determinate Cyril's Life of Saint Sabas generally as a discours hagiographique and, within this aIl-embracing genre, as a Christian
biographie spirituelle l7l or, even more specifieally, as a monastie biography aecording to the tradition initiated by Athanasius' Vita Antonii. 172 However, we should heed Van Uytfanghe's remark that "some texts may reveal
simultaneously more than one genre or sub-genre": 173 the VS is at the same
time, and especially in some of its parts, eharaeterized by elements of proper
historiography.174 For example, at the beginning of the aceount of Sabas'
first mission to Constantinople in 511, when the saint meets the Emperor

Id., "Heiligen verehrung Il (Hagiographie)", 152-154.
Ibid., 153, referring to G. BARDY, "Biographies spirituelles", 1624-1634.
\7\ Cyril of Scythopolis' writings are mentioned in Bardy's artiele, ibid., 1632-1633
(nrs. 15-20).
172 Cyril's elose dependence on the VA, in general, appears from numerous parallel
passages in his writings, as collected by G. GARITTE, "Reminiscences de la Vie d' Antoine
dans Cyrille de Scythopolis", in Silloge Bizantina in onore di Si/vio Giuseppe Mereati,
Roma 1957, 117-122. B. Flusin adds two more parallelisms to the 27 in Garitte's dossier and
he states: "La Vie d'Antoine a servi en fait de modele aCyrille pour son oeuvre ( ... ). Ajoutons
que l'intluence qu'a exercee la Vie d'Antoine sur Cyrille est de toute premiere importance.
Les Vies de Cyrille, nous le verrons, empruntent a Atllanase et la forme litteraire qu'il a
creee et les conceptions de l'ascese et de la saintete qu'il developpe," B. FLUSIN, Miracle el
histoire, Paris 1983,44-45.
\73 M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 146 (quoted above, 90 at n.153).
\74 On the one hand, the two fields of hagiography and historiography should be distinguished from each other because of their objects. Limiting ourselves to Christian literature,
we might say that hagiography (ineluding biography) is especially interested in the history
of one single person who serves as an edifying model for Christian life, whereas historiography is interested in the history of the universal church, or a particular local church, from
\69
\70
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Anastasius, Cyril explicitly inserts a "historiographie" passage to explain
the reason for the mission. 175 A similar passage precedes the story about
Sabas' action at the mass-demonstration in Jerusalem against the
Acephaloi. 176 But also the final part of the VS representing the story of the
Origenist controversy after Sabas' death, as weIl as other passages whieh
are more or less explicitly inserted to clarify historieal backgrounds, 177 may,
if isolated from their hagiographie eontext, be approached as "historiographie" texts. 178 In this respeet, B. Flusin points out that Cyril's biogra-

the perspective ofGod's Salvation History. See G. BARDY, "Biographies spirituelles", 1624;

F. WINKELMANN, "Historiographie", RAC 15 (1991), 748-750. On the other hand, however, it
is not possib1e to draw a strict dividing line between the two genres. There are eolleetions of
hagiographie texts transmitted as iOT6pta, sueh as Palladius' Historia Lausiaea, ed. C.
BUTLER, The Lausiae History of Palladills 11, Cambridge 1904, and Theodoret of Cyrus'
Historia Philothea, ed. P. CANIVETI A. LEROy-MoLiNGHEN, TluJodoret de Cyr: Hisloire des
1Il0ines de Syrie, 2 vols., SC 234, Paris 1977; SC 257, Paris 1979. But also single hagiographie
ac counts may eontain historiographic aspects; therefore, F. Winkelmann even counts the
genre of hagiography (or biography), together with chronography and chureh history, in the
comprehensive genre of Christi an historiography. See F. WINKELMANN, "Geschichtsschreibung in Byzanz", WZUR 18 (1969),474-481; id., "Historiography", 750-760. For the two
historiographie genres last mentioned, see also P. SINISCALCO, "Cronografia-cronologia",
DPAC 2 (1984), 867-872; id., "Storiografia eristiana", DPAC 2 (1984), 3319-3326.
\75 VS 50 (SCHWARTZ), 139,29-141,5. Here, Cyril explains how Patriarch Elias of Jerusalem has roused Anastasius' rage because of his resistance to the Emperor's pro-Monophysite
policy (see above, 73, n.82) and he produces a eondensed survey of the tense political relations
between the five patriarchates at the time. The double mentioning ofElias' sending Sabas with
adelegation of monastie superiors to Constantinople (ibid., p.139, lines 21-22 and p.141,
lines 5-7) functions as an inclusio to demarcate the explanatory "historiographie" insertion.
It is also introduced by the phrase: avW8EV KaI t~ apxfic; 01' OAlYwv tpw, ibid., 139,28.
\76 VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 148,9-150,11. Here, Cyril deseribes how Patriarch Flavian of
Antioch has been expelled from his see (512) and substituted by Severus, leader of the
Acephaloi; see above, 74, n.86. Severus' crimes and his Monophysite heresy are briefly
reported, as weil as Patriarch Elias' refusal to reeeive Severus into his communion. Therefore, Elias is also expelled from his see (516) and substituted by a certain John who, at first,
seems to be more willing to yield to Emperor Anastasius. By this "historiographie" insertion, Cyril prepares the account of Sabas' "public eombats (oi YEYIKOl aYWYEC;)", which
should be added to the saint's "private achievements and struggles (Tel iOIKO: KaTop9wflaTa
TE Kai aywy(oflaTa)", VS 56 (ibid.), 148,6-8; 57 (ibid.), 150,11-158,11.
177 For example: VS 68 (SCHWARTZ), 170,1-17.
178 It is interesting to notice here that H. Mertel, who examined Cyril's small Vi/ae,
arrived at the conclusion that "die Schriften des Kyrillos gehören ebenso sehr in die Gattung
der Biographie wie zur geschiehtlichen Literatur", H. MElUEL, Die biographische Form der
griechischen Heiligenlegenden, München 1909,67. However, Mertel wrote his dissertation
30 years before Schwartz's eritical edition became available, without finding aceess to the
VE and the VS, that is, to Cyril's main writings, ibid., 63.
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phies are characterized by a development of the hagiographie genre in the
direction of "his tory", a development whieh has already been initiated with
the complex dossier of Vitae Pachomii. 179 Cyril utilized, among his numerous sources, also a Life of Pachomius, the text of whieh must have been
similar to the Vita Prima. 180 With regard to Athanasius' VA, according to
Flusin, the plan of the Life of Pachomius has been modified: the linear
movement of spiritual progress in the VA was substituted by a scheme in
two phases, whieh is more appropriate to a founder of a congregation:
A un mouvement lineaire se substitue un schema a deux temps, ou s' opposent
vie au desert et vie publique et qui privilegie un moment donne, la fondation. A ce
changement dans I' economie du recit correspond un changement moins visible dans
I'analyse du progres spiritueI: le moment de la fondation correspond a une sorte de
perfection spirituelle chez le saint,IRI qui s' oppose au progres continu caracterisant
la Vie d'Allloine. 182

I doubt whether one might speak, here, of a real "opposition" between
the VA and the Life ofPachomius. 183 Nevertheless, Flusin has indicated an
important development of the hagiographic genre: the accent shifts from
the interest in one single hero, as a model for asceticism and spiritual
progress, towards the interest in a founder who is at the origins of an institutional order. "De biographie consacree a un saint, l'hagiographie glisse
vers la chronique d'une institution." 184 One of the consequences, according

17~ For the Greek Lives: ed. F. HALKIN, Sallcti Pachomii Vitae graeei, SubsHag 19,
Bruxelles 1932.
180 B. FLUSIN, Miracle el hisloi/'(~, 45-46.
ISI In this regard, Flusin compares some passages of Vita Pachomii Prima 22-24
(HALKIN), 14-15, respectively with some of VS 15-16 (SCHWARTZ), 97,22-99,18, and with the
structure of VE 7-16 (ibid.), 14,21-27,4. The common characteristic of these texts is that the
saint, after a solitary ascetic life which has led hirn first to spiritual perfection, reaches a
tuming point and initiates a public life with foundation activities. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
histoire, 50-51.
182 Ibid., 51.
183 Saint Antony is also presented, in a famous passage of the VA, as having arrived at
a certain stage of spiritual perfection, after wh ich he starts attracting disciples, VA 14,1-4,
SC 400, 172-174. The real difference is that, in Antony's case, there is no "foundation" of an
institutional order.
184 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 52; see also ibid., 182. In the VS, the demarcation line
between the two phases of the saint's private life of spiritual progress and his public role as
a monastic founder is very explicit. Cyril presents Sabas as having overcome the temptations of his life in the desert by the age of forty, VS 12, (SCHWARTZ), 95,11-96,11; VS 14
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to Flusin, is the development of the hagiographie genre in the direction of
"history" .185 Thus, Cyril' s work is a point of convergence of various tendencies in the preceding tradition of hagiography: ascetie Life, monastic
chroniele and regional biographies. 186 The study of Cyril's sources, as Flusin
concludes, reveal the ambivalence of the hagiographie work: "oeuvre a la
fois ascetique et historique".187

Hagiographie stylizations of historical truth in the Vita Sabae
With appropriate refinements towards the genre of historiography, we
may, as has already been said, define the VS as a discours hagiographique
according to Van Uytfanghe's concept. I shall now apply the foul' components of this concept to Cyril's monastie biography and concentrate upon

(ibid.), 97,3-21. The Saint is then shown a gorge with a cave by an angel and instructed to
make it his dwelling, VS 15 (ibid.), 97,22-98,10. In the next five years, he remains there in
the presence of God, by a life EV ~aux(<;x, whereas the evil spirits have already been defeated
(~TTTJ6EVTWV ~8TJ TGiV TTOVTJpGiV TTVEUIl<lTWV), VS 16 (ibid.), 99,5-9. Then, God entrusts
hirn with the charge of souls and instructs hirn explicitly not to waste any more time by
combating enemies who are already defeated: at this point, Sabas starts receiving those who
come to hirn, ibid., 99,9-18. The rest ofthe biography (that is, five-sixths) deals not as much
with Sabas' personal spirituallife, as with his achievements (KaTop6wllaTa) to ensure the
prosperity of his order.
185 "Beaucoup plus que la biographie individuelle, I'hagiographie qui, au-dela d'un
heros fondateur, s'attache en fait a une institution, tend vers l'histoire. Elle sent le besoin et
trouve l'occasion, comme le montrent bien les deux prologues [sciI. the prologues of the
Vita Pachomii Prima and the VE, DH], de se situer dans le cours de I'histoire universelle.
Avec les Tabennesiotes [seil. the authors of the Lives of Pachomius, DH], avec Cyrille,
I'hagiographe se rapproche de I'historien," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 52-53. "Cyrille
choisit resolument le style historique," ibid., 84. As opposed to this style Flusin mentions,
for example, the writing of the contemporaneous Palestinian hagiographer Theodore ofPetra,
who composed a rhetorical eulogy on Abba Theodosius. See THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita
Theodosii, ed. H. USENER, Der heilige Theodosios. Schriften des Theodoros und Kyrillos,
Leipzig 1890, 3-101. For an evaluation of Theodore's rhetorical style, see A. FESTUGIERE,
Les moilles d'Orient 111/3, 83-90.
186 "Son [seil. Cyril's, DH] oeuvre apparalt comme un point de convergence des diverses
tendances que I'on decele dans I'hagiographie qui lui est anterieure: la Vie ascetique qu'est la
Vie d'Antoille se combine avec la chronique monastique vers laquelle tend la Vie de PachOme
et avec I' oeuvre regionale qu' est I' Histoire Philothee," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 84-85.
For Theodoret of Cyrus' HistOl'ia Philothea, see ibid., 67-70 (see also above, 93, n.l74).
187 Ibid., 85.
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the question whieh interests us here: the relation between what the hagiographer nalTates and historieal reality.

a. With regard to the first component, the personage, the story of the
VS is founded on a historieal person. The charismatie monk Sabas, "leader
ofPalestinian monasticism", lived fram 439 to 532 and, apparently, attracted
attention by his c10se relationship with God, whieh resulted in an exemplary life of asceticism and cultivation of virtues. HistoricaIly, he founded
severallaurae and cenobia in the desert east of Jerusalem, and he became
the archimandrite for all anchorites in this area, as weIl as the legislator of
the "Sabaitie" order. He had also to deal with serious resistance from within
his own ranks and to struggle for Chalcedonian orthodoxy on the c1erieal
platform of the Palestinian Church. 188 In the stories transmitted about hirn,
upon whieh the greater part of the VS reHes, his achievements and his vietories were attributed to the divine grace working thraugh hirn as a holy man,
a grace that continued to be operative even after his death by a number of
miracula post mortem189 and by the defeat of the Origenist heresy whieh
endangered the prosperity of his order from the inside.

b. The second component, the relation between "l'enonce" and historical reality, coincides with our main interest: I shall treat it here more extensively. In general, a discours hagiographique results fram a certain process
of "stylization" by which historieal reality may be subjected to defonnations. 190 H. Delahaye already described a process of "defonnation inconsciente de la verite historique" 191 which has to be located in the Redaktions-

188 For the historical evidence of all these facts. see esp. J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/
Palestinian Monasticislll.
189 In the context of the "discolIrs hagiographique specifiquement chretien", Van
Uytfanghe writes about the divine grace working through the saint: "Meme apres I'accomplissement final de cette grace, c'est-a-dire apres la mort, une hierarchie subsiste entre Dieu
et l'homme devenu saint, ce qui ressort notamment des miraclda post mortem," M. VAN
UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 17l. The hierarchy between God and the holy man, that is:
"la distinction essentielle entre Dieu et le saint", may be a point of difference between Christian and pagan discolIrses hagiographiques, ibid., 170-171.
190 There is an analogy with the Entstehungsgeschichte of the New Testament analyzed by
R. BuItmann and M. Dibelius; see M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 148, n.50.
191 H. DELAHAYE, Les legendes hagiographiqlles, Bmxelles 19554, 10. See also the
previous form of this study, id., "Les legendes hagiographiques", RQH 74 (1903), 64 (see
above, 89, n.152). Further references to this study will be given according to the fourth
edition of the monograph.
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geschichte of a hagiographie text. An "element subjectif'192 is introduced
into reality by an "elaboration inconsciente des recits", 193 whieh takes place
in three subsequent stages: (a) individuals who start telling a story,194 (b)
the multitude who transforms it into a tradition l95 and (c) the hagiographer
who puts it in a final writing. 196 Also Van Uytfanghe distinguishes, generally, three phases in the process of what he calls "stylization":
La stilisation des donnees se deroule le plus souvent en trois phases: la subjectivite du personnage, la tradition orale qui continue d' orienter le substrat historique,
et la mise en forme litteraire par le ou les auteur(s). L'importance et le dosage de ces
phases peuvent differer considerablement, mais il y a toujours U/l minimum d'illflechissement "Mrygmatique" [italics DH].197

Van Uytfanghe's three phases may imply an important conection of
Delahaye's survey. If we assume, for each of the phases, a "minimum

H. DELAHAYE, Les legendes hagiographiques (19554), 11, 14.
Ibid., 57.
1<).1 "Si nous sommes sous I'empire d'une passion ou d'un sentiment qui a trouble la
elaire vue des choses ( ... ), voila que, sans trop reflechir, nous laissons une partie du tableau
dans l'ombre, ou que nous fon;:ons les couleurs selon que I'interet nous y pousse. A moins
donc d'une attention extreme a la rigueur de nos raisonnements et d'une discipline parfaite
de nos impressions, nous sommes exposes a donner dans nos recits une large place a I' element
subjectif, au detriment de la verite," ibid., 13-14.
195 "Ce fait banal devient beaucoup plus interessant et plus gros de consequences lorsqu'il se passe dans la multitude ( ... ). Ces facuItes collectives et en quelque sorte abstraites
sont d'une nature toute particuliere, et leurs operations sont soumises ades lois que I'on a
beaucoup etudiees de nos jours,jusqu' a leur assigner une branche speciale de la psychologie,"
ibid., 15.
196 On this level, Delahaye exeludes from his examination the entire elass of "lettres
qui se sont exerces sur la vie des saints": some of them are to be considered as "temoins
sinceres", or as "Ies sources les plus pures de l' hagiographie". Also authors "qui ont entendu
faire oeuvre d'historien" are exeluded from the study, ibid., 57. "Il faut reserver toute notre
attention pour ces ecrits d'un caractcre factice et conventionnel, faits a distance des evenements et sans attaches palpables avec la realite," ibid., 58. After these restrietions, Delahaye
passes on to the elaboration operated by hagiographers upon their (written and oral) sourees:
"La plupart du temps, on le sait, les materiaux etaient soumis par l'hagiographe un travail
de preparation et d'adaptation qui leur imprimait, en quelque maniere, la marque de sa personnalite," ibid., 83. Even if it is difficult to formulate general precepts for how all hagiographers of all limes and pI aces - though "hagiographers" in Delahaye's restricted sense elaborated their sources, there will be no wrong in accusing them "de glisser souvent sur
cette pente naturelle qui mcne a embellir les recits pour produire plus d' effet sur le lecteur",
ibid., 84.
197 Ibid., 148.
192

193

a
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d'inflechissement 'kerygmatique"', we should consider the possibility of
modifications of historieal truth right from the origins of a hagiographie
document, that is, already on the level of the hero's historieal personage
itself, in its subjectivity. Thus, individuals who start telling a story about a
holy man - the first stage according to Delahaye - are in reality operating in
a second phase of the stylization process (at least in many of the cases, even
if they are eye-witnesses). So we should add one more stage to Delahaye's
survey: "la subjectivite du personnage". On the other hand, in Van Uytfanghe's schedule there is no essential distinction between the subsequent
stages of the individual and the multitude, according to Delahaye (a-b). If
we limit ourselves to eyril's VS, however, such a distinction will not be of
great importance. 198
Within the all-embracing genre of discourses hagiographiques, there
are, of course, great differences with regard to the degree of "inflechissement
kerygmatique" given to historieal facts. According to the criterion of "le
degre de sincerite et d'historite", Delahaye made a c1assifieation of six different groups of hagiographic documents: 199 (1) official reports of interrogations of martyrs; (2) reports by reliable eye-witnesses or by well-informed
contemporaries, containing a subjective element, but informing us without
the mediation of a written source; (3) acts, the primary source ofwhieh is a
written document belonging to one of the two preceding categories - the
document however underwent, to a greater 01' a lesser extent, a process of
remodeling by being utilized; (4) historieal novels, not based upon a written source but resulting from the fietive combination of some real elements,
within the framework of pure imagination; (5) fietive novels, the hero of
which is not even areal personage; (6) real falsifieations, deliberately composed with the intention to deceive the reader.

198 Delahaye was mainly interested in medieval pious legends which are, normally,
characterized by a great time distance between the hagiographer and the events related. In
those cases, we have to distinguish an important stage, where all kinds of "facultes collectives" contribute to a long-Iasting process of deformation of historical truth, ibid., 15-56. In
the case of the VS, however, the time distance to the events related is small: Cyril took most
of his information directly from eye-witnesses, if he hirnself was not the witness (though
from his particular point of view).
199 H. DELAHAYE, Les legendes hagiographiques, (1955 4),105-109; see also D. FARMER,
"Hagiographie I. Alte Kirche", TRE 14 (1985), 361. Apparently, the classification given in the
fourth chapter of Delahaye's study may be applied to hagiographic documents of aIl authors,
even those Delahaye has excluded in the preceding chapter. See above, 97, n.196.
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These categories are characterized respectively by an increasing intensity of the process of deformation of historie al truth. For documents belonging to the second category, we should be reserved with respect to the
"reliability" of eye-witnesses and contemporaries as intended by Delahaye,
even in the eventual case of their maximum fairness. This is a consequence
of the correction implied by Van Uytfanghe's three-phase schedule. With
this restriction I would place the VS in this second category,2oo though it
contains, at the same time, also elements of the third. 201

200 The VS has to be considered together with the VE. In the Dedication [which has to
be distinguished from the subsequent Prologue (= VE 1)], Cyril observes that he gathered
information from truthful saints (Tlapa aATJew6vTWV aYlwv), VE Ded. (SCHWARTZ), 6,5. In
the Epilogue of the VE, he states that he joined the miracles at Euthymius' tomb, which he
saw with his own eyes, to those he has "recorded on hearsay (E~ aKofj'<;) concerning the
monastic life of our father in the flesh (m:pI Tfj'<; lv aapKl TlOAITEla<; TOU TlaTpo<; ~jlwv)",
VE 60 (ibid.), 82,12-14. About Euthymius, who died about 80 years before Cyril wrote, the
oral information is indirect; about Sabas, however, who died only 25 years before, Cyril has
the disposal of direct information: "I made assiduous inquiry among the most ancient of the
inspired fathers in this desert, who had acquired by oral transmission an accurate knowledge
of the facts about the great Euthymius (Ta TlEPI EueujlloU jlEV TOUjlEYW.OU aKpIßw<; aKoij
jlEjlaeTJK6Ta<;) and had been contemporaries and fellow-combatants with the all-praiseworthy Sabas (TOU OE Tlavw~~jlou l:oßa auyxp6vou<; TE Kai aUVaYWVIOTa<; YEyov6Ta<;)",
ibid., 82,30-83,2. Then, Cyril describes how he wrote this information on various papyri (lv
ola~6poI<; XOPTat<;), in ill-organized accounts, and how he feit unable to transform them
into two harmonious Lives untiI, finally, he had an appearance of the deceased Euthymius
and Sabas, ibid., 83,3-84,25 (see above, 37, n.78). In the Prologue of the VS, Cyril repeats
how he gathered his information: the facts about Sabas are derived "from truthful and pious
men who were his disciples and fellow-combatants (Tlap' aATJew6vTWV oalwv avopwv
~OITTJTWV TE aUTou Kai auvaYWVtaTwV YEyov6TWV)", VS Pro!. (SCHWARTZ), 86,8-9. He
mentions John the Hesychast as his main oral source: TOV Ta TlAE'IOTa TlEPI EueUjllOU Kai
l:oßa oVTJat~6pwv 01 TJYTJjlOTWV EjlOI TlapaOEOWK6Ta, VS 21 (ibid.), 105,19-20. For Cydl's
oral sources, see also A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient 111/3,9-16.
201 Transforming his notes into coherent Lives, Cyril made intensive use of written
sources (though not about the personages ofhis biographies). See e.g. W. BoussET,Apophthegmata. Studien zur Geschichte des ältesten Mönchtums, Tübingen 1923 (repr. 1969),67-68;
R. DRAGUET, "Reminiscences de Pallade chez Cyrille de Scythopolis", RAM25 (1949), 213218; G. GARITTE, "Reminiscences de la Vie d' Antoine dans Cyrille de Scythopolis", in Silloge
Bizantina, Roma 1957, 117-122; D. CHITTY, The Desert a City, 131; G. HANsEN, Theodoros
Anagllostes: Kirchengeschichte, GCS, "Einleitung", Berlin 1971, pp. X-XI; P. DEVOS, "Cyrille
de Scythopolis: Influences litteraires - Vetement de I'eveque de Jerusalem - Passadon et
Pierre l'Ibere", AB 98 (1980), 29-32. In Flusin's study it becomes obvious that Cyril utilized
all the "classics" of monastic literature (VA; Vita Pachomii Prima or a similar text; Historia
Lausiaca; Historia Philothea; Apophthegmata Patrum), but also many other authors, as
weil as official documents concerning the theological controversies ofhis time. See B. FwsIN,
Miracle et histoire, 41-86.
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Van Uytfanghe's three phases are easily applied to Cyril's narrations in
the VS. In the first phase, la subjectivite du personnage, the possibility of
"stylizations" of historical tmth by Sabas hirnself should be postulated especially for narrations about conflicts. Though being a charismatic saint,
was Sabas always right in his perception of wh at happened around hirn? On
the basis of what is known nowadays in the behavioral sciences, we may
not assurne that the "historical" Sabas, in the conflicts in which he was
personally involved, always gave a correct "punctuation of the course of
events" which would perfectly correspond to absolute reality.202 Conceming Sabas' first opponents, were they just "bad" and passionately aggressive disciples who did not want to obey or to humble themselves, as they
are depicted in the VS,203 or was it rather the charismatic leader who, as a
consequence ofhis own auto-conscience,204 may have badly misunderstood
them? Would it be too audacious to suppose that, in reality, their resistance
might have been evoked also by possible shortcomings in the saint' s human
character? Or should we always swallow the hagiographer's a priOl'i assumption which puts the saint automatically in the right? Did Sabas, for
example, form an adequate opinion about Leontius of B yzantium when he
judged the great theologian as an Origenist who just "feigned" to defend

202 The concept of "punctuation of the course of events", in its relevance to human
conflicts, has been developed in an epoch-making study in the field of behavioral sciences:
P. WATZLAwICK! J. HELMICK BEAVINI D. JACKSON, Pragmatics 0/ Human COfllmunications. A
Study o/Interactional Patterns, Pathologies and Paradoxes, New York 1967.
203 In Cyri1's account, some who are aopKIKoI T41 <jJPOV~1l0Tl KOI ( ... ) TTVEUIlO Il~
EXOVTE<; start concocting intrigues against Sabas and causing all kinds of trouble; they are
compared with the wicked in the Scriptures, who were tolerated to a certain extent, like
Judas, Gehazi (2 Kgs 5:20-27), Esau and Cain, VS 18 (SCHWARTZ), 103,12-17. Cyril relates
how, once Sabas becomes archimandrite of the anchorites after his first successes, these
opponents foment sedition against hirn EK TlVO<; aKolOu OOllloVO<;, VS 33 (ibid.), 118,2127. They grow bold in wickedness, not bearing to walk EV TU TaTTEIVU 0041 TOU XPlaTOU
but inventing excuses to justify their sins and their passions, VS 35 (ibid.) , 120, 20-24.
Finally, they rise in revolt against Sabas, ayovOKT~aOvTE<; ( ... ) KOI uno Tfj<; EouTGiV
TU<jJAw8EVTE<; KOKlo<;, VS 36 (ibid.), 122,19-23; they demolish his tower IlETa TTAdaT'l<;
1l0v1o<; and leave for the place where the New Laura is to be founded, ibid., 122,24-123,8.
In all these confrontations, Sabas is consistently portrayed as the spiritual leader who responds to their aggression with exemplary patience.
2N The "subjectivity ofthe personage" is also indicated as: "1' auto-conscience du saint",
with reference to how he conceives his own place and role in the great context of Salvation
History; see M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 171-172.
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the council of Chalcedon ?205 Or, in the VC, at the interview of the hagiographer
hirnself with Abba Cyriacus about Origenism: did the old man, in his fulmination against the Origenists - and let us suppose for the moment that the
account of the tirade was historically exact - give an objective representation
of both "Origenist" theology and all the events he mentioned?206 Methodologically, it appears to be enoneous when scholars, using Cyril's hagiographies as historical sources, leave out critical questions conceming the subjectivity and the "auto-conscience" of the holy man depicted.
With regard to the second phase, la tradition orale, we may assurne
that, usually, the deformation of historical tmth will follow naturally from
that which took place already in the first phase. For example, the judgment
on Leontius of Byzantium quoted above might also result, at least partially,
from a simplification by Sabas' admirers of the real interaction, as it took
place historically between the saint and the theologian. In each particular
case, that is, for each event orally transmitted, there will be a different division between the degree of deformation due to both phases. Admirers of a
holy man may have transmitted their stories about hirn with a relatively
high degree of accuracy from their side, 01' rather, they may have reinforced
smalleI' 01' stronger stylizations which already existed. They may even have
introduced some real distortions of historical tmth.
Thus, with respect to Cyril's story about the first uprisings against Sabas
we may distinguish two theoretical possibilities. (1) The account corresponds, to a great extent, to historical reality. In this case there has been
little stylization both in the first and in the second phase of the Entstehungsgeschichte of the text. (2) The account, to a great extent, does not conespond with historical reality. In this case there are, theoretically again, three
further possibilities: (2a) a high amount of stylization in the first phase and

205 As we saw above, Sabas, at his encounter with Justinian, predicted the Emperor's
effective extirpation of several heresies including that of Origen, because Leontius, among
his traveling companions, had been detected holding the views of Origen: Tfj<; yap EV
XOAK'l06vl auvooou npolaToa8at npoarrolOullEVO<; lyvwa8'l T<X'DplYEVOU<; <jJpovGiv,
VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176, 15-16. FestugiC:re translates: "Bien qu 'il/eignft de defendre le concHe
de Cha!cedoine, on lui avait reconnu des sentiments origenistes," A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les
moilles d'Oriellt m/2, 105 (italies DH). Theoretically, this judgment may not directly (or
totally) derive from the "historieal" Sabas hirnself, but also (at least partiaIly) from his adherents or even from the hagiographer: these possibilities however, are to be considered
when one focuses upon the second and the third phases of stylization.
2(Xi VC 12-14 (SCHWARTZ), 229,32-231,19.
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little in the second; (2b) little stylization in the first phase and much in the
second; and (2c) much stylization in both phases. These possibilities are represented by the verticallines in the following scheme:
2
a

1" phase: stylization by the person hirnself (Sabas)
2nd phase: stylization by oral tradition (Sabas' admirers) -

b

c

+

+
+

+

According to the first possibility (1), we may assume that the "his torical" Sabas was indeed a holy monk, having arrived at the stage of spiritual
perfection, with a patient, exemplary character, whereas his opponents were
passionate, aggressive people who should never have chosen to ren ounce
the world for an ascetie life under his guidance. Sabas had hardly misjudged them, and his admirers transmitted the story accurately. As to the
second possibility (2), however, there are three more imaginary scenarios
to take into consideration. (2a) Sabas, though divinely inspired, was not
free from imperfections in his human character; but, convinced ofthe absoluteness of his vocation by divine providence, he was not able to understand well enough that some ofhis own character traits might evoke, among
disciples, certain difficulties. By systematieally misjudging them as disobedient and arrogant, the crisis became worse and worse. Sabas' adrnirers
from their side, living by the same spirit and taking over the hero's "punctuation of the course of events", transmitted the story from Sabas' point of
view, but they did not add, in this case, too many of their own interpretations. 01', (2b) Sabas certainly had empathetic capacities, but some disciples did not support his severity and offered, very humanly, resistance to
his authority. The Saint, though determined, remained peaceful and showed
an exemplary patience without misjudging them at all. His admirers however, scandalized at what they considered an improper disloyalty, transmitted the story with serious distortions at the expense of the defiant disciples.
01', (2c) Sabas had character traits as depieted und er 2a, without much ability to realize his own contribution to the crisis: his "punctuation of the
course of events" was inaccurate, and his admirers, when transmitting the
story, added more distortions in the same spirit.
At this point, I do not intend to put forward any particular choiee of
one of these possibilities, but I intend only to uncover the methodologieal
error of not realizing their theoretieal existence. The picture becomes even
more complicated when we draw into our survey the third phase of styliza-
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tion, that is: la mise enforme litteraire. Here, one should consider Cyril's
own contribution. He, in his turn, may have composed the story he received
from his oral sources either with accuracy 01' with many deformations. Thus,
the account might again in broad strokes correspond to historieal reality 01'
not, but now, with regard to the second possibility, there are no less than
seven different imaginary scenarios to take into consideration, according to
the following scheme:

a

1sI phase: stylization by Sabas
2nd phase: styl. by Sabas' admirers
3rd phase: styl. by Cyril

b

c

+

+

2
d

+
+

+

e
+
+

f

g

+
+

+
+
+

For partieular stories transmitted in hagiographie documents, it will
often be difficult to choose the right possibility, without supplementary information coming from other sources. Nevertheless, the historian who relies upon a hagiographie text should take into consideration, at least theoretically, all possibilities surveyed. Cyril' s concern for indieating correlations with the events of universal history, as weIl as his own assertions that
he is transmitting a reliable story from reliable sources, are no guarantee
that he did not operate according to literary procedures typical of the disco urs
hagiographique, whieh can imply all kinds of stylizations from his hand
(2 a, c, e, g). Even if Cyril did not introduce many stylizations of his own,
we do not know whether his sources were accurate in the objective-historical sense (2 b, d, 1). From all this, it should be clear that historians cannot
start from the apriori assumption that, automatieally, for stories narrated in
the VS the first verticalline in the survey (1) is always the valid one.
c. The third component in Van Uytfanghe's concept of discours hagiographique is thefunction of what is reported. This function is "correlative with the stylization",207 as it aims, in general, at one 01' more of the
following purposes: apology, idealization of the personage, instruction of
the readers 01' listeners, edifieation, exhortation and, sometimes, also a certain entertainment. 208 With respect to the specifieally Christian disco urs

207
208

M. VAN UYTFANGHE, "L'hagiographie", 156.
Ibid., 148-149, 173.
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hagiographique, Van Uytfanghe adds two more characteristics related to
the function: Christian hagiography is addressed to the whole Christian
community and rooted in a global liturgie al context of commemoration. 209
As to Cyrirs writings, this specifieation should be refined by the judgment
of B. Flusin, who accentuates rather the regional character of these biographies. Cyril aimed at creating for Palestine the same kind of monastie literature whieh already existed in Egypt and Syria; and besides, for hirn, the
patriarchate of Jemsalem had taken over from Antioch and Alexandria the
role of spiritual center in the Empire of Justinian:
I'histoire du monachisme se deplace de ses foyers d'origine pour converger vers la
Palestine. ( ... ) I'hagiographie egyptienne et I'hagiographie syrienne sont exploites
par Cyrille au profit d'une hagiographie palestinienne. II faut voir la une cle importante
pour I' oeuvre de Cyrille: les Vies sont ecrites pout' soutenir le tröne de Jerusalem en
face de ses deux voisins trop brillants. 210

Here, I would add: within the patriarchate of Jemsalem, Cyril intended
to support the hegemony of orthodox Sabaitic monasticism. 211 The function of his biographies may thus be specified as folIows: to provide reference-points for the orthodox Sabaitie identity, in order to contribute to the
further consolidation of this type of monasticism, after the defeat of the
"Evagrian-Origenist" monastic current in Palestine. 2J2 Against this particular

209 lbid., 173-184. Christian hagiographic texts are, for the greater part, transmitted by
menologies, panegytics, and homiliaries, according to the liturgical calendar. For an impression,
see the extensive study of A. EHRHARD, Überlieferung lind Bestand der hagiographischen und
homiletischen Literatur der griechischen Kirche I-lII, TU 50-52, Leipzig 1937/ 1938/1952.
210 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 86.
211 The great Palestinian monastic tradition of Gaza, for example, which flourished at
the same period, is not even mentioned with a single word in Cyril's writings. For arecent
introduction to this tradition, see P. DE ANGELIS-NoAH/ F. NEYT, Barsalluphe et lea/! de
Gaza: Correspolldallce I, AI/X solitaires 1, Lelfres 1-71, SC 426, Introd. , 11-126.
212 In the Prologue of the VE, Cyril places Euthymius, together with his predecessors, in
one straight line with the great events of Salvation History, VE 1 (SCHWARTZ), 6,22-8,10. Then,
he presents his hero as a "common benefit, image and model (KOIVOV Ocj>Et.Oe; Kai EiK6va Kai
TUTIOV)" to "those hereafterwho wish to take thought for their salvation (Tole; flETETIEITa ßout.0flEVOle; Tfje; t:auTGiv TIpovoE1aBm aWTllP(ae;)", ibid., 8,13-17. Subsequently, Euthymius
and Sabas are closely cOllIlected in the Epilogue ofthe VE, 60 (ibid.), 82,28-85,4, as weil as in
the Prologue of the VS, (ibid.), 85,12-86,12 (see above, 99, n.200). Finally, the great line is
concluded at the end of the VS by a shout of rejoicing about the relief from the plague of the
Origenists: "He [seil. God, DH] has dtiven them from our presence and enabled us to inhabit
their habitations. The fruit of their labors he has allotted to us, so that we may observe his
commandments and study his law," VS 90 (ibid.), 200,12-15 (cf. Ps. 77 [78]: 55; Ps 104 [105]:
44-45).
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background we should consider, in Cyril's writings, the general purposes of
apology, idealization, instmction, edifieation and exhortation, purposes
whieh will surely fortify our arguments for postulating an amount of stylization of historie al tmth.
d. The fourth component in the concept of discours hagiographique
consists in the themes and archetypes giving shape to the stylization of the
portrait of the hero. Here, we may consider the common places and stereotypes utilized by Cyril in passages characterizing the saint in his virtues, his
stmggle and his miracles. Not rarely, we may encounter parallel passages
in other monastie literature.

The StOlY of Origenism
within the composition of the Vita Sabae
In order to find an appropriate answer to our central question conceming
the historie al reliability of Cyril's account of the Origenist controversy, we
must approach this account as functioning within the literary context of a
discourse hagiographique and, more specifieally, within the framework of a
monastie biography. This should alert us, as has been explained above, to
expect a certain amount of sty lization of historie al tmth, even if we are aware
that Cyril's account may contain the elements ofproper historiography.
The decisive part of the story of Origenism is narrated in the concluding chapters of the VS, as enacted after Sabas' death. For this part, it is tme,
we have to cancel the first phase of transmission according to our survey of
theoretieal possibilities for hagiographie stylization; that is, the phase of
the "subjectivity of the personage". Besides, we have to realize that, from
July 544 on, the events took place while Cyril was a young monk in the
cenobium ofEuthymius, a short distance east of Jemsalem,213 which makes
it diffieult, for the final period, to distinguish consistently between the second and the third phases, that is, between the phases of "oral tradition" and
"literary setting".214 These observations, however, do not seriously affect
Comp. with above, 38 with n.87.
The fact that the final part of the Origenist Controversy was enacted contemporaneously with Cyril's ten-year stay in the monastery of Euthymius does not exclude his dependen ce, perhaps to a great extent, on oral testimonies of wh at happened at the time in Palestine and in Constantinople.
213
214
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the possibility that, also in the final chapters of the VS, historieal facts were
transformed according to the stylization process that is proper to the discourse hagiographique. Moreover, we should not isolate these chapters by
way of "historiographie appendix". The complete story of Origenism (whieh
starts in 514, if not in 507) is interwoven with the rest of the biography and
its final part coincides with the final climax of the writing. Thus, the story
is fitted into a hagiographie context characterized by a dear and strong
one-sided interpretation scheme. To illustrate this, we have to pay some
attention to the place and function of the final chapters within the total
composition.
That the composition represents a fixed hagiographie pattern, followed
by Cyril, becomes dear when we compare the structure of the VS with that
of the VE. Both Lives form a kind of "diptych" or rather, they are conceived
as "two parts of one project".215 Without repeating here 1. Binns' extensive
survey of the common structure of the two Lives,216 I shalllimit myself to
the general plan in both compositions:
[Prologue].217
1. Birth, youth, monastic education. 218
2. Solitary life (struggle against devils, prayer, ~oux(a).219
3. Public life (first disciples, foundations, miracles, struggle against heresies)Yo

215 J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors ojChrist, 151. The Epilogue of the VE and the
Prologue of the VS are closely connected (see above, 104, n.212). Cyril concludes the VE
with an autobiographical note upon how he took preparations for both Lives, and in the
Prologue of the VS he resumes this communication. Besides, he relates how, in his incapacity to compose both Lives, he received supematural assistance from both Saints who appeared to him together (see above, p.37, n.78 and p.99, n.200).
216 J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors oj Christ, 151-153.
217 VE I (SCHWARTZ), 6,21-8,19; VS ProI. (ibid.), 85,5-86,26. The Prologue of the VE
(= chap.l) is preceded by a Dedication to Abba George, (ibid.), 5,1-6,20, from whose hands
Cyril received the monastic habit, VE 49 (ibid.), 71,10-17, and who ordered Cyril to co mpose the Lives of Euthymius and Sabas from the notes he had al ready compiled, VE Ded.
(ibid.), 6,11-15; VE 60 (ibid.), 83,15-23.
218 VE 2-5 (SCHWARTZ), 8,20-I 4,2; VS 1-10 (ibid.), 86,27-93,20.
219 VE 6-16 (SCHWARTZ), 14,3-25,17; VS 10-16 (ibid.), 93,20-99,9.
220 VE 16-39 (SCHWARTZ), 25,17-59,12; VS 16-76 (ibid.), 99,10-182,23. AIthough both
Euthymius and Sabas attract foHowers already in the phase of their solitary life, there is, in
both Lives, an explicit indication of the tuming point, where the real public life starts. See B.
FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 50-51 (as above, 94, n.181). Before that moment, Euthymius
entrusts those who want to follow him to his spiritual friend Theoctistus, VE 8 (SCHWARTZ),
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4. Death, miracles post //lortem, prosperity of the successors. 221
[Epilogue].222

This common structure shows that in Cyril's two main biographies wh ich slide "vers la chronique d'une institution"223 - the posthumous history forms a substantial part of the Saint's Life. After Euthymius' death,
Cyril relates the further development of his laura whieh, according to the
Saint's prophecy and under his supernatural guidance by means of an apparition, becomes a cenobium. 224 Besides, we hear about the reunion of the
Aposchists with the Catholic Church,225 predieted equally by Euthymius at
the same apparition;226 and we hear ofnumerous mirades (especially exor-

16,9-24. His own life E.V ~aux(<,l remains weil protected, VE 10 (ibid.), 19,18-19, but this
does not restrain hirn from being a impoc; ljJuxwv, VE 9 (ibid.) , 17,4, who teaches the
brethren of Theoctistus to resist their AOYW}lOI, ibid., 17,7, and to make secret warfare
against their KpuqHa mieT], ibid., 18,7-8. However, it is only after avision that Euthymius
really starts accepting disciples and making his dwelling-place a laura, VE 16 (ibid.), 25,1726,23. The case of Sabas is much the same. After having shared his solitary life with one
single monk, VS 14 (ibid.), p.97, lines 3-6 and 19-21, he spends five more years alone, VS 16
(ibid.), 99,5-9, before he is "entrusted by God with the charge of souls" and starts to receive
those who co me to hirn, VS 16 (ibid.), 99,10-18 (see above, 95, n.184). This marks, at the
same time, the beginning of founding the Great Laura, ibid., 100,9-11.
221 VE 39-59 (SCH\VARTZ), 59,12-82,11; VS 76-90 (ibid.), 182,23-200,3.
222 VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 82,12-85,4; VS 90 (ibid.), 200,3-17.
223 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 52 (see above, 94 at n.184).
224 VE 43-44 (SCH\VARTZ), 62,3-66,17. In one of the preceding chapters, we read that
Euthymius, in his farewell-speech, teHs his monks that it has pleased God to make his laura
a cenobium soon after his death, VE 39 (ibid.), 58,28-59,1. Then, in VE 43, Cyril presents
the deceased Saint appearing to the messenger Fidus, who suffers shipwreck on his way to
Constantinople with a letter from his patriarch (see immediately below, n.226). Fidus is
instructed to leave his mission and to depart to Euthymius' laura where he must raze all the
cells down to their foundations and build a cenobium at the pi ace of Saint's tomb, because it
is the will of God that the laura become a cenobium, VE 43 (ibid.), 63,24-27.
225 VE 45 (SCHWARTZ), 66,18-67,20.
226 At the beginning of VE 43, Cyril inserts a "historiographic" passage to explain the
general political situation in the period after Euthymius' death. When Zeno has consolida ted his imperial power, the climate remains favorable for the Aposchists. The new Patriarch of Jerusalem, Martyrius, "writes frankly to the Emperor (TTappT]OlaOTlKt.hEPov
ypa<j>E I T4l ßaoIMI)", complaining of the troubles caused by the Aposchists, and he sends
Fidus with the letter to Constantinople, VE 43 (SCHWARTZ), 62,3-63,4. But Fidus suffers
shipwreck and Euthymius appears to hirn (see above, n.224) saying that the mission is not
pleasing to God: the church of Jerusalem should not worry about the Aposchists, because
God will soon grant perfect unity in the diocese, ibid., 63,4-23. For the prophecy, see also
VE 45 (ibid.), 66,21-22.
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cisms) taking place at the Saint's holy tomb. 227 In his Epilogue, Cyril states
that these "miracles worked after his death"228 indicate that the Saint "has
not left us, but cherishes and cares for us with assistance even greater than
before".229 In the same way we should interpret the series of five miracles
that take place after Saint Sabas' death, as weIl as the subsequent account
of "what happened to his successors and disciples", that is: the story about
the vietory of orthodoxy and the defeat of Origenism. Regarding the grace
of tbe Saint's posthumous assistance to his successors, Cyril must have
conceived the five miracles and tbe history of Origenism as a whole. 230
The key concept, in this context, is TTOPP'lalO. According to a hagiographie commonplace, the maltyr 01' holy monk obtains, after his death,
TTOPP'lO(o rrpoc; TOV 8EOV. 231 The term indieates, etymologieaIly, "freedom of speech" 01' freedom "to pronounce everything" (TTOVP'lTOC;).232
Hence, it assumed many meanings in ancient literature: profane 01' 1'eIi-

VE 47 (SCHWARTZ), 68,11-16; VE 50-58 (ibid.), 72,8-81,26 (passim).
Ta J-lETa T~V aUTou KOIJ-lllatv EVEPyoUJ-lEVa 9auJ-lara, VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 82,18.
229 OUK aTTEaTll ~J-lWV, at.t.a J-lETa J-lElt;ovo~ ßOllSEla~ K~ÖETat TE Kal ETTlJ-lEt.EtTat
227

228

~J-lWV,

ibid., 82,22-23.

The miracles are narrated in VS78-82 (SCHWARTZ), 184,21-187,26, and the series is
concluded by a stereotyped repetition of the opening phrase of the Epilogue in the VE,
where CyriJ indicated the significance of the miracles after Euthymius' death. We may co mpare the phrase in the VE: TaUTa ot.tya EK n6t.t.wv avat.E~OJ-lEVO~ aVEypaIjJOJ-lEV, VE 60
(ibid.), 82,12, with that in the VS: Kat Taura J-lEV EK n6t.t.wv ot.lya TTEpt TOU 9Efou
TTPWßUTOU avat.E~OJ-lEVO~ aVEypaIjJOJ-lEV ( ... ), VS 82 (ibid.), 187,24-26. With the Jast
phrase Cyril seems to refer implicitly to wh at he concJuded in the VE about the Saint's
posthumous assistance. He does not repeat that conclusion here, apparently, because he has
more to say. The story about Origenism folJows immediateJy; the introductory phrase is
even Iinked together with the concJusive phrase ab out the five miracJes by a J-lEV-Ö€ construction: ( ... ) Kat.Et öE J-lE 0 Katpa~ Ta oUJ-lßaVTa Tol~ aLlTou Ötaö6XOI<; TE Kal J-laS llral<;
EK J-lEPOU~ Öl lly~oao9at, VS 82 (SCHWARTZ), 187,26-27.
23\ It is OIigen of all Christi an authors who expresses this idea for the first time; see
ORIGENES, Exhortatio ad martyrium 28, ed. P. KOETSCHAU, Origenes Werke I, GCS 2, Leipzig
1899, 24,7. From Philo, Origen derives the idea of TTaPPllOta TTpa<; Tav 9E6v attributed to
Abraham and Moses as pre-eminent friends of God, ibid. 37, p.35,25. See PHlLO, Quid
reru/Il divinal'/lIll heres 5-29, LCL 261 (Philo IV), 290-358. See also G. BARTELINK, "Quelques
observations sur TTaPPllota dans Ja litterature paleo-chretienne", in Graecitas et latinitas
christiallOl'lIIn primaeva, Supplementum, fasc. III, Nijmegen 1968, pp. 11, 12,24-25, 32. For
the deveJopment ofthe concept OfTTapPllota, see ibid., 7-12 with n.1, referring to E. PETERSON,
"Zur Bedeutungsgeschichte von TTapPllota", in Reinhold Seeberg-Festschrijt I, Leipzig 1929,
283-297.
232 P. MIQUEL, Lexique du desert. Etude de quelqlles mots-clis du vocablllaire /Ilonastique
grec ancien, SO 44, Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1986,203.
230
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gious, both favorable and pejorative. 233 Here, in CyriI's passages that interest us, TTOPPllO(O has a positive sense. It means: "familiarity" with God,
obtained by the Saint as the final fruit of his exemplary Iife of monastic
vi1'tue and orthodox faith. 23\ Such a familiarity results in the "freedom of
speech" that is only allowed in an intimate relationship with God and,
thereby, in an effective intercessory power on behalf of the Saint's successors and disciples. 235 In CyriI's biographies, both Euthymius and Sabas
obtain TTOPPllO(o in this sense. In the case of Euthymius we may reach this

233 See LAMPE, 1044-1046; L. ENGELS, "Fiducia", RAC 7 (1969), 839-877 (passim). In
profane literature, naPPllota is "die politische 'Redefreiheit' ", as a privilege of the free
citizen in opposition to slaves and strangers; see E. PETERSON, "Zur Bedeutungsgeschichte
von TTapPllota", 283. In Greek philosophy, the term has a moral sense: the frankness between friends, ibid., 285. The right frankness is the privilege of the man who is free from
passions; see G. BARTELlNK, "Quelques observations sur lTapPllota", 1O. In the Septuagint,
lTapPllota is for the first time applied to [he reJationship with God and thus transferred to
the religious plan: lTapPllataa8~OlJ EvavTtov Kuptou (Job 22:26); see ibid. Philo, as has
been said, attributes lTapPllota TTpa<; Tav SE6v to Abraham and Moses (see above, 108,
n.231). In the NT, the use of lTapPllota (and derivatives) is frequent; see H. SCHLIER,
lTapp llot aJ lTapp llat ot;OJ-lat, in Theologisches Wörterbuch zum NT 5, S tuttgart 1954, 877883. Here it is often used, in a profane sense (though proceeding from religious inspiration), with regard to the relationship between men: it designates i.a. "outspokenness" in
the preaching of Christian faith, notwithstanding the threat of political authorities. In the
same sense lTaPPllota is used in early Christian literature, especially in the first acts of
martyrs (compare with above, 107, n.224). Then, Origen applies Philo's concept of lTapPllota lTpa~ TOV SE6v to the Christian martyrs, in an eschatological sense; see G. BARTELINK,
"Quelques observations sur lTaPPllot a", 10-12. In this sense, it is taken over by monastic
authors such as Theodoret of Cyrus and Cyril of Scythopolis; see ibid., 22-23. In monastic
literature, however, lTapPllota has also a pejorative sense, especially as an ill-conceived
"familiarity"; see ibid., 44-50. The bad kind of lTapp Tlot ais even considered as YEVV~TP Ia
lTOVTlJJV TWV lTa9wv, ApophPat, coll. alph., Agathon I, PG 65, 109A; see K. HEUSSI, Der
Ursprung des Mönchtums, Tiibingen 1936,203. This phrase is also quoted by Cyril, VE
19 (SCHWARTZ), 31,14. In this sense, lTapPllota is equivaJent to the Latin concept
praesulllptio; see B. STElDLE, "ITaPPllota - praesumptio in der Klosterregel St. Benedikts",
in Zeugnis des Geistes, Beuron 1947,44-61.
234 The exercise of virtues and especially the struggle against temptations make the
monk similar to the martyr and prepares hirn for the eschatoJogicaJ lTapPllota lTpa<; Tav
9E6v. See G. BARTELINK, "QueJques observations", 21-23. Also the sufferings endured in the
struggle against heresies have this value; see ibid., 26 (with ref. to THEODORETUS CYRENSIS,
Ep. 139, SC IIl, 144,14).
235 The martyr who is judged worthy of lTapPllota lTpa~ Tav 9E6v may intercede in
behalf of men on earth. See G. SCARPAT, Pal'rhesia. Storia del termine e delle sue tradllzioni
in latino, Brescia 1964,93-96. The Saint who obtains lTaPPllota, becomes "un intercesseur
efficace", B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 179.
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conc1usion with certainty, even though by way of indirect evidence;236 only
with regard to Euthymius' lifetime does Cyril remark that his napPllOta
npoc; TOV 8EOV increased each day.237 As for Sabas, Cyril mentions explicitly that, after his death, his spirit "has been privileged with great napPllOta
towards God".238 The five mirac1es post mortem are also explicitly presented as examples to prove that Sabas obtained napPllOta. 239
The account of these five mirac1es is stylistically linked together with
the story about the victory over Origenism. 240 Within this story, the term

236 In his farewell-speech to his discip1es, Euthymius promises that he will ask from
God, ifhe obtains lTapPl1a(a towards Hirn (Mv EÜPW lTapPl1a(av lTpo<; TOV SEOV), to stay
in the spirit with them and with their suceessors till eternity (dva( flE T0 lTVEUflaTl flES'
uflwv Kai TWV flES' Uflä<; EW<; TOO aiwvo<;), VE 39 (SCHWARTZ), 59,9-11. We just saw that
Cyril presents the miracles post mortem as a clear indieation ofEuthymius' continuing presenee and assistanee (see above, 108, nn.228-229), thus, as the implicit eonfirmation that he
obtained lTapPl1a(a. In the same farewell-speeeh, a litde earlier, Euthymius foretells "with
such frankness" (OÜTW<; flETU lTapPl1a(a<;) that Domitian, his beloved disciple, will die
seven days after hirn, VE 39 (ibid.), 58,22-24. In this ease, Euthymius' earthly lTaPPl1a(a
seems to anticipate a heaven1y one. Indeed, seven days after his death, Euthymius appears to
Domitian to announee that he obtained the favor of having his be10ved disciple with hirn,
VE 41 (ibid.) , 61,4-16. This event mayaiso be interpreted as a proof of finallTapPl1a(a.
Besides, Cyril re1ates a remarkab1e (stereotype) parallel-story at the end of the VTheod:
Theodosius' successor Sophronius, when dying, promises his discip1e that he will come and
take hirn on the seventh day, if he obtains lTapPl1a(a (Mv EÜPW lTaPPl1a(av); on the seventh day the disciple dies indeed, so that Sophronius' lTapPl1a(a lTpo<; TOV SEOV is made
known to all, VTheod (SCH\VARTZ), 3-7. For the hagiographie tradition of searching for proofs
of napPl1a(a after the Saint's decease, see esp. K. HOLL, Enthusiasmus und BußgelValt beim
griechischen Mönchtulll. Eine Studie zu Symeon dem neuen Theologen, Leipzig 1898, 187190; id., "Die schriftstellerische Form des griechischen Heiligenlebens", in Gesammelte
Aufsätze zur Kirchengeschichte 11 (art. nr. 13), Tübingen 1928,253-254 (first pub!. 1912).
237 EVTEOSEV ~ npo<; TOV SEOV alh0 napPl1a(a l115savEv KaS' EKaaTl1V ~flEpav, VE
7 (SCHWARTZ), 15,8-9; see A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les J/loines d'Orient m/l, 66, n.27. The phrase
is almost literally quoted from THEODORET CYRENSIS, Histol'ia Philothea 1,3, SC 234, p.I64,
lines 7-8. See K. HOLL, Enthusiasmus und BußgelValt, 185; G. BARTELINK, "Quelques observations sur napPl1a(a", 23; B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 64 (nr.4).
238 Cyril personally witnessed that Sabas' body has been kept sound and incorrupt up
to the time when the biography is written, VS 77-78 (SCHWARTZ), 184,11-17; in this context
he observes: TO oE-. nVEOfla allToO nOAAfj<; ~S(WTaI Tfj<; npo<; SEOV napPl1a(a<;, VS 78
(ibid.) , 184,19-20.
239 ~<; [sciI. Tfj<; naPPl1a(a<;] T~V aKTIVa 01' ot.(ywv napaoEISat nElpaaOflat, ibid.,
184,20-21. See also G. BARTELINK, "Quelques observations sur napPl1a(a", 34-35. Also
other miraeles may prove Sabas' obtained napPl1a(a; see K. HOLL, Enthusiasmus und
Bußgewalt, 188-190.
240 See above, 108, n.230.
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napPllOta appears twice, in a very significant way. At the beginning, we
see the power of the Origenists growing: it is consolidated when Domitian
and Theodore Ascidas are introduced to the Emperor and allowed to "take
part in the first napPllota at the palace" (npwTllC; napPllotac; EV T0' naAaTttp I1ETaoxovTEC;).24I Here, the term has a merely profane sense: it expresses that Domitian and Theodore have access to the highest circ1es where
politics are made. Thus, under the Origenist political influence, aperiod of
suffering begins for the orthodox monks in Palestine. At the end of the
story, however, we see the tide turning. When the Origenists put Macarius
as their champion on the patriarch al throne of Jerusalem, they arouse the
imperial rage; now the anti-Origenists, led by Abba Conon, are the on es
who obtain free access to the Emperor. As Cyril describes it, they "take part
in the greatest napPllota" (nAdoTllC; naPPllotac; I1ETaoXOVTEC;):242 as a
consequence, the Emperor receives a libellus and convokes the Fifth Ecumenical Council, which results in the defeat of Origenism and the victory
of orthodoxy.
It is hard to deny that the two expressions quoted are connected to each
other. The difference between the qualifications npwTll and nAdoTll may
imply, in our context, a supedative243 referring to the winning party. The
npwTll napPllOta comesfirst. It has only a profane sense (as far as we may
distinguish "profane" and "religious" in the theocracy of Justinian): the
Origenists are, at first, authorized to take part in the political intrigues EV
T0' naAaTltp. Their napPllola on the profane level, however, is soon surpassed by nAdoTll napPllota, as enjoyed by the orthodox who are the
heirs apparent of Saint Sabas. The expression nAdoTllC; napPllotac;
I1ETaoXOVTEC; may weIl have an ambiguous meaning here, whereas the determination EV T0' naAaTltp is significantly omitted. The orthodox enjoy in
a decisive way napPllola on the profane level, finaIly, because they are
authorized to reap the fruits of the eschatological napPllOta obtained by
their holy protector in heaven.
If this interpretation is correct, we may conc1ude that Cyril's account
of the second Origenist controversy, though containing elements of proper

VS 83 (SCH\VARTZ), 189,5 (see the text quoted above, 80 with n.113).
VS 90 (SCH\VARTZ), 198,18 (see the text quoted above, 86-87 with n.143).
243 The term napPl1a(a is, more often in Christian literature, aceompanied by a determination of quantity, such as fll Kpa, nOAA~, flEyaAl1, lTAElOVa, nAElWV, or even TEAEla. See
G. BARTELINK, "Quelques observations sur napPl1a(a", 23.
241
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historiography, is firmly fitted within a hagiographie framework, where it
funetions as an exemplary story about the vietory of orthodoxy, under the
supernatural pratection of the deeeased Saint. So also for the eonclusive
ehapters of the VS, we have strang reasons to expeet stylizations (01' perhaps distortions) of historieal truth, aeeording to our analysis of Van Uytfanghe's eoneept of diseours hagiographique.
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self (e. 430-529) was, aeeording to the VS, a great spiritual friend of Sabas;
in 493, both beeame archimandrites of all the monasteries under the authority of Jerusalem: Theodosius for the eenobites and Sabas for the anehorites. 247

Sabas and Theodosius: anchorites and cenobites

4. Rival stories about the struggle for orthodoxy
More eonerete indieations of hagiographie stylizations in Cyril's VS
can be obtained when we eompare another story about the struggle for 01'thodoxy in this Life with a parallel story in Theodore of Petra' s Vita Theodosii. 244 About the author of this panegyrie, whieh was eomposed in Palestine shortly before Cyril wrote his biographies,245 we know very little, exeept that he reeeived a rhetorieal edueation before beeoming a monk in
Abba Theodosius' eenobium, that he was a former disciple of Theodosius
and that, when writing, he was bishop of Petra. 246 Abba Theodosius him-

244 Ed. H. USENER, Der heilige Theodosios. Schriften des Theodoros lind Kyrillos, Leipzig
1890. Usener's critical apparatus is incomplete. Shortly after his publication, K. Krumbacher
found seven more MSS, four of which are dated to the IO th -11 th centuries and contain variants that are indispensable to add to Usener's apparatus; so Krumbacher composed a long
list of "Ergänzungen"; see K. KRUMBACHER, "Studien zu den Legenden des heiligen Theodosius", SBAW, Jahrg. 1892,220-321.
245 Theodore's Vita Theodosii was originally composed by order of Theodosius' successor Sophronius (see above, 110, n.236) and pronounced for the community on the first
anniversary of Theodosius' death, that is, on 11 Januaty 530. The final version was published, with some adaptations (in particular quotations from written sources), "sicher nach
536", and "wahrscheinlich nicht vor 547", H. USENER, Der heilige Theodosios, IX; see also
ibid., 168-169; and A.-J. FESTUGII1RE, Les lIloines d'Orient m/3, pp.85-86 and p.l41, n.25.
Cyril knew this text, as he refers to it in his own, short Life ofTheodosius, VTheod (SCHWARTZ),
239,17-20.
246 THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii, [Tide] (USENER), 3,5-7; CYRILLUS SCYTHOPOLITANUS, VTheod (SCHWARTZ), 239,17-20. See also H. USENER, Der heilige Theodosios,
VIII-XI; A.-J. FESTUGII3RE, Les lIloines d'Orient m/3, 83-87.

That it is a hagiographie commonplaee, in sixth century monastic biographies, to present the prosperity of an order as a proof of the founder's
having obtained lTapPTJo(a after his death, appears clearly from Theodore's
Vita Theodosii. In this work, we read how the leader of the Palestinian
eenobites, before dying, gives a farewell speech to his assembled community, while anticipating the eventual signs from whieh his monks may deduce whether he will have obtained lTapPTJo(a 01' not:
( ... ) I will give you a sign of it: if, after my passing away, you will see this
monastery growing and growing ever more, know that I will have lTapPlla(a towards God and that everything will occur as I have told you; but ifnot, it is clear that
it will not occur. 248

Then, the biographer, rhetorieally addressing the deeeased Theodosius,
confirms that he has indeed obtained lTappTJota pointing to the evidence. It
appears not only from the oil flowing from his tomb and the healing miracles
that often take place there,249 but especially from the prosperity of the monastery he founded:
That this holy place, which was founded by you with the assistance of the
divine Providence, achieved great prosperit)' according to both God and man, due to
your prayers, is testified by the facts. Indeed, it is bigger than all other holy monas-

247 VS 29-30 (SCHWARTZ), 113,24-115,26; VS 65 (ibid.) , 166,3-167,3; VTheod (ibid.),
238,28-239,12. See also above, 69 with n.65. For Theodosius, see THEODORUS PETRENSIS,
Vita Theodosii, [Title] (USENER) 3,3-4.
248 allllEtov OE TOlJTOU &lÖWIlI ulllv' EaV IlET<X TI'!v EIl~V cmoßlwalv TOVOE TOV
TOlTOV ElTl lTt.EtOV au~avollEvoV eEaalloBE, YIVWaKETE o~ we; lTapPlla(av EXW lTPOC; TOV
eEOV Kat TaUTa OUTWe; we; UIlIV t.EMt.llKa YEv~aETat· Ei OE Il~, 8f]t.ov OT! ou Y(V~aETat,
ibid., 91,20-25 (trans!. DH).
249 lbid., 92,8-14.
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teries, and it takes pride in the size of its buildings and in the large number of those
longing for salvation. 250

We perhaps catch the eulogist here with a chauvinistic sense of rivalry.
This impression is fortified by the fact that, throughout this long laudatory
oration, the name of Theodosius' coHeague archimandrite Sabas is not
mentioned a single time. As against the author of this local panegyric, Cyril
for his part seems, at first sight, more "ecumenical": in his VS as weH as in
his VTheod, Theodosius' name is always mentioned with maximum reverence. Repeatedly, Cyrillays the greatest stress on the harmonious relationship between the two monastic leaders. Sabas, as an anchorite, sends his
adolescent candidates to the cenobium of Abba Theodosius 251 who, in his
turn, leaves nothing undone to take care of the young monks, for the sake of
the one who sent them:
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cere" (YVll0lWTchrü reciprocallove,254 which allows them to converse together with the nOPPll0tO that belongs only to a close spiritual friendship.255 In such a harmonious relations hip it may occur sometimes, of
course, that one of the two partners, in his frankness, slides into a misplaced little joke, but the other will always take it in good spirit:
In these conversations the sanctified Sabas frequently addressed to Theodosius,
now among the saints, the following remark: "My lord Abba, you are the superior of
children while I am the superior of superiors, for each of those under me, in his
independence, is the superior of his own cell." Theodosius would reply to this, "I
shall take your remark as being not harsh but utterly charming, for friendship will
endure all it experiences or hears. "256

According to Cyril, it is just because of this exemplary coucord that
Patriarch Sallustius of Jerusalem appoints both spiritual friends to be
archimandrites "at the request of the whole monastic order" and supported
"by common vote" among all the monks of the desert. 253 Both archimandrites
maintain towards each other an "unfeigned" (avunoKp l TO<;) and "most siu-

In brief, from Cyril's writings we might deduce with K. Holl, that in
the Palestinian desert, already from the early fifth century on, the cenobitic
and anchoretic orders coexisted peacefully and harmoniously with one another. 257 Cyril also presents Sabas and Theodosius as a solid pair of leaders,
unanimous in their side-by-side struggle for Chalcedonian orthodoxy (512518),258 wh ich culminates in a long petition in their joint names addressed
to Emperor Anastasius. 259 The impression of a harmonious reciprocal relationship might derive equally from Cyril's VTheod. In this Life, Theodosius'
virtues 260 as weIl as his achievements as a founder are highly praised by the
anchorite Cyril: Theodosius' great aud populous ceuobium "surpasses all
aud reigns supreme among the cenobia in the whole of Palestine" .261 Oue

250 OTl ÖE KUI 0 UTTa 000 6wO TTpovolC;X OUOTae; OUTOe; Euuy~e; TOTTOe; KUTa TE 6Eav
KUI av6pwTToV Eie; TTpOKOTTae; flEyaAue; Öla TWV UflETEPWV EA~AU6EV TTPOOWXWV, UUTa
Ta TTpaYf1UTa flUPTUPOOOl v. fld~wv yap TWV EV TTaolJ Tij XWPC;X EUUYWV TOTTWV, EV TE T<{i
flEYE6El TWV KTlOflaTWV KUt T<{i TTA~6El TWV o<jl~w6at ßOUAOflEVWV ~IAOTlflOUflEVOe;,
ibid., 92,14-21 (trans!. DH). For the monastery ofTheodosius, see esp. S. VAILHE, "Repertoire
alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 5 (1900), 286-289; Y. HIRSCHFELD, "List of
the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", 26-28; id., The Judean Desert MOlwsleries in the Byzantine Period, pp.33, 78, 102, 159-161.
25\ There is a clear parallelism with the relations hip between Euthymius and Theoctistus.
See above, 66, n. 54.
252 YEYOVUOI yap 0fl01jJUXOl Kul OflO~pOVEe; TTVEOVTEe; aAA~AOUe; fläAAOV ~ Tav
Mpu, WOTE T~V KUTa 6Eav UUTWV ofloVOWV TE KUI OUfl~wVluv TOUe; 'IEpoOOAUflLTUe;
KaAEtV aTToOToAIK~V ~uy~v VEUV DETPOU KUI 'Iwavvou, VS29 (SCHWARTZ), 114,19-22.
253 Sabas' and Theodosius' appointment is related twice, VS 30 (SCHWARTZ), 114,23115,26; VS 65 (ibid.), 166,12-20 (see also above, 69, nn. 67-68); the first report follows
immediately at the description oftheir concord (quoted in the preceding footnote), and starts
with DeEV, VS 30 (ibid.), 114,23.

VS 65 (SCHWARTZ), 166,5-8.
Kul TU TOO TTVEUflaTOe; OTOPYU TTapPTJ01C;X TTPOOÖWAEyoflEVOUe;, ibid., 166,21-22.
256 EV OIe; ÖWMYOle; Tav ~ytaOflEVOV Laßuv TTUKVOTEPOV TTpae; Tav EV aYlOle; aTTo~8Eyyw8at 0w80oLOV Myov TOLOUTOV' KUPI aßßa, ou flEV TTat8lwV UTTapXEle; ~YOU
flEVOe;, EYW ÖE ~YOUflEVWV Eifll ~YOUflEVOe;' EKUOTOe; yap TWV lJTT' EflE UUTEsOUOLOe; WV
TOU i8lou KEAAlOU ~YOUflEVOe; EOTI v. Tav ÖE TTpae; TaUTU aTToKpl VOflEVOV' OU TPUXUTEpOe;
o Myoe; OUTOe; Eflot ~UV~OETat, aAAa Kul AlUV ~8UTaTOe;' TTaVTa yap OlOEI ~IAlU KUt
TTaoxouou Kut aKOUOUOU, ibid., 166,22-167,3.
257 K. HOLL, Enthusiaslllus lind Bußgewalt beim griechischen Mönchtum, 172-178,
followed by J. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors of Christ, p.45 with n.21 and p.160 with
n.30.
258 VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 151,16-152,15.
259 VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 152,16-20. For the backgrounds of the struggle, see above, 7375 with nn.82-88.
260 VTheod (SCHWARTZ), 238,24-28.
26\ TTaVTWV UTTEPEXOV Kul TTPOKU8E~OflEVOV TWV EV TTaOlJ TU DaAaLOTlVlJ KOIVOßlWV,
ibid., 237,25-26.

For they [seil. Sabas and Theodosius, DH] were one in soul and one in mind,
breathing each other more than the air, so that the people of Jerusalem called their
godly concord and unity a new apostolic pairing of Peter and John. 252

254
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of Cyril's reasons for limiting hirnself to only a short account on TheodosiuS 262 is that he does not consider it necessary to add much to the excellent Life written by Theodore of Petra:
Need one say more about hirn? His virtues are sufficiently proclaimed by his
godly life and the spiritual state of his own famous and holy monastery. In addition,
the most venerable Theodore, the most pious bishop of the city of Petra, who became his disciple and is conspicuous for monastic and episcopal virtues, has written
at Iength, with both clarity and accuracy (oa$iii<;; Kai OKPlßiii<;;), about his life pleasing to GOd. 263

With all this, the absolute silenee about Sabas from Theodore's side is
highly surprising. One would expect here, ifnot a c1ear confirmation of the
idyllie friendship as presented by Cyril, at least a referenee to Sabas' role in
the common struggle for orthodox faith. Indeed Theodore pays great attention to this episode,264 but aceording to hirn the initiatives are taken exclusively by Abba Theodosius. To make things worse, the petition to the Emperor, which is quoted in its entirety by Cyril, who explicitly attributes it to
both arehimandrites,265 is quoted in large part also by Theodore, but without any mention of Sabas. Therefore, it is hard to understand why Cyril
expresses so much esteem for Theodore's qualities as a biographer. In real-

262 Cyril's VTheod occupies no more than about five pages in Schwartz's edition (235,25241,7); its brevity is only surpassed by the VTheog with noteven three pages (241,8-243,19).
263 m:pI oi'lT( xp~ lTot.t.a t.EYElV; iKav~ y6p EOTlV Ta<;; allToG apETa<;; OVaKT]pUTTElV
~ TE KaTa 8EOV Ötaywy~ Kai ~ lTVEUJ.laTlK~ KaTao'TaOl<;; Tfj<;; mhoG EuaYWTaTT]<;; Kai
lTEpl$aVWTaTT]<;; J.lovfj<;;. lTt.~v OTl Kat 0 TlJ.ll!JlTaTO<;; 0E6öwpo<;; 0 OOlWTaTO<;; Tfj<;; OETPO:lwv lT6t.EW<;; ElTlOKOlTo<;; $OlTT]T~<;; aUToG YEYOVW<;; Kat Tol<;; J.lovaXlKol<;; Kai apXlEpaTlKol<;; KaTop9wJ.laOl ÖtalTPEnWV aa$iii<;; Kai OKPlßiii<;; Ta KaTO TOV 8EapWTOV aUToG
ouvEypaljJaTO ßIOV KaTO lTAaTO<;;, VTheod (SCH\VARTZ), 239,14-20. Cyril even utilized
Theodore of Petra's Vita Theodosii when he wrote the VS: there are two passages which
reveal a dependence; see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 72.
264 THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 54,1-63,8. The passage is also followed by a long exposition ofTheodosius' orthodox faith: ibid., 63,8-68,19.
265 According to Cyril, both archimandrites learn about the Emperor's plan to exile
them together with Patriarch John of Jerusalern, because of theil' joint action at a massdemonstration in defense of the Councll of Chalcedon, VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 151,16-152,15.
Thereupon, Theodosius and Sabas, "the captains of the monks, combatants for piety, and
generals and champions of orthodoxy (oi Tiiiv J.lovaxiiiv TaSlapXal Kai Tfj<;; EUOEßda<;;
OYWVlOTaI Kai Tfi<;; op90öoSla<;; OTpaTT]YOI Kai lTp6J.laxol)", assemble together all the
monks and, "being one of mind (J.llU<;; YVWJ.lT]<;; YEyov6TE<;;)", write the petition to the Emperor, VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 152,16-20. At this passage, the integral text of the petition folio ws,
ibid., 152,21-157,23.
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ity, he must have been amazed after reading the bare title above Theodore's
quotations from the petition: From the letter to Emperor Anastasius written
by Archimandrite Theodosius and the other superiors ofthe desert. 266
A.-J. Festugiere suggests that, somehow, there must have been a tension between the two monastic traditions - if not a eonfliet, then at least a
rivalry - and that Theodore's silence about Sabas appears to be deliberate. 267 This fits in with the "chauvinism" we deteeted above with regard to
the eenobitic eulogist. 268 Within this eontext, however, Festugiere questions neither Cyril's repeated stressing of the excellent mutual relations hip
between Sabas and Theodosius nor his explicit reverence for both Theodosius and his excellent biographer. How do we reconcile the rivalry c1early
revealed by Theodore's eulogy with Cyril's remarkable attitude?269 The
only way I can find to resolve this question is to suppose that Cyril had his
motives for smoothing out the creases between anehorites and cenobites
and giving an idealized picture of their mutual relationship in the begin-

266 'EK Tfj<;; ETTlOTOt.fj<;; Tfj<;; lTPO<;; TOV ßaOlMa 'AvaOTaolOV ypa$doT]<;; lTapa
0wöoolou 0PXlI..laVÖPITou Kai t.ollTiiiv Tfj<;; Ep~J.lOU ~YOUJ.lEVWV, THEODORUS PETRENSIS,
Vita Theodosii (USENER), 56,19-22. See also K. KRUMBACHER, "Studien zu den Legenden des
heiligen Theodosius", 308-309.
267 "On a presque l'impression, sinon d'un conflit, du moins d'une rivalite; et, quand
on songe au role considerable de Sabas dans I' histoire du monachisme palestinien, le silen ce
de Theodore parait bien etre un silence voulu," A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les lIloines d'Orient m/3,
85. On the other hand, Theodore's possible grievances against the anchorites did not exclude a respectful remark about "Isidore, beloved by God, who became later superior of the
blessed laura of Souka", THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 71,11-13. Festugiere's suggestion, that also in Palestine a certain rivalry must have existed between cenobites and anchorites, was adopted and further developed by B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire,
pp. 98-100, 144-148, 196, 199-200,203-206. J. Binns, however, in his more recent study,
follows Holl's old thesis of a peaceful coexistence without even mentioning Festugiere and
Flusin in this context. See the references to Holl and Binns, above, 115, n.257.
268 See above, 113-114 with n.250.
269 As has been said, Festugiere entertains admiration for "la candeur et la precision de
Cyrille" as against Theodore ofPetra's abundant rhetorical stile "qui encombre l'hagiographie
ancienne", see above, 45 with n.126. In his appreciation of Cyril, apparently, Festugiere did
not deal with the question of Cyril's strange attitude, which becomes the more difficult to
understand in case of a (mutual) rivalry. Cyril not only consistently stresses the harmony of
relation, but he also expresses praise with regard to a biographer who must have written, in
his eyes, an inaccurate account at the expense of the memory of Sabas. One might suppose
that Cyril, before lIttering his laudatory words concerning Theodore ofPetra, had to resist a
fierce temptation to confront that account with his own version of the events. However, in
his short VTheod, Cyril does not return with a single word to the joint struggle of the two
archimandrites for the Chalcedonian faith, as described in the VS.
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ning, instead of pushing to extremes an awkward discussion of the question
of whether Saint Sabas was indeed the predominant leader, as indicated in
his own wliting.
This might weIl be the Sitz im Leben of the embalTassing "joke", frequently (lTUKVOTEpOV) uttered - Cyril apparently could not refrain from
refelTing to it - about Theodosius being "supelior of children" and Sabas
"superior of superiors".270 Perhaps, Cyril put a CUlTent phrase in the mouth
of the anchoretic archimandrite and joined it with a friendly response from
the side of his coIleague for the cenobites. It sounds much like a sympathetic recognition by the cenobites of Sabas' authority,27, If the curious
joke originates from an ipsissimum verbum ofthe "historical" Sabas, Cyril,
at least, must have fitted it in the context of a harmonious friendship which
we do not find confirmed in our cenobitic document. 272 Probably, Cyril
wanted to smooth down, in anticipation, any possible scandal provoked by
eventual cenobitic objections to his claim that Sabas' leadership was unanimously acknowledged by all monks in the Palestinian desert. 273

See the text quoted above, 115 with n.256.
B. Flusin explains: "Il s'agit de montrer que Sabas, de I'aveu meme de Theodose,
est superieur Theodose, comme la laure l'est au cenobion," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire,
203.
212 "RappeIons que Theodore de Petra ( ... ) ne fait pas meme mention du nom de Sabas,"
ibid., 145, compare with above, 117, n.267.
273 In Cyril 's Lives the subordination of the cenobitic life to the anchoritic is repeatedly
stressed: "Blessed Sabas used to affirm and maintain that, just as the flower precedes the
fruit, so the cenobitic life precedes the anchoritic," VIH 6 (SCHWARTZ), 206, 8-10; see esp. VS
28 (ibid.), 113,1-23. For Cyril the cenobitic order is not an institute with a proper aim in
itself, but it has a "statut de degre preparatoire 1a laure", B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 144.
Cyril even presents the great cenobium ofTheodosius as "une ecole elementaire de la Grande
Laure", ibid.; see also 145-148. In his eyes "le cenobion est (. .. ) une institution incomplete
et inferieure, l' ecole des enfants; le moine parfait, c' est l' anachorete", ibid., 196. However,
there is another document which does not accord with Cyril's claim. Flusin points at the
sequence in a list of signatures at the end of a Libelllls monaehorum addressed at PatIiarch
Menas in 536: here two cenobitic superiors, one of which represents Theodosius' monastery, have signed be/ore two anchorite superiors, one of whom comes from Sabas' laura,
ibid., 139-140, 1l.259 (with ref. to ACO m/l, 50, nrs.109-112). In this context Flusin observes: "Entre les deux archimandrites semble n' exister aucune difference hierarchique bien
definie. Mais il paral't bien, d' apres certains documents caractere officiel, qu' en fait ce soit
l'archimandrite des cenobites qui ale pas sur l'archimandrite des laures," ibM., 200 with
n.159 (ref. to the sequence of signatures).
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Contradietory traditions:
eonerete indieations Jor hagiographie stylizations
A disguised dis agreement between cenobites and anchorites about the
status of their great champions may well explain the ilTeconcilable discrepancies between Theodore's and Cyril's reports of the Palestinian struggle
in defense of the Council of Chalcedon. In general, Cyril is given more
credit because of his clear "historical" style, whereas Theodore is taken
less seriously, because his panegyric is full of rhetorical embellishments. 274
However, the difference of style does not mean that we should always follow Cyril in his presentation of the facts. 275 A closer comparison with Theodore's writing at this point does reveal also present in Cyril's account concrete evidence for hagiographic stylizations of historical truth.

a. Cyril's account of the struggle follows his chapters about Sabas'
personal encounters with Emperor Anastasius, when the Emperor, impressed
by the Saint's holiness and reassured by the explicit dissociation of the
Chalcedonians from Nestorianism, seemed to be appeased. But, as we saw,
the old hostility was soon rekindIed. 276 After having nalTated this, Cyril

270
271

a

a

a

274 For the difference between Cyril's "historical" and Theodore's "rhetorical" styles,
see esp. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les lIIoincs d'Oriellt m/3, 83-90. B. Flusin observes: " .. Ja distance que l'on constate entre les productions de Cyrille et ceIles, par exemple, de Theodore
de Petra ne reflete pas une difference entre les cultures des deux auteurs, mais entre deux
genres d'hagiographie: Theodore compose un eloge, un discours d'apparat; Cyrille choisit
resolument le style historique," B. FLUSIN, Miracle ct histoire, 84 (see also above, 95, n.185).
Cyril's chronology is normally well-ordered by his habit of placing the events precisely
against the background ofuniversal history; in Theodore's writing, on the contrary, we look
often in vain for precise time indications.
275 Notwithstanding their appreciation of the difference between Cyril's and Theodore's
styles (see the preceding footnote), Festugiere and Flusin pass a certain criticism on Cyril's
accuracy. For Festugiere, see his remark quoted above, 117, n.267. Flusin writes: "les signes
que I' on peut relever chez Cyrille d' une volonte de rabaisser le röle de Theodose conduisent
penser que notre auteur a volontairement choisi d'affaiblir le recit ou s'affirme la saintete prophetique de Theodose," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 100 (compare with above, 118, n.273).
Flusill even points at the significant fact that Theodosius appears as the only saint in CyIil's
Lives who does not perform miracles, ibid., 196-200.1. Binns, however, without dealing with
Festugiere's and Flusin's contributions on this point, continues to explain the discrepancies
between the accounts of the two hagiographers exclusively by Theodore' s "lack of concern for
historical accuracy" and his "purpose of giving an eu10gy ofTheodosius", and does not question Cyril's version at all. See J. BINNS, Aseeties and Ambassadors, pp.45, 179-180.
276 See above, 74 with nn.83-85.
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inserts in his biography the whole episode of Sabas' "public combats for
the faith" (YEVl KOt aYWVE<; TIEp tTIlOTEW<;), which he explicitly distinguishes
from his "personal achievements and struggles" (lOlKCx KaTop8wflaTa Kat
aywvlUflaTa):
But now the time ealls me to add to the personal aehievements 277 and struggles
of the godly old man the publie eombats for the faith both of hirnself and of the holy
fathers who attained distinetion with hirn in this desert. 278

The separation between "public" and "private" appears a Httle forced
after reading the preceding chapters about Saint Sabas and the Emperor. Nevertheless, the opening phrase in the report of the joint struggle against Anastasius
is clearly meant as a demarcation within the framework of Cyril' s VS: it forms
an inclusio with the concluding phrase at the end of the episode:
But I must now bring to an end the publie eombats (YEVIKOt ciYWVEe;) of our
holy fathers and, returning to the sequenee of the aeeount devoted solely to our holy
fatber Sabas, relate by the graee of God his notewortby personal aebievements (iölK<l
KaTopSwl-laTQ).279

Between these two demarcating phrases we read the whole StOlY about
the Palestinian resistance against Anastasius with Sabas playing the lead. 28G
The Emperor tries to press Patriarch Elias of Jerusalem to receive Severus,
the leader of the Acephaloi who has been sent to be patriarch of Antioch
(512), into his communion. 281 On not being recognized by Elias, Severus
sends his synodicalletters for the second time to Jerusalem, together with a
clerical delegation and an imperial force. Then, Sabas is sth'fed to action:

Here, R. Priee translates: "private attainments".
278 &'Aa KaAEt J.lE AOITTOV 6 Katp6c; TOle; iÖl KOle; TOO Sdou TTpwßl.hou KaTOpSWJ.laaIV
TE Kat ciYWVIOJ.laOlV TOUe; YEVIKOUe; TTEpt TTIOTEWe; ciywvae; mhoO TE Kai TWV auv mh0
KaTa TllY ~PllJ.lOV TaUTllV ÖtaTTpEt\!avTwv OyIWV TTaTEpwv ETTlOUvat\! at , VS 56 (SCHWARTZ),
148,6-9.
279 ciAA' EVTEOSEV ~Öll TEAOe; TOte; YEVIKOle; TWV aYlwv TTaTEpwv ~J.lWv aywOlv
ETTlSETEOV Kai ETTI T~V aKOAouSlav TOO TTEpl J.lOVOU TOO TTaTpOe; ~J.lWV Iaßa Myou
lTEOV Kat Ta KaT' mhov ac,I0J.lVllJ.l0VEUTa iOlKa KaTop8wJ.laTa Tij TOO SwO XaPlTl
EC,llYllTEOV, VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 158,7-11.
280 Flusin's conjecture that Cyril, between the two demarcating phrases, "a utilise
massivement" a hypothetical source (B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 66, n.224) adds to the
evidence for hagiographie stylizations of historical truth in his aecount.
281 VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), p.148,lines 9-25 and p.149,lines 27-29 (see also above, p.74,
n.86 and p.93, n.176).
217
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On leaming this, our sainted father Sabas went up to the holy city with the
other superiors of the desert. They drove those who came with Severus' synodical
letters from the holy city and, collecting the mass of monks from all directions in
front of the holy church of Calvary, shouted together with the people of Jerusalem,
"Anathema to Severus and those in communion with hirn," while the agentes in
rebus,282 magistrates and soldiers sent by the emperor stood by and listened. 283

When Patriarch Elias persists in his refusal to receive Severus into his
communion, the Emperor, "bubbling over with rage" (UTIEp€:Sac; TQ 8uflQ),284
has Elias ousted from his see and substituted by a celtain John,285 who has
prornised to recognize Severus and to anathematize the Council of Chalcedon. Again, Sabas takes the initiative:
The sanctified Sabas and the other fathers of the desert, on learning that John
had made his promise, gathered together and adjured hirn not to receive Severus
into communion but to bear the brunt of the battle on behalf of the Council of
Chalcedon, with all of them for his allies. 286

The new Patriarch is indeed persuaded to break his promise, with the
result that he is thrown into prison. But he is soon released, after feigning to
make a compact with the dux of Palestine, as if he is still going to carry out
publicly the will of the Emperor. Once restored to his patriarchal see, he
summons ten thousand monks to Jerusalem and, in front of the whole multitude and in the presence of the dux, he ascends the pulpit flanked by Theodosius
and Sabas (Theodosius is mentioned here for the first time):

282 Binns explains: "The agentes in rebus, part ofthe imperial military corps, were used
as couriers," J. BINNS, in Cyril 0/ SCYlhopolis: The Lives, 215, n.74".
283 Kat TOOTO yvoue; 6 EV aYIOle; TTaT~p ~J.lWV Iaßae; aVEASwv EV Tij aYI~ TTOAEl
J.lETa TWV liAAWV Tfje; Ep~J..lOU ~YOUI1EVWV TOUe; J.lEV EASovTae; J.lETcl TWV auVOÖIKwV
IEU~POU Tfje; aYlae; aTTE15(wc,av TTOAEWe;, Ta ÖE TTAfjSoe; TWV J.lovaxwv TTavToSEv
ETTlaUvac,avTEe; EJ.lTTpOaSEv TOO aYlou Kpavlou J.lETa TWV 'IEpoaoAuJ.lLTwV EKpat;ov
AEYOVTEe;' avaSEJ.laIEU~P4l Kat TOle; KOIvwvoOalV mh0, TTapOVTWV ETl Kat aKOUOVTWV
TWV TE J.laYIOTptaVWV Kat ciPXOVTWV Kat OTpaTlWTWV TWV UTTO TOU ßaOlAEWe; aTTOaTaAEVTWV, VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 148,27-149,7.
284 lbid., 149,29-150,1.
285 See also above, 72, n.79.
286 yvoue; OE 6 aytaOJ.lEVOe; Iaßae; Kat oi AOITTol Tfje; Ep~J.lOU TTaTEpEe; TaOra OUV8EJ.lEVOV TOV 'Iwavvllv ouvaxSEVTEe; ÖIEJ.lapTUpavTo mhov IEUfipov Eie; KOlvwvlav J.l~
öEc,aaSm, aA,," uTTEP Tfie; EV XaAKll156vl auvooou TTPOKIVÖUVEUEIV ExovTa TTavTae;
aUJ.lJ.laXOUVTae;, VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 150,11-15.
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Whereas ( ... ) the dux was expecting the wiII of the emperor to be done, the
archbishop ascended the pulpit, accompanied by Theodosius and Sabas, the chiefs
and leaders of the monks, and the whole congregation shouted out many times:
"Anathematize the heretics and confirm the counci!." Without delay the three with
one voice anathematized Nestorius, Eutyches, Severus, Soterichus of Caesarea in
Cappadocia, and everyone who did not accept the Council of Chalcedon. When the
three had proclaimed this, they descended, but Abba Theodosius ascended again
and uttered the following declaration to the congregation: "If anyone does not accept the four councils like the four gospels, let hirn be anathema."287

The dux in fear of the multitude flees to Caesarea. But when the Emperor he ars about wh at has happened at Jerusalem, he plans to expell by
force both the Patriarch and the two archimandrites. Then, Theodosius and
Sabas gather all the monks together and address a petition to the Emperor:
When this plan [seil. of the emperor, DH] became known in Jerusalem, those
captains of the monks, combatants for piety, and generals and champions of orthodoxy Theodosius and Sabas assembled together all the monks of the desert and,
being one of mind, wrote and sent to the emperor the following petition or plea. 288

In the petition, which is quoted in its entirety by Cyril, the church of
Jerusalem is presented as "the mother of the churches, Sion" and protectress of the apostolic faith against Severus; the foul' holy councils are confirmed and compared with the gospels, heretics such as Nestorius and
Eutyches are anathematized and finally, the authors assel't with gl'eat resoluteness that they will never accept union with the Aposchists. 289 And then,
accol'ding to Cyril, the whole story results in an anticlimax:

287 npoaooKWVTO~ TOU

OOUKa~

Ta 8EArnla TOU

ßaatAEw~

YEvEa8m, aVEPXETm ETIi

aJlßwvo~ 6 apXlETIIGKOTIO~ EXWV JlE8' EauTou eW86alOv Kai Loßav TOU~ TWV Jlovaxwv
Kopu$alou~ Kat ~YEJlova~ KatTIa~ 6 Aaa~ ETItTIOAt.a~ Ta~ wpa~ EKpal;Ev AEYWV' TOU~
a[pETlKOU~ aVa8EJlOTlaOV Kai T~V auvooov ßEßalwaov. aJlEAA'lTi ouv o[ TpEi~ EK

auJl$wvou ava8EJlaTIl;ouatv NWTOPlOV Kai ElhuXEa Kai LWfjpOV Kat LWTTIPlXOV
TOV Kawapda~ KannaooKla~ Kai nOVTa TOV Jl~ OEXOJlEVOV T~V aUvooov Xat.K'l86vo~.
Kat TWV TPlWV TaUTa K'lPUSOVTWV Kai KaTEA80VTWV unoaTpEljJa~ 6 aßßa~ eW86alO~
a$l'latv TOlmh'lv $wv~v T4l Aac{i Mywv' cl Tl~ ou oEXETm Ta~ TEaaapa~ auvooou~
w~ Ta TEaaapa EuaYYEAla, EaTW aV08EJla, ibid., 151,20-152,5.
288 Kai TOUTOU EV 'IEpoaoAUJlol~ YVWa8EVTo~ 01 TWV Jlovaxwv TaSlopxm Kai Tfj~
EuaEßda~ aywvwTaI Kai Tfj~ cip8oooSla~ aTpaT'lyol Kai TIpOJlaxol ew86ato~ TE
Kai Loßa~ auva8polaavTE~ anav TO JloVaXlKov Tfj~ EP~JlOU Kai Jlla~ YVWJl'l~ YEYOVOTE~ OE'latv ~TOl olaJlapTuplav ypoljJavTE~ T4l ßaatt.c't anoaTEA"OUatV olhw TIEplExouaav, VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 152,16-20.
289 Ibid., 152,21-157,23.
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On receiving the supplication, the emperor Anastasius, being under the pressure from the attacks of Vitalian's barbarians, was advised to leave them at rest for
29Q
the time being, and so John was not ousted from the see of Jerusalem.

At this point the conclusive phrase, which forms an inclusio with the
opening phrase of the whole episode, follows, in order to demarcate the
transition from "the public combats of our holy fathers" to the continuation
of "the account devoted solely to our holy father Sabas" regarding his tOl KO
KaTopElWI-.taTa.291 A few chapters later, we read only that Anastasius is
killed in his palace by the divine wrath and succeeded by Justin, who immediately recognizes the Council of Chalcedon. 292
b. As has been said, in Theodore ofPetra's Vita Theodosii Sabas is not
mentioned a single time. There is no parallel story corresponding to Cyril' s
report of Sabas' encounters with Emperor Anastasius, which precede, in the
VS, the joint struggle for Chalcedonian faith. 293 Without referring to the universal political background, as Cyril does precisely,294 Theodore starts the
episode with a colorful description of Anastasius' perverted attempts to enlist Theodosius' support in his cause, and of the latter's persistence in his
exemplary incorruptibility. When the Emperor, finally, decrees the rejection
by force of the Council of Chalcedon, Theodosius is stit'l'ed to action:
The blessed [seil. Theodosius, DH] resisted as a lion, courageously and valorously, and in a way worthy of his passionate love for God. He gathered together all
the monks of the desert and said to them that this was the appropriate moment for
them to have the prophet's precept fulfilled: "let the mild-tempered become a war-

29Q TaUT'lV TOlvuv T~V lKwlav OESOJlEVO~ 6 ßaal"Eu~ 'AVaaTOalO~ Kai aUVEXOJlEVO~ uno TWV BLTaAlaVOU ßapßaplKWV cix,,~aEWV aUVEßoUAEU8'l EV T4l TEW~ ~auxo
am an' mhwv, Kai OÜTW~ TOU 'IEpoaoAUJlWV 8povou OUK ESEßA~8'16 'Iwovv'l~, ibid.,
158, 3-7.
291 Ibid., 158,7-11 (quoted above, 120 with n.279). Only here, the opposition between:
01 YEVlKOI TWV aYlwv naTEpWV ~JlWV aywvE~ and: 6 TIEpl JlOVOU TOU naTpo~ ~Jlwv
Ioßa Myo~ could be read as an acknowledgment that Sabas was just participating in a
broader monastic movement of resistance.
292 VS60 (SCHWARTZ), 162,3-13 (as above, 75, n.89).
m According to Cyril, Sabas is sent to Constantinople with so me of the other superiors
(Tl va~ TWV ~YOUJlEVWV, VS 50 (SCHWARTZ), 139 ,20; ETEPOU~ auv aUT4l ~YOUJlEVOU~, ibid.,
141,7). The fact that Theodore does not refer to this mission, which seems crucial in the
history of Anastasius and the monks of Palestine, may suggest that Abba Theodosius had
nothing to do with it or rather that his eulogist had a motive to suppress it deliberately.
294 See above, 93, nn.175-176.
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rior",295 as he had prepared before, in view of the struggle for faith, the firm position
taken up in this respect both by himself and by his children in Christ. And he undertook to inform the emperor, and all those who governed the affairs of this land, how
this position was. 2%

Then Theodore quotes two long passages from the petition which he
attributes, as has been said, to "archimandrite Theodosius and the other
superiors of the desert".297 A comparison with the parallel quotations in
Cyril' s VSZ 98 shows great agreement: both biographers transcribed the text
from (almost identical copies of) one and the same original document. 299
But only Theodore quotes, in addition, a response of Emperor Anastasius.
On receiving the petition, the Emperor "greatly admired" (uTTEp8aullaoa<;)
Theodosius' TTapPllOta and reacted by sending an apology.3°O The letter is
addressed exclusively to Abba Theodosius as we read in the title: Letter
written by Emperor Anastasius as a response to the blessed Abba Theodosius

295 JoeI3:11 [16].
2% 0 llaKapLOe; aVTlTacrcrETat we; AEWV avopmJj'e; Kai YEvvalwe; Kai Tij EIe; 6dJV
mhoO EK6uIltp TTpElTOVTWe; ayaTTlJ. cruvayaywv yap ~v ärravTae; TOUe; Tfje; EP~1l0U TTOALTac;
~al KatpaV EiVat <j>~crae; <TOO> Ta TTpo<j>IlTlKaV EKElVO TTap' mhwv TTAllPw6fjvat TTapaYYEAlla Ta <j>acrxov "0 TTpaOe; EcrTw llaXllT~e; ", Kai TTpae; TOUe; Tfje; EucrEßdae; aAdljiae;
ayw;,ae; T~V ,~TTI TOU~tp TTPO~EPOV EvcrTacrl v aUToO TE Kai TWV aUToO EV XPlO"T4l TEKVWV,
OTTOla Tle; Elll, Il11VUEl v Ttp ßaO"lAEl Kai TTaO"l Tole; TfjcrOE Tfje; xwpae; apxoucrl TWV
avaYKalwv uTTEAaIlßavEv, THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 56,2-13, slightly
emendated by K. KRUMBACHER, "Studien zu den Legenden des heiligen Theodosius", SBA W,
Jahrg. 1892, 308. (Trans!. DH).
297 See above, 117 with n.266.
298 The first quotation by Theodore [= (USENER), 56,23-59,14] corresponds to VS 57
(SCHWARTZ), 154,18-156,14; see also K. KRUMBACHER, "Studien zu den Legenden des heiligen
Theodosius", 309. The second quotation [= (USENER), 59,16-60,11] corresponds to VS 57
(SCHWARTZ), 157,7-23; see also K. KRUMBACHER, O.C., 310.
299 Cyril, who knew Theodore's writing, cannot depend exclusively on it: he quotes the
whole petition, whereas Theodore quotes only roughly half of the text. As to Theodore,
Krumbacher observes: "Theodoros hat das Schriftstück ziemlich frei überarbeitet," K.
KRUMB~CHER, "St~dien zu den Legenden des heiligen Theodosius", 309. Apparently, we
have to Illt~rpr~t thls remar~ ~rom a mere philological point ofview: Schwartz's apparatus of
the VS, whlch IS for the petitIOn also based upon Usener's edition of Theodore, supplied by
Krumbacher's "Ergänzungen" (see above, 112, n.244), shows a considerable number of
variants in Theodore's quotations (sometimes shared by MSS of the VS). Indeed, some of
those variants may have been introduced by Theodore hirnself, for stilistic reasons, but the
a?~eement with Cyril remains so great that, for both authors, we have to exclude the possiblhty of a paraphrase or substantial manipulations of the original text.
300 THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 60,12-16.
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Archimandrite. 301 The content of the letter, as quoted by Theodore,302 confirms, at least, that the Emperor addresses to one single person of high
clerical rank, from whom he received the petition. 303 After this correspondence, according to Theodore, the Emperor mi ti gates a little his war against
the Church, showing hirns elf pious, but soon he "returns to his own vomit"304 and starts issuing new decrees against the orthodox faith. This time,
Abba Theodosius is explicitly mentioned as the only one who resists, but
perhaps, as Theodore observes, this was just because all others wanted to
yield the honor to their common father:
Whereas all were in distress and no one resisted - maybe, they resigned from
the TTapPllcrta in this affair to yield it to their common father, in order that his rank
would be honored and his old age would be adorned with youthful audacity [Theodosius] rose with great eagerness to complete the struggle for faith with
TTapPllcrta. He ascended the elevated pi ace of the Holy Anastasis, where the servants of the altar are used to doing the readings in front of the people, he raised his
voice and proclaimed: "If anyone does not accept Iike the four holy gospels the four
holy councils, let hirn be anathema."305

30I'ETTlcrTOA~ aVTlypa<j>Elcra TTapa 'AvacrTacrlou ßacrlAEwe; T4l llaKapltp aßßC;X
8EOoocrltp apXlllaVoPITlJ, ibid., 60,17-19.
302 Ibid., 60,20-61,25.
303 Three times a formula like "Your Grace" appears, indicated by a second person
singular: ~ cr~ 6EO<j>IAla, ibid., 60,20; ~ cr~ 8EOcrEßELa, ibid., 61,5-6; Tfje; 6EO<j>lAlae; crou,
ibid., 61,22-23. The Emperor starts with referring to a written text he received from the
sender, about evil things happening under his reign because of the faith: "EypaljiEv ~ cr~
6EO<j>lAla,oTl OUK W<j>ElAEV TaOTa Ta KaKa KlVEloBal Tfje; TTIO"TEWe; EVEKEV, &vOv lTTt
~IlWV EKl v~811, ibid., 60,20-22. As areal politician (and in his late 80's), he does not commit hirnself too explicitly in concrete terms, but rather seems to elevate hirnself above the
parties. He attributes the responsibility for the troubles to anonymous monks and clerics,
Iiars who quarrel among themselves to take the first place and who made hirn almost lose his
sense for the mystery of faith. He ends by asking prayers for pe ace and unity in the Church,
expressing also gratitude for the blessings received from the petitioner as weil as for the
delegation of monks sent to hirn. With regard to this letter, L. Perrone remarks: "La severa
diagnosi dell'imperatore rivela accenti cosl sinceri, che non pub essere intesa solo come un
frutto dell'incertezza politica, introdotta dalle nuove minacce di Vitaliano," L. PERRONE, La

Clziesa di Palestina e le cont/'Oversie cristologiche, 173.

3()j ETTI Tav 'loLOv ETTaVElO"l v EIlETOV, THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER),
62,1-2 (cf. Provo 26:11).
305 TTaVTWV yap allllxavouvTwv Kai 1l110' Evae; aVTlTThTTOVTOC;, tcrwe; Tiii KOlV4l
TTaTpl Tfje; EV TOUTtp TTapPllcrlae; TTapaxwpoUVTWV, [va Kai Ta~le; Tlll1l8ij Kai yfjpae;
EucrEßWe; EV Tole; UTTEP 6EDO KlVOUVOle; vWVlEucrllTal, OLaVIO"TaTal TTp08Ullwe; TTpae; Ta
TEAEcralllETa TTapPllcrtae; Tav UTTEP Tfje; TTIO"TEWe; aywva. Kai avaßae; Eie; Tav Tfje; aYlae;
aVaO"TacrEwe; UTTEPEXOVTa TOTTOV, ou Tae; avayvwcrEle; TTOlOOVTal TTpae; Tav Aaav 01 T4l
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Thus reaching the pinnacle of his farne, Theodosius starts a courageous campaign in defense of Chalcedonian faith, going through all the
villages "together with the monks of the desert who were inspired by the
same zeal for the faith".306 A long theological passage folIows, in which
Theodore explains Theodosius' doctrine of orthodox faith. 307 Finally, we
read how the Emperor Anastasius, enraged, prepares a decree to exile Theodosius; but before such a decree has become effective, the Emperor dies by
divine justice. 308
c. The ilTeconciliabiIity of Theodore's and Cyril's stories is self-evident. We may summarize the main contradictions as folIows: (1) Both biographers claim a leader's role for their own hero, tending to monopolize
the initiatives to the struggle. Theodore is the most explicit on this point:
whereas Cyril at least mentions Theodosius several times, Theodore does
not mention Sabas at all. (2) Cyril presents the petition to the Emperor as
the final climax of the story, while Theodore puts it almost at the beginning.
(3) In Cyril, the whole story is preceded by the account of an important
mission of monastic superiors, headed by Sabas, to Constantinople in order
to appease the Emperor; in Theodore, it is not mentioned. (4) According to
CyriI, the Emperor, on receiving the petition, refrains from occupying himself with the Palestinian troubles because of new threats by Vitalian; according to Theodore, however, he reacts by writing an apologetic response
which he addresses exclusively to Theodosius, and after a short interval
there are new confrontations.

8uena<JTllptt;> TTapdipEUOVTE<;, ETTfipEV T~V ~wv~v athou Kai aTTE~8EysaTo OUTWe;' "EI
Tle; OU OEXETaI we; Ta TEaaapa aYla EuayyfAta Tae; ay(ae; TEaaapae; auv6ooue;, EaTw
ava8Efla", ibid., 62,7-19 (transI. DH).
3~ flETa TWV Tfie; EP~floU T4l aUT4l EKdv4lI;~At;> Tfie; TTtaTEWe; ~KOVllflEVWV, ibid.,
62,22-63,2.
307 Ibid., 63,8-68,19.
308 Ibid., 69,3-11. In the following passage, Theodore concludes Theodosius' general

efforts in defense of orthodox faith, referring also to his rejection of Origenism: "Especially,
he abhorred the damned impiety of Origen, because he had bespattered the pure and odoriferous preaching of the apostles mixing it, like perfume with mud, with the Hellenistic and
diabolical doctrines" (KaT' Esa(pETov OE T~V 'OplYEVOUe; TOU ETTap<hou EßOEAUTTETO
aaEßElaV, OTl TTEp Ka8we; flUPt;> ß6pßopov, OllTW T4l Ka8ap4l Kai EUWOEI TWVaTTO<JT6AWV
KllPUYfl aTl Ta < EAAllVIKa Kai OalflOVIWOll ~UPWV fYKaTEfllSE 06YflaTa), ibid., 70,7-12.
This is the only place in Theodore's Vita Theodosii, where we find a possible allusion to the
Origenist Controversy.
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The scanty information we derive from other sources, such as the Church
Histories of Theodore Anagnostes,309 Evagrius Schoiasticus31O and (Pseudo-)
Zacharias,3l1 does not permit us to verify Theodore's and Cyril's claims concerning individual roles in the Palestinian struggle for Chalcedonian faith in
the years 512-518. 312 As a consequence, we cannot determine with certainty which of the two biographers deserves more credit. But neither can
we take Cyril's accuracy for granted apriori, at the expense of Theodore,
merely because of their different reputations. 313 In both authors, we may
discover not only the tendency to monopolize the role of their own hero
(even claiming the agreement of the other party), but also to minimize, if
not negate, the role of the other. This makes both biographers suspect.
Theodore must intentionally have negated Sabas' possible contribution to the Palestinian resistance, especially when relating the scene at the
ambo of the Anastasis. The statement "no one resisted" (Kat 1-11']0' EVOC;
avn TTLTTTOVTOC;)314 must have sounded like a grass misstatement in the
ears of Cyril. 315 "Maybe (rUWC;)", Theodore observes, no one resisted
Anastasius' anti-Chalcedonian decrees, because "they resigned from the
TTapp I'] Ut a in this affair to yield it to their common father (T0 KO l v0 TTaTp t
TfjC; EV TOlh41 TTappl']Utac; TTapaxwpoUVTWV)."316 By using the verb TTapaxwpE1v, Theodore suggests that all others stepped aside317 (01' even: "with309 THEODORUS ANAGNOSTES, HE, 517-519 (fragments and excerpts), ed. G. HANsEN,
Theodoros Anagnostes: Kirchengeschichte, GCS, Berlin 1971, 149-150. See also B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 61-62, nrs. 5-7 b•
310 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, HE IlI, 30-33, ed. J. BIDEzi L. PARMENTIER, The Ecclesiastical History, London 1898, 125,32-133,14. The work should be dated to 594; see F. CARCIONE,
Evagrio di Epifania: Storia Ecclesiastica, ColTP 141, Roma 1998, 5.
311 (Pseudo-)ZACHARIAS RHETOR, HE VII, 10-14, ed. E. BROOKS, CSCO 88 (= Scriptores
Syri 42), Louvain 1924 (repr. 1954), 34-40 (Latin translation). The books VII-XII of this

Syriac writing, transmitted under the name of the Monophysite Church historian Zacharias
Rhetor, are a continuation by an anonymous author.
312 E.g. L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e le cOlltroversie cristologiche, 163, n.51.
313 See tor example the approach of J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors, 45.
314 THEODORUS PETRENSlS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 62,7-8.
315 In actual fact, Cyril would not have been scandalized by Theodore's presentation of
the facts (comp. with the text quoted above, 116 with n.263; see also 117, n.269), only in the
hypothetical case that he himself invented everything he wrote about Sabas' leading role.
316 THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 62,8-9.
311 In my translation, I gave a paraphrase to render its signification (to go aside, make
way, give place, yield, concede, allow, hand over, etc.). The dative expresses "in favor of
s.o." and the genitive a "resignation from s.t." (Tfie; TTOAI Tdae;, Tfie; apxfie;). The signification is also circumscribed as: "to step aside out of the way for another", LIDDELU SCOTT,
1331. See also LAMPE, 1029.
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drew from the pulpit"318) to give place to Theodosius' nOPPI1<J(o, recognizing thus his superiority and authority.319 The full import of this suggestion only becomes deal' when we compare Theodore's account with that of
Cyril: then, it appears to imply a disguised allusion to a riyal tradition about
Sabas, which is at the base of Cyril's version of the struggle and which is,
obviously, rejected by Theodore.
As to the scene at the ambo according to Cyril, it is the new Patriarch
who takes the initiative: he summons all the monks to Jerusalem and ascends the pulpit flanked by both Theodosius and Sabas. At the shouting of
ten thousand monks, the three prodaim "with one voice" (EK <Jul1<!>wvou)
their adherence to the Council of Chalcedon, in front of the dux, who expects the will of the Emperor to be done. Then, they descend (KaTEA8oVTWV),
by which Cyril clearly indicates that the crucial act is done. As an extra, he
has Theodosius return «(lTIO<JTpttjJOC;) to utter his famous phrase about the
four councils and the four gospelS. 320 Cyril, though not denying Theodosius'
action, apparent1y tries to minimize it as incidental. We may read here, also
from Cyril' s side, a disguised attack on the riyal tradition about Theodosius'
predominance, as reflected in Theodore' s writing which was known by Cyril.
Thus, both stories appeal' to be based upon two competing traditions about
the events at the mass demonstration in 516/517.
There remains the petition to the Emperor. Cyril attributes it to both
archimandrites, who write it after having assembled all monks of the desert
and "being one of mind" (l1laC; YVWI1I1C; YEYOVOTEC;).321 But this scene is
seriously contradicted by Theodore, who not only attributes the petition to

318 According to a Greek-Dutch dictionary, in Attic Greek the verb has the special
meaning of: "to withdraw from the pulpit" ("van het spreekgestoelte weggaan: zieh
terugtrekken"), cf. F. MULLERI 1. THIEU W. DEN BOER, Beknopt Grieks-Nederlallds lVoordellboek, Groningen 1984 11 , 552.
31~ According to the Greek-Italian dictionary of Montanari, napaxwpETv means also:
"riconoscere I' autorWI di", or: "riconoscersi inferiore a", MONTANARI, Voeabulario della
lingua greea, G-I, Torino 1995, 1499. See also LAMPE, 1029: 6 th signification: "to be inferior".
320 VS 56 (SCHWARTZ), 152,2-5. Cyril's referring to Theodosius' phrase may indicate
the existence of a strong tradition in this respect, which could not be negated. Also in the
petition (attributed particularly to Theodosius by Theodore), the four holy councils are put
on a level with the gospels, VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 155,17-24 = ThEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita
Theodosii (USENER), 58,10-19.
321 VS 57 (SCHWARTZ), 152,19 (see the text quoted above, 122 with n.288).
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Theodosius "and the other superiors of the desert",322 but also conuects it
with a response of Anastasius addressed exclusively to Theodosius. I presume that Theodore deserves more credit at this point. The exactitude of
his quotations from the petition, as it appears from the agreement with Cyril' s
parallel passages,323 makes it plausible that he also quoted accurately an
existing letter and did not invent it 01' manipulate the text. 324 As to Cyril,
however, we can easily find an explanation for his suppressing the imperial
letter (as it appears in Theodore): it implies a contradiction to his claim that
Sabas, at least, wrote the petition as one of the originators side by side with
Theodosius. Besides, in Cyril's account, the absence of Anastasius' reacti on at the end causes an unsatisfactory gap, which may strengthen the suspicion that he omitted here some essential information. 325
322 THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 56,22 (quoted above, 117 with n.
266). This does not necessarily exclude Sabas' participation, bul it contradicts eyril's scene
of two unanimolls monastic leaders who took the initiative together.
323 See above, 124, n.299.
324 I see two more arguments pleading against an invention or manipulation by Theodore. 1) A pure invention of the imperial letter by Theodore, or even his substantially
changing an existing document, which Cyril certainly would have known, makes the latter's
surprising appraisal ofTheodores accuracy [VTheod, (SCHWARTZ), 239,19-20; see the text
quoted above, 116, n.263] the more inexplicable. 2) IfTheodore had invented or manipulated the text, we should draw the improbable conclusion that he, being a rhetorical panegyrist, resisted the temptation to create an exaggerated imperial reaction of submissiveness upon the holiness of his hero, according to a well-known hagiographie commonplace. Compare e.g. the meetings of Saint Sabas with Anastasius, VS 51 (ibid.), 142,3-21, and
with Justinian, VS 71 (ibid.), 173, 17-27.
325 Schwartz even rejects the reason as given by Cyril for Anastasius' refraining from a
reaction upon the petition (see the text quoted above, 123 with n.290): "Vitalian war 515
derartig geschlagen, daß er f(jr den Kaiser keine Gefahr mehr bedeutete. Die durch Theodor
von Petra [p.60 Usener] erhaltene Antwort des Kaisers hat Kydll ignoriert," E. SCHWARTZ,
Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 158 (3-6); see also ibid., 386. Festugiere, however, tri es to rebut
Schwartz's implicit accusation that Cyril gave a false reason, stating that "on peut tout allssi
bien prendre Cyrille au pied de la lettre" and maintains that, in 518, Vitalian could have
recovered his forces sllfficiently to form a new threat to Anastasius. Also other political
circumstances could weil have pushed the 88 year old Emperor, when receiving the petition,
to leave the Palestinian Chalcedonians in peace. See A.-J. FESTUGIIlRE, Les Moines d'Orient,
1/1/2,81, n.167 (with ref. to E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire 11, Paris (etc.)
1949, 184 ss; and to P. PEETERS, in Melanges GriJgoire, Bruxelles 1950,5-55 = Reeherehes
d'Histoire et de Philologie Orien/ales 11, Bmxelles 1951,233 ss.). Nevertheless, Festugiere
concedes that Anastasius "repondit la petition de Sabas (sie) et TModose" (with ref. to
THEODORUS PETRENSIS, Vita Theodosii (USENER), 60,17ss.), "bien que Cyrille n' en dise mot",
A.-J. FESTUGIERE, o.e., 81, n.167. Also Patrich remarks briefty that Sabas is not mentioned in
the imperial letter, "which may be why Cyril does not refer to it", 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader
of Palestinian Monastieislll, 308.
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d. A further development of the comparison between Cyril's and
Theodore's accounts of the dogmatic struggle in 512-518, though interesting, would take us beyond the limits of our subject; this brief contrast is
sufficient for our purpose. It shows that both biographers, foUowing a proper
tradition, claim, with regard to an important historical episode, the leading
part for their own favorite, while minimizing the part of the other. 326 In
addition, both claim the unanimous acknowledgment of their champion's
predominance within an idealized setting of peaceful agreement. Only when
one sees that the two accounts are irreconcilable, does it become clear that
none of these claims can fit in with historical reality. This confirms our
thesis that Cyril' s biography, in spite of its "historiographie" character, should
be approached fundamentally as a compilation of edifying stories about an
idealized hero, who assumed enlarged dimensions by a process of hagiographie stylization.

Conclusion of the first chapter
In this chapter, I surveyed the content of the VS in view of my argument that Cyril's account of the Origenist Controversy forms an integral
part of a monastie biography. Examining the literary genre, as weIl as the
place and function of the story of Origenism within the total composition of
the biography, I arrived at the provisional conclusion that, in our approach
to this story as a historical source, we should reckon with hagiographie
transformations of historical truth. The comparison between another story
in the VS about the victory of orthodoxy and a parallel source dealing with
the same events appears to support this conclusion.
326 Both biographers often mention their favorite while adding: "together with the
other superiors of the desert" (01' an equivalent expression). This does not neeessarily exc1ude the opposite hero but, at best, puts hirn on an inferior plane. As to Theodore, he never
explicitly mentions Sabas but at least onee, as we saw, he must implicitly have a11uded to a
rival tradition about hirn. Cyril from his side, while mostly speaking about "the other superiors" 01' "the holy fathers" (etc.), only mentions Theodosius in the eontext of the seene at
the ambo and the petition to the Emperor, that is, when the mentioning of Theodosius was
apparently unavoidable. So we may assurne that Cyril, after a11, was a little more sineere
than the eenobitie eulogist, 01' perhaps, that he had to deal with stronger traditions eoncerning Abba Theodosius. For Cyril's tendeney to suppress Theodosius' role, see B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 98-100. Theodosius appears as the only saint in Cyril's Lives who does
not perform mirac1es, in spite of "indieations suffisantes" Cyril eould have found in the
writing of Theodore of Petra, ibid, 199-200. See also above, 119, n.275.

CHAPTER2

"ORIGENISM" AND "ANTI-ORIGENISM"
IN SEARCH OF THE UNDERLYING CONFLICT

Introduction
Examining the literary genre of Cyril of Scythopolis' monastic Lives,
we found an initial confirmation of our suspicion that Cyril, in general,
does not always tell the truth in an objective historical sense. However, as
regards the Second Origenist Controversy, it remains diffieult to establish
the degree to which Cyril might have distorted the facts. His account, our
principal source for the conflict, is not counterbalanced by parallel sources
that could permit us to evaluate more concretely its historicalreliability. But
we have a corpus of sixth-century theologieal writings that may partially
fulfill this function. The author is identified as Leontius of Byzantium, that
is, one of the actualleaders of the Origenist party in Cyril's writings. This
identification, however, is surrounded by "a llumber of historical problems". I
This will be the subject of a first, lang section in the present chapter.
A comparison ofCyril's writings with those ofLeontius not only adds
to the evidence against the former's historieal trustworthiness, but it also
leads to the conjecture that a more complicated conflict in the Palestinlan
monastic world underlay the Second Origenist Controversy. It seems that
there was much more at stake in the battle than the mere inheritance of
Origen, 01' the mere theological positions that were finally condemned as

I

1. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors 0/ Christ, 249.
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"Origenist". So the parties opposing each other must have represented more
than just "Origenism" and "anti-Origenism". In the other sections of this
chapter, I shall search for the various dimensions of the underlying conflict
touching the Christological, the political, the spiritual and the intellectual
spheres.

1. Leontius of B yzantium:
astriet Chalcedonian or a erypto-Origenist?
If we may rely upon the consensus among scholars, then we have a
corpus of authentie writings from the hand of Leontius of Byzantium, the
same Leontius whom we encounter as a prominent Origenist in Cyril's VS.
The acceptance of this identification would open a large Held of possibilities for our research. We might, then, compare the picture of Leontius the
Origenist, painted by Cyril, with the picture we derive from what Leontius
the author reveals about hirns elf. The fact is, there is a striking discordance
between the two pictures: Leontius the author appears as a sincere Chalcedonian, who seems primarily concerned to elucidate the formula IllO
t'momoat<; EV Mo ~UOEat v, whereas Cyril den ounces his Leontius as a
secret Origenist who only pretends to defend the Council of Chalcedon. In
this s,ection, I shall compare both pictures, and examine the consensus regarding the identity of the personage. Then, I shall evaluate the results of
the comparison in view of our main interest concerning Cyril's historical
trustworthiness, and indicate my position with respect to a long scholarly
tradition of interpreting the discrepancy between the two portraits of
Leontius.
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Leontius the Origenist, as he appears in eyril's writings
As we read in the Vita Sabae, in April 531, Saint Sabas, over ninety
years old, is sent by Patriarch Peter on a second mission to Constantinople,
this time to meet with Emperor Justinian. 2 In one of his encounters with the
Emperor, the Saint predicts the successful restoration of the ancient Roman
empire, so that Justinian may extirpate the heresies of Arianism, Nestorianism and Origenism. As has been said, the last two heresies are mentioned because among the monks accompanying Sabas, there are found,
according to Cyril, adherents of both Theodore of Mopsuestia and of
Origen. J The first heretics remain anonymous and Cyril refers to them only
in passing: they are detected in the basilica "when disputing with the
Aposchists". 4 The subject of Origenism, however, receives more attention
and is connected with a concrete name. One of the monks with Sabas, "B yzantine by birth and named Leontius" (But;avTlo<; T0 YEVEl AEOVTlO<;
OVOllaTl),5 who was all'eady among those admitted with Nonnus into the
New Laura in 519/520,6 appears to be a secret adherent of Origen: "though
pretending (TTpOOTTOlOUIlEVO<;) to defend the Council of Chalcedon, he was
identified as holding the views of Origen".7 As a result, both Leontius and

2 VS 70 (SCHWARTZ), 173,4-11. For the general background, see above, 75, n.91 ; for the
question of the dating, see ibid., n.92.
3 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,7-16 (see the text quoted above, 76-77 with n.97).
4 ~ETa TWV' AlTOaXlOTWV aVTlßalllloVTEC;, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,9. Cyril obviously
refers to preparatory encounters between Chalcedonians and Monophysites which preceded
the Collatio Cllm Severianis in 532. See above, 76, n.94.
5 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,12.
6 As we saw, in 514 Nonnus and three other monks (whose names are not mentioned)
were found in the New Laura as the first Orlgenists, according to Cyril, VS 36 (SCHWARTZ),
124,21-29 (quoted above, 72 with n.77). They were exiled to the lTEOIUC;, where they "sowed
the weeds" oftheir heresy, VS36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,3-4 (see above, 72, n.78). Five years later,
after the death of the superior Agapetus, "Nonnus and his companions" (oi lTEpl Novvov)
were "secretly" (lIuVEluvoVTWC;) admitted by Mamas into the New Laura; from then on, they
kept their heresy hidden in their hearts out of fear of Sabas, VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,17-23
(quoted above, 73 with n.80; see also 77, n.95).
7 Tilc; yap EV XaAKTj06vI auvollou lTpolaruaElat lTPOOlTOIOUWVD<; tYVl6aElTj Ta ' Dp 1YEVOU<; <pPOVWV, VS72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,15-16 (trans!. DH; comp. with Price's trans!. above,
77 at n.96). Cyril's text does not imply that Leontius was one of the first four Origenists detected by Agapetus in 514, as some scholars conclude. See e.g. L. DUCHESNE, L'E-glise au VI'
siede, 167, n.1. We can only conclude from the text that Leontius belonged to the group of
"Nonnus and his companions", when these were readmitted into the New Laura in 519/520.
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the anonymous adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia are expelled from
Sabas' company8 and left behind in Constantinople, when the Saint sails
back to Palestine in September 531. 9
In Cyril's account of the Origenist controversy, this Leontius appears
several times as one of the leaders of the Origenist party. In 536, five years
after the incident that caused his expulsion as a heretic by Sabas, Leontius
is found to be an influential man in the capital: due to his connection with
Papas Eusebius, two prominent Origenists, Domitian and Theodore Ascidas,
are introduced to the Emperor and, as we saw, allowed to "take part in the
first napPl1a(a in the palace"; they become respectively the bishops of
Galatia and Caesarea of Cappadocia. 1O In the next year 537, when Abba
Gelasius of the Great Laura has a writing of Antipatrus of Bostra against
Origen read out in the church - thus causing a crisis which results in the
expulsion of forty Origenists who take refuge with Nonnus in the New
Laura - we find Leontius ofByzantium there on the spot. Leontius, as Cyril
writes, "had returned from Constantinople and was raging against the successors of blessed Sabas, and inveighed against Abba Gelasius and the fathers of the Great Laura".n "Harboring long since a grudge against the
blessed Sabas", 12 he organizes a riot against Sabas' successor Gelasius and
the Great Laura, but thanks to the divine Providence this initiative turns out
to be unsuccessful. I3
About two years later, Papas Eusebius, coming from a synod at Gaza,
passes by Jerusalem on his way back to Constantinople. According to Cyril,
Leontius seizes the opportunity and presents to the high official the forty
Origenists expelled from the Great Laura. They accuse Gelasius of being
responsible for the split in the community by his taking side with the antiOrigenists. 14 Eusebius, "misIed", as Cyril writes, "by Leontius' words and
knowing nothing about their heresy", 15 takes the Origenists under his pro-

VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,16-19 (see the text quoted above, 77 with n.97).
VS 74 (SCHWARTZ), 179,9-11. For the dating, see above, 75, n.92.
10 VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 189,1-9 (quoted above, 80 with n.113; see also 111 at n.241).
11 emD KWVOTaVTlVoun6AEwc; napaYEyov6Ta Kai KaTO TWV TOU llaKaplou Laßa

8
9

ow06xwv Ellllavwc; ~XOVTa KaTEß6wv TOU TE aßßCl fEAaolou Kai TWV TfjC; MEYIOTTjC;
Aaupac; naTEpWV, VS 84 (SCHWARTZ), 190,4-7.
12 EVEXWV ~KrraAat Ttji llaKaphij Laßc;x, ibid., 190,8-9.
13Ibid., 189,14-190,29 (see above, 81 with nn.116-117).
14 VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 191,3-7.
15 uno TWV AWVTIOU Mywv anaTTj9Elc; Kai IlTjOEV nEpl TfjC; aipEOEWC; yVOUC;,
ibid., 191,8-9 (see also above, 81, n.120).
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teetion, so that the conflict spreads further and further. Abba Gelasius is
forced by Eusebius either to receive back the expelled Origenists or to expel their opponents; six anti-Origenists accept a voluntary exile, but they
go off to Patriarch Ephraem of Antioch who, alarmed, convokes a synod to
condernnthe doctrines of Origen. Thereupon, Nonnus and his party, "having as fellow combatants Leontius, who has sailed back to Constantinople,
as well as Domitian of Galatia and Theodore of Cappadocia", 16 put pressure on Patriarch Peter of Jerusalem to strike off Ephraem's name from the
sacred diptychs. But the Patriarch, on his part, sends secretly for Sophronius
and Gelasius (the successors respectively ofthe archimandrites Theodosius
and Sabas), and tells them to address to hirn a libellus against the Origenists,
in wh ich they adjure hirn not to remove Patriarch Ephraem's name from the
diptychs. Patriarch Peter receives the libellus and sends it to Emperor Justinian, whereupon the latter issues his edict against Origen. 17 The edict is
published in Jerusalem in February 543 18 and subscribed to by the Palestinian bishops and superiors. Nonnus and other Origenist leaders leave the
catholic communion and withdraw, again, to the m:ö(ac;. This news reaches
Constantinople, but there, as Cyril reIates, both Papas Eusebius and Leontius
of Byzantium have already died. 19 It is now Theodore Ascidas who, in
spite of his degrading defeat by having been forced to sign the imperial
edict,20 becomes the first protagonist for Origenism in the capital: he maintains a position powerful enough, apparently, to initiate fierce persecutions

16 OUVaOTTlOTOC; ~XOVW; AE6vTl6v TE TOV But;avTlov EV KWVOTaVTlVoun6AEI
avanAEUOaVTa Kai ~OIlETtaVOV TOV faAaTlac; Kai 0E6owpov TOV KarrnaooKlm;, VS 85
(ScHWARTZ),191,21-24.
17 Ibid., 191,25-192,3 (see the text quoted above, 82, n.126; for the edict, see
n.124).
18 This date is precisely indicated by Cyril, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 192,12-14.
19 ~OTj TOU nana EuoEßlou KOIIlTj9EVTOC; Kai AWVTIOU ano9av6vTOC;, ibid., 192,2122. Here Cyril does not precisely indicate a date. According to the text, Leontius can
hardly have died much later than the spring of 543. Iustinian's edict was published in
Ierusalem in February 543. After it had been subscribed to by the Palestinian bishops and
superiors, the Origenists withdrew to the nEOlac;. When this news reached Constantinople,
Leontius had already died (~oTj ano9av6vToc;), ibid., 192,12-22. Thus, the text permits
us to assume that Leontius died either before or after Iustinian issued the edict, but the
distance of time cannot be very large. He must have died between the fall of 542 and the
spring of 543.
20 VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 192,3-4.
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against the orthodox,21 to rule the imperial palace,22 and to threaten Patriarch Peter of Jerusalem with deposition from his see. 23
Leontius of Byzantium is also mentioned in the Vita Cyriaci. In this
Life, Cyril reports in an autobiographical passage the encounter he had, as
a young monk, with Abba Cyriacus. 24 At the beginning of the episode, we
read how Cyril went from the monastery of Euthymius 25 to the Great Laura
to visit Abba John the Hesychast. 26 .lohn, in his turn, sends him to Abba
Cyriacus at Souka,27 with a letter urging him to intercede with God on behalf of the orthodox who are hard pressed by the growing power of the
Origenists:

John who sent Cyril. He predicts the approaching death of Nonnus and
Leontius 3o and the expulsion of the Origenists from the New Lama. 31 When
the young Cyril asks whether the views propagandized by the Origenists
are indeed dangerous, Abba Cyriacus starts a fulminating tirade against
their heresy. Their abominable and impious doctrines cannot come from
God, who spoke through the prophets and the apostles, but they derive from
Pythagoras and Plato, and from Origen, Evagrius and Didymus. 32 The
Origenists are wasting their energy on such harmful vanities, instead of
practicing the monastic viItues and following the humble path of Christ. 33
Cyriacus continues:

I was sent by hirn [seil. John, DH] to Abba Cyriacus with a letter 28 recounting
the recent civil war in the holy city and entreating hirn to strive now in intercession
with God to quell the raging of Nonnus and Leontius and their party at the New
Laura, who were campaigning against Christ by me ans of the doctrines of Origen. 29

The sower of all these tares 34 and cause of these evils was Nonnus, who, taking advantage of the death of our blessed father Sabas, began to make his neighbor
drink of a foul concoction,35 having Leontius of Byzantium as his assistant, champion and fellow-combatant. At first he seduced into his abominable heresy the more
lettered (TOUe; t.OYIWTEpOUe;), or rather [we should call them] the more unlettered

With this message, Cyril is received by Cyriacus in his cave. The old
hermit reacts with tears and utters encomaging words, addressing them to

21 KaTa TWV op8006l;wv ( ... ) ßapllTaTOI OIWYIlOI, ibid., 192,10-11 (see above, 83,
n.l27).
n TOU lTat.aTlou KPaTWV, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 192,22-23.
23 alTO ElTlOKOlTWV aUTOV EV TallTme; lTOlW TaTe; ~IlEpme;, ibid., 192,26.
24 VC 11-15 (SCHWARTZ), 229,7-231,26 (see also above, p.35, n.65 and p.61, n.13).
25 alTo Tfje; Ilovfje; TOU IlEyat.ou Eu8uIllOU lTapaßat.wv, VC 11 (SCHWARTZ), 229,7.
Cyril made his renunciation at Scythopolis in 543 and entered the monastery ofEuthymius
in July 544. We may deduce this from his other autobiographical notes, VE 49 (ibid.) , 71 ,1 0n,7; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,8-217,12. See F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 14.
Diekamp's chronology was confirmed (against E. Schwarlz) by E. STEIN, "Cyrille de
Scythopolis: Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", AB 62 (1944), 172-174, 179.
This chronology is generally accepted since. See e.g. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient
HI/l, pp.9, 24, 126-127 wirh n.l59; B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, pp.l6, 29-30; J. BINNS, in
C)'ril 0/ Sc)'thopolis: The Lives, 91, n.104.
26 In the VIH, Cyril relates that, after eIltering the monastery ofEuthymius, he continually
visited John the Hesychast to confess his inner state to hirn, VIH 20 (SCHWARTZ), 217,12-13.
27 For the Laura of Souka, see above, 70, n.n and the map below, 381.
28 R. Price translates: "with letters".
29 alTWTat.TlV lm' aUTOU lTpOe; TOUTOV TOV aßßav KUPWKOV JlETa YPU!lIl(1TWV
o l TlYOUI1EVWV lTEp l TOU YEYOVOTOe; EV TU ay lc;:t lTOt.E I 0 TllloOI ou lTot.€1l0U Kai OUOWlTOUVTWV
aUTOV VUV aywvloaaSat EV TaTe; lTpOe; 8EOV lTpwßdate; lTpOe; TO EV TaXEI Kmaßt.Tl8fjvat
TO <j>puawa TWV EV TU N€c;:t t.aup<.X IlETa Novvou Kai AwvTlou Kma XPIOTOU OTpaTEUOIl EVWV eta TWV 'OpIY€VOUe; oowaTwv, VC 11 (SCHWARTZ), 229, 9-15.

30 oljJollEOa yap EV TaXEI T~V IlEV Novvou Kai AwvTlou EV OavaT<jJ KaTaAUOIV,
ibid., 229,20-21. These words suggest that Cyril's meeting with Cyriacus took place before
Leontius' death, that is, at the latest, in the spring of 543 (see above, 135, n.19). However,
this does not fit in with Cyril's chronology according to which he entered the monastery of
Euthymius in July 544 (see above, 136, n.25), whereas the text indicates that he vi si ted
Cyriacus after that event. We have to reject Festugiere's remark dating the visit to 543; see
A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les mohles d'Orient m/3, 46, n.37. Festugiere's remark is based upon a
footnote in his translation of the VIH, regarding Cyril's autobiographical passage in that
Life, VIH 20 (SCHWARTZ), 216,8-217,12. There, Festugiere follows Schwartz's comment ad
locum (A.-J. FESTUGIERE, O.C., 28, n.59), and thus he arrives at a dating of Cyril's entering the
monastery of Euthymius to July 543, ibid., 29, n.63. By this, however, he contradicts his
own dating of the same event to July 544, elsewhere in his work, according to the consensus;
see A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les I/loines d'Orient m/l, pp.9, 24, 126-127 with n.159. We can only
assurne, as Cyril visited Abba Cyriacus after he had entered the monastery of Euthymius,
that the visit took place after July 544. See J. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors 0/ Christ,
213, n.148. So the reference to a future death of Leontius, put into Cyriacus' mouth, causes
a difficulty which should be resolved. I shall discuss this below.
31 VC 11 (SCHWARTZ), 229,22-24.
32 0U lTapa TOU OWU TaUTa I1El1aO~KaOl, Il~ YEVOLTO, TOU t.at.~oaVTOe; 010. lTpO<j>TlTWV Kai alTOOTOt.wv,
lTapa nuOayopou Kai nt.aTWVOe; 'OpIYEVOUe; TE Kai EuaYPIOU Kai ÖlOUIlOU lTapElt.~<j>aOl Ta IlUoapa TaUTa Kai OUOOEßfj 06YllaTa, VC 13
(SCHWARTZ), 230,11-14.
33 Ibid., 230,14-24.
34 Cf. Mt 13:25. See also VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,3-4.
35 Hab 2:15.
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(aAoYWTEpOUe;), in the New Laura. He was not satisfied with these monks, but strove
to give the other monasteries of the desert a share in his own plague. 36

We need not add much to the negative portrait ofLeontius ofByzantium
as it emerges from eyril's writings. Leontius appears as a zealous champion for Origenism, playing a prominent part in the group of Nonnus. Expelled from the company of Saint Sabas when his heresy comes out, he
soon acquires an influential position with access to the highest circles at the
imperial court. As an underhand conspirator and a sly intriguer, he serves
the interests of the Origenist party in the capital. Back in Palestine, he ranks
among the main instigators of the escalating conflict,leading the Origenist
campaign without shrinking from using even physical force. The prospect
of his ne ar death can only be a big relief for the pious in their exemplary
lives of monastic virtue pleasing to God.

Leontius the author, as he appears in his own writings
In the eighty-sixth tome ofMigne's Patrologia Graeca, we find an extensive corpus of writings (1193-2100) attributed to a "Leontius Byzantinus
seu Hierosolyrnitanus" .37 These writings are the following: 1. De seetis (11931268); 2. Libri tres eontra Nestorianos et Eutychianos (1268-1396); 3. Adversus Nestorianos (1396-1768); 4. Contra Monophysitas (1769-1901); 5. Triginta
eapita adversus Severum (also Epaporemata, 1901-1916); 6. Epilysis or Solutio argumentorum Severi (1916-1946); 7. Adversusfraudes Apollinaristarum
(1947-1976); 8. Sermones (1976-2004); 9. Fragmenta (2004-2016); 10. (Appendix:) Leontii et Ioannis colleetanea de rebus sacris (2017-2100). The mysterious author to whom this corpus was traditionally attributed, also known

36 mxvTwv OE TWV slsavlwv 6 arropEUe; KaI TWV KaKWV ahlOe; YEYOVE N6vvoe;'
OOTle; Tfje; TOO llaTWPIOU lTaTPÜC; ~llwV I6ßa KOIIl~aEWe; OpasOttEVOe; lTOTlsElv ~PSaTO
TOV lTAr]Glov aVaTpOlT~V 80AEPav, AE6vTlov TOV BusavTlov Lmoupyov l!:xwv KaI t'mEPllaXOV KaI auVaywVIGT~V. KallTpWTOV IlEV TOUe; E.V aUTft TU NE~ Aaup~ AOYIWTEpOUe;, 1lW.i\ov OE ciA0YWTEpOUe; Eie; T~V EauToO IlwPav aUYKaTEarraaEV atpWlv' KaI OUK ~pKEaeTJ
TOUTOIe;, ciAAa KaI de; Ta äJ...i\a IlOVaGT~pw Tfje; E.P~IlOU Tfje; EauTOO IlETaooOvaI MIlTJe;
E.arrOUOaaEv, VC 13-14 (SCHWARTZ), 230,26-231,2 (NB. the insertion "[we should eall them]"
is added to Priees trans!.). This text is parallel with VS 83 (ibid.), 188,15-20 (see the text quoted above, 78-79 with n.l06).
37 PG 86/1, 1I85-1186.
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as Leontius the Hennit or Leontius the Monk,38 has long been connected
with the Leontius of eyril's writings. 39 However, this personage remained
somewhat unknown until 1887, when F. Loofs published an epoch-making
study on the subject. 40 For us, of course, it would be of great interest to meet
with a "Leontius of Byzantium" appearing from his own writings, because
this could offer us possibilities for checking eyril' s account on a very important issue. Therefore, we shall first have a look at the results of Loofs' research, which may be summarized in the following three points:
1. Of the corpus in Migne just mentioned, only the writings 2, 5 and 6
are certainly the authentie works of a "Leontius ofByzantium" (but 5 and 6
are printed incompletely).
2. The writings 1,3 and 4 indirectly originate from the same "Leontius
of Byzantium", who is called also "Leontius of Jerusalem", as the titles of
3 and 4 indicate.4l These writings, however, are all posterior adaptations of
one single original "Grundschrift", 01' of parts of it. 42 In this hypothetical
work, the writings 5 and 6 (in their complete forms) also had a place, as did
9. 43 For Loofs, the authorship of 7, 8 and 10 remained questionable, although they could originate from the same author. 44

See below, 141, n.50.
To have some idea of the old discussions eoneerning the identity of "Leontius
Byzantinus seu Hierosolymitanus", one may read the Notitiae in Migne, PG 86/1, 1I 851192. See also below, 157, n.lIO.
40 F. LOOFS, Leontius von Byzanz, TU 3/1, Leipzig 1887.
41 PG 86/1,1399 (see also the Monitum, ibid., 1395-1398); PG 8612,1769.
42 Aceording to Loofs, the "Grundschrift" was best refleeted in the treatise De seclis,
from which he took the abbreviated titIe ax6ALa AwvTlou (see PG 86/1, 1193). See F.
LOOFS, Leolllius von Byzanz, 136-222; id., "Leontius von Byzanz", RE' I I (1902),395-397.
43 The Fragmenta are, almost eompletely, paralIel texts of passages in De sectis, Contra Nestorianos el Eutychianos and Epilysis. See F. LOOFS, Leontius von Byzanz, 108-120.
44 Loofs assumed that the Adversus fraudes Apollinaristaru/ll belonged to the old colIection ofwritings which existed already before 1000, together with the authentie works 2, 5 and
6. See F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll Byzanz, 20. However, in this case he eould not establish the
aeeuracy nor the inaeeuraey of the tradition attributing this work to Leontius of Byzantium,
ibid., 82-92. The Sermones and the Appendix were scheduled by Loofs to be examined in a
second volume, wh ich never appeared, ibid., v. Loofs had to suspend his examination of the
Sermones; see F. LooFs, "Leontius von Byzanz", RE' 11,398. But in another study, he anaIyzed the Appendix, identifying it as "eine Rezention der ursprunglichen drei Teile der sog.
Sacra Parallela"; thus, he traeed lohn of Damascus' Sacra Parallela (CPG 8056) back to
Leontius of Byzantium. See F. LOOFS, "Leontius von Byzanz", RE' 11,398 (with ref. to id.,
Studiell Ober die dem Johalllles VOll Damascus zugeschriebenen Parallelen, HalIe 1892).
38

39
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3. Loofs considered the author "Leontius Byzantinus seu Hierosolymitanus" identical with Leontius, a Scythian monk who appeared in Constantinople and in Rome in 519 to participate in the struggle for the theopaschite
fonnula. 45 He also considered hirn identical both with Leontius, apocrisarius
of the Palestinian monks, who took part in the Collatio CUIn Severianis of
532,46 and with Leontius, superior and legate of the Palestinian desert, who
was present at the Synod of Menas in 536.41 Finally, Loofs confirmed that
this Leontius is indeed Leontius the Origenist in Cyril's writings. 48
An exhaustive treatment of the wh oie discussion provoked by Loofs'
research would far exceed the limits of this study. We may observe briefly
here that Loofs' results are nowadays accepted only partially by the scholarly consensus. The main difference consists in the present-day insight that,
in the "single Leontius" of Loofs, at leastfour different persons should be
distinguished. Unfortunately, the name Leontius was wide-spread in the

45 F. LOOFS, Leontills VOll ByzallZ, 227 (nr.12), 228-261. For the propagandizing of the
theopaschite formula (WllIS de Trillitate crucifixus, or: IIllUS de Trinitate passus est came)
by the Scythian monks in Constantinople and in Rome, see also A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der
Christus 11/2, 333-359.
46 The Co/latio cllm Severiallis was held in 532; see above, 77, n.94 (with references).
For Loofs' dating of the colloquy to 531, see esp. F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll Byzallz, 283-284,
Anm. We have at our disposal the so-called Acta of the colloquy, in Latin, thanks to a letter
of the orthodox participant Innocentius of Maronia to his friend, a presbyter Thomas:
INNOCENTlUS MARONITA, Epistula de collatione cII/n Severianis, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, ACO IV/2,
Strasbourg 1914, 169-184. The letter mentions among the orthodox participants a certain
Leolltills apocrisarills patrlllll in sancta civitate constitlitorulll, which indicates that a Leontius
was present as cmoXP 1<Jl ap 10C; (legate) of the monks of the desert ofJerusalem, ibid., 170,67. See F. LOOFS, Leontills VOll Byzalltiwll, 227 (nr.13), 261-270.
47 As has been said, in 536 Patriarch Menas called the ouv080C; tv811l1ouoa of
Constantinople to renew the condemnation of the Monophysites. See above, 79, n.108. In
the Acta of that Synod, the presence of a Leontius is frequently testified by the indication
(with slight variations): AE6vTloC; 110vaXOC; Kat ~YOUIlEVOC; Kat TOTTOTllPllT~C; TTaollC;
TfjC; tp~l1oU, cf. Synodus Constantinopolitana,Acta, ed. E. SCHwARTZ,ACO 111, Berlin 1940,
p.130,24, p.145,34-35, p.158,29, p.165,30, p.174,7. The name appears also as AdvTloC;
tMEI eEOU 110vaxoc;, ibid., 37,1, or AE6vTloC; 110vaxoC; Kal ~YOUI1EVOC; 1810u 110vaOTllPlou,
ibid., 50,30. The indications imply that this Leontius was a ~YOUI1EVOC; "of his own monastery" (see below) and a TOTTOTllPllT~C; (delegate) of all the monks of the deserts of Jerusalem
and of the Jordan. "Es müsste ein wunderbares Spiel des Zufalls sein, wenn dieser Leontius
nicht mit dem der collatio identisch wäre," F. LOOFS, Leolltills VOll Byzanz, 272; see also
ibid., 227 (nr.14).
48 Ibid., 224-225, 274-297.
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Byzantine Empire. Leontius the Hermit, who will appear to be identical
with Cyril's Leontius ofByzantium,49 is certainly the author of Contra Nestorianos et Eutychianos (CPG 6813), Triginta capita adversus Severum
(CPG 6814) and Epilysis (CPG 6815).50 This Leontius, however, is not
identical with Leontlus the Scythian monk, who has no writings in the corpus of Migne,51 nor with Leontius of Jerusalem, to whom the Adversus
Nestorianos (CPG 6918) and the Contra Monophysitas (CPG 6917) are
nowadays attributed,52 nor with Leontius Scholasticus, or Pseudo-Leontius,

49 From now on, I shall reserve the name Leolltills 0/ Byzantilllll for Cyril's Leontius,
until his identity with Leontius the Hermit (see the following footnote) has been demonstrated below.
50 Loofs conclusion that these three writings are the authentie works of an author called
AE6vTloC; 6 Bul;avTloc; is almost unanimously confirmed by later scholars. For the tradition of this title, see below, 148, n.81. In the MSS, however, the author is not indicated as
Leontius of B yzantium, but as Leontius the Hermit, or, more generally, Leontius the Monk.
In the Cod. Laudialllis 92 B (early 10th century, Oxford), we find in the title of the Prologue
to the Uhri tres contra Nestol'ianos et Elltychianos the attribution AEÖvTlou TOU tPlll1( TOU.
In the Cod. Vaticanus 2195 (1 ,I half of the 10th century), the title of the same work contains
the attribution AEOvTlou l1ovaxou. In the Lalldianus, there are also other titles: TOU aßßa
AEOvTlou (second Book of Contra Nestorianos et Eutychianos), AEOVTlOU l1oval;ovToc;
(Epilysis) and AEOvTlou l1ovaXOU Kall1EyaAll aaKllTou (in a concluding remark in red, at
the end of the codex). That Leontius the author was a hermit is also testified by PHOTlUS,
BibI., cod. 231, PG 103, 1092A4-6. See F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll Byzanz, pp.13-14, 22, 121122; E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 388-389, n.2; M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance
etait-il origeniste?", REByz 5 (1947), pp.31-32, n.6 and p.65, n.l.
51 B. ALTANER, "Der griechische Theologe Leontius und Leontius der skythische Mönch.
Eine prosopographische Untersuchung", ThQ 127 (1947),147-·165. Loofs' identification of
Leontius, our author, with Leontius the Scythian monk was broadly accepted, apart from
some hesitations. See ibid., 148-149, n.6. Altaner, however, definitively established "daß
die so lange Zeit als sicher geltende Gleichsetzung ( ... ) als irrig und unhaltbar abgelehnt
werden muß", ibid., 164. See also A. GRILLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus u/2, 194.
52 Leontius of Byzantium and Leontius of Jerusalem were still identified by S. REES,
''The Life and Personality ofLeontius ofByzantium", JTS/os 41 (1940),263-280. The identity was confuted by M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Jerusalem et Leonce de Byzance", MSR 1
(1944),35-88 (repr. in id., Opera Minora 111, Turnhoutl Leuven 1977, art. nr.59). After Richard, most scholars distinguish the two Leontii. See e.g. C. MOELLER, "Le chalcedonisme et le
neo-chalcedonisme en Orient de 451 11 la fin du VI- siecle", in Das KOllzil VOll Chalkedon I,
Würzburg 1951, 700-704; D. EVANS, Leontius 0/ Byzalltiulll. An Origenist ChristoLogy,
Washington D.C. 1970,4, 139-143; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e Li! controversie
cristologiche, Brescia 1980, 191-197,260-285. Richard's arguments in favor of areal distinction were confuted by Otto who considered Leontius of Jerusalem as a "vermutliche
Bearbeiter" of Leontius of Byzantium. See S. Orro, Person lind Subsistenz; Die philosophische Anthropologie des Leolltios VOll Byzanz. Ein Beitrag zur spätantikeIl Geistes-
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who is the author of De sectis (CPG 6823).53 Of the other writings of Migne' s
corpus, the Adversus fraudes Apollinaristarum (CPG 6817) might also be
attributed to Leontius the Hermit - the one who interests us - although this
attribution remains doubtfu1. 54 The Fragmenta (CPG 6819) contain a small
number of excerpta from the authentie writings already mentioned. 55

geschichte, München 1968, 149-151, 187-188. Rees continued to equate the two Leontii,
against Richard, S. REEs, '"fhe Literary Acti vity of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/ns 19 (1968),
229-242. Richard's distinction was also seriously attacked by 1. FRACEA, '0 AEovTloe;
But;avTloe;. Bloe; Kai Luyypaflflara. (KPlTlK~ 8Elop'laTj), (diss.), Athens 1984, cf. A. DE
HALLEUX, [Review] RHE 81 (1986), 139-143. However, De Halleux judged Fracea's arguments not strong enough to convince, though he urged a reconsideration of the question. See
A. DE HALLEux, o.c. Finally, Grillmeier, after his analysis of the Christology of the two
Leontii, rejected Fracea's thesis and concluded "daß tatsächlich zwei Autoren anzunehmen
sind", A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche u/2, Freiburg (etc.) 1989,
328. For the analysis: ibid., 194-241, 286-328.
53 The De sectis is transmitted under the title (abbreviated): AwvTlou aXOAaaTlKOU
But;avTlou axoAla c\:TTO $wvfje; 0w8wpou (PG 86/1, 1193). Loofs, considering the work
as a "Bearbeitung" of the "Grundschrift" (see above, 139, n.42) by an Abba Theodore, dated
it to 579-607; see F. LOOFS, Leomius von Byzanz, 136-147. Junglas rejected Loofs'
"Grundschrifthypothese", but he confirmed his dating and stated "daß de sectis nicht von
Leontius stammen kann", J. JUNGLAS, Leontius von Byzanz: Studien zu seinen Schriften,
Quellen und Anschauungen, Paderbom 1908, 16 (for Loofs' "Grundschrifthypothese", ibid.,
1-15). Junglas identified the original author as Theodore of Raithu, but he held that De
sectis consisted of the notes taken by Theodore's pupil Leontius, thus assurning a second
"Leontius of Byzantium" in the early 7 th century: Leontius Scholasticus (see the title), ibid.,
15-20. Yet, Junglas admitted a complete dependence of Abba Theodore upon the "first"
Leontius. Rees, who accepted Junglas' hypothesis of Leontius Scholasticus, established
Theodore's fundamental independence, notwithstanding his indebtedness to the first Leontius.
See S. REES, "The 'De Sectis': A Treatise Attributed to Leontius ofByzantium", JTS/os 40
(1939),346-360. Apart from Rees, Richard arrived at similar results; see M. RICHARD, "Le
traite 'De Sectis' et Leonce de Byzance", RHE 35 (1939), 695-723 (repr. in id., Opera
Millora ll, Turnhoutl Leuven 1977, art. nr. 55). See also J. SPElGL, "Der Autor der Schrift De
Sectis über die Konzilien und die Religionspolitik Justinians", ARC 2 (1970), 207-230.
54 See esp. S. REEs, "The Literary Activity of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/ns 19 (1968),
240-242; D. STlERNON, "Leonce de Byzance, tMologien et controversiste", DSp 9 (1976), 655.
55 For the Fraglllenta, see above, 139, n.43. There remain the Sermones and theAppendix in the COlpUS of Migne. The Serlllones are nowadays attributed to afifth Leontius: Leontius
of Constantil1ople or Leontius Presbyter. See M. ABiNEAU, Resychills de Jerusalelll, Basile de
Seleucie, Jean de Beryte, Pselldo-Chrüostollle, lionce de Constantinople: Homelies paschales,
SC 187, Paris 1972,342-343. As to theAppendix, Holl rejected Loofs' relating it to the Sacra
parallela wh ich he considered an original work of John of Damascus (see above, 139, n.44),
K. HOLL, Die Sacra Parallela des Johanlles Damascenus, Leipzig 1897. The Appendix that
figures in Migne probably derives from an unknown sixth Leontius, called Leontius of Damascus; see M. RICHARD, "Florileges spiritueis grecs", DSp 5 (1964), 478.
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Thus the corpus leontianum, conceived as the collection of authentie
writings of Leontius the Hermit, should be reduced to three, 01' p1'obably
four works: 1. Contra Nestorianos et Eutychianos; 2. Triginta capita adversus Severum; 3. Epilysis; 4. (?) Adversusfraudes Apollinaristarum. 56 In
view of our interest in the personality ofCyril's Leontius as he might emerge
from this reduced corpus, we should also exclude the Adversus fraudes
Apollinaristarum because of its doubtful authentieity. As to the other writings, some remarks have to be made conceming the titles and the contents.
The Contra Nestorianos et Eutychianos consists, apart from a Prologue (1268-1272), ofthree Books (MYOl a', ß', y') each ofwhieh is concluded by a florilegium of Patristic texts, printed incompletely in Migne. 57
The tide usually applied to the wh oie work serves, according to B. Daley,
only to indieate the first Book (1273-1316),58 in abbreviation CNE.59 This
first treatise defends the Christologieal formula of the Council of Chalcedon
(flla uno<JTaate; EV Mo ~uawlv) against both Nestorius and Eutyches,
whose opposite opinions conceming the divinity and the humanity of Christ
have in common the confusion between uno<JTaate; (or npoawnov) and
</lUate; (ar ouafa).60 In order to explain the "union of essences" (EVWatC;

56 See (apart from CPG 6813-6817) e.g.: J. JUNGLAS, Leontills von Byzanz, Paderborn
1908,1-2; V. GRUMEL, "Leonce de Byzance", DTC 9/1 (1926),401; M. RICHARD, "Leonce
de Byzance Mait-i! origeniste?", REByz 5 (1947), 31; D. STlERNON, "Leonce de Byzance",
DSp 9 (1976), 653-654; D. EVANS, Leolltius 0/ Byzantilil/l. An Origenist Christology, Washington D.C. 1970, I [and also id., "Leontius von Byzanz", TRE 21 (1991),6-7]; B. DALEY,
"The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/ns 27 (1976), 333, n.2; A. GRILLMEIER,
Jesus der Christus u/2, Freiburg (etc.) 1989, 190-191,11.3.
57 For the florilegia: PG 8611, 1308A-1316B, 1353c-1357 A, 1384B-1396A. See F. LOOFS,
Leontius von Byzanz, 24, 25, 29; J. JUNGLAS, Leolltius VOll Byzanz, Paderborn 1908, 24-39;
R. DEVREESSE, "Le florilege de Leonce de Byzance", RevSR 10 (1930), 545-576.
58 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 333, n.2. Daley developed
his system of entitlements in his unpublished dissertation, that is, in his critical edition of
Leontius' works which has been scheduled long since to appear in CCG. The system has
been adopted by A. Grillmeier and will be used also in this study. See A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus
der Christus u/2, pp.190-19I, n.3 and p.195.
59 The title CNE summarizes the Greek title (ETTl ypa$~) ofthe first Book, as indicated in
the Prologue: Tfje; KOTet T~V eE6TTjTa TOU Xp laTOU KaI c\:v8pWTT6T'lTa EvavTlae; 80K~aEWe;
NWToplou TE KaI Elhuxoue;, EAEYXoe; Kai c\:vaTpoTT~, PG 86/1, 1269B8-1O.
60 Leontius considers lJTTOaTaale; as the individuating principle by which different
beings of the same essence (OflOOlJOl a) are distinguished from each other, and he uses $uate;
as a synonym for ouala. Thus specified, one might say that Nestorius, concerned for the
essential distinction of the divine and the human $uaEle; in Christ, divides the single person
into "800 uTToaTaaEl~", whereas Eutyches, concerned for the existential unity of Christ's
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KOT'oua(ov) between the divine and human natures in Christ,61 the author
employs the anthropological analogy of the human soul and body: two different natures united in one single person.
The second Book (1316-1357), usually indicated as CNE 2, is called
by Daley (more appropriately) Contra Aphthartodocetas, abbreviated CA.62
1t is a dialogue between an orthodox and an "Aphthartodocete", that is, a
Chalcedonian led astray by Julian of Halicarnassus' doctrine of the incorruptibility (a<j>8opa(o) of the body of Christ from the moment of his conception. 63
The third Book (1357-1396), traditionally known as CNE 3, has received the title Deprehensio et Triumphus super Nestorianos, abbreviated

DTN. 64 This writing is a vehement attack upon those who are considered
secret Nestorians because they adhere to Diodore of Tarsus and especially
to Theodore of Mopsuestia: the diatribe is primarily aimed at the latter65
who is denounced as a substitute in disguise for Nestorius. 66
The two other writings may be considered supplements to the first treatise CNE after which they follow immediately in the main manuscripts. 67
The Epilysis (1916-1946), abbreviated Epil,68 offers, in the form of a dialogue, "solutions" (EmMaw;) in response to new questions raised by the
critics. The Triginta capita adversus Severum (1901-1916), indicated by
Daley as Epaporemata, abbreviated Epap,69 follows after the Epil and was
originaUy meant as its second part. 70

single l'moaTacn<; (in which his divinity and humanity exist together), confuses the two
different essences (or natures) as "I.da $ucn<;". The same confusion ofterms is at the base of
the two previous opposite heresies concerning the Trinity: we might say that Sabellius'
concern for the esselltialullity of the Father, ~he Son and the Holy Spirit led to the confusion
of three UmJaTaaEl<; ("patripassianism"), whereas Arius' concern for the existential distillction between the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit led to the (hierarchical) division of
Ood's unique $ucn<; or ouala ("subordinatianism"). See PO 8611, 1276BI2-c9, and the
comment of this passage by D. EVANS, Leontius of Byzantium, 17-21.
61 Confuting Evans' interpretation of the "key Leontian phrase" EVWOlC; KaT'oualav
as "union by means of essence" (that is, "union by sameness of nature"), B. Daley translates
the phrase as: "union with respect to essence", or "union touching essence", or even "union
of essences". According to Daley, the preposition KaTeX with the accusative suggests "that it
is the ouala which is involved in the union, but not that it is itself the means ofunion", and
he specifies: "It is precisely different essences ( ... ) which are united KaT'oualav in a single
hypostasis," B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 351, and ibid., n.5.
After the union, both natures, though connected by a mutual exchange of proper qualities
(communicatio idiomatum), conserve their own integrity without confusion.
62 Ibid., 333, n.2. In the Prologue, the second Book is entitIed: lTp0<; TOU<; E~ ~J.lwv
lTPOaBEJ.lEVOU<; TU KaTE$8apJ.lEVij YVWJ.llJ TWV 'A$8apTOOOKTjTWV Olat.0Y0<;' PO 86/1,
1269DI0-12.
63 This doctrine, wh ich has to be rejected as "docetic" (hence Leontius' designation
, A$8apTO-ooKlJTaf) was put forward about 520 by Julian of Halicarnassus against Severus
of Antioch and led to an interior controversy within the ranks of the Monophysites. For a
classical study, see R. DRAGUET, Jljlien d'Halicarnasse et sa controverse avec Severe
d'Antioche sur l'incormptibilite du co/ps du Christ. Et/lde d'histoire litteraire et doctrinale
suivie des Fragments dogmatiques de Julien (Texte syriaque et traduction grecque) (diss.),
Louvain 1924. Leontius, from his side, writes the CA to warn certain Chalcedonians who are
seduced by Julian's doctrine. See M. RICHARD, "Uonce de Byzance etait-il oIigeniste?",
REByz 5 (1947), 36-41; and esp. A. ORILLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus 1112, 223-241.

64 B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 333, n.2. In the Prologue, the
third Book is caIIed: Tfj<; anopp~TOU KaI apXOElOEaTEpa<; TWV NEaTOptaVWV aaEßEla<;,
Kat TWV TaUTTj<; DaTEPWV, $wpa Kat 8plaJ.lßo<;, PO 86/1, 1272BI5-l7.
65 The writing "is a diatribe - no other word will do - against Theodore of Mopsuestia",
D. EVANS, Leol/tius of Byzantium. All Origenist Christalogy, 1970, 11.
66 The adversaries are accused of propagandizing Theodore of Mopsuestia instead of
Nestorius (who is condemned): 8EOOWPOV aVT' EKel vou TOI<; lTlaTOI<; lTpolaxovTat, DTN,
PO 86/1 1364A 1-2. In this way, they sustain their communion with Nestorills, althollgh they
officially anathematize hirn in order to feign a communion with the Church, ibid., 1364A510. In the rest of the treatise, the dogmatic and exegetical errors of Theodore, are exposed.
Even if Diodore and Theodore are not explicitly condemned, they are cast out along with
their pupil Nestorius who was struck with anathema, ibid., 1381c8-14.
67 For the manuscript tradition, see below, 146, n.7!. Apparently, the author wrote
these two works between times to defend his positions exposed in the CNE against counter
attacks by his adversaries, before pursuing the general plan of his three-part work. See M.
RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-iI origeniste?", 57.
68 Enlt.uat<; TWV UlTO IEU~POU lTPOßEßt.TjllEVWV auAt.oytaJ.lwv. For the abbreviation,
see A. ORILLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus 1112,190-191, n.3 (cf. Daley's text edition; see above,
143, n.58).
69 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 333, n.2. For the abbreviation: A. ORILLMEIER, JeSl/S der Christus 1112, 190-19 I, n.3 (as the preceding footnote). The
work is better known as Ta TplaKOVTa KE$at.ata KOTa IEU~pOU. At the end, however, the
author indicates the thirty capita as ElTalTOp~aEl<; ("objections"), PO 8611, 1916A14. Daley
represents the full title as folIows: "Proposals and Definitions Offered as Objections
(tlTanop~J.laTa) against Those who Deny the Double Reality of the Divine and the Human
Nature in the One Christ, after the Union", B. DALEY, "ARicher Union: Leontius ofByzantium
and the Relationship of Human and Divine in Christ", in StPatr 24, Leuven 1993,239-240,
n.4. The text of this work is also published by F. DIEKAMP, Doctrina Patmm, Münster 1907,
155-164.
70 V. ORUMEL, "Uonce de Byzance", DTC 911 (1926),402.
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Thus, the writings of the reduced corpus leontinianun1, that is, the
authentie writings of Leontius the Hermit, are respectively CNE, Epil, Epap,
CA, and DTN.71
Now, who is the author of this corpus? Unfortunately, he does not provide us with much concrete information about himself. In addition, his writings are extremely diffieult, sometimes even "to the point of despair",72
and up to our present day there is no scholarly agreement about his precise
theologie al position. In general, one might say that Leontius the Hermit
takes part in the sixth century Christologie al discussion using a strongly
polemical style and dialecties of a high technieal and abstract quality.73
Within the limits of this study it would take us too far astray to enter into
the details of his complicated thinking; presuming that our author is indeed

identieal with Cyrirs Leontius of Byzantium, all we need is a general portrait whieh can enable us to a certain degree to check the information provided by Cyril, especially with respect to Leontius' "Origenism".
Before we pay attention to what Leontius the Hermit teIls us about
himself, something must be said about the question of his identity. In agreement with Loofs, it is still generally assumed today that our author - even if
his corpus of writings is significantly restricted - is the same person as
Leontius the Origenist of the VS.74 In addition, some scholars assume that
this person is identical with Leontius the Monk who took part in the Collatio CUn1 Severianis in 532 and in the Synod of 536. 75 The acceptance of the
identity of Leontius the Hermit with Cyril' s Leontius is of such fundamental importance for this study that we shall have to verify the consensus on

71 The reduced cO/pus leontinianum is transmitted completely in Greek (in the order as
indicated here) only by two MSS, which are by far the most important in the text tradition:
the Codex Vaticalll/s graeclls 2195 (1 SI half I O,h cent.) and the Codex LaudimlUs graecus 92B
(early Wh cent., Oxford), both mentioned above, 141, n.50. The Vat. 2195 contains also the
Adversus fralIdes Apollinaristamm. In the late 16u1 century, a Latin translation was made
from the Vat. 2195 by the Jesuit Tunianus (Torres). This text was published as the editio
princeps in 1603 by H. CANIsIus,Antiquae lectiones IV/1, Ingolstadt 1603,1-157, and reprinted by J. Basnage in H. CANISIUs! J. BASNAGE, Thesaurus monumentorum ecclesiasticorul1l
et historicorulIl (4 vols) I, Amsterdam 1725,525-630. The Greek text, except the Epap, was
published for the first time, from the Vat. 2195, in 1844 by A. MAI, Spicilegill/ll IVl1lallUI1l xl
2, Romae 1844, 1-151. The Epap is transmitted also in a 7 Ut or 8Ut century florilegium entitled Doctrina antiqllol'lltn patrulII de verbi incarnatione, partially published for the first
time in 1833 by A. MAI, Scriptol'Um veterllfll nova collectio vn/1, Romae 1833,6-73. For the
Epap, see ibid, 40-45; also in ed. F. DIEKAMP, Doctrina Patmm, Münster 1907, 155-164.
The edition of the reduced corpus leontinianum in Migne is a reproduction of the Latin and
the Greek texts respectively ofTurrianus and Mai. Abrief survey of the manuscript tradition
of the reduced CO/PliS, without a stemma, is given by D. EVANS, Leontills of Byzantilllll. An
Origenist Christology, 4-7. Daley's critical edition (see above, 143, n.58) is notyet available
at the moment that this section of the present study is being Wl·itten.
72 D. EVANS, Leolltius of Byzantium. An Origenist Christology, 70. Loofs had already
mentioned the main obstacles for the reader to acquiring a familiarity with Leontius' writings: "nicht nur die Schwierigkeit des Verständnisses des Griechischen und die Schlechtigkeit der lateinischen Übersetzung, sondern auch die Mangelhaftigkeit des Textes und der
scholastische Charakter der erörterten Fragen und ihrer Behandlung", F. LOOFS, Leontius
von Byzanz, 22.
73 M. Simonetti, introducing his text fragment of Leontius' CNE, observes: "La sua
pagina ci dimostra a quali livelli di tecnismo e di astrattezza potesse giungere la discussione,"
M. SIMONETfI, Il Christo H. Testi teologici e spirituali in linglla greca datIV al VII secoto,
Milano 1986, 492.

74 After Loofs, the identification of Leontius the author with Cyril's Leontius was rejected by W. RÜGAMER, Leontills von Byzanz. Ein Polemiker alls dem Zeit Justinians, Würzburg
1894, 58-63; E. SCH\VARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 388-389, n.2. This rejection of the
identity was opposed by M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 32-33. Richard established "avec fermete" that the two Leontii are identical, ibid., 63-64. Recently,
Leron Shults observed that "virtually all scholars now agree" upon the identity; see F. LERON
SHULTS, "A Dubious Christological Formula: From Leontius of Byzantium to Kar! Barth",
ThS 57 (1996), 433. For explicit confirrnations, see e.g. D. EVANS, Leolllius of Byzantium.
All Origenist Christology, Washington D.C. 1970,2; also ibid., 147-148 (esp. n.2); P. GRAY,
The Defellse ofChalcedoll ill the East(451 -553), Leiden 1979, 90; J. MEYENDORFF, Le Christ
dans la theologie byzantine, Paris 1969,79; B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 334-335; A. GRILLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus n/2, 195; J. BINNS, Ascetics al/d Ambassadors ofChrist, 253.
75 The Leontius who took part in the Colloquy and in the Synod is assumed to be
identical with Leontius of Jemsalem by (e.g.) M. RICHARD, "Leonce de JelUsalem et Leonce
de Byzance", 81-88; id., "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 65; B. ALTANER, "Der
griechische Theologe Leontius und Leontius der skythische Mönch", ThQ 127 (1947), 165;
C. MOELLER, "Le chalcedonisme et le neo-chalcedonisme en Orient de 451 ala fin du VIc
siecIe", in Das Konzil von Chalkedon, Würzburg 1951, 686; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di
Palestina e le cOlltroversie cristologiche, 191-197 with n.53; J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of
Palestinian MOllasticism, 346-347. The Leontius of the Colloquy and the Synod is exclusively identified with Cyril's Leontius the Origenist- but not with Leontius our author- by
E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 388-392 (see also the preceding footnote). Finally,
the Leontius of the Colloquy and the Synod is identified with both Cyril's Leontius the
Origenist and Leontius our author by (e.g.) D. EVANS, Leolltius of Byzantiulll. An Origellist
Christology, 156-183 (Evans gives the most extensive and, as I think, most convincing
treatment of the question); A. GRILLMEIER, Jesl/s der Christus n/2, 195 (Grillmeier follows
Daley's unpublished text edition; see above, p.l43, n.58 and p.l46, n.71 at the end); J.
BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors ofChrist, 252-253.
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this point. The othel' question, whether this Leontius is also the one who
was present at the colloquy and at the synod, although not without intel'est,
is of secondary importance.
A serious objection could be made against the identification of our
authol' with Cyril's Leontius: the writings of the corpus leontinianum do
not seem to show real traces of what could be called "Origenism".76 Nonetheless, the evidence in support ofthe identity, already produced abundantly
in previous studies, is so compelling that we need not deal so much with
whether the two Leontii are the same person, as with how to interpret an
apparent "lack of Origenism" in Leontius' writings, against the background
of Cyrir s charges.
.,
Three points of external evidence for the identification can all'eady be
mentioned. Firstly, the three-part work CNE-CA-DTN is dated to the period
between 529 and 544,77 which coincides almost exactly with the rather
short "public career" of Cyril' s Leontius (531-543).78 Secondly, the authol'
of the corpus is a hermit, which corresponds to the official status of Cyril's
Leontius as an anchorite of the New Laura. Thirdly, CYl'il qualifies his
Leontius as ßul;;avTloc; T(fJ YEVEl 79 and he often calls hirn AEOVTlOC; 0
Bul;;avTloc; ;80 the same title is traditionally applied to the author of the
corpus leontinianum, as we find it already testified in the seventh 01' eighth
century.81

76 F. LOOFS, Leontius von Byzanz, 274-296. Loofs' analysis of this problem will be
treated below.
77 In the DTN, Leontius refers to the Church of Antioch with the attributive adjunct:
Tfje; TTaAat ~l:v 'AvTloxou, vGv Of: 8wG TTOAEWe; KaAOU~EVTJe;, PG 86/1, 1364DI-3. This
new name of Theopolis was given to Antioch at its reconstruction after the earthquake of
Wednesday 29 November 528; see THEOPHANES, Chronographia, ed. C. DE BOOR, vol. I,
Leipzig 1881, 178,5-7. Thus, the DTN was written after that date. In this work, Leontius
exposes Theodore of Mopsuestia as a disguised substitute for Nestorius, from which it becomes dear that the work was written before Theodore's official condemnation, that is,
before lustinian's edict against the Three Chapters of 544. See esp. DTN, PG 86/1, 138lc814. For these reasons, Loofs dated the three-part work CNE-CA-DTN "zwischen 529 und
544", F. LOOFS, Leontills von Byzanz, 32-33.
78 See D. EVANS, Leolltills of Byzalltilllll. An Origenist Christology, 2-3.
79 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,12.
so VS 74 (SCHWARTZ), 179,9; VS 83 (ibid.), 189,1-2; VS 84 (ibid.), 190,4; VS 85 (ibid.),
191,22; VC 13 (ibid.), 230,29-30.
81 The compiler of the florilegium entitled Doctrina antiquorulII patrll1ll de verbi incarnatione (see above, 146, n.71) quotes a fragment from the Epil [PG 8612, 1932A7-B8 (=
2013AI-B2); CPG 6819,3] with the lemma: EK TWV AwvTlou ~ovaxoO ToG Bul;avTlou,
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For further evidence in support of the identity of the two Leontii, we
shall have to turn to the corpus leontinianum and see what the authol' reveals about hirnself, his friends and his adversaries. In the first lines of the
common Prologue to the CNE-CA-DTN, Leontius the Hermit starts telling
us why he intended to write the wol'k:
Certain men loving God (8W<j>lAEte;) and zealous for the divine teachings,
who have heard with approval the public lectures (Tae; Eie; TO KOlVOV OlaAEsEle;)
which I have often held, have urged me to give them in writing some outlines of the
questions and answers (ETTaTTOp~aEle; Kai MaEle;) which have often been discussed.
This would provide them, as someone said, with a medicine against oblivion, a
torch to enlighten the memory, and a guide for the soul, in a time in which everything is kept cOllcealed. S2

For two reasons, Leontius says, he has often postponed the task. Firstly,
he considers hirnself incompetent because of his lack of both secular education (E~W TTot<Sdo) and spiritual instruction (TTVEUf-lOTlK~ 8l8oOl<oAlo),83
although he is not ashamed of having this low opinion of hirnself at aperiod
when "those now counted wise are totally without self-knowledge (TWV
vuvt CJo<!>wv TTaVTrj EOUTOUC; ayvoouvTWV)".84 Secondly, he feels dubious
about the value of the project. If the people described as "those now counted
wise" are not convinced, because of theil' willful misunderstanding (ayvwf-l0aLJVll), even by the old works of the holy Fathers "which are composed

ed. F. DIEKAMP, Doctrina Patrlllll, Münster 1907, 198 (see also PG 86/2, 2013Al). In the
twelfth century, Euthymius Zigabenus quotes from Leontius using the same qualification;
see EUTHYMJUS ZIGABENUS, Panoplia dogmatica 16, PG 130, 1068B7. From erroneous attributions of writings to our Leontius we may even deduce that the name AEOVTlOe; ~ovaxoe;
Bul;avTlOe; was already used, apart from Cyril's writings, around 600. See B. DALEY, "The
Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 335, n.!.
82" AVOpEe; ~l:v 8W<j>IAEle;, Kai TWV 8dwv ooWaTwv ETTl8u~TJTlKWe; EXOVTEe;, Tae;
EIe; TO KOlVOV otaAE~Ele;, &e; auxvwe; TTETTol~~E8a aTTooEl~a~Evol, TTpolhpEljiav ~~ae;
tyypa<j>we; TWV TTOAAaKle; dPTJ~EVWV ETTaTTop~aEwv Kai MaEwv liTTOTUTTWaEle; T1vae;
a<j>IGl vaLhole; TTapaooGVat· we; TTOU Tle; E<j>TJ, A~8T]e; <j>ap~aKov, Kai ~V~~TJe; E~TTupEU~a,
XpOVOU TE 4J T<l TTaVTa KaAUTTTETat, ljiuxaywYlav mlTole; Ela<j>EpElV OUVTJaO~Evae;, Pro!.
CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1268BI-9 (trans!. DH).
83 The stereotypical confession of the author's incapacity by lack of education should
be considered here, even more than in Cyril's case, as a Iiterary commonplace. Comp. with
above, 37, n.78.
84 Migne's text is defective. In c.1269Al, between EauTOUe; and TTaAalOue; should be
added the words: O:yVOOOVTWV' ETTEITa ol: Kai ~ TOUTWV TTpOe; TOU<;. See F. LoOFS, Leontills
von Byzanz, 22, footnote; D. EVANS, Leontills ofByzalltium. All Origellist C/zristo[ogy, 9, n.31.
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with so much divine grace and wisdom and, at the same time, with a perfection according to the standards of secular philosophy (E~W $tAOao$la) and
the other learning (~ &AAll TTatöda)", how then will this brief and imperfect treatise win them over?85
After anticipating in the rest of the Prologue the contents of his threePalt work, Leontius returns, at the beginning of the CNE, to the anonymous
people whom he has indicated as "those now counted wise" (ol. vuv OVTE~
ao$oO. As they confuse the concepts of UTToOTaat~ (or TTpoawTTov) and
$uau; (or ouala), it is his intention to clarify these terms. 86 Apparently,
Leontius does not merely aim at "Nestorians" and "Eutychians" in general,
but at concrete adversaries who are "now opposing" him (ol. vuv ~fllv )
tTTavaOTavTE~).87 These opponents stand against "the Good (Ta KaMv)",
against "the men who speak of God (ol. 8Ellyopot avöpE~)" and against
those who defend the teaching of the latter. Leontius himself is one of these
defenders. His adversaries, however, intentionally disregard the virtue that
may be acquired through ascetic works and they put others under pressure
to recognize the wisdom they claim for themselves. Hence someone has
nicknamed them "high philosophers".88
Unfortunately, Leontius gives no concrete indication about the identity of these arrogant adversaries. They obviously hold high positions from
wh ich they can force others to consider them wise. Richard, followed by
Evans, assumed that Leontius is alluding here to some prominent persons

Pro!. CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1268BlO-1269A9.
CNE, PG 86/1, 1273AI-5.
87 Ibid., AlO-l1.
88 "On the one hand they carefully neglect all virtue coming from practical works
(TTaall apET~ ~ EV EPY0l<;), on the other hand they give orders that they themselves are [to
be considered] wise: they are as it were intelligent by decree, and only their will makes them
appeal' well-educated, so that one of the wittier has eIegantly called them 'high philosophers' (aKpoq>lMaotj>ol)," ibid., B4-9. We are not sure about the nickname, because there
are two variants: aOTTpotj>IMaotj>ol ("dirty" or "bad philosophel's") and aopKotj>IMaotj>ol
("fleshly philosophers"). According to Richard, the reading aKpotj>lMaotj>ol (Vat. gr. 2195)
"doit evidemment etre retenue", M. RICHARD, "Leonce de B yzance etait-iI origeniste?", 54,
n.2. Evans, however, prefers aOTTpotj>lMaotj>ol referring to the "bad tree" (aarrpov o€vopov)
in Mt. 7: 17. By their negligence of"the works ofpractical asceticism", the aOTTpotj>lMaotj>ol
could be those "who yet wiII have wisdom without the works ofwisdom, that is, its fruit", D.
EVANS, Leontills 0/ Byzantilllll. An Origenist Christology, 15, n.58. I believe that Richard's
choice could be defended by the same opposition to the practice of asceticism, whereas the
irony of it might better fit in with the context.
85
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behind Justinian's edict against Origen in 543,89 but this has been called in
question by Perrone. 90 We have to suspend our attempt to identify the people
aimed at in the intro duc tory paragraph of the CNE: even if our author is the
same person as Cyril's Leontius, he may have had enemies other than only
anti-Origenists.
The adversaries in the third book, whether they are the same as the
previous ones or not, give us a bettel' point of departure for our investigation into the identity of the author. As has been said, the DTN is a diatribe
against the adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia. The tone is much more
aggressive than in the preceding two books. 91 In the common Prologue,
Leontius already announced that the third book would refute "those who
pretend (UTTOKpt VOflEVOt) to adhere to the great ecumenical Council of
Chalcedon, but who are the advocates of the doctrines of Nestorius (Ta
NWTOPlOU TTPWßEUOVTE~)".92 There is a striking similarity here, albeit
in an opposite sense, with the charge uttered by Cyril against his Leontius
when he relates how the latter was expelled from the company of Sabas:
"though pretending (TTpoaTTOtoUI1EVO~) to defend the Council ofChalcedon,
he was detected holding the views of Origen (Ta 'OPt YEVOU~ $poVWV)."93
The parallelism is clear: both the adherents ofTheodore ofMopsuestia and
Cyril' s Leontius are charged with hypocrisy regarding their allegiance to
the Council of Chalcedon; whereas the former are exposed as "cryptoNestorians", the latter is unmasked as a "crypto-Origenist".

89 M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-iI origeniste?", 54-55; D. EVANS, Leontius 0/
ByzantiulIl. An Origenist Christology, 16. According to Richard, our author wrote his works
immediately after Iustinian's edict had been published, as a disguised reaction against it, but
this hypothesis was poody received and also rejected by Evans who assurnes that the author's enemies might also have been "just about to condemn" Origen, ibid. I shall return to
this question below.
90 L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e le contl'Oversie cristologiche, 267, n.99.
91 The first book is, apart from the introductory paragraph, an abstract treatise dealing
with the concepts of the Chalcedonian Christology. The second book is a relatively polite
discussion about Christ's consubstantiality with us in our human nature, incIuding the corruptible flesh. In the third book, however, "I'atmosphere devient batailleuse": there is a
"violen te passion que I'on sent vibrer achaque page", M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance
etait-i1 origeniste?", 41,47.
92 Pro!. CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1272AI-4.
93 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ) 176, 15-16 (see the text quoted above, 77 with n.97; see also 101,
n. 205).
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In the same passage of Cyril's VS, we also read that Leontius the
Origenist was expelled by Sabas together with the adherents of Theodore
of Mopsuestia. As we shall see be1ow, it is Theodore of Mopsuestia who
was defended in anti-Origenist circles. The anti-Origenists were the ones
who offered resistatlCe when, shortly after Leontius of Byzantium's death,
Theodore ofMopsuestia was anathematized by lustinian's edict against the
Three Chapters (544/545), as Origen himself had been treated by an imperial edict the year before. 94 Though strongly suppressed by Cyril, this aspect of the controversy may nonetheless be deduced from the VS,95 as weil
as from some Latin sources which describe the condemnation of the Three
Chapters as a "revenge for Origen" at the instigation of Theodore Ascidas

cwn SUiS. 96
All these circumstances urge us to interpret the DTN, written shortly
before the two imperial edicts and aimed at the adherents of Theodore of
Mopsuestia, as a full-blown attack upon those who opposed the so-called

For Justinian's edict of 544/545, see above, 84, n.133.
95 Obviously, Cyril could not avoid presenting Abba Gelasius, Leontius' main opponent, as dissociating himselffrom Theodore ofMopsuestia's heresy shortly before his death
in 546, and regretting his previous signature under the Palestinian petition against the edict
by which Theodore was condemned, VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194, 17-27 (quoted above, 84 with
n.134). This fact throws a significant light upon Cyril's account of Leontius being expelled
by Sabas together with some (anonymous) adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia, VS
(ihid.), 176,7-20. For the sympathies for Theodore of Mopsuestia in anti-Origenist circles,
see esp. F. LOOFS, Leontius 1'011 Byzanz, 285-288; F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 50-54, 63-64; L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise all VIe siecle, 173, 207; S. REEs, "The 'De
Sectis'; A Treatise Attributed to Leontius ofByzantium", JTSlos 40 (1939), 358; id., ''The
Life and Personality of Leontius of Byzantium", JTSlos 41 (1940),276. I shall return to the
subject below.
96 Facundus of Hermiane, adefender of the Three Chapters, refers to the ex-Origenist
Domitian of Ancyra who, after his defeat, confessed that the scandal of the condemnation of
the Three Chapters had been instigated by the Origenists "ad ultionum eOIUm quae contra
Origenem gesta sunt", FACUNDUS HERMIANENSIS, Pro defensione 1/'i11/l1 Capitulorum I, 2,4,
ed. L-M. CLEMENTI R. VANDER PLAETSE, Facundi episcopi ecclesiae Hermiallensis opera
olllllia, CCL 90', Turnhout 1974, 8-9 (esp.line 26). Elsewhere in his work, Facundus quotes
Domitian 's confession, ibid. IV, 4,15, p.126. The same course of events is attested by LIBERATUS
CARTHAGINIENSIS, Breviarium causae Nestorianum et ElIt)'chianorul/l 23-24, ed. E. SCHWARTZ,
A CO ,,15, Berlin 1936, 139,33-141,11. Here we read that the anti -Origenists of Palestine had
recourse to the influential Roman Deacon Pelagius, who became a passionate defender of
the Three Chapters, as their interrnediary to have Origen condemned in 543. Cyril not only
keeps a total silence about the anti-Origenist cooperation with Pelagius, but he also tells a
different story (see below).
94
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"Origenist" movement in the period just preceding the first climax of the
controversy. Whatever this movement might have represented, the author
of the corpus leontinianum must have at least sympathized with it, if he
was not actually a member of the "party". So here we have not only a piece
of evidence in support of identifying Leontius the author with Leontius the
Origenist of the VS, but also a way to an interpretation of the second Origenist
controversy, whieh might substantially deviate from what we read in Cyril's
hagiographie account.
The DTN is also highly interesting for our purpose, because it contains, in an introductory passage, the only autobiographical note ofLeontius
the author. He starts by saying that the third book is joined to the previous
two "as a thank-offering to God and a public denunciation of the impious,
and a triumph over them".97 By God's help, he writes, he hopes to produce
the work for the sake of certain people to whom he is greatly indebted.
Then he reveals the reason for his gratitude:
I too once belonged to the sect (Slaaoc;) against which, with God's help, I am
now resolved to bring an open indictment (ar~AlJV lyefpat), and over wh ich I
intend to gain a victory. Thus they will no longer exercise their heresy in secret and
deceive many people without being noticed or recognized, but will become visible
from afar as men to be avoided and kept at a distance. The fact is, when I was young
in age as weil as in reason they took possession of me neglecting none of their
instruments of evil in achieving this. I had proposed to search for the exact sense of
the doctrines for which I longed, having tasted of them, as the saying goes, with the
ti ps of my fingers. There is no desire greater than the one I experienced. They took
me as a blind man seeking a path and attempted to draw me down into the depths of
their impiety. But a grace from above appeared to me and drew me from their jaws,
even though I had already become a willing prey. This grace aroused in me such a
burning desire for virtue, that I would embrace the Iife as astranger (SEvITefa) for
the sake of it. How could it be that He who guided Israel in the desert would not
become also for me a fellow-traveler in my foreign wandering (lKolJl1la)? He carried me with Him and did not let me go until he had put me into the hands of godly
men (SdOI avopEC;). These not only purified the eye of my soul from all that infection, but also filled it with a sacred light by means of the writings of men fuH of
divine wisdom (SEoaocj>ol) from whom they derived truth and other virtues. Thus
they purified also my hands and my heart. Now, would I not justly deserve to be
accused of extreme impiety by those right-minded men (EUYVWI10VEC;), if I permitted myself to remain completely silent about all this?98

TO TE SE0 xaptaT~pIOV, KaI TWV aaEßwv UT~AlJV KaI eplQj1ßov, PG 8611,135782-3.
DTN, PG 86/1, 1357c3-1360B5 (trans!. DH). For the Greek text, see Appendix below, 373 (nr.!).
97
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The heretics to whose sect the author once belonged, and whom he
intends to defeat here in the DTN, are crypto-Nestorians 99 adhering to
Theodore of Mopsuestia as is dear from the rest of the writing. 100 But who
are the 8äol avöpEe; who, after God had saved the author from his error,
guided hirn towards truth and illumination through the books of divinely
inspired men, so that he now feels obliged to defend them? One of them
must be Nonnus, the leader of the Origenists. We leam this from a passage
at the beginning of the CNE, where the author also speaks of a 8uoe; av~p,
whose name is not mentioned in the text. 101 In the Codex Vaticanus Gr.
2195 (f.5), however, there is a scholium in the mal'gin which darifies that
the author is speaking here about Nonnus: lTEpi TOU aßßa Novvou <j>TJat. \
The scholium is written by the same hand as the text (which is dated to the
first half of the tenth century) and seems "to have been copied with it from
its sOUl·ce". 102 Any remaining doubt about the reliability of this scholium is
removed by a second scholium in the same manuscript (f.12) and by the
same hand. This time we are correct1y informed about the identity of an
av~p 8Eoao<j>oe;, that is, of one of those divinely inspired men whose writings were read in the group where our author found salvation. The scholium
identifies a phrase quoted in the text as coming from Evagrius of Pontus:

See also Pro!. CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1272AI-BI7.
100 "They do not at all receive the holy teachers of the Church given by God, but only
Theodore and Diodore who are the first sources of their impiety, though they dissimulate
(lJTTOKPlVOVTal) by their words to receive the others," DTN, PG 86/1, 1360D9-13 (in D11
!lTjOE is suppressed cf. the emendation ofM. RICHARD, "Uonce deByzance etait-i1 origeniste?",
43, n.4).
101 The text foHows immediately the intro duc tory passage referring to oi vuv OVTE<;
ao~ol, also nicknamed aKpo~lA6ao~ol. See above, 150, n.88. After this passage, the author starts his treatise on the Nestorians and Eutychians who have also received an appropriate nickname. "There are the disciples of the idolatry of [Christ's] humanity (avSpwTToAaTpda) according to Nestorius, and there are the disciples of the fiction of Eutyches; or
rather, there are the disciples of both fictions, whereas a pious and divine mall (EliAaßrl<;
KaI Sdo<; aVrlp) has given them an appropriate name calling them 'docetes in the opposite
sense' (EvaVTlOOOK~Ta<;). The former state that the divinity, and the latter that the humanity
exists only in appearance (ooK~aEl) in the Savior. The only difference between the two
[heresies] is that Nestorius falsely puts forward the favor (EuooKla) and the worthiness
(a~la) as a substitute for the divinity, whereas Eutyches, again falsely, puts forward the
ineffable flesh (apPTjTO<; aap~) as a substitute for our [human] nature," CNE, PG 86/1,
1273c9-1276A7 (trans!. DH).
102 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 335, n.2. For the MS tradition, see above, 146, n.71.
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lTEpl Euayplou. And indeed, the phrase is found in Evagrius' Kephalaia
gnostica.103 In Leontius' text, the quotation is also preceded by a long passage lO4 which shows the influence of Evagrius' anthropology, based upon
the Platonic threefold division of the soul 105 and elaborated by hirn in view
of his pro gram for the spirituallife. 106
From all this we may condude that Leontius the Hermit, the author of
the C01pUS leontinianum, was strongly associated with a group of people
who took inspiration from the writings of so-called 8Eoao<j>0l, one of whom
was Evagrius. It is precisely this commitment that urged hirn to a passionate attack upon Theodore of Mopsuestia who, as we saw, was favored in
anti-Origenist circles. These facts leave no room for doubt that the 8äOl
avöpEe; to whom our author feIt indebted were "Origenists", one of whom
was Nonnus, as we find confirmed by the scholium in the CNE. Leontius
the Hermit can be no one else but Leontius ofByzantium who, according to
Cyril of Scythopolis, was admitted into the New Laura together with .the
group ofNonnus, after their stay in the lTEÖlae;.I07

103 "It was weH said by one of those men fuH of divine wisdom who lived before us
(TlVl TWV TTPO ~!lWV avopl SEOaO~41): 'There is only one affeetion (TTOSO<;) whieh is good
and eternal: the affeetion that strives for the true knowledge (TD<; aATjSou<; yvwaEw<;)' ",
CNE, PG 86/1, 1285 AI4-B 1, cf. EVAGRIUS PONTICUS, Kephalaia gnostica, 4,50, ed. A. GUILLAUMONT, Les six centuries des 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique. Edition critique de
la version syriaque commllne et edition d'une nouvelle version syriaque, integrale, avec
une double traductionlranraise, PO 28/1 (1958, repr. 1977), 158-159.
l()l CNE, PG 86/1, 1284BI-1285AI4.
105 Aeeording to this division, the soul eonsists in a rational part (AOYWTlKOV or
~YE!lOVIKOV), an irascible part (SU!lo<;, SU!lIKOV 01' SU!lOEIOEC;) and a eoneupiscible part
(EmSu!lla 01' EmSu!lTjTlKOV). See also CNE, PG 86/1, 1296c8-11. For the origins of this
anthropology, see PLATO, Republica IV, 439D-E, 440E-441A, LCL 237 (Plato v), 396-398,
402-404; id., Phaedrus, 246B, LCL 36 (Plato I), 470-472.
106 The aseetie exploitation of the threefold division of the soul is surely not an exclusive "Evagrian" (or "Origenist") topie, as Evans arguing seems to suggest; see D. EVANS,
Leontius 01 Byzantium. An Origenist Christology, 106-115. Evans has been eriticized for
this, in spite of his own eoneession (ibid., 111), in a review by A. DE HALLEUX, RHE 66
(1971),979 [= Museon 84 (1971), 556] and by B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of
Byzantium", 352-354. Anyhow, we may assume an Evagrian influenee in our text, which
will be demonstrated below.
107 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,17-23 (quoted above, 73 with n.80; see also p.77, n.95 and
p.133, n.6).
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Leontius of Byzantium appears from the corpus leontinianum as a dialectician who attaches high importance not only to the Church Fathers,108
but also to the classieal tradition of Greek phHosophy (E~W <j>tAOao<j>(a)
and seeular learning (TTatoda). At the re quest of those who attended his
oral discourses, as he states, he decided to put them into writing. The painstaking theoretical elaboration of his dialogue CNE points to a sincere concern on his part to clarify the Chalcedonian Christologieal concepts of
lmomaatC; and <j>umc; whieh had eaused such grave disruptions in the Byzantine Empire. I suggest therefore that Cyril's charge that Leontius was just
"pretending" to defend the Council of Chalcedon should be rejectcd. 109
However, when we combine this charge with the parallel charge thatLeontius
himselfbrought against his opponents, it may throw a signifieant light upon
thc way the "Origenist" eontroversy was battled out.
Leontius is a polemicist with a biting pen. His stinging criticism and
sareastie attacks may well have brought upon hirn the hate of his advcrsarics. But is he, for that reason, the villain painted by Cyril? Such a earieature
scems to be a distortion of the historie al truth which might we11 be explained as the othe!" side of the hagiographie proeedure of enlarging the
Saint: paint the opponents in as bad a light as possible. In spite ofLeontius'
human shortcomings whieh may be clear, the autobiographieal note suggests that at the origins of his polemies there was, after a11, an authentie
spiritual experience. This allied hirn to the 8E1ol avopEC; whose influenee
had illuminated his soul, as he says, with a purifying light. Thus he was
pushed in the direction of his alleged Origenism. However, his writings
show no notieeable heresy, and the question of Leontius' "Origenism" still
remains a seholarly problem. We shall have to eonsider the various ways in
wh ich this rcmarkable fact has been explaincd. As will beeomc clear, these
explanations rcsult for the greater part from a faHure to question seriously
Cyril' s historie al trustworthiness.

108 Leontius is much indebted to the Cappadocian Fathers. In the Preface to his first
florilegium, he testifies that he learned the concepts of llTT6GmGlt; and <)lUGl'.; and their
distinction from "the great lights" Basil and Gregory ofNazianzus, eNE PG 86/1, 1309Al1B6. For the influence of the Cappadocian Fathers on Leontius, see J. JUNGLAS, Leontius von
Byzanz, 40-43; M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 46, 55.
109 Doubt upon the accuracy of this charge has already been expressed above, 100-101
with n.205. Here below we shall see that Cyril's judgment upon Leontius' sincerity has been
interpreted in different ways.
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The "Origenism" of Leontius of Byzantium
according to F. Loofs
After Loofs had re-established the identity of Leontius the author (as
he conceived hirn) with Cyril's Leontius of Byzantium,1I0 he had to face
thc diffieulty of Cyril's charge of "Origenism" brought against Leontius,
which sccms, at first sight, irreconcilable with the idcntification. 11I Leontius
the author does not subscribe to the Origenist doctrines of the pre-existence
of souls and apocatastasis,112 nor to the other Origenist positions exposed
by Abba Cyriaeus in his tirade against thc Origenists. 1I3 If Cyril's Leontius

110 Before Loofs, the identity was already confirmed in 1603 by H. Canisius, in ed. H.
CANISIUS/ J. BASNAGE, Thesaurus /Ilonumentorwn ecclesiasticortlm et historicorulII I, Amsterdam 1725, 527f. (see above, 146, n.71). Canisius' judgment, however, was rejected by
most scholars of the 18th and 19th century, among whom Basnage hirnself, ibid., 53lf. The
rejection was primarily based upon the late dating ofthe De sectis between 579 and 607 (see
above, 142, n.53); in addition, this writing contains a clear denunciation of the Origenist
theories of pre-existence and apocatastasis, PG 86/1, 1264B6-1268A6. By considering the
De sectis as "eine spätere Bearbeitung einer ums Jahr 540 geschriebenen Schrift des Leontius",
F. LoOFS, Leontius von Byzanz, 225, Loofs had new facilities to defend the identity ofLeontius
the author with Leontius the "Origenist", ibid., 274-297 (esp. 291). Of course, so me of the
pie ces of evidence listed by Loofs, ibid., 288-289, are outdated by the results of later research, but others could nO'""adays in my opinion be developed further (see below).
111 After reciting his arguments in support of the identification, Loofs had to ask himself the question: "Doch stellt sich nicht diesen Gründen mit überlegenden Gewicht die
Thatsache entgegen, dass der Leontius der vita Sabae ein Origenist gewesen ist?" ibid., 289290 (see also above, 148 at n.76).
112 We have to exclude here the explicit "anti-Origenist" passage in the De sectis (see
above, n.1lO) that Loofs attributed to the "Überarbeiter", ibid., 291. But neither fromLeontius'
authentic writings may we deduce an actual adherence to the doctrines of pre-existence and
apocatastasis. "Ja, wenn man genötigt wäre, ausdrückliche ausführungen über diese
origenistischen Irrtümer bei dem Schriftsteller Leontius vorauszusetzen, - dann würde man
allerdings, in solcher Voraussetzung getäuscht, in dem Schrifsteller Leontius den Origenisten
nicht wiedererkennen können," ibid., 293.
113 ve 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,3-10. Loofs quoted this passage from Simeon Metaphrastes'
version of the Fe in Cotelier's posthumous edition; see J. COTELlER, Ecclesiae graecae
/Ilonulllenta IV, Paris 1692,100-127 (=Analecta graeca, Paris 1688, 100-127; compare with
above, 61, n.20). Metaphrastes' version is also printed in Migne, PG 115,920-944 (see above,
61, n.17). Loofs erroneously assumed that Cyril's ve was "nurin der Bearbeitung des Simeon
Metaphrastes erhalten", F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll Byzanz, 274. In fact, when Loofs published his
study, Cyril's original text had already been printed from the Faticanus 866 more than a
century before, in AS, Septembris, t. VIII (1762; 1865 3), 147-158. For the passage referred to:
see ibid., 152FI5-153A2. Anyhow, Loofs counterbalanced his mistake by supposing "dass
gerade in den betreffenden Abschnitten der Metaphrast sich genauer an die cyrillische Vorlage
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held to this concrete form of Origenism, "dann könnten der Schrifsteller
und der Origenist Leontius auf keinen Fall identisch sein".114 However,
Loofs considered this identification beyond all doubt, 115 so he had to search
for a satisfying interpretation of Cyril' s distinct representation of Leontius
as an "Origenist". In Cyriacus' charges, Loofs argued, "kann man nur ein
entstellendes Zeugnis des Feindes erblicken",116 just as in the other sources,
such as the fifteen Anathemata of 553, which are closely related to Cyriacus'
charges. 1I7 We know the errors of the sixth century Origenists almost exclusively from hostile sources. "Unter diesen Umständen würde es verfehlt
sein, wenn man bei der Frage, ob Leontius, der Schriftsteller, Origenist
war, von jenen entstellenden Angaben der Gegner ausginge."118
We know that in Origenist circles the doctrines of the pre-existence of
souls and apocatastasis were defended at least by some peopleY9 In the
VC, however, Cyril does not simply state that the Origenists adhered to
these doctrines (as we might conclude from some other passages I20 ), but

anzuschliessen scheint als sonst", F. LOOFS, o.c., 290. Indeed, as to the contents, there are no
significant deviations in Metaphrastes' text. For Loofs' quotation, see ibid., 291. Cyriacus'
charges against the Origenists will be examined below.
114 Ibid., 291.
115 "Sehen wir zunächst ab von dem Vorwurf origenistischer Ketzerei, den die vita
Sabae dem Leontius macht, so kann an der Identität des Schriftstellers Leontius und des
Leontius der vita Sabae nicht im geringsten gezweifeld werden," ibid., 288.
116 Ibid., 291.
117 For the connection between Cyriacus' charges and the 15 anathemata of 553, see
below.
118 Ibid., 291-292.
119 The defense of the pre-existence of souls and apocatastasis by "Origenists" is not
only attested by Cyril of Scythopolis and by the official anti-Origenist documents, but also
by sources indirectly deriving from those circies, such as the testimonium Domitiani quoted
by FAcuNDus HERMIANENSIS, Pro defensione Triulfl Capitulorum, IV, 4,15, CCL 9oa, 126 (see
above, 152, n.96). There is also a libellus in which an "ex-Origenist" denounces his former
position (his anathemata, however, correspond for the greater part to that of 553): THEODORUS
SCYTHOPOLITANUS, Libellus de erroriblls Origenianis, PG 86/1,232-236. For the "Origenist"
defense of pre-existence and apocatastasis, see also BARSANUPHIUS GAZAEUS/ IOHANNES
GAZAEUS, Episflllae, Quaestiones 600-607, ed. S. SCHOINAS, Volos 1960, 283-292 (esp. Q.600,
p.283, col.1).
120 Cyril is extremely reticent when expounding the Origenist doctrines. Apart from
Cyriacus' charges and a concise explanation of the split within the Origenist party, VS 89
(SCHWARTZ), 197,13-18 (quoted above, 85-86 with n.141), there are only three passages
where he offers a few words on the contents of the heresy. He represents Abba Euthymius (in
the fifth century!) as combating the myth of the Origenists (TrlV Trap' aUTO!<; IlUOwoIlEVTjv)
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that they considered these doctrines "indifferent and harmless" (IlEoa Kat
aKt vouva).121 Therefore, Loofs suggested that "unfraglich schon diejenigen
zu den Origenisten gerechnet wurden, welche, ohne selbst jene Dogmen zu
verfechten, ein Anathem über die Freunde derselben für unnötig hielten" .122
This statement implies that the mere charge of "Origenism", brought by
Cyril against Leontius, does not necessarily mean that this Leontius actually adhered to the Origenist doctrines. In fact, Cyril, dependent on secondhand information, writes only once that Leontius was detected holding the
views of Origen (Eyvwoihl Ta 'OPl YEVOU<; ~pOVWV).123 It is true that in all
other passages where Leontius is mentioned he appears as a champion of
the Origenists who is involved in all kinds of intrigues, but nothing is explicitly said about his thought. 124 Thus, I suppose that Loofs was correct
when suggesting that the mere charge of "Origenism" is no insmIDountable
obstacle for assuming that the two Leontii are identical. 125
In order to demonstrate that Cyril's Leontius is the same person as
Leontius the author, Loofs exploited the concept of "Origenist heresy" in a
larger sense which we may define as: the qualities by wh ich Leontius could
have been susceptible to the charge of Origenism. Thus, Loofs found a
series of arguments "welche auf 'origenistische Ketzerei' bei dem Schriftsteller Leontius hindeuten", by which he could demonstrate the identity of
the two Leontii. But at this point, we are interested rather in the character of

"concerning the preexistence of souls and the monstrous apocatastasis which follows from
it", VE 26 (ScmvARTZ), 39,29-30. When speaking about the first Origenists in the New Laura,
he observes that Nonnus "held the doctrines of the godless Greeks, Jews and Manichees,
that is, the myths concerning preexistence related by Origen, Evagrius and Didymus", VS 36
(ibid.) , 124,26-29 (quoted above, 72 with n.77). When referring to the condemnation of
Origen, Evagrius and Didymus in 553, he attributes to them "the doctrines of preexistence
and apocatastasis" without explicitly mentioning the Origenists, VS90 (ibid.), 199,1-6 (quoted
above, 87 with n.145).
121 VC 12 (ScmvARTZ), 229,26-27.
122 F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll Byzanz, 293.
123 VS 72 (ScmvARTZ), 176,16. This is the passage where Cyril relates how Leontius is
expelled from Sabas company in 531 (see the text quoted above, 77, n.97; see also 133 with
n.7).
124 VS74 (SCHWARTZ), 179,9; VS 83 (ibid.), 189,1-2; VS 84 (ibid.), 190,4; VS 85 (ibid.),
p.191, lines 5,8,22; VS86 (ibid.), 192,22; VC 11 (ibid.), 229,14; VC 13 (ibid.), 230, 29-30.
125 "Unter diesen Umständen glaube ich in dem Vorwurf origenistischer Ketzerei gegen
den Leontius der vita Sabae ( ... ) kein Hindernis finden zu mus sen gegen die Annahme,
derselbe sei mit dem Schrifsteller identisch," F. LOOFS, Leolltius VOll Byzanz, 293.
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Leontius' "Origenist heresy" as unfolded by Loofs. I shall present here the
most significant of his arguments, treating them with some comment of my
own.
1. In the DTN, Leontius criticizes the adherents of Diodore of Tarsus
and Theodore of Mopsuestia, who claim orthodoxy for Diodore on the
grounds that Basil the Great wrote to hirn with approval. I26 Leontius responds:
Yet they do not admire Origen for the fact that Gregory Thaumaturgus, when
composing his valedictory, showered hirn with eulogies. But why am I speaking
of Origen? As a matter of fact, even Apollinaris, who deviated from the truth in
the opposite direction as compared with Origen (Kanl OlajlETpoV mh0 Tfj~
aA'l8da~ anoml>aAd~), boasts about the many letters he received from Athanasius
the Great. \21

This is the only passage where Leontius explicitly mentions Origen.
On the one hand, we see Leontius distancing hirns elf from an error attributed to Origen concerning the pre-existent soul of Christ; 128 on the other
hand, the passage confirms that the adversaries attacked in the DTN are
anti-Origenists (TOV öE 'OplYEVllV ou 8aUllaC;OUalv). If they accept
Diodore because of BasiI, Leontius asks, why do they not accept Origen
because of Gregory Thaumaturgus? Thus, the passage favors the supposi-

DTN, PG 8611, 1377B6-13.
Tov OE 'OPI YEV'lV OU 8aujlaSOUalv, OT! 0 TWV 8aujlaTwv EnWVUjl~ rp'ly6plo~,
TOV t~IT~PIOV auvTaTTwv, jlUPIOU~ EYKWjllWV OIE~EtaIV d~ aUTov KUKAOU~. KaI Tl
AEYW 'OpIYEV'lV; vOnou YE KaI 'AnO"lvaplo~, 0 KaTa OlajlETpOV aUT0 Tfj~ dA'l8da~
aTToa<l>aAd~, jlupla~ npo~ aUTCV ETIlaTOAa~ YEYEvfjaSm KOjlnaSEl 'A8avaalou TE TOO
jlEyaAou, ibid., 1377B15-c6 (transl. DH).
\28 Leontius opposes Origen and Apollinaris. The latter denied areal humanity in Christ
(see above, 76, n.94), by stating that in the incarnation the Logos, taking the place of Christ's
human soul, was directly united with his body. As to Origen, the 2nd and the 3'd anathema in
Justinian's edict represent the opposite opinion, according to which the pre-existent soul of
Christ was directly united with the Logos without a human body, before the incamation. See
IUSTINIANUS, EdictulIl contra Ol'igenem,ACO 1Il, 213,17-21; and also ibid., 198,31-33. This
charge, however, was not brought against the Origenists again in the 15 anathemata of 553.
See B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 338. As to the passage quoted,
Rees gave a less specific interpretation by observing that the text "can best be interpreted to
mean that, while Apollinaris went astrayon the doctrine of the Incarnation, Origen erred on
the doctrine of the Trinity", S. REHS, "The 'De Sectis': A Treatise Attributed to Leontius of
Byzantium", JTS/os 40 (1939), 358.
\26

\21
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tion "dass Leontius, wenn er auch Irrtümer bei Origenes zugab, doch auf
Seiten derer stand, die ein Anathem über Origenes für unnötig hielten". 129
2. The Origenists are indicated by Cyril as "the more educated" (ol
AOYL<.OTEpol)l30 who, as we saw, consider speculations about pre-existence
to be morally neutral and harmless (IlEoa Kat OKlvöuva).131 For this freedom of thought the Origenists must have appealed to the Cappadocian Fathers, especially to Gregory of Nazianzus. 132 Thus, we find an "Origenist"
milieu characterized by broad-mindedness in aperiod of increasing traditionalism: this is a most appropriate milieu for an author like Leontius. 133
3. Leontius rejects the pre-existence of the human nature of Christ. 134
With regard to the pre-existence of souls when he exploits the paradigm of
the human soul and body to explain the EVWalC; of the two natures in Christ,
he observes that he hirnself did not make use of the anthropological paradigm for the sake of affirming the pre-existence 01' the co-existence. 135 Referring to this passage Loofs incorrect1y observed: "[hier] scheint das
rrpourrapXEl v der menschlichen Seele zum mindesten ni~ht ausgeschlossen" .136 Actually, Leontius here agrees with his Nestorian opponents

\29 F. LOOFS, Leontius VOll ByzallZ, 294. The anti-Origenists aimed at in the DTN are
attacked fol' the sake of tllOse to whom Leontius feels indebted, as we learned from the
autobiographical passage quoted above, 153 with n.98.
\30 VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,18 (see the text quoted above, 78-79 with n.106); VC 14
(ibid.) , 230,3l.
\3\ See above, 159 at n.12l.
\32 In his interview with Abba Cyriacus, Cyril adduces a passage of Saint Gregory's
Oratio 27,10 as cited by the Origenists to defend their free speculations on issues where
"hitting on the truth is not without profit and error is without danger", VC 12 (SCHWARTZ),
229,28-31 (see below).
\33" ••• so erhält man den Eindruck, dass die Origenisten wirklich theologisch gebildete
Leute waren, die, anknüpfend an die grossen Theologen des vierten Jahrhunderts, von diesen
eine grössere Freiheit und Weite des Denkens gelernt hatten, als ihre traditionalistisch
gewordene Zeit sie besass. Einen Kreis zu finden, in den der Schriftsteller Leontius besser
passte, als in einen Kreis solcher 'Origenisten', wird schwer fallen," F. LOOFS, LeOllfilis von
Byzanz, 294.
\34 Ibid., 295, with reference to CA, 1351D; Epil., 1933A, 1937A, 1944A. In these passages "scheint vorwiegend an das menschliche aWjla gedacht zu sein", ibid.
\35 OUT/'; Ola TC npounapXEIV ~ auvunapXEIV, CNE, PG 8611, 1280D3-4.
\36 F. LOOFS, Leontills VOll Byzanz, 295. The phrase quoted in the preceding footnote
might be ambiguous: Loofs apparently presumed that the expression OUTE Ola TO npounapXE Iv (etc.) could be read as an affirmation of a possible pre-existence of the human soul.
But this is not wh at the phrase means. In the preceding passage, Leontius refers to objections of the "Nestorian" opponents against his using the anthropological napaoElYJla
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that there is no pre-existence of souls, but he indicates, not without contempt, that the subject is irrelevant in the course of his argumentation. 137 In
another passage, Leontius leaves the theoretical possibility of a pre-existent human nature of Christ, although he explicitly denies areal pre-existence of Christ's humanity: "We concede that (Christ's humanity) did not
preexist and that it was not previously formed."138 But for.Leontius, the
concept of Ill0 Um5aTOaLC; in Christ is not based upon the denial that a
complete humanity of Christ could have existed before the incamation, as
if it were impossible for God to be united with a complete man and to form
one UTIOaTOaLC; with him. 139 Prom the passages referred to we may conclude, even more explicitly than Loofs did, that Leontius dissociates himseIf from the "Origenist" theories conceming apre-existent soul of Christ
and of all men. However, Leontius seems to be indifferent to the subject
and leaves at least some room for theoretical speculation. As to the latter
passage, Loofs wondered: "Kommt diese Ausführung nicht an das Ta TIEp 1

of body and soul for the union in Christ. "But man, they say, is composed of two different
species (ETEP0El<)iiiv) and neither of them has received its being apart from the other (aAl,'
oov OUo' OTT6TEPOV aUTiiiv olxa ElmEpou Ta E1Vat EOXTJKEV). The Logos, however, exists
even before [Christ's] humanity: whereas man is composed of two imperfect parts [seil. soul
and body], Christ has two perfect parts [seil. divinity and humanity: 'perfect parts', explained
by Daley as 'capable of existing by themselves'], and therefore they should reasonably not be
called parts," CNE, PG 86/1, 1280B13-c4 (trans!. DH). COlleeding to these objections, Leontius
responds: "The fact is, we did not take man [as TTapaOEl Ylla] for the sake of the pre-existence
or the co-existence of his parts (IlEPTJ), nor for the sake of their imperfection" (~!lEle;
TOV
avElpwTToV OUTE Ola Ta lTPOUlTapXEIV ~ auVUTTapXElV, OUTE Ola Ta CiTE"Ee; Tiiiv IlE piiiv),
ibid., 1280D3-5 (with ellipse of the verb in Migne). Referring to the IlEpTJ (= the human soul
and body), Leontius continues: "For we have to yield to those nigglers by saying that they are
imperfect" (auYKEXWpd09w
Tole; KaKoox6"OIe; aTE"fj MYElv), ibid., 1280D5-6. Leontius
eOlleedes that the human soul and body are im]Jelfeet, that is, that the one cannot exist apart
from the other. So the passage does not contain the slightest opening to apre-existent soul, as
Loofs suggested. For the explanation ofthe text as given here, see esp. B. DALEY, 'The Origenism
of Leontius of Byzantium", 356.
137 A little further, Leontius uses also the expression KaKoaxoUTv lTEpl Tae; lTEUaEle;,
ibid., 1281A14, which is rendered by Lampe as: "to employ one's leisure ill in heretical
quibblings", LAMPE, 696.
138 Ta IlEV yap Il~ lTpou$WTaVat, IlTJOE lTpoOWlTElTM09at Kai ~1lE1e; owaollEV,
Epil, PG 86/2, 1944c6-8. As we saw, Leontius also dissociated himself from the theory of a
pre-existent soul of Christ, as attributed to Origen by Justinian's edict; see above, 160 with
n.128,
139 we; OUK tyxwpoüv &""we; OUOE ouvaTOV ElE4J, Kat TE"El4J avElpwlT4J olhwe;
EVWElfjVat, ibid., 1944c9-10.
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E1 Val dicht heran?" 140 Here he has touched upon an
important aspect of the Origenist controversy. Later scholars might have
overlooked the full psychological import of the fact that Leontius shows
himself indifferent with regard to the buming questions of a passionate
struggle in which he is totally involved. The mere fact of this, added to his
particular alliances within a context of fierce polarization, must have been
enough to make him liable to the charge of "Origenism" from the side of
the riyal palty.141 Obviously, the concrete issues of pre-existence and apocatastasis were just minor points in his eyes, and maybe also in the eyes of
others among his associates.
Loofs concluded his series of arguments in support of the identity of the
two Leontii with a final paragraph which is very interesting for our purpose:
UTIaPSEWC; ( ... ) IlEaO

Diesen Gründen gegenüber ist nun allerdings zuzugestehen, dass ein ausdruckliches Eintreten für Odgenes bei Leontius nicht nachweisbar ist, weiter dass er die
odgenistischen Vorstellungen von den letzten Dingen entschieden nicht geteilt hat ( ... ),142
Dennoch glaube ich gewiss, dass die angeführten Argumente genügen, um zu zeigen,

140

F. LOOFS, Leontius von Byzanz, 296. See also above, p.159 at n.121 and p,161 at

n.13l.
141 In this context, Loofs made another observation: "Endlich ist darauf aufmerksam zu
machen, dass bei Leontius die menschliche Seele so sehr als selbständiges Wesen erscheint,
dass es, auch wenn Leontius kein TTpOUlTapXEI v derselben angenommen hat, dennoch sehr
begreiflich wäre, dass Gegner diese Annahme ihm unterstellt hätten," ibid., 296. To illustrate Leontius' vision of the independence of the soul, Loofs quoted the following phrase:
"Wh at could be lacking in the soul, which has an independent and proper Iife of Hs own, to
be an incorporeal substance moved by itself?" CNE, PG 86/1, 1281BIO-12. However, the
phrase is meant as a nuancing ofLeontius' earlier concession to the Nestorians that the soul
and the body are imperfect parts and that neither of them has received its being (Ta Ei Va!
EaXllKEv) apart from the other (see above, 161, n.136). Now, Leontius nuances that both
soul and body are /lot imperfect KaTa TOV TOÜ lTiiie; Eivat Myov, ibid., 1281B7-c7 (compare with 1280D6-7). This means for the soul that, by its union with the body, it is not
prevented from being an independent Oliala, Leontius clarifies this with a small phrase
(which Loofs did not quote): "This may be dear from the fact that the soul is immortal and
indestlUctible," ibid, 1281B 12. For Leontius, the independence of the soul does not imply its
pre-existence, but it appears connected with its immortality. See also ibid., 1284c10-D4,
142 It is only at this stage that Loofs mentioned Leontius' view regarding the apocatastasis,
referring to DTN, PG8611, 1368D. Daley confirms that Leontius does not hold the doctrine
of apocatastasis, In his three passages dealing with the punishment of Hell, Leontius "does
not explicitly discuss the eternity of Hell or the problem of apocatastasis", but these texts
imply, at least, "that he regards the punishment of the damned as eternaI", B, DALEY, "The
Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 357 (referring to CNE, PG8611, 1284D3-8; CA,
1337B 12-D2; DTN, 1368c15-1369A6).
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dass die Klagen des parteiischen Cyrillus Scythopolitanus über die origenistischen
Ketzereien des Leontius keine Gegeninstanz bilden können gegen die Menge der
Gründe, welche dazu nötigen, den Schriftsteller Leontius mit dem Origenisten zu
identificieren. 143

As far as I know, Loofs has remained, up to the present day, the only
scholar who has sought to resolve the problem of Leontius' "Origenism"
by placing a basic question mark on Cyril's accuracy. We find this criticism
not only in the passage quoted but throughout the whole section about
Leontius the Origenist as painted in the VS. Cyril's account is "vielleich
tendenziäs"144 and its "Unwahrscheinlichkeit" might even betray some of
Cyril's unreliability.145 Loofs' most significant passage, however, is a long
paragraph where we read everything "was Cyrill nicht erzählt", that is, the
facts concerning Theodore of Mopsuestia, who was venerated in antiOrigenist circ1es and whose condemnation must have resulted, as we shall
see, from the parallel history of wh at happened to Origen. In this context,
Loofs already arrived at the conc1usion:
dass die vita Sabae und mit ihr die vita Euthymii eine grelle Parteifärbung tragen;
sie sind geschrieben im Sinn und zu Gunsten einer nicht nur antiorigenistischen,
sondern auch - nach Anschauung der Gegner Theodor's von Mopsueste - nestorianisierenden Partei. Die Anfänge des origenistischen Streites und des Dreicapitelstreites sind enger verbunden, als die bisherigen Darstellungen erkennen
lassen. 146

The "Origenism" of Leontius of Byzantium
in research after Loofs
In the days of Loofs it was almost considered a heresy even to suggest
that Cyril of Scythopolis could have deviated from the historical truth.
"Vollkommen in Irrtum", wrote W. Rügamer (1894). referring to Loofs'
identification of the two Leontii: assuming the identity means that we should
attribute to Cyril "grosse Parteilichkeit, grobe Unwahrheit und Fälschung

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
145 Ibid.,
146 Ibid.,
143

144

297.
281. See also above, 43 at n.111.
281, n.l.
288. For the controversy over the Three Chapters, see above, 52, n.167.
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der Thatsachen". 147 Cyril could not possibly have accused a sincere author
like Leontius of "pretending" to defend the Council of Chalcedon, without
betraying hirnself as a "böswillige Verleumder". 148 Rügamer opposed to
Loofs' opinion the eulogy uttered by H. Usener upon Cyril's accuracy as a
historian, inc1uding the lines I quoted above in my account of the status
quaestionis for this study.149 As I noted, Usener's judgment has been accepted many times since. 150
Not only was Rügamer's opposition against the identification of the
two Leontii poorly received,151 but likewise Loofs' criticism of Cyril' s historical reliability.152 The broad approval of Usener's positivist belief in
Cyril's objectivity, based upon the latter's chronological precision, must

147 W. RÜGAMER, Leontills von Byzanz. Ein Polemiker alls dem Zeit lllstinians, Würzburg
1894,58.
148 Ibid., 59.
149 USENER, H., Der heilige Theodosios. Schriften des Theodoros lind Kyrillos, Leipzig
1890, XIX-XX (quoted above, 42, n.llO).
150 See the references above, 43, nn.112-115. Also Loofs, in his defense against Rügamer,
alluded to Usener's remark about Cyril: "Er nimmt in der erbaulichen litteratur des alterthums
eine ehrenstelle ein" (sie, without capitals in the substantives; see the beginning of the passage quoted above, 42 at n.11 0). But Loofs observed, not without cynicism: "Unter den
'Historikern' der alten Kirche, die allen 'erbaulich' schreiben wollen und infolge ihres
Verständnisse des 'Erbaulichen' sämtlich 'grobster Parteilichkeit' sich schuldig machen,
nimmt Cyrillus trotzdem eine Ehrenstelle ein; Useners Lob des Cyrillus, das R. gegen mich
anführt, kann ich mit geringen Abänderungen unterschreiben", F. LOOFS, [Review ofRügamer], BZ 5 (1896), 19l.
151 Rügamer had brought in four more points against Loofs' identification of the two
Leontii; see W. RÜGAMER, Leontius von Byzanz, 59-63. Although the old discussion is very
interesting, it would be too much of adeviation to address it here. Besides the evidence
already adduced in support ofthe identity, I may refer to Richard who observed ofRügamer's
rejection of the identification that "son opposition n' a d' alleurs pas trouve grand credit",
M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 33.
152 F. Diekamp rejected Loofs' suggestion that Cyril wrote in favor of a party sympathizing with Theodore of Mopsuestia. To support his rejection Diekamp referred to several
ex am pies of Cyril' s heroes taking distance from Theodore of Mopsuestia, though he had to
admit a certain leniency in Cyril's denunciation of the predilection for Theodore. See F.
DIEKAMP, Die origenistisehen Streitigkeiten, 63-64. Hence, Diekamp concluded: "Also bloß
eine gewisse Schonung und Nachsicht, aber nicht 'eine grelle Parteifärbung' zu Gunsten der
Freunde Theodoros' von Mopsuestia ist in Kyrills Schriften wahrzunehmen," ibid., 64. Below, I shall explain my vision that the "Schonung und Nachsicht" with which Cyril treats the
friends of Theodore, when writing after the COlllleil of 553, could rather be interpreted as a
confirmation of Loofs' conclusions.
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have contributed to the fact that, in the subsequent research upon the problem of Leontius' "Origenism", nobody followed the line established by
Loofs. The question of Cyril's reliability has never again been posed in a
systematic way, not even in this context. The scholarly consensus about the
identity of the two Leontii,153 combined with the perception that traces of
"Origenism" are not easily found in the COIPUS leontinianum, led the research in quite a different direction. Scholars, apparently inspired by Cyril's
charge against Leontius that he just pretended to defend the Council of
Chalcedon, dedicated themselves to detecting in Leontius' writings how
the theologian had deverly concea1ed his true opinion.
According to M. Richat'd (1947), Leontius wrote his three-part work
CNE-CA-DTN shortly after lustinian's edict against Origen in 543, as a
disguised attack upon the condemnation. 154 Because the adversaries targeted in the CNEI55 were prominent anti-Origenists of a high sodal rank,156
Leontius, for reasons of prudence, wanted to demonstrate his orthodoxy:
"C' est pourquoi il a ecrit son ler livre. Sa polemique contre le nestorianisme
et le monophysisme ( ... ) n'est donc qu'un trompe-l'oeil."157 For the same
reason, we do not find deal' traces of Origenism in the rest of Leontius'

153 Apart from Rügamer, the only serious objection against the identity was made by E.
SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 388-389, n.2. Doubt was expressed by B. ALTANER,
"Der griechische Theologe Leontius und Leontius der skythische Mönch", ThQ 127 (1947),
164-165. For the consensus about the identity, see above, 147, n.74.
154 M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", REByz 5 (1947), 33-66.
Richard's opinion that the CNE-CA-DTN is areaction against lustinian's edict was gen erally accepted. However, a dating of the COIPUS leontiniallulIl after the edict can hardly be
reconciled with Cyril's brief message concerning Leontius' death, which must have taken
place shortly before or affer the publication of the edict (see above, 135, n.19). The Prologue
of the CNE-CA-DTN indicates that the three-part work was preceded by a long time of
preparation with public discourses, and Leontius observes that he often postponed the job
because of his own disability, PG 86/1, 1268B 1-15. Even if the last remark might be a commonplace (see above, 149, n.83), the text indicates that the plan for the writing was conceived long before. Upon the CNE (in a first version?) Leontius received reactions at which
he responded by writing, between times, the Epil and the Epap; thereafter, he continued to
finish the CA and the DTN. All this activity can hardly have taken place after the publication
of the edict, if we may give credit to Cyril's mentioning Leontius' death. Of course, precisely this study pI aces critical questions on Cyril's reliability, but these questions do not
concern his reputation of chronological precision when he represents historical facts.
155 CNE, PG 86/1, 1273AI-B8 (see above, 150 at nn.87-88).
156 M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 54-55 (see also above, 151,
n.89).
157

Ibid., 55.
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works: 158 all of them were written just after the edict, so his testimony must
have been "bien reticent sur les sujets litigeux" .159 But the proof that Leontius
the author was allied to the group of Nonnus 160 ipso facta meant, according
to Richard, that he had fallen into the errors of Origen. 161 Though obfuscating his Origenism in his writings, Leontius struggled for the Origenist party
with all the malicious means we read of in Cyril's account. 162 So in spite of
his theological value, his activities were disastrous for the Church and therefore, Richard conc1uded, he deserves a harsh judgment. 163

158 'Tout ce qu'on a pu relever d'un peu suspect chez lui est contrebalance par des
declarations non equivoques contre la doctrine de la preexistence de I'ame du Christ et
l'apocatastase", Ibid., 35.
159

Ibid., 36.

Although Leontius had tried to veil his "relations suspectes" by anonymous indications such as Eut.aß~e; Kat Sdoe; av~p and av~p SE6ao~oe;, the scholia identifying these
persons as Nonnus and Evagrius (see above, 154-155 with nn.l 01-103) permitted Richard
to write: "Cette demi-bravade prouve donc definitivement que Leonce l' ermite etait de quelque fac;on affilie au clan de Nonnus," M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?",
35. After analyzing Leontius' writings, Richard confirmed that Leontius the Hermit "etait
un membre militant du parti de l'abM Nonnus", ibid., 61.
161 "Et que I'on ne dise pas qu'un theologien pouvait avoir de l'estime pour Nonnus et
lire Evagre 1'1 l'occasion sans pourtant donner dans les erreurs d'Origene," ibid., 34. This
conclusion might have been drawn somewhat quickly. From the contemporary correspondence of Barsanuphius and John of Gaza we know that monks who did not agree with the
Origenist doctrines selected from Evagrius' writings the texts they considered useful for the
soul. See BARSANUPHIUS GAZAEUS/ IOHANNES GAZAEUS, Epistlilae, Quaestio 602, ed. S. SCHOINAS,
Volos 1960,284-285. Syrian Fathers esteemed Evagrius so much, in spite of his Origenism,
that a "purified" translation of the Kephalaia gllostica (S \) was made, probably by Philoxenus
of Mabbug in the late 5th or early 6th century, before the integral translation (S2) of the 6th or 7 th
century. See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltiqlle, 200-214, 302.
162 After his examination of Leontius' writings, Richard confirmed the identity of
Leontius the author with the Leontius of the VS especially from the circumstantial evidence:
referring to Cyril's representation ofLeontius, Richard wrote that the three books CNE-CADTN are exactly the work we may expect from such a man in such circumstances. "Nous
pouvons donc repondre avec fermete 1'1 la question que nous nous sommes posee au debut de
cet article: oui, Leonce I'ermite, auteur du Contra Nest. et Eut., est bien identique au Leonce
de Byzance de la Vie de saint Sabas," M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-i1 origeniste?",
63-64 (see also above, 147, n. 74).
163 Ibid., 65-66. After Richard, who had established the difference between Leontius of
Byzantium and Leontius of Jerusalem (see above, 141-142, n.52), a survey of the status
quaestionis with respect to the figure of Leontius was given by S. HELMER, Der Nellchalce160

don iSIll IIS. Geschichte, Berechtigung und Bedeutung eines dogmengeschichtlichen Begriffes
(diss.), Bonn 1962, 31-41. In this survey Richard's interpretation of Leontius' "Origenism"
is briefly summarized, ibid., 39-40 with n.78.
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The investigation into Leontius' "hidden Origenism" received a new
impulse, after A. Guillaumont had established that the anathemata of 553
did not so much concern the speculations of Origen hirnself as the "system"
of Evagrius Ponticus. 164 Now, if one could detect a hidden dependence on
Evagrius in the C01PUS leontinianum, the final proof of Leontius' actual
"Origenism" would, after all, have been delivered.
The seminal study into this direction was a dissertation of D. Evans
(1970).165 By showing that "Leontius' Christology conforms to that of
Evagrius", Evans intended to demonstrate that Cyril' s charge "is in all
points just and proper". 166 Leontius, as Evans argued, tried to advance an
Origenist solution for the Christological controversies of his time. 167 As
the official theologian of the "Origenist Chalcedonians", 168 he had an
ans wer for the old dilemma of how to define the unity of the divine and
human natures in Christ, and yet preserve the difference. In the J-lla UTTOaTams of Christ, the two natures were not simply united to one another,
but there was an indispensable intermediary, a tertium quid by which both
natures could conserve their own essence. 169 This tertium quid appeared
to be "the skeleton in Leontius' closet":170 it was identical with Evagrius'
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A. GUILLAUMONT, "Evagre et les anathematismes anti-origenistes de 553",219-226;

id., Les 'Kephalaia gnostiea' d'Evagre le POlltique, 143-159 (see also above, 23, n.9). Independently of Guillaumont, F. Refoule arrived at a similar conclusion; see F. REFOULE, "La
christologie d'Evagre et I'origenisme", OCP 27 (1961), 221-266.
165 D. EVANS, Leontills ofByzantiulIl. A/l Orige/list Christalogy, Washington D.C. 1970.
166 lbid., 88. Evans adduced both Cyril and "the scholiast" (see above, pp.154-155
with nn.1O J -103 and p.167, n.160) as two independent witnesses for the fact "that the theologian Leontius was an Origellist", ibid., 85-87. As to the scholia, Richard had interpreted
these marginal clarifications as "une accusation formelle d'Origenisme", M. R!CHARD, "Uonce
de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 34. Such accusations prove only that the accllsers themselves eOllsidered Leontius an Origenist.
167 D. EVANS, Leo/ltills 0/ Byzalltiul1l. All Origenist Christology, 185.
168 lbid., 146, 183.
169 On a number of difficult pages, without a reference to Leontius' text (pp.38-42),
Evans speculated about "the difference between the modes of unions of beings which are
and are Ilot one in existence and essence", ibid., 40. In the Word, existence and essence are
one; in (he flesh, existence and essence are not one. The Word unites only with other beings
which, like itself, are one in existence and essence; the flesh unites only with other beings
which, like itself, are /lot one in existence and essence. Therefore, in Jesus Christ, the Word
and the flesh may have uni ted not in one another, but in a third bei/lg which must be capable
ofuniting both with the Word and with the flesh. This tertiulIl quid, therefore, "must somehow both be and not be one in essence and existence", ibid.
170

lbid., 38.
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unfallen vous Jesus Christ, that is, the only intellect that had remained
united to the Logos after the primordial fall of the pre-existent VOES from
the intelligible world. 171 Evans found Evagrius' vous Jesus Christ fitting
in "astonishing well" with the tertium quid he claimed for Leontius,172
and at the end of a long chapter on Leontius and Evagrius, he confirmed
that the Christology of both "perfectly correspond" to each other. 173 However, the third heing, that is, a vous to which Word and flesh are each
united, is very difficult to discover in Leontius writings. 174 For Evans,
this could easily be explained: Leontius had "so constructed his argument
( ... ) as to conceal from his orthodox readers his true conviction". 175

171 Pursuing his speculation, Evans searched for a being that fulfilled the conditions 01'
his tertiuII! quid: "Is there any being which somehow both is a/ld is not one in essence and
existence?" And anticipating the fourth chapter of his study, he wrote: "there is indeed! He
is Jesus Christ, the one unfallen /lOUS 01' the Christology of the Origenist Evagrius of Pontus.
( ... ) For Evagrius, it is the property of /lOUS as such that it may either persist in the vision of
God 01' fall away from it; that is, as I propose to translate, eithel' hold to the original unity of
its existence with its essence or abandon it. Nous both is and is /lot one in essence and
existence in that it may be either the one or the other. However, in a single case it is as it were
both at once. For Evagrius, we know, Jesus Christ is the single nous of the whole intellectual
world who has not fallen away from the Word; but he is also by God's grace joined to his
flesh. In Evagrius' Christology, then, it is the propriulIl of Jesus Christ to be the olle /lOUS
II/lited botl! to the Word and to theflesh," ibid., 40-41. See also 185. Even though it is not my
purpose here to evaluate Evans' interpretation ofEvagrius, I want to point out the difficulty
of interpreting spiritual texts with the standards appropriate for theological treatises; see
also above, 27, n.25 (at the end).
172 "Evagrius' voCk; Jesus Christ conforms to the requirements of our speculation [seil.
concerning the third bei/lg] astonishing weIl," ibid., 41.
173 lbid., 131.
174 When treating Leontius' threefold division of the soul (see above, ISS, n.l05) into
"/lOI/S, thumos, and epithumia", Evans admitted "that Leontius never calls /lOUS voGe;, but
either TO AOYlOllK6v ( ... ) or TO ~YEf.IOVlK6v ( ... )", D. EVANS, Leolltius 0/ Byza/ltilllll. All
Origenist Christology, 111, n.97. Certainly, there are V6Ee; in Leontius' text, e.g. DTN, PG
86/1, 1369AI4, but we may state with Daley that his works show "no reference to preexistent Iwes", B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 339.
175 D. EVANS, Leolltius 0/ B)'za/ltiwll. All Origenist Christolog)', 42.
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Although Evans' thesis was accepted by some scholars,176 it encountered abundant criticism 177 and as B. Daley, the most outspoken opponent,
recently wrote, it has few supporters today. 178 A representation of the whole
discussion would lead us too far afield, but attention must be paid to Daley's
criticism (1976).179 For Daley, the thesis ofLeontius' theologicalOrigenism
"remains unproved and thoroughly dubious", 180 and he demonstrates that
Leontius' Christology does not imply the Evagrian-Origenist metaphysical
system Evans tries to disco ver "behind" it. 181 An actual dependence of
Leontius' Christology on that of Evagrius cannot be deduced from a similarity of anthropology as Evans claims;182 but even this anthropological

accordance itself appears "at best inconclusive". 183 Evans' s project fails
through lack of evidence. 184 Then Daley pursues his argument in the opposite direction:

176 See esp. 1. MEYENDORFF, Le Christ dans la theologie byzalltine, Paris 1969,79-89
(Meyendorff used an outline of Evans' unpublished dissertation, ibid., 80, nA1); also id.,
Byza/ltine Theology: Historical Trends & Doctrillal Thellles, New York 1983 (1974), 36; P.
GRAY, The Defense ofChalcedoll in the East (451-553), Leiden 1979, 90-103; C. STALLMANPACITTI, (,»ril of Scythopolis. A Study in Hagiography as Apology, Brookline, Ma, 1990,
101-105. A casual reference to Evans was made by W, Frend and C. von Schänborn, both
taking his thesis for granted; see W. FREND, The Rise of the MOllophysite Movelllent, Cambridge 1972, 278-279; C. VON SCHÖNBORN, Sophrone de Jerusalelll. Vie mO/lastique et COIIfessioll doglllatique, ThH 20, Paris 1972, 48, n.11.
177 Evans' thesis was criticized or explicitly confuted by A. DE HALLEUX, [Review] RHE
66 (1971), 977-985 [= Museoll 84 (1971), 553-560]; 1. LYNCH, "Leontius ofByzantium: A
Cyrillian Christology", JTS/ns 36 (1975), 455-47l (the "Cyrillian" character ofLeontius'
Christology is generally not accepted); L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestilla e le controversie
cristologiche, Brescia 1980, p.203, n.74 and pp. 262, 268-269; id., "ll 'Dialogo contro gli
aftartodoceti' di Leonzio di Bisanzio e Severo di Antiochia", CrSt1 (1980),430-431; A. LE
BOULLUEC, "Controverses au subjet de la doctrine d'Origene sur l'ame du Christ", in
Origellialla quarta, Innsbruck-Wien 1987,223-237; A. GRILLMEIER. Jeslls der Christus im
Glauben der Kirche ul2, Freiburg (etc.) 1989, 198-199. The most well-founded rejection of
Evans' thesis, given by B, Daley, will be treated immediately here below.
178 B. DALEY, "A Richer Union: Leontius ofByzantium and the Relationship of Human
and Divine in Christ", in StPatr 24, Leuven 1993,241. See also L. PERRONE, "L'impatto deI
dogma di Calcedonia sulla riflessione teologica fra IV e V Concilio Ecumenico", in Storia
della teologia I, Casale Monferrato 1993, p. 575 with n.173 and p.576.
179 B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", JTS/ns 27 (1976), 333-369.
ISO Ibid., 336-337.
181 Ibid" 341. Evans utilizes "notions that are foreign to Leontius' thought", ibid., and
he finds a system implied in Leontius' works that shows to be "largely the product of his
own fancy", ibid., 352.
182 The "cornerstone" ofEvans' reasoning, Da1ey writes, "is not anything expressed in
Leontius' Christology itself, curiously enough, but rather wh at Evans understands to be
Leontius' idea of the soul. So he sums up his argument in the following 'syllogisrn': 'If the
soul of Leontius' anthropology is the same as the 1l0US of Evagrius' cosmology and if one of

After summarizing the main points of dis agreement, 186 Daley arrives
at what he sees as "perhaps" Leontius' "most radical divergence from
Evagrius' Christology". According to Leontius, the Logos was directly incarnated and not through the mediation of a tertium quid: 187 "There is not

A carefullook at Leontius' writings provides unmistakable evidence that the
theology he actually espouses does contradict Evagrian Origenism. Not only is there
no trace in his works of Evagrius' very recognizable theological scheme and vocabulary, nor even a suggestion of what contemporaries seem to have considered the
two main characteristics of Origenism: the doctrines of the pre-existence of souls
and apocatastasis. The fact is, on all the major points of Evagrian theology we can
find Leontius c1early maintaining a contrary position; sometimes he even seems at
pains to distinguish his own position from that of the Origenists, even if he never
mentions them by name. 185

Evagrius' noes is Jesus Christ, then is it not at least highly probable that one of the souls of
Leontius' anthropology is Jesus Christ - that Leontius' Jesus is Evagrius' /I0US Jesus?' One
might weIl ans wer to this: not necessarily. It is, after aIl, perfectly possible that two theologians
could share the same philosophical anthropology without having the same understanding of
Christ," ibid., 352 (ref. D. EVANS, Leolltius of Byza/ltiulIl. All Orige/list Christology, 100), This
argumenthas been brought againstEvans also by A. DE HALLEUX, [Review] RHE66 (1971), 980.
183 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 352. After criticizing the
anthropological similarities adduced by Evans, Daley observes that these "are all too much
part of the mixed heritage of any sixth-century Greek philosopher to be by themselves evidence for the dependence of one writer on another", ibid., 354.
184 Ibid., 355.
185 Ibid.
186 The "major points ofEvagrian theology" on which Daley finds Leontius "maintaining a contrary position" concern the creation, the pre-existence of souls, the primordial fall,
the eschatology, man's union with God and Christology. See ibid., 355-359.
187 "Leontius repeated1y makes it c1ear that it is the Logos hirnself who took on a human
nature in the Incarnation, not a created nous called ChIist, who is joined to the Logos by knowledge and love but who is a different being," ibid., 359. A difference between the voO<; ChIist and
the Logos was attributed to the OIigenists by the 8'" and 9'" anathemata of 553, ibid., 359, n.2-3,
See Ca/lones xv contra Origenem sive Origenistas, A CO IV/1, 249,10-18. Leontius, however,
stresses that the Logos is /lot different from Christ; Daley iIlustrates this by the following passages: DTN, PG 8611, 1385c3 f., 1392A9 f,; Epil, PG 86/2, 1944D5-B2. Other texts demonstrate
that Leontius holds a direct Incamation of the Logos without an intermediaty: CNE, PG 86/1,
1281A1 f .• 1284c8-1O; CA, PG 86/1, 1324D3-1325A4, 1332A12, 1352D8-1O, 1353A5, 12 f. See
B. DALEY, "The Oligenism ofLeontius ofByzantium". JTS/ns 27 (1976), 359-360.
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the least suggestion of a third party in the Incarnation, mediating between
the Logos and the human nature of Jesus and corresponding to the nous
Christ ofEvagrius."188 Then, Daley rejects both Evans' thesis that Leontius'
writings represent "an Origenist position" and Richard's suggestion that
th~y "d.o not represent the real Leontius, but are the orthodox disguise of an
Ongemst at bay".189 Daley prefers "to take Leontius' writings at their face
v~lue": they reveal to us not an Origenist, but "a strict and unbending
dlphysIte, a Palaeo-Chalcedonian" 190 who was concerned above all to defend the validity of the Chalcedonian Christological formula. '91 As a consequence, in order to maintain the identification ofLeontius the author with
Cyril' s Leontius, Daley has to interpret Leontius' so-called "Origenism" in
a broader sense, just as Loofs did. It is true that in his approach Daley does
showareserve with regard to Cyril, but only to a small degree. 192 First he
formulates the questions
1. what a theological epithet like "Origenist" can have meant when coming
from the pen of a hostile contemporary such as Cyril; and
"
~; wh at degree of doctri~al homogeneity actually characterized the Origenist
party among the monks of slxth-century Palestine. 193
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donian, extraordinarily careful in his formulation of the mystery of the Incarnation to use the language canonized by the Council of 553".195 Daley
concludes this from a passage in the VE, where Cyril puts into the mouth of
Abba Euthyrnius a profession of orthodox faith. 196 Cyril' s Neo-Chalcedonian
position must have been determinant for his judgment on Leontius. In his
eyes, as Daley observes, someone who steered "a more rigorously diphysite
course" could seem "scandalously guilty of 'dividing Christ"', 197 and this
could be enough to brand hirn an "Origenist" 01' a "Nestorian", which did
not make much difference. 198 Thus, we see how for the first time since
Loofs, Cyril's reputation for historical objectivity begins to suffer corrosion. 199 But unlike Loofs, who associated Cyril with "eine nestorianisierende Partei", 200 Daley represents Cyril as a Neo-Chalcedonian in whose eyes
"Origenists" and "Nestorians" could be "lumped together".201 As a consequence, Daley has to explain Leontius' anti-Nestorian attack upon the ad-

195

Then, starting with the first question, Daley assumes an element of

Daley, Cynl shows hlmself "a thoroughgoing and articulate Neo-Chalce)'.
188
189

Ibid., 360.
Ibid., 361. "It would be, to say the least, a bit strange if so much passion and labour

so much subtle and consistent argument, were in the end only being expended on a fa~ade:
and could not be trusted to tell us anything of the builder's own principles " ibid
100
'
•
Even Richard qualified the Christology expounded by Leontius as "un chalcedonisme
tres strict interprete a la lu miere de la theologie cappadocienne et d'une philosophie originale"
M. RICHARD, "Leonce de Byzance etait-il origeniste?", 46, 55; see also 65. For the inf1uenc~
of the Cappadocian Fathers upon Leontius, see above, 156, n.108.
. 191.ELr
" XPIOTO' <;, (\EV TIpOaWTIOV, 111 Cl UTIOCTTClat<; EV Buo <j>uaEatV. See B. DALEY, "The
Ongemsm of Leontius of Byzantium", 361-362.
• ~92 In a mor~ rec~nt a~,tic1e, .Daley observes that Cyril, notwithstanding his passionate
hOStl~lty to the Ongemsts, remams a careful and, it seems, accurate witness to the facts of
the dIspute", B. DALEY, "What did 'Origenism' Mean in the Sixth Century?", in Origeniana
sexta, Leuven 1995,631 (quoted above, 49 at n.153).
193 B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium" 362.
19~ Ibid.
'
I

I

(

I

' I

I

Ibid.

VE 26 (SCHWARTZ), 40,13-41,3. Daley qualifies Euthymius' profession of faith as
"almost aperfect summary of the Christology of the Second Council of Constantinople",
and Euthymius' following speech as "a classic Neo-Chalcedonian explanation of Chalcedon",
B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 363-364. For Cyril's Neo-Chalcedonism, see also L. PERRONE, "Il deserto e l'orizzonte della citta", in Cirillo di Scitopoli:
Sforie 1Il0nasfiche, Praglia 1990, 80.
197 B. DALEY, ''The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 364.
198 "And this could weIl have been enough to earn for a theologian like Leontius the
name of 'Origenist', especially if he had been personally associated with others who subscribed more direct1y to an Evagrian theology. To have one's doubts about the propriety of
predicating Trinitarian titles of Jesus or human sufferings to the Logos tended, in NeoChalcedonian eyes, to put in the same category as those who thought 01' Christ as a /lOUS
distinct from God the Word, or even as those who considered hirn a 'mere man'; whether
one then was branded 'Nestorian' or 'Origenist' was perhaps of only secondary importance," ibid.
199 For the sake of completeness, I have to mention here an earlier artic1e of Rees in
which Loofs' criticism of Cyril's reliability found some echo: S. REES, "The Life and Personality of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/os 41 (1940),263-280 (see esp. 276).
200 F. LOOFS, Leoflfius VOll Byzanz, 288 (quoted above, 164 at n.l46) .
201 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 365. Daley derives some
arguments from Cyril's writings and from other sixth and seventh-century sourees, to prove
a "widespread identification of Origenists and Antiochenes", ibid. The vision that Cyril
belonged to a Neo-Chalcedonian party that "lumped together" Origenists and Antiochenes
was also expressed by D. EVANS, LeOflfills of Bywllfium. All Orige/list Chrisfology, 138,
n.15.
196

subj.e~tivity in Cyril's judgment: "For all his apparent accuracy of detail,
Cynlls sca.rcely a ne~1tral observer in theological issues."194 According to
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herents of Theodore of Mopsuestia as an Origenist manoeuvre inspired by
"diplomatie shrewdness". 202
As to the second question, Daley designs a new picture of the "welldefined faction of monks" known by the name of "Origenists" .203 Their
apparent interest in Origen, Evagrius and Didymus does not mean - if
Leontius belonged to them - that all these monks actually adhered to the
doctrines of the pre-existence of souls and apocatastasis, or to an Origenist
Christology. They were not so much held together by a particular system of
doctrine as by "their interest in the intellectuallife and in theological speculation - as exemplified, perhaps, in the Origenist approach to theology".204
Leontius was one of those AOYlUlTEPOl whom Cyril presents as "a group of
critical and rebellious intellectuals".205 He may have read the works of
Origen and Evagrius with interest and found the doctrines of pre-existence
and apocatastasis moderate (flEoa) and harmless (aKt vouva), even if he
did not subscribe to them. Probably, Leontius' "Origenism", if any, consisted merely in his conviction that freedom oftheological speculation was
a right worth fighting for. 206

202 "Their [seil. th~rigenists'] attaek on the leaders of the Antioehene sehool takes on
a new dimension of diplomatie shrewdness: both as a way of drawing the reforming NeoChalcedonian fire away from themselves, and as a eounterblow against Pelagius and other
Westerners who found themselves in sympathy with the Antioehene tradition, but showed
less sympathy with the Origenists. Leontius' DTN, a violent and apparently rather hastily
written tirade against Theodore of Mopsuestia and his followers, may well have been the
first move in this direetion; it was to become the manifesto of the Origenist party's crusade,
and the source-book for the Conciliar condemnation of the Three Chapters a decade later,"
B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 365-366. For Deacon Pelagius' role,
see above, 152, n.96 (I shall return to it below).
203 B. DALEY, '''fhe Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 366.
201 Ibid.; see the passage quoted above, 30 at n.38.
205 B. DALEY, '''fhe Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 366.
2(;'; "But a1l the evidence suggests that he was himself an Origenist only in so far as he
was one ofthose AOYlWTEPOl who believed theologie al speculation Iike Origen's 01' Evagrius'
was in any event a useful way for a monk to spend his time, was worth reading and respecting, even if one disagreed with it at the end - and that the freedom to indulge in this kind of
theological research was worth fighting for, even with 'picks and shovels and crowbars of
iron' [with ref. to VS 84 (SCHWARTZ), 190,18-19]. The Origenism of Leontius was probably
only his a1legiance to a group known for its free speculation, and his willingness to defend
the rights of real, theological Origenists to their own views," ibid., 369.
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The "Origenism" oi Leontius oi Byzantium
and Cyril s historical reliability
Daley's analysis is an important step towards the solution of the complicated problem ofLeontius' "Origenism". He has tumed the research away
from an inquiry into a camouflaged heresy "behind" the theology of the
corpus leontinianum, and focused the attention back upon the possibility
that Cyril's charges might not be quite objective. This seems to be a more
fruitful approach. But the more radical position already taken by Loofs
should also be given serious consideration. Only a radical questioning of
Cyril's reliability, as initiated by Loofs, can lead us towards a satisfying
interpretation of the mysterious phenomenon of Leontius' "Origenism".
And in light of the analysis of the literary genre of Cyril' s monastic biographies, made in the first chapter of this study, we may thoroughly question
Cyril' s reliability.
A profound questioning of Cyril' s historical trustworthiness might enable us to identify hirn, like Daley did, as a Neo-Chalcedonian, but a "NeoChalcedonian" after the Council of 553, without absolving hirn from his
sympathies with a former "nestorianisierende Partei" as understood by
Loofs. In fact, Daley's suggestion that Cyril beIonged to a Neo-Chalcedonian
party that "lumped together" Origenists and Antiochenes as their common
opponents simply contradicts the evidence, as has already been suggested
and as will be further demonstrated.
The confrontation of Cyril's account with what we may deduce from
Leontius' writings leads to the conjecture that a more complicated conflict
underlay the quarrel about the theological issues. Cyril of Scythopolis, our
principal source, appears as the mouthpiece of the self-proc1aimed winning
party.207 In this seetion, we discovered hirn caricaturing opponents such as
Leontius of Byzantium and 'suppressing facts that are crucial to the controversy. For example, we found Cyril' scharge of Leontius' "crypto-Origenism"
counterbalanced in Leontius' own writings by the parallel charge of "cryptoNestorianism" brought against the anti-Origenists. This accusation which
could be exaggerated as weIl is significant. Even though it does not correspond, at first sight, to much that we can read in Cyril's account, it may weIl
be indicative of important hidden aspects of what really happened.

207

See above, 39-40, 49-50.
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After the long, painstaking research into the questionable "Origenism"
of Leontius of Byzantium, it is time to turn to the hagiographie writings of
Cyril of Scythopolis. We have serious reasons now to re-examine Loofs'
old thesis that these writings bear "eine grelle Parteifärbung" and that the
"anti-Origenists", in whose favor Cyril wrote, were linked with "Nestorianism" by the "Origenist" enemies of Theodore of Mopsuestia, such
as Leontius, in the period of struggle preceding the Council of 553. 208
Perhaps other dimensions of the underlying monastic conflict can also be
detected.

2. The doctrinal and political aspects of the conflict
When verifying the scholarly consensus about Leontius the author being the same as Cyril' s Leontius the Origenist, I mentioned the sympathy
for Theodore of Mopsuestia within anti-Origenist circ1es, which may be
deduced both from the VS and from some Latin sources. 209 In this section,
I shall ex amine more c10sely the question ofTheodore ofMopsuestia's popularity in the anti-Origenist camp. To what extent did Leontius' charge of
"secret Nestorianism", brought against the anti-Origenists, correspond to
historical reality? Can we consider the party Cyril sympathizes with as "eine
nestorianisierende Partei", as Loofs suggested? 01', on the other hand, should
we assume that the Origenists, instead of being liable to identification with
the "Antiochenes",210 were rather taking sides with the Monophysites
in the persistent Christological conflict that dominated the era? Since
Loofs observed that the origins of the Origenist controversy and the Three
Chapters affair are "enger verbunden, als die bisherigen Darstellungen
erkennen lassen",211 the question has still not yet been given the atten-

F. LooFS, Leonfius VOll Byzanz, 288 (quoted above, 164 at n.146).
See above, 152 with nn.94-96.
210 See above, 173, n.201.
211 F. LooFS, Leollfius VOll Byzanz, 288 (quoted above, 164 at n.146). For the Three
Chapters affair, see above, 52, n.167.
208

209
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tion it deserves. 212 Within the limits of this study, only a few suggestions
can be made. My central point is that a methodological doubt about Cyril of
Scythopolis' historical trustworthiness could open a new line for further
research.

Sabas expels the heretics: an anachronism?
Let us turn to the crucial passage in the VS where Cyril says something
about the adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia. As we know, they are briefly
mentioned together with Leontius of Byzantium with whom they were expelled from Sabas' company on the Saint's mission to Constantinople in
531. I shall quote the text once again, 213 from the point where Sabas, encountering Justini~n, predicted the reconquest of the lost parts of the Empire so that the Emperor could extirpate the heresies of Arianism, Nestorianism and Origenism. After c1arifying that Sabas mentioned Arianism
because it was troubling the West, Cyril explains the Saint's reference to
the two other heresies:
He named the heresy of Nestorius, because some of the monks who had
accompanied him had been found siding with Theodore of Mopsuestia when disputing with the Aposchists in the basilica. He included the destructive heresy of
Origen in the rejection of the said heresies, since one of the monks with him,

212 More recently F. Carcione contributed two subsequent articles to the research upon
the connection between Origenism and the Three Chapters affair: F. CARCIONE, "La politica
religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase iniziale della 'Seconda Controversia Origenista' (536543). Un nuovo fallimentare tentativo d'integratione tra monofisismo e calcedonianismo
aHa vigilia deHa controversia sui Tre Capitoli", SROC 8 (1985), 3-18; id., "La politica religiosa
di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva della 'Seconda Controversia Origenista' (543-553). Gli
intrecci con la controversia sui Tre Capitoli", SROC 9 (1986), 131-147. Carcione confirms
that the Origenists were deeply involved in the Christological and political conflict of theil'
time, taking sides with the Monophysites against the defenders of the Three Chapters. He
explicitly approaches the controversy as a struggle in the line of the old opposition between
Antiochenes and Alexandrines. See esp. ibid., 136-138. See for Ihis aspect also S. REES,
"The Life and Personality of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/os 41 (1940),278-280. For the
link between Origenists and Monophysites, see e.g. J. BOIS, "Constantinople (He concile
de)",DTC3/1 (1938), 1231-1232.
213 The text has been quoted above, 76-77 (with the Greek text in n.97). See also above,
133-134 with nn.2-8.
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B yzantine by birth and named Leontius, who was one of those admitted with Nonnus
into the New Laura after the death of the superior Agapetus, had been found embracing the doctrines of Origen; though cIaiming to support the Council of Chalcedon,
he was detected holding the views of Origen. On hearing this and rememberinj;,the
words of the blessed Agapetus,214 our father Sabas, acting with severity, expelled
both Leontius and those with the views of Theodore and excluded them from his
company, and asked the emperor to expel both heresies. 215

At first sight, this text appears as a historical account of events that
took place about 25 years before the moment of writing. But there are two
difficulties here. Firstly, could it be true that, as early as 531, Sabas, a fervent champion of Chalcedonian orthodoxy, unmasked some sympathizers
of Theodore of Mopsuestia as "Nestorians", judging them bad enough to
expel them rigidly from his company? Secondly, is it imaginable that Sabas,
who had expressly backed Abba Agapetus' request to prolong the exile of
Nonnus and his companions, had remained ignorant of Leontius' belonging to this group from the time that it was "secretly" admitted into the New
Laura in 519/520? These questions directly concern the issue of Cyril's
historical reliability and the outcome will urge us to search for a suitable
interpretation of the text.

a. The first question touches Theodore of Mopsuestia's general reputation in the early 530's. We know that this Antiochene father was not admired by the Monophysites who, following Cyril of Alexandria a century
before, accused hirn of being the immediate predecessor of Nestorius. 216

214 When Patriarch Elias of Jerusalem had been substituted by John, in 516, the exiled
Origenists took that occasion to get permission to return to the New Laura, but Abba Agapetus
gave the new Patriarch negative advice: "They corrupt the community by fomenting the doctrines of Origen, and I would prefer rather to leave the place than to mix these men with the
community entrusted to me," VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,10-13 (see also above, 77, n.96).
215 VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,7-20.
216 Cyril of Alexandria' s attitude had been half-hearted: though he had fulminated against
the deceased bishop of Mopsuestia denouncing his doctrines as even worse than those of
Nestorius, he had also expressed more favorable judgments and he had never gone as far as
mentioning Theodore's name in his 1\velve Anathemata, nor in the whole passionate debate
that sUlTounded the Council ofEphesus. Finally, he had ended up - for reasons of opportunism
- by advising Patriarch ProcIus of Constantinople to leave Theodore in peace in his tomb. See
E. AMANN, ''Trois-Chapitres (affaire de)", DTC 15/2 (1950), 1870-1873. In the early sixth
century, Monophysites like Philoxenus of Mabbug showed themselves less appeasable. See
EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, HE I1I, 31, ed. J. BIDEzi L. PARMENTIER, London 1898, 127,23-128,8.
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But we also know that the fathers of Chalcedon, after reading a much-discussed letter of Ibas of Edessa to Maris in which Theodore of Mopsuestia
was expressly praised,217 had acknowledged the author as ol'thodox. 218 This
circumstance made it impossible for strict Chalcedonians to comply with
the Monophysite demand of anathematizing Theodore, without hanning
the authority of the Council of Chalcedon. Besides, Theodore was considered to have died in peace with the Church: even at the sessions of the
Council of 553 there were still discussions whether he could be anathematized post mortem. 2I9 This in brief is the state of affairs concerning the

217 IBAS EDESSENUS, Epistllia ad Marim, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, COlle. Chaleedonense (Actio
XI), ACa Il/l ,3, Berlinl Leipzig 1935,32-34, or [391-393]. The letter had been written shortly
after the Reconciliation of 433, when the Orientals (residing under the Patdarchate of Antioch)
had promised to abandon Nestorius, while Cyril of Alexandria, from his side, had dropped
his 1\velve Anathemata and subscribed to a "Formula of Union" intended to reconcile the
Antiochene and Alexandrine positions. Seeesp. A. GRlLLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus im GlaubeIl
der Kirche I, Freiburg (ete.) 1979,703-707; M. SIMONETTl, Il Cristo u: Testi teologiei e
spiriwali in Iingua greea dal IV al VII seeolo, Milano 1986,384-387. Then Ibas had written
to an anonymous Persian bi shop (conventionally addressed with Mal', hence the title Map'lC;),
in order to inform hirn about what had happened and how peace had been restored. But
concerning Cyril of Alexandria, his tone had been very negative and he had also complained
about Bishop Rabbula of Edessa's tyrannical campaign against "the blessed Theodore [of
Mopsuestia], the herald of truth and the teacher of the Church (6 j1aKapLOC; 0E08wpoC; 6
KfjpUS TfjC; ai\'l9dac; Kai 818cXOKai\0C; TfjC; EKKi\'lufac;)", IBAS, Ep. ad Marilll, ACa u/l, 3,
p.33,28-29. See E. AMANN, "Trois-Chapitres (affaire de)", DTC 15/2 (1950),1877-1879; R.
DEVREESSE, Essai SUI' Theodol'e de Mopsueste, Citta deI Vaticano 1948, 125-l30.
218 Cone. Chale., ACa u/1, 3, pp. 11-42, or [370-401]. At Chalcedon, the decisions of
the so-called latl'ocinilllll Ephesilllllll (the "robber's council" of Ephesus in 449) were annulled, whieh implied the rehabilitation of both Theodoret of Cyrus and Ibas of Edessa.
These two authors, together with Theodore ofMopsuestia, became famous in the sixth century as the ''Three Chapters": a designation that originally referred only to lustinian's three
eapitllla (KE</Jai\ata) or anathemata condemning each of them, but soon indicated the authors themselves. See e.g. F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase
conclusiva ... ", SRaC9 (1986),135, n.17.
219 The question concerning the condemnation of the death had been discussed from the
fifth century on. See e.g. IOHANNES ANTIOCHENUS, Ep. ad Pl'OclUIIl (lntel' ep. Procli 6), PL 65,
877-878; E. AMANN, ''Trois-Chapitres'', DTC 15/2 (1950),1871-1872. Especialy the Western
churches opposed to the condemnation of the death because of their concern with the authority
ofthe Council ofChalcedon. See A. PLACANlCA, ''Teologia polemica e storiografica ecclesiastica
nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res ehristialla, Roma 1999, pp.l99, 208. Pope Vigilius,
in his first COllstitlltUI1l of 553, protesting against the Council (see below, 185, 1l.239), even
quoted a passage of Cyril of Alexandria against the insult of the death. See VIGILIUS PAPA,
COllstitutUIIl I, in Colleetio Avellana, Ep. 83, CSEL 35/1, 288,4-15. At the Fifth Ecumenical
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reputation of Theodore of Mopsuestia at the eve of the Collatio cum Severianis in 532,220 that is, at the time of Sabas' mission to Constantinople.
Therefore, we should at least be suspicious about Cyril's hagiographie representation of Saint Sabas who, notwithstanding his p1'o-Chalcedonian zeal,
expels the adhe1'ents of Theodore of Mopsuestia as early as 531. It is also
ha1'd to believe that Cyril reflects the historical facts when, referring to that
incident, he gives an assurance, by the mouth of Abba Gelasius, that Sabas
had "abhorred" (t~uaaTTETo) Theodore ofMopsuestia "because he was a
he1'etic" (ulpETlK0 mh0 ÖVTl).221
Whether Theodo1'e was a heretic 01' not, was not yet officially established in 531. The first official condemnation was issued only about 13
years later by Justinian's ediet against the Th1'ee Chapters of 544/545. 222
Even a year before, in the ediet against Origen of 543, Theodore of Mopsuestia' s name was not mentioned in the concIuding list of all heretics (among
them Nestorius) who had to be renounced as officially condemned. 223 The
question of Theodore's orthodoxy must have become a buming issue, out-

Couneil itself, the question was diseussed especially in the fifth session. See Concilium Oee.
Const. 11, Gesta, ACO IVIl, 100,32-129,16; C. HEFELFi H. LECLERQ, Histoire des COllciles
d'apres fes documents originaux m/l, Paris 1909, 87-89; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, COIlstantinople 11 et Constallfinople 111, Paris 1974,94-95. See also the testimony of EVAGRlUS
SCHOLASTICUS, HE IV, 38, ed. 1. BIDEz/ L. PARMENTIER, London 1898, 187,17-18.
220 As has been said, Cyril alludes in our text to preparatory discussions in view of the
Collatio Cllln Severianis, see above, 77, n.94. At that colloquy, Justinian proposed a deal
with the Severian Monophysites permitting them indeed to condemn Theodore ofMopsuestia,
Theodoret of CylUS and Ibas ofEdessa, provided that they would subscribe to the Council of
Chalcedon. However, the proposal failed to persuade the Severians. See the French transl.
of an anonymous Syrian account in F. NAU, Docl/Illents po ur servil' Cl l'histoire de l'Eglise
Nestoriellne 11 (Textes Monophysites II, 6: Le colloque monophysite de 531), PO 13 (1917;
repr. 1974), p.l95 [85], lines 4-15; English transl. by S. BROCK, "The Conversations with the
Syrian Orthodox under Iustinian (532)", OCP 47 (1981),116-117, nr.7. See also A. GRlLLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus im Glauben der Kirche 11/2,261,438. Our other source for the
colloquy only reports a diseussion about the rehabilitation of Theodoret and Ibas by the
Council of Chalcedon; see INNocENTlus MARONITA, Epistula de collatione cum Severianis,
ACO IV/2, 180,4-182,22. Innocent does not refer to Justinian's proposal. Obviously, the
proposal was made out of opportunism: after the unsuccessful attempt to engineer a reconciliation, Justinian changed political course and soon the condemnation ofthe Monophysites
was renewed at the Synod held by Menas in 536. See above, 79, n.l08. The question of
Theodore of Mopsuestia's heretical status became current again only after 543; see below.
221 VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,19-22 (quoted above, 84 with n. 134. See also below).
222 See above, 84, n. 133. For the Three Chapters affair, see above, 52, n.167.
m IUSTINIANUS, EdictulIl contra Origenelll, ACO 111, 208,8-13.
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side the Monophysite world, only after the edict against Origen. According
to Facundus of Hermiane and Liberatus of Carthage, two Latin defende1's
of the Three Chapters (and of the authority of Chalcedon), the condemnation of these three autho1's was merely the result of a hate-campaign initiated by the Origenists at the instigation of Theodore Ascidas, to avenge the
previous ediet against Origen. 224 Facundus writes that on that occasion an
old question whieh had been concluded and forgotten for one hundred and
twenty years, was brought up again. 225 And Liberatus suggests that it was
only after the edict against Origen that the way was opened to condemn the
dead, enabling Theodo1'e Ascidas to provoke a condemnation of Theodo1'e
of Mopsuestia. 226 Although these partisan testimonies might not be quite

224 FACUNDUS, Pro defensiolle TriulIl Capitulorum 1,2,4, CCL 90', pp.8-9, Iines 19-27;
IV, 4, 14-15, pp.1 25-126, liDes 97-112; LIBERATUS, BreviariuIII23-24,ACO 11/5, 139,33-141,1l.
See also above, 152, n.96. In the context ofTheodore Ascidas' presumed revenge, L. Duchesne
remarked lang ago: "Quant li Theodore de Mopsueste, si nulle sentence ne I'avait encore
atteint, nulle sentence non plus le protegeait," L. DUCHESNE, "Vigile et pelage. Etude sur
l'histoire de I'EgIise romaine au milieu du VI" siecIe", RQH 36 (1884), 392. For Ascidas'
role, see also (among the extent literature) F. DIEKAMP, Die origenisfischell Streitigkeiten,
50-55; C. HEFELFi H. LECLERQ, Histoire des COllciles m/l, 5-6, n.1 ; L. DUCHESNE, L' Eglise all
VI' siecle, 173-175; E. SCHWARTZ, "Zur Kirchenpolitik Justinians", SBAW (1940), Heft 2,
pp. 52-57 (= id., Gesammelte Schriften 4, Berlin 1960,298-304); R. DEVREESSE, Essai sur
Theodol'e de MopslIeste, Cittli dei Vaticano 1948,205-206; E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire
du Bas-ElIlpire u, Paris (efc.) 1949,395,634-638; E. AMANN, "Trois-Chapitres", DTC 15/2
(1950), 1888; W. FREND, The Rise of the Monophysite Movemellf, Cambridge 1972, 279280; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e le controversie cristologiche, 209-210 with n.90;
A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben deI' Kirche u/2, 439-441; A. PLACANICA,
"Teologia polemica e storiografica eccIesiastica nella controversia dei Tre CapitoIi", 134135. See also below, 183, n.233.
ns "Sed nunc in praeiudicium magnae synodi Chalcedonensis resuscitatur eius quaestio ante centum et viginti annos finita et oblivioni iam tradita," FACUNDUS, Contra Mocianum
63, CCL 90', pA15, lines 536-538. From this testimony, E. Schwartz incorreetly concIuded
that Theodore of Mopsuestia hilllselfhad been forgotten in the Reichskirche; see E. SCHWARTZ,
"Zur Kirchenpolitik Justinians", SBAW (1940), Heft 2, p.54 (= Gesammelte SchI: 4, p.300
with n.2), followed by,A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche 11/2, 440
with nA15. However, Facundus is referring only to the fifth century question concerning
Theodore ofMopsuestia's "Nestorianism". As Theodore had combated Origen, he was wellknown and venerated in anti-Origenist circIes. See E. STEIN/ 1.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du
Bas-ElIlpire u, 633 with n. I (against Schwartz). And at the Collatio Clllll Severiallis in 532,
Theodore's status had already been diseussed. See above, 180, n.220.
226 "Origenes damnatus est mortuus, qui vivens olim fuerat an te damnatus. Et reserato
aditu adversariis eecIesiae, ut mortui damnarentur, Theodorus Caesareae Cappadociae
episcopus (. .. ) cognoscens Origenem fuisse damnatum dolore damnationis eius ad eccIesiae
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objective,227 they support our assumption that in the early 530's there were
few reasons for a pro-Chalcedonian monastic Saint in his nineties and known
for his extreme rusticity,228 to "abhor" Theodore of Mopsuestia with a sureness of judgment that urged hirn to expel the latter's adrnirers rigorously
from his company.
This supposition is equally supported by Leontius ofByzantium's diatribe against Theodore of Mopsuestia, the DTN, composed about ten years
after the incident in Sabas' company took place. 229 Leontius' passionate
zeal to unmask the adherents of Theodore as "secret Nestorians" who pretend to be Chalcedonians,230 and the whole florilegium compiled with that
intention, would have been senseless if his public at the time had straightforwardly linked Theodore with the heresy of Nestorius. Leontius wrote
with the awareness ofbringing something to light that was not well-known23I
conturbationem damnationem molitus est in Theodorum Mompsuestenum eo quod Theodorus
multa opuscula edidisset contra Origenem eX<;lsusque et accusabilis haberetur ab Origenianistis ... ," LIBERATUS, BreviariulIl 23-24, ACa 11/5, p.l40, lines 11-18. A. Placanica observes in this context: "Ancorche I' editto rinovasse - come sostiene I' autore - una sentenza
gia precedentemente portata quando Origene era ancora in vita, esso aprl la strada funesta
dei giudizi contro i defunti," A. PLACANICA, "Teologia polemica e storiografica ecclesiastica
nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", 226.
227 Iustinian's politics against the Three Chapters were certainly not the mere invention
of Theodore Ascidas. As we saw, in 532 lustinian himself had proposed a deal with the
Monophysites in this direction, but his attempt at conciliation had failed and he changed
political course. See above, 180, n.220. However, in the early 540's, political circumstances
urged lustinian to retake his pursuit of reconciliation with the Monophysites, so he had his
own motives to condemn the Three Chapters. See below, 183, n.233. On the other hand, we
have to give a certain credit to our Latin sources: Theodore Ascidas' zealous advocacy for
the final condemnation of the Three Chapters at the Council of 553 is abundantly testified,
Concilium Oec. Const. 11, Gesta, ACa lv/I, (passim); see also EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, HE
IV, 38 (BIDEziPARMENTIER), 187,1-16.
228 VS 18 (SCHWARTZ), p.l03, lines 25-26 and p.104, line 6 (see above, 68 with nn. 63-64).
229 See above, 145, n. 65; for the dating, see 148, n.77.
230 LEONTIUS, Prologue CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1272AI-4 (this passage belongs to the
paragraph of the Prologue that anticipates the contents of DTN; see above, 151 at n.92). See
also, and especially, id., DTN, 1364A5-1O (and above, 145, n.66).
231 "Der Verfasser [seil. Leontius], der von sachlichen Unwahrheiten, von Verläumdungen, sich fernhält, ist bei all diesen Mitteilungen davon überzeugt, dass er Unbekanntes
ans Licht zieht. Seine Mitteilungen allein genügen, so meint er offenbar, die Verworfenheit
Theodor's zu bezeugen. Von diesem Theodor kommt Nestorius her," F. LOOFS, Leontius von
Byzanz, 29. Leontius is surely not the first to link Theodore with Nestorius (see above, 178,
n.216), but when we combine these words with Facundus' testimony (see above, 181, n.224),
we may conclude that Leontius intended to draw attention to a question that easily sank into
oblivion among his pro-Chalcedonian public.
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and his treatise may well have served as one of the sources for the imperial
decrees against the Three Chapters. 232
Only after the first official condemnation did the issue of Theodore of
Mopsuestia's heresy become a topical subject, but the question remained
undecided until the Council of 553. To illustrate this, it is helpful to show
here abrief overview of the his tory of the Three Chapters affair. The edict
of 544/545 was a political move (to a certain extent at the instigation of
Theodore Ascidas) to appease the Monophysites and thus to stabilize the
Empire. 233 However, the documel1t was received with great hesitation, if
not resistance, by the five patriarchs. 234 Concerned for the authority of
Chalcedon, the Oriental patriarchs initially resisted. Only in the second

232 See e.g. E. AMANN, "Trois-Chapitres", 1889-1890, 1897-1898; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople II el Constantinople lII, 75 [with n.139; NB Iustinian's Confessio
fidei (below, 185, n.238) should be dated to 551 and not 543].
233 Following Facundus and Liberatus, all the scholars mentioned above, 181, n.224,
more or less incline to overstress the role of Theodore Ascidas' revenge (combined with
Empress Theodora's pro-Monophysite intrigues) as the main stimulus for lustinian's policy.
F. Carcione, however, points at Iustinian's own political motives; military threats at the
borders of the whole Empire, forced hirn to search for a reconciliation with the Monophysites,
to acquire inner stabilization. "Nient'affatto vittima innamorata dei raggiri deHa moglie
Teodora, ne teologo dilettante in balia degli esperti di Corte, bensl valente opportunista
pronto a seguire la politica religiosa piu conveniente per le necessita del momento, Giustiniano
all'indomani dell'editto antiorigenista lascio consapevolmente spazio alla riorganizzazione
dei monofisiti, per riconquistare il consenso, e non subl passivamente le iniziative di Teodoro
Askida ( ... ), ma le patrocino ediresse secondo la ragione di Stato," F. CARCIONE, "La politica
religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SRaC 9 (1986), 132; see also ibid., 133134, 136. Compare with above, 182, n.227.
234 "Au premier abord, les patriarches a qui I' on demanda de signer la condamnation
des trois chapitres furent saisis de scrupules. En soi, il pouvait y avoir quelque chose de
reprehensible dans les ecrits en question; ceux de T!1eodore surtout etaient difficiles aconcilier
avec les decisions d'Ephese et de Chalcedoine. Mais aquoi bon s'engager dans cette voie?
On venait de condamner Origene; aujourd'hui on s'attaquait aTheodore; demain ne s'en
prendrait-on pas a quelque autre Pere? Basile, Gregoire de Nazianze, Gregoire de Nysse,
Hilaire, Cyrille d' Alexandrie lui-meme, sans parler des auteurs plus anciens, n' avaient-ils
rien ecrit qui piH donner prise ala critique? Faudrait-il, d' edit en edit, jeter I' anatheme sur
tous les Peres de I'Eglise?" L. DucHEsNE, "Vigile et Pelage", RQH 36 (1884), 395. According to Facundus, the Oriental patriarchs primarily refused to sign the decree, but finally they
yielded; see FACUNDUS HERMIANENSIS, Pro defensione TriulII CapitulorulIl, Iv/4, 1-10, CCL
90', 123-125; id., Contra Mocianlllll 37, ibid., 409. For this episode, see e.g. E. SCHWARTZ,
"Zur Kirchenpolitik Iustinians", SBAW (1940), Heft 2, pp.56-57 (= Gesammelte Schriften
4, pp.303-304).
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instance did they yield to intimidation by the court: then they subscribed to
the edict only on the condition that the Patriarch of Rome, Pope Vigilius,
would also give his approval. A long tug-of-war between the Pope and the
Emperor followed. The Pope was forced to travel to Constantinople where
he stayed for years, practically in the position of Justinian's prisoner. Representing the Latin Church in its fierce opposition against the condeml1ation of the Three Chapters, Vigilius, at the beginning, firmly resisted the
threats of the Byzantine court. But the Oriental patriarchs, apparently out
of fear, maintained their signatures and as time went by, the vexed Pope
began to vacillate. In 548, he issued his ludicatum against the Three Chapters, but, overwhelmed by a storm of protest from the West, he soon withdrew the document. 235 To find a way out of the impasse - a complete schism
was approaching - Justinian proposed to settle the matter at an ecumenical
Council. In the summer of 550 all official documents condemning the Three
Chapters were annulled and the question was considered open again. 236 In
that year, a synod was even held at Mopsuestia in order to verify, in anticipation of the proposed Council, whether Theodore's name was listed in the
diptychs 01' not. The result was negative 237 but the point that counts is that

The text of VigiJius' IlIdicatulll is not preserved, except for a sma11 fragment where
the Pope pronounces his condemnation of the Three Chapters, quoted by lustinian in his
letter of 5 May 553 to the Council. See IUSTINIANUS, Epistula ad Synodulll de Theodoro
Mopsllesteno, ACO lvII, 11,21-12,6. Vigilius himself quotes also from lhe Iudicatum in his
Constitlltltm I; see CSEL 3511, pp.316,3-317,16 (comp. with above, 179, n.219). Vigilius, in
the second year of his lengthy, enforced stay in Constantinople, yielded to political pressure
exerted by the imperial court (also at the instigation of Theodore Ascidas). The Illdicatum
was an attempt by the Pope, practically imprisoned in Constantinople, to approve the condemnation of the Three Chapters and, at the same time, save the authority of the Council of
Chalcedon. But soon Vigilius had to deal with vehement objections from the side of a1l the
Latin churches who blamed hirn for having turned away from the Council of Chalcedon. As
a result, VigiJius withdrew his Iudicatltlll and from then on he remained determined in his
resistance, until the very end of 553. See esp. L. DUCHESNE, "Vigile et P6Iage", 395-424; id.,
L' Eglise alt VI' siec!e, 178-218; C. HEFELEl H. LECLERCQ, Histoire des Coneiles mll, 20-38;
E. AMANN, "Trois-Chapitres", 1892-1908; R. DEVREESSE, Essai sur Theodore de MopslIeste,
210-242.
236 L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise all VI' siec!e, 194-195; see also 205-206.
237 Theodore's name appeared to be substituted in the diptychs by that of Cyril of
Alexandria, but the books and the memories did not reach back further than the time of
Zeno's Helloticoll (c. 480),a time more favorable to Monophysites than to Antiochene fathers like Theodore of Mopsuestia. SeeL. DUCHESNE, "Vigile etP6Iage", 408-409; id., L'Eglise
alt VI' siec!e, 195; C. HEFELEl H. LECLERCQ, Histoire des Coneiles m/l, 38-40.
235
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as late as 550 there was still a need to establish officially whetherTheodore's
memory was venerated 01' not in the place where he had been bishop. In
spite of Justinian's promise that he would not pronounce any judgment
before the Council, he issued in 551 a second edict against the Three Chapters, known as the Confessio jidei. 238 This caused the most difficult episode
in the relationship with Vigilius who finally refused to participate in the
"ecumenical" Council of 553. 239 He gave his approval only six months later,
when he was brought to his knees by sickness and despair not long before
he died. 240
History shows that the question ofTheodore ofMopsuestia's heretical
status remained undecided until the Council of 553. Certainly, Theodore's
name was much discussed from 544 on, but officially there was no anathema required. 241 In general, the Chalcedonians were even ill-disposed to
pronounce such an anathema. 242 That is why, in the early 540's, Leontius
of Byzantium had to take great pains when he wanted to demonstrate the

238 IUSTINIANUS, Confessio fidei, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften Iustinians,
ABAW, Neue Folge, Heft 18, München 1939,72-110 (also PG 8611, 993-1035 = PL 69, 225267); CPG 6885. This document will appear to be of fundamental importance for Cyril of

Scythopolis' theological position.
239 14 May 553: VIGILIUS PAPA, COllstitutum I, in Collectio Avel/alla, Ep. 83, CSEL 351
1, 230-320 (= PL 69, 67-114); CPL 1694. For an evaluation of the "ecumenism" of the
Council of 553, see E. AMANN, "Trois-Chapitres", 1923; C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concile
oecumenique et le Magistere ordinaire au VI' siecle", RSPhTh 35 (1951), 413-423 (quoting
Amann, ibid, 415-416). For complications concerning the reception of the Council, see esp.
R. DEVREESSE, "Le cinquieme concHe et l' oecumenicite byzantine", in Miscellanea Giovanni
Mercafi J1I, StT 123, Citta deI Vaticano 1946, 1-15. I sha11 return to a1l these difficulties
below.
240 On 8 December 553, Vigilius fina11y expressed his adhesion to the Council in a
letter to Patriarch Eutychius of Constantinople: V IGILIUS PAPA, Epistula decretalis, A CO lvi
1,245-247 (= PL 69,122-128). The letter was followed by Vigilius' official approval on 23
February 554: id., Constitlttllm 11, A CO IVI2, 138-168 (= PL 69, 134-178). See C. HEFELEl H.
LECLERCQ, Histoh'e des Conciles m/l, 135-140; F. MURPHyl P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople II
et COllsiaminople 1Il, 109-113. The next spring Vigilius left Constantinople after an eightyear stay, and on his way back to Rome he died at Syracuse, on 7 June 555. He was succeeded by his Deacon Pelagius (see below).
241 "In der Ostkirche urteilte man vor 553 über diese drei Namen [seil. the Three Chapters] zwar kritisch, aber ohne gegen sie und ihre Schriften ein Anathem zu fordern," A.
GRILLMEIER, Jeslls der Christus im Glauben der Kirche 11/2, 461.
242 "Einem Anathem über die drei Namen [seil. the Three Chapters] waren die
Chalcedonier in Ost und West vor allem abgeneigt, weil es die Antichalcedonier als erste
und nach 532 mit steigender Heftigkeit aussprachen," ibid., 461, n.503.
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hidden "Nestorianism" of Theodore's admirers. This makes it hard to believe that about ten years earlier, an elderly rustic monastic leader such as
Sabas could be sure enough about Theodore's heresy to take the drastic
action we read in Cyril's VS. One might be inclined to think that the hagiographer attributed to his Saint a clairvoyance enabling hirn to foresee future developments.

b. The second question concerns Sabas' apparent surprise when Leontius of Byzantium was detected holding the views of Origen. Even without
being paranormally gifted, he should have been able to foresee the difficulties when taking with hirn on his mission to Constantinople, a monk c10sely
connected to the group of Nonnus. The only scholar, as far as I know, who
actually questions this point is D. Evans, whom I sha11 quote here:
Why then did Sabas bring with hirn to Constantinople a monk closely associated since perhaps 520 with the Origenist Nonnus? (. .. ) Had the Origenist monks,
as Cyril suggests, been so utterly successful in dissimulation?243 Was Sabas hirnself,
then ninety-two years old, too nearly senile to recognize Leontius for what he was?
Or is the opposition to Origenism before Sabas' death rather less emphatic than it
had become in Cyril's times? Can it be that in the days of Sabas the OJigenists were
tolerated in their spirituality because of their vigorous defense of Orthodoxy on
other fronts? That Leontius appears in the summer of 531 as an adversary of the
Monophysites strongly suggests SO.244

We have to assurne indeed that before Sabas' death the opposition to
Origenism was "less emphatic than it had become in Cyril's time". Otherwise, if we accept a rigid anti-Origenism in Sabas, as Cyril suggests, the
inconsistencies of the account become hard to resolve. Sabas' apparent ignorance about Leontius' background does not fit into an atmosphere of
strong anti-Origenist suspicion. Certainly, Cyril states that Nonnus and his
companions (inc1uding Leontius) were "secretly (Aov8ovOVTWe;) admitted
by Mamas into the New Laura" and that they "maintained their wicked
fictions in their souls, but kept them totally hidden from the hearing of the
monks out of fear of our sainted father Sabas".245 This could well explain

243 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,17-22.
244 D. EVANS, Leontills oj Byzantilllll. All Origenist Christology, 153. The question of
Leontius' presence in Sabas' company is also briefly touched upon by C. STALLMAN-PACIITI,
CyrilojScythopolis, 104 (see below, 188, n.251).
245 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,20-22 (quoted above, 73 with n.80).
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Sabas' ignorance. But is it true? Can we imagine that a band of dissident
monks, staying five years in the m:öfoe; where they had every opportunity
to "sow their pernicious weeds",246 insistently preferred to return to the
New Laura247 where they had to hide their real thought anxiously in a climate of absolute intolerance? And is it possible, after evelything that had
happened, that they were admitted secretly into the community, without
Sabas' knowledge?248 Or could it be true that Sabas, so closely involved in
the ups and downs of the New Laura, did not remember Leontius' belonging to that band when he took hirn with hirn to the capital?
The whole episode becomes much easier to explain when we assurne
with Evans that in the early 530's, anti-Origenism - in spite of a former
incident in the days of Agapetus (whatever it might have been) - was less
vigorous than Cyril's account might suggest. Cyril hirnself refers to a period of relative peace between 520 and 532. 249 However, he explains it by

246 Ta lTOVllPa aUT6St l;tl;avta KaraOlTdpoVTE:~, VS36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,3-4 (cf. Mt.
13:25). In the m:ö(a~, the first Origenists must have found a more favorable climate to communicate their views (see above, 72, n.78). The biblical allusion, in the context of the pagan
doctrines of the first Origenists, ibid., 124,27, may depend on Justinian's charge against Origen
of devoting hirnself "to support the pagan error and to sow tares (l; tl;avta lYKwaOlTElpat) in
the souls of the weak", IUSTINIANUS, Edictllftl contra Origenem, ACO III, 204,7-8.
247 CyriI relates that they had already tried in vain to return, VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,415 (see above, p.77, n.96 and p.178, n.214). As soon as Abba Agapetus was succeeded by
Mamas, they came (~ASOV) once again to be admitted, ibid., 125,17-19.
248 The adverb AavSav6vSwc; can impossibly mean that the Origenists were not recognized by their confreres at their come-back. Diekamp suggests that the adverb means: "wohl
ohne Vorwissen des Patriarchen oder auch des Sabas", F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen
Streitigkeiten, 35. Perhaps the Patriarch did not know (and did not mind), but Sabas cannot
have remained ignorant for a long time, if Cyril's account is true that he interfered with
almost everything that was going on in the New Laura. It is in the same chapter that we read
the story about the foundation of the New Laura (507), initiated by rebellious monks after
their revoIt against Sabas. According to Cyril, the initiative is soon taken over by Sabas
hirnself, without much resistance from the side of the separate disciples (see above, 71 at
n.74). Then, Cyril states that the Patriarch gave hirn "the authority over that place and those
living in it as being of his own community", VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 123,23-24 (quoted above,
71 with n.75).
249 After Agapetus' death, when the group of Nonnus had returned to the New Laura,
and as long as Sabas was still alive, "there was only one confession of faith among all the
monks of the desert", VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,22-23. With this statement, Cyril concIudes
his chapter on the first seeds of Origenism; later, he will open his long account of the Origenist
crisis in the concluding chapters of the VS, by repeating this statement, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ),
188,7-9 (see above, 78, 11.102).
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an attitude of timorous secrecy on the side of the Origenists, whieh might
go beyond human proportions. Could it be that the Origenists were just
"tolerated" to a certain extent,250 and that Cyril interprets that relative peace
in the light of the later struggle that led to the Council of 553? 251
c. This last question may move us towards an interpretation that could
resolve the incoherences in Cyril's text with regard to the adherents of
Theodore ofMopsuestia on the one hand and Leontius ofByzantium on the
other. It seems that Cyril is guilty of an anachronism, projecting the actuality of the second half of the 550's back to the time when the incident in
Sabas' company took place. According to the hagiographic procedure of
enlarging the Saint, he must have intended to represent his hero as a champion of orthodoxy not just in the Chalcedonian sense but in the sense of the
new Ecumenical Council recently organized to res tore politieal equilibrium
in the Empire. In the new, post-conciliar sense, "orthodoxy" means the rejection both of Theodore of Mopsuestia and of Origen. Whatever may have
really happened in Sabas' company in 531, Cyril seems to present his Saint
as a paradigm of post-conciliar orthodoxy, that is, as a comerstone for the
reorganization of the Sabaite Order when the crisis in the Palestinian monastie world had ended with the re-populating of the New Laura in 555.
That Cyril's account is anachronistie here becomes more plausible when
we notice that even the fifth-century Abba Euthymius is presented as a
paradigm of "orthodox faith" according to the post-conciliar standards of
553. Two subsequent chapters of the VE are dedieated to the subject. 252 The
first of them is highly signifieant, because here Cyril describes Euthymius'
paradigmatic faith in an extensive passage253 full of quotations from Jus-

D. EVANS, Leontills of Byzantilllll. An Origenist Christ%gy, 153.
Stallman-Pacitti interprets Cyril's claim to a "secret" Origenism of Leontius as a
"mechanism" on the hagiographer's side to "exonerate" Sabas (and other orthodox) "from a
potential charge of harboring heretics", C. STALLMAN-PACITTI, Cyri[ of Scythopolis, 104. She
c.oncI~des;, "~~ain, we see something of ~h~ mechanisms Cyril uses for reiieving awkward
situatIOns, Ib/d. However, StalIman-PacJttl does not develop her interpretation, nor does
she connect it with the apparent change of the situation between 531 and the time when
Cyril writes. As has been said, she qualifies Cyril's testimony in general as "at times basically inaccurate" (ibid., 123), but at the same time she defends the latter's accuracywith
respect to the Origenist Controversy (ibid., 93, 94). See above, 48 with nn.141-142.
252 VE 26-27 (SCHWARTZ), 39,18-45,4. This is the only place where Cyril's writings
ass urne the character of areal theological treatise.
253 VE 26 (SCHWARTZ), 40,5-41,3.
250
251
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tinian's Confessiofidei of 551,254 that is the imperial decree at the basis of
the Council of 553. 255 In the next chapter Cyril relates Euthymius' faithfulness to the Council of Chalcedon whieh was at the time i11 received in
Palestine. Cyril puts a long discourse in Euthymius' mouth that ends again
with a quotation from the Confessio fidei (and one from Cyril of Alexandria).256 Thus, Euthymius' orthodoxy is narrowly fOlmulated in accordance
to Justinian's theology,257 so that one might consider hirn a "Neochalcedonian" avant la lettre,258 01' rather a canonized promoter of the imperial
theology of 553, whose discourse serves as a directive for Sabaite monks
reading his Life.

254 See above, 185, n.238. The quotations are put together by B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
histoire dans ['oeuvre de C)'rille de SC)'tllOpolis, Paris 1983,74-75 (nr.5-lO).
255 Before Flusin's study was published, B. Daley quoted a great part of the same
passage [VE 26 (SCHWARTZ), 40,13-41,3] and observed that this account "is almost a perfect
summary of the Christology of the Second Council of Constantinople", B. DALEY, "The
Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 363. Daley referred to Canons 3, 4, 7, 8,12, and 14
oftheAnathemata of 553 against the Three Chapters, ibid., 363, n.2 (ACa lvII, 240-244). It
is interesting to note that most of these canons already figure, in their primitive state, in
Iustinian's Confessio fidei; see ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften, 90-94. According to Daley, Cyril shows hirnself "extraordinarily careful ( ... ) to use the language canonized by the Council of 553", ibid., 362.
256 VE 27 (ScmvARTZ), 43,26-44,1 = IUSTINIANUS, Confessio fidei, ed. E. ScmvARTZ, Drei
dogmatische Schriften, 74,18 (PG 8611, 997A7-8). See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 75
(nr.l!). As to the quotation from Cyril of Alexandria: Cyril (of Scythopolis) refers to his
namesake and quotes a phrase figuring in the Definition of Chalcedon, VE 27 (ScmvARTZ),
44,3-4 = ACa 1111,2, p.129 [325], lines 31-32. See B. FLUSIN, O.C., 73, n.235. These quotations cIarify that the difference of natures in Christ does not injure the unity of his hypostasis, and vice versa. The terminological confusion of the concepts <j>uau; and LJTT6aTaaU; (or
ouala and lTp6awlTov) was an important reason why the Christological struggle went on
after the Council of Chalcedon. In the Confessio fidei, Iustinian, confuting both Nestorians
and Eutychians, continuously stresses that the distinction in Christ that concerns his natures,
should not be confused with the unity that concerns his hypostasis; see I USTINIANUS, Confessio
fidei, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, O.C., 72-90. lustinian's politics (and the Council of 553) also tended
to restore Cyril of Alexandria's authority by an orthodox interpretation of his more radical
works, that is, the works that seemed to favor Monophysite positions by the use of the
formula 111a <j>ual<; (esp. his Twelve Anathemata).
257 "Il est dair en tout cas que, dans les passages dogmatiques de son oeuvre, Cyrille
[seil. de Scythopolis] ale souci de montrer qu'il est en accord avec la theologie de lustinien.
Et c'est la l'important: nous voyons dans ce fait la consequence des liens qui se sont etablis
entre le monachisme palestinien et le pouvoir imperial. La theologie de Cyrille n'est pas
seulement orthodoxe. Elle est la theologie de l'impereur," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 76.
258 For the qualification of the imperial theological current as "Neochalcedonism", see
below.
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Just like other passages in Cyril's biographies, I think that the account
of the incident in Sabas' company should be interpreted in the light of its
Sitz im Leben implied in the actual situation immediately after the Council
of 553. This would explain why in the VS we meet with a Saint who "acts
with severity" (CmOTO/..llC;X XPTJUOJ-tEVOe;)259 against the adherents ofTheodore
ofMopsuestia thirteen years before the first imperial condemnation ofTheodore was hesitantly accepted by the five patriarchs, and the struggle around
the Three Chapters was just beginning. 260 Such an approach also permits us
to assume that Origenism became a vexed question years after the incident
with Leontius, by which we may resolve the difficulty of Sabas' "ignorance". But before speculating about what really happened in 531, we have
to look at another problem.

Origenists, Nestorians and Neochalcedonians
By reading the account of the incident in light of the situation in Cyril' s
own time, we might also ans wer a third important question: are the heresies
of "Nestorianism" and "Origenism" represented in the text as parallel 01' as
opposed to each other? The ans wer is not as obvious as it seems. The text in
itself (as quoted above), when isolated from the total context, could be
interpreted in both ways. Only what we know about the whole course of
events, incIuding the Council of 553, may prompt us to assume that the two
heresies in our text-fragment are intended to be opposed. All the evidence
points to a growing hostility from 543 on, when Justinian published his
edict against Origen, between the Origenists and the defenders of the Three
Chapters. 26l As we shall see be1ow, the condemnations of Origenism and
the Three Chapters in 553 were to a large extent the result of a struggle for
power between two quarreling camps. Thus Cyril could have idealized his
hero as a "neutral arbiter" between two opposing parties, both condemned
in 553, thus promoting the newly established theological equilibrium.
The problem, however, is that there could be a serious reason to agree
with B. Daley's suggestion that the Origenists were "Iumped together with

VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 176,18.
See above, 183, n.234.
261 See above, p.152, n.96 and pp.181-182, nn.224-226. See also F. CARCIONE, "La
politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 131-147.
259
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the Antiochenes" by "Neochalcedonians" such as CyriJ.262 In that case we
should read the text as representing a Saint who rejects two parallel heresies. 263 When we focus only upon Christology, Origenism could be associated with a "diphysite" 01' "Antiochene" position, by interpreting Christ's
pre-existent voue; as distinct from God the Aoyoe; .264 On the other hand,
one might also interpret the Origenist Christology as representing a
"Monophysite" position, by interpreting the pre-existent voue; of Christ as
united to the Myoe;, that is, as a constitutive part of the divinity, which

262 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 364-366. Before Daley, D.
Evans had expressed the same vision; see D. EVANS, Leontius 0/ Byzantium. An Origenist
Christology, 138, n.15 (see above, 173, n.201). L. Perrone, though observing that Daley's
conjecture needs more study, shows hirnself weil disposed to accept it; see L. PERRONE, La
Chiesa di Palestina e le contl'Oversie cristologiche, 217-218 with n.ll O.
263 See B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 364.
264 The canons 7-9 of the 15 Anathemata against the Origenists of 553 condemn those
who deny that it was God's Myoe; himselfwho, after thelncamation, descended from heaven,
and state that it was only the voGe;, whom they identify with Christ. See esp. can.9, ACO lvi
1,249,15-18 (= F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 93,35-94,7). "Cette christologie repose, en effet, sur une distinction radicale etablie entre le Verbe de Dieu et le Christ,
nature raisonnable," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 148.
Guillaumont established that this Christology is coming directly from Evagrius, ibid., 143159; also id., "Evagre et les anathematismes anti-origenistes de 553", 219-226 (see above,
23, n.9). A. Grillmeier, analyzing this Christology, observed that Evagrius, on the one hand,
"gewissermaßen auf die arianischen Christusdeutung zurück[ -fällt)", but, on the other hand,
that the Evagrian anima mediatrix implies an immediate "Gefahr einer nestorianischen
Christusdeutung", A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche I, 564. "Das
Christusbild des Evagrius trägt also deutlich die Züge, welche man für gewöhnlich als
'antiochenisch' bezeichnet", ibid., 566. L. Perrone also holds that the Origenist distinction
between Logos and Christ assurnes "un inconfondibile accento difisita 0 antiocheno" and he
sees "punti di contatto fra la cdstologia odgenista cosi definita e quella dgorosamente difisita",
L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e le cOllfroversie cristologiche, 217.
265 F. Carcione rejects Perrone's vision (see the preceding footnote); F. CARCIONE, "La
politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 146, n.59. Carcione
states that the Christology condemned by anathemata 7 and 9 of 553 "si accorda con le
implicazioni monofisite dello schema alessandrino A6yoe;-aap~", ibid., 145. This associati on with the scheme A6yoe;-aap~ may be debatable, as anathemata 7 and 9 condemn the
denial that it was the Myoe; himselfwho became aap~. But Carcione puts these charges in
the line of Iustinian's edict of 543, aimed at a Christology that seems to stress the unity ofthe
pre-existent voGe; with the Myoe;. Thus conceived, according to Carcione, the Origenist
Christology contains two suppositions that could harm the integrity of Christ's human nature (wh ich implies a Monophysite or even Apollinarist position): "a) che iI Cristo, ovvero
la sua anima intellettiva, preesisteva unita al Logos, co me facesse parte costitutiva della
divinWI; b) che l'incarnazione venga ridotta all'assunzione di una carne inanimata, la cui
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could harm the integrity of Christ's human nature. 265 This is not the place
to give adecision on the complicated question of whether Origenist Christology in general has more affinity with Nestorianism 01' with Monophysitism. 266 However, the question is legitimate, and we have to deal here
with Daley's suggestion that in the sixth-century Origenist conflict the
Origenists were identified by their contemporary enemies with Antiochenes
01' Nestorians. Daley adduces some passages from Cyril's writings, but these
remain inconclusive. 267 He adduces other testimony that does associate
Origenists with Nestorians, but how should we judge it? From the fifth

attivita razionale sarebbe gestita dal Logos attraverso I'anima preesistente," ibid., 145-146.
Carcione refers also to his former article; see F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano
nella fase iniziale ... ", SROC 8 (1985),17-18 (with ref. to anathema 2-3 ofJustinian's edict
of 543, ACO I1I, 213,17-21).
266 Carcione qualifies the suggestion of a theological link between Origenism and
Nestorianism as an "infondato presupposto", F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano
nella fase iniziale ... ", SROC 8 (1985), 10, n.24; see also ibid., 12, n.27. However, this
judgment is made too hastily; see Grillmeier's remark quoted above, 191, n.264. According
to GriIImeier, Origenism actually implies elements of a "Trennungschristologie", as it results from Mark the Hermit's OpusculUIIl XI which was apparently written against the
Origenists. The lang titIe of this treatise contains the later addition: "against those who hold
the doctrines of Nestorius (~YOUV Ta NWTOPIOU Ij>povoCivTa)"; see A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus
der Christus im Glauben der Kirche 1,548-561 (esp. 548-549); id., "Markos Eremites und
der Origenismus. Versuch einer Neudeutung von Op. XI", in A. GRILLMEIER, Fragmente zur
Christologie. Studien zum altkirchlichen Christusbild, Freiburg im Br. 1997, 277-317 (first
publ. in ItaIian, CrSt 1 (1980),9-58; then in German, TU 125, Berlin 1981,253-283). It
would be interesting to know when exactly the anti-Nestorian specification was added to the
title of Mark the Hermit's writing which is dated by Grillmeier to the end of the fourth
century. The apparent association of Origenism with Nestorianism in later tradition needs
furt her research.
267 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of B yzantium", 364. Daley refers to a few
passages in CyriI's works where Origenism and Nestorianism (or Theodore ofMopsuestia's
heresy) are mentioned together: Sabas urges lustinian to combat Arianism, Nestorianism
and Origenism, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 175,23-176,2; Abba Gelasius, in his fareweII-speech,
reminds his monks that Sabas had abhorred Theodore of Mopsuestia "along with Origen",
VS 87 (ibid.), 194,21-22; lohn the Hesychast struggled "against the doctrines and champions of Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia", VIH 27 (ibid.), 221,19-21. However, in these
passages as such we find no decisive ans wer to the question of whether these heresies are
presented as opposed 01' parallel. Daley also adduces two different passages of Cyril from
which we may deduce a common rejection of the theopaschite formula (Unus de Trinitate
passus est) both by Nestorians and Origenists, VS 38 (ibid.), 127,19-24 (Nestorians); VC 12
(ibid.), 230,3-4 (Origenists). But in these passages Cyril hirnself does not seize the chance to
draw a parallel between the two heresies.
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century on, the Christological discussion had become highly sophisticated
in a polemical climate where all kinds of accusations were possible. The
literary practice of listing together divergent heresies in order to demonstrate an (artificial) affinity had become popular and could involve extreme
over-simplifications. 268 Daley's examples are just incidental associations
01' imputations, most of them dated to a Iater period. 269 To my mind, they
are far from strong enough to "prove" a "widespread identification of
Origenists and Antiochenes" in the sixth century.21°
If Daley's conjecture were correct, we would have to postulate that
Cyril's "theological camp" (the anti-Origenists) consisted of a large weHdefined "third" party of Neochalcedonians 271 who, before the Council of
553, were the common enemies of both Origenists and Antiochenes. We
would have to attribute to them a rigid anti-Nestorianism characterized by
the same extreme suspicion as was their anti-Origenism. In their eyes, as
Daley observes, "anyone who could steer a more rigorously diphysite course"
within Chalcedonian limits, like Leontius of Byzantium, "would seem scandalously guilty of 'dividing Christ' ( ... ); whether oue then was branded
'Nestorian' 01' 'Origenist' was perhaps of only secondary importance".272

268 The custom of denouncing a heresy by listing it together with various older ones
was ins pi red by the literat·y genre of the Calalogues 0/ Heresies. See on this subject e.g. C.
GIANOTTO, "Eresiologi", DPAC I (1983), 1194-1197; A. GRILLMEJER, Jesl/s der Christus im
Glauben der Kirche ,,/1, 89-94; B. STUDER, La riflessiolle teologica Ilella Chiesa Imperiale
(sec. IVe V), Roma 1989, 217-219.
269 The testimonies adduced by Daley are from the hand of different authors only one
of whom is a contemporary of Cyril. They gi ve "lists" of heresies or singular, unjust accusations. See B. DALEY, '''fhe Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 364-365.
270 Ibid., 364-365. PeITone adds to Daley's examples the seventh-century testimony of
GEORGJUS HIEROMONACHUS, De haeresibus IX, par. 11 and par.13, ed. M. RICHARD, "Le traite
de Georges Hieromoine sur les h6resies", REByz 28 (1970), p.260, lines 21-22 and p.261
lines 4-10. See L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestilla e le controversie cristologiche, 217-218,
n.11 O. However, in the lines between the two passages quoted by Perrone, we read that
George not only links the Origenists up with Nestorians, but also with Arians and Apollinarists. Richard hirnself qualified these connections as "assez artificieIs" and attributed them justly, as I think - to the heresiological literar)' tradition; see M. RICHARD, O.C., 246-247. See
also F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase iniziale ... ", SROC 8 (1985),
11. Comp. with above, n.268.
271 " ... a camp that seems to have included the majority ofthe monks ofPalestine ... ",
B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 364. For Cyril's "thoroughgoing and
articulate" Neochalcedonism, see ibid., 362.
272 Ibid., 364.
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Within this scenario we would also have to reduce Leontius' diatribe against
Theodore ofMopsuestia, the DTN, to a mere product of "diplomatie shrewdness": as a "first move" of a "crusade" by the Origenists, intended as a
diversionary tactie to draw the attention away from themselves, and as a
"counter-blow" against the influential deacon Pelagius, whom the antiOrigenists had used as their instrument to have Origen condemned in 543. 273
But does this picture really correspond to the evidence we derive from
our principal sources for the Second Origenist Controversy and the Three
Chapters affair? It would take us too far afield to deal with this question in
an exhaustive way, but it will suffice to sum up my main arguments against
Daley's conjecture.
1. In Cyril of Scythopolis' writings we look in vain for a c1ear and
unambiguous identifieation of Origenists and Antiochenes. The few passages where he mentions them together remain inconc1usive. 274 He deals
with Nestorianism, especially to refute the Monophysite charge against the
Chalcedonians offavoring this heresy,275 and he dedicates long chapters to
Origenism; but he never draws a parallel between the two heresies. We may
note only in his account of the Origenist controversy an almost complete
and signifieant silence about the Three Chapters affair.

IbM., 365-366.
For the passages already mentioned by Daley, see above, 192, n.267. Two other
passages where Theodore ofMopsuestia is mentioned - in both cases along with the Origenists
- are equally inconclusive. When relating that Sabas returned to Palestine from his mission
in Constantinople, Cyril briefly remarks that he left both Leontius of Byzantium and the
adherents ofTheodore of Mopsuestia in the capital, VS 74 (SCHWARTZ), 179,8-11. And in the
last chapter of the VS, Cyril briefly mentions the condemnation of Origenism along with that
of Theodore of Mopsuestia at the Council of 553, VS 90 (ibid.), 199,1-7; see also VE 60
(ibM.), 83,7-10. He praises Justinian for his decrees against Nestorius and Origen, just before the first passage mentioned, VS 74 (ibid.), 179,3-7. But from none ofthese texts does it
become clear that Cyril intends to identify both heresies. Neither can this be said with regard
to the description of Euthymius' orthodox faith, where the Saint rejects a whole series of
heresies including those of Origen and Nestorius, VE 26 (ibM.) 39,24-40,13 (Origen is
mentioned at 39,27, Nestorius at 40,13).
215 For example, Sabas is presented in an interview with the pro-Monophysite Emperor
Anastasius, taking pains to defend his archbishop Elias against the charge of promoting the
council of Chalcedon which, in the Emperor's eyes, approved the doctrines of Nestorius, VS
52 (SCHWARTZ), 143,16-144,28. The Saint assures the Emperor that the Patriarch of Jerusalern "rejects equally both Nestorius' division and Eutyches' confusion (T~V TE NWTOPIOU
IllalpwlV Kai T~V OUYXUOIV EUTUXOUC;) and, following the middle road of the orthodox
Church, allows deviation ( ... ) neither to the right or to the left", ibid., 144,14-16.
213
214
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2. In the ediet against Origen of 543, issued at the instigation of the
anti-Origenists (whom Daley identifies as Neochalcedonians), we do not
find a single trace of an allegation linkillg the two heresies together. 276 The
same is true for the anti-Origenist documents of 553, that is, Justinian's
letter to the Council fathers and the 15 anathemata. 277 In these documents,
the condemnation of Origenism is never expressed in the Chalcedollian
terminology abundantly used in the decrees dealing with "diphysitism",
that is, with the Three Chapters. 278 Origenism is condemned as aseparate
heresy.
3. The decrees against the Three Chapters, in their turn, do not refer to
Origenism. 279

216 In the edict of 543, Origenism is repeatedly connected with Arianism and Manichaeism, but never with Nestorianism. See esp. IUSTINIANUS, Edictllm contra Origenem,ACO
III, p.189, lines 35-36 and p.l91, lines 8-9,11,13. Nestorius is only mentioned at the end,
along with Eutyches, in the long list of all heretics officially condemned, ibid., 208,9.
277 In the documents of 553, the link with Arianism has been dropped, while Manicheism
is mentioned on ce in Justinian's letter. See IUSTINIANUS, Epistula ad s)'nodu/Il de Origene,
ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90,20. In this letter, Origenism is explicitly connected with Pythagoras, Plato, and Plotinus. See ibid., p.90, lines 13-14 and p.95
(right co!.), lines 1-2,4,9, 14-26 and p.96, line 11. In the fifteenAnalhemata, no heresies or
philosophers are mentioned. Following DaIey's hypothesis, one could explain the absence
of a link between Origenism and Nestorianism, in these later documents, by assuming that
the Origenist "crusade" against the Antiochenes (see above, 194 at n.273) had been successfu!. But why then did Cyril, narrowly faithful to the Council of 553 as reflected by these
documents, go on with "lumping" Origenists and Antiochenes "together"?
218 It would be superfluous here to calculate the frequency of such terms as lJTTOaTaarc;,
npoownov, ~uarc;, ouola, EVWOIC;, Illa~opo, ouyxuarc;, 9EOTOKOC;, etc., in both series of
documents, and to check the sense in which they are used. A rapid glance at these texts
already reveals the difference. The few passages of the anti-Origenist documents that could
have given areal opportunity to link Origenism to Nestorianism are of particular interest.
For example: in the edict of 543, Justinian describes briefly the mystery of the Incarnation
utilizing the Chalcedonian language, but here he makes no reference to Origenist Christology;
see IUSTlNIANUS, Edictlllll cOl/tra Origene/ll, ACO III, 194,38-195,13. On the other hand, in
Anathemata 7 -9 of 553, where the confutation of Origenist Christology might be interpreted
in an anti-Nestorian sense (see above, 191, n.264), the Chalcedonian concepts, normally
used for this purpose, are totally absent, ACO IV/1, 249,1-18 (= ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die Origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 93,1-94,7).
279 In an interesting passage of the Confessio fidei, Theodore of Mopsuestia and Nestotius
are connected with the doctrine that the two natures of Christ were endowed with previous
personal existence before their unity (in the Incarnation): 01 AEYOVTEC; npo TfjC; EVWOEWC;
Mo ~UOEIC; wC; npounoarovTa AEYOUOI TOV av9pwnov Kai OLJTWC; Evw9fjVat T<{J 0E<{J
A6Y4l KaTet T~V llaVlav 0EOIlwpou Kai NWTOPIOU TWV aOEßwv, IUSTINIANUS, Confessio
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4. The concept of "Neochalcedonism" is a modern creation. 280 It indicates the sixth-century effort to reconcile the Chalcedonian formula (j..do
lmoOToaLC; f..V Mo <puaEm v) with tendencies inelined to lay more stress
upon the unity of the two <puaEt<; .281 Individual theologians before the Fifth
Ecumenical Council may be termed "Neo-chalcedonians",282 but it remains
arbitrary to use a modern concept for isolating a well-defined "theological
camp" as a third party in the pre-conciliar conflict. 283
5. Cyril canllot properly be called a "Neochalcedonian" in a strict sense.
As has been said, he is a elose follower of Justinian's Confessio fidei that
was the basis of the Coundl of 553. 284 However, Justinian's "Neochalcedonism" is moderate: examining the Confessio fidei, A. Grillmeier coneludes: "von einer ausgeprägten Neu-chalcedonismus ( ... ) kann keine Rede

/idei, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften, 88,18-20. Even here, no allusion is
made to the Origenist speculations about Christ's pre-existent voGe;. And in the 14Anathemata
of 553 against the Three Chapters, Origen is mentioned only in canon 11 in a list of all
heretics who are to be condemned, ACO IV/l, 242,32-33.
280 The term was invented by J. LEBON, Le mOflophysisme Severien. Etude historique,
litteraire et theologiqlle Sill' la resistallce monophysite alt concile de Chalcedoine jusqu' la
cOllstitution de I' Eglise jacobite, Louvain 1909. See for the concept: M. SIMONETTI, "Neocalcedonismo", DPAC 2 (1984), 2354 (with fundamental older literature); A. GRILLMEIER, "Der
Neu-Chalkedonismus", in id., Mit ihm und in ihm, Freiburg (etc.) 19872 (first pub!. 1975);
id., Jeslls der Christus im Glal/ben der Kirche ,,/2, 450-459; P. GRAY, "Neuchalkedonismus",
TRE 24 (1994), 289-296.
281 Cyril of Alexandria especially was discussed in the controversy between Chalcedonians and Monophysites. As has been said, some ofhis works seemed to favor Monophysite
positions by the use of the formula !lIO cj>UUle;. See above, 189, n.256 (at the end). In view of
a possible solution for the conflict, some theologians in the first half of the sixth century
began to explain Cyril of Alexandria's "Monophysite" language in an orthodox, that is,
Chalcedonian sense. They also tried to integrate the controversial theopaschite formula (Unus
de Tl'initate passus est) with Chalcedonian orthodoxy.
282 See esp. P. GRAY, "Neuchalkedonismus", TRE 24 (1994),291-293.
283 Compare with above, 193 at n.271. Could the members of a great "theological
camp" in Palestine, before the Council of 553, mark themselves off from other currents by a
clear "Neochalcedonian" identity? Did they have a special "pro gram" made out of the theological attempts at conciliation? See for such questions esp. A. GRILLMEIER, "Der NeuChalkedonismus", in id., Mit ihm lind in ihm, 379-382. Besides, can we identify a multitIlde
of monks fighting on behalf of a "Neochalcedonian" conciliation program and, there/ore,
opposing themselves rigorously to Chalcedonians like Leontius ofByzantium, "who could
steer a more rigorously diphysite course"? For the phrase just quoted, see B. DALEY, "The
Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 364.
284 See above, 188-189 with nn.253-257.
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sein".285 There is no place for the excessively suspicious anti-Nestorianism
required by Daley's scenario: "Justinian hat keine furcht vor den 'zwei
Naturen' Chalcedons oder der Zahl 'zwei'''.286
6. IfLeontius ofByzantium's DTN were a "first move" in an Origenist
"clUsade" against the Antiochenes, initiated in the early 540's as a diversionary tactic, how then should we read Leontius' autobiographical note?287
If that were the case, his testimony that he had dissociated hirnself vigorously from a "Nestorian" milieu before joining the group of Nonnus (with
whom he entered the New Laura), would be qualified as mere fiction. If we
want to give some credit to Leontius,288 we have to assurne areal split
between Origenists and sympathizers of Theodore of Mopsuestia already
before 520, although they could have lived in relative peace between 520
and 531. 289

7. The scanty sixth-century testimonies of an eventual identification of
Origenists with Antiochenes by common opponellts is counterbalanced by
Liberatus' charge against the Origenist leader Theodore Ascidas that he
was an Acephalus, that is, a Severian Monophysite. 290 Even though this

a

285 A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche u/2, 458. Grillmeier distinguishes between a Neochalcedonism "im extremen oder integralen Sinn" and a "gemäßigt"
Neochalcedonism, ibid., 454 (NB. for the former, Grillmeier suggests the name "NeuCyrillianismus", ibid., 454, n.481).
286 Ibid., 456. Justinian's language "wäre ein Greuel für Severus", ibid.
287 LEONTIUS BYZANTINUS, DTN, PG 86/1, 1357c3-1360B5 (quoted above, 153 with
n.98; for the Greek text, see the Appendix below, 373, ur. 1).
288 Even my criticism of Cyril's reliability does not imply that I suspect hirn of having
invented mere fictions. His account of the incident in Sabas' company must have some
foundation in historical reality. The same goes for Leontius' testimony.
289 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,22-23; VS 83 (ibid.) , 188,7-9 (see above, p.78, n.102 and
p.187, n.249).
2YO "Theodorus Caesareae Cappadociae episcopus, dilectus et familiaris principum,
secta Acephalus, Originis autem defensor acerrimus", LIBERATUS, Breviarium 23-24, ACO uf
5, 140, 13-15 (cornp. with the text quoted above, 181-182, n.226). For the denomination
UKEcj>Or.Oe;, see above, 74, n.86. Inspired by Liberatus' charge, scholars usually tend to associate Ascidas with the Monophysites. See e.g. L. DucHEsNE, "Vigile et Pelage", RQH 36
(1884), 396; F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 51 ; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 173-174 with n.3; G. LADOCSI, "Teodoro Ascida", DPAC
2 (1984), 3376. However, according to W. Frend, Ascidas "was and remained a Chalcedonian",
W. FREND, The Rise 0/ the MOllophysite Movemellt, 279. According to Frend, Liberatus'
charge must have been "strongly prejudiced", ibid., 280, n.1.
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charge might weB be "deprived of objectivity" ,291 it shows at least that the
Origenists were equally liable to accusations in the opposite direction.
These arguments suffice to reject the conjecture that before the Council of 553, Origenists and Antiochenes were identified with each other by a
third party of "Neochalcedonians" to which Cyril belonged. It has also become clear that the growing conflict between the Origenists and the adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia cannot be explained by "a new dimension
of diplomatic shrewdness" on the side of the Origenists. 292 Leontius testifies to an old hostility. Other sources indicate that this hostility was a primary factor in the complicated struggle that led to the Council of 553. 293 In
this struggle we may weB distinguish "Origenists" and "Antiochenes" as
reciprocal enemies, but there is poor evidence for the existence of a third
party of "Neochalcedonians" who, as the common opponents of the former
two, rigidly lumped these together. 294 Broadly speaking there were only

two fighting parties, but the reality must have been highly complicated.
InitiaBy, as it seems, there were no homogeneous blocks warring against
each other. 295 After Leontius' and Nonnus' death (in 543 and 547 respectively), there was even a split within the Origenist "party": the Protoktists,
more moderate, then formed a coalition with the anti-Origenists against the
Isochrists, who were the more radical Origenists headed by Theodore
Ascidas. 296 The Protoktists, as we saw, were also called "Tetradites" by
their Isochrist opponents, which implies acharge of adding a fourth Person
to the Trinity.297 A similar charge had long since been brought against
Chalcedonian diphysitism by the Monophysites. 298 And Justinian, in his
Confessio fidei, brought such acharge against Theodore of Mopsuestia and
Nestorius,299 acharge which was repeated in Anathema 5 ofthe Council of
553. 300 In my opinion, the Origenist party split under the pressure of an
increasing polarization over the single issue of Christology: the Protoktists

"Tale accusa e priva di oggettivita," F. CARCIONE, Liberafo di Carfagine: Breve
sloria della cOllfroversia Nesforialla ed EUlychiana, Anagni 1989, 116, n.259; see also id.,
"La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase iniziale ... ", SROC 8 (1985), 15. Carcione
refers to Perrone who observes: "Tale accusa sembra priva di fondamento; Cirillo di Scitopoli
non avrebbe mancato di aggiungere anch'essa all'elenco dei rimproveri sul conto di Teodoro,"
L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palesfina, Brescia 1980, 209, n.90. I brought a similar argument
against Daley's suggestion that Cyrillinked Origenists together with Antiochenes: Cyril
could have seized the opportunity many times, see above, p.I92, n.267 and p.l94, n.274.
292 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 365 (italies DH).
293 Some sources already mentioned, Facundus of Hermiane and Liberatus of Carthage,
suggest that the whole controversy about the Three Chapters followed from a mere intrigue
by the Origenists. See above, p.l52, n.96 and pp.l81-182, nn.224-226. Though this is exaggerated, these authors at least attest to a crucial role played by Theodore Ascidas, which is
confirmed by other sources. See above, p.l82, n.227 and p.183, n.233.
29~ Carcione even avoiels using the term "Neochalceelonism". He elivieles the Chalceelonians, before the Council of 553, only into!Wo camps, respectively that of a "calcedonislllo
infegralo", representing the search for reconciliation with Cyril of Alexanelria's language,
anel that of a "calcedonislllo infegralisfa", representing a more rigid aelherence to the eliphysite
terminology of Chalceelon. See F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa eli Giustiniano nella fase
iniziale ... ", SROC 8 (1985), 4. Carcione associates "calcedonislIlo illfegrafo" with the
Origenists ("Alexandrians"), anel "calcedonislIlo integralisfa" with the anti-Origenists, who
also elefeneleel the Three Chapters ("Antiochenes"), id., "La politica religiosa eli Giustiniano
nella fase conc1usiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 135-140 (compare with above, 177, n.212). This
pieture radically differs from Daley's scenario anel seems, in general, more in accordance with
the evielence. However, in Carcione's model there is little place within the interplay of forces
for Leontius ofByzantium's theological position. Seeesp. id., O.C., SROC 8 (1985), 7. Leontius,
who has beeil qualified a "strict" Chalceelonian (see above, 172, n.190), was nevertheless

labeleel by his opponents as an Origenist, which should correspond to Carcione's "calcedonislIlo
inlegrato" . .Ap~arently, ~e cannot rigorously apply Carcione's dichotomy to the earlier phase
of the confhct, 1Jl the penod before 543, though it might weil reflect its crucial stage of extreme
polarization in the years immediately preceding the Council.
295 As to the Origenist "party", Daley observes: "(. .. ) there is good evidence that the
Origeni~t mo~s. of Palestine represented, as a party in the Church, a far broader range of
theologlCal 0pll1IOn than the name suggests," B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of
Byzantium", 366 (quoted above, 30 at n.38; see also 174 at n.204).
296VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,4-198,6 (see above, 85-86 with nn.138-142; for the terms
Protoktisfs and Isochrists, see esp. nn.139-140).
297 Cyril eloes not c1arify the terms but their etymologies may be clear. The Protoktists
must have considereel Christ thefirst of all c/'eaf/l/'es (lTPWTOKTlOTOC;) and thus addeel him
as afo/l/'th Person to the Trinity (hence the name TETpOOlTOl).
298 The charge is attesteel (about 470) by VIGILIUS THAPSENSIS, Advers/ls Elltychetem
IV,13, PL 62, 125Dll-126A2; v,17, ibid., 148A5-7. Zeno al1udes to the same idea in his
Henoticon (lTpooe~KTJ uloü ou lTElTOITJKE), in EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTlCUS, HE III,14, ed. J.
BIDEz/ L. PARMENTIER, Lonelon 1898, 113,12-15. SeeM. SIMONETII,l1 Cristo II, Milano 1986
p.4~8 Iines 2-5 (\~ith the comment at pp.623-624, n.7). Severus for example, fulminatin~
agamst t.he ~o~nc!l of Chalce?on in his treatise against Nephalius, attributes this charge to
AthanaslUs, lbld., 475,17 (Itahan transl. from the Syriac by 1. Guirau).
•
299 IUSTlNIA~US, Confessio fidei, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften, p.76,
Ime 38 to p.78, Ime land p.88, lines 15-20. Justinian had also rejected the addition of a
fourth Person (TETapTou lTPOOWlTOU lTPOoe~KTJ) when propaganelizing the theopaschite
formula; see IUSTlNIANUS, Contra Monophysitas, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, O.C., 8,25-26. See also M.
SIMONETII, Il Crisfo II, 480,4-7 (with the comment at p.626, n.3).
300
'v.
1.
lTpO oe'
TJKTJ lTPOOWlTOU
TJYouv UTTOOTuOEWC;,
Canones XIV contra t/'ium capitulol'lll1l
5, A CO lvI I (1971), 241,25-26 (Theodore and Nestorius are mentioned at line 20).
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were then driven to the anti-Origenists because, as to Christology, they had
a certain affinity with the Antiochene tradition, whereas the Isochrists, as
the "real Origenists", harbored more sympathies for the Monophysites because their Christology was more akin to the Alexandrian tradition.
Thus, on the whole, we must distinguish two opposing parties at the
time of the Council, and not three. This is Cyril's real situation in the light
of which we may read the account of the incident in Sabas' company. In
this account, the heretics expelled by the Saint can only be intended as each
other's opponents. The preparatory discussions, in view ofthe colloquy of
532, must have given occasion to the outburst of a smouldering hostility
between Leontius ofByzantium and some ofhis travel companions. 301 And
Cyrilmay even have "exaggerated the importance of Sabas in the delegation", to the detriment ofLeontius. 302 Thus the Saint became idealized as a
paradigmatic "arbiter", in a post-conciliar sense, between the two struggling parties. But in that case, for the hagiographer's own "theological camp"
we still do not have a fitting solution.

JOI Leontius might have shown hirnself weIl disposed to den ounce Theodore of
Mopsuestia whom the Monophysites abhorred, thus anticipating Justinian's proposal at the
colloquy; see above. p.180, n.220 and p.182, n.227. This could have provoked a flaming
row with his "Antiochene" confreres. Then, reciprocal charges of "pretending" to defend the
Council of Chalcedon must have been uttered: Leontius was labeled a "secret Origenist" and
he labeled his opponents "secret Nestorians". FinaIly, I suppose, Sabas' travel company
could not remain together and had to be dissolved.
302 1. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors 0/ Christ, 252. As has been said, a certain
Leontius, present at the coIloquy of 532 and at the Synod of 536, is identified by modern
scholarship both with Leontius of Jerusalem and Leontius of Byzantium. See above, p.140
with nn.46-47 and esp. p.147 with n.75. The evidence produced in favor of the latter seems
to be the most convincing. See D. EVANS, Leolltills 0/ ByzalltiulIl. All Origenist Christology,
156-183; F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase iniziale ... ", SROC 8
(1985), 10, n.24. However, a serious objection brought against this identification cancerns
the implausibility that an expelled heretic should appear within a year at the coIloquy in an
official function representing the interests of his Patriarchate. The doubt upon Cyril's accuracy, as expressed by Binns, could eliminate this obstacle: "Leontius was at least as important as Sabas, if not more so. Far from being dismissed by Sabas, he remained in Constantinople to continue to represent the mterests ofthe Patriarchate ( ... )," J. BINNS, O.C., 252. Even
though it rel11ains arbitrary to speculate about the real hierarchy within the travel companySabas was the archil11andrite - we have to adl11it that Cyril hirnself testifies that Leontius
soon after the incident became an intluential man at the imperial court, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ),
J89,1-9 (quoted above, 80 with n.113). Sabas' authority, as weIl as his reputation in the
Emperor's eyes, must have beenless than his Life suggests.
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Abba Gelasius' conversion to post-conciliar orthodoxy
Perhaps we might catch a glimpse of what happened to Cyril's party,
when we turn to the account of Abba Gelasius' farewell speech. There we
read how in 546, when the power of the Origenists in Jerusalem (supported
by Theodore Ascidas) had come to a head and a riot had even been organized against the Great Laura,303 Abba Gelasius, second successor of Saint
Sabas, decided to go up to Constantinople. In the capital, however, at the
instigation of Theodore Ascidas, no one received the archimandrite, so that
he had to return with nothing achieved and on his way back to Palestine he
died. 304 Cyril relates also that Gelasius, before leaving the Great Laura,
gave a farewell speech to the brethren of his community. I shall quote the
text here once again:
See, fathers, at your request I am going up to Constantinople, not knowing
wh at will happen to me on the journey. I therefore beg you not to Jet settIe with you
any adherent ofTheodore ofMopsuestia, who was a heretic (alpETI K0 mh0 i)vn),
since our sainted father Sabas abhorred hirn along with Origen (TOOTOV I1ETcl TOV
'Op I YEVllV EI1UaaTTETo). I myself regret deeply having appended my signature to
the libellus made by [the monks of] the desert at the order of the patriarch against his
being anathematized. 305 God, however, out of care for his church, so disposed that
the libellus was rejected and willed that Theodore hirnself be anathematized. 306

For the reader of the VS who is not familiar with the background of the
conflict, the introduction of Theodore of Mopsuestia, at this stage, comes

VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 193,15-194,12 (see above, 83 at n.131).
VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,27-195,6.
305 Gelasius alludes to Justinian's first edict against the Three Chapters (544/545). As
has been said, this edict met with resistance also from the side of the Oriental patriarchs. See
above, 183, n.234. Especially Peter of Jerusalem opposed it fiercely: Facundus writes that a
multitude of monks assembled in Jerusalern, and that the Patriarch publicly fulminated against
the decree: "Quid etiam Petrus Hierosolymitanus? Nonne publica notWa refert quoniam
conveniente ad se muItitudinem monachorum, iuratus pronuntiavit, quod si quis eidern decreto
novitio consentiret, contra Chalcedonense concilium faceret, nec tarnen se ad eius consensione
suspendit?" FACUNDUS, Pro de/ellsione Trium Capitulol'llm, Iv/4, 9, CCL 90', 125,61-67.
However, shortly afterwards Peter had gone to Constantinople, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 193,15,
and there, as it seems, he yielded to the imperial pressure. See e.g. R DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 55 with n.2; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestilla eIe cOlltroversie cristologiche, 209-210 with nn.93-94.
306lbid., 194,17-27 (for the Greek text, see above, 84, n.134).
303
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as a surprise. In the whole account of the crisis 307 Theodore of Mopsuestia
is not mentioned at aIl, except at the end of the story, where Cyril casually
refers to his condemnation at the Council along with Origenism. 308 And the
only place in the VS where we hear something about his adherents, albeit
very little, is the passage examined above, where Cyril relates the incident
in Sabas' company.309 If we have only a slight idea of how the Origenist
controversy was interwoven with the Three Chapters affair, Cyril's stubborn silence becomes highly significant. How should we explain that?
Gelasius' speech may betray a fundamental embarrassment that could
weIl have been shared by a great part of the anti-Origenists who constituted
Cyril's "theologie al camp". This suggestion, at least, will enable us to resolve two diffieulties at once: Cyril's conspicuous silence about the Three
Chapters affair as weIl as our puzzle with respect to the party to whieh he
belonged 01' with whieh he sympathized.
Abba Gelasius was not only at the head ofthis party,310 but as ~YOlJflEVOS
ofthe Great Laura, he was also the heir apparent of the deceased Saint Sabas. 311
And in the hagiographer's mind it was the Saint who kept conducting the

VS 83-90 (SCHWARTZ), 188,13-200,17.
VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,1-6 (for the Greek text, see above, 87, n.145).
309 For the sake of completeness I have also to mention the passage where Cyril refers
to the incident, observing that Sabas on his way back to Palestine left both Leontius of
Byzantium and the adherents ofTheodore of Mopsuestia in the capital, VS74 (ibid.), 179,811 (see above, 194, n.274).
310 In the VS, we read that Gelasius started a campaign against the Origenists immediately after he became superior of the Great Laura. He summoned the brethren to the church
and had a writing read aloud from Alltipater of Bostra against Origen. Even from Cyril's
partisan account it becomes clear that this action contributed to the escalation of the conflict,
VS 84 (ibid.), 189,10-190,7 (see above, 80 at nn.114-115). Gelasius was also one ofthe two
composers of the libellus, at the Patriarch's request, that incited Justinian to issue his edict
againstOrigen, VS 85 (ibid.), 191,25-192,3 (quoted above, 82 with n.126). Liberatus ofCarthage
writes that "some monks from Jerusalem (monachi quidam ab Hierosolymis)" handed over
extracts fröm Origen's writings to Deacon Pelagius, who brought them to the Emperor and
engineered the publishing of the edict; see LIBERATUS, Breviarium 23-24, Aca 11/5, 139,34140,8 (see also above, 152, n.96). From this we may conclude that Gelasius was allied to
Pelagius (the main defender of the Three Chapters) in his struggle against Origenism. Leontius
of Byzantium on his part used the official Papas Eusebius in his struggle against Gelasius, VS
85 (SCHWARTZ), 191,1-16 [also VS 83 (ibid.), 189,1-3] (see above, 81 at nn.119-120).
311 For example, at the first escalation of the conflict, Cyril presents Leontius of Byzantium "who was raging against the successors of the blessed Sabas (KaT<l TWV TOO llaKaPlOU Ioßa ötaö6xwv), and inveighed against Abba Gelasius and the fathers of the Great
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stmggle for orthodoxy from heaven, in a direct line of the miracles post martern
perfornled in virtue of the noppTjotO he had obtained by an exemplary monastie life. 312 But unfortunately the Saint's deputy on earth had made a seriaus mistake, that is, according to post-conciliar standards. Just like Pope
Vigilius ofRome, Pelagius the Deacon and Patriarch Peter of Jemsalem, Abba
Gelasius and a lot ofhis monks had taken fierce action against the condemnation of the Three Chapters by the imperial edict of 544/545. 313 They must
have been strongly convinced to fight for the right cause: a holy war on behalf of Chalcedonian orthodoxy. But sametimes, history can take an unpredietable turn. At the Fifth Ecumenical Council (whether shortly before 01'
shortly after), the "orthodox" must have found themselves on the wrong side.
At first Patriarch Peter had yielded to imperial politics;314 then, six month's
after the Council, Pope Vigilius, siek and exhausted by his exile, yielded;315
and finaIly, after Vigilius' death in 555, even Deacon Pelagius, who had been
a most fervent defender of the Three Chapters 316 as well as an influential
protector of the anti-Origenists, yielded in prison, so that Justinian could release hirn to become Pope. 317 But Abba Gelasius, Saint Sabas' deputy at the
head of the Sabaite order, had died tao early in October 546. Somehow, the
hagiographer had to find a way out of the embarrassment318 and have the

307

308

Laura", VS 84 (SCHWARTZ), 190,4-7. This Leontius "who had long been hostile to the blessed
Sabas (tVEXWV EKTTat.aL T01laKap l TIJ IOß<;t)", ibid., 190,8-9, personally organizes, in Cyril's
account, the first riot against the Great Laura, ibid., 190,7-29 (see above, 81 with nn.116117).
312 See above, 108-111.
313 See above, 201, n.305.
314 Ibid. See also F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 138-140.
315 See above, 185, n.240.
316 The "Defense of the Three Chapters" had become almost a literary genre in the
West. Also Pelagius wrote an In defellsiOlle TriuIII Capitulorul/l, ed. R. DEVREESSE, StT 57,
Citta deI Vaticano, 1932. For the alliance between Pelagius and Gelasius (which is suppressed by Cyril), see above, p.152, n.96 and p.202, n.31O.
317 See e.g. L. DUCHESNE, "Vigile et Pelage", 424-427; A. PLACANICA, "Teologia e
storiografia eccesiastica nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res christiana, 168.
318 As we know, CyriI indicates difficulties to the point of despair before he started
writing his Lives, after the re-populating of the New Laura in 555. It took hirn two years of
hesitation before he feIt capable thanks to the SUPPOlt of both Saint Euthymius and Saint
Sabas who appeared to hirn, VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 83,7-85,4. His claim of being ignorant and
uneducated has been rejected by modern scholarship (see above, 37, n.78), but his message
might also bear the marks of another embarrassment.
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Iegitimate successor of his Saint canonized, in order to promote the new
standards of post-conciliar orthodoxy.
Within the economy of the "story" of Origenism as Cyril composed it,
Gelasius' speech appears as a Fremdkorper. But when we read the text
against the background of its Sitz im Leben - from the viewpoint of Cyril' s
reallife situation - we may find a perfect1y fitting reason why the hagiographer could have put such a speech in the mouth of Abba Gelasius, by
way of a spiritual testament. One might speculate whether the "historicaI"
GeIasius, at the end of his life, actually dissociated himself from his sympathies with Theodore of Mopsuestia,319 but I am disposed to believe that
Cyril utilized here again - perhaps to a certain degree - an anachronism. 320
I suppose that Cyril intended to present Abba Gelasius as the most authoritative and paradigmatic personification of his anti-Origenist party that, at
least for a great part, must have converted to post-conciliar orthodoxy somewhere in the period around 553.
This brings us back to F. Loofs' thesis that Cyril wrote his biographies
in favor of a "nestorianisierende Partei" and that they bear, as such, "eine
grelle Parteifärbung".321 But we may now complete this thesis by assuming

319 Like many scholars, Carcione interprets Cyril's testimony in a historical sense and
suggests that Gelasius abandoned his support for the Three Chapters under the pressure of a
changing political climate. See F. CARCIONB, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase
conclusiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 139-140. Even Sabas' abhorrillg Theodore of Mopsuestia
as a heretic, in 531 , is explained by Carcione in the historical sense as an "illustre precedente"
for Gelasius for taking an equal distance from Theodore as from Origen; see ibid., 140, n.32.
But why then would Gelasius, as Sabas' successor, first have supported Patriarch Peter's
campaign against the condemnation ofTheodore?
320 Just as it is hard to believe that Sabas historically "abhorred" Theodore ofMopsuestia
"as a heretic", I think it hard to believe that Gelasius, as early as 546, had changed his mind
to the point of urging his monks not to receive any adherent of Theodore of Mopsuestia in
the Great Laura. The issue of Theodore of Mopsuestia's heretical status remained an open
question until the Council of 553, as has been said. In 546, Pope Vigilius was just on his way
10 Constantinople; he had a ten-month delay in Syracuse and would arrive in the capital on
25 January 547. So the whole tug-of-war with Justinian had still to begin. As late as 550, the
official documents condemning the Three Chapters were withdrawn and the parties agreed
to resolve the question at an Ecumenical Council. At the very most, Abba Gelasius could
have had his doubts upon the expediency of his previous action and he might even have
experienced some political pressure. But in 546, the Oriental patriarchs had only reluctantly
signed ~usti.nian's edict against the Three Chapters, solelyon the condition that the Pope
would slgn It too: everyone was now anxiously awaiting Vigilius' arrival in Constantinople
to see how the affair would come to an end.
321 F. LooFS, Leolltius von Byzanz, 288 (see the quotation above, 164 at n.146).
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a shift towards post-conciliar orthodoxy by Cyril's party of anti-Origenists.
Thus we may reject F. Diekamp's criticism brought against Loofs, which is
based upon Cyril's apparent condemnation of Theodore of Mopsuestia. 322
Certainly, Cyril shows no "Vorliebe für den Mopsuestener",323 but even
Diekamp had to admit that Cyril denounced the sympathizers cf Theodore
somewhat leniently,324 However, Diekamp could not accept Loofs' charge
of a "grelle Parteifärbung" by Cyril in favor of Theodore's friends,325 and
attributed the polemicaI tone of the account exclusively to the author's
"antiorigenistische Eifer".326 However, a few pages before, Diekamp himseIf had confirmed that "Origenismus und Gegnerschaft gegen Theodor
von Mopsuestia waren damals innig mit einander verquickt",327 and that
"Antiorigenismus und Vorliebe für Theodor von Mopsuestia [waren] häufig
enge verbunden".32S We may resolve this incoherence by assuming that
Cyril's "orthodox" party once did sympathize with Theodore ofMopsuestia,
but that it had abandoned the Antiochene Father by shifting its ground under the pressure of the events around the Fifth Ecumenical Counci!.
Before 553, the anti-Origenists were Chalcedonians, and certainly not
Nestorians;329 and the Origenists - at least Leontius of Byzantium - were
equally Chalcedonians, and not real Monophysites. However, as the polarization increased, all kinds of accusations were heard under the common
denominator of "pretend" defenders of the Council of Chalcedon. The anti-

322
323

F. DIBKAMP, Die origenistischell Streitigkeiten, 63-64 (see above, 165, n.152).
Ibid., 64.

324 "Nur das ist zuzugeben, daß er [seil. Cyril] die unter den Mönchen zeitweise stark
hervortretende Vorliebe für den Mopsuestener ziemlich schonend velUrtheilt. Daß er sie
aber velUrtheilt, kann nicht bestritten werden," (sie), ibid., 63-64. Diekamp even admitted
the "einseitige Berichterstattung" ofCyril's VS as an "antiorigenistischeParteischrift", ibid.,
63. In general, however, Diekamp fully subscribed to Usener's eulogy upon Cyril's qualities
as a reliable historian, ibid., 7-8 (see above, 43 with n.114). Although Cyril's anti-Origenism
might "vielleicht seiner Objectivität bisweilen AbblUch thun" (sie), ibid., 67, Diekamp saw
no serious reasons to shed doubt upon the testimony of "ein wahrheitsliebender Historiker",
ibid., 75, or to distlUst "die Wahrheitsliebe des Kyrillos", ibid., 98.
325 Ibid., 64.
326 Ibid.
327 Ibid., 51.
328 Ibid., 52.
329 Cyril presents Saint Sabas defending Patriarch Elias and the Chalcedonian monks
of Palestine against the Monophysite charge of being Nestorians, when the Saint has his
encounters with the pro-Monophysite Emperor Anastasius in 511-512, VS 52 (SCHWARTZ),
144,10-22 (see above, 74, n.83).
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Origenists were labeled "secret Nestorians", and Leontius a "secret Origenist". We have no evidence that the Origenists were also heaped together
with the Monophysites, apart from a single charge,330 although they must
have taken the latter's political side when the conflict reached its crucial

stage. 331
When we limit ourselves to the Christological aspect, it remains difficult to decide whether the Origenists, in general, had more in common with
Nestorians or with Monophysites. Origen and Evagrius had not expressed
their Christology in the technical concepts that became usual in later controversies. Besides, their thinking and spirituality embraced a much larger
field than the terminological hairsplitting that at the end nearly split up
Justinian's Empire. Origen's and Evagrius' popularity among sixth-century Palestinian monks must have included other dimensions, that went
beyond the human temptation of getting involved in an overpowering
political fight.

3. The spiritual and intellectual aspects of the conflict
As has been said, D. Evans claimed a concealed connection between
Leontius ofByzantium's Christology and Evagrius' speculations about the
unfallen VOUs Jesus Christ. 332 This claim was based particularly upon a
similarity of anthropology regarding the use of the platonic threefold division of the human soul. 333 However, it has been objected that this anthropology (and its ascetical exploitation) is not exclusively "Evagrian" 01' even

330 LIBERATUS, Breviarium 23-24, ACO 11/5, p.140, lines 13-15 and 20-24. See above,
197-198, nn.290-291.
331 See esp. F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ",
SROC9 (1986),131-147.
332 D. EVANS, Leontills o/Byzantillill. An Origenist Christ%gy, 84-131,184-185 (see
above, 168-170).
333

n.l05.

AOYIOTlKOV (= voG;), 9ufllKOV, Em9ufll']TlKOV. See above, 169, n.174; also 155,
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"Origenist".334 Especially B. Daley rejected Evans' claim that Leontius'
Christology is a disguised reworking of that of Evagrius; Daley argued,
instead, that Leontius holds in fact a contrary position. 335 But even Daley
had to give an interpretation ofLeontius' "Origenism", as attributed to hirn
by Cyril of Scythopolis. He reduced it to its social dimension: the membership of a group held together by an "interest in the intellectuallife and in
theological speculation", fighting for freedom in this field and represented
by Cyril as "critical and rebellious intellectuals" (AOYlUlTEPOl).336
Although, to a certain extent, Cyril's VS confirms Daley's picture of
sixth-century Origenism, one passage of Leontius expounding his anthropology prompts us, nevertheless, to postulate that the latter's "Origenism"
included more than its social dimension: it does imply an influence of
Evagrius. 337 But we should extend the limits of our inquiry beyond the
mere issue of Christology and take into consideration also other aspects of
the Origenist Controversy.338 On the one hand, indeed, there is no sound

334 A. DE HALLEux, [review of Evans] RHE 66 (1971), 979 (see above, 155, n.106).
Evans hirnself conceded, it is true, that the threefold division "is so nearly commonplace in
late antiquity that it can hardly establish that Leontius depends upon Evagrius; only that he
trav~rses the same orbit", D. EVANS, Leontills 0/ ByzantiulIl. An Origellist Christ%gy, 111.
But then, Evans initiated a sophisticated argument to produce "more concrete evidence" that
"the soul of Leontius' anthropology is none other than the fallen /lOUS of the cosmology of
Evagrius", ibid., 119. Evans has been sufficiently criticized for this: the line of his argument
was called "a convoluted one", B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 354;
Evans had systematized the elements ofLeontius' Christology "pour les forcer dans le moule
evagrien", A. DE HALLEux, [review] RHE 66 (1971), 984; Evans appeared to have "put
Leontius on a theological Procrustean bed", LYNCH, 1., "Leontius ofByzantium: A Cyrillian
Christology", JTS/ns 36 (1975), 455, see also 471. We may add to these criticisms that
Evans' argument has much of apetitio principii: the diagram with which he illustrated his
"proof' that Leontius' soul is the Evagrian fallen voG;, can only be valid if the reader
pl'esupposes that Leontius holds the doctrine of the fallen voG;. See D. EVANS, Leontius 0/
Byzantilllll. An Origenist Christ%g)', 118-119.
335 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius ofByzantium", 333-369 (see above, 170-172).
336 Ibid., 366, 369 (see above, 174 at nn.204-206).
337 Arguing against Evans, Daley observed: "The only solid piece of evidence in
Leontius' text that he ever heard of Evagrius' philosophical anthropology is the fact that in
his passage on the parts of the soul (CNE 3, 1285AI5-Bl) he quotes a line of Evagrius,"
ibid., 354. On the following pages I shall demonstrate that Leontius was certainly more
familiar with Evagrius than Daley suggested.
338 Already in 1935, I. Hausherr observed: "La querelle origeniste ne fut pas seulement
la lutte de deux theolo gies; en elle s' affrontaient aussi deux spiritualites," I. HAUSHERR, "Les
grands courants de la spiritualite orientale", OCP 1 (1935), 130.
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evidence for an Origenist Christology in Leontius, dependent on Evagrius;
on the other, we have Leontius' testimony that he received a spiritual education, in the crucial stage of his monastic life, in an environment where
the writings of 9Eoao<j>ol were read, one ofwhom was certainly Evagrius. 339
Leontius' writings actually contain traces of it, although his works are not
spiritualliterature but abstract theological treatises originating in a context
of vehement Christological debate which, in addition, had far-reaching political implications.
In search of the hidden conflict behind the Second Origenist Controversy, we should focus not only upon the much discussed doctrinal and
political aspects, but also upon other important factors characterizing the
phenomenon of "Origenism". In this regard, we should primarily raise the
question to what extent the "Origenist party" of the sixth century still represented that particular intellectual and spiritual current of ancient monasticism, of which Evagrius had become the main exponent. In this section, I
shall deal with this complicated question, though it is not possible to give
an exhaustive treatment here. Within the limits of this study, I can only
sketch some main lines to open a new direction for research on the puzzle
of sixth-century Origenism.
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Evagrius. D. Evans was certainly right in arguing that Leontius depends
here on Evagrius. But Evans incorrecdy argued, departing from the similarity he found in the anthropology of both authors, that Leontius held the
Evagrian doctrine of the unfaUen voLle;, and that his Christology was a disguised translation of that of Evagrius. 34J Leontius' text does not permit us
to deduce a dependence on Evagrius in the area of Christology, nevertheless the similarity between the two authors extends beyond the use of the
same "commonplace" regarding the threefold division of the soul,342
Leontius' passage reveals a thorough familiarity with the monastic spiritual tradition attested by the writings of Evagrius.
Before establishing more precisely wh at we may caU the "Evagrian
influence" upon Leontius, an important remark must be made. Evagrius of
Pontus, the "intellectual" monk, was not an isolated phenomenon in the
fourth-century Egyptian desert, nor an "outsider" among confreres who were
largely iIliterate peasants. 343 Recent studies demonstrate that Evagrius, being hirnself a disciple of the most renowned of the Desert Fathers, actually
reflects their spiritual teaching in his writings. Evagrius should be located
in the mainstream of the early monastic tradition, but it seems that in the
fifth century, after the first Origenist crisis, the picture of that tradition was
substantially transformed by later redactors of monastic sources such as the
Apophthegmata Patrum: they may have suppressed what could seem tainted

Leontius of Byzantium
and the spiritual tradition attested by Evagrius
In a passage of the CNE, Leontius quotes a phrase from Evagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica without mentioning the author by name, but only indicating hirn as av~p 9Eoao<j>0e; .340 An examination of the context in which
Leontius makesthis reference to Evagrius indicates that the quotation is by
no means a casual one: Leontius is unfolding an anthropology based upon
the platonic threefold division of the soul, which is very similar to that of

339 LEONTlUS, DTN, PG 86/1, I 360Al I -B2 (see the final part of the text quoted above,
153). For the identification of an o:v~p eE6ao~o~ with Evagrius, see above, 154-155 with
n.I03.
340 LEONTlUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1285AI4-B1. As has been said, in the Codex Vaficanus
2195 a scholium in the margin cIarifies thatEvagrius is meant (TIEpl Euayplou). See above,
154-155 at n.103.

341 In order to confirm his argument, Evans "retranslated" Leontius' Christology into
that of Evagrius; see D. EVANS, Leonfills 0/ ByzantiulIl. An O/'igenist Ch/'isfology, 127-131.
342 As we saw, Evans stated that the threefold division of the soul is a "commonplace in
late antiquity" which, by itself, does not suffice for affirming that Leontius depends on
Evagrius; see ibid., III (quoted above, 207, n.334, and by B. DALEY, "The Origenism of
Leontius of Byzantium", 353 at n.4).
343 A. Guillaumont presents Evagrius as an intellectual "outsider" in a rural monastic
environment: "Parmi ces moines, qui sont, la plupart, des paysans egyptiens illettres, Evagre
figure tout a la fois d'etranger et d'intellectuel," A. GUILAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnosfica'
d'Evag/'e le POllfique, 52-55; see also F. REFOULE, "La mystique d'Evagre le Pontique",
Supp VieSp 16/66 (1963), 457-458. L. Regnault holds thatintellectuals like Evagrius, Cassian
and Palladius were authors "qui certes sont interessants, mais qui ne representent pas la
tradition pure du terroir monastique egyptien", L. REGNAULT, Les senfen ces des Peres dll
deserf 111, Solesmes 1976,8. The prejudice that the monks offourth-century Egypt were, for
the most part, illiterate peasants who did not know Greek, is widespread among scholars; see
below.
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with Origenism. 344 In other words, when examining the "Evagrian influence" upon Leontius in the area of spiritual teaching, we have to keep in
mind that this influence is not derived exclusively from one individual author, but that it comes through the mediation of that author, from a broad
fourth-century spiritual current that declined in strength in the monastic
world of the subsequent period.
Let us now turn to the passage from Leontius that we want to examine.
We must start with the Christological discussion that precedes the text that
interests uso In a feigned dialogue with the Nestorians, Leontius employs
what is called the "anthropological analogy", that is, he uses the relation
between the human soul and body as a paradigm to clarify the relation
between the divinity and the humanity in Christ. By means of this comparison, Leontius explains both the unity and the distinction between the two
natures in ChriSt. 345 But he has to face the objection that in this analogy, the
human soul cannot be compared with the divine Logos, as the soul is susceptible to passions (na811 OEXETat) and the Logos is not. The opponents
in the dialogue therefore hold that the Logos unlike the human soul cannot
be joined with the flesh to form a complete human being. 346 To this objection Leontius replies that the Logos, which is impassible by nature, will

344 J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad Monachos' of Evagrius Ponticus, StAns 104, Roma 1991,
332-357 (esp. 353, n.80). See also G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", Iren
56 (1983), 215-227, 323-360; id., "Origenismus-Gnostizismus: Zum geistesgeschichtlichen
Standort des Evagrios Pontikos", VigChr 40 (1986), 24-54; id., Evagrios Pontikos: Briefe
aus der Wiiste, Trier 1986,36-38,41-43. S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie
der Wüste", in Logos. Festschrift für Luise Abramowski, BerlinJ New York 1993, 384-401;
id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition ofthe Fourth Century", in Origeniana septima,
Leuven 1999,319-337 (esp. 331-333). According to G. Bunge, an anti-Origenist censorship
was also carried out on Palladius' HistOl'ia Lausiaca, in the Greek text that eame to us; see
id., "Palladiana I. Introduction aux fragments coptes de l'Histoire Lausiaque", StMoll 32
(1990),79-129 (repr. in G. BUNGP} A. DE VOGÜE, Quatre ermites egyptiells d'apres lesfragmenls coptes de I'Histoire Lausiaque, SO 60, Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1994, 17-80). However, Bunge's thesis coneerning the text tradition of the Historia Lausiaca touches highly
complicated questions, such as the dating of the Coptic material on which the thesis is
based: these fragments might not reflect a more original state of the text. See M. SHERIDAN
[review ofBunge/ de Vogue], BSM 13, nr.1l41, in CCist 57 (1995), [548]-[552].
345 The comparison with the human soul and body is introduced in CNE, PG 86/1,
1280B7.
346 Ibid., 1284B 1-9.
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preserve its impassibility (cma8Elo) even after union with the body. Then
he passes to the human soul. Even the soul' s susceptibility to passions is
not dependent on its being in a body: it can experience passions because it
has passionate powers (no811TlKOl MvCXJ-lw;) in itself which will remain
after its separation from the body. In fact, the soul is passible (no811Toc;) in a
double sense: firstly, it experiences realities separate from the body (naaXEl
CxTTAWC;),347 because it received passionate powers in accordance with what
contributes to its own good; secondly, it experiences somatic passions (naOXEl
aWl1aTlKO: na8rü because ofits mixture with the body. According to the first
sense, the soul can experience the divine realities by its own nature:
The soul, when in harmony with God, can experienee the divine realities, but
by no means because of the body. For how could that be? In fact, the body often
strives against all that. But the soul [experiences these realities] by itself and by its
own nature (01' OLJT~V KOt T~V mhfje; <j>um v) when its concllpiscib/e part (ETTl6u~T]
TlK6v) eagerly strives toward God, while its irascib/e part (6U~OElOEe;) manfully
braces itself and unflinchingly strives together with the concupiscible, and while its
rational part (AOYWTlK6v) receives the immaterial reflections without a shadow
and is ilIuminated as being of one single form. So it was weil said by a man full of
divine wisdom (ov~p 6E6ao<j>oe;), among those who lived before us: "There is only
one desire (TT66oe;) that is good and eternal: the des ire that strives for true knowledge (at.T]6~e; yvwme;)."348 For when the soul eontaminates these powers (ÖUVÜJ.!Ele;),
it will drift into vice (KOKlO) and ignorance (oyvwalo); and yet it does not derive its
vices from the body, even if some of them are effected because of the body. From
those vices the Logos of God will of course never reeei ve anything, as it is immutable and unchangeable by its nature. But it will not refuse, because of the impassibility (TO oTTo6Ee;) of its nature, to be joined substantially with human nature. 349
Otherwise, the refusal will become a true passion (TT<x6oe; oAf]6Ee;) by fearing (Kol

347 at.Aa TT<XaXEl ~EV (mAWe; ~ l\Jux~, CNE, PG 86/1, 1284D12. Litterally, TTC1GXEl
(mAGie; could be translated: "it suffers simp1y" or "in an absolute way". But here TT<XaXElV
rather means "to experience" (LAMPE, 1050). The adverb (mAGie; expresses that the soul is
considered as separated from the body: it can "undergo experiences also apart from the body
(TT<XaXElV Kol xwple; mJ!~aTOe;)", 1284c13.
348 EVAGRJUS PONTICUS, Kepha/aia gnostica, 4,50, PO 28/1, 158-159 (see above, 155, n.l 03).
349 The same thought was formulated at the Council ofChalcedon, ACO n/1, 14,18-19,
taken from Leo's Tomus ad F/avianulIl, ed. C. SILVA-TAROUCA, S. Leonis Magni tomus ad
F/avialllllll episcopu/Il Constantil/opolitanlllll (Ep. XXVIII), Romae 1932, 26 (nr.88). Justinian quotes the Cha1cedonian phrase twice in his dogmatic treatises, IUSTINIANUS, Epistu/a
contra Tl'ia Capitu/a, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften Illstinians, 50,1-2; id.,
Confessio fidei, ibid., 76,11-12. Cyril of Scythopolis in his turn, when introducing the VE
with a survey of Salvation his tory, quotes the phrase from the Confessio fidei, VE 1 (SCHWARTZ)
7,11-12. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 74 (nr.4) with note 245.
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OEOOIKEVat) to be placed in that condition in which the souls of the zealous
(crTTouodiOl) - who had the Logos itself as their help and assistance - were not damaged by the body. They were rather enriched by God and had the disposal of their
body not as an adversary but as a collaborator (crUVEPY0C;) in the acquisition of
virtue (apET~).350

The quotation from Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica is not used casually
in this passage. 351 Leontius' text reflects in brief the monastic program for
spiritual progress as we find it particularly expressed in the writings of
Evagrius. Of course, as has been noticed, Evagrius stands in a broader tradition of spiritual life. A short remark should be added here: Many elements of Evagrius' description of the ascension of the soul to the knowledge of God are also found in the works of other Christian writers, especially in those of the Cappadocian Fathers. In fact before he moved to the
desert, Evagrius was a disciple of the Cappadocians, particularly of Gregory of Nazianzus. 352 In his works the Cappadocian tradition meets with
that of the Egyptian desert. 353 As a consequence, it will be difficult to isolate exelusively "Evagrian" topics in our short passage. If we can only demonstrate that Leontius' quotation from the Kephalaia gnostica, far from
being used casually, stands in a context which reveals a elose congruency

350 LEONTIUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1285A6-B14 (trans!. DH. For the Greek text: see the Appendix below, 374, nr.2). The final part of the passage is difficult to translate. I interpret it as a
reductio ad abswdlllll by which Leontius explains why the impassible divine Logos will not
refuse, because of its very impassibility, to accept the conditions of human nature at the Incarnation (according (0 Leo's Tomus; see the preceding footnote). If the Logos refuses to be
joined to a human body, Leontius argues, this refusal will be a "tme passion", conflicting with
the divine impassibility. In fact, the "passion" consists, in that case, offear at being placed in
that human condition, in which the souls of the zealous (who were assisted by the Logos itself)
were not at all contaminated by the body. Instead, they had their body as a collaborator in
spiritual progress. Thus, by refusing the Incarnation because of its impassibility, the divine
Logos would not only be subjected to a real passion (fear), but would even be placed on a
lower sphituallevel than the zealous, both of which consequences are preposterous.
351 Compare with B. Daley's remark quoted above, 207, n.337.
352 G. BUNGE, Briefe aus der Wiiste, Trier 1986,21-29.
353 According to Bunge, Evagrius strives after a "grande synthese" of two traditions:
"Les deux poles en seront, d'une part la theologie des Peres cappadociens, avant tout Gregoire
le Theologien, et leur relecture de la theologie d'Origene, et de I' autre l' experience de la vie
ascetique et spirituelle qu'il fera aupres des Peres du desert, avant tout sous la guidance de
Macaire le Grand," G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", Iren 56 (1983),
224-225. See also S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste", in Logos.
Festschrift L. Abramowski, 384-401 (esp. 390-394).
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with the synthetic vision ofthe spirituallife found in the writings ofEvagrius,
we may conelude that in Leontius' environment this vision, mutatis mutandis, was still current.
The threefold division of the human soul into a rational part (AOYl OTl KOV,
voOs), a concupiscible part (ETTl 8UllllTl KOV) and an irascible part (8UIlOE l öE<;)
has its origins in the works of Plato. 354 This platonic psychology became
widespread in ancient literature. To give an impression we may mention,
apart from Evagrius, authors like Philo,355 Clement of Alexandria,356
Origen,357 Basil the Great,358 Gregory ofNazianzus,359 Gregory ofNyssa,360
Cassian 361 and Theodoret of CyruS. 362 According to this psychology, the
rational part is the superior part of the soul; the concupiscible and the irascible parts constitute the inferior part, or the "passionate part of the soul (TO
na811TlKoV [IlEp0<;] Tf]<; l/JuXf]<;)".363 The rational part is the "leading fac-

354 PLATO, Republica IV, 4390-E, 440E-44IA, LCL 237 (Plato v), 396-398, 402-404.
Plato Iikens the human soul to the composite nature of a pair of winged horses (the
concupiscible and the irascible parts) and a charioteer (the rational part); see Phaedl'lls 246A2560, LCL 36 (Plato I), 470-502. See also above, 155, n.105.
355 PHILO, Leglllll allegoriae 111,115, LCL 226 (Philo I), 378; De agricultllra 73, LCL
247 (Philo 111), 144; De confllsione lingllarum 21, LCL 261 (Philo IV), 20-21. See also e.g.
QlIid re1'um divinarufIl heres 225, ibid., 394.
356 CLEMENS ALEXANORINUS, Paedagogus 111,1,2, SC 158, 12. See also e.g. id., Stromateis
v,80,9, SC 278,156,26-27; id., Stl'OfIlateis vI,9,74,1, GCS 15,468,30-31.
357 ORIGENES, Selecta in Exodum, PG 12, 285AI2-14. See also e.g. Fragm. 54 in LlIcafll,
GCS 9, 260.
358 BASILIUS MAGNUS, Homilia adversus iratos 5, PG 31, 365A9-B6.
359 GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, Carmina 11,1,47, PG 37, 1382AI-8 (the 0PESElC; in Al
correspond to the concupiscible part; compare with LAMPE, 970-971). See also e.g. Oratio
44,7, PG 36, 613c12-02.
360 Gregory of Nyssa frequently refers to the platonic threefold division of the soul:
GREGORIUS NYSSENUS, De vita Moyses, 11,96, SC Ibis, 58-59; 11,123, SC Ibis, 67; Epistula
canonica, PG 45, 224AI2-14, c10-11; Adversus Apollinarium 8, PG 45, 1140B3-12; De
anima et resurrectione 8, PG 46, 48c6-68A5 (passim). See also e.g. De virginitate 18,2-3,
SC 119,468,2-472,4.
361 CASSIANUS, Conlationes XXIv,15, SC 64, 187.
362 THEoooRETus CYRENSIS, In Rom. 7,17, PG 82, 124B 1-125A5; Graecarum ajJectionl/ln
curatio v,31, SC 57, 235,22-236,2; v,76-79, ibid., 251 ,10-252,11; De Providentia VI, PG 83,
648B12-c11; Historia Philothea, Pro! 5, SC 234, 132,9-10, combined with Prol 6, ibid.,
136,46-51 (see the comments, ibid., 152-153, n.6; 154-155, n.9).
363 See e.g. ORIGENES, COllllll. in Matth. 15,4, GCS 40, 358,32-33; EVAGRIUS PONTICUS,
Capita practica 49, 74, 78, 84, SC 171, pp.666,1-2, 610,3-612,1, 662,1-2, 674,3; id.,
Gnosticus 2, SC 356, 90; Scholia in Proverbia 127, SC 340, 224,5-7; MAXIMUS CONFESSOR,
Ambigl/01'll1ll liber, PG 91, 1196A7-8.
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ulty" of the soul, also called Ta ~yc~oVlK6v:364 it has the task to exert
authority over the lower parts like a pilot (Kußcpv~nl~)365 or a charioteer
(~VlOXO~),366 and turn their natural movements from vice (KaKla) to virtue
(apCT~).367

In Evagrius' anthropology,368 the rational part of the soul is a direct
extension of the original voO~, the pure mind. The voO~ has fallen away
from the essential knowledge and the Unity for which it was created. 369 In

364 LEONTIUS BYZANTINUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1296c10-11. The term ~yq.lOVIK6v has its
origins in Stoic philosophy (where other divisions of the soul were made) and is frequently
used by Christian authors, esp. by Origen. See C. BLANc, Origene. Commentaire sur Saint
Jean, note complem. 5, SC 120, Paris 1966,339-400; M. BORRET, Origene: ContreCelse,
SC 132, Paris 1967,202-203, n.l; id., note complem. 11, in Origene: Commentaire sur le
Cantiqlle des Cantiques 1I, SC 376, ed. L.BREsARD/ H. CROUZEU M. BORRET, Paris 1992,
764-765. Evagrius also uses this term; see EVAGRlUS PONTICUS, De orati01le 21, PG 79,
I 172BIO; id., Capita practica, Prol.2, SC 171, 484,9.
365 See e.g. PLATO, Phaedrus 247c, LCL 36 (Plato I), 476; PHILO, Legllln allegoriae Ill,
118, LCL 226 (Philo 1),380; CLEMENS ALEXANDRINUS, Stromateis 1I,11,51,6, SC 38, 75;
ORIGENES, Contra Celsllm, vI,19, SC 147,226 (quoting Plato, o.c.); THEODORETUS CYRENSIS,
Histm'ia Philothea, Pro16, SC 234, 136,46; id., De PlVvidentia VI, PG 83, 648c8. See also
the following footnote.
366 See e.g. PLATO, Phaed,: 246A-256D (passim), LCL 36 (Plato 1),470-502; PHILO, Leg.
al/ego m, 118, LCL 226 (Philo 1),380; id., De agricultura73, LCL 247 (Philo m), 144; GREGORlUS
NYSSENUS, De anima ell'esurrectione 8, PG 46, 49c12 (referring to Plato's image of a chariot;
see above, 213, n.354); THEODORETUS CYRENsIs,!n Rom. 7,17, PG 82, 124c13. The image ofthe
"steersman" is a commonplace which can be found "in the philosophicalliterature as weil", M.
SHERIDAN, '" Steersman of the mind': The Virgin Mary as Ideal Nun (an interpretation ofLuke
1:29 by Rufus of Shotep)", in StPatr 30, Leuven 1997,268 with n.18.
367 GREGORiUS NYSSENUS, De anima et resllrrectione 8, PG 46, 61A8-BI4.
368 This is not the place to give a detailed survey of Evagrius' anthropology in the
context of his cosmology. I shall only sketch abrief outline and refer the reader, for more
elaborated surveys, to: A. GUILLAUMONT) Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique,
37-39, 103-113; A. & C. GUILLAUMO~T, Evagre le Pontique: Traire pratique I, SC 170, Paris
1971, Introd., 104-107; P. GEHIN, Evagre le Pontique: Scholies aux PlVverbes, SC 340,
Paris 1987, Introd., 34-37; G. BUNGE, Briefe aus der Wüste, 118-125; M. O'LAUGHLIN,
Origenism in the Desert. Allthropology and Integration in Evagrius Ponticus, Harvard University 1987, 153-188; J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad Monachos' of Evagrius Ponticlls, 6-18.
369 Usually, the Origenist theory of pre-existence of souls is also attributed to Evagrius.
However, Bunge suggests that it could be wrong to apply our categories of time and space
to the metahistorical realities beyond the present human condition, as intended by Evagrius.
Bunge avoids the use of temporal conceptions like "pre-existence", and he searches for a
reorientation in our approach to Evagrius' thought. See G. BUNGE, Briefe aus der Wüste,
p.156, n.19 and p.396, n.52; and esp. id., "Mysterium Unitatis. Der Gedanke der Einheit von
Schöpfer und Geschöpf in der evagrianischen Mystik", FZPhTh 36 (1989), 449-469. See
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itsfall, the voO~ "disintegrates" into a souI,370 It belongs to the intelligible
world, but on becoming a soul it is joined to a body, and thus linked with the
material world as a secondary condition. 371 This is possible because in addition to its rational part the soul has assumed a passionate part, by which it
receives impulses from the five senses of the body. In this condition man can
return to the original state ofknowledge, departing from the contemplation of
the physical world, and climbing by various levels of knowledge until he
reaches the ultimate stage, the knowledge of the Holy Trinity.372 On this path,
however, man needs a fundamental healing. If not purified, the passionate
part ofthe soul is overwhelmed by vices (KaKIm) resulting from the passions
(m:x8r"J): they obfuscate the rational part of the soul and obstruct its devotion
to contemplation, so that it regresses into ignorance (ayvwala) instead of
progressing in knowledge. Therefore, Evagrius makes two major divisions in
the spirituallife: praktike and knowledge. 373 Praktike is the stage of ascetic

also J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad MOllachos' of Evagrius Ponticus, 7-8 with nn.3-7. For Origen's
own anthropology, in a cosmological context similar to that of Evagrius, see H. CROUZEL,
"L'anthropologie d'Origene dans la perspective du combat spirituel", RAM 31 (1955),364385; id., Origefle, Paris 1985, 123-130; id., "L'anthropologie d'Origene: de l'arche au telos",
inArche e telos. L'afltropologia di Origene e di Gregorio di Nissa, Milano 1981,36-49; id.,
Origefle et Plotin. Comparaisons doctrillales, Paris 1992,261-268.
370 J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad MOflachos' ofEvagrills POllticus, 8 with n.7. See e.g. EVAGRIUS,
Keph. gnost. Ill,28, PO 28/1, 109. Evagrius' metaphysical speculation is very dose to that of
Origen: the human soul, in its original state, was a pure voG<; (mind) and belonged to the
unity of reasonable beings absorbed in the contemplation of God. However, by the decision
of its free will, caused by satiety and negligence, "elle est tomMe de sa ferveur, elle s'est
refroidie et ainsi de voG<; elle est devenue ljiux~", H. CROUZEL, "L'anthropologie d'Origene", RAM 31 (1955),369. Origen utilizes a sophisticated etymology derived from Plato and
Aristotle, paralle1ing ljiGxo<; (cold) with ljiuX~. See H. CROUZEU M.SIMONETTl, Origene. TraUe
des principes ll, SC 253, 204, n.23; H. CROUZEL, Origene, Paris 1985,273 with n.22.
371 Driscoll notices that "Evagrius never uses the expression 'second creation', as Origen
does". The term could be associated too much with a temporal conception (see above, 214,
n.369). Evagrius indeed considers the material world as a world of "second beings", but this
"implies more a secondary condition, a condition at odds with God's original intentions, an
ontologie al assessment, without necessarily implying an actual second creation", J. DRISCOLL,
The 'Ad Monachos' of Evagrius POllticus, 9, n.9.
IbM., 15-18.
Ibid., 11 with n.18. In fact, Evagrius utilizes a threefold division, as the stage of
kllowledge is subdivided in physike (the knowledge of nature) and theologike (the knowledge of the Holy Trinity), EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. I, SC 171,498. See also A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltique: Traite pratique 1,38-39 (with notes); G. BUNGE, Briefe aus der
Wüste, 119-120.
372

373
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practice where the monk struggles against vices in order to purify the passionate part of his SOUP74 and to establish virtue (apET~) in it, so that he may
reach the state of passionlessness (cmo8Elo) as a necessary condition for
passing Oll to knowledge. 375 For Evagrius, the ascetic goal of cmo8Elo does
not imply the suppression of the concupiscible and the irascible parts of the
soul,376 but it means that these parts are turned to the good,377 and that, when
purified, they function according to nature (KOTO ~UOl V)378 and cooperate

374 "Praktike is the spiritual method which purifies the passionate part of the soul",
EVAGRIUS, Cap. Pracl. 78, SC 171, 666.
375 Only those who are impassible (0\ cmaSET<;) are capable of spiritual knowledge,
EVAGRIUS, GllosticllS 45, SC 356, 178. For ChTaSEla as a goal of praklike and a condition for
k/lowledge, see esp. G. BUNGE, Briefe alls der Wüste, 123; P. GEHIN, Evagre le Pontique:
Scholies al/X Proverbes, 42; J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad Monachos' of Evagrills POllticus, 11-12.
In the Evagrian spirituality, the demans (VOF.<; that fell to a 10wer state than man) are the
adversary powers that try to prevent the monk from returning to the original state ofknowledge through the ascetic goal of cmaSEla. They inspire the eight principal evil thoughts
(AOYL01.lOO: gluttony, fornication, love of money, sadness, anger, listlessness, vainglory and
pride. See EVAGRIUS, Cap. Pract. 6, SC 171,506-508. Each ofthese thoughts is related to the
concupiscible part or to the irascible part of the soul: if the monk allows them to linger, they
unleash the passions (mxST]) in hirn, which keep hirn imprisoned in vice and ignorance (or
false knowledge) and prevent him from acquiring virtue and knowledge. Therefore the ascetic struggle of praktike, in order to purify the passionate part of the soul and achieve
CmaSF.la, principally consists in combating evil thoughts and in acquiring constant vigilance over them. See A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltiqlle: TraiM pratiqlle I, 55-57,
90-98; P. GEHIN, O.C., 37-42; J. DRISCOLL, O.C., 13-15; id., "Apatheia and purity of heart", in
Pul'ity of Heart, Collegeville, Minn. 1999, 141-159. For Evagrius' relation with Origen on
the issue of anaSF.w, see the recent contribution of R. SOMOS, "Origen, Evagrius Ponticus
and the Ideal of Impassibility", in Origeniana septima, leuven 1997, 365-373.
376 A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le Pontiqlle: Traite pratique I, 106. The authors
quote passages from Philo, Clement of Alexandria and Origen which suggest, as against
Evagrius, that in the ideal condition of emaSEla the passionate part of the soul is actually
suppressed, ibid., 106, n.2.
377 Also for Gregory of Nyssa anaSEla does not me an the denial of the passionate
powers (nor of the passions, nor of the body), but it rather implies their appropriate orientation. See e.g. M. AßlNEAU, Gregoire de N)'sse: Traite de {a virginiM, SC 119, Paris 1966,
Introd., 157-158, 167-168, 176-177.
37H EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. 73, 86, SC 171, pp.660, 676. The passionate powers can also
function againsl nature (napa ~Uat v), cap. 24, SC 171,556. The concepts of KaTa ~uatv
and napa ~Uat v derive from Plato and were widespread among the Greek Fathers; see A. &
C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltique: Traite pralique H, SC 171 (comment to cap 86), 676677. In ancient Christi an language, the expression KaTa ~Uat v refers to the original state, as
intended by the Creator be fore lhe Fall of Adam. As a fruit of the ascetical practice, the
monk can be restored to that state, like Saint Antony. See ATHANASIUS, VA 14,3-4, SC 400,
172.9-174,19.
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with the rational part in its ascension to knowledge, that is, to the stage of
contemplation,379
A elear echo of this Evagrian spirituality can be heal'd in the passage of
Leontius of Byzantium, quoted above. But first we have to notice two differences: 1) Leontius does not repeat Evagrius' speculatiol1s concerning
the fallen voüC;, and 2) he utilizes the concept orro8Elo380 differently from
Evagrius. The first point touches Leontius' attitude concerning the preexistence of souls, wh ich has been elucidated sufficiel1tly.381 As to the second point, in the Christological debates in which Leontius was involved,
orro8Eta is used in a doctrinal context, indicating an exc1usively divine
quality wh ich is attributed to the Logos,382 in an absolute sense, in elose
connection with the divine immutability and incorruptibility.383 Evagrius

379 "Perfect passionlessness means that health is established in the two passionate parts
of the soul, the concupiscible and the irascible. Then these two parts work together to maintain the soul in this state and to leave it free for its higher part, the rational, to functioll for
knowledge. The concupiscible part desires vittue and knowledge. The irascible part fights
the evil thoughts which attack all three parts of the soul. In the passionless soul, thoughts
from the passionate part no longer mount up to darken the mind, and thereby is the rational
part ready to pass into knowledge," J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad MO/lachos' of Evagrius PO/lticus,
12; id., "Apatheia and purity of heart", in Purity of Heart, 145. For the positive role of the
passionate powers according to Evagrius, see also T. SPIDLfK, La spiritualiM de {'Orient
chretie/l. Manuel systbnatique, OCA 206, Roma 1978,265; G. BUNGE, Briefe aus der WUste,
122-123; P. GEHIN, Evagre le Pontique: Scholies aux Proverbes, 35-36.
380 anaSF.ta is found in the text immediately preceding our passage: LEONTIUS, CNE,
PG 86/1, 1284cl. Besides, up from 1284Bl, allied concepts (naSa<;, naaXF.l v, naST]TlKo<;,
naST]To<;) are frequent, and in our passage itself, the neutral form Ta emaSE<; is used, 1285B6.
381 As we saw, Leontius' writings provide no evidence at all that he adhered to the
theory of pre-existence of souls (see above, 161, n.136 and Daley's observation quoted
ibid., 171 at n.185). However, within the context of the whole Origenist Controversy, he
shows himself remarkably indifferent with regard to the subjecl. See F. Loofs, quoted above,
162-163 at n.140. As to Evagrius' own position regarding a possible "pre-existence" of
souls, see above, 214, n.369.
382 See LAMPE 170, signification A2, referring to the text of Leontius mentioned above,
n.380.
383 One of the vexed questions in the Christological debates is how to interpret the
assumption of areal passible human nature by the impassible divine Logos. The Fathers of
Chalcedon adopted Leo the Great's statement that "the impassible God did not refuse to
become a passible man" and, as we saw, LeOlltius expresses the same Chalcedonian view in
our passage; see above, 211-212 with 1111.349-350. In the CA, Leontius had to deal with certain
Chalcedonians who. though orthodox, were fascinated by the doctrine of Christ's incorruptibility (a~Sapa(a). See above, 144, n.63. Leontius from his side stresses the real character of
Christ's passible human nature in the Incarnation. In this context, he renders the concept
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from his side uses cma8Ela in a spiritual eontext, where it indicates, in a
relative sense, the psyehological human eondition that results from aseetie
praetice. 384 When eomparing Leontius with Evagrius, we have to appreciate
their use of the term ffiraeEla in different theological and spiritual eontexts.
Taking this for gran ted, we may return to our passage of Leontius in
order to identify the "Evagrian" influenee. Like Evagrius, Leontius eonneets the platonic threefold division of the human soul with the spiritual
life in its striving for the knowledge of God. He associates the pair of eoneepts KaKla and ayvwala with the eondition of impurity in the passionate
part of the soul, and he implicitly associates the opposite pair apET~ and
(aA1l8~<;) yvWOl<; with the eondition of purification. 385 As to this eondition, he presents the ETTl8uJlllTlKOV and the 8UJlOEI8€C; as funetioning aeeording to their natures,386 working together with the AOYWTlKOvin order
to aehieve the goal of the spirituallife, that is: to penetrate, through the
eontemplation of the intelligible world, to the knowledge of God. This state
of spiritual health corresponds with the state of alTa8Ela according to

cma8Eta as an exclusively divine quality by which, according to his opponents, the incarnated Logos remained insusceptible to suffering. In this sense we find cma8Eta in PG 8611,
132082 and c6, 1321Dl (but the use of cmo8~<; and TO uTTo8t<; is more frequent). See on
this subject A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus n/2, 223-241 (esp. 226).
384 See LAMPE 170-171, signification c, referring to a broad spiritual tradition including
Evagrius. The state of uTTa8Eta, as applied to human beings, can only be achieved in a
relative sense, as far as man can realize the spiritual ideal of imitatio Dei within the contingency of his earthly life.
385 Comp. with EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost., 1,59, PO 28/1, 45; Keph gnost. 1,84, p.57;
Keph. gllost. n,18, p.69; id., Ad mOllacllOs 24 (DRISCOLL), 49; id., Schol. Provo 64, SC 340,
p.157; Schol. Provo 77, p.177; id., Cap. pract. 87, SC 171, p.678. For Evagrius, the two
pairs KOKla/ apET~ and uyvwala/ YVWGl<; are closely related to the major divisions of the
spirituallife. In the stage of praktike, the monk purifies the passionate part ofhis soul, which
implies a progress from KOKlO to apET~; in the stage of kllowledge, the rational part of his
soul is devoted to contemplation and knowledge, wh ich implies a progress from uyvwalo to
yvwal<;. "Thus, the monastic life as conceived by Evagrius is the entire struggle to rid oneself of evils (related to the passionate part) and ignorance (related to the rational part) and to
establish in the soul virtlle (related to the passionate part) and knowledge (related to the
rational part). For Evagrius there can be no knowledge in the higher part of the soul without
virtue first being established in the passionate part of the soul," J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad
Monachos' 0/ Evagrills Ponticlts, 11.
386 Leontius states that the soul can experience the divine realities 01' mh~vKol T~V
mhfi<; <jllJaIV, due to the proper functioning ofits three parts; see LEONTIUS, CNE, PG 86/1,
1285A6-14.
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Evagrius. 387 But, for reasons that we may weIl understand, Leontius does
not use the term in a spiritual sense as applied to the human soul, when he
is, at the same time and in the eontext of a theological treatise, dealing with
alTa8Ela in the sense of an exclusive divine attribute. 388 Nevertheless,
Leontius refers exaetly to the spiritual eondition that, in Evagrian aseeticism, is eonsidered the goal of praktike. In this state, Leontius writes, the
soul is not harmed by the body, but the body has beeome a "eollaborator"

387 See above, 217, n.379. For Evagrius, "l'impassibilite consiste precisement dans
cette harmonie etablie entre les trois parties de l'ame, quand chacune d'elles a une activite
pleinement conforme a sa nature", A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evag/'e le Pontiqlle: Trait!: pratiqlle I, 106. See also above, 216, n.378.
388 In the Christi an Latin tradition, we may notice a general reluctance to use uTTa8Elo
(understood as impassibilitas) other than ofGod. This reluctance was particularly reinforced
by a controversy initiated by Jerome, in 414, with an attack on Evagrius' use of the term:
HIERONYMUS, Ep 133 (ad Ctesiphontem), 3, CSEL 56, pp. 244,19-247,21. See M. SHERIDAN,
'The Controversy over uTTa8Eta: Cassian's Sources and his Use ofthem", StMon39 (1997),
287-310. However, Leontius' avoiding the use of uTTa8Eta for the human soul is not directly
connected with this controversy, which was exclusively Latin; see ibid., 289. On the other
hand, scholars also point to a certain hesitation in the Greek Christian tradition, to apply
uTTa8Elo to a human being. See e.g. A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evag/'e le Pontiqlle: Traite
prafiqlle I, 100. After stating that this Stoic term was introduced into the Christian language
by Clement of Alexandria, A. Guillaumont observes: "Le mot est rare chez Origene et chez
les Cappadociens, qui l'emploient surtout applique aDieu," A. GUILLAUMONT, "Le gnostique chez Clement d' Alexandrie et chez Evagre le Pontique", in id., Etlldes sllr la spiritualitf:
de I'Orient chrerien, SO 66, Begrolles-en-Mauges 1996, (151-160),155, n.2 (art. first pub!.
in 'Ak';avopfva· Melanges Mond!:sert, Paris 1987, 195-201). A similar reluctance can be
found in Theodoret of Cyrus' Hisforia Philothea: "Theodoret ( ... ) emploie avec discretion
les mots uTTa8Eta et uTTo8~<; en padant de I'homme dans sa condition temporelle," P. CANIVETI A. LEROy-MoLlNGHEN, Theodo/'et de Cyr: Histoi/'e des 1Il0illeS de Syrie I, SC 234, Paris
1977, 149, n.6. In his Eranistes (PG 83,233-317), Theodoret even refuses to apply uTTa8Eta
to human beings; see esp. P. CANIVET, Le 1Il0nachisme Syrien selon Theodoret de Cy/', ThH
42, Paris 1977,269-270. As an Antiochene Father Theodoret was especially concerned for
defending the divine impassibility; see J. O'KEEFE, "Kenosis or Impassibility: Cyril of
Alexandria and Theodoret of Cyrus on the Problem of Divine Pathos", in StPatr 32, ed. E.
LIVINGSTONE, Leuven 1997, 358-365. After the Council of Chalcedon, Greek authors such as
Leontius could have hesitated to apply uTTa8Eta to human beings also due to the influence
of Leo's TOlllus ad Flavialllllll: the Council had adopted a phrase from Leo which explicitly
opposes the divine impassibility to the human condition, in the context of Christ's Incarnation. See above, 211, n.349 (and also below, 227, n.428). The relation between the Latin and
the Greek traditions with regard to the term uTTa8Eta needs further research. In the context
of this study I would only affirm the following: if Leontius had used the tenn, within the
context of his theological argument, both as a divine attribute and as spiritual state of the
human soul, he would have produced a confusing text.
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(aUVEpyoC;) in the acquisition of virtue (apET~).389 This conesponds with
the Evagrian reeognition of the body as an instrument for spiritual progress. 39O In two other passages, Leontius explicitly equates the aseetic struggle
for aequiring virtue with the Evagrian eoneept praktike. 391 And in the passage we have just examined, he clearly refers to the stage of eontemplation
that Evagrius ealled knowledge.
As has been said, many elements in our passage are also found in the
works of other writers. Combined as they appear, however, they closely
eonespond to the synthesis of the spirituallife as elaborated in the writings
of Evagrius. Leontius even quotes a phrase from Evagrius which is erucial
in the total eontext: he refers to the desire for true knowledge that, in the

LEONTlUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1285B 10-14.
For Evagrius, the body is "un instrument indispensable pour I' exercice de la practike
et pour la connaissance sensible, de laquelle l'homme peut s'6!ever ala science spirituelle",
A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le Pontique: TraiM pratique 1,106-107. "Evagrius again and
again stresses the utility of the body. The contemplative activities of the /lOUS canQot begin
if a seeing organon, the body, is removed," M. O'LAUGHLIN, Origenism in the Desert, Harvard
Uno 1987, 160 (with ref. to EVAGRJUS, Keph. gnost. IV,60, 62); see also ibid., 157-164. The
alT08Ela of the soul is acquired "through this body (81a TOO atJ!llaTOe; TOlhou )", EVAGRJUS,
Cap. pract. 53, SC 171, 620,4. On the other hand, the purified soul can also contemplate
"outside this body (xwple; TOO aWllaTOe; TOllTOU)", id., Comm. in Psalm. 141,8, \G 12,
1668B5-7 - Syriac in Keph. gnost. Iv,70, PO 28/1, 167 - see A. & C. GUiLLAUMONT, Evagre
le Pontique: Traite pratique 11, 613, n.49. Also for Leontius the soul can experience "apart
from the body (xwpie; aWllaTOe;)", LEONTJUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1284c13 (see above, 211,
n.347).
391 In the CA, Leontius argues that if the Logos had not been incarnated in a passible
and corruptible human body, Christ could not have been our Paradigm to imitate (cf. lCor
11: 1), as the Teacher would be too far away from those who lead their (ascetic) lives
(lTElTOAITEUW:VOle;) in a weak nature. See LEONTlUS, CA, PG 86/1, 1349Al-e5. Then he
writes: "Superfluous to say that in an incorruptible body it is impossible to find the laws of
the human virtues of praktike (lTpaKTIKfje; Kai av8pwlTlvTle; apnfje; v61l0ue;). For hirn
who is above human passions, there is no hunger, let alone abstinence (tYKPOTEta), no
labor,let alone perseverance (UlTOIlOV~), no pride,let alone humility (TalTElVWate;), ( ... ). It
is not audacious to say that we cannot expect proofs of virtue (O:pET~) in an incorruptible
nature that has no needs. For in a nature free from pain there is no struggle (aywv), and
without struggle there is no victory; and without victory there is no wreath," ibid., 134ge515. The second passage is found in the DTN, where Leontius accuses his (anti-Origenist)
opponents of neglecting ascetical practice, "for they even reject praktike (T~V lTpaKTI K~V
8taßoAAoual v) and are not able to endure it, nor even its name", LEONTIUS, DTN, PG 86/1,
136Ie6-8. I shall return to this passage below.
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teaehing of Evagrius, is the ultimate goal of the spirituallife. 392 This makes
the eonneetion with Evagrius' spirituality throughout the whole passage
undeniable.
Onee this eonneetion has been established, it ean throw more light
upon the Origenist milieu where Leontius experieneed spiritual healing
through the ageney of eertain eaOL äVÖpEC;. As he writes in his autobiographical note, they "purified the eye of my soul"393 and "filled it with a
saered light by means of the writings of the eEoao<jlol",394 one of which is
eertainly Evagrius. 395 Prom these books Leontius' teaehers derived "the
truth and the rest of the virtues" and, as he writes, "they purified both my
hands and my heart".396 From Evagrius Leontius must have learned that
purifieation makes the monk eapable of eontemplating the intelligible
world 397 so that he may pass on from praktike to knowledge 398 and join the

389

390

392 See e.g. EVAGRJUS, Cap. pract. 32, SC 171,572-574. Regarding the uItimate state of
spiIitual contemplation, Evagrius frequently opposes yvwate; aATl8~e;. to yvwal.e; ljiEU8~5
(cf. ITim 2:4, 6:20), because of his concern to warn his readers agalllst certalll Gnostlc
teachers who must have been popular in the Egyptian desert. See G. BUNGE, "OrigenismusGnostizismus", 24-54 (esp. 28-31); J. DRIseoLL, The 'Ad Monachos' 0/ Evagrius Ponticus,
150 with nn.188, 190. False knowledge is linked by Evagrius to vi ces and evil thoughts; see
P. GEHIN, Evagre le Pontique: Scholies allX Proverbes, 38-40.
393 TO lSlllla Tfie; fllfie; ljiuxfie; alTEK08Tlpav, LEONTlUS, DTN, PG 86/1, 1360AI3-14
(see the passage quoted above, 153, at the end; and Appendix, below, 373, ur,.!),. In Evagria.n
language, the "eye of my soul" may indicate the voOe;; see EVAGRJUS, Scholw lI! Proverbw
127, SC 340, 224 (P. GEHIN, ibid., 35).
394 ~WTOe; iEPOO alTElTAWaV Täte; TWV 8EOa6~wv ßIßAOIe;, LEONT.IUS, DTN, PG 86~1
1360A14-15. The idea that the divine light opens the "eyes of the soul" IS already found m
Philo' see M. SHERIDAN, "Jacob and Israel: A Contribution to the History of an Interpretation": in MysteriulIl Christi, StAns 116, Roma 1995, 229 with ll. 45 (ref. to PHILO, De migratione Abrahami 39; De praemiis et poenis 37).
395 In the text examined, the same expression 8E6ao~0e; indicates Evagrius. See above,
p.l55 with n.l 03 and p.208 with n.340.
396 lTap ' WV aUTole; ~ aA~8Eta Kai ~ AOl1T~ apn~, Tae; EVae; Kai xErpae; Kai ~pEvae;
ayvlaavTEe;, ibid., 1360A15-B2. The expression ~ AOIlT~ apn~ cou~d me an "vi:tu~" in
general or, possibly, the four cardinal virtues (temperance, courage, wIsdom, and Justlce).
<Dp~v may indicate the heart "as seat of the passions" (LIDDELU SeoTT, 1954). Apparently,
in this passage Leontius uses euphemistic expressions (lSflllU Tfie; ljiuxfie;, ~pEVEe;, XETpEe;)
to indicate a total purification of mind, soul and body.
3'J7 EVAGRIUS, Ad monacllOs 133 (DRlseoLL), 70; comp. with LEONTlUS, CNE, PG 86/1,
1285,A12-14.
398 EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. 78, SC 171,666; id., Cap. gnost. 45,49, SC 356, resp. 178
and 191. See esp. A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltiqlle: Le gnostique, SC 356 (1989),
Introd., 24-28; J. DRlseoLL, "Apatheia and Purity of Heart", in Pllrity 0/ Heart, 141-159.
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exc1usive circle of YVWOTlKO( who, as a fruit of their asceticallife, have
become worthy of divine illumination and of receiving the most elevated
truth. 399

Cyril of Scythopolis and Evagrius
In our inquiry into the spiritual aspect of the sixth-century Origenist
conflict, we shall now turn to the Lives of Cyril of Scythopolis. Can we
also detect Cyril's attitude towards the Evagrian inheritance, traces ofwhich
we found in the infrequent spiritual passages ofLeontius' theological writings? How does Cyril the anti-Origenist relate to Evagrian spirituality? Cyril
mentions Evagrius explicitly only three times in passing, each time in a
negative sense and in association with Origen and Didymus. 4OO But this
does not necessarily mean that Cyril was not influenced, directly 01' indirectly, by some elements ofEvagrian spirituality. Evagrius was not personally condemned in 553, as was Origen. 401 Although Evagrius' theological
speculations were detested, his writings dealing principally with praktike402

399 See the subtitle of Evagrius' GnosticlIs: "To Hirn Who Has Become Worthy of
Knowledge". F,or the exclusive character of the stage of knowledge, see esp. A. & C.
GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le Pontiqlle: Le gnostiqlle, 37-40.
400 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 124,28; VS 90 (ibid.), 199,3,5; VC 13 (ibid.), 230,13.
401 As has been said, the 15 anathemata against Origenism depend more upon Evagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica than upon Origen's own writings. See above, p.23 with n.9 and p.168
with n.164. But these anathemata da not mention anyone personally. Evagrius and Didymus
are not even mentioned in any of the official documents relating to the Council of 553 (and
neither in Justinian's edict of 543). As to Origen, his name appears in a tradition al "list of
heretics" in the 11 01 of the 14 anathemata against the Three Chapters, ACO IV/1, 242,33; he
is also mentioned (apart from the edict of 543) twice in Justinian's letter to the Council
Fathers that underIies the anti-Origenist anathemata. See IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodIIm de
Origene, ed. F. DlEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90,14 (right co!.) and 96,19.
402 Traditionally, Evagrius' works are divided into his ascetic and his speculative writings, according to his major division of the spirituallife into praktike and kllowledge. Indeed, most of Evagrius' singular works are more concerned with one or the other of these
st~ge~. ~~vertheless, J. Driscoll wams against exaggerating the distinction: "Yet pushing
thls divIsIOn too strongly can be misleading in that it may cause us to overlook how often
Evagrius establishes links between praktike and knowledge throughout his writings," J,
DRISCOLL, The 'Ad Monachos' of Evagrills Ponticlls, 33. Especially theAd monacllOs combine~ both. d~mensions of the spirituallife, ibid., 34-35. See also the remarks concerning De
oratlOne, Ibld., 34, n.22.
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were tolerated ifnot admired in broad monastic circles. 403 A first testimony
of this ambiguous attitude can be found in the correspondence of Barsanuphius and John of Gaza, which probably dates from the period just before 543.404 Both Fathers condemn Evagrius' speculations as diabolic; nonetheless, Abba John recommends the reading of those parts of Evagrius'
works which are useful for the sou1. 40S It would be interesting to know
whether such an ambiguity characterizes also Cyril's works, and if not,
what conclusions may be drawn from this with respect to the spiritual dimension of the Origenist conflict.
In his study 011 Cyril's literary sources, B. Flusin puts together all the
passages he found in Cyril' s works paralleled by certain passages from other
writings. Thus Flusin demonstrates that Cyril used an impressive collection of previous literature406 which is dominated by the most important of
the ancient monastic writings. 407 However, in Flusin's survey, the reader
will look in vain far paralleis with Evagrius. This is very significant, be-

403 Several works of Evagrius are transmitted under a different name, which may illustrate their popularity. Four of them are attributed to Nilus of Ancyra and edited by Migne
under his name: Tractatlls ad ElIlogilll1l monachl1m, PG 79, 1093-1140; De octo spiritiblls
malitiae, 1145-1164; De oratione, 1165-1200; De diversis maligllis cogitationiblls, 12001233.
4(}j In the correspondence of Barsanuphius and John, letters 600-607 are dedicated to
the problem of Origenism. In the introduction to the new edition (only partially available at
this moment), these letters are dated "vraisemblablement juste avant l'edit de l'empereur
Justinien paru en janvier 543", P. DE ANGELIS-NoAH! F. NEYT, Barsanuphe et Jean de Gaza:
Correspolldance 1/1 (Ep.1-71), SC 426 (1997), 33.
405 In letter 600 (see the preceding footnote) we read how Abba Barsanuphius, when
questioned about the Origenist doctrines, firmly rejects the speculations of Evagrius'
Kephalaia gllostica, which "do not lead to progress according to God, but to progress according to the deviI", BARSANUPHIUS GAZAEI 10HANNES GAZAE, Epistularium 600, ed. S.
SCHOINAS, Volos 1960, 284A6-8 (NB. the text is emended in the new ed.; the editor was so
kind to consign a copy to me). Barsanuphius urges his addressee not to err regarding the
yvwalC; of the future realities, ibid., 284A22-23, but to concentrate in this lifetime rather
upon the ascetic struggle (ä9t.T]atC;) for acquiring virtue, ibid., 284A36-B5. And Abba John,
questioned in the same way, equally rejects Evagrius' speculations as coming from the devil,
Ep. 601, ibid., 284B 15-31. But at a second question, whether one should refrain from reading Evagrius' works, he replies: "Do not accept such doctrines, but read ofhim, ifyou wish,
what contributes to the benefit of the soul (Ta TTPOC; W<jJEt.EtaV \j!uxfic;)," Ep. 602, ibid.,
284B37-39. I shall return to these texts below.
400 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 41-86 (see above, 38, n.79) ..
407 For Cyril's use of the Vita Antonii, see above, 92, n.172; for the Vita Pachomii
prima, ibid., 94, n.181.
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cause Cyril made extensive use of an ascetic writing from the hand of another author involved in the condemnations of 553, Theodoret of Cyrus,
one of the so-called "Three Chapters", who wrote a history of the monks
of Syria. 408 Like Evagrius, Theodoret was not personally condemned in
553, although some of his writings were. But unlike the case of Evagrius,
we know weIl that Theodoret's name was explicitly discussed at the official sessions of the Council. 409 Cyril, however, keeps a total silence about
what happened to Theodoret. Nevertheless, when referring to the condemnations which he claims were delivered by the Council, he does menti on Evagrius. 410

408 THEODORETUS CYRENSIS, Historia Philothea (or Hist. Religiosa; CPG 6221), ed. P.
CANIVET/ A. LEROy-MoLINGHEN, TModoret de Cyr: Histoire des moh1es de Syrie, SC 234,
Paris 1977; SC 257, Paris 1979. Flusin observes that "l'influence que Theodoret a exercee
sur Cyrille est presque comparable par son importance a celle des Vies d' Antoine et de
Pachöme", B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 70. Cyril's reminiscences to Theodoret "impliquent
une longue familiarite avec l' Histoil'e PhifotMe", ibid.
40 At the fifth session of the Council of 553, many passages of Theodoret's writings
were read, see Concilium Oec. Const. 11, Gesta, ACa IV/I, 130,10-136,27. Thereupon, the
Council Fathers declared that their predecessors at Chalcedon had been weil aware of
Theodoret's blasphemies, and that he had only been rehabilitated after he had anathematized
Nestorius, ibid., 136,28-32. The 13 th of the 14 anathemata against the Three Chapters is
explicitly dedicated to Theodoret: the condemnation does not touch hirn personally, but on1y
his writings against Cyril of Alexandria and those defending Theodore of Mopsuestia,
Nestorius and their adherents, ibid., 243,31-244,6 (Greek); 219,13-21 (Latin). As far as
Evagrius is concerned, his name is not mentioned in the documents relating to the Council
(as they have come to us); see above, 222, n.401. In addition, these documents together
indicate that the question of Origenism was not discussed at all at the official sessions of the
Council, but only before the opening; see also above, 21, n.2.
410 Cyril writes: "When the fifth holy ecumenical council had assembled at Constantinople, a common and universal anathema was directed against Origen and Theodore of
Mopsuestia and against the teaching of Evagrius and Didymus on pre-existence and universal restoration, in the presence and with the appraval of the four patriarchs," VS 90 (SCHWARTZ),
199,1-6 (quoted also above, 87 with n.145). Cyril's suppressing the anathema against
Theodoret of Cyrus fits in with our picture, represented above, 168-173, according to which
the anti-Origenist party had initially sympathized with Theodore of Mopsuestia and participated in the campaign in favor of the Three Chapters. About 553, as we saw, the antiOrigenists saw themselves forced to renounce Theodore of Mopsuestia for the sake of orthodoxy in the new imperial sense. However, Theodoret of Cyrus was not personally declared
anathema: one could continue to read most of his works and yet remain orthodox. In fact,
the same goes for Evagrius, but here Cyril's attitude appears to be different. In th~ next
chapter, I shall return to the relation between Theodoret and Evagrius with regard to the
condemnations of 553.
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This selectivity, combined with the absence of Evagrius in Flusin' s
survey, suggests that Cyril, unlike the more moderate J ohn of Gaza, was not
even interested in harmless Evagrian passages that could be useful for the
soul. But perhaps Cyril assimilated some elements of Evagrian spirituality
in an indirect way. Flusin found a single allusion to a phrase of Evagrius
which he does not reproduce in his survey, but elsewhere in his study as an
inclirect influence. 411 The allusion can reveal something more about Cyril's
attitude. At the beginl1ing of the VS, we read that Sabas, when working in
the monastery garden as a young monk, is tempted by the desire (ElTl8uJ1lU)
to eat a nice, ripe apple. Reflecting upon Adam's sin, he decides not to turn
away from the beauty of abstinence (EYKP(XTElU),412 arguing: "For just as
blossom precedes every fruit-bearing, so abstinence precedes every good
work."'"3 These words correspond to the opel1ing phrase ofEvagrius' treatise on the eight evil spirits: "The beginning of fruit-bearing is blossom,
and the beginning of praktike is abstinence."414 Whether Cyril directly or
indirecdy depends on Evagrius here415 is difficult to say,416 but he rriight
have known the text. Like Evagrius, Cyril puts the struggle for EYKPCXTElU

411 The text contains "une pensee deja exprimee par un auteur honni par Cyrille [seil.
Evagrius, DH], mais dont il ne peut que dependre, mt-ce indirectement", B. FLUSIN, Miracle
et histoire, 106.
412 VS 3 (SCHWARTZ), 88,18-28.
413 WcmEP yap TTaollC; KaPTTO~Op(OC; TTpollYElTat av8oc;, OÜTWC; ~ EYKpaTElo TTaollC;
irpOllYElTat ay08oEPY(a<;, ibid., 88,28-29 (NB. tYKpaTEta is translated by R. Price as
"self-contral").
414 EVAGRIUS, De aeto spil'itibus malitiae, PG 79, 1145A3-4; see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
histoil'e, 106, n.93. Evagrius puts gluttony at the head of all passions: apx~ TT08Giv
YOOTP IfloPY (0, PG 79, 1145A6. Gluttony is the first ofthe eight evil thoughts; see EVAGRIUS,
Cap. pract 6, SC 171,506 (see also above, 216, n.375). So the monk has to start the ascetic
struggle by fighting for abstinence: "le moine qui s' engage dans la practike doit commencer
par se restreindre dans le manger et le boire, pratiquer la vertue a laquelle Evagre donne le
nom d' tYKpaTEta, l' 'abstinence' ," A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltique: Traillf pratique I, 91.
415 Compare with above, n.411.
416 If Cyril directly quoted fram Evagrius' text, did he know who the author was? The
text belongs to one of the works transmitted under Nilus of Ancyra's name; see above, 223,
n.403. They were put under this name "senza dubbio al tempo deI concilio di Costantinopoli
deI 553 e delle condanne dell'origenismo", J. GRIBOMONT, "Nilo di Ancira (t ca. 430?)",
DPAC 2 (1984), 2404. In any case, Cyril knew the works of Nilus and utilized the De
JIlollastica exercitatione, PG 79, 720-809; see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 70-71. This
work is considered authentic; see J. GRIBOMONT, o.e., 2403.
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- against ETIl8uJ-lla - at the head of the monastic program of asceticism,417
and both authors refer in this context to the original sin in Paradise. 418 But
the point that interests us is that in Cyril's (direct 01' indirect) allusion, the
Evagrian concept of TTpaKTlK~ is substituted by aya80Epyta. Cyril nowhere uses the term TTpaKTlK~, though he often refers to the ascetic practice of his heroes. Leontius of Byzantium for his part uses the term twice in
treatises which are merely theological. 419 Cyril, adopting an Evagrian
thought, could have deliberately suppressed the association with EvagriuS. 420
In another passage, Cyril renders the Evagrian concept of "listlessness" (aKI10la) in the sense of "disgust at the place where we are", and he
combilles it with the evil thought (AOYlOJ.lOC;) that urges us to move to other
places. 421 The theme of "evil thoughts" which frequently appears in Cyril's
works was widely diffused in the monastic tradition,422 and does not point
to a direct dependence on Evagrius. But aKl10la, in the specific sense indi-

417 In the context of our passage (VS 3-4), Cyril frequently uses EYKparEla and ETfl8Ullla:
EYKpan:ta (4x): p.88, lines 27, 29 and p.89, lines 5, 7 (apart from EKpaTT]aEV EaUTou in
88,21), and ETfl8uIlla (4x): p.88, lines 18-19,20 and p.89, lines 1,3. Compare with chap.1
of Evagtius' De octo sph:, PG 79, 1145A3-B13, where we find tYKpaTEta (lx): A4 (apart
from 0 KpaTwv yaaTp6~ in A4 and 0 Kpar~aa~ in AlO-ll), and tTfl8ullla (2x): AlO, BI.
418 Sabas' reflection in VS 3 (SCHWARTZ), 88,22-27 corresponds to EVAGRIUS, De octo
sph:, PG 79, 760BI-3, but there is no linguistic relation.
419 See above, 220, n.391.
420 Leontius accuses his anti-Origenist opponents with neglecting the ascetic practice, for "they even reject praktike and are not able to endure it, nor even its name",
LEONTIUS, DTN, PG 86/1, 1361c7-9. The accusation, in all its implications, must be exaggerated. However, Leontius' allusion to the aversion against the name of praktike could
be read as a caricature of an anti-Origenist tendency to avoid the use of outspoken Evagrian
language. The term TTpaKTl K~, as a substantive feminine adjective, was particularly developed by Evagrius (following Philo and Origen) into a specific technical term for the preliminary stage of ascetic practice (witllill the anchoretic life), in its subordination to the
complementary stage of yvwaTl K~. Cyril' s substitute ayaeOEPY I a (Hwell-doing", "good
works", LAMPE, 4) corresponds rather to a more general signification of the term TTpaKTl K6~,
before Evagrius. For that signification, see A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltique:
Traite pratiqlle I, 38-52.
421 VE 19 (SCHWARTZ), 30,16-20.
422 The term "oYWIl6~ is frequently used already in the VA. See the index in G. BARTELINK, Athanase d'Alexalldrie. Vie d'Antoine, pA09. In most of the cases it is used in a negative sense, often provided with a qualifying adjective; see A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le
POlltique: Traire pratique I, 57-58.
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cated by Cyril, is an original Evagrian theme. 423 However, this theme, which
is "essentiellement liee al'etat de vie anachoretique",424 soon became commonplace in anchoretic milieus, so that even in this particular case we cannot conclude that Cyril directly depends on Evagrius. 42S
The aim of ascetic practice for Evagrius is aTT08Ela. Cyril nowhere
uses this term, although he is familiar with the general monastic tradition
according to which the struggle against TT0811 is an element of ascetic
practice.4 26 Leontius, as we saw, uses the term aTT08Ela only in a doctrinal context, exclusively attributed to the LogoS.427 Cyril, for his part, twice
uses the allied term aTTa8~c; in the same sense.428 However, thel'e is a
great difference between Leontius and Cyril with respect to Evagrius.
Leontius actually avoids the use of the term aTT08Ela in the spiritual sense

423 The term aKT]8la is found only once in the VA, in the general sense 01' "discouragement", VA 36,2, SC 400, 234,5. Evagtius presents the vice as the sixth of the eight evil thoughts,
EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. 6, SC 171, 508,4, but he specifies its meaning as: "listlessness", "annoyance", and hence as the temptation of the monk to leave his cell and to abandon the ascetic
practice, esp. in c.12, ibid., 520-526. See A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POl/tique: Traire
pratiqlle 1,84-90; G. BUNGE, Akedia. Die geistliche Lehre des Evagrios Pontikos vom Überdruß,
Köln 1989; 1. DRISCOLL, "Listlessness in The MirrorJor MOl/ks 01' Evagrius Ponticus", CSQ 24
(1989),206-214 (repr. in id., The 'Ad Monac/zos' oJ Evagrius Ponticlls, 219-226).
424 A. & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltiqlle: Traite pratique I, 89.
425 Cyril's expression [.iTao~ TTPO~ TOV T6TTOV, VE 1'9 (SCHWARTZ), 30,17-18, is found
literally in EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. 12, SC 171, 522,9. However, the Latin equivalent 110/'1'01'
loei, rendered by Cassian and specified as cellaeJastidilllll, CASSIANUS, lust. x,2, SC 109, 384,
indicates that the expression had long since become commonplace in anchorite milieus. Cyril
also uses three times the verb OKT]8lav in the general sense of Hlosing heatt" in the ascetic
struggle, VE 19 (SCHWARTZ), 31,1; VS 41 (ibid.) , 131,21; VS 44 (ibid.), 135,13.
426 VE 6 (SCHWARTZ), 14,16-17 (quoted from THEODORETUS CYRENSIS, Historia Pllilothea 8,1,
SC 234, 374,17-18); VE9 (SCHWAIITZ), 18,7-8; VE 19 (ibid.), 31,3.14-15 (quoted fromApophPat,
coll. alph., Agathon I, PG 65, 109AI2-14); VS 39 (SCHWARTZ), 129,21-23; VS 47 (ibid.), 138,5.
427 See above, 219 with n.388.
428 Introducing the VE with a survey 01' salvation history starting with the Incarnation
01' the Logos, Cyril quotes the Chalcedonian phrase: "Though impassible (oTTae~~) God, he
did not refuse to become man capable of suffering (TTa8T]T6~) and, though immortal, he
consented to be subjected to the laws of death," VE 1 (SCHWARTZ) 7,11-13, cf. ACa 1111
(1933), 14,18-19. The phrase derives from Leo's TO/llIIS ad Flavialll/lIl, see above, 211,
n.349 [and compare (ad loc.) with LEONTIUS, CNE, PG 8611, 1285B6-8]. In a second passage, Cyril puts a discourse in Euthymius' mouth, which historically anticipates the imperial
orthodoxy of 553; see above, 188-189 with nn.252-258. The Saint explains the Chalcedonian
expressions aauYXlhw~, aTpETTTw~, a8laLpETW~, axwplaTw~, VE 27 (SCHWARTZ), 43,1011 [= ACa 1111, 325,31], renouncing both the Nestorian and Monophysite positions. Regarding the confusion of natures 01' the Monophysites, Euthymius states: "according to their
account, neither can Christ's passibility (TO TTa8T]T6v) be preserved because ofthe impassi-
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as we find it in Evagrius' works, but he does descdbe a condition of the
human soul which corresponds exactIy to the spidtual condition expressed
by cma8na: in the purified soul the ETTl8uf.lllTlKOV and the 8Uf.l0nöEc; cooperate, according to nature, with the AOYWTlKOV, so that the soul may
ascend towards spiritual knowledge. 429 In Cydl's works, we find no trace
ofthis psychology. Terms like ETTl8uf.lllTlKOV, 8Uf.llKOV (or8uf.l0ElOEC;) and
AOYWTlKOV (01' ~YEf.lOVlKOV) are absent, and as far as Cydl uses the more
general tenns ETTl8uf.lla and 8uf.loC; ,430 he never puts them together in a dynamic vision as "passionate powers of the soul" which, by purification, become instruments for achieving contemplation. 431
For Evagrius, the ideal of cmcX8Ela is not only the goal of praktike. It is
the necessary condition for passing into the stage of knowledge which, in its
subsequent degrees, comprises the ultimate goal of spiritual progress. In our
examination, Leontius appeared to be familiar with Evagrius' major divisions ofthe spirituallife. For Cyril, however, the spirituallife does not consist primarily in the two stages of praktike and knowledge. Of course he knows
the general dimensions of ascetic practice and contemplation, but these are
bility (Ta cma8te;) of his godhood nor, conversely, can his impassibility (Ta cma8€e;) because of the passibility (Ta TTa8'lTOV) of his manhood", ibid., 43,21-22.
429 LEONTlUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 1285A8-B3 (see the text quoted above, 211 at n.348, and
the Appendix below, 374, nr.2). Comp. with above, p.217, n.379 and p.219, n.387.
430 Cyril uses the term ETTl8u~la in various ways: 1) In a general sense as "des ire"
without an explicit moral qualification: VE 22 (SCHWARTZ), 35,5-6; VS 7 (ibid.), 91,3; VII-!
17 (ibid.) , 214,21. 2) In a negative sense as a passion that should be conquered (see also
above, 226, n.417): VE 25 (ibid.), 38,20; VS 3 (ibid.), p.88, Iines 18-19,20 and p.89, Iines 1,
3; VS 18 (ibid.), 102,21.3) As "des ire" in an outspoken positive sense: ETTl8u~(a 8EOPEOTOC;,
VS 6 (ibid.), 90,7; ETTl8u~(a TWV KPEITTOVWV, VS 65 (ibid.), 166,11; VIH 11 (ibid.),290,16;
8ETa ETTl8u~la, VTheod 2 (ibid.), 236,9. The term 8u~oe; does not appear in the context of
ascetic practice, but, in a negative sense, it is sometimes attributed to hostile individuals VS
35 (ibid.), 120,19; VS 56 (ibid.), 150,1; VS 86 (ibid.), 192,24; VIH 13 (ibid.), 211,17. '
431 The expression ai liuvo~El<; Tfie; l/Juxfie; is found once, VS 16 (SCHWARTZ), 99,1314, in a passage taken from NILUS ANCYRANUS, De monaslica exercitatione, PG 79, 760c3-9.
The context is that Sabas, having arrived at the end ofhis personal ascetic struggle, passes to
the stage of directing others (for this transition in Cyril's Lives, see above, p.94, n.l81 and
p.l 06, n.220). Cyril utilizes Nilus' passage to explain that Sabas was persuaded by the Word
of God to transfer the powers of his soul "from the warlike disposition (UTTa Tfie; TTOt.E~1 Kfje;
ESEWe;)" to directing others in the struggle against evil thoughts. There is no indication that
Cyril, by reproducing NiIus' expression ai cSUVOJ-tEIe; Tfie; l/Juxfie;, actually intends the rraB,,TlKal cSUVOflEIe;, that is, ETTl8u~la and 8UflOe;. Anyway, Nilus' passage, though acknowledging that certain "powers" of the soul are utilized in the ascetic struggle, does not refer to
their cooperation in progressing towards contemplation; the text just presents them as instruments for spiritual guidance.
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not a subject for elaborate reflection. With regard especially to the state of
contemplation, his references are rare and appear as brief, stereotyped allusions. 432 Should we explain this by a general reluctance to speak about the
contemplative dimension, a reluctance that has been noted also in the
Apophthegmata Patrum?433 Or do the stereotyped references also reveal that
in Cyril's monastic worid the real experience ofthat dimension had vanished
to a certain degree434 among a large part of the population of monks, as a
consequence of wh at B. Flusin has called "le poids de l'institution"?435
In Cydl's eyes, the ultimate goal of asceticism is not 8Ewp(a436 or
yvwmc;,437 as an individual state attained during life,438 on the basis of

432 "Le degre ultime du progres spirituel, l'enthousiasme, la familiarite avec Dieu,
n' est pas I' objet chez Cyrille d'une analyse theorique ppussee. Les expressions qui le designent
sont rares et mecaniques. Si les Vies nous renseignent quelque peu sur la pratique ascetique,
elles se taisent sur la gnose qui en resulte," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 123.
433 A. GUILLAUMONT, "Les visions mystiques dans le monachisme oriental chretien", in
Les visions mystiques, Paris, 1977, 116-127; G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux
Macaire", 344-345.
434 J. Driscoll suggests that in the monastic generation of the early fifth century, after
the first Origenist crisis (a period which left a strong mark on the final redaction of the
Apophthegmata), there could have been "perhaps not simply a reluctance to speak of the
realm of knowledge, but even perhaps a tendency to let that dimension fade", J. DRISCOLL,
The 'Ad MOllacIlOs' of Evagrius POllticlIS, 356.
435 B. Flusin, analyzing Cyril's vision of sainthood, adduees "Ie poids de la tradition"
together with "le poids de l'institution" as the determining factors; see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
hisloil'e, 88-155.
436 The term 8 HUp la (eontemplation) does not occurin Cyril' s works. The verb 8 EWPElV,
instead, is frequently used in the general meaning of "to see". Sometimes it indieates a
supernatural perception (in avision), e.g. in the similar aecounts of Sabas' encounters with
Anastasius and Justinian, when both Emperors "perceive" the Saint's holiness, VS 51
(SCHWARTZ), 142,18; VS 71 (ibid.) , 173,21.
437 'fhe term yvWate; is rarely used in Cyril's works. The expression yvwule; (ToD) 8EDO
appears only three times in a quotation of Saint Paul, VE 6 (SCHWARTZ), 14,18-19 [2Cor 10:5];
VIH 3 (ibid.), 203,4 [2Cor 10:5]; VIH26 (ibid.), 221,4 [Rom 11 :3]. See also B. FLUSIN, Miracle
et histoiJ-e, 123, n.I77. Apart from the biblical quotations, yvGlate; appears another three times,
but only in the sense of"acquaintanee" (with facts:) VS 63 (SCHWARTZ), 164,26; (with persons:)
VS 69 (ibid.), 171,8; VIH 20 (ibid.), 217,14. Cyril also uses three times the tenn 8EOyvwUta,
but in each of the cases the context indicates that he intends the result of correet religious
teaching rather than that of contemplation, VE I (SCHWARTZ), 7,14; VE 34 (ibid.), 52,24; VS 65
(ibid.), 166,20. See LAMPE, 624. The term ETTlyvWate; is used in a similar sense, VS 38
(SCHWARTZ), 128,10; see LIDDELrJ Scorl', 627 (referring to this passage).
438 Departing from a passage in the Vita Pachomii prima (e.21, ed. F. HALKIN, 13,1914,10), Flusin associates the spiritual yvWate; with "la connaissance de la parfaite volonte
de Dieu", B. FLUSIN, Miracle el hisloire, 169 (for the passage, see ibid., 167). Subsequently,
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wh ich certain anchorites in the laura might distinguish themselves from
others as YVWOTlKOl. 439 Abba Euthymius, when he is about to die, recommends to his monks pure love as "the source and goal of every good work"
(that is, of all asceticism).440 But the recommendation is primarily embedded in the Saint's concern for the total welfare of his foundation. 441 Euthymius hopes to obtain heavenly TToPPIlo(o, as the final fruit of his ascetic
life, so that he may assist in a supernatural way the future development of
his community.442 For Cyril ascetic practice ultimately aims at citizenship
ofheaven. 443 This goal can only be attained in the life to come,444 and it has
a strong collectivist dimension. It should be striven for, preferably through
the mediation of the well-organized monasteries founded by the protago-

Flusin connects yvwG\~ not only with "la vision de Dieu" - according to the spiritual tradition
of which Evagrius is a main exponent - but also with "Ie pouvoir dioratique", which is an
important theme in the Lives of Antony and Pachomius, and equally in Cyril's works. Cyril
attributes this clairvoyance to Sabas who, as Flusin writes, acts "en fonction de sa connaissance
des plans divins", ibid., 170. Of course, this particular kind of "knowledge" is attained during
one's Iifetime. But it should be noted that Cyril does not use the term yvwG\~ here. In the
language ofEvagrius, yvwG\~ is primarily allied to what Flusin calls "la vision de Dieu", that
is, the contemplative dimension Cyril scarcely refers to; see above, 229, n,432.
439 The term yvwaTlK6~ (just Iike TTpaKTlK6~) does not appear in Cyril's works. See
also B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 123, n.177. Neither does Cyril utilize the allied term
8EWPTjTl K6~.
440 apx~v Kai TEAO~ TTaaTj~ aya80Epyta~ T~V dAIKP1Vfj ayaTTTjV Ola TTaVTO~ KT~
aaa8E, VE 39 (SCHWARTZ), 58,4-5. Also here aya80Epyta indicates the ascetic practice (see
above, 226, n,420): Euthymius presents love as a necessary condition for achieving virtue,
ibid., 58,6-13.
441 In his valediction, Euthymius twice urges his monks to keep his commandments
(wh ich is addressed to all readers of the Life), ibid., 58,4 and 59,9. He has his monks elect a
successor and gives hirn precise directions concerning the future change of his 1aura into a
cenobium, ibid, 58,20-59,6.
442 Ibid., 59,9-11. The heavenly TTappTjata is also anticipated by Euthymius' earthly
TTappTjata with which he foretells the future, ibid., 58,23-24. For the concept OfTTapPTjata,
see above, 108-111.
443 Euthymius, Sabas and Theodosius are introduced as oupaVOTTOAhal who have
actually achieved theil' status in heaven, VE 2 (SCHWARTZ), 8,20; VE 60 (ibid.), 84,24; VTheod
I (ibid.) , 235,27. Cyril also uses ETToupaVtou TToAfTT]~, VS I (ibid.) , 86,27. See A.-J.
FESTUGIERE, Les 1Il0illeS d'Ol'ient m/l, 59, n.9.
444 Cyril's attitude concerning the "practical" and the "contemplative" stages of the
spiritual life is similaI' to that of Barsanuphius who, railing against the Origenist's ening
about the yvwal~ of future things, preaches to his addressee: "Brother, here the labor, there
the reward; here the stmggle, there the crowns", BARSANUPHIUS et IOHANNES GAZAEI, Epistulal'iwll 600 (SCHOINAS), 284A36-37. See also above, 223, n,405.
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nists of his Lives, who, by divine grace and as a prolungation of salvation
his tory, have colonized the desert and reclaimed territory from the devilS. 445 It is primarily their paradigmatic asceticism which has been crowned
with heavenly TToPPIlo(O, and they are the ones who keep directing the
populous institution, due to a supernatural privilege to intercede on behalf
of their legitimate successors. In such an all-embracing vision of the spirituallife, can there be a place for individual monks who follow a more private inspiration, visiting each other's cells as they seek to become initiates
in what they consider the mysteries of knowledge?
This brief analysis needs to be further elaborated. But for the moment we may conclude that apart from the assimilation of certain ascetic
themes that are common in sixth-century monasticism, Cyril appears to
be far removed from Evagrius' spirituality. By this, the main features of a
conflict in the spiritual field become visible: the writings of Leontius and
Cyril reflect divergent spiritual ideals which may indeed be difficult to
reconcile.

Inte llectualism versus anti-intellectualism?
From Cyril' s account of the Origenist Controversy we may deduce that,
in the sixth-century Palestinian monastic world, there was an increasing
number of monks who did not integrate weIl into the streamlined organization of Saint Sabas' monastic order. Who were these monks? Can we identify them as critical intellectuals held together by a common interest in
fighting for intellectual freedom?446 The problems leading to the founda-

445 Cyril initiates his Lives by presenting Euthymius, as the first of his Saints, in the
perspective of God's Salvation History, placing hirn in a direct line with the incarnate Christ,
the Apostles, the holy martyrs and the first monks, VE 1 (SCHWARTZ), 6,22-8,10. By their
monastic foundations Cyril's Saints have "colonized" (TToAfl;EIV) the Palestinian desert, VE
14 (ibid.), 24,4; VS 6 (ibid.), 90,8-9; VS 15 (ibid.), 98,2; VS 19 (ibid.), 8-9; VS 27 (ibid.),
110,27; VS 58 (ibid.), 158,17-18. This "co10nization" means a conquest upon the demons
for the Kingdom of God; see esp. VS 27 (ibid.), 11 0, 1-111 ,24. This theme, frequent in the
VS, occurs twice in the Vita Anfonii, VA 8,2, SC 400, 156; VA 14,7, ibid., 174.
446 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", JTS/ns 27 (1976),366,369
(see above, p.174 at nn.204-206 and p.207 at n.336).
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tion of the New Laura,447 as well as Cyril's disapproval ofthe Origenists as
AOYU.DTE:P01,443 strongly suggest SO. This leads us to the question to what
extent the Second Origenist Controversy can be interpreted as a manifestation of the c1assical opposition between "intellectualism" and "anti-intellectualism" .
At first sight, the controversy could appear as a conflict between "educated" and "uneducated" monks. Evidence for such an opposition might be
derived already from the previous his tory of the conflict, when Sabas' first
community grew and some of his disciples started complaining about their
charismatic leader's rusticity. In Cyril's eyes however, this quality rather
contributes to Sabas' aura ofholiness. 449 As we shall see, the lack of c1assical education is often presented in monastic literature as a sphitual ideal;
Cyril applies this commonplace also to himself. 450 As to the Origenists, he
presents Abba Cyriacus strongly criticizing them as AOY1UlTC:POl, who are
wasting their time with idle intellectual sophistries, instead of dedicating
themselves to the ascetic practice and the humble path of ChriSt. 451
However, it would be too simple to consider the opposition between
Origenists and anti-Origenists as an opposition between "educated" and
"uneducated" monks. 452 Cyril hirnself, a fervent anti-Origenist, must have

447 VS 19 (SCHWARTZ), 103,8-105,2 (see above, 68 with nn.62-64); VS 36 (ibid.), 122,19124,21 (see above, 70).
448 VS 83 (ibid.) , 188,18 (see the text quoted above, 79 with n.106); VC 13 (ibid.) ,
230,31 (see the text quoted above, 137-138 with n.36).
449 Cyril relates how some of the monks go up to the Patriarch to demand a new superior, but the Patdarch confirms Sabas in his position, ordaining him priest in front of their
eyes. In the account the complainers appear as bad monks who neglect their original vocation, VS 19 (SCHWARTZ), 103,8-105,2.
450 VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 83,23-25; VS Prol (ibid.), 86,12 (see above, 37, n.78).
451 VC 13-14 (ibid.), 230,10-32.
452 J. Binns presents the Second Origenist Controversy largely as a conflict between
"simple" and "intellectual" monks; see J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors of Christ, 201207. According to Binns, the early monks (of fourth-century Egypt) "saw no need for intellectual study", ibid., 203, but in sixth-century Palestine an increasing group of "frustrated
inteIIectuals", ibid., 207, vehementI)' protested against "Sabas' intolerance of inteIIectual
study", ibid., 204, and finally formed a weII-organized Origenist party, ibid., 207. Also for
the First Origenist Controversy, certain aspects could lead to the interpretation of the
conflict as a struggle between educated and uneducated monks. According to the traditional view, the so-called "Anthropomorphists" ofthe Egyptian desert opposedto Origen's
aIIegorical exegesis of the first chapters of Genesis; they were "simple" monks who took
the biblical account IiteraUy and held that God was human in form. See H. EVELYN WHlTE,
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received a good education in spite ofhis assertions to the contrary,453 and the
same holds for his hero Sabas. 454 So in the Second Origenist Controversy we
see the remarkable phenomenon of educated monks opposing themselves to
a certain kind of "intellectualism" and propagandizing the ideal of "simplicity". How should we interpret this phenomenon? The question is a difficult
one as it touches the complex reality of the origins of Christian monasticism.
I can only give a rough outline of an answer here, which I shall articulate in
three phases: a) the degree of literacy and illiteracy in ancient monasticism;
b) the Sitz im Leben of the ideal of "simplicity" in ancient monasticism; and
c) the role of this ideal in the Second Origenist Controversy.

a. According to an opinion widespread among scholars, the Egyptian
monks of the fourth century were for the greater part illiterate peasants. 455
Their ascetic movement, originating in the rural area of middle and upper

The Monasteries ofthe Wadi 'n Natrtln II, New York 1932,125,132; A. GUiLLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 59-61. However, this picture needs to be adjusted.
G. Bunge speaks of a "symbiose paisible" between simple and intellectual monks, before the
outbreak of the conflict. See G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", 350-351
with n.181. The difficulties only began when edllcated people like Epiphanius, Jerome and
Theophilus started a campaign against the legacy ofOrigen. S. Rubenson sees no evidence for
Ha strong anti-Origenistic tendency among the monks prior to the cdsis", nor for "a dft between two groups of monks", S. RUBENsoN, "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition of the
Fourth Century", in Origeniana septima, 333. M. Sheridan states that the division into two
camps of supporters and opponents of Origen (after the outbreak of the conflict) "non coincide
per nulla con la distinzione tra colto e non-colto", M. SHERIDAN, "11 mondo spirituale einteIlettuale
deI primo monachesimo egiziano", in L'Egitto cristiano, SEAug 56, Roma 1997, 185, n.30.
453 See above, p.38, n.79 and p.223 at n.406.
454 Sabas' "extreme rusticity", which - according to Cyril - caused so much trouble
among his disciples (see above, 232, n.449) is certainly an exaggeration and should not be
taken in the sense of iIliteracy. Cyril himself relates tImt, as a young novice, Sabas learnt the
Psalter and the rest of the rule in a short time, VS 2 (SCHWARTZ), 87,26-88,1. It would be hard
to imagine that a simple, uneducated monk could become archimandrite, ruler and lawgiver
of aII the anchoretic order in the highly developed and populated monastic world of sixthcentury Palestine, VS 30, (ibid.), 114,25-26; 115,15-26; VS 65 (ibid.), 166,14-16. For Sabas'
medts as a monastic legislator, see esp. J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of Palestinian MonasticiSIll, 255-275. Also Sabas' role in the struggle for orthodoxy, as claimed by Cyril (see
above, 113-130), is hard to reconcile with the picture of an iIIiterate, rustic monk: here the
Saint appears as a spiritual leader who is perfectly familiar with the complicated theological
discussions of his time.
455 See also above, 209, n.343. The opinion that the majority of the first monks were
illiterate has been shared, in the past decades, by prominent scholars of early Christianity
and monasticism. Some examples: "Die Mehrzahl der Mönche wird aus Analphabeten
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Egypt, is said to have been "basically a Coptie movement", as opposed to
the dominant Greek and Roman culture wh ich towards the end of the century had affected also some "intellectual" monks in lower Egypt. 456 These
intellectuals, however, lived amidst a large majority of "simple, uneducated
people"457 and were only exceptions in the desert. Thus, though being appreciated as interesting, authors like Evagrius, Cassian and Palladius were
considered not to represent the "pure tradition" ofEgyptian monasticism. 458
The "great monks" were Antony, Pachomius, Shenoute, Macarius of Egypt,
ete., all of them originating in a rural Coptie milieu of illiterates. 459 Saint
Antony, the father of Christi an monasticism, was said to be an "unlettered
Copt"460 in the sense of an "analphabetie"46! .

bestanden haben", K. HEUSSI, Der Ursprung des Mönchtums, Tübingen 1936, 278. The
Egyptian monastic population was "a peu pres completement illettree, ignorante de la langue
grecque, ne parlant que les divers idiomes coptes", J. LABOURT, Saint Jerome: Lettres IV (Ep.
LXXI-XCV), "Appendices", Paris 1954, 186. Labourt's phrase was quoted and subscribed to
by A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moilles d'Orient I. Cultl/re ou saintete, Paris 1961,77, n.4. D.
Chitty wrote: "Antony was an illiterate layman, and the majority of the Egyptian monks
were much the same", D. CHITTY, The Desel'f a City, Crestwood 1966, 86.
456 J. MOHLER, The Heresy oJ Monasticislll. The Christian Monks: Typesand Allfitypes. All Historical Survey, Staten Island, N.Y. 1971,69; see also ibid., 46. For a similar
opinion: W. FREND, "Monks and the End of Graeco-Roman Paganism in Syria and Egypt",
CrSt 11 (1990),468.
457 R. HANSON, The Search Jor the Christian Doctrine oJ God, Edinburgh 1988, 268.
The early monks, in general, are even considered as harboring a hostility towards intellectual study: "1 monaci infatti, nella stragrande maggioranza, non solo erano ignoranti ma
erano anche ben contenti di esserlo," M. SIMONETTI, "La controversia origeniana: Caratteri e
significato", Aug 26 (1986), 30. Or, at least, they were indifferent; see J. BINNS, Ascetics and
Ambassadors oJChrist, 203 (see above, 232, n.452).
458 L. REGNAULT considers Evagrius, Cassian and Palladius (among others) as "d' auteurs
qui certes sont interessants, mais qui ne representent pas la tradition pure du terroir monastique
egyptien", L. REGNAULT, Les sellfences des Peres du desert III, Solesmes 1976, 8. However,
see the remarks coneerning Evagrius, made above, 209-210 at nn.343-344.
459 J. MOHLER, The Heresy oJ MOllasticism, 69.
460 Ibid., 46; see also 50.
461 According to L. Duchesne, followed by G. Bardy, Saint Antony remained illiterate
during his whole life, not only ignorant of Greek but even incapable of reading Coptic. See
L. DUCHESNE, Histoire allciellne de l'Eglise 11, Paris 1907,488-489; G. BARDY, "Les origines
des ecoles monastiques en Orient", in Melallges Joseph de Ghellinck I: Antiquite, Gembloux
1951,293. G. Garitte, referring to many scholars not yet quoted here, summarized this traditional picture of Antony as folIows: "C' etait, nous dit-on, un cop te sans education ni culture,
qui n'avait re~u aucune instruction, meme elementaire, au point qu'il ne savait-ni lire ni
ecrire," G. GARITTE, "A propos des lettres de S. Antoine I'ermite", Museol! 52 (1939), 11.
Garitte hirnself rejeets this opinion.
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In the fifth century, according to this representation, the pure, unsophisticated monastie tradition that reached back to the original Desert Fathers, had not survived through the writings ofEvagrius, Cassian, Palladius,
but primarily through the environment of Abba Poemen, an enigmatic figure who is by far the most dominant person in the Apophthegmata Patrum. 462
These collections of Sayings 463 were considered the real place where we
should search for the concealed original spirituality of the desert. 464 According to this vision, our main sources for uncovering the "oldest and
most authentie thread" ofEgyptian monasticism are theApophthegmata,465
a literature originating in an "unliterary" or even "anti-literary" milieu. 466
In spite of an earlier warning against the use of the Apophthegmata as a
historieal source reaching back directly to the fourth century,467 the Say-

462 Scholars usually distinguish two different currents in ancient monasticism, represen ted on the one hand by Abba Poemen and on the other by authors like Evagrius, Cassian
and Pali ade. Aecording to L. Regnault (see above, 234, n.458), the "pure tradition" is represented by the environment of Poemen, as it appears from the Apophthegmata. "Or l'interet
propre des Apophtegmes reside dans le fonds primitif qui s'est constitue aux quatrieme et
cinquieme siecles, surtout a Seete, dans l'entourage de I'abbe Poemen," L. REGNAULT, Les
sellfellces des Peres du desert III, 8. For the role of Poemen in the Apophthegmata and the
obscurity surrounding his historical person, see J.-C. GUY, Les Apophthegmes des Peres.
Collectioll sysMmatique I (I-Ix), SC 387, Paris 1993,77-79.
463 The Apophthegmata are transmitted in three major collections: Alphabetic (according to the names of the Fathers), Anonymous (not referring to a particular Father) and Systematic (according to several subjects). The main editions of the Greek text are: ApophPat.
col!. alph., PG 65, 71-449; ApophPat. coll. anon., (incomplete:) F. NAU, ROC 12 (1907), 4868, 171-181,393-404; ROC 13 (1908),47-57,266-283; ROC 14 (1909), 357-379; ROC 17
(1912),204-211,294-301; ROC 18 (1913),137-146; ApophPat. coll. syst., (incomplete:)
J.-C. GUY, Les apophtegmes des Peres. Collectioll systerllatique I (I-IX), SC 387, Paris 1993
(to be supplemented by the Latin version ofPelagius and John, PL 73,851-1022).
464 L. REGNAULT, Les sentences des Peres du desert IV. Collectiol! alphabhique, Solesmes
1981,220.
465 "C'est ce filon le plus ancien et le plus authentique qu'il faut s'efforeer de degager
pour retrouver dans toute sa force et sa vigeur premieres la seve des origines monastiques,"
L. REGNAULT, Les sellfences des Peres du desert IIl, 8.
466 "The Apophthegmata Patl'lllll originated in an unliterary, indeed oeeasionally antiIiterary, milieu, a milieu in which books, writing and dogma took second pi ace to attitudes
and way of life," F. YOUNG, From Nicaea to Chalcedon. A Guide to the Literature and its
Background, London 1983,47.
467 H. LEFORT, [Review] "K. Heussi, Der Ursprung des MönchtulIls", RHE 33 (1937),
341-348. For the validity of Lefort's waming up to our present time, see M. SHERIDAN, "I1
mondo spirituale einteIlettuale dei prima monachesimo egiziano", 183-184 (esp. n.26), 191.
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ings have continued to be used in this way. H. Dörries468 regarded them as
the "Hauptquelle" (or "Primärquelle") for our knowledge of Egyptian eremitism. He employed the series of thirty-eight Sayings connected with
Antony's name469 as the touchstone for verifying the historical trustworthiness of Athanasius' Vita Antonii. 470 From a comparative analysis Dänies
concluded that notwithstanding notable differences with that of the Sayings the image of Antony presented by the Vita does have a foundation in
historical reality. But Athanasius transformed a humble hermit, fleeing from
worldly temptation and struggling with his own human weakness,471 into
the paradigm of the "True Christian" to show it to the world: a Coptic monk,
without any education and living merely from the Bible and experience, is
superior to all pagan culture with its philosophy and sophistication, thanks
to the grace of Christ acting in his inner seIf. 472
S. Rubenson, however, has questioned again the reliability of the Sayings as a historical source. 473 The different collections of Apophthegmata
went through a very complicated process of redaction modification so that

468 H. DÖRRIES, "Die Vita Antonii als Geschichtsquelle", in Wort lind Stunde 1. Gesammelte
Studien zur Kirchengeschichte des vierten Jahrhunderts, Göttingen 1966, 145-224.
469 ApophPat, colI. alph., Antonius 1-38, PG 65, 76A6-88BlO.
470 "Und doch ist es jedenfalls der jüngeren Forschung nicht zweifelhaft, daß als die
Hauptquelle für unsere Kenntnis des ägyptischen Eremitentums nicht die Berichte noch so
urteilsfähiger Besucher, sondern die eigenen Aussagen dieser Einsiedler zu gelten haben; in
Sammlungen aus ihren eigenen Reihen überliefert, bedeuten sie eine Selbstdarstellung von
höchster Treue," H. DÖRRIES, "Die Vita Antonii als Geschichtsquelle", 146. "Der Sinn des
ursprünglichen Mönchtums und die Züge eines seiner anziehenden Führer sind aus seinen
Worten zuverlässig zu erkennen. Er hat das erste Recht zu reden, und was von seinen Worten
auf uns gekommen ist, gibt die sicherste Auskunft über das, was er wollte und dachte. Die
Antonius-Apophthegmen sind die Primärquelle; sie leihen UnS die Kriterien her, alle weiteren
Berichte zu prüfen und einzustufen," ibid., 195. Dörries rejected a criticism uttered decades
before by K. Heussi, qualifying almost half of the 38 sayings as "zweifelhaft oder sicher
unecht", K. HEUSSI, Der Urspl'llllg des Mönchtums, 107, n.l. In two single cases Därries
agreed with Heussi's reserve, but in general he considered the sayings of Antony as "die
primäre Quelle, die ihrerseits über den Wert aller übrigen entscheidet", H. DÖRRIES, O.c.,
147-148, n.3.
471 lbid., 195.
m Ibid., 177-193, 197. This image of St. Antony, according to Dörries, should be
considered valid along with that of the Apophthegmata, ibid., 199.
473 S. RUBENSON, The Leffers 0/ St. An ton)'. Monasticism and the Making 0/ a Saint,
Minneapolis 1995, 131, 145-162, 188 (NB. Rubenson's study was published befor~ as: The
Lefters 0/ St. Antoll)'. Origenisf Theolog)\ Monastic Tra4ition and the Making 0/ a Saint,
Lund 1990).
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already in the Sayings themselves the image of Antony was "transformed
according to the needs of the monastic tradition" .474 So the Apophthegmata
are not a reliable check of Antony's image emerging from the Vita. Instead,
Rubenson regards the corpus of seven Letters attributed to Antony as the
real source by which we can correct the tradition al image. 475 This source,
however, has received little attention, because of doubts about its authenticity476 and especially because of the extreme linguistic and philological
difficulties complicating a scholarly approach. Undeterred by these obstacles,
however, Rubenson started a detailed examination of the letters. 477 His analy-

474 Ibid., 188. In research on the sayings, according to Rubenson, "there has been little
discussion on the possibility of later influences on the compilation of the collections, influences which may have distorted the picture presented of the origins of the monastic movement", ibid., 146. Also ibid., 39, 162.
475 A corpus of seven letters is preserved partially in Coptic and Syrian, and entirely in
Georgian, Latin and Arabic. Originally, the letters must have been written in Coptic (about
340), but there is only a fragment of this text left, published by E. WINSTEDT, "The Original
Text of One 01' St. Antony's Letters", JTS/os 7 (1906), 540-545. Another letter (the first in
all traditions) is transmitted in a Syrian version published by F. NAu, "La version syriaque de
la premiere lettre de saint Antoine", ROC 14 (1909), 282-297. All seven letters are preserved in a Georgian version published (with the preserved Coptic fragment) by G. GARITTE,
Leffres de saint Antoine. Versions georgienne et/ragments coptes, CSCO 148-149, Louvain
1955. An obscure Latin translation 01' these seven letters, based on a lost Greek text which
was still available in 1475, was published in 1516 and reproduced by MIGNE, PG 40, 9771000. An Arabic version of the same letters, extended with thirteen other letters attributed to
St. Antony, was finished in 1271 and has been transmitted by many MSS. A Latin translation ofthe Arabic corpus, made in 1641, is reproduced by MIGNE, PG 40,999-1066. Finally,
a quotation 01' the first letter in Greek has been transmitted by the Apophthegmata, coll.
alph., Antonius 22, PG 65. 84AB. For details concerning this information, see S. RUBENSON,
The Letfers 0/ St. AIlfOIl)', 15-34.
476 This is not the place to repeat the discussion about the authenticity of the letters.
Rubenson adduces seven arguments in favor of the authenticity, ibid., 36-38. He also rejects
the arguments against the authenticity, stating that these arguments are all based upon the
traditional image of Antony as an illiterate monk who did not know Greek. According to
Rubenson, the primaI'y sources from which this image proceeds can hardly have a literal
sense (see also below). By consequence, there is no serious reason to dismiss a priOl'i the
authenticity ofthe letters, ibid., 38-42. See also S. RUBENSON, "Der Vierte Antoniusbriefund
die Frage nach der Echtheit und Originalsprache der AntoniusbI'iefe", OrChr 73 (1989), 98103; id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition 01' the Fourth Century", in Ol'igeniana
septima, 321 with n.7.
477 The thirteen supplementaI"y letters attributed to Antony in the Arabic tradition are
excluded from Rubenson's study not because they are "01' no importance for the legacy of
the letters", but because of "the lack of editions and the difficulties inherent in the dating and
the analysis of them", S. RUBENSON, The Letters 0/ St. AnfOll)', 14. Nowadays, these letters
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sis leads to a portrait of St. Antony which differs much from the tradition al
image gained fram the Vita and the Apophthegmata. 478 The author of the
Letters was by no means an illiterate monk, but he must have been "a man
oi letters" ,479 at least "possessed of some education". 480
The real Antony was a "charismatic teacher of spiritual gnosis"481
emphasizing primarily self-knowledge (yvGHh awUTov). His (unsystematic) teaching was deeply influenced by contemporary Platonic traditions
as weIl as by Origenist theology.482 However, his image was transformed
both by the Vita and by theApophthegmata. In the Vita he is presented as an
uneducated monk483 01' an tÖlwTllC;484 who is exc1usively "taught by God"
(8wö(öOKTOC;),485 and whose "gnosis by faith" triumphs over the "gnosis

are far the greater part attributed to Ammonas, disciple of Antony. See F. KLEJNA, "Antonius
und Ammonas. Eine Untersuchung über Herkunft und Eigenart der ältesten Mönchsbriefe",
ZKT 62 (1938), 309-348; B. OUITIERI L. REGNAULT, Lettres des Peres du desert, SO 42,
Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1985,15-46; M. EL-MASKlNE, Saint Antoine. Ascete selonl'Evangile,
SO 57, Abbaye de BeIJefontaine 1993, 12-13.
478 S. RUBENSON, The Letters 0/ St. Alltony, 10-12.
479 Ibid., 185 (italics: Rubenson).
480

481
482

lbid., 141.
IbM., 141. See also 144, 162, 189.
Ibid., 185-186. For the influence ofOrigen and the Alexandrian theological tradi-

tion in Antony's letters, see also S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und der Theologie der
Wüste", in Logos. Festschrift L. AbramolVski, 390; id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic
Tradition of the Fourth century", 320-324.
483 Athanasius writes already in the first chapter that Antony could not bear to learn
letters: yp0!l!laTa !lEV !la8Eiv OUK ~vEaXETo, VA 1,2, SC 400, 130,7. Later, in the context
of a discussion with pagan philosophers, Athanasius returns to the subject: Kat TO Sau!laaTOV, ÖTl, yp0!l!laTa !l~ !laSwv, aYXlvou<; ~V Kat auVETO<; avSpwrro<;, VA 72,1, ibid.,
320,1-3. Athanasius even suggests that Antony does not know Greek: he needs to discuss
with philosophers assisted by an interpreter (Öl' EPIlT1VEw<;), VA 72,3, ibM., 320,7; see also:
VA 74,2, ibM., 324,7; VA 77,1, ibM., 330,2-332,1. Some visitors think they canjeer at hirn
because of his illiteracy: " AAAWV öE rroAl v TO lOUTWV arravTTjcrovTWV rrpo<; aUTov EV TW
ÖPEl T4l E~W Kat VO!lll;oVTWV XAEUOl;ElV, ÖTl !l~ !lE!lOSllKE YPO!l!laTa, VA 73,1, ibii,
322,1-3. However, Antony strikes them dumb by saying that for the healthy-minded the
stu~y of letters is not necessary: 1'Q TOIVUV 6 vou<; uYlalVEl, TOUT<ji OUK avaYKala Ta
ypa~!laTa, VA 73,3, ibid., 322,8-9. In fact, true faith in God and the acknowledgment of his
provld:nce ar~ pO,ssible, wi~hout tl~e study of I~tters: ~!lEl<;, !l~ !laSovTE<; yp0!l!laTa,
lTlaTEU0!lEV El<; TOV SEDV, ElTlYlVWaKOVTE<; Öla TWV rrolll!laTwv aUTou T~V Ei<; rrovTa
rrpovolav, VA 78,1, ibM., 334,5-7.
484 VA 73,3, SC 400, 322,11; VA 85,5, ibid., 354,15.
485 VA 66,2, SC 400,308,4-5 (cf. Js. 54: 13, Jr. 31 :33-34, Joh. 6:54). See also S. RUBENSON
The Letters 0/ St. Antony, 40, 142, n.8.
'
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by education" of pagan philosophers. 486 In the Apophthegmata he is presented as "an authority for the most important principles of monastic life" ,487
according to "the ideals of later generations of his disciples".488 This transformation of Antony's image by texts written in the century after his death489
is at the base of the widespread modern prejudice according to which Antony
and his feIlow-monks were simple, illiterate peasants. 490 In reality, however, a large number of the first monks were not only "literate" in the sense
of capable of reading and writing in Coptic,491 but also "people of education" who "cannot have been strangers to the philosophical and religious
ideas around them".492
This is not the place for an exhaustive evaluation of the accuracy of
Rubenson's conc1usions,493 but I shall adduce some other studies with results pointing in the same direction. E. Wipszycka disputes the validity of

486 Ibid., 187. In a long discussion with other philosophers, as related by Athanasius,
Antony claims the superiority of "effective faith" (~ Öl' EVEpyda<; rrlaTl<;) - 01' "action
through faith" (~ öla rrlaTEw<; EVEpyda) - over his opponent's rational argumentations
and sophisticated syllogisms, as a way to acquiring the knowledge ofGod (~rrEpl TOU SEDU
yvwal<;), VA 77, SC 400, 330-332.
487 S. RUBENSON, The Letters 0/ St. Antony, 188.
488 lbid., 162.
489 lbid., 125.
490 lbid., 91,119,151,185. Recently, also M. SHERIDAN signalized a "diffuso pregiudizio
secondo il quale i monaci egiziani erano fondalmente contadini illetterati", M. SHERIDAN, "11
mondo spirituale e intellettuale dei prima monachesimo egiziano", 177. See also ibM., 184185, n.28.
491 For Rubenson's arguments in favor of a widespread literacy in fourth-century Egypt,
see S. RUBENSON, The Letters 0/ St. Antoll)', 89-125.
492lbid., 121. See also M. O'LAUGHLIN, "Closing the Gap between Antony and Evagrius",
in Origenialla septima, Leuven 1999, 346.
493 Rubenson's revolutionary conclusions evoked different reactions. G. Gould in particular rejects his "optimistic claims" for Antony's literacy and refuses to accept that the
image of Antony transmitted by the Vita and the Apophthegmata should be considered a
product of "distortion"; see G. GOULD, "Recent Work on Monastic Origins: a Consideration
of the Questions Raised by Samuel Rubenson's The Letters 0/ St. AlltOIlY", in StPatr 25,
Leuven 1993,405-416. ld., "The Influence of Origen on Fourth-Century Monasticism: Some
Further Remarks", in Origellialla sexta, Leuven 1995,591-598. Gould still sees "good arguments" for the historical reliability of the oral tradition on which the Apophthegmata
depend, with regard to fourth-century monasticism, ibid., 592-593. See also id., The Desert
Fathers Oll MOllastic Commlillity, Oxford 1993, 9-25. Another critical reaction is given by
T. BARNES [review], JTS/ns 42 (1991), 723-732. For a less critical reaction, see G. BARTELINK
[review], VigChr 45 (1991), 185-186.
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the current opinion according to which the degree of illiteracy in Byzantine
Egypt increased rapidly in the period from the fourth to the seventh century.494 Illiteracy must have been exceptional, not only among the clergy495
but also in the monastic world. 496 Egyptian monks descended from all strata
of society: the numerical domination of Copts among them does not mean
that they were illiterate peasants in the large majority.497 A considerable
section must have belonged to the rising Coptic elite of Byzantine Egypt:
bilingual people who, though capable of reading and writing Greek, feIt

49.J In the period of crisis and deeline of the aneient eivilization, the old bureaucratic
structures persisted and an ecelesiastical machinery grew within the Byzantine Empire. After treating the details of the question, Wipszycka coneludes from these eircumstances that
the degree of Iiteracy in Egypt certainly did not decrease between the 4 th and the 7th centuries. See E. WIPSZYCKA, "Le degre d' alphabetisation en Egypte byzantine", REAug 30 (1980),
279-296 (repr. in id., Etudes sur le ehristianisme dans l'Egypte de l'antiquiti tardive, SEAug
52, Roma 1996, 107-126).
495 The exereise ofliturgical functions, the familiarity with the Scriptures and the ecelesiastical administration, with its abundant correspondence, required alphabetization of the
elergy on a very large scale, ibid., 290-291.
496 Also the monastic practice of leetio divina presupposes Iiteracy on a large scale, as
we learn from the Latin Rule of Pachomius: "nuIIus erit in monasterio qui non discat litteras
et de scripturis aliquid teneat" (Praeeepta, c. 139-140). TheRule speaks about (Iibrary-)books
lent to the brothers (c.lOO), ibid., 292-293. Monks often maintained themselves by transcribing books, ibid., 293, and they produced an abundance of texts in the form of letters,
notes, inventory-Iists, accounts of expenses, etc., or even decorative inscriptions in their
ceIls, ibid., 294. Socrates' testimony that Theophilus in his zeal against the Origenists had
carried away with hirn the majority of monks who were "for the most part uneducated
(IOIWTaC;) and illiterate (aYPOIlflaTouC;)", SOCRATES, HE vI,7, GCS, Neue Folge 1, 324,4-6,
must be considered inaccurate and prompted by Socrates' partiality for TheophiIus' victims.
See E. WIPSZYCKA, "Le monachisme egyptien et les viIIes", (repr.) in id., Eil/des SUI' le
ehl'istianisll/e dans l'Egypte de l'antiquiti tardive, SEAug 52, Roma 1996, 330 [art. first
pub!. in Travaux et Memoires 12 (1994), 1-44].
497 Egyptian monastieism was /lot a rural phenomenon, set in motion by a m!Üority of
uneducated peasants who isolated themselves from eiviIization. Instead, the geographical
conditions of Egypt where the desert is elose to the cuItivated land along the Nile facilitated
intensive exchange between the monasteries and the eivilized worId, ibM., 282-323. Such
contacts were sustained because of the theological controversies in which the monks were
fervently partieipating, ibid., 303-312, but also for economical, psychological and pastoral
motives, ibid., 324-329.
498 Ibid., 329-332. Archaeological discoveries in the hermitages of Kellia also indicate
that a large number of monks originated from the elite, ibid., 332-333.
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themselves Copts and created their own Coptic literature. 498 They must
have been largely familiar with the cultural inheritance oflate antiquity and
although their attitude to it might have been ambivalent, they assimilated it
to a much higher degree than they were conscious of. 499
The picture of an isolated current of "rustic" monasticism representing
the original ideal as against a less authentie (minority) current of Hellenized "intellectuals", is inaccurate for the fourth century. M. Sheridan, in a
study of an early Christian interpretation of the biblical change of the name
Jacob into Israel (Gen. 32:29), shows that this interpretation, found for the
first time in the works ofPhilo of Alexandria according to whom the change
refers to the two major divisions of the spirituallife (practice and contemplation), was widely diffused in the monastic world at the end of the fourth
century and the beginning of the fifth. 5OO A familiarity with this exegetical
tradition is found equally in the earliest Coptic monastic literature. 501 In
another study, Sheridan examines the spiritual and intellectual world of
early Egyptian monasticism (with special attention for the technical vocabulary and the interpretation of Scriptures), as it emerges from both Greek

499 Ibid., 333-336. For Wipszycka, the phenomenon of early monastieism is strongly
rooted in the preceding elassical cuIture. "Le travail fait dans les dernieres decennies sur
certains textes connus depuis toujours ainsi que sur des textes decouverts recemment (avant
tout le grand dossier de Nag Hammadi), oblige areviser I' opinion selon laqueIIe le mouvement
ascetique serait ne hors de la culture elassique et aurait eu un caractere populaire. L' ascese
teIle que nous la voyons aux temps heroiques du IVe sieeIe, ades raeines dans la cuIture des
sieeIes prec6dents, et plus preeisement (preeision necessaire, car la culture des premiers
sieeIes de l'Empire est tres differenciee) dans la cuIture des elites, et non dans celle des
masses," ibid., 335.
500 In Gen 32:29 we read that after his struggling with the angel, Jacob's name was
changed to Israel. According to Philo, Jaeob symbolizes the aspect of practice or training
(aOKT]atC;), that is, the struggle against passions in order to acquire virtues and to reach the
state of ana8Elo. And Israel (which means "the one who sees God") symbolizes the aspect
of contemplation (8EWp(O), when the soul acquires inner peace and becomes the dwelling
place of God. A profound influence of this exegesis appears in the works of element of
Alexandria, Origen, Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory ofNyssa, Evagrius, Cassian and others.
See M. SHERIDAN, "Jacob and Israel", in Mysterium Christi, Roma 1995,219-241. For the
two major divisions of the spiritual life in Evagrius, see above, 215 at n.373 (also 222,
n.402).
501 Allusions to the same interpretation of the names of Jacob and Israel appear in the
letters of Antony and in the Coptic vers ions of the Life of Pachomius. See M. SHERIDAN,
"Jacob and Israel", 236-237.
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and Coptic speaking environments. 502 Concluding this study, Sheridan rejects the conception of radically differing types of monasticism in fourthcentury Egypt. He proposes as a better working hypothesis the supposition
of one single and common tradition with reference to the fundamental nature of spiritual and interior life. 503 This all-embracing tradition, which extended from Philo to Origen, the Desert Fathers, the Cappadocian Fathers,
Evagrius and Cassian, was founded on the postulate that, by struggling
against the passions, man could make spiritual progress towards God. Central to this tradition was the text of the Scriptures. It was intensively read,
memorized, recited and constantly reinterpreted according to the principles
of allegorical exegesis,504 by which the old Hebrew Scriptures could assume new spiritual meanings in the light of the New Testament. 505 These

502 M. SHERIDAN, "11 mondo spirituale einteIlettuale deI prima monachesimo egiziano",
in L'Egitto cristiano, SEAug 56, Roma 1997, 177-216. Three monastie environments are
examined: the world emerging from the Vita Antonii, ibid., 193-201, the Coptic world connected with Paul ofTamma in Middle Egypt, ibid., 201-207, and the Pachomian world that
we know also in large part through Coptic tradition, ibid., 207-215.
503 "Invece di ipotizzare l'esistenza di tipi di monachesimo radicalmente diversi in
Egitto, eon diverse fonti di ispirazione e diverse impostazioni spirituali, sarebbe meglio
prendere come ipotesi di lavoro la supposizione di una tradizione commune rispetto aHa
natura fondamentale della vita spirituale/ interiore," ibid., 215. Sheridan formulated this
conclusion earlier in id., "The Development of the Interior Life in Certain Monastic Writings in Egypt", in The Spirituality 0/ Ancient MOllasticism, Cracow 1995, 104.
5().l The Alexandrine tradition of allegorical exegesis was not an exclusive trade mark of
a few educated monks in the desert. J. Driscoll examined someApophthegmata on the issue of
exegetical proeedures in Abba Poemen, whom L. Regnault eonsidered as representing the
pure, rustie tradition, untouehed by "intellectuals" like Evagrius (see above, p.234, n. 458 and
p.235, n.462). See J. DRISCOLL, "Exegetieal Proeedures in the Desert Monk Poemen", in
Mysterium Christi, StAns 116, Roma, 1995, 155-178. In his conclusion, Driscoll suggests that
Abba Poemen, even if he does not show himself a sophisticated exegete, "reHes heavily on
sophistieated exegetical traditions" and that his exegesis presumes "the legitimacy of allegory", ibid., 177. This conclusion supports Sheridan's hypothesis of one single and all-embracing early monastie tradition, centered round an intensive praetice of reading the Seriptures
aceording to allegorical principles. However, after the first Origenist erisis, this tradition was
transformed by the suppression in the monastic sources (including the Apophthegmata) of
much that eould be associated with Origenism. See above, 210, n.344.
505 M. SHERIDAN, "Il mondo spirituale e inteHettuale deI prima monachesimo egiziano",
215-216. Concluding his study with a summary of the elements of the spirituality of early
Egyptian monasticism, Sheridan observes that with regard to the basic concepts and the
teehnieal voeabulary, its eoneeption of the spirituallife was mueh indebted to the Greek
philosophieal world. The Greek influenee was particularly present - through the works of
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practices are unthinkable without assuming a high level of literacy in all
branches of early Egyptian monasticism.

b. If this is true, how then should we interpret the ideal of"simplicity",
so abundantly testified by the ancient sources? As we saw, Saint Antony is
depicted as an uneducated monk 01' an lOluhl']<; .506 Abba Arsenius, a man
of high culture, disparages his own secular education (Koqwu lTalOcla)
and comes to the desert to learn virtue from rustic (aypolKol) Egyptians. 507
Abba Euprepius, filled with compunction at the word of an eider instructing hirn not to speak before being questioned, says: "I have read many books,
but never have I received such education (nat8da)."50B Abba Serapion
refuses to give a word to a monk whose shelves are full of books. 509 Uneducated (aypal-ll-laTo<;) Abba Pambo, on being taught the Psalm verse: "I shall
watch over my ways, so that I shall not sin with my tongue" (Ps 38/39:2),
refuses to receive all further teaching and spends nineteen years learning to
put this single text into practice. 510
The monastic ideal of simplicity is also attested by "intellectual" authors, including those who, as has been said, were considered not to represent the pure tradition. 511 Evagrius presents a Saying according to which
Saint Antony, on being asked how he managed to persevere without the
consolation of books, replies that his book is the nature of the created things
which is always at hand when he wants to read the words of God. 5J2 Cassian
writes that simplicity, as astate of interior poverty, is an outstanding quality

Philo and Origen - in the praetiee of spiritual exegesis, by whieh the text of the Seriptures
became a "veieolo di trasmissione" for the monastic teaehing coneerning the cultivation of
the interior life. See ibid. I shall return to this subject below.
506 See above, 238, nn.483-484.
507 ApophPat., coll. alph., Arsenius 5-6, PG 65, 88DI-89A13. The Apophthegmata are
explicitly said to be transmitted "in a simple and unorganized style (CmA0 Kai OKaTaOKWaOl4l
A6Y4l)", ibid., Prol., PG 65, 72AI4-15 = eüll. syst., SC 387, 94,3 (NB. There is a eonsiderable eommon part at the beginning of the Prologues both of the alph. and the syst. eolleetions: PG 65, 72A3-74B9 = SC 387, 92,1-94,8).
508 ApophPat., eoll. alph., Euprepius 7, ibid., 172D4-11. This text probably should be
restored to Evagrius; see A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique,
52,n.19.
500 ApophPat., coll. alph., Serapion 2, PG 65, 416c6-1O.
510 ~OCRATES, HE IV,23, GCS, Neue Folge I, 251,8-17.
511 See above, p.234, n.458 and p.235, n.462.
512 EVAGRIUS, Capt. Pract. 92, SC 171, 694. For the small collection of Sayings at the end
of this writing, see A & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le Pontique: Traite pratique 1,118-120.
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of the soul: it is a natural protection against the attacks of Satan and a neces··
sary condition for prayer. 513 Rufinus presents John the Hermit railing against
monks who have no concern for ascetic practice only boasting that they heard
a word from such and such holy Father. Even though subjected to passions
and vices, as soon as they have gained some knowledge they want to become
teachers 01' even priests. Others, however, who are capable as a result of their
virtues, do not dare to teach. 514 At the beginning of his Life of Saint Benedict
Gregory the Great relates that the Saint, despising the study of letters, renounced the world "scienter nescius et sapienter indoctus".515
Notwithstanding the evidence adduced above that literacy and assimilation of the Hellenistic range of thought were widespread among the early
monks of Egypt, a general reserve about the fruits of KOqWU lTmöda appears nevertheless in the ancient sources. This tension in the attitude of
Christian monks towards the cultural inheritance of late antiquity is an important phenomenon open to further research. One needs to distinguish between the different situations in the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries. If the
first monks were immersed in classical culture to a higher degree than has
been admitted until recently, wh at about the Sitz im Leben of their opposing
an ideal of "simplicity" to the fruits of secular erudition? Here, I can only
indicate in brief the main aspects of this monastic ideal.
The opposition of a certain ideal of "simplicity" to the values of secular culture is already found in the New Testament. Jesus praises the V~1TlOl,
as against crO<jlOl KaI cruVETOt (Mt 11 :25), the apostles Peter and John are
called aypal-'l-'aTOl and lOlGhm (Acts 4:13), and Saint Paul opposes the
folly ofthe cross to all human wisdom (lCor 1:18-2:5). In Christianity all
common values are turned upside down.
In his discourse against the pagan philosophers, Saint Antony also refers
to the cross of Christ as superior to secular wisdom and science. 516The yvwat C;
of God is not acquired by demonstrating proofs and sophistic syllogisms, but
only by action through faith (~ ola lTlmEWC; EVEPYEW).517 Thus in the Vita,

CASSIANUS, Conlationes x,l1, SC 54, 90-93.
RUFINus, Historia monachomlll 1,3, 14-16, ed. E. SCHULZ-FLÜGEL, PTS 34 (1990),
258-259.
515 GREGORIUS MAGNUS, Dialogus ll, ProU, ed. A. DE VOGÜE, Gregoire le Grand:
Dialogus 1/, SC 260, Paris 1979, 126,11-15. See also ibid. 1,1, p.129,1-2.
516 ATHANASlUS, VA 74-80, SC 400,324-340. Antony refers to lCor 2:4, calling Saint
Paul6 ölMOl<aAoC; ~flGiv, VA 80,1, ibid., 338,4-5.
517 VA 77, ibid., 330-332 (see above, 239, n,486).
513

514
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Saint Antony becomes the prototype of the Christian "philosopher" who
does not need the study of letters;518 he is taught exclusively by God (8EOö(öaKToc;)519 in the practice of the ascetic life. s20 In monastic literature,
real knowledge and contemplation (8Ewpta) are opposed, to secular
knowledge as weH as to the "mere" knowledge (yvGiatC; \jJ lA~) of the
divine realities. The contemplative experience is not acquired by intellectual efforts without practice (TTpä~lC;). It is not the resuIt of a splendid
performance of human intelligence, but it is conceded by God to the
"simple" soul that purifies itselfthrough ascetic practice and thus achieves
the state of alTa8Ew. 521 This fundamental reality of the spiritual life is
implied in the monastic ideal of simplicity.522 The ideal is also connected with the general experience that the rational activity of the mind and
silent prayer are difficult to reconcile. 523 In the text refe~red to, Cas-

VA 73,1-3, ibid., 322,1-11 (see also above, 238, nn,483-484).
VA 66,2, ibid., 308,4-5 (as above, 238, n,485).
520 In the first chapter of the VA, Athanasius writes that Antony "could not bear to leam
letters, as he wanted to stand apart from the company of other boys. It was his only desire, in
accordance with the Scriptures, to inhabit his house as an untouched (aTTAoaTOC;) man", VA
1,2-3, ibid., 130,7-10. The reference is made [0 Gen 25:27 (LXX), where Jacob, staying in
his tent, is opposed to Esau who became a rude hunter. The sense of Antony's renunciation
of secular education at the beginning of the Vita is itnplied in the presentation of his life
program: Antony refuses to contaminate hirnself by the pursuit of a successful career in lateantique society, and withdraws to dedicate hirnself to ascetic practice like Jacob. Far the
widely diffused tradition of J acob symbolizing the ascetic Iife, see above, 241, n.500.
521 J. LEMA1TRE, "Contemplation chez les grecs et autres orientaux chretiens" Ill,I, 1,
DSp 2 (1953), 1802-1805; I. HAUSHERR, Direction spirituelle en Orient alltrefois, OCA 144,
Roma 1955, 89-93.
522 "Les plus illustres des peres spirituels doivent leur reputation non pas 1'1 leurs etudes,
mais 1'1 leur vie et aux dons qu' elle leur a valus de la part de Dieu, aussi bien dans la Scete du
quatrieme siec\e que dans la Russie du dix-neuvieme. Que si pourtant i1s avaient des lettres,
leurs biographes auront soin ou de les passer sous silence ou de les minimiser, ou en tout cas
de demontrer que ces connaissances humaines meritent 1'1 peine une mention, parce qu' eil es
ne sont pour rien dans la science infuse deleur heros. ( ... ) ici vaut, seuIe, la science re9ue de
Dieu au prix de la purete d'ame et d'intelligence," ibid., 89.
523 Festugiere obsel'ves: "L'etude risque d'occuper tOllt I'esprit, de ne plus y laisser
place pour la pensee de Dieu," A.-J. FESTUGlERE, Les moines d'Ol'ient I. Cultllre Oll saintete,
83. But he adds a refinement to this statement, from the experience that long years of perseverance in study require a discipline which mayaIso lead to prayer: "Durant cette longue
Pl'eparation, si I'homme qui etude a I'esprit de religion, i\ ne laisse pas de reconnaltre que
ses lumieres sont courtes, qu'i1 a besoin de l' aide divine. Son travail meme l'incite 1'1 priel'. Et
comme ce travail est lassant, c'est aussi dans la pensee de Dieu, dans la priere, dans la
meditation, qu'i1 trouve son repos," ibid.
518
519
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sian 524 writes that the soul, when dedicating itselfto incessant prayer, should
shake off all the excess baggage of its thoughts and persevere in a condition
of inner poverty and simplicity.
After the first Origenist crisis in the fifth century, a shift of emphasis
occurs from the dimension of YVWOLC; to that of Tfpa; lC;.525 As a result, the
fruits of intellectual study are no longer opposed to the contemplative experience 526 that results from ascetic practice, but rather to the practice itself.5 27 This stress upon practice is illustrated in extremo by the example of
Abba Pambo who needed nineteen years to "leam" only half of a Psalm
verse. 528 Here, the wh oie point is that every intellectual effort which is not
coupled with practice, should be considered idle. Therefore, the world of
the Apophthegmata is characterized by an increased reserve towards classical Tfw8Efa 01' even the utilization of books, as the Sayings of Arsenius,
Euprepius and Serapion clearly demonstrate. 529 Closely associated with this
aspect is the theme of pride and humility, which we find also illustrated in
Rufinus' account. 530 Knowledge, especially when it is not accompanied by
the practice of virtue, could lead to the temptation of vainglory. So it becomes a favorite comrnonplace in monastic circles that "knowledge inflates"
and that the monk should refrain from intellectual achievements in order to
avoid inflation and pride. 531 Thus, the ideal of "simplicity" is also combined with the monastic virtue of humility.

See above, 243-244, at n.513.
See above, 229, n.434.
526 In Antony's discourse against the philosophers, the discussion is about the right
way leading to the YVWatC; of God; see esp. VA 77,3-4, SC 400,332,7-13 (see above, p.239,
n.486 and p.244 at n.517).
527 Bunge observes that theApophthegmata do not speak any more about the aspect of
true YVWatC;, that is, the aim and justification of so much ascetic labor; "decapiter ainsi
l'ascese, c'est l'exposer au danger du fakirisme", G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux
Macaire", 354.
m See above, 243 at n.51O.
529 See above, 243 at nn.507-509. It is interesting to compare these Sayings with
Pachomius' prescriptions concerning study and the use of books, see above, 240, n.496.
530 See above, 244 at n.514.
53\ A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les moines d'Orient I. Culture ou saintete, 82. Festugiere adds a
notable criticism to the adage that "knowledge int1ates", observing that the advice to avoid
being puffed up does not even hold for the case of knowledge: "Car, s'i! est possible qu'un
peu de science ent1e, c'est une verite manifeste que beaucoup de science rend mode~te,"
524
525

ibid., 82-83.
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These different aspects of the ideal of simplicity will explain something of the ambiguity in the monastic attitude towards KOqWU TfW8E (a. In
the fourth and the fifth centuries, many monks continued to be profoundly
influenced by secular education, but, at the same time were increasingly
reserved about it.
c. In the sixth century, reserve towards the Hellenistic intellectual inheritance became an outspoken hostility among the supporters of imperial
orthodoxy. In Justinian's Empire, Christian faith was consolidated far enough
(in spite of dangerous theological conflicts) to become the comerstone of
society in all its branches: there was no place left for the intellectual achievements of paganism. In 529, according to an old tradition, Justinian closed
the Platonic Academy of Athens. 532 In his letter against the Origenists addressed to the Council fathers of 553, the Emperor rails against philosophers such as Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus: 533 they are the ones responsible for Origen's madness. 534 Cyril of Scythopolis too, speaking through
Abba Cyriacus, presents Pythagoras and Plato in a negative sense as the
predecessors of Origen, Evagrius and Didymus, and explicitly opposes their
doctrines to the teaching deriving from GOd. 535 He qualifies the Origenist

532 For the discussion about what did happen in 529 and to what extent this date actually marks the end of pagan philosophy in Justinian's Empire, see H. BLUMENTHAL, "529
And its Sequel: What Happened to the Academy?", Byz 48 (1978), 369-385.
533 IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodum de Origene, ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90-97 (right co!.); see esp. p.90, lines 13-14 and p.95, lines 1-2,4,9 and p.96, line 11.

534
535

Ibid., 96,11-19.
VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,11-14 (quoted above, 137, n.32). Here we are far away from

the first Christi an attempts to span a bridge between Christianity and the inheritance of
pagan philosophy. Justin wrote that even if Christianity was the most exalted of all philosophi es and Moses the first of all authors, "seeds" of the divine Logos had been sowed in
pagan philosophers like Socrates and Plato who could be considered "Christians" avant /a
lelfre. See IUSTINUS MARTYR, Apologia I, 44,8-10, ed. M. MARCOVICH, Itlstini Mart)'ris
ap%giae pro christianis, PTS 38, Berlinl New York 1994, 94-95; Ap.l, 46,2-4 (ibid.), 97;
Ap.II, 10,1-5 (ibid.), 151; Ap.II, 13,2-5 (ibid.), 157. According to Clement of Alexandria,
pagan philosophy had been a necessary preparation for Christianity; see CLEMENS ÄLExANDRINUS, Stl'Omateis 1,5,28,1-3, SC 30, 65. Clement was convinced that Plato, when composing his Laws, had utilized the Books ofMoses; see Stl'Om.I,25, 165,1-2 (ibid.), 164. For the
assimilation of the pagan philosophical inheritance by early Christian authors, see esp. W.
hEGER, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia, Londonl Oxford/ New York 1961 (paperback, 1969); C. GNILKA, Xpifatc;. Die Methode der Kirchenväter im Umgang mit der antiken
Ku/tur I. Der Begriff des "rechten Gebrauchs", Basel! Stuttgart 1984.
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interest in pagan scientific speculation as "vain labors" and "idIe disputing", opposing it to the practice of monastic virtues and to "the humble path
of Christ",536 The old monastic ideal of simplicity, traditionally associated
with practice and humility, is here extended by the dimension of orthodox
faith: in Cyril's eyes, a good monk does not contaminate his mind with the
writings of pagan philosophers, Cyril himself belongs to the first Christian
intellectuals who received their rhetorkai formation without reading pagan
authors. 537
However, in the sixth century, even for a strict orthodox monk, it was
not possible not to be affected by the influence of pagan philosophy. This is
excellently illustrated by the passage where Cyriacus opposes the divine
teaching and monastic virtues to the idle disputes of the Origenists who
follow the doctrines of Pythagoras and Plato:
Wh at hell blurted out these doctrines? They have not learnt them from the God
who spoke through the prophets and apostles - perish the thought - but they have
revived these abominable and impious doctrines from Pythagoras and Plato, from
Origen, Evagrius, and Didymus. I am amazed what vain and futile labors they have
expended on such harmful and laborious vanities, and how in this way they have
armed their tongues against piety. Should they not rather have praised and glorified
brotherly love, hospitality, virginity, care ofthe poor, psalmody, all-night vigils, and
tears of compunction7 Should they not be disciplining the body by fasts, ascending
to God in prayer, making this life an exercise of death (~EAETT] ElOV<XTOU), rather
than prating such idle disputes 7538

The second part of this text (from the words: "they have armed their
tongues") is a elose reminiscence of a passage of Gregory of N azianzus 539
which, as far as I know, has not yet been noticed. I shall return to the paral-

VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,14-24.
B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 84; 1. BINNS, Ascetics (md Ambassadors, 28. See also
above, 38, n.79.
538 VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,10-22 (NB. Ptice translates ~E"ETT] eOvelTou: "a rehearsal
of death", and the concluding words of our passage: "rather than meditating such sophistries?"). The text will be analyzed in the next chapter. The Greek text is quoted, within a
longer passage, in the Appendix below, 376 (within passage nr.3, ibid., 374-377).
539 GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, Ora/io 27,7, ed. P. GALLAY, Gregoire de Nazianze: DiscolIrs
27-31, SC 250, Paris 1978,86,8-15. Another passage from the same Oratio has already
been quoted shortly before, with reference to Gregory's name: VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 229,2731 (= 01' 27,10, SC 250, p.96,line 17 to p.98, line 22); see above, 161, n.132. I shalI return
to these quotations below.
536

537
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lelism below. For the moment, I want to focus upon the expression WAETl']
eaveXTou which is part of the text taken from Gregory. This expression,
employed by Cyril to propagandize practicing virtues in opposition to speculating in the line of authors such as Plato and Evagrius, not only derives
from Plato himself,540 but is used even by Evagrius!541 The latter writes:
"Our Fathers called the exercise of death CJ.H:AETl'] eaveXTou) and the flight
from the body (<j>uy~ TOO aWl1aTo~) anachoresis." The two expressions,
attributed by Evagrius to the previous Fathers, who equated them with the
essence ofthe anchoretic life, "strongly echo the philosophical tradition".542
The idea that asceticism implies a continuous meditation on death was
widespread in ancient monasticism in various formulations,543 and has
been called an "echo of a Stoic Leitmotiv",544 Cyril's passage of the Vita
Cyriaci shows how when this "echo" of pagan philosophy finally reached
sixth-century orthodox cireles, it was appropriated as a traditional monastic theme precisely to combat the influence of pagan philosophy,
Cyril elaims that he did not receive a secular education (E~WeEV lTatoda),545 He presents himself as an lOlWTT]~ lacking all the capacities which
according to the criteria developed by pagan culture are necessary to compose literary works such as his Lives, Only due to a miraculous intervention of the deceased Euthymius and Sabas in their supernatural status as
oupavolToAl Tat 546 was Cyril, a humble and ignorant monk, enabled to ac-

PLATO, Phaedo 80E-8IA, LCL 36, 280-282. See also 67D-E, ibid., 234.
EVAGRlUS, Capt. pract. 52, SC 171, 618,3. See also id., Ad Eulogil/m, PG 79, 1117D6.
542 J. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad MOlIachos' oi Evagrius POllticus, 370 (with ref. to A & C.
GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le POlltique: Traire pratique H, 620).
543 ATHANASIUS, VA 19, SC 400,186,5-8 (with ref. to 1 Cor 15:31); VA 89, ibid., 364,1415; VA 91, ibid., 368,16-17; Pachomii vita altera 71 (HALKIN), 245,27-28; ANONYMUS,
Apophthegmata Macarii Magni 1, PG 34, 233AI4-15; EVAGRIUS, Cap. pract. 29, SC 171,
566; id., Ad monacllOs 54 (DRISCOLL), 54; PALLADIUS, Historia Lausiaca, Prol (BUTLER),
10,21-23; CASSIANUS, Inst. vAl, SC 109,256,7; ApophPat., coll. alph., Joannes Colobos 34,
PG 65, 216c3-4. See A. GUILLAUMONT, "Le probleme des deux Macaire dans les Apophthegmata Patrum, Iren 48 (1975), 50-51; A & C. GUILLAUMONT, Evagre le Pontique: Traite pmtique II, 566-569.
544 "Echo d'un Leitmotiv stoicien", ibid., 569.
545 VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 83,24 (quoted below, 250, n.547). As has been said, the claim to
be uneducated is a commonplace feature. See above, 37, n.78. Even Leontius ofByzantium,
notwithstanding his employing dialectics of a high technicallevel (see above, 146 at n.73),
claims that he did not recei ve ESW lTaL8do, LEONTIUS, CNE-CA -DTN, Prol, PG 86/1, 1268B 13
(s~e above, 149 at n.83).
546 See above, 230, n.443.
540
541
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complish the task. 547 This stereotyped account548 adds divine authority to his
works, which are meant to provide the right models for the monastic life. These
writings are not the fruit of any human intellectual effort according to the
standards of secular culture, but they directly derive from the will of GOd. 549
The same is true of Sabas' achievements related in the VS. Cyril applies the old monastic ideal of simplicity to his hero, presenting hirn as a
"rustic" charismatic leader who is exclusively led by the divine will in his
project to colonize the desert. 550 Thus, the foundation of the Sabaite institution is presented as the realization of a divine plan, instead of being the
result of pure human ingenuity, brought about by the resources of secular
culture. In such an all-embracing vision, "intellectuals" (AOYUDTEPOt)551

547 Cyril relates how he gathered all the information for his Lives and how he feit
incapable of starting the work, until Euthymius and Sabas finally appeared to hirn (see also
above, 37, n.78). He writes: "I was at a loss how to begin the composition since 1 was
uncultivated (loIWTTj<;) and had been through nothing in the way of secular education (010
lTatoda<; Tll<; Ec,w9EV); in addition, 1 was ignorant (OlTElPO<;) of the divine Scriptures and
also slow of speech. But the God of marvels, who has implanted in all men a tongue, who
gives resource to the resourceless, who smoothes out difficulties in things and makes the
speech of stammerers distinct, performed through Euthymius and Sabas his servants a prodigy
in the case ofmy lowliness (TalTdvwat<;), when being at a loss for words and expressions I
had already thought of abandoning my pages, except that 1 plied fervent petitionary prayer,"
VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 83,23-31.
548 Cyril's account of his own incapacity and the appearance of the two Saints enabling
hirn to achieve the work is paralleled by a similar story in (Pseudo-)BASILIUS SELEUCIENSIS,
Miraeuli S. Theclae 34, ed. G. DAGRON, Vie et miracles de Sainte Thecle, SubsHag 62,
Bruxelles 1978,372-374. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 54 with n.202.
549 As has been said, Leontius also claims to be uneducated (see above, 249, n.545),
but unlike Cyril, he does not oppose the divine will to the standards of secular culture.
Referring to the writings of the holy Fathers, Leontius asserts that "they are composed with
so much divine grace and wisdom and, at the same time, with a perfection according to the
standards of secular philosophy (EC,W ~IAoao~(a) and the other education (OAATj lTat8da)",
LEONTIUS, CNE-CA-DTN, Prol, PG 86/1 1269A4-7 (see above, 150 at n.85).
550 For example: Sabas is "predestined by God from the womb" like Jeremiah, VS 2
(SCH\VARTZ), 87,21-23. It "was necessary" that the desert "be colonized by hirn" and that the
prophecies in this respect (Is 41:18-20, 51:3) be fulfilled, VS 6 (ibM.), 90,8-10. The cave
where Sabas founds his first laura is revealed to hirn in avision, VS 15 (ibid.), 97,26-98,11.
The church for the divine office of the laura is a natural cave found as a "church created by
God" (9EOKTWTO<;), VS 18 (ibM.), 101,20-102,7. The demons driven from Castellion - by
which the place is purified for a new cenobium - recognize Sabas as accomplishing a divine
mission, VS 27 (ibM.), 110,19-111,5.
551 VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,18 (quoted above, 78-79 with n.l06); VC 13 (ibid.),230,31
(quoted above, 137-138 with n.36).
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like the Origenists and their predecessors552 become the natural antagonists. The first disciples who start complaining about Sabas' lack of education as the source of his incapacity to direct the growing laura, become
rebels who oppose their own will to the will ofGod. 553 Monastic vices such
as obstinacy, arrogance, disobedience and a resistance to humiliation are
attributed to these monks 554 who "could not bear to walk in the humble
path of Christ",555 whereas Sabas, assisted by God, appears as a model of
simplicity, humility, obedience, patience and mildness. 556 Sabas' first opponents are succeeded by the Origenists. They are depicted as AoytuhEPOt
who again refuse to "follow the humble path of Christ"557 and to practice
monastic virtues. 558 Due to their pride as well as to their interest in pagan
philosophers, they have been led astray by a defiled heresy559 founded on
"the doctrines of the godless Greeks, Jews and Manichees".560
We may conclude that the Second Origenist Controversy was not a
simple conflict of intellectualism versus anti-intellectualism. Even Cyril
and other anti-Origenists were intellectuals. 561 However, a traditional ideal

552 Those monks among Sabas' first disciples who, in Cyril's ac count, resist their leader
because ofhis "rusticity", precede the first Origenists. Their number steadily increases, until
a crisis leads to the foundation of the New Laura, in 507. In their midst, in 514, the incident
with the group of Nonnus takes place. Cydl isolates only four monks as the instigators
(whatever might have happened in histodcal reality), but he also indicates that many monks
of the New Laura were liable to get involved in the heresy, VS 36 (SCH\VARTZ), 124,21-125,4
(see the survey above, 69-72).
553 Cyril writes how Sabas' disciples, who go up to the holy city to bdng their case
before the Patriarch, receive a significant reply from one of the dignitaries: "God who assisted hirn [seil. Sabas] in bringing you together and founding the pI ace, will assist hirn in
governing it", VS 19 (SCH\VARTZ), 104,10-12 (see also above, 68 at nn.62-64).
554 VS 35 (SCH\VARTZ), 122,8-10.
555 VS 35 (ibid.), 120,22-23 (compare with above, 248 at n.536).
556 \IS 33 (ibid.), 118,27-29; VS35 (ibid.), 120,18-20; 122,12; VS 36 (ibid.), 123,14-22.
557 VC 13 (ibid.), 230,23-24.
558 VC 13 (ibid.), 230,16-21 (= GREG. NAZ., 01: 27,7, SC 250, 86,8-15, as above, 248,
n.539).
559 VC 14 (ibid.), 230,30-32.
560 VS 36 (ibid.), 124,26-29.
561 For Cyril, see above, 37, n.78; for Saint Sabas, 233, n.454. As regards other antiOrigenists, we may point at severallibelli addressed to the Emperor. The edict against Origen
of 543 is preceded by (and depends on) a libellus of the anti-Origenist archimandrites
Sophronius and Gelasius, composed at the request of the Patriarch, VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 191,25192,3 (quoted above, 82 with n.126; see also 135 at n.17). A libelllls was composed by the
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of simplicity, extended by the aspect of orthodox faith, had become a standard value in wide circles of sixth-century monasticism; as such, it was
easily employed in the struggle by the anti-Origenists. They put forward
the ideal of simplicity not to propagandize illiteracy but to urge an exclusive orientation towards what they considered the will of God, as opposed
to human efforts brought about by secular culture, especially in the intellectual field. This opposition was inspired primarily by a fierce resistance
to the integration of the Hellenistic philosophieal inheritance with the monastic spiritual tradition. The anti-Origenists combated this integration, and
therefore they brought against their opponents the stereotyped monastie
charge of wasting time with idle intellectual speculations and neglecting
ascetie practice. 562 But the anti-Origenists hardly realized their own unconscious degree of "contamination" by the fruits of pagan culture.

anti-Origenist monks (and signed by Gelasius) against Iustinian's edict of 544/545 anathematizing the Three Chapters, VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,22-27 (quoted above, p.84 with n.134
and p.201 with n.306). In 552, the anti-Origenist superior Abba Conon presented another
libellus to the Emperor, "revealing an the impiety of the Origenists", VS 90 (SCHWARrz),
198,14-17 (quoted above, 86-87 with n.143).
562 Even Leontius the dialectician, notwithstanding his positive judgment on secular
philosophy and education (see above, 250, n.549), opposes secular wisdom to practicing
virtue. In the CNE, when railing against "those now counted wise", he observes that they
"deliberately ignore an virtue coming from practical works", CNE, ibid., 1273B4-5 (see
above, 150, n.88). And in the DTN, a diatribe against a/lti-Origellist adherents ofTheodore
ofMopsuestia, Leontius utters a remarkable charge: "When theil' prey is a monk, they urge
hirn to I'ead pagan discourses (' EAAllVlKOUC; AOYoUC;) if they find hirn suited to this. They
disparage the simplicity (a<j>EAElo) of the [monastic] Order, as iffasts, vigils and anachoresis
count for nothing - for they even reject praktike and they are not able to endure it, not even
its name - and they urge hirn to change the habit as if it were an obstacle to political philosophy (TTOAlTlK~ </>lAoao</>(o)," LEONTIUS, DTN, PG 8611, 1361c2-10 (see also above, 226,
n.420). I shan return to this passage, as weIl as to the phenomenon of parallel accusations, in
the next chapter.
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Conclusion of the second chapter
This long chapter touched upon various aspects of the complicated
conflict known as the Second Origenist Controversy. First, the writings of
Leontius of B yzantium were examined, as far as they enable us to verify the
accuracy of Cyril of Scythopolis' version of the conflict. The portrait of
Leontius the Origenist, painted by Cyril, appears to be a caricature, especially as regards Cyril's charge that Leontius was a crypto-Origenist who
pretended to defend the Council of Chalcedon. As a matter of fact, Leontius'
"Origenism" in a theological sense cannot be deduced from his writings.
Reconsidering different solutions whieh have been given to this problem
led us to arrive at arehabilitation of Loofs' old thesis put forward in 1887:
Cyril wrote a partisan account in favor of the anti-Origenists who were at
the same time defenders of Theodore of Mopsuestia in the Three Chapters
affair. However, Loofs' thesis needs to be harmonized with Cyril's (moderate) denunciation of Theodore of Mopsuestia. The evidence points to a
conversion to imperial orthodoxy by the anti-Origenist camp whieh must
have distanced itself from Theodore of Mopsuestia in the period around
553. Cyril' s assertions that Sabas and Gelasius already "abhorred" Theodore
in 531 and 546, can hardly be taken in a historie al sense: they appeal' rather
as anachronisms whieh, resulting from a hagiographie literary procedure,
reflect the post-conciliar situation of the late 550's, the time when Cyril
wrote his Lives.
This second chapter mayaIso contribute to a solution for the muchdiscussed question of Leontius' "Origenism" by introducing a distinction
between the dogmatic and the spiritual fields. Leontius is no "Origenist" in
a doctrinal sense. However, a few passages in his theologieal writings reveal a thorough familiarity with Evagrian spitituality, as well as his links to
a monastic environment whieh has been shown to be inspired by Evagrian-
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Origenist mysticism. 563 Cyril, who represents a strongly institutionalized
monasticism within the political structures of Justinian's theocracy, appears
to be far removed from Evagrius' spirituality, apart from ascetic themes
that have become commonplace in his time.
Consequently, we should see in the Second Origenist Controversy a
combat on the doctrinal and the political ground, and a clash of two competitive visions of the spirituallije. A somewhat collectivist current ran in
opposition to a more individualist current. The former was primarily concerned with the spiritual (and material) prosperity of a growing rhonastic
Order ~n~ with consolidating itself by adherence to imperial orthodoxy,
after shlftmg from former sympathies with the Three Chapters. The latter
remained faithful to an oider monastic tradition of harmonizing Christian
mysticism with pagan philosophy. In the context of this opposition, a commonplace ideal of monastic "simplicity" was easily employed by the antiOrigenists as a stereotype argument: the real monk should not inflate his
mind with idle intellectual speculations, but should dedicate himself to ascetic practice and walk in the humble path of Christ.
All these spiritual and intellectual aspects of the controversy could not,
of course, be easily addressed by aseries of official anathemata pronounced
by an Ecumenical Council. For that reason, we can see how the whole conflict and the power game became focused on a quarrel about "hard" theological points. Against this background, it is highly significant that Leontius of
Byzantium, who was even branded an Origenist leader, showed himself indifferent to the central theologie al issues of pre-existence and apocatastasis.
Do the theologieal positions condemned by the anathemata actually reflect
the total movement of "sixth-century Origenism"? As for Cyril of Scythopolis
with his hagiographie stylization ofhistorical reality, he must have suppressed
many important aspects of the underlying conflict.

~6~ It remains extr?mely difficult, if not impossible, for modern scholarship to grasp
the spmtual current of slxth-century Origenism. The Evagrian-Origenist inheritance might
have. gone through the pantheism of the Syrian Stephen Bar Sudaili (see above, 24, n.12), in
the fIrst decades of the century, but we cannot establish the dimensions of the latter's influence on the wlwle movement, from the 530's to the 550's. Prom Leontius we do not leam
~u~h mo.r~ about Evagrian-Origenist mysticism than wh at I deduced from scarce passages
In hIS ~ntlngs: Leontius was not a mystic but a dialectician. A contribution pointing to a
connectIOn between some anti-Origenist documents and Pseudo-Dionysius is forthcoming
(an~ ~read~ ava.ila~~e .as a symposium abstract). See I. PERCZEL, "Pseudo-Dionysius and Palestllllan Ongemsm ,In The Sabaite Heritage, University of Haifa 1998,24-25.

CHAPTER3

THECOMBAT
INACCURATE CHARGES, DISTORTIONS
AND CLASHING IDEALS

Introduction
If the conclusions of the preceding chapter are true, Cyril's writings
provide us with a defective pieture of sixth-century Origenism. Can we
also get an idea of the possible extent of Cyril' s inaccuracy in this respect?
Our distinction between the dogmatic and the spiritual in approaching
Leontius' Origenism is not without consequences regarding that question.
On the one hand, Leontius proves not to be an Origenist in a doctrinal
sense. So we may check whether Cyril does attribute Origenist theological
positions to Leontius, and if so, search for an evaluation of such charges.
On the other hand, Leontius appears to be an Origenist as far as he gives
evidence of adhering to an Evagrian spiritual current that is not in harmony
with the spirituality dominating Cyril's Lives. We may examine the possibility of retrieving that opposition and search for an appropriate interpretation of this aspect of the conflict.
This third chapter will be dedicated to a further investigation into the
degree of Cyril' s inaccuracy regarding the Second Origenist Controversy
and its consequences for our interpretation of the real opposition. In the
first section, I shall examine a crucial text of Cyril's Vita Cyriaci, where
concrete charges are brought against the Origenists, including Leontius. In
the second section I shall deal with another crucial text, the final chapter of
the Vita Sabae, where Cyril provides us with a specific report on the events
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related to the Fifth Ecumenical Council. As far as our investigation permits
us to confirm with certainty the defectiveness of Cyril's representation, we
may raise questions for further research on the hidden conflict that underlay the Second Origenist Controversy. This will be the central issue of the
concluding section of this chapter.

1. Abba Cyriacus' tirade
against the Origenists (VC 11-15)
In the course of this study I have referred several times to Cyril's account of his personal meeting with Abba Cyriacus, I which should be dated
shortly after his entering the monastery of Euthymius in July 544. 2 Together with the passages in the VS dealing with Origenism,3 this text of the
VC ranks among the main sources for our knowledge of the Second Origenist
Controversy. It contains concrete charges brought against the Origenists. It
will be necessary here to quote the whole passage and present it within the
context of the Life. Subsequently, I shall deal with some literary questions
regarding the text, and then examine the charges and search for a suitable
interpretation.

1 VC 11-15 (SCHWARTZ), 229,7-231,26. For references to the whole passage, see above,
p.35 with n.65, p.61 with n.l3 and p.l36 with n.24. A great part ofthe passage is referred to
above, 101 with n.206. For partial quotations, see p.l36 with n.29, pp,137-138 with n.36
and p.248 with n.538.
2 As has been said, Cyril entered the monastery of Euthymius in July 544; see above,
136, n.25. A difficulty for the exact dating of the meeting with Cyriacus is the fact that, in
Cyril's account, Cyriacus predicts the death ofLeontius of Byzantium, which took pi ace, at
the latest, in the spring of 543; see above, p.135, n.l9 and p.137, n.30. For questions of
chronology related to Cyril's biographies, see also above, 75, n.92.
3 Esp. VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 124,21-125,25; VS 72 (ibid.), 175,24-176,20; VS 83-90 (ibid.),
187,28-200,17. For a survey (within the context of the whole VS), see above, 65-88.
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Cyril s account of his meeting with Abba Cyriacus:
presentation of the text
In the order of the corpus cyrillianum, the VC is the fourth of Cyril's
series of seven Lives 4 and the second of the five shorter ones. 5 In the ten
chapters preceding the text in which we are interested, we read Cyriacus'
curriculum vitae before Cyril meets hirn as a ninety-five year old hermit
living in the cave of Chariton at the laura of Souka. 6 Born in Corinth in
449,7 Cyriacus receives his vocation in a way very similar to that of Saint
Antony 8 and he travels to Jerusalem at the age of seventeen. 9 In 467, he
goes to the laura of Euthymius and receives the habit,1O but because of his
youth he is first sent to the cenobium of Gerasimus. ll In 475, after Euthymius' and Gerasimus' death, Cyriacus, at the age of twenty-six, comes to
the laura of Euthymius, where he participates in the building of the
cenobium. 12 In 485, because of a conflict between the monasteries of
Euthymius and Theoctistus, Cyriacus moves to the laura of Souka. 13 There,

See above, 34-35, nn.56-62.
"shorter" Lives, the VIH and the VC are relatively long, while the VTheod,
the VTheogll and the VAbl' are really short. For the corpus cyrilliallum, see above, 58-65.
6 The laura of Souka, atc. 1 mile north-east ofThekoa, was founded by Chariton ab out
345 as one of the first Palestinian laurae. See above, p.33, n.49 and p.70, n.72; see also the
map below, 38l.
7 VC 1 (SCHWARTZ), 223,1-6.
8 VC 3 (SCHWARTZ), 224,3-7, compare with VA 2,3-5, SC 400, 132,12-134,26. For the
parallelism, see G. GARlTIE, "Reminiscences de la Vie d' Antoine dans Cyrille de ScythopoIis",
in Silloge BizantinQ in onore di Si/vio Giuseppe Mel'cati, Roma 1957, 121 (ne.2l); B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et hisloire, 101 with n.79.
9 VC 3 (SCHWARTZ), 224,8-12.
10 VC 3-4 (SCHWARTZ), 224,15-23. Euthymius founded his laura in 428, VE 16 (ibid.),
26,14-23, and shortly after his death (473) it was transformed into a cenobium, VE 43-44
(ibM.), 63,4-66,17. See above, 66, n.53.
11 VC 4 (SCHWARTZ), 224,23-225,2. For the cenobium of Gerasimus, see above, 67,
n.56. For the custom not to admit youths in a laura, see above, 66, n.54.
12 VC 5-6 (SCHWARTZ), 225,21-26 (see also above, n.lO).
13 VC 7 (SCHWARTZ), 226,20-22. In the VE we read about the idealized friendship between Euthymius and Theoctistus, VE7 (ibM.), 14,21-15,9, which is much the same as the
relation, in Cyril's representation, between Sabas and Theodosius, VS 29 (ibid.), 114,19-22
(quoted above, 114 with n.252); VS 65 (ibM.), 166,5-8 (see above, 114-115 with n.254). In
the VC, Cyril relates that the monasteries of Euthymius and Theoctistus were still in har"
mony when Cyriacus came to the laura ofEuthymius, but soon a quarrel about a heritage led
to the separation of the two monasteries, VC 6 (ibid.), 226,3-13.
4

5 Ofthe five
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after having filied sorne offices, he beeornes treasurer and eanonareh for a
period of thirty-one years. 14 Cyril even records that Cyriacus told hirn that
in all these years, "the sun never saw rne eating 01' in a ternper."15
At the age of seventy-six, Cyriacus withdraws with a discipie to the
"utter desert" (lTOVEPl1Jl0<;) of Natoupha. 16 Five years later, fleeing for his
farne caused by a rniracle, he rnoves to the "inner desert" (Ev8OTEpO EPl1Jl0<;)
ofRoubä. 17 And after another five years, beeause the siek and those troubled
by unclean spirits are earried to hirn, he flees again to a plaee that is "pure
desert" (lTOVEPl1Jl0<;) and "hidden away" (cm6Kpu~0<;), ealled Sousakirn. 18
Seven years later, during a great pestilenee, the fathers of the laura of Souka
urge hirn to corne back to their laura. 19 Cyril concludes the tenth chapter
with Cyriacus' return to the laura, observing that he "took up his abode in
the anehoretic eell of the sainted Chariton" and "strove for five years against
the Origenists".20 Our text then follows: 21
11. At this time, having come from the monastery of the great Euthymius to the
Great Laura ofblessed Sabas to visit Abba John, bi shop and solitary,22 I was sent by

14 VC 7 (SCHWARTZ), 226,22-227,1. The treasurer (KEIIlTlAIOPXTl~) was responsible for
the sacred vessels and the canonarch (KavoVOPXTl~) for leading the divine office. See J.
BINNS, in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives, 260, n.6.

15 OUK EiöEV IlE 6 ~ALO~ EoBlovTa OUÖE OPYIl;OIlEVOV, VC 8 (ibid.), 227,3-4.
16 VC 8 (SCHWARTZ), 227,6-9. The further one travels from Jerusalem towards the Dead
Sea, the more desolate the desert becomes. Especially the last belt of land to the east was
called lTaVEPTlIlO~ and was inhabited only by experienced anchorites, in most cases only at
certain times of the year. See J. BINNS, in Cyril of Scythopolis: The Lives, XVIII; J. PATRICH,
Sabas, Leader of Palestinian Monasticislll, 293. Natoupha, about 2 mi. north of Thekoa,
me ans a first step into that direction.
17 VC 10 (SCHWARTZ), 228,14-18. Roubä is part of the lTaVEPTlIlO~ (see n.l6 above).
18 VC 10 (SCHWARTZ), 228,19-26. "Sousakim is further to the east and south than the
other monasteries described by Cyril," J. BINNS, in CyrilofScythopolis: The Lives, 260, n.8.
The VC shows a strong crescendo in the description of Cyriacus' anachoresis.
19 VC 10 (SCHWARTZ), 228,30-229,4. Cyril speaks of "the days of the great and terrifying mortality", ibid., 229,1, alluding to the pestilence of 541/542. See A-J. FESTUGn'JRE, Les
1Il0ines d'Orient 111/3, 46, n.35, with ref. to E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 270
(KuplaKO~).

VC 10 (SCHWARTZ), 229,4-6.
21 The text is represented here in the English translation of R. PRICE, in Cyril of
ScytllOpolis: The Lives, CS 114, Kalamazoo 1991. For the Greek text, see the Appendix
below, 374-377 (nr.3).
22 John the Hesychast played an important role as Cyril's spiritual guide, when the
latter came from Scythopolis to Jerusalem and finally entered the monastery ofEuthymius in
20
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hirn to Abba Cyriacus with letters recounting the recent civil war in the holy city and
entreating hirn to strive now in intercession with God to quell the raging of Nonnus
and Leontius and their party at the New Laura, who were campaigning against Christ
by means of the doctrines of Origen (ÖIO: TWV 'OPI YEVOU~ Ö0Yf.!(XTWV). When I
had accordingly arrived at Souka and gone to see hirn in the cave of Saint Chariton
with his disciples Zosimus and John, I made obeisance and gave hirn the letter,
adding a verbal message to hirn from the mouth of the inspired Abba John the
solitary. Abba Cyriacus replied with tears: "Say to the one who sent you: Let us
not be despondent, father, for we shall see the overthrow ofNonnus and Leontius
in death 23 and the expulsion of the rest of them from the New Laura, in order that
the genuine disciples of blessed Sabas may inhabit the New Laura, once the false
ones have been chased OUt."24
12. I asked hirn, "Father, wh at of the views they advocate? They themselves
affirm that the doctrines of pre-existence and restoration are indifferent and without danger (IlEOa TUYXOVEI Kat OXlvöuva), citing the words of Saint Gregory,
'Philosophize about the world, matter, the soul, the good and the evil rational
creatures, the Resurrection and the Passion of Christ; for in these matters hitting
on the truth is not without profit (OUK <lXPTlOTOV) and error is without danger
(aKl VÖUVOv). "'25 The eIder replied in the following words: "The doctrines of preexistence and restoration are not indifferent and without danger, but dangerous
(ElTlKlVöuva), harmful (ElTlßAaßf]) and blasphemous (ßMmplllla). In order to
convince you, I shall try to expose their multifarious impiety in a few words (EV
OAlYat~ AES,WI). They deny that Christ is one of the Trinity. They say that our
resurrection bodies pass to total destruction, and Christ's first of all. They say that
the holy Trinity did not create the world and that at the restoration all rational
beings, even demons, will be able to create aeons. They say that our bodies will be
raised ethereal and spherical at the resurrection, and they assert that even the body
01' the Lord was raised in this form. They say that we shall be equal to Christ ('1001
TOU Xp IOTOU) at the restoration.
13. What hell blurted out these doctrines? They have not learnt them from the
God who spoke through the prophets and apostles - perish the thought - but they
have revived these abominable and impious doctrines from Pythagoras and Plato,
from Origen, Evagrius, and Didymus. I am amazed wh at vain and futile labors they
have expended on such harmful and laborious vanities, and how in this way they

July 544, VE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,20-72,7; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,8-217,12 (see above, 38 al
nn.86-87). Also after that date, Cyril continually visited hirn (auvEXw~ alTEPxollTlV lTPO~
aUTov) to lay his state before hirn, VIH 20 (SCHWARTZ), 217,12-13. John the Hesychast was
even elose friends with Cyril's parents, ibid., 217,13-20.
23 For the dating of Leontius' death about 542/543, see above, p.135, n.l9 and p.l37,
n.30. For Nonnus' death in 547, see above, 85 at n.135.
24 In Cyril's account, Cyriacus predicts the expulsion of the Origenists from the New
Laura and its being repopulated by 120 orthodox monks in February 555, as related in VS 90
(SCHWARTZ), 199,11-200,3 (see above, p.39 with nn. 88-89 and p.88 with nn.l47-148).
25 GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, Oratio 27,10, SC 250, p.96, line 17 to p.98, line 22.
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have armed their tongues against piety. Should they not rather have praised and
glorified brotherly love, hospitality, virginity, care of the poor, psalmody, all-night
vigils, and tears of compunction? Should they not be disciplining the body by fasts,
ascending to God in prayer, making this life an exercise of death (f.ltAETT] 8avaTOu),
rather than prating such idle disputes? 26
But - the eider added - they did not wish to follow the humble path of Christ
but instead 'they became futile in their thoughts and their senseless heart was darkened; saying they were wise, they became fools.' (Rom 1:21-22). The sower of all
these tares and cause of these evils was Nonnus, who, taking advantage of the death
of our blessed father Sabas, began to make his neighbor drink of a foul concoction
(cf. Hab 2: 15), having Leontius of Byzantium as his assistant (l>1Toupy6e;;), champion (l>1TEPllaXoe;;) and fellow-combatant (uuvaywvWT~e;;).
14. At first he seduced into his abominable heresy the more lettered (TOUe;;
AOYlWTEpOUe;;),21 or rather the more unlettered (W.OYWTEpOUC;), in the New Laura.
He was not satisfied with these monks, but strove to give the other monasteries of
the desert a share in his own plague. What stratagerns did he not use to drag in as
weil pOOl' lowly me? But God showed to me by revelation the filth of his heresy.
What schemes did he not employ to communicate his evil teaching (KaKoooSla) to
the community of Souka? But he failed, since I by the grace of Christ warned and
exhorted each one not to depart from the true faith. When he strove to make a supporter of his heresy - I me an Peter the Alexandrian - superior in our laura 28 and
thereby to enslave the community, he did not succeed: on the contrary, the community bestirred itself and expelled Peter from being superior. Again, Nonnus, shamelessly bestirred hirnself into setting up another Peter, the Greek, a supporter of the
plague of Origen, as our superior,29 but the community was again stirred by spiritual

26 Price translates f.ltAETl] 8avaTou: "a rehearsal of death", and the concluding words
of this paragraph: "rather than meditating such sophistries?" (the passage is quoted above,
248 at n.538).
21 Compare with VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,18 (text quoted above, 78-79 at n.106). See
also above, 137-138 with n.36, where apart of our passage from the VC is quoted. For
references to Cyril's indication of the Origenists as AOYlwn:pol, see above, p.l61 at n.130,
p.232 at n.448 and p.250 at n.551.
28 Peter of Alexandria is mentioned also in VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 193,15-17, where we
read that Patriarch Peter of Jerusalem was forced by Theodore Ascidas to take with hirn, as
chancellors on his journey to Constantinople, Peter of Alexandria and a certain John
Strongulus. Cyril mentions that journey immediately after the events that followed at the
edict against Origen in 543, ibid., 192,12-193,14. The travel must be cOllllected with the
trou.bles in J~rusalem caused by the edict against the Three Chapters of 544/545, although
Cynl keeps silent about that occasion. See above, 201, n.305. The pressure exelted by Ascidas
by means of the two Origenist chancellors must have contributed to Patriarch Peter's yielding to the imperial politics, when he finally signed the edict against the Three Chapters. See
ibid. and 203 with n.314. Abba Cyriacus, however, refers to a previous event: Peter of
Alexandria must have been put forward by the Origenists as a superior of the laura of Souka
somewhere in the 530's (cornp. with the chronology below, 261, n.30).
29 Peter the Greek is an unknown Origenist, mentioned only in this passage.
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zeal into expelling Peter from being superior; going to the laura of blessed Sabas, it
took for itselfits present superior, Abba Cassianus, who is of Scythopolis by birth,30
Olthodox, and adorned both in his life and in his teaching. It was then that we succeeded, with difficulty, in repelling the supporters of Origen."
15. When he had told me this, the servant of God Cyriacus, overjoyed
(ntplxap~e;; ytyovwe;;) at learning that I am of the great monastery of blessed
Euthymius,31 said to me, "See, you are ofthe same cenobium as I (auvKOlVOßlWTT]C;
f.lou cl)." And he proceeded to begin to recount to me many of the facts (noAt.a)
about Saints Euthymius and Sabas that I have placed in the two works I have already
WI'Hten about them. 32 And so, having nourished my soul with these accounts, he sent
me on my way in peace (CtlTEAUUtV f.v dp~vlJ).

After this episode, Cyril relates that, at the age of ninety-eight, Cyriacus
withdraws again to the desert of Sousakirn33 as soon as Nonnus has died,
and that he lives there as a solitary for another eight years. 34 Cyril pays hirn
a second visit. 35 Again, he records that Cyriacus "is overjoyd (nEplxap~c;
YEYOVWC;)" at seeing hirn, as he considers hirn "of the same cenobiurn
(OUVKOl voßluJTllC;)".36 We also read, again, that Cyriacus tells Cyril "rnany
of the facts (noAAa) about Saint Euthyrnius",37 and that, at the end of the
visit, he sends hirn "on his way in peace" (cmEAuoEv j..lE E.V Eip~V1J).38

30 In the VS we read that the same Cassianus of Scythopolis had governed the laura of
Souka for eight years and had founded a monastery in Scythopolis, when he became superior
ofthe Great Laura; he died ten months later, on 20 July 548, VS 88 (SCHWARTZ), 196,7-18 (see
above, 85 at n.136). This means that Cassianus became superior of Souka not later than 538.
31 iSTl ( ... ) df.ll. R. Price translates: "that I am ( ... )". A past tense, which would be
grammatically correct, could be appropriate here. Cyril wrote the VC in the years 557-558,
when he had already left the cenobium of Euthymius and, after a two-year stay at the New
Laura, had become an anchorite of the Great Laura. See VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 83,12-22; VS 82
(ibid.), 187,21-24; VS 90 (ibid.), 199,11-24; VIH (ibid.), 217,21-23 (see also above, 39 with
nn.89, 93). However, in our text, Abba Cyriacus, having already left the monastery of
Euthymius for more than fifty years, res ponds that Cyril is "of the same cenobium" as he. If
the monks considered themselves as belonging to a monastery where they had spent an
important part of their ascetic lives, we may maintain the present tense in the English translation, in the case of Cyril.
32 In the VE, Cyril repeatedly refers to Abba Cyriacus as his oral source, VE 19
(SCHWARTZ), 29,27-30,6; VE 21 (ibid.), 34,1-3; VE 22 (ibid.), 35,9-10; VE 45,18-19. In the
VS, however, we do not find this reference.
33 See above, 258, n.18.
34 VC 15 (SCHWARTZ), 231,27-232,3.
3S VC 15-16 (SCHWARTZ). 232,3-22.
36 VC 16 (SCHWARTZ), 232,9-10, compare with VC 15 (ibid.), 231,20-22.
31 VC 16 (SCHWARTZ), 232,14-15, compare with VC 15 (ibid.), 231,22-25.
38 VC 16 (SCHWARTZ), 232,22, compare with VC 15 (ibid.), 231,26.
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Then, after some other stories, Cyril briefly recounts the last two years
of Cyriacus' life. After the departure (avaxwPTJOle;) ofthe Origenists from
the New Laura,39 the fathers of Souka come to Sousakim and bring hirn
back to the cave of Chariton. There, Cyril often visits hirn for the benefit of
his soul. 40 In spite of Cyriacus' extreme old age of 107,41 he remains strong
and zealous and able to do everything. Cyril describes hirn as "mild and
approachable" (TIpaOe; Kat ELlTTPOat TOe;), gifted with prophecy and teaching, and "utterly orthodox" (op8000sOTaTOe;).42 After a very short illness,
he dies in peace in the winter of 556/557. 43

39 According to the VS, the Origenists were expelled from the New Lama by military
force, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,14-17 (quoted above, 87-88 with n.147). Subsequently, the New
Laura was repopu1ated by 120 orthodox monks on 21 February 555. See ibid., 199,17-200,3
(and above, 88 at n.148). Although the text could suggest that the two events occmred immediately one after another, it does not exclude a certain interval: KaI TWV 'OptYEVtamWV uno
,Avamaalou TOU ÖOUKCx; ÖtWX6EvTWV napEAOßoJ.lEV T~V NEav i\aUpav J.lTlv't <PEßpouapl<tJ ...
(etc.), ibid., 199,26-200,2. In any case, the repopulating of the New Laura should be dated to
Febr. 555 and not 554. See the references above, 39, n.89 (and for the discussion conceming
this dating, below, 291, n. 177). In a footnote to his French translation of the VC, Festugiere
dates the expulsion ofthe Origenists to February 554; see A.-.T. FESTUGtERE, Les lIIoines d'Orienf
m/3, 51, n.50. However, Festugiere is not consistent in his dating (as has been noticed above,
137, n.30): in his time table, he dates the expulsion of the Origenists to the fall of 554 and the
repopulating of the New Lama to Febr. 555, ibid., 25 (cornp. with ibid., 9).
40 EYW 6 TanEt VO~ nUKvw~ napEßai\i\ov aLmji KaI noi\i\~v Tij \jJuxij J.lOU W<j>Ei\EtaV
EKapnoUJ.lTIV, VC 20 (SCHWARTZ), 234,28-29.
41 Cyril observes that Cyriacus "had completed his hundred-and-seventh year", VC 20
(SCHWARTZ), 234,29-30, but the text is not dear about the exact moment of which Cyril is
speaking. As Cyriacus' birth is dated to 9 January 449, VC 1 (ibid.), 223,4-6, he must have
completed his 107!h year on 9 January 556, and not 557 as Festugiere suggests; see A.-J.
FESTUGIl3RE, Les moines d'Orient m/3, 52, n.51.
42 VC 21 (SCHWARTZ), 235,13-14 (perhaps Op60ÖO~WTaTOC;;?).
43 Cyril does not indicate exactly the date of Cyriacus' death, but he writes that Cyriacus
was brought back to the cave of Chariton "after the departure of the Origenists from the New
Laura". VC 20 (SCHWARTZ), 234.24-27, and that (at a certain time) he "had completed his hundred-and-seventh year", ibid., 234,29-30, and that he was brought back to the cave of Chariton
"two years before his death", VC 21 (ibid.), 235,7-9. The expulsion of the Origenists from the
New Lama can be dated somewhere between the fall of 554 and 21 Febr. 555 (see above, n.39),
so Cyriacus died in the winter of 556/557. Cyril gives a smvey of Cyriacus' life, indicating the
number ofyears for all the subsequent peliods, VC 21 (ibid.), 234,30-235,7. When we calculate,
the total comes to 108. See A.-.T. FESTUGlERE, Les moines d'Oriellf m/3, 52, u.52. However, these
numbers may not indicate full years (cf. E. SCHWARTZ, ad loc.). IfCyril's remark that Cyriacus had
"completed" his I 07th year actually refers to his last birthday, he must have died before 9 January
557 (see above, nAI); otherwise. he died a Iittle later. See on this subject also T. HERMANN, "Zur
Chronologie des KyrilI von Skythopolis", ZKG 45 (1926), 333-338.
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Did Cyriacus deliver the discourse ?
In the text quoted above Cyriacus replies to Cyril's question whether
the doctrines of the Origenists are really dangerous, by attributing to them
aseries of five heretical propositions, all of which are introduced by
AEyouat(V ön).44 We shall verify the accuracy ofthese charges below, but
for the moment we may state with A-J. Festugiere that each of the eh arges
corresponds to one or more of the fifteen anathemata against the Origenists
of 553.45 A Guillaumont even affirms that the Origenist doctrine, as summarized by Cyriacus, is "absolument identique acelle des quinze anathematismes
de 553" .46 This raises the question of the historicity of Cyriacus' discourse
represented in the VC: is it possible that Cyriacus made such charges in the
period claimed by Cyril? According to Festugiere there are only two possibilities: 1) Cyril composed the text from notes he took during (or just after)
a particular meeting with Cyriacus in 543;47 or 2) Cyril invented "sinon le
recit meme de sa visite a Cyriaque, du moins quelque partie de la reponse
de celui-ci, en lui faisant reciter une liste d'heresies empruntee aux canons
de 553".48
Festugiere does not make a choice between the two hypotheses. In the
first case, we should postulate (as Festugiere proposes) the existence of a
certain catalogue of anti-Origenist charges, preceding the anathemata of
553, which could have been quoted by Cyriacus. 49 However, if Cyriacus

VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,3-10.
A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les moines d'Orie/lt 1,85-87. Festugiere distinguishes six propositions, because the third sentence introduced by i\EYOUOt consists of two parts (i\EYOUOlV
OTl ... Ka't OTt ... ), VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,5-7. However, these two parts are closely connected, both grammatically and by their coutents, see below.
46 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 151.
47 The meeting must have taken place after July 544 (see above, 256, n.2). Festugiere is
not consistent on this point. See above, 137, n.30 (and comp. with 262, n.39). But the
hypothesis that Cyril reproduced a "historieal" discourse from his notes could be valid: at
the end of the VE he confirms that he composed the Lives of Euthymius and Sabas from
uotes he took from oral testimonies, after assiduous inquiry among the fathers of the Palestinian desert, VE 60 (SCHWARTZ), 82,28-83,7.
48 A.-J. FESTUGJERE, Les moines d'Orie/lt I, 88-89, n.35.
49 "S'i1 [seil. Cyril, DH] a donc note aussitöt le reponse de Cyriaque, comme il est
evident que Cyriaque recite un catalogue qu'il a pris aillems," ibid. The accordance of
Cyriacus' charges with the anathemata of 553 (which will be indicated below) prompts us
to assurne that these charges derive from a written source. If they do not derive from the
anathemata and Cyriacus pronounced them ten years before, there must be an indirect cou44

45
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indeed pronounced the charges somewhere around 544, intending to expose the Origenist impiety "in a few words" (tv oAlyat<; M:;EO"l)50 in order to demonstrate its danger, why did he not simply summarize the official
anathemata of lustinian's edict of 543, recently published in that period?51
If Cyril' s account reflects areal historical discourse, we would expect agreement with the imperial document of 543, rather than a connection with the
official condemnation of 553. 52 This consideration, combined with our the-

nection. Otherwise, we should ass urne that Cyriacus spontaneously formulated aseries of
charges against the Origenists, that Cyril took notes from it and kept them in his cell and
that, when he finally wrote the VC in 557/558, this series appeared to be a perfect summary
of the official condemnation of 553. B. Flusin, after comparing Cyriacus' charges with several parallel texts (both before and after Cyril's account), concludes: "les rencontres verbales
que nous avons relevees sont trop nombreuses pour etre le fruit du hasard", B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 80. If Cyriacus' charges preceded the anathemata of 553, we may postulate the existence of a previous document as their common source. Festugiere proposes
two lost writings as a possible source: the OUYYPOflflO of Antipatrus of Bostra wh ich was
read in the church of the Great Laura in 537, VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 189,20-22 (see above, 8081 with n.115), or the libellus against the Origenists, sent by the orthodox monks to lustinian just before he wrote the edict of 543, VS 85 (ibid.), 191,25-192,3 (quoted above, 82 with
n.126). See A.-l. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Oriellt I, 88-89, n.35.
50 VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,2.
51 There is a striking lack of accord between Cyriacus' charges and the anathemata of
543. See A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les lIloines d'Orient 1,88, n.35 (see also below). Can we assume
that Cyriacus, being an old hermit in the cave of Chariton, had remained ignorant of lustinian's
edict published more than a year before? Cyril relates that Cyriacus had returned from the
utter desert of Sousakim to take up his abode in the cell of Chariton at Souka, "where he
strove for five years against the Origenists", VC 10 (SCHWARTZ), 229,4-6. We also read that
Cyriacus remained in the cave of Chariton until Nonnus' death (547) ended the control of
the Origenists, which made hirn feel free of care, so that he could withdraw again to Sousakim,
VC 15 (ibid.), 231,27-232,3. If we are to pay some credit to this picture of Cyriacus as a
prominent anti-Origenist who was closely involved in the controversy in the period of 542547, we have to exclude his ignorance of lustinian's edict.
52 There are significant differences between the anathemata of 543 and those of 553,
indicating an important development of sixth-century Origenism (as represented by hoslile
sources). Whereas the text of 543 reflects a "traditional" Origenism, that of 553 is rather aimed
at the Isochrists who separated from the Protoktists after Nonnus' death in 547. See A. D' ALES,
"Origenisme", DAFC 3 (1916), 1228-1258; G. FRITZ, "Origenisme", DTC 11/2 (1932), 15741588; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kepha/aia gnostica' d'Evagre /e Pontique, 146··151. For the split
between Isochtists and Protoktists, see VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,13-18 (quoted above, 86 with
n.141). If Cyriacus' discourse were really delivered around 544, we would expect agreement
with the edict of 543 and not with the text of 553. Even if we assume that Cyriacus' charges
derive from one of the two lost writings proposed by Festugiere (see above, n.49 at the end),
the difficulty remains that these sources preceded the edict of 543 and so cannot have reflected
the later development of Origenism as presented by the allathemata of 553.
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sis that Cyril had already made use of anachronisms when attributing postconciliar speeches to Abba Euthymius 53 and Abba Gelasius,54 makes the second hypothesis more probable: Cyriacus' discourse reflects the situation after
the Fifth Ecumenical Council and it is possible that Cyril put in Cyriacus'
mouth aseries of charges derived from the anathemata of 553.
We find further evidence in support of this hypothesis when we look at
the literary composition of the discourse which appears to depend on various written texts. The general setting is reminiscent of the world of the
Apophthegmata: a young monk comes to an old Abba with a vexed question and he asks hirn for a word. In our text, however, the ac cent has shifted
from the spirituallife to doctrine: what should one think ab out the Origenists
and their arguments, since they appeal even to the authority of Gregory the
Theologian? In support of their claim that the doctrines of pre-existence
and apocatastasis are indifferent (IlEoa) and without danger (aKlvöuva),
they adduce the concluding passage ofGregory's Oratio 27, where the theologian enumerates aseries of questions open to speculation within the limits of orthodox faith. 55 Cyril's quotation of the text is so accurate,56 that he
must have had it in front of hirn when writing the account of his dialogue
with Cyriacus.
At this point, Abba Cyriacus starts his discourse by stressing that the
doctrines of pre-existence and apocatastasis are actually dangerous and
harmful. "In order to convince you," he says, "I shall try to expose their
multifarious impiety (T~V TTOAUOXEöfj alhwv aOEßELaV OTI1AlTEUOat) in
a few words."57 The Greek expression appears also in the VS with reference
to the Origenists. 58 Thereupon Cyriacus starts reciting aseries of charges

VE 26 (SCHWARTZ), 40,5-41,3 (see above, 188-189 with nn.252-258).
VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,17-27 (quoted above, p.84 with n.134 and p.201, n.306).
55 GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, aratio 27,10, SC 250, p.96,line 17 to p.98, line 22 (see
above, 161, n.132). As to the origins of Gregory's position: "c' est sans doute la fameuse
preface du De Prillcipiis d'Origene", P. GALLAY, Gregoire de Naziallze: Discours 27-31
(DiscolIrs the%giqlles), SC 250, Paris 1978,96-97, n.7 (ad loc.). I shall return to Gregory's
text below.
56 VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 229,27-31.
57 VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,2-3.
58 When speaking of the split between Protoktisfs and Isochrists, Cyril refers to a contemporary ac count in wh ich "the multifarious impiety of both (~ OJ.t<jJOTEpWV 1TOI.UOXEÖ~C;
aOEßEla) has been recorded (arTjl.lTEUETaI)" in a more detailed way, VS 89 (SCH\VARTZ),
197,10-13. Unfortunately, this text has not been preserved; see also above, 85, n.138. For
the parallel expression in the VS and the VC, see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et hisfoire, 83.
53

54
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which, as has been said, must derive from a written source. 59 Subsequently,
he exc1aims: "Wh at hell blmted out these doctrines?" and opposes
Pythagoras, Plato and their followers Origen, Evagrius and Didymus to
"God who spoke through the prophets and apostles".60 As we saw, the representation of Pythagoras and Plato in a negative sense as the predecessors of Origen and the Origenists has a parallel in Justinian's letter against
the Origenists addressed to the Council fathers of 553. 61 Then Cyriacus
uses a textfrom Oratio 27 ofGregory ofNazianzus. 62 As far as I know, this
second reference to the same writing has not yet been noted, so I shall put
the texts together:

Gregory ofNazianzus,
Or. 27,7 (86,8-15):

Cyril of Scythopolis,
VC 13 (230,14-22):

T( Tae; xETpae; orjaaVTEe; Tae;

YAwaaae; WlTAlaaJ.lEv; Ou

<j>IAo~Ev(av

ElTal VOOllEV; Ou <j>IAaoEA<j>(av, ou <j>IAavop(av, ou lTap8Ev(av, ou lTTWXoTpo<j>(av
8aUJ.la~0J.lEv; Ou lj!aAJ.l41o(av, ou lTavvuXov aTaalv, ou oaKpuov; Ou TO aWJ.la
vTjOTdate; LllT01TlE~OJ.lEV (cf. 1Cor 9:27);
OU Öl' EUxfje; lTpOe; 8EOV EKOTjJ.lOOJ.lEV; Ou
T0 KpdTTOVl TO xEipOV lJ1TO~EUYVUJ.lEV,
"TOV xoOv" AEYW T0 lTVEUJ.lan, we; (Iv oi
T0 KpaJ.lan ölKa(We; ölKa~oVTEe;; Ou
"J.lEAETTjV 8avaTOu" TOV ß(ov lTOlOuJ.lE8a;

EYW OE TE8auJ.laKa lT6aoue; TE EiKij
Kai J.laTTjV lT6voue; aVrlVTATjaaV Eie; T01aUTae; ElT1ßAaßETe; J.laTalOlTOVlae; Kat
lTWe; olhwe; Tae; [olae; WlTAWaV YAwaaae;
KaTa Tfje; EuaEßdae;. OUK EOEI J.l0AAOV
aUTOUe; ElTatVElV Kat öo~a~E1V <j>IAaÖEA<j>(av <j>IAo~EVlav lTap8Evlav lTTWXOTPO<j>(av lj!aAJ.l41ölav TE KallTavvuxov aTaal v
KaI ö6Kpua KaTaVU~EWe;; OUK EXpfjV
aUTOUe; J.laAAOV lJ1T01TlE~El v vTjaTdate; TO
aWJ.la (cf. 1Cor 9:27) Kat 01' EUxfje; lTpOe;
8EOV EKÖTjJ.lElV Kai J.lEAETTjV 8avaTou TOV
ß(OV lT01Ela8al Kat J.l~ TaTe; TOWUTate;
EpWxEAlate; aöoAwxEiv;

See above, 263 with n.49.
VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,10-14.
61 IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodwlI de Origene, ed. F. DlEKAMP, Die origenistischen
Streitigkeiten, p.90,lines 13-14 and p.95,lines 1-2,4,9 and p.96,lines 11-19, (see above,
247 with nn.533-535). The parallel with Justinian's letter is also noticed by B. FLUSIN, Miracle
ef histoire, 80 (nr.9).
62 GREGORlUS NAZIANZENUS, Orafio 27,7, SC 250, p.86,lines 8-15 (see also above, 248,
n.539).
59

60
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Gregory's text is not quoted literally, but the dependence is obvious.
Cyril only reworked the passage to fit it into the thread of Cyriacus' discourse. Cyriacus here appears to be parrying the Origenist appeal to
Gregory's authority, which gave cause to Cyril's opening question, by adducing another passage from the very same writing used by the Origenists.
Cyriacus then complains that the Origenists "did not wish to follow the
humble path of Christ":63 Cyril had already brought this accusation against
Sabas' first opponents. 64 Cyriacus' charge is followed by a literal quotation
of Rom 1:21-22, and the biblical quotation is followed by a parallel with a
passage in Cyril's account of the Origenist Controversy in the VS (including
a reminiscence to Hab 2:15):
VS 83 (188,15-19):65

01 yap lTEpl N6vvov Tfje; TOO lTaTpOe;
~J.lWV K01J.lrlaEWe; Öpa~aJ.lEV01, AEYW ö~
Iaßa, T~V EV T0 ßa8El TWV alTt.ayxvwv

OTjJ.l0alEUaaVTEe; KaKooo~(av ElT6n~ov
TOV lTATjalov avaTporr~v 80AEPav (cf. Hab
2:15)
Kat OU J.l6vov rravrae; TOUe; EV Tij
NE«C Aaup«C AOY1WTEpOUe; Eie; T~V EaUTWV
J.lwpav auYKaTEanaaav a'lpwlV ...

VC 13-14 (230,26-32):
lTavTWV öE TWV ~l~avlwv 6 arropEUe;
Kat TWV KaKWV dlnoe; YEYOVE N6vvoe;·66
(Sane; Tfje; TOO J.laKap(ou rraTpOe; ~J.lWV
Iaßa K01J.lrlaEWe; opa~aJ.lEVOe; rrOT(~Elv
~p~aTo TOV rrATjalov avaTPOlT~V 80AEPav
(cf. Hab 2:15), AE6vTlOV TOV Bu~avnov
lllTOUPYov EXWV Kai UrrEpJ.laxOV KaI auvaYWVWTrlv.
Kat rrpWTOV J.lEV TOUe; EV aUTij Tij
NE<;( Aaup«C AOY1WTEpOUe;, J.l0AAOV OE
aAoywTEpOUe; Eie; T~V EauToO J.lwpav
auYKaTEanaaEva'lpwlv.

These two passages are both followed by the observation that Nonnus
and his companions exerted themselves to spread the Origenist heresy in
other monasteries. 67 At this point, Cyriacus passes, in his discourse, to the
local stmggle against the Origenists taking place in his own laura, until he

63 aAA' OUK ~ßouArl8Tjaav Tij TarrElvij 650 TOO XPIOTOO lTopw8fjvat, VC 13
(SCHWARTZ), 230,23-24 (see also above, 248 at n.536).
61 Kat J.l~ avEXOJ.lEVOUe; EV Tij TalTElvij 600 TOO XPWTOO ßaöl~Elv, VS35 (SCHWARTZ),
120,22-23 (see also above, 251 at n.555).
65 See the passage quoted above, 79 with n.1 06.
66 Compare with VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,3-4 (cf. Mt 13:25, and quoted above, 72 with
n.78).
67 VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,19-24; VC 14 (ibid.), 230,32-231,2.
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and his orthodox allies finally succeeded in repelling the enemies. 68 This is
the only part of the discourse that does not consist of parallels with other
written texts.
This brief analysis reveals that Cyriacus' discourse is composed for the
greater part of a chain of quotations and reminiscences. Such a polished speech
can hardly reflect a spontaneous oral reply of Cyriacus in the context of areal
dialogue, to the question of what to think about Origenism. It is hard to believe that Cyril wrote this carefully arranged text from provisional notes taken
on such a palticular occasion. The composition urges us rather to assume that
Cyril hirnself drafted the speech, using written sources, and then put it in the
mouth of Abba Cyriacus. 69 This does not exclude the possibility that he had
really visited Cyriacus 70 and that the old hermit, lilce others, had warned him
against the injurious influence of the Origenists. 71 But the discourse that we
read in the VC cannot have been delivered by Cyriacus.
This means that we need not explain the agreement between Cyriacus'
charges and the anathemata of 553 by postulating a hypothetical document
cited by Cyriacus as early as 544. 72 We may simply assume that the text,

Fe 14 (SCHWARTZ), 231,2-19.
Flusin also arrives at the conclusion that "la rencontre entre Cyriaque et Cyrille est
largement recomposee", B. FLUSIN, Miracle ef lzistoire, 80. For further evidence, Flusin
points to the "grave difficuIte" of "donnees contradictoires" with respect to the dating of the
meeting. As has been said, the meeting should be dated to aperiod ajterCyril's entering the
monastery ofEuthymius in luly 544, and yet we hear Cyriacus predicfing Leontius' death in
542/543. See above, p.135 with n.19, p.l37 with n.30 and p.256 with n.2. We may add to
this argument Cyriacus' other "prophecies", concerning Nonnus' death and the expulsion of
the Origenists from the New Laura, as indications of a fictional discourse.
70 Cyril not only testifies to other visits with Cyriacus, Fe 15-16 (SCHWARTZ), 232,3-22
(see above, 261, n.35); Fe 20 (ibid.), 234,28-29 (see above, 262, n.40), but he also presents
Cyriacus as his oral source for several stories in the FE. See the references above, 261, n.32.
7\ Cyril twice relates that when he departed from Scythopolis for lemsalem in November 543 his mother warned hirn against the Origenists and that, at the same time, she recommended hirn to the spiritual guidance of lohn the Hesychast, FE 49 (SCHWARTZ), 71,20-27;
WH 20 (ibid.), 216,11-15 (see above, 38 at n.86). In our account of the ve, Cyril is sent to
Cyriacus precisely by lohn the Hesychast because of troubles caused by the Origenists, ve
11 (ibid.), 229,7-15. Both lohn the Hesychast and Cyriacus are presented by Cyril as leading
figures in the stmggle against Origenism, F/H 27 (ibid.), 221,18-21; ve 10 (ibid.), 229,5-6;
Fe 15 (ibid.), 231,27-232,3. We have no reason to doubt that Cyril indeed paid visits to
Cyriacus and that, on such occasions, Cyriacus used to rail against the Origenists.
72 See above, 263, n.49. As has been said, if such a hypothetical document also preceded
the edict of 543, we should reject this hypothesis. See above, 264, n.52 (at the end).
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like other speeches in Cyril's Lives, reflects the contemporary situation
immediately after 553. The only remaining question is whether Cyril indeed summarized the anathemata of 553, as Festugiere's second hypothesis suggests. Guillaumont rejects this possibility because of a slight difference between Cyriacus' charges and the anathemata. 73 I shall treat this
below. However, Cyril wrote the VC in 557/558, and he even mentions
the anathemata against the Origenists elsewhere, when referring to the
Council of 553. 74 Should we then exclude, because of a slight deviation
within the context of a striking agreement, the possibility that he used the
official text of the anathemata? In any case, if the charges do not directly
depend on the anathemata, they at least derive from an allied document
dating from the same period. 75 B. Flusin also arrived at the conclusion
that "la polemique anti-Origeniste de Cyrille se rattache aux ecrits de
553".76

68

69

t

A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 151.
FS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,1-6 (quoted above, 87 with n.145).
75 One should add to Festugiere's hypotheses the possibility that Cyril took the charges
from the anti-Origenist libellus presented to the Emperor by Abba Conon in the fall of 552,
"revealing all the impiety of the Origenists", VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,14-17 (quoted above,
86-87 with n.l43). The existence of such a document is also mentioned in EVAGRIUS
SCHOLASTICUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzl PARMENTlER), 188,23-189,2. Evagtills' testimony sllggests
(hat there might have been more documents: there is a plural in 188,24 (EK AIßEAAWV)
followed by a singular in 189,1 (TOO AIßEAAOU), but the testimony is vague. See A.-J.
FESTUGII3RE, "Evagre: Hisfoire Ecclesiastiq/le, traduction", Byz 45 (1975), 404-405, n.106
(ad loc.). Both Cyril aud Evagrius also mention a certain Cyriacus in this context, but Cyril
indicates that (his person was the superior of the laura called "The Spring" (~ nT]Y~), FS90
(SCHWARTZ), 198,28: he cannot be identified with Abba Cyriacus of the ve.
76 B. FLUSIN, Miracle ef hisfoire, 81. Along with the libelllls of Conon (see the preceding footnote) Flusin points to the lost writing Cyril mentions in the FS, when speaking ofthe
split between Profokfisfs and [soc!Jrisfs, VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,10-13 (see above, 265,
n.58). Flusin finally proposes the hypo thesis that this is the writing Cyril used as his source
for the charges.he attributed to Cyriacus; see B. FLUSIN, O.C., 83. However, Cyril specifies
that this writing was composed "at the present time (KaTa TOV lTapovra Xpovov)", which
could theoretically mean as late as 557, when he wrote the FS. So this document itself could
weil depend on the anathemafa of 553.
73
74
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The accuracy ojCyriacus' theological charges
A-J. Festugiere, when demonstrating the paralieIisms between Cyriacus' series of charges and the anti-Origenist anathemata of 553, dealt also
with the question of whether the charges actually represent the thought of
Origen. For each of the charges, his answer was negative,17 In view of our
central theme of Cyril' s historical tmstworthiness, we should extend Festugiere's question: do these charges accurately summarize the theological
positions of the sixth-century Origenists? Because of the lack of non-hostile sources, there is no possibility of an exhaustive verification. Nevel'theless, there are two approaches that allow us to address the question at least
partially. First, Cyriacus' charges are closely allied to the anathemata of
553. Since A Guillaumont demonstrated that the anathemata are not so
much derived from the works ofOrigen, hirnself, as fromEvagrius' Kephalaia gnostica,78 we may easily establish some relation between the charges
and Evagrius. But this would provide us only with a superficial confirmation that Cyriacus' charges have at least some connection with "Origenism".
The second approach, however, is more interesting. In the account of his
meeting ~ith Cyriacus, Cyril mentions Leontius of Byzantium three times.
If Leontius is also included among those to whom the theological positions
formulated by Cyriacus are attributed, this will provide us with conCl'ete
material for pursuing our inquiry into Cyril's accuracy, taking as a reference point Leontius' actual theological position.
So first we must check how Leontius' name appears in the text. The
account starts with an introductory chapter, where Cyril describes the general background ofhis meeting with Cyriacus. Because oftroubles with the
Origenists, he is sent by John the Hesychast to Cyriacus to ask hirn to intercede with God "to quell the raging ofNonnus and Leontius and their party
at the New Laura" , who are campaigning "in favor of the doctrines of Origen
(öla TWV 'OplYEVOUC; ö0Yl-lClTWV)".79 A few Iines further on, Cyriacus
predicts the approaching death of Nonnus and Leontius and the expulsion
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of "the rest" (01 AOlTTOl) from the New Laura. 80 At this point, Cyril poses
his question conceming "the views they advocate (Ta TTap'mhwv TTpEaßwoIlEva)", that is, the question of whether their öOYI-laTa of pre-existence and apocatastasis arehallnless ornot. 8l The personal pronoun (mhwv)
refers to Nonnus, Leontius and "the rest". Cyriacus replies that their
Ö0Yl-laTa are certainly dangerous. 82 In order to illustrate this, he formulates the charges as a summary EV aAl yatC; AES,Wl of the Origenist "multifarious impiety (~ TTOAuaXEÖ~C; mhwv aaEßEw)".83 This expression
refers to the öOYI-laTa of which they are speaking and in favor of which
Leontius also is campaigning. Then the quotations and allusions follow.
The chain is concluded by the parallel text with a passage from the VS, as
has been previously shown. 84 In both texts Nonnus is accused of having
taken advantage of Sabas' death to spread the evil of Origenism. Cyriacus
affirms that "the sower of all these tares (slSavla) and cause of all these
evils (KaKwv) was Nonnus."85 In this phrase slsavla and KaKWV refer to
the öOYI-laTa summarized by the five charges. There is a common allusion
to Hab 2:15 in the two texts which is followed in Cyriacus' discourse by
the comment that Nonnus "had Leontius of Byzantium as his assistant
(LlTTOUPY0C;), champion (LlTTEPllaxoc;) and fellow-combatant (auvaywvwT~C;)".86 The analysis clearIy shows that Cyril has attributed the Origenist
theological positions, as formulated in the charges, also to Leontius of
Byzantium.
I shall now examine the five individual charges put by Cyril into
Cyriacus' mouth. For each of them I shall indicate briefly their relation to
three official anti-Origenist documents: Justinian's edict of 543, Justinian's
letter of 553 to the Council Fathers and the anathemata of 553. At the same
time, I shall indicate their connection with Origen, Evagrius and Leontius.
To a certain extent the following survey will be a combination of the results

VC 11 (SCHWARTZ),229,20-22.
VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 229,24-27.
82 VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 229,31-230,1.
83 VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,2-3.
84 VC 13-14 (SCHWARTZ), 230,26-32, parallel with VS 83 (ibid.), 188,15-19 (see above,
80

81

A.-J. FESTUGII3RE, Les moines d'Ol'ient I, 85-87.
A. GUILLAUMONT, "Evagr,e et les anathematismes antiorigenistes de 553", 219-226;
id., Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 143-159. See also above, p.23 with n.9
and p.168 with n.164.
79 VC 11 (SCHWARTZ), 229,12-15 (NB: Price translates: "by means of the doctrines").
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VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,26-27.
VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,29-30.
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of previous studies - mentioned many times already - of F. Diekamp, &7 A.J. Festugiere,&& A. Guillaumont,&9 B. Daley 90 and B. Flusin. 91
1. Cyriacus' first charge reads: "They say that Christ is not one of the
Trinity."92 Such acharge is not found in Justinian's edict of 543, nor in his
letter of 553, but it corresponds to Canon 8 of the anathemata of 553, which
condemns the assumption of a certain split between the divine Myoe; and
Christ as the unfallen vaGe; who is the subject of the Incarnation. 93 This has

nothing to da with Origen,94 but there is areal connection with the writings
of Evagrius where Christ the vaGe; seems to be distinguished from the divine Myae; .95 The Nestorians also are charged with separating Christ from
the Holy Trinity96 and, on this particular point, we can even see Severus
the Monophysite being lumped together with Nestorius. 97 Leontius of
Byzantium, however, repeatedly stresses that Christ is not a being different from the divine Myae;, and that it is the Myae; itself who became

87 Diekamp compared Justinian's letter of 553 to the Council Fathers with the
anathemata of 553; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 90-97. At the end of
his letter, Justinian mentions a non-preserved "appended exposition" (LllTOTETaYIlEvTj EKeEGle;) containing "chapters" (KEcj>w.ata) which the Fathers are ordered to condemn; see
IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad s)'nodwn de Origene, ed. DIEKAMP, O.c., 96,20-97,4. Diekamp concludes
his comparison by confirming that the fifteen anathemata of 553 "die in dem Briefe Justinians
'an die heilige Synode' erwähnten KEcj>aAata sind, die der Kaiser den im Jahre 553 in
Konstantinopel versammelten Bischöfen zur Untersuchung und Bestätigung zugeschickt
hat", ibid., 97. Presumably, the "appended exposition" Justinian refers to was (derived from)
the libelllls he had recently received from Abba Conon, which informed hirn of the Origenist
positions of that period. See above, 269, n.75.
88 Festugiere compared Cyriacus' charges with the anathemata of Justinian's edict of
543 and the anathemata of 553, and he also indicated the connection with Origen hirnself.
See A-J. FESTUGIERE, Les fIloines d'Orient 1,85-87 (as above, 270, n.77).
89 Guillaumont compared the anathemata of 553 with some passages from Evagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica. See A. GUILLAUMONT, "Evagre et les anathematismes antiorigenistes de
553",219-226; id., Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 143-159. See also above,
270, n.78 (with the other ref.). From Guillaumont's study we may conclude that the KEcj>w.ata
of the "appended exposition" mentioned by Justinian (see above, n.87), which underlay the
anathemata of 553, were extracts from Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica.
90 Daley compared the condemned Evagrian passages wirh the theological position
taken by Leontius ofByzantium. See B. DALEY, 'The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium",
355-361.
91 Flusin compared each of Cyriacus' charges with aseries of parallel texts, both earlier
and later than Cyril's ac count. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 76-83. The previous texts
derive from the three official anti-Origenist documents just mentioned, and also from a
libelllls sent to Justinian in December 552, by Theodore of ScythopoIis, in which he abjured
his former Origenism, PG 86/1 232B 1-236BI5. This brief document contains twelve anathemata which for the greater part reflect those of the edict of 543: it represents an "etape
intermediaire" between the anathemata of 543 and those of 553; see A GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontiqlle, 151, n.91.
92 AEYOUOI Il~ ctVat Eva Tfje; TplaoOe; TOV XPWTOV, VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,3-4.
93 Canon 8 condemns the denial that God the Aayoe;, who is consubstantial with God
and On~ ofthe Hol)' ~rillity (Eva Tfje; aYlae; TplaoOe;), is Christ in a proper sense (KUpIWe;).
Accordillg to the notIOn condemned, the divine Aayoe; is called Christ only in an improper
sense (KOTaxpTjOTlKWe;), because of his union with fhe voGe;, who is Christ in the proper

sense and who is the one who became man by abasement (KEvWOaVTa EauTov); in the same
way, the voGe; is improperly called God because of the Aayoe;. SeeACO Ivll, 249,10-14 (=
ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origellistischen Streitigkeiten, 93,23-34). The next anathema, Canon 9,
explicitly condemns the notion that only the voGe; and not the Aayoe; itself, is the subject of
the Incarnation, ibid., 249,15-18 (= ed. DIEKAMP, O.c., 93,35-94,7).
94 "Ceci ( ... ) n'a nul rapport avec Origene," A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient I,
85. For Origen, the pre-existent soul of Christ is the soul with which the divine Aayoe; united
itself, but there is no split. In the Incarnation, this soul unites in itselfboth the qualities ofthe
Son of God and the Son of man (comlllullicatio idiomatullI). See esp. ORJGENES, Princ 11, 6,3,
SC 252, 314-316.
95 See above, 191, n.264. A. Guillaumont observes that for Evagrius "le Christ fait ( ... )
partie des natures raisonnables; il 's'abreuve' a la Trinite mais ne fait pas partie de celle-ci,"
A GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 153. Some texts of the
Kephalaia gnostica indeed seem to express the distinction: "Si autre est l'heritier et autre
I'heritage, ce n'est pas le Verbe qui est celui qui herite, mais le Christ herite le Verbe, lequel
est l'heritage, parce que quiconque herite ainsi s'unit a I'Mritage et que le Verbe Dieu est
libre d'union," EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost. IV,9, PO 2811, 139. "L'onction intelligible est la science
spirituelle de l'unite sainte, et le Christ est celui qui est uni acette science. Et s'i] en est ainsi,
le Christ n' est pas le Verbe au debut, mais ceIui-la [Aayoe;] a cause de celui-ci [Christ] est le
Christ, et celui-ci [Christ] a cause de celui-la [Aayoe;] est Dieu," ibid., IV,I8, 143. See A
GUiLLAUMONT, O.C., 153-154. The final part of this phrase is literally quoted in Canon 8 of
the anathemata of 553; see also id., "Evagre et les anathematismes antiorigenistes de 533",
pp.220, 224.
96 Elsewhere, Cyril charges two Nestorian monks with the doctrine that Christ is not
one of the Trinity, VS 37 (SCHWARTZ), 127,22-24. The charge is derived from IUSTINIANUS,
Confessio fidei, ed. E. ScmvARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften, 92,6-7. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle
et histoire, 76 (01'.13). In this context, lalready pointed to the possibility of associating
(Evagrian-)Origenist ChIistology with a "Nestorian" position according to Grillmeier's indication of a "Gefahr einer nestorianischen ChIistusdeutung", A GRILLMEIER, Jesus der
Christus I, 564. See above, 191"n.264. However, I also rejected Daley's suggestion that
before the Council of 553, Origenists and Nestorians were "lumped together" by antiOrigenists like Cyril. See above, 192-198.
97 IUSTINIANUS, Contra mOllophysitas 192, ed. E. ScmvARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften,
41,7-12. The charge against Severus is explicit: Kara T~V NWTOPIOU ßAaacj>TjlllaV Il~
ollOAOYEtV TOV XPIOTOV eEOV dvat Kai Eva Tfje; aYlae; TplaoOe;, ibid., 41,10-11.
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flesh. 98 Daley observes that this is perhaps Leontius' "most radical divergence from Evagrian Christology".99 Thus Cyriacus' first charge appears
to be a stereotype charge which cannot be brought against Leontius.
2. The second charge reads: "They say that our resurrection bodies
pass to total destmction, and Christ's first of all."l00 This charge is not
found in the anathemata of Justinian's edict of 543, but the long text of the
edict says that according to Origen rational beings will be restored to their
former state and "their bodies will be totally cast off'.101 The conception of
a "total destmction", which applies also to the body ofChrist, is formulated
in Justinian' s letter of 553 102 and corresponds to Canons 10-11 of the anathemata of 553. 103 This conception, however, cannot be attributed to Ori-

Daley adduces many passages demonstrating that Leontius identifies the Incarnate
Christ with the Logos itself: the Logos and Christ are not aAAO~ Kai aAAOe;, but EI~; see
LEONTluS BYZANTlNUS, DTN, PG 86/1, 1392AI5-B2; Epil, PG 86/2, 1944D5-6. That the Logos
itself is the subject of the Incarnation can be found in: CNE, 1281AI-2, 1284c8-1O; CA,
1324D3-1325A4, 1332A12, 1352D8-lO, 1353AI2-14 (cf. B. DALEY, "The Origenism of
Leontius of Byzantium", 359-360). Leontius' statements, expressed in these passages, imply that for hirn Christ is One of the Trinity. On the other hand, Leontius remains careful in
his terminology: he does not attribute the human qualities of the Incarnate Logos to "One of
the Trinity", but rather to "Christ" or to "the Lord", and he also avoids the theopaschite
formula (Unus de Trinitate passus est), which had become popular among his NeoChalcedonian contemporaries, ibid., 360.
99 Ibid., 359.
100 Aiyoum Ta ES avaoTCxm,We; oWllaTa ~Ilwv d~ lTaVTEAfj alTWAElaV EA9ETv Kai
XPlOTOO lTPWTOU, VC 12 (SCH\VARTZ), 230,4-5.
101 lTaVTEAW~ alToTl9EIlEva Ta oWllaTa, IUSTINIANUS, Edictlll/l contra Origenem, ACO
1Il, 190,19-20. The doctrine is attributed to Origen hirnself, see ibid., 190,15.
102 (AEyoum ... ) Kat OTl lTaVTEAri~ EOTl TWV oWIl<XTWV aVatpWle;, mhoO TOO
KuptoU lTPWTOU alToTl9EIlEVOU TC) '(OlOV oWlla, Kai TWV AOllTWV UlT<lVTWV, IUSTlNIANUS,
Ep. ad synodulIl de Origene, ed. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 94,13-17
(right coL).
103 The opinion attributed to the Origenists, concerning the future fate of the human
body, is more extensively expressed in Canons 10-11 of the ananathemafa of 553. In Canon 10 three positions are rejected: that the resurrection body of the Lord and of all others
will be ethereal and spherical, that the Lord will be the first to depose his body (OTl mhoO
TOO KUptou lTPWTOV alToTl9EIlEVOu TO '(Ihov mhoO oWlla) , and that the nature of the
bodies of all others will pass to non-existence, ACO IV/1, 249,19-22 [= ed. DIEKAMP, 94,818 (Jeft coL)]. Canon 11 condemns the notions that the Last Judgment means the total
destruction of bodies (aVatpWle; lTaVTEA~~ TWV OWIl<XTWV) and that in the future world
there will be no material but only the naked voOe;, ibid., 249,23-25 [= ed. DIEKAMP , 94,1925 (Jeft coL)].
98
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gen. 104 Evagrius indeed affirms that in the final Unity the bodies of rational
beings will be dissolved,105 and there will be only "naked VOEC; ".106 But
Leontius nowhere enunciates the theory of an annihilation of the body after
the resurrection. On the contrary, he explicitly confirms that all men, just
and unjust, will then share in the immortality and inconuptibility of the
flesh of the Lord, without suffering fram hunger, thirst and sleep,I07 and
that the human body will be restored. l08
3. The third charge reads: "They say that the holy Trinity did not create
(EorUllouPYll0E) the world and that at the restoration all rational beings,
even demons, will be able to create (ol1lllOuPYEtv) aeons."109 Festugiere
treats the two clauses of this sentence as two singular prapositions, llO and

IQ.I "Ceci ( ... ) ne peut etre tire directement du Peri Archon, du moins dans l'etat
fragmentaire ou nous le poss6dons. Certains passages, il est vrai, 'donneraient aentendre que
ces supports provisoires (Jes corps ressuscites) des ames retombent dans le neant' ," A-J.
FESTUGIERE, Les 1Il0ines d'Orient I, 86 (nr.2), with a quotation from A D' ALES, "Origenisme",
DAFC 3 (1916), 1246 (nr.15). For Origen, who speculates about "ethereal" bodies ofrational
beings in the pre-existence and after the resurrection, "I' incorporeite absolue est le privilege de
la Trinite seule", H. CROUZEL, Origene, Paris 1985, 269. See also id., Origene et Plotin.
Comparaisofls doctrillales, Paris 1992, 138-140,232-235; H. CROUZEUM. SIMONETfI, Origelle:
Traite des Prillcipes II, SC 253, Paris 1978, 102 (nr.32), 126-129, 139-141 (nr.7).
105 "En effet, tous ceux qui ont ete joints a des corps en seront liberes necessairement,"
EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost. /,58, PO 28/1,45. "Accompagnent la science qui concerne les 10gikoi la destruction des mondes, la dissolution des corps et I'abolition des noms ... ," 1/,17,
ibid., 67. " .. .la trompettederniere fera connaitre la destruction des corps," III,66, ibid., 125. See
also A GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 11 6 with nn.156-157.
106 For Evagtius the final Unity "est un paix indicible et il n'y a que des Iwes nus",
EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost. 1,65, PO 28/1, 47. See also A GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d'Evagre le Pontique, p.156 with n.l05, p.157. Compare with Canon 11, above, 274, n.103.
107 In the CA, Leontius states that the imitation of Christ requires that we shall not
disdain our similarity with Hirn in suffering (OIlOlolT<x9Ela). However, the same go es for
"the qualities that both the just and the unjust will have in common after the resurrection, I
mean immortality (a8avaota) and incorruptibility (a<j>9apo(a), and, in view of this, the
absence of hunger, thirst and the need of sleep, as this is attributed as a great quality to the
flesh ofChrist", LEONTIus, CA, PG 86/1, 1337AI4-B3; see also ibid., 1344A4-8. See B. DALEY,
"The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 357-358.
108 The union of the resurrection will perfectly restore the parts of our bodies ')ust as
nature knH them together when it formed them in the womb", LEoNTlus, Epil, PO 86/2,
1944D6-7. See B. DALEY, "The Origenism", 357-358 (d).
109 ;>.tyoum v OTl ~ ayta TPla~ OUK EIiTJIlLOUPYTJOE TOV K6ollOV Kai OTl EV TiJ alToKaTamaOEl OUV~OOVTat lTaVTa Ta AOYlKa IlEXPl Kai oatll6vwv IiTJIllOUPYE1V a!wva~,
VC 12 (SCH\VARTZ), 230, 5-7.
110 A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les 1Il0ines d'Orient 1,86-87 (nrs.3-4). See also above, 263, n.45.
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Guillaumont, when referring only to the second part, isolates it from its context and makes it a separate proposition, 111 However, the grammatical structure urges us to conceive the whole statement as a single proposition,112 Also
the content points to a unity: the proposition rejects the opinion that the power
of creation is not an attribute of the Holy Trinity, but of (Christ the vaGe; and)
all rational beings, onee they are restored to their original state,l13
In this form, the proposition has no parallel in Justinian's edict of 543, 114
nor in his letter of 553,115 But there is again a c1ear agreement with the
anathemata of 553, Here a small digression is needed, Canon 6 (at the end)
condemns the opinion that "it was not the all-holy and consubstantial Trinity who created (tollJ1LOUPYllGE) the world", but that the existence of the
world was caused, instead, by "the vaGe; who, as they say, pre-existed the
world as a craftsman (OllJ1LOUPYIKOe;)",116 When we combine this charge

A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 151 (see below).
All propositions of Cyriacus' charges are introduced by AEYOUUI(V on) and the
only exception would appeal' when we cut the third statement into two separate propositions. Within that context it is preferable to approach this statement with the grammatical
structure AEYOUUI von ... Kat OTI.,. as a unity.
113 The first part of the statement concerns the denial that the Trinity created (EOT1I11oUPYl1UE) the world, which can only be understood against the background of the isolation
of Christ as the unfallen vOLk; who created the world, from the Trinity, according to the first
charge. Subsequently, the second part anticipates the last charge, where the opinion that in
the apocatastasis all rational beings will be equal to Christ ('(UOI TOU XpIUTOU) is rejected.
This implies that all of them, including the demons, will then share in the power of Christ to
create (ol1l-.llouPYCLv) worlds.
114 Festugiere connects the second part ofthe statement (as a separate proposition) with
anathema 9 of Justinian's edict; see A-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient I, 86-87 (nr.4).
However, the agreement with this anathema does not go further than a rejection of the
restoration of the demüns and the impious people in the apocatastasis. See IUSTINIANUS,
Edicllll1l contra Origellem, ACO III, 214,4-6.
115 The "Origenist" cosmogony is briefly described in Justinian's letter, but the Emperor
does not refer to an explicit denial that the Holy Trinity created the worlcl, nor (0 an attribution
of the creation to Christ as being aseparate voue;. See IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodu/ll de Origene
(DIEKAMP), 90,22-92,23 (r. co!.). The Emperor mentions the concept of a restoration of the
demons and the impious people in the apocatastasis (as he did in allathema 9 of the edict), and
he specifies that according to the Origenists "there will be no difference between Christ and the
other rational beings, in substance, in knowledge, in power, or in operation (OUTE TU OUUlc;t
OUTE TU YVWUEI OUTE TU OUVOt-tEI OUTE TU EVEpyEic;t)", ibid., 94,33-95,1; but he does not
explicitly refer to an attribution of creative power to all rational beings,
116 on OUX ~ 1TavaYla Kat 0J100UUIOe; Tplae; EOl1J1IOUPYl1UE TOV K0UJ10V Kat Ola
TOUTO Eun YEVl1TOe;, aAA' 0 VOue;, ov cj>aat, 011J110UPYIKOe; 1TPOÜ1T6.pxwv TOU K0UJ10U
KaI TO E1Val aUT0' T0' KOUJ14' 1TapEXWV YEVl1TOV aVEOEI~EV, ACO IVII , 248,31-33 [= ed.
DIEKAMP, 92,32-37 (left co!.)].
111
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with Canon 13, we come very c10se to what Cyriacus says in the second
half of his third charge, Canon 13 condemns the doctrine that (in the
apocatastasis) "Christ will be no different in relation to any other rational
being, neither in substance, nor in knowledge, nor in power and operation
with respect to everything (auoE Tij t<\>' anavTa OUVOJ1EI ~ tVEpydC;X)",117
In the Greek expression quoted, the power of Christ as a OllJ1LOupyoe; (separate from the Trinity as specified in Canon 6) is implied, though it is not
explicitly formulated, So the condemned doctrine inc1udes the concept that
there will be no difference between the ollJ1LOupyoe; of the world and any
(EV) of the other rational beings, the Devil among them (wh ich had been
formulated already in Canon 12 118 ), Guillaumont, however, considers the
second part of Cyriacus' third charge "une proposition (",) a laquelle rien
ne correspond dans les quinze anathematismes" ,119 The statement is too
categorical and founded upon the separation of that "proposition" from
the first part of Cyriacus' charge, Because of this single deviation, Guillaumont rejects the possibility that Cyril derived the series of charges from
the fifteen anathemata of 553,120 However, the deviation is much smaller
than Guillaumont suggests, and Cyril could well have been influenced by
frequent oral discussions when he simplified and radicalized in a few
words (tv dA( yate; AESEGI) what everyone could read in the afficial
anathemata,
The notion that it was not God as the Holy Trinity who created the
world, but Christ as a separate vaGe; (which is tacitly inc1uded in Cyriacus'

117 ouoE JllaV 1TavTEAwe; E~El 0 XpIUTOe; 1TpOe; ouoE EV TWV AOYIKWV olacj>opuv,
OUOE TU OUUl<;! OUOE TU YVWUEl OUOE TU Ecp' a1Tavra OUVUJ1EI ~ EVEpydc;t, ACO lvII,
249,30-31 [= ed. DIEKAMP, 95,3-8 (Jeft co!.»). This phrase depends on a passage ofJustinian's
letter of 553, ed. DIEKAMP, 94,30-95,1 (r. co!.), quoted above, 276, n.115. But at the end, the
expression OUTE TU OUVOt-tEI OUTE TU EVEpydc;t of Justinian's letter has been changed into
OUOE TU itj/ alTaVraOUVOt-tEI ~ EVEPydc;t.
118 Canon 12 condemns the notion that all rational beings, including the Devil and the
evil spirits (Kat 0 OIUßOAOe; Kat Ta 1TVEUJ1anKa Tfje; 1TOVl1Plae;) will be uni ted to the
divine Myoe;,just like the voue; who is called Christ by the Origenists, ACO lvII, 249,26-29
[= ed. DIEKAMP, 94,26-95,2 (left co!.)].
119 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 151.
120 Guillaumont is followed by B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 81. For this reason Flusin
formulates his hypothesis concerning Cyril's alternative source, ibM., 83, but, as has been
said, the writing he mentions could, theoretically, depend on the anathemata of 553. See
above, 269, n.76.
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third charge), can by no means be attributed to Origen. 121 Nor did Origen
say that in the apocatastasis all rational beings including demons can "create aeons". 122 He shows hirns elf inclined to exclude a final salvation of the
Devil. 123 Evagrius for his part not only distinguishes Christ the voGe; from
the divine l\6yoe;, 124 but also attributes the creation of the "second beings"
- that is, the material world - to Christ,125 whom he calls: Ol1flLOupyoe;
TOUe; l\6youe; TWV ULWVWV. 126 This expression corresponds to that of 011-

121 In brief, Origen distinguishes two creations: that of the intelligible world, with the
rational beings in their pre-existence; and after the primordial fall, that of the sensible world,
"comme un moyen de redemption pour les creatures tombees: il est 1a fois la consequence de
leur chute, mais par I' action creatrice de Dieu, et l' instmment de leur reU:vement," H. CROUZEU
M. SIMONETII, Origr!lle: Traite des Principes 11, SC 253, p.132 (nr.7). Origen associates the
"first creation" with the biblical account of the creation of man in Gen 1:27,2:7, and the
"second creation" with the account ab out the "garments of skin" in Gen 3:21. See H. CROUZEL,
Origene, Paris 1985, 132,283-284; id., Origene et Platin: eomparaisons doetrinales, 140141,233-235. In all three biblical texts, the creation is attributed to God, and Origen nowhere
changes this into Christ as a separate voO~. See also above, 273, n.94.
122 Festugiere translates Cyril's expression örUlIouPYEtV aiwva~ as "gouvemer lemonde
etemel" and observes that the charge, thus interpreted, "decoule de la notion meme de
I' apocatastase" and that this is a "doctrine, authentiquement origeniste", which is condemned
by anathema 9 of Justinian's edict of 543. See A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Les moines d'Orient 1,8687 (nr.4). However, Cyriacus' charge does not me an reigning aVe/' the eternal world, but
sharing in the ereative power of Christ (as a separate voO~). This doctrine is found neither
in Origen's works nor in the edict of 543.
123 A passage of Origen's DEpl apxwv could pass for an affirmation of the salvation of
the DeviI: ORIGENES, Prille. 111, 6,5, SC 268, p.244, lines 134-141. However, Origen hirnself,
when seeing this opinion attributed to hirn, fiercely protests in the letter to his friends of Alexandria, which is pmtially preserved in RUFINUS, De adult. librorum Origenis 7, CCL 20, 11-12,
and in HIERONYMUS, Apol. adv. libri Rufini, SC 303, p.152, lines 64-70. See on this question H.
CROUZEU M. SIMONETTI, Origene: TraiM des Principes IV, SC 269, 138-140 (nr.26); H. CROUZEL,
Origene, Paris 1985,337-341. Certain texts rnight reveal that Origen is "plus enclin accepter
I' eternite des pein es pour les demons que pour les hommes", id., "L'Hades et la Gehenne selon
Origene", Greg 59 (1978), 328. On the other hand, Origen shows a certain hesitation, within
the antithetical structure of the DEpl apxwv, regarding the question how to reconcile an "eternal" punishment in Gehenna with the goodness of God, ibid. 329, 331.
124 See above, 273 with n.95.
125 "La science qui concerne la nature seconde est la contemplation spirituelle dont
s'est servi le Christ en creant la nature des corps et les mondes apartire d'elle," EVAGRIUS,
Keph gnost. J1I,26, PO 2811, 107.
126 EVAGRIUS, Pseudo-supplementum ad Keph. gnost. I, Greek in Skemmata, ed. J.
M~YLDERMANS, Evagriana, Paris 1931,38 (cf. A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostiea'
d' Evagre le Pontique, 155, n.101). Guillaumont observes: "Le createur des etres seconds, le
'demiurge' ( ... ), est donc le Christ, et non pas Dieu lui-meme, qui est seulement le createur
des etres premiers ou intellects," ibid., 155 (with ref. to Keph. gnost. J1I, 24).
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flLOUPYEtV ULWVUe;, which is utilized in Cyriacus' third charge with reference to all rational beings. The notion rejected there that all rational beings
will receive the capacity to create worlds, is derived from Evagrius. 127 Likewise, the idea of a final restoration of the demons is affirmed in his Kephalaia
gnostica, "bien que d'une fa<;:on assez voilee" .12& As against Evagrius, Leontius attributes the creation of the world to the divine l\6yoe; .129 Although he
does not explicitly discuss the etemity of Hell, he certainly cannot be charged
with propagandizing the doctrine of apocatastasis 130 and a final salvation of
the Devi1. 131 We cannot find anything in Leontius' writings which would justify Cyriacus' third charge being brought against hirn.
4. The fourth charge reads: "They say that our bodies will be raised
ethereal and spherical at the resurrection, and they assert that even the body
oftheLord was raised in this form." 132 This is the only one among Cyriacus'

127 "Lorsque le nous recevra la science essentielle, alors iI sera appele aussi Dieu, parce
qu'il pourra fonder aussi des mondes varies," EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost. v,SI, PO 28/1,211.
This goes for all of the rational beings: in the final Unity "tous seront dieux", ibid., IV,51, PO
28/1, 159. For the accordance between Evagrius' first statement (v ,81) and Cyriacus' charge,
see A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 155-156; B. RUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 81. The Evagrian notion that all rational beings will be able to "create
worlds" is not explicitly formulated in the anathemata of 553, but, as has been said, this
does not exclude Cyril's dependence on that document.
128 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre,le Pontique, 116 (with ref. to
Keph. gnost. vI,15, vI,27). Evagrius is inspired by Paul's eschatologie al vision in I Cor 2428. See ibid., 117.
129 The A6yo~, being immutable (hpETTTO~), infinite (ClTTEplypaTTToc:;) and free from
suffering (clTTae~~), did not lose these divine qualities "when he created the world (KDOJ.lOV
KTlswv) and brought it to its present form in which it had not existed before", LEONTIUS,
CNE, PG 86/1, I 284BI4-c2. Comp. with B. DALEY, ''The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium",
355-356 (a).
130 Leontius affirms that the sufferings of the damned "contribute, in a certain sense, to
the endurance and staying power of those being punished (auVTEAEt Tl TTPO~ T~V ÖtaPKfj
ETTlflOV~V TWV KOAaSOflivwv)", LEONTIUS, CA 1337c10-11. Here Daley notices: "The implication, at least, is that he regards the punishment of the damned as eternaI," B. DALEY,
''The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 357 (d).
131 Leontius speaks of the "Judgment of God" (KPlal~ TOD eEDO) not only as a "remedy (~apflaKov) of sinners", but also as a "worthy end of the Devil (ToD ÖtaßDAOU aslOV
TiAO~)", which will consist of "Gehenna and darkness and the gnashing of teeth", LEONTIUS,
DTN 1368c15-DIO (cf. Mt 22:13).
132 AiyoualV OTI a!eipla KaI a~alpOElöfj EydpOVTal ~flwv Ta aWflam EV Tij
avamaaEl, KaI yap KaI TO TOU KUPIOU olhw ~aalv EY'lyipeal aWfla, VC 12 (SCHWARTZ),
230,7-9.
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charges that has a parallel in the anathemata in the edict of 543. Canon 5
condemns the concept of "spherical" reSutTection bodies, without mentioning the qualification "ethereal".133 The charge is not found in Justinian's letter of 553, but it appears again in Canoll 10 of 553, with both qualifications
"ethereal" and "spherical".'34 The concept of a spherical resurrection body
has nothing to do with Origen,135 but he speculates about ethereal bodies of
Christ and other human beings after the resurrection. 136 Nor does Evagrius
hold the doctrine of a spherical resurrection body.137 As has been said, for
Evagrius the bodies of rational beings will finally be dissolved, 138 but all men
will first arise like angels or demons, which implies that before the final
annihilation their bodies will consist of "lighter" or "heavier" elements according to their spiritual state. 139 In Leontius' writings, we cannot find the
slightest suggestion of ethereal 01' spherical bodies at the resurrection. l40
5. The fifth charge reads: "They say that we shall be equal to Christ ('(om
ToD XplOToD) at the restoration."141 The Greek expression literally refers
to the Isochrists. This charge is not found in the edict of 543. Both Justinian's
letter of 553 and Canon 13 of 553 condemn the notion that "there will be no
difference (olmpapa) at all between Christ and other rational beings", 142

133 IUSTINIANUS, Edictulll contra Origenem, ACO lll, 213,25-26. Canon 5 does not mention the body of Christ, but a passage of the edict does refer to the Lord's body, ibid.,
204,10-27. Also in this passage, there is only a question of "spherical" (mpolpoElOfj) resurrection bodies, and not "ethereal" (018EpW).
134 ACO IV/1, 249.19-20 [= ed. DIEKAMP, 94,8-13 (left co!.)].
135 A-J. FESTUGlERE, Les moines d'Orient I, 87 (nr.5). Festugiere also dedicated an
article to the subject, id., "De la doctrine 'origeniste' du corps glorieux spherolde", RSPhTh
43 (1959),81-86.
136 H. Crouzel adduces so me texts to illustrate that for Origen the "ether" means both
"un Heu du dei" and "la nature des corps qui vivent dans ce Heu", H. CROUZEL, "La doctrine
origenienne du corps ressusdte", BLE 81 (1980), 192. Crouzel goes on: "Dans tous ces
textes Origene parait accepter sans difficulte, meme si quelquefois la phrase est un peu
interrogative, la doctrine de I' ether, soit comme Heu, soit comme quaHte dont jouissent les
corps les plus purs, celui de Jesus glorifie au dei, ceux des hommes ressusdtes," ibid., 193.
137 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 358, n.2.
138 See above, 275, n.1 05.
139 See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 114-116.
140 B. DALEY, ''The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 358, (d). See also above,
275, n.108.
141 MYOUOlV ÖTl YlVOf1EeO 'COOl ToG XplOToG l.v TU arrOKOmOT<XOEl, VC 12
(SCHWARTZ), 230, 9-10.
142 IUSTINIANUS, EI'. ad sYllodl/l1l de Origene (DIEKAMP), 94,30-33 (r. co!.); Canones xv,
Can.13, ACO IV/1, 249,30-31 [= ed. DIEKAMP, 95,3-6 (left co!.)].
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but the expression '(aol ToD XplOToD is not used in these documents. For
Origen, the eschatological union of rational beings with God by contemplation and love is no pantheist absorption into the divine essence: all rational
beings will preserve their individuality.143 And Christ, as the divine i\6yos
coetemal with God, will be distinguished from created spirits. 144 In Evagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica the idea of a final equality of an rational beings with
Christ is present, even though he does not use the expression '(aal ToD
XplOTOD.145 For Evagrius, the eschatological unity is a restoration of the
original henad of an rational beings, inc1uding the voDs Christ who "will
again be indistinguishable from the rest" .146 Leontius, on the contrary, "seems
to be repudiating" this conception which "characterized the Evagrian understanding both of the origin and the goal of creation". 147 B. Daley draws
this conc1usion from a long passage l48 where Leontius attacks the Nestorian concept of "union in dignity" (EVWO"lS KaT' astav) with God as
"not enough to account for the uniqueness of Christ".149 The union in
dignity is the union by grace which is shared by an men. This is "completely different from the unique natural union with God proper to Christ
as only-begotten Son" .150 For Leontius, Christ is distinguished from "all

143 In the final state, "Dieu sera l'unique objet de contemplation et d'amour. Mais
l'accent mis sur la personnalite et la liberte exclut tout sens pantheistique: la creature n'est
pas absorbee dans l' essence divine," H. CROUZErJ M. SIMONETTI, Origlme: Traite des Principes
IV, SC 269, 132 (nr.15). See also G. BARDY, "Origene", DTC 11/2 (1932), 1552; H. CROUZEL,
"Differences entre les ressuscites selon Origene", in: Jenseits-vorstellung in Antike und
Christentum, JAC 9 (1982),107-116.
144 A-J. FESTUGlERE, Les moilles d'Orient I, 87 (nr.6).
145 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 155. Each voGe;
that receives the essential knowledge "sera appele aussi Dieu", EVAGRIUS, Keplz. gllost. v,81,
PO 28/1,211. In the final Unity "tous seront dieux", ibid., IV,51, p.159. See also above, 279,
n.127. Evagrius' vision of the eschatological parity of all VOEe; with Christ is based on the
Pauline idea of "co-inheritance". See M. O'LAUGHLlN, "Closing the Gap Between Antony
and Evagrius", in Origenialla septima, 349-350.
146 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 343. Because of the final
annihilation of the body, all mutual differences betweell the rational beings will be abolished: "11 ne saurait donc y avoir place pour une preeminence quelconque du Christ," A.
GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 156.
147 B. DALEY, ''The Origenism ofLeontius of Byzantium", 358 (e).
148 LEONTlUS, CNE, PG 86/1, 130Oc4-130Ic2.
149 B. DALEY, "The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium", 342-343. Daley quotes the
second part of the whole passage (up from 130IA5) and affirms: "As weil as being antiNestoriall, the passage has in fact an unmistakably anti-Origenist flavor," ibid., 343.
150 Ibid., 358 (e).
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rational and blessed creation"151 by his "union in essence" (EVWOU; KaT'
oUOtav)152 with God.
We may summarize the results of our examination in the following
table: 153

Origen

Evagrius

Leontius

+ (8)

-

+

-

+

+ (10-11)

-

+

-

--

-

+ (6)

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

+ (9)

+

+ (12)

- (?)

+

-

- ethereal

-

-

+ (10)

+

+

-

- spherical

+ (5)

-

+ (10)

-

-

-

-

+

+ (13)

-

+

-

Cyriacus' charges

9 anath.

ep. Just.

15 anath.

543

553

553

-

-

- (+)

1. Christ separated
from the Trinity
2. final annihilation
of the resurrection bodies
3. - the Trinity
did not create the world
- all rational beings
will be able to create worlds
- salvation of the Devil
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Our table shows that Cyriacus' charges correspond to a high degree
with the anathemata of 553 and with Evagrius' speculations. There is much
less agreement with the nine anathemata (and the rest of the edict) of 543
and with J ustinian' s letter of 553. 154 There is almost no agreement with the
thought of Origen himself, but this is not surprising and is to be expected
from the results of previous studies. We may notice only that Cyril explicitly attributes Cyriacus' propositions to Origen. 155 But the really interesting fact emerging from our analysis is the total lack of agreement between
these propositions and the writings of Leontius. In our previous chapter, we
already saw that a doctrinal "Origenism" cannot be deduced from Leontius'
writings, even though he shows himself an "Evagrian Origenist" in the spiritual sense. Now we may conc1ude that the account of the VC is seriously
inaccurate in this regard: a doctrinal summary ofEvagrian Origenism, which
is c10sely related to the official condemnation of 553, is attributed to one of
the most prominent Origenists, notwithstanding the fact that it does not at
all correspond to his real theological thought. Thus it becomes dear that
Cyril derived from the anathamata (or from an allied document) a set of
stereotyped charges to use as a passe-partout for the wh oie movement of
sixth-century Origenism. We may establish with certainty that, to a considerable extent, that movement does not coincide with the picture provided
by either Cyril's writings or by other hostile sources.

4. resurrection bodies:

5. we shall be
'(aOl TOU XPWTOU

TTaaT]<; Tfj<; AOY1Kfj<; KalllaKap(a<; KT(aEW<;, LEONTIUS, CNE, PG 8611, 1301A6.
Ibid., 1301n13.
\53 The table shows agreement [+] and absence of agreement [-]. For the anathemata of
the edict of 543 and the fifteen anathemata of 553, the numbers ofthe Canons are indicated.
Cyriacus' second charge does not correspond to any of the Canons of 543, but as has been
\5\

\52

said, there is a certain agreement in the text of the edict: this is indicated by the addition of
(+). Origen tends to ne gate a final salvation of the Devil, yet he shows a certain hesitation:
this is indicated by the addition of (?).
\54 As has been said, Iustinian joined a non-preserved series of KE~aAata to his letter
which must have underlain the anathemata of 553. See above, 272, n.87. The lack of accord, as revealed in our table, only shows that Justinian did not repeat all points in his letter.
\55 Immediately after the propositions, Cyril affirms that these doctrines are derived
from Pythagoras, Plato, Origen, Evagrius and Didymus, VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,11-14 (see
above, 266 at n.60). There is a certain connection with Iustinian's letter of 553; see above,
266, n.61. In the anathemata of 553, however, not a single name is mentioned: they appear
to be aimed rather at the sixth-centllry Origenists (the Isochrists) than at Origen himself. The
"Origenism" represented both by Cyril and by these anathemata does not accurately represent the thollght of Origen. See esp. A-J. FESTUGlERE, Les lIloines d'Orient I, 85-87 (as
above, p.270, n.77 and p.272, n.88). As has been said, GlIillaumont revealed that it is much
more indebted to Evagrius; see A GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kepha/aia gnostica' d' Evagre /e POlltique,
143-159. See also above, 270 with n.78 (and with the other ref.).
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Stereotyped representations and historical truth
As Cyriacus' charges and the anathemata of 553 indeed correspol1d to
certain texts of Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica,156 we cannot deny that they
have something to do with "Origenism" in general. On the other hand, we
established that they do not at all embrace the totality of the mysterious
movement known as "sixth-century Origenism". Leontius' writings even
contradict the theological positions that are attributed to the Origenists. In
the second chapter of this study, we traced the existence of a complicated
underlying conflict, with various doctrinal, political, spiritual and intellectual aspects, which appears only defectively from our sources. Apparently,
the concrete charges that are explicitly formulated do not reflect much more
than some "burning issues", by which a much more embracing movement
was grasped within stereotyped representations, seeking to achieve first its
official condemnation and then claim the victory in its defeat.
Against this background it is interesting to have one more look at the
aCCOUl1t of the VC. Cyril molded his memories of actual visits with Abba
Cyriacus on a standard story of a young monk coming to an old Abba and
asking for a word. Thus he staged an edifying dialogue with Cyriacus for
readers of the late 550's, to demolish once and for all the arguments that
had long been used by the Origenists, who even dared to refer to Gregory
the Theologian's authority. Before the official condemnations of 543 and
553, such arguments, revealing as they did the complexity of the matter,
easily led to confusion. After 553, however, much of that confusion vanished and the vexed question seemed to be resolved.
To illustrate this we may compare Cyril's dialogue with a similar one,
attested by the correspondence of Barsanuphius and John of Gaza. 157 The
text can probably be dated to the period just before 543, that is, just before
the first condemnation by Justil1ian's edict. 158 In their correspondence, we

156 The 15 anathemata, and especially Cyriacus' concise propositions, reflect some
"hard points" that are isolated from the total context of Evagrius' enigmatic speculative
world. As such, they can easily lead to misinterpretations of what Evagrius really meant. See
also above, p.27, n.25 and p.169, n.171 (at the end).
157 BARSANUPHIUS et IOHANNES GAZAEI, Epistularilllll 600-607, (SCHOINAS), 283-292. A
new text edition by P. DE ANGELIS-NoAH/ F. NEYT (with a French translation by L. Regnault) in
several volumes is partially available (at this moment) in SC. See above, 223, nnA04-405.
158 P. DE ANGELIS-NoAW F. NEYT, Barsanllphe et Jean de Gaza: Correspondance I/l
(Ep. 1-71), SC 426, Paris 1997, Introd., 33.
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read how a brother questions Barsanuphius and John about the Origenist
doctrines of pre-existence and apocatastasis, saying: "My soul is in difficulty, because of doubts as to whether these doctrines are true or not."159
Here we feel the inward cOl1flict of a young monk: desperately searching for
the truth more thal1 we do in Cyril's account. The monk's confusion is caused
particularly by the fact that certain Fathers accept the Origenist doctrines
and are yet known as "good mOl1ks" who "give heed to themselves".I60 The
whole dialogue is much longer than the one reported by Cyril; there is an
alternation of elaborate questions and responses, and there are more refinements. 161
This text not only reflects the general climate of Gaza, which was less
intolerant than Cyril' s milieu,162 but, as far as Barsanuphius' and J ohn' s

BARSANUPHIUS et IOHANNES GAZAEI, Epistularill1ll600 (SCHOINAS), 283A21-23.
"And how is it possible that some of the present Fathers accept these doctrines and
yet we find that they are good monks and that they give heed to themselves (ihl Kai\oi
~ovaxoi Elat Kai npoa€xovn:C; Eaurolc;)?", BARSANUPHIUS et IOHANNEs GAZAE1, Ep. 603
(SCHOINAS), 285A8-11. The expression "to give heed to oneself' (npoa€XEI v Eaur0) and its
derivation "heed", or "attention" (npoaox~), belong to the basic technical vocabulary ofthe
monastic tradition. The notion refers to the attitude of vigilance with regard to the inner self
and is closely connected with the old Greek maxim: "know yourself' (yviii8 I awur6v). See
esp. P. M1QUEL, Lexiqlle du desert, so 44, Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1986, 251-258; M. SHERIDAN,
"11 monde spirituale e intellettuale dei prima monachesimo egiziano", 194-195. Comp. with
above, p.149 with n.84 and p.238 at nA82. Origenists who "keep watch on themselves" are,
anyhow, exemplary monks who lead a spirituallife according their vocation, which explains
the young monk's embarrassment. The expression npoa€XEl v Eaur0 (or a derivation) appears
not only frequently in the VA (see Bartelink's index in SC 400, pA18) but also in Cyril's Lives.
See VE 21 (SCHWARTZ), 34,20; VE 25 (ibid.), 39,11-12; VE 29 (ibid.), 46,10; VE 30 (ibid.),
48,21; VE 39 (ibid.) , 58,27-28; VE 50 (ibid.), 23-24. For the expression yviii81 awur6v
(which is not found in Cyril's works), see also below, 366, n.533.
161 As we saw, Abba John, when asked whether one should read Evagrius' writings or
not, replies with the moderate advice to reject the doctrines exposed in these works, but to
read "what contributes to the benefit of the soul", BARSANUPH1US et IOHANNEs GAZAE1, Ep. 602
(SCHOINAS), 284B37-39 (see above, 223, nA05).
162 Cyril writes that duting the first crisis in the New Laura in 514, Nonnus and his
companions were exiled to the ndHac; - which, as I indicated, must refer to the coastal plain in
the region of Gaza - and that they found more opportunities there to spread their thought, VS
36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,3-4 (see above, 72, n.78). We also know that Dorotheus of Gaza, a prominent disciple of Barsanuphius and John, continued to utilize Evagrius' writings, including the
Kephalaia gnostica, perhaps even after the Council of 553. See DOROTHEUS GAZAEUS,
fnstrllctiones (= Doctrinae diversae) VIII, 89,2-5, SC 92, 306; fnstl: XII, 126,1-5, ibid., 384;
fnstr. XII, 131,16-17, ibid., 392; fllstr. XIV, 153,16-21, ibid., 430; fIlstI: XVI, 166,20-21; Instr.
XVII, 176,42-45, ibid., 480. Inauthentic texts are attributed to Evagrius in Instr. 11,29,14-15,
159
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anti-Origenism is concemed, it also illustrates the difference of period.
Before the publishing of Justinian's ediet, an extended dialogue with many
refinements was needed to deal with the delieate question of Origenism.
But Cyril, backed by the condemnations of 553, can limit hirns elf to a single
question followed by a clear reply "in a few words".163 For demonstrating
the enor of Origenism, it is enough to recite abrief series of well-defined
theologieal charges derived from the offieial anathemata (if not from a
closely allied document). There is no need for a young monk to rack his
brains over the Origenists' claim that even Saint Gregory pleads for open
research on questions that are harmless. But does not the same Gregory in
the same text preach that a good monk should dedieate hirns elf to ascetic
practiee? In Cyril's paradigmatie story, the refutation of the Origenists has
become easy. There is no reason at all to raise the question of whether these
hereties are good 01' bad monks. A list of stereotype accusations proves
their "multifarious impiety". As hereties who foBow pagan philosophers,
they are morally bad. They inflate themselves with idle disputes, instead of
following the humble path of Christ and practicing the monastie virtues.
And a simple chain of quotations and allusions is enough to confirm the
cliehCd picture of heretics.
Our analysis has revealed the stereotyped nature of Cyril's account.
This is seen also from the final paragraph. 164 There Cyril re1ates that, after
concluding his discourse, Cyriacus "is overjoyed (1TE:plxap~<; YEYOVW<;)"
at leaming that he, Cyril, is of the monastery of Saint Euthymius. He calls
hirn "of the same cenobium as myself' (OUVKOlVOßlWTTj<; flou); starts
telling hirn "many of the facts (noAAa) about Saint Euthymius and
Sabas";I65 and finally sends hirn "on his way in peace" (arrEAuoEv EV Elp~vlJ).
This idyllic end, with a concluding remark that appears as a standard formula in Cyril' s Li ves, 166 does not quite fit with the mood of Cyriacus'

ibid., 190; Illstr. VIII, 89,1-2, ibid., 306. See esp. P. CANIVET, "Dorothee de Gaza est-il un
disciple d'Evagre?", REG 78 (1965), 336-346. The influence of Evagrius on Dorotheus has
also been examined by F. NEYT, Les {ettres Cl Dorothee dans {a correspondance de Barsanuphe
et de Jeall de Gaza (unpublished diss.), Louvain 1969,546-567.
163 EV OA(yal~ AEI;Wl, VC 12 (SCHWARTZ), 230,2.
164 VC 15 (SCHWARTZ), 231,20-26.
165 Cyril repeatedly refers to Cyriacus as his oral source, see above, 261, n.32.
166 The formula arrEAum,v EV dp~YlJ is also used in VE 43 (SCHWARTZ), 64,2; VS 27
(ibid.), lll,16; VS 44 (ibid.), 135,22-23; VS 74 (ibid.), 178,20; VC 16 (ibid.), 232,22.
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tirade. 167 As we saw above, all the expressions used to evoke this peaceful
scene are immediately repeated in the subsequent paragraph, where Cyril
records a second visit with Cyriacus. 168 This can only mean that Cyril molded
his memories of actual visits with Cyriacus on a stereotyped pattern, the
result of whieh is the account just examined. Scholars using this text as a
source for sixth-century Origenism should, therefore, reckon with aB kinds
of hagiographie transformations of historieal truth.

2. Cyril of Scythopolis
and the Fifth Ecumenical Council (VS 90)
Another text that deserves critieal attention is the concluding chapter
of the VS, where Cyril gives his version of the condemnation of Origenism
whieh, as he claims, was the main issue at the Fifth Ecumenieal Council
in 553. As we saw, Cyril concludes his VS with aseries of chapters relating the course of events from Sabas' death (532) to the Council, followed
by the expulsion of the Origenists from the New Laura and its re-population by the orthodox monks (555).169 An examination of the total text
whieh is very long, would take too much space within the limits of this
study. After the evidence whieh has already been produced, it will be
enough for this section to restriet our inquiry to the text of the final chaptel', since it offers the most striking leads for a further criticism of Cyril's
historical accuracy.

167 There is a certain tension in the VC with regard to Cyriacus' character. On the one
hand the tirade against the Origenists bears witness to a passionate intolerance; on the other
hand Cyril qualifies Cyriacus as "mild and approachable (rrpao~ Kai furrp60l TO~)", VC 21
(SCHWARTZ), 235,13 (see above, 262 at n.42). Cyril even records - as an amiable trait - that
Cyriacus claimed of hirns elf that, in many years, the sun never saw hirn "in atemper
(opy[(~;6J.1fYO~)", VC 8 (ibid.), 227,3-4 (see above, 258 with n.15). One might suppose that
the anti-Origenist discourse was held after sunset.
168 VC 16 (SCHWARTZ), 232,3-22 (see above, 261 with nn.35-38).
169 VS 83-90 (SCHWARTZ), 187,28-200,17 (summarized above, 78-88).
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Cyril s account of the victory over Origenism:
presentation of the text
For the sake of the reader, I shall summarize once again the main lines
of Cyril's account of events after Sabas' death, before presenting the text
that interests uso
In Cyril' s version, the outbreak of the Origenist Controversy comes
after Sabas' death, when Nonnus and his companions seize the opportunity
to sow the seeds of Origenism in the New Laura and in other monasteries.
Through the agency ofLeontius ofByzantium, the Origenists consolidate a
position of power in Constantinople, especially through the person of
Theodore Ascidas. In Palestine, Sabas' weak successor Abba Melitas is
succeeded by Abba Gelasius (537), who becomes the chief opponent ofthe
Origenists. A libellus, written at the request ofPatriarch Peter of Jerusalem
by Gelasius and his fellow archimandrite (for the cenobites) Sophronius, is
sent to Emperor Justinian and results in the edict against Origen (543).
About the same time, Leontius dies in Constantinople. In Palestine, the
power of the Origenists continues to increase. When their oppression of the
orthodox comes to a head, Abba Gelasius, after regretting public1y his participation in Patriarch Peter's campaign against the condemnation of
Theodore of Mopsuestia, go es up to the capital in search of support. 170
However, due to intrigues on the part ofTheodore Ascidas, Gelasius has to
return with nothing achieved and dies on his way back horne (546). Then
the Origenists put forward a figurehead, Abba George, as Gelasius' succesSOl' and initiate a great persecution against the orthodox. At this stage, due
to a miraculous intervention by God, things change for the better: Nonnus
dies (547) and the ranks of the Origenists are split by dissension into
Isochrists (radicals) and Protoktists (moderates). At the same time, George
is expelled by his own supporters and succeeded by Abba Cassianus, an
orthodox. Ten months later (548), Cassianus is succeeded by Abba Conon,

170 In his farewell speech to the brethren ofthe Great Laura, Gelasius alludes to Justinian's first edict against the Three Chapters (544/545) followed by Patriarch Peter's campaign
against it, and he urges his community not to receive any adherent ofTheodore ofMopsuestia,
VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,17-27 (quoted above, p.84 with n.134 and p.201 at n.306). For the
edict against the Three Chapters, see above, 84, n.133; and for Patriarch Peter's campaign
against it, see 201, n.305.
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who brings ab out arestoration of the Great Laura. The Isochrists push the
Protoktists into taking sides with the orthodox. Conon goes up to Constantinople together with Isidore, the leader of the Protoktists. From Cyril's
chronological indication at the end of the penultimate chapter, we can deduce that the journey took place in September 552. 17l At this point, our text
begins: I72
On arriving at Constantinople, Abba Conon's party was subjected by Ascidas
to a variety oftrials, butthrough endurance came out victorious (VlK'l<p6POl avEÖclXEl'loav). For when a short time afterwards, at the death of archbishop Peter, Macarius
was ordained through the willfulness (auElaÖEta) of the monks of the New Laura
and war resulted in the holy city, the most pious emperor, fiercely incensed against
Ascidas and the Origenists, gave orders for Macarius to be ousted from the episco-

171 Cyril writes that Conon and Isidore traveled to Constantinople "at the beginning of
the fifteenth indiction (lv apxiJ Tfj<; TTEVTEKatÖEKaT'l<; iVÖlKTl6vo<;)", VS 89 (SCHWARTZ),
198,5-6. According to Schwartz, Cyril refers to the year from 1 Sept. 551 to 31 Aug. 552, so
that the journey took pi ace in Sept. 551; see E. SCHWARTZ, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 344-345
(see also his comment ad loc.). However, Diekamp had established before that, [rom April
531 on, Cyril's iVÖl KTl6vE<; should be augmented with one unit; see F. DLEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 11-15 (see above, 76, n.92). Thus Conon's travel should be dated to
Sept. 552. See ibid., 28-32, 61-62; followed e.g. by A. D' ALEs, "Origenisme", DAFC 3
(1916), 1235; G. FRITZ, "Origenisme", DTC 11/2 (1932), 1579. Diekamp has been supported by later research, against Schwartz, in his approach to Cyril 's chronology. See esp. E.
STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis. Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", 176-177
(see above, 86, n.142). Chitty erroneously refers to Stein as he dates the journey to "the end
of A.D. 551", D. CHITIY, The Desert a City, 129, 141, n.39. The correct year 552, in agreement with Stein, is found e.g. in A.-1. FESTUGJERE, Moines d'Orient mJ2, 128, n.299; A.
GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 133; K. CHRYSOS, "Ai
r.wpTUptat TOO KUPtAAOU LKUEloTTOALTOO TTEpt Tfj<; E' OiKOU[.IEVlKfj<; Luv6öou Kat Tfj<;
KaTa8lK'l<; TOO 'OplYEVOU<;", in eEO},0YIKOV IUflTTOatoV, Thessalonike 1967,270-271;
F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, COllstantillople II et Constalltinople IIl, 83; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa
di Palestilla e le controversie cristologiche, 213; F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di
Giustiniano nella fase conc!usiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 143; J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of
Palestil!ian MOllasticism, 339 with n.17.
172 VS90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,7-200,17. The English translation is by R. PRICE, in Cyrilof
Scythopolis: The Lives, 207-209. For the Greek text, see the Appendix below, 377-379
(nr.4). Brief fragments from this passage are also quoted above, pp.86-87 with nn.143, 145
and pp.87-88 with n.147. Here we should also notice that Binns' time indication, put in the
margin of Price's translation, is not always consistent: AD 551/2 for the year of Conon's
journey, in agreement with Schwartz (see the preceding footnote), does not fit with Binns'
own treatment of Cyril's chronology in agreement with Diekamp', see 1. BINNS, in Cyril of
Scythopolis, O.C., 217, n.110.
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pacy.173 Abba Conon's party, seizing the opportune moment, informed the emperor
of their situation and presented hirn with a petition (t.(ßEAAOe;) revealing all the
impiety of the Origenists, Isidore having died. Then, employing complete frankness
(lTAdoTIle; lTaPPIlOlae; IlETaOXOVTEe;), they proposed Eustochius, administrator at
Alexandria, who was at Constantinople, as bi shop of Jerusalem. Our most pious
emperor decreed that Eustochius should become patriarch, and gave orders for there
to be an ecumenical council (EKEAWOEV OE Kai aUvooov OiKOUIlEV1K~V YEvEoem).
Abba Conon, when sending (alTOAUwv) Eustochius on his way to Jerusalem, asked
hirn to send (anoOTElAm) Eulogius, superior ofthe monastery ofblessed Theodosius,
so that he too should be present at the council that was assembling. Eustochius,
entering onto his patriarchate, sent (alTEOTElAEV) three bishops to take his place at
the council, and also sent (alTEOTElAEV) Abba Eulogius with two other superiors,
Cyriacus of the laura called ''The Spring"174 and one Pancratius, a stylite.
When the fifth holy ecumenical (0!KOUIlEV1K~) council had assembled at
Constantinople, a common (K01VOe;) and universal (KaeOA1KOe;) anathema was directed against Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia and against the teaching of
Evagrius and Didymus on preexistence and a universal restoration, in the presence
and with the approval of the four patriarchs. 175 When our divinely protected emperor sent to Jerusalem the acts of the council (Ta EV Tij OUVOO4l TTpOXeEVTa), all
the bishops of Palestine confirmed and approved them orally and in writing, except
Alexander of Abila, who was therefore expelled from the episcopacy and was finally buried by an earthquake in Byzantium. 176 The monks of the New Laura, however, separated themselves from the catholic communion (KaeOA1K~ KOlvwvla).
The patriarch Eustochius treated them with respect and for eight months used adviee and exhortation with them; but on failing to persuade them to be in communion
with the catholic Chul'ch (Tij KaeOA1Kij KOlvwvfjom EKKAIlOIC;X), he applied the
imperial commands, and got the dux Anastasius to expel them from the New Laura
and free the whole province from their destructive influence. Not wishing to leave
the place uninhabited, he chose one hundred and twenty monks and transplanted
them there, sixty from the Great Laura, from whom he ordained a former seholarills
called John to be superior, and another sixty from the other orthodox monasteries
of the desert; I am one of these, summoned from the monastery of Saint Euthymius
by the fathers of the Great Laura on the advice and with the leave of the inspired
John, bi shop and solitary. Assembled accordingly in the holy city, we set off with
the patriarch and the new superior to the village ofThekoa and, when the Origenists
had been expelled by the dux Anastasius, we took over the New Laura on 21

173 Binns observes in his comment that "Macarius later renounced his Origenist sympathies and was restored to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem in 563, where he remained until his
death in 583", J. BINNS, in ibid., 219, n.133 (ref. to EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, HE Iv,39; v,16).
174 Cyriacus of "The Spring" is not the same as Abba Cyriacus whose tirade has been
anaJyzed in the previous section, above 256-287.
175 Festugiere explains the nu mb er ofjour patriarchs by the absence of Eustochius of
Jerusalem; see A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Moines d'Orient 11112,129, n.304 (see above, 87, n.145).
176 For Alexander of Abila, see above, p.83, n.128 and p.87, n.l46.
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February of the second indiction in the twenty-third year since the death ofblessed
Sabas. 177 So it was that the war against piety came to an end.
I myself, on the point of stopping my account of the godly old man, shall utter
appropriately the prophetie saying, "Let the deselt rejoice and blossom like the lily", 178
for God has had mercy on his children, saying of hirnself, "Looking, I have beheld
the affliction of my people in Jerusalem and heard their groaning, and I wish to
deli ver them".179 Having wished, "he has visited" (ETTwKEljimo) US;180 and having

177 According Cyril's chronology, corrected by Diekamp (see above, 289, n.171), the
re-populating of the New Laura took pI ace on 21 Feb. 555, that is, in the third indiction and
in the 23 rd year after Sabas' death, calculated from 5 Dec. 532. See F. DlEKAMP, Die
origellistisehell Streitigkeiten, 65-66; followed e.g. by G. FRlTZ, "Origenisme", DTC 11/2
(1932), 1588. For the date of Sabas' death, see above, 78, n.100. Schwartz, in disagreement
with Diekamp, dated the re-populating of the New Laura to 21 Feb. 554; see E. SCHWARTZ,
Kyrillos VOll Skythopolis, 343-344. However, the year 555 was confirmed by E. STEIN, "Cyrille
de Scythopolis: Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", 174-176 (see also above,
88, n.148). It was also confirmed (indirectly) by F. DÖLGER, [review Schwartz] BZ40 (1940),
480. Stein is now followed by most scholars: e.g. A.-J. FESTUGu'lRE, Moilles d'Orient m/2,
136 (though Festugiere inserts 554 into the text of his translation, ibid., 130); D. CHITTY, The
Desert a City, 129; B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 31, n.lll; F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa
di Giustiniano nella fase conc1usiva ... ", SROC9 (1986),147; J. BINNS, in Cyri/ ojSeytllOpolis:
The Lives, 209 (margin); id., Aseeties alld Ambassadors, 33; 1. PATR1CH, Sabas, Leader oj
Palestinian Monasticism, 341. A hesitation may be expressed, as the dating to Feb. 555
separates the re-popuJating of the New Laura from the Council sessions by an interval of l:y.j
years, whereas Cyril speaks only of aperiod of 8 months for Patriarch Eustochius' negotiations with the Origenists. See e.g. D. CHITTY, o.e., 141, n.42; 1. BINNS, in CyrilojSeythopolis,
o.e., 219, n.138. However, the Japse of time between the Council and the re-populating of
the New Laura is not restricted to the period ofEustochius' negotiations. In addition, Cyril
separates Conon 's journey (Sept. 15 th indiction,less than a year before the Council) from the
re-populating of the New Laura (Feb. 2 nd indiction) by an absolute interval of 2Y2 years (NB.
after 15, the counting starts again, see above, 68, n.61). So if we accept Sept. 552 for the
former event, we cannot accept Feb. 554 for the latter, as it occurs in K. CHRYSOS, "AI
llapTuplm TOU KuplA"ou LKUeOlTOA1TOU lTEpi Tfje; E'OiKOuIlEvlKfje; LUVOOOU Kai Tfje;
KOTaOlKIle; TOU 'DplYEVOUe;", in eEOAOYIKOV IUflTTOOWV, 265-270. Given the date of 5
Dec. 532 for Sabas' death, ibid., 265, and Sept. 552 for Conon'sjourney, ibid., 270, the year
555 remains as the only possibility for dating the re-populating of the New Laura in agreement with Cyril's indications that it happened in the 23 rd year after Sabas' death and 2Y2
years after Conon went up to Constantinople.
178 Is 35: 1.
179 Ex 3:7-8.
180 Comp. with Ex 4:31 (within the context of the preceding reminiscence): OTI
ErrWKEljimo 6 eEOe; TOUe; uloue; 'IOpO~A. See also Lk 1:68. In these biblical passages, the
divine "visit" (ETTlOKOTT~) takes place out of mercy, because God has been touched by the
suffering of his people. EIsewhere, the divine "visit" means rather a purifying castigation;
e.g. Ps 88 [89]:33; Hos 4:14.
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visited us, he has rescued and redeemed us from the power of the Origenists. "He
has driven" them "from our face"181 and "enabled" us "to inhabit their habitations" .182
"The fruit of their labors" he has "left to us as an inheritance",183 so that we may
"observe his commandments and seek his law".I84 To hirn be the glory for ever and
ever. - Here ends the Life of our father Saint Sabas.

The main questions raised by this account concern the following issues: 1) the reason why Justinian convoked the Council of 553 and the
moment when he took the first initiatives; 2) Abba Conon's predominant
role; 3) the unanimous atmosphere of the Fifth Ecumenical Council and the
"common and universal" status of the condemnation of Origenism; 4) the
fates of Evagrius and of Theodoret of Cyrus and their possible connection;
and 5) Cyril' s claim to a total victory over Origenism. Some of these issues
have been given much attention, but they have never been examined systematically in the context of a critical analysis of Cyril's historical trustworthiness as a source for sixth-century Origenism. These questions will
be studied now from this point of view.

Why and when did lustinian convoke the Council?
At the beginning of our text, Cyril mentions Abba Conon's arrival in
Constantinople and his subjection to the trials of Theodore Ascidas. However, the final victory of Conon's party, thanks to divine Providence and the
occurrence of the Fifth Ecumenical Council, is already anticipated. Cyril
stmts relating the events wh ich he claims led to the Council. Shortly after
Conon's departure for Constantinople, Patriarch Peter of Jemsalem dies
and the Origenists of the New Laura, driven by the vice of self-will (au8aoc:ta), put forward their own candidate, Macarius, to take up the patriarchate. This Origenist coup provokes the anger of the Emperor, who immediately has Macarius ousted from the throne. Justinian's anger against the
Origenists is presented as a cmcial turning point in the balance of power:

181 Kai t~EßaAEv mhoue; alTO lTpoawlTou mhoO, cf. Ps 77 [78]:55. Price translates:
"He has driven them from our presence."
182 Cf. Ps 77 [78]:55.
183 Kai TOUe; lT6voue; mhGiv KaTEKAl1pov6fll1aEV ~flae;, cf. Ps 104 [105]:44. Price
translates: "he has allotted to us".
184 Ps 104 [105]:45. Priee translates: "study his law" (EK()]T~awflEv).
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the account suggests that, at this stage, Theodore Ascidas and his party had
already played their part. 185 Conon's party seizes the opportunity and presents an anti-Origenist libellus to the Emperor. Surpassing now the Origenists
in TTappTJOta toward the secular authority,186 they succeed in getting their
favored candidate Eustochius made Patriarch of Jemsalem. Eustochius'
accession to the patriarch al throne can be dated with certainty to the end of
552, probably December. 187
According to Cyril, it is the influence of the anti-Oligenists in Constantinople before the end of 552, that incites Justinian to call the Fifth Ecumenical Council, and from that moment on, Theodore Ascidas seems to
have fallen definitively into disgrace with the Emperor. This representation
of the facts seriously contradicts the historical evidence. Actually, the first
steps toward the Council were taken as early as 550, when the lengthy conflict between Justinian and Pope Vigilius had reached its worst moment
and the Three Chapters affair threatened to cause a total schism between
the East and the West. 188 This previous history is completely ignored by

185 The account shows a straightforward movement toward the Origenist defeat and
Theodore Ascidas, onee he has provoked the imperial anger that gets the proeess going, is
not mentioned again.
186 lTAElaTl1e; lTapPl1a (ae; flETaax6vTEe;, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,18. As we saw, the
expression eould be read as a superlative related to the "first lTapPTJa(a" enjoyed by the
Origenists when they started to consolidate their power position at the court, VS 83 (ibid.),
189,5 (see above, 111 with nn.241-242).
187 F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 28-32, 62 (eompare with the dating
of Conon's journey to Sept 552, above, 289, n.171). Diekamp observed that Macarius'
episeopaey lasted two months at the most, ibid., 28. For the date of Eustochius' nomination,
see also E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis: Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres",
176-177; E. STEIN/ l-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire H, p.629 with n.2 and pp.655656; A.-l FESTUGlERE, Mobles d'Orient lll/2, 129, n.300, and "note eomplem. 2", ibid., 136.
188 Abrief survey of the Three Chapters affair has been given above, 183-185. At the
beginning of 550, Justinian and Vigilius, trying to resolve the impasse eaused by the latter's
lirst Iudicatulll of 548, agreed to refrain from further eondemnation of the Three Chapters and
to leave that question open for diseussion at an eeumenieal eouncil. In 550, in anticipation of
the proposed eouncil, a loeal synod was held at Mopsuestia in order to verify the state of
Theodore of Mopsuestia's memory in his former diocese. In July 551, Justinian, notwithstanding his agreement with Vigilius, issued his seeond ediet against the Three Chapters (Confessio
fidei). The relationship with Vigilius deteriorated and far a time the idea of an ecumenical
council seemed to be off. But in June 552 a eertain reeoneiliation took plaee, and the plan for
the Couneil must have been taken up again soon after that date, though the sources are not
clear on this point. For the preparations of the Council, see C. HEFELE! H. LECLERCQ, Histoire
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Cyril. I89 There are abundant contemporary testimonies to the fact that the
real problem leading to the Council was the Three Chapters affair, which
had far-reaching consequences for the whole Empire. 190 The sources also
indicate that Theodore Ascidas was closely involved in the preparation of
the Council and that he continued to playadominant role even at the official sessions from 5 May to 2 June 553. 191 At the same time, we have little
information about the precise relationship between Origenism, a local Palestinian question, and the Fifth Ecumenical Council, even though a certain

connection cannot be denied. 192 Cyril, however, claims that the Second
Origenist Controversy was the real and only motive for Justinian's convoking of the Council,193 and the account wrongly suggests that this initiative
marked the end of Theodore Ascidas' political career.
Also the date suggested by Cyril for the official convocation of the
Council is problematic. Unfortunately, the contemporary sources do not
indicate exactly when the convocation letters were sent out all over of the
Empire. 194 As has been said, the first initiatives toward the Council had

des Conciles m/l, 37-67; L. DUCHESNE, L'Eg/ise au VIe siecle, 193-206,209-211; J. BOIS,
"Constantinople (I1e concile de)", DTC 3/1 (1938), 1234-1236; L. BREHlER, "Le concHe de
Constantinople et la fin du regne de Justinien", in Histoire de l'Eglise IV, ed. A. FLiCHE/ V.
~ARTIN, Paris 1948,467-472; E. STEIN/ J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du Bas-Empire 11,643-660;
E. AMANN, "Trois-chapitres (affaire des)", DTC 15/2 (1950), 1895-1903; F. MURPHY/ P.
SHERWOOD, Constantinople 1I et Constantinople III, 78-85; A. PLAcANICA, "Teologia polemica
e storiografia ecclesiastica nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res christiana, Roma
1999,142-159.
189 Cyril does mention the condemnation ofTheodore ofMopsuestia, but in his report
of the previous his tory of the Council, he suppresses comp1etely the Three Chapters affair.
190 To give an impression I shall mention briefly the main extant documents relating to
the Council or to its previous his tory and indicating that the issue involved the Three Chapters. There are some writings of Justinian: Epistula contra Tria Capitlila (549), ed. E.
SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften, 45-69; Confessio fidei (551), ibid., 72-110 (see above,
185, n.238). There are also writings ofVigilius: four letters (551-552) edited by E. SCHWARTZ,
Vigiliusbriefe, SBAW, Phil.-hist. Abteilung (194012), München 1940, 1-25; COllstitutll1ll 1
(14 May 553) (see above, 185, n.239); Epistllia decretalis (8 December 553) (see above,
185, n.240); COllstitutulll1J (24 February 554) (see above, ibid.). There is also a Latin text of
the Acta of the eight Council sessions (5 May-2 June 553), ACO Iv/I, including letters of
Justinian, Vigilius and Patriarch Eutychius with regard to the reason why the Council was
convoked (ibid., 8-18; the latter two also in Greek, 235-238).
191 A complete survey ofTheodore Ascidas' role would exceed the limits ofthis study.
Suffice it to say that we find Ascidas as a strong proponent of the condemnation of the Three
Chapters (see above, p.152 with n.96, p.181 with n.224 and p.183 with n.233), and a central
figure in Justinian's policy against Vigilius; see esp. VIGILlUS, Epistlllae, ed. E. SCHWARTZ,
Vigi/iusbriefe, 1-31. The Acta of the Council testify to his prominence at the sessions. In the
subsequent lists of participants he is always mentioned as one of the first after the patriarchs
(and those representing Eustochius of Jerusalem), ACO JV/l, p.3,13-14, p.20,13, p.32,13,
p.39,13, p.73,14, p.137,13, p.183,13, p.203,16-17, p.222,14. In the first session, immediately after the solemn introduction of the Gospel, Theodore Ascidas is introduced as the
imperial silentiarius who brings the Emperor's officialletter to be read at the opening ofthe
Council, ihid., 8,1-12. Theodore's interventions (see e.g. the next footnote) are frequent,
and it is due to his competent direction that the Council follows strictly Justinian's program.
See F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople II et Constantinople III, 98.

192 In the crucial documents adduced above, 294, n.190, the question of Origenism is
almost completely neglected. Only in the Acta of the Council we read that, at the fifth session, Theodore Ascidas briefly alluded to a certain condemnation of Origen, which must
have been recent atthat time. SeeACO IV/l, 114,9-12. And in the 11 th ofthe 14 anathemata
pronounced at the final session, Origen's name is inserted in a general list ofheretics that are
to be condemned, ibid., 218,9. For these references to OIigen in theActa, see F. DIEKAMP,
Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 67-76, 97-98. Other documents confirm that the Origenist
question was somehow related to the events that 1ed to the Council. Facundus of Hermiane
and Liberatus of Carthage claim that the first edict against the Three Chapters (544/545)
resulted from an Origenist intrigue out of revenge for the edict against Origen (543). See
above, 152, n.96. Abrief libellus of Theodore of Scythopolis, PG 86/1, 232B-236B, who
abjures his former Origenism, is dated to December 552 and can only be interpreted in the
light ofthe approaching Council; see F. DIEKAMP, O.c. 125-129. But the two main documents
pointing to a connection between the Origenist Controversy and the Council are Justinian's
epistula ad synodlllll de Origene and the 15 anathemata against the Origenists, two short
texts closely related to each other; see F. DIEKAMP, O.c. 82-97. However, these documents are
transmitted independently from theActa. The link with the sessions of the EClimenical Council
is only indicated in the title above the 15 anathemata, whereas, according to Diekamp,
Justinian hirnself did not consider the assembly of bishops, to which he addressed his letter,
as the official Council; see DIEKAMP, O.c. 135. Other documents (including Cyril's VS) adduced by Diekamp as contemporary sources indicating that Origenism was an issue at the
Council, ibid., 98-107 (and below, 302, n.232), are accounts after the event, ibid., 135.
These texts provide us with interpretations of what happened and as such, they are relevant
primarily for the his tory of the reception of the Council.
193 Diekamp al ready noted: "Ueber die wahre Veranlassung der fünften allgemeinen
Synode läßt Kyrillos von Skythopolis uns in Unkenntniß. Oder vielmehr, er ruft durch
seine Berichterstattung den falschen Schein hervor, daß der Kaiser sich zur Berufung der
Synode erst durch das Drängen der palästinensischen Mönche und somit primär durch die
origenistischen Wirren habe bestimmen lassen," F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 63.
194 From Justinian's letter to the Council Fathers, which was read at the opening session, we know that the Emperor indeed called the bis hops to the capital, ACO IV/l, 11,9-10.
The convocation letter itself, however, is not preserved; see C. HEFELW H. LEcLERcQ, Histoire
des Conciles m/l, 65.
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been taken in 550. However, because of deteriorating relations between
Justinian and Vigilius, the plan for the Council seemed to have been put off
during 551. 195 After a certain reconciliation in June 552,196 the plan must
have been taken up again soon, but it is only from 6 January 553 on that the
contemporary sources give us concrete evidence of this. On that date,
Eutychius, the new Patriarch of Constantinople and the successor of Menas
(who had died on 24 August 552), wrote a letter to Vigilius in whieh he
confessed his Chalcedonian faith and invited the Pope to preside at the
future assembly, during whieh the question of the Three Chapters was expected to be resolved. 197 Vigilius immediately entered into communion with
the new Patriarch and accepted the proposal. 198 However, further complications in the struggle between Emperor and Pope led to the latter's refusal
to participate in the Council. Justinian, losing patience, then forced the
Council sessions to be held in Vigilius' absence. Six months later, the siek
and exhausted Pope gave his approval in a letter to Patriarch Eutychius,
dated 8 December 553,199 and he confirmed it officially in a new decree on
23 February 554. 200

See above, 293, n.188.
In June 552, Patriarch Menas, Theodore Ascidas and other bishops who had been
excommunicated by Vigilius came to the Pope's residence to make an act of submission.
Vigilius accepted the gesture which led to his provisional reconciliation with Justinian. See
e.g. L. DUCHESNE, L'Eglise all VI' siecle, 205-206; E. STEIN! J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoh'e du
8as-Empire 11, 651-652; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople 1I et Constantinople III,
83; A. PLACANICA, "Teologia polemica e storiografia ecclesiastica nella controversia dei Tre
Capitoli", in Res christialla, 155-156.
197 EUTYCHJUS CONSTANTlNOPOL/TANUS, Ep. ad Vigililllll, transmitted in Latin by VIGIL/US,
ConstitutulIl I, in Collectio Avellalla, Ep 83,11-18, CSEL 3511,232-234; also in ACO IV/1,
15,2-16,15. The Greek text, transmitted by a MS ofParis, is repr. ibid., 235,2-236,25 (Latin
and Greek together in PL 69, 63AI-65B3). See e.g. C. HEFELEI H. LECLERcQ, Histoil'e des
Conciles m/1, 64-65; R. DEVREESSE, "Le cinquieme concile et I' oecumenicite byzantine", in
Miscellanea <;Iiova/llii Mercati III, StT 123, Cittil deI Vaticano 1946, 9-10; L. BREHIER, in
Histoire de I' Eglise IV, ed. A. FL/cHE! V. MARTIN, 471; F. MURPHY/P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople
II et CO/lslantinople III, 84; A. PLACANICA, "Teologia polemica e storiografia ecclesiastica
nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res chl'istiana, 157 with n.139.
198 VIGIL/US, Epistllla 1 (olim XVI) ad EutychiUIIl, ACO IVIl, 16,17-18,14; Greek text:
ibid., 236,30-238,32.
199 VIGIL/US, Epistllla decretalis, ACO IV/1, 245-247 (see above, 185, n.240).
200 VIGIL/US, COIlStitlltUIIl H, ACO IV/2, 138-168. For arecent and weil documented
survey of the events mentioned, see A. PLACANICA, "Teologia polemica e storiografia ecclesiastica nella controversia dei Tre CapitoIi", in Res christiana, 146-163. For the COllslitlltUIIl
11, see ibid., 189-191.
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Leaving aside the previous preparations of 550, one might think that
Justinian called the Council only after the first conciliation of Patriarch
Eutychius and Pope Vigilius, that is, not before January 553. 201 By that
time, however, the patriarchs and many other bishops had already assembled
in Constantinople, obviously in expectation of the Council,202 We have strong
reasons for assuming that the convocationletters had been sent even beiore
Patriarch Menas' death on 24 August 552. In the Vita Eutychii, composed
by Eustratius soon after Patriarch Eutychius' death in 582,203 we read that
the Fifth Ecumenical Council was organized to oppose the Three Chaptel's. 204 Eustratius writes that when "from each city the holy bishops were
convoked",205 God disposed that, because of a disease, the metl'opolitan of
Amasea was unable to come and that he had to send Eutychius to l'epresent
hirn at the Council,2°6 In avision, God l'evealed to Eutychius that he would
become bishop of Constantinople. 207 Then he met personally with Patriarch Menas who pl'edieted: "This monk will be my successol'."208 Menas
sent the holy man to the Emperol', where all kinds of theological discussions were held. 209 In the subsequent section, it becomes c1eal' that Eustratius
alludes to pl'eparatory discussions in view of the Council, because some of
those present raised the question of whether it was permitted to anathema-

195

1%

201

See L. DUCHESNE, "Vigile et Pelage", RQH 36 (1884),417; J. BOIS, "Constantinople

(Ile concile de)", DTC 3/1 (1938), 1236; E. AMANN, 'Trois-chapitres (affaire des)", DTC 15/

2 (1950),1900-1901.
202 In his official letterfor the opening session ofthe CounciI, Justinian refers to Eutychius'
conciliation letter to Vigilius of 6 January 553 as having been written after the arrival of the
bishops in the capital, ACO lvII, 12,17-19 (also in aUa l'ecellsio, ibid., 11,29-31). The patriarchs Apolinarius of Alexandria and Domninus of Antioch, and other bishops, had also put
their signatures to Eutychius' letter; see VIGIL/US, Ep 83,19, Collectio Avellalla, CSEL 35/1,
234,15-19. See also F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constalltillople 1I et Constantinople III, 84.
203 EUSTRATJUS (presbyter), Vita Eutychii, PG 86/2, 2273-2390. See F. DJEKAMP, Die
origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 79.
2m EUSTRATIUS, Vita Eutychii, 3,19, PG 86/2, 2296D6-2297A9. Eustratius explicitly refers to the Fifth Ecumenical CounciI: l't ... lTElllTTl'] ayCa auvoooc;, 2296n7-8; l't ay(a
O!KOUIlEVlK~ auvoooc;, 2297A9. Though not being an admirer of the Origenists, he nowhere mentions the condemnation of Origenism as an issue at the Council. See F. DIEKAMP,
Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 79-81
205 EK lTCXal']C; lT6AEWC; 01 aYlOJraTOl ElTl(JJWlTOl IlETWTEAAOVTO, ibid., 2297AI0-l1.
206 Ibid., 2297AlO-B9. The hagiographer observes that, by this divine disposal, the
concealed treasure of the holy man would become manifest, ibid., 2297BI-2.
207 Ibid., 3,21, 2297c11-2300A5.
208 Ibid., 3,22, 2300AI2-B8.
209 Ibid., 3,22, 230088-15.
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tize persons who were detected as heretics only after their death. 210 Eutychius
found a way out of the dilemma by referring to the biblical example of King
Josiah, who had the bones of the idolaters dug up to be bumed after their
death. 211 This ingenious intervention provoked the Emperor's admiration
and when only a few days later (ou IlETeX lTOAAeXC; ~Il€pac;) Patriarch Menas
died, 212 Justinian had Eutychius ordained as Menas' successor, as had been
foretold by the divine revelation. 213
According to this sixth-century panegyric, the invitations to the Couneil had already been sent, and preparatory discussions were going on before
Menas' death, that is, before August 552. 214 This early date for the convocation of the Council is also attested by Evagrius Scholasticus (594).215 In

210 A great cause of resistance, especially on the part of the Western churches, with
regard to an official condemnation of Theodore of Mopsuestia was the fact that he had long
since been considered to have died in pe ace with the Church. The question was even discussed at the Council itself. See above, 179, n.219, and compare with 181, n.226.
211 EUSTRATlUS, Vita Eutychii, 3,22, PG 86/2, 2300B15-c8 (with ref. to 4 Kgs 23:16).
212 Ibid., 3,23, 2300D6-11.
213 IbM., 3,23-26, 2300Dll-2305B3.
214 Eustratius' panegyric, which is full of embellishments, might make us suspicious
with regard to the details. However, it would be too much to reject the whole story as mere
fiction. Diekamp qualifies the hagiographer as a "langjähriger Vertrauter" of Eutychius,
"der auch die von 12. April 565 bis zum October 577 dauernde Verbannung des Patriarchen
geteilt hatte", F. DIE KAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 79. Having been the Patriarch's
confidant, Eustratius wrote the Life about 30 years after his hero's accession to the throne,
when many eye-witnesses were still alive. So he had no reason for inventing a story that would
conflict basically with historical reality. We may credit at least the main elements: Eutychius
was sent to Constantinople, dl/ring Menas' lijetime, by the metropolitan of Amasea to represent hirn at the Fifth Ecumenical Council, and when participating in preparatory discussions,
he attracted Justinian's attention (as a potential ally) so that he became Menas' successor.
215 Evagrius starts his account of the Council by mentioning the patriarchs in the period
of its convocation: "In the time when Vigilius was bi shop of Rome, Menas first and then
Eutychius bishop of the New [Rome], Apolinarius bishop of Alexandria, Domninus bi shop
of Antioch and Eustochius bishop of Jerusalem, Justinian convoked the Fifth Council far
the following reason" (Tfj<; TTpwßuTEpa<; Il~V oOv' PWllTl<; ~yoUIlEVOU BIYIAlOU, Tfj<; OE
vEa<; TTPWTa Il~V MTlva, Eh' ElhuXIOU, Tfj<; oE: 'AAE~avopou 'ATTOAI VapIOU, KaI Tfj<;
, AVTl6xou ""OIlVIVOU,' IEpoaOAUllwv TE EuaTOX(OU, TJlV TTEIlTTTTlV IlETaTTEIlTTETat aUvooov
'IOUaTlVIavo<; t~ aiTla<; TOIaaOE), EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTlCUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEziPARMENTIER),
186,23-27. Apparently, Evagrius refers to the convocation of the Council as an organizational process which took a certain time: first Menas was bi shop of Constantinople, and then
Eutychius. Thus the process was still going on when Eustochius became patriarch of Jerusalern in December 552 (even though Evagrius' account suggests an earlier date for the beginning of Eustochius' patriarchate; see below).
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addition, Evagrius relates the same story about Eutychius' intervention on
the question of anathematizing the dead. According to Evagrius, the intervention took place at a certain assembly before Menas' death,216 and he
writes: "Justinian, when informed ab out this, had hirn [seil. Eutychius] ascend the throne of the capital, as soon as Menas was dead. "217 Even though
Evagrius' account of the Council contains certain inaccuraeies which will
be treated below,218 the agreement with Eustratius on Eutychius' intervention, wh ich led to the latter's patriarchate, prompts us to assurne that the
Council was indeed called before August 552219 or, at least, that preparations for the Couneil were weIl underway when Abba Conon arrived in
Constantinople. 220

216 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTlCUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzI PARMENTIER), 187,17-27. Evagrius specifies that Eutychius was already among the participants during Menas' lifetime (l;WVTO<;
MTlVa), not as one of the important persons, but as an apocrisiarius of the bishop of Amasea,
187,19-21, which corresponds to what we read in Eustratius' account. For the nature of the
assembly, see immediately below, n.218.
2l7UOTTEP Kal'IouaTlvlavo<; tYVWKW<; Ei<; TOV Tfj<; ßaatAEUOUaTl<; aUTovavEß(ßaaE
8p6vov, TTapauTIKa MTlva TEAEUT~aaVTo<;, EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTlCUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzi
PARMENTIER), 187,27-29 [Ei<; = t<; in Bidezl Parmentier].
218 We may notice already that Evagrius remains vague about the status of the assembly
mentioned, at which both Origenism and the Three Chapters were under discussion, ibid.,
187,11-16 (quoted below, 303 with n.235). Was it only apreparatory meeting in view of the
Council? The text gives no dear indication separating its status from that of the official Council sessions, where anathemata were issued (according to Evagrius) both against the Three
Chapters and Origenism, ibid., 187,30-189,29. The assembly that interests us here can only
have been apreparatory one, because it was held shortly befare Menas' death in the summer of
552. R. Devreesse observes: "Au cours de I'ete, un concile restreint avait tenu seance a
Constantinople," R. DEVREESSE, "Le cinquieme concHe et l' oecumenicite byzantine" , in Miscellanea Giovanlli Mercati III, 9 with n.32. See also A. PLACANICA, ''Teologia polemica e
storiografia ecdesiastica nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res christiana, 156 with n.136.
219 F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 103 with n.1, 130 (nr.3), 133. Schwartz,
though criticizing Diekamp's solution for Cyril's chronology (see above, 76, n.92), agrees
with the latter on dating the convocation of the Council "im Juli oder August 552, jedenfalls
noch zu Lebzeiten des Konstantinopler Patriarchen Menas", E. SCHWARTZ, "Zur Kirchenpolitik
Justinians", SRAW (1940), Heft 2, 71 (= id., Gesammelte Schr. IV, 319). See also E. STEIN,
"Cyrille de Scythopolis: Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", 176-177; E. STEIN!
J.-R. PALANQUE, Histoh'e du Ras-Empire 11,654-658; A.-J. FESTUGIilRE, Mohles d'Orient 1II12,
128, n.299; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople II el COllstantinople Ill, 326.
220 See above, 297-298 at n.21O. Theoretically, Evagrius could have taken from Eustratius
the account of Eutychius' intervention. However, he shows hirnself also independent of that
possible source. For Eustratius the only reason far the Council was the Three Chapters affair
(see above, 297, n.204), but Evagrius treats the question of Origenism as an important
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How should we interpret Cyril's apparent inaccuracy when he dates
the convocation of the Council to the end of 552? Was it merely the result
of an "inadvertence d'ailleurs excusable", because Cyril was not really concerned with the "grande histoire" taking place in Constantinople, as has
been suggested by A.-J. Festugh~re?221 Or did Cyril only allude to a certain
"pre-synod", held in the spring of 553 before the real Council, when he
wrote that Justinian "gave orders for there to be an ecumenieal council",222
as has been proposed by K. Chrysos?223 Of course, after the anti-Origenists
had brought their case to Justinian's attention by the end of 552, the bishops who had already assembled in the capital in view of the Council (delayed by the tension between the Emperor and the Pope), were indeed ordered to pronounce anathemata against Origen and his followers. 224 But

issue along with that of the Three Chapters (see below). If Evagrius indeed chose to adopt
the story about how Eutychius became patriarch from Eustratius' panegyric - only a decade
after Hs composition - this might add to the evidence produced above that the story cannot
be basically in conflict with historical reality. See above, 298, n.214.
221 "C'est par une inadvertance d'ailleurs excusable (car il ne se mele pas des evenements de Constantinople et ne se hausse pas a la grande histoire) que Cyrille (198.21)
place ici la convocation au Concile de Constantinople," A.-J. FESTUGI13RE, Mohles d'Orient
ml2, 128, n.299.
222 EKEt.wm::v OE Kat OOVOOOV OiKOUflEVIK~V YEVEoBm, VS90 (SCHWAlITZ), 198,21-22.
223 K. CHRYSOS, "Ai flapTuplm TOÜ Kuplt.t.ou LKU80TTOt.ITOÜ TTEpt Tfj~ E' O!KOUflEVIKfj~ LUVOOOU Kat Tfj~ KaTaoIKT]~ TOÜ 'OpIYEVOU~", in eCOAOYIKOV IUJiTT6CJIOV,
Thessalonike 1967,259-273. Chrysos departs from Diekamp's thesis that Origenism was
not condemned at the official Council sessions, from 5 May to 2 June 553, but at a previous
assembly gathered as a oovooo~ Ev8T]floüaa in March or April 553. See F. DIEKAMP, Die
origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 131-132, 133, 137. This thesis, as the main result ofDiekamp's
research, has generally been accepted by later scholars. See above, 21, n.2 (and for some
inaccurate criticism: below, 314, n.286). Chrysos interprets Cyril's reference to the Ecumenical Council as a reference to that parlicular "pre-synod" (TTpoauvooo~); see K. CHRYSOS,
O.c., 271. Thus, Chrysos tends to resolve the difficulties in Cyril's text, in particular those
concerning the date of the convocation of "the Council" and the date of the re-populating of
the New Laura. However, Chrysos' chronology does not fit with that of Cyril; see above,
291, n.177 (at the end). In addition, Chrysos is not clear about how Cyril confused the "presynod" and the official Council. Did Cyril IUlIlp them together into one great "Fifth Ecumenical Council" as he mentions the condemnation ofTheodore ofMopsuestia (K. CHRYSOS,
o.C., 264-265), or did he refer exclusively to the "pre-synod" as the "Fifth Ecumenical Council" neglecting the official Council sessions, which would permit us to assurne a greater
lapse of time between what Cyril indicates as "the Council" and the re-populating of the
New Laura (ibid., 269)? See also below, 310, n.267.
224 See esp. IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad s)'nodlllll de Origene (DIEKAMP), 96,20-97.4.
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why did Cyril substitute this imperial command with the one that an ecumenical council should be held, notwithstanding all the evidence that the
preparations for that council were already in an advanced state? Was it
ignorance ?225 Or did Cyril perhaps need this inaccuracy for his claim that it
was due to Conon's libellus that Justinian convoked the Ecumenieal Council? In fact, by shifting the date of the convocation as he did, Cyril could
compose his account of a providential Origenist defeat by a "common and
universal anathema", pronounced at an ecumenieal council through the
agency of Sabas' heir, without being forced to say too much about the painful (to Cyril and his party) Three Chapters affair. In reality, the Origenist
coup in Jerusalem, followed by Conon's action in Constantinople, was only
a matter of minor importance. 226 This local crisis was not the one that led to
the Fifth Ecumenical Council, nor did it substantially affect the power position of Conon's arch-enemy Theodore Ascidas.

A hagiographie enlargement of Abba Conon s role?
The preceding analysis justifies the question regarding the degree of
hagiographie stylization present in the final chapter of the Life of Sabas.
How should we evaluate the figure of Abba Conon, who is Sabas' succes··
sor as the archimandrite for the anchorites of the Palestinian desert and the
head of Cyril's order? Also when Cyril relates the developments after the
convocation of the Council, Conon is presented as the main figure controlling the events. Conon releases (onoMwv) the new Patriarch Eustochius
from his obligation to stay in the capital for the Council and sets hirn free to
enter into his patriarchate. 227 Conon also asks hirn to send (onoOTELAal)
Eulogius, the successor ofTheodosius, so that the archimandrite ofthe ceno-

225 Compare with K. CHRYSOS, "Ai flapTUPlat TOÜ Kuplt.t.ou LKU80TTOt.LTOÜ", 265,
n.l4. See also above, 300, n.221.
226 See esp. above, 294-295, nn.l90, 192. Diekamp already concluded that the action
taken against the Origenists must have been a minor detail in the great history leading to the
Council: "Erstens galt die Action gegen die Origenisten gegenüber der Angelegenheit der
drei Capitel als recht bedeutungslos. Der Kaiser hatte die Bischöfe nur zur Erledigung der
letzteren berufen. Nur diese erregte das allgemeine Interesse," F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen
Streitigkeiten, 133.
227 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), p.l98, lines 22, 25.
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bites mayaIso be present at the Council. 228 The hierarchy as conceived by
Cyril is clear: Conon, who arranged that Eustochius become patriarch and
through whose agency the Council was called, remains in a position superior to the Patriarch. And the latter, in his turn, is placed above Theodosius'
successor Eulogius. This hierarchy, expressed in particular by the sequence
of the verbs.cmoAUElv and anooTEAAEIV, could point to a minimization of
the role of the cenobites in the events that led to the Council: the cenobitic
archimandrite is invited only when the decisive action is complete. Is this
perhaps a continuation of the enlargement of Sabas' roIe in the struggle for
orthodoxy, at the expense of Theodosius?229
Evagrius Scholasticus offers a different version of Conon's role in
Constantinople and it is interesting to compare it with Cyril's presentation.
He opens his account by referring to the convocation of the Council in the
time of Menas' patriarchate. 230 Then, indicating the reason for the convocation,231 he describes the troubles caused by the Origenists in Palestine232
and immediately starts referring to their expulsion from the New Laura by
Patriarch Eustochius. 233 Subsequently, Evagrius mentions the pernicious

TIapEKaAEaEV aTIOOn:lAal TOV Tfje; flovfje; TOO flaKaplOU 0EDilOOlOU ~YOUflEVOV
EUAOYIOV, E<j>' ~ ElJpESfjVal Kai aUTov EV TIJ aSpoli;oflEvu auvoll41, ibid., 198,23-25.
229 Our comparison between Theodore of Petra's Vita Theodosii and Cyril's VS confirmed the existence of two riYal traditions concerning the struggle for orthodoxy. Both
hagiographers appear to have enlarged the figure of their own hero at the expense of the
other. See above, 113-130.
230 EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BlDEzI PARMENTIER), 186,22-27 (quoted above, 298, n.215).
231 ES alTlae; TOläollE, ibid., 186,27.
232 Evagrius' HE is one of the few sixth-century sources according to which Origenism
was an issue at the Fifth Ecumenical Counci!. In addition to Cyril' s own ac count and that of
Evagrius, Diekamp adduces only abrief remark in a fragment from a lost writing attributed
to Patriarch Eulogius of Alexandria (580-607) as belonging to those sixth-century texts
according to which Origenism was treated at the Council itself. See F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, Münster 1899, 107. See also C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concile
oecumenique et le Magistere ordinaire au VI" siede", RSPhTh 35 (1951), 420. For the Greek
text, see [EULOGIUS], De Trinifate, PG 86/2, 2944,B8-c2. As we saw, the earlier documents,
lustinian's Episwla ad synod/IIII de Origene and the subsequent 15 anathemata against the
Origenists, testify only to the existence of a certain link between Origenism and the Ecumenical Council; they do not prove that Origenism was treated at the official Council sessions. See above, 295, n.192 (at the end).
233 EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BlDEzI PARMENTIER), 186,28-33. According to Cyril, the expulsion of the Origenists from the New Laura, by order of Eustochius, took place shortly before
its re-population by the anti-Origenists in Feb. 555 (see above, 291, n.I77), a relatively long
time after the Council, and that event marked the end of the Origenist Controversy, VS 90
228
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role of their defender Theodore Ascidas, as a result of the latter's familiarity with Justinian. 234 Because of all these troubles, Patriarch Eustochius
sends two Palestinian superiors to Constantinople:
Because he [scil. Theodore Ascidas] troubled the Empire and called all kinds
of impiety and unlawful deeds a matter worthy of support, Eustochius sent to the
capital Rufus, superior of the monastery of Theodosius, and Conon, superior of the
monastery of Sabas; they held the first rank in the desert, both because of their
proper merits and because ofthe monasteries they directed. Also others (Kai ETEpOl),
not much inferior in dignity, came aIong with them. These people set in motion, in
the first instance (1TpWTOTUTIWe;), the discussion about Origen and also Evagrius and
Didymus. Theodore the Cappadocian, however, desiring to drag them away in anothe!' direction, introduced (ETIEtaayEl) the discussion about Theodore ofMopsuestia,
Theodoret and Ibas. Thus God, who is aIl-good, disposed everything weIl, so that by
235
both the former and the latter discussions aIl impiety would be cast out.

Evagrius' account is not free of inaccuracy. 236 In agreement with Cyril,
he holds that the Council was convoked primarily because ofthe Origenists;

(SCHWARTZ), 199,11-200,4. Evagrius, however, pI aces the expulsion of the Origenists by
Eustochius at the very beginning, before the Council, and he writes that, from then on, the
Origenists increased their number so that the controversy actually began. Diekamp explained
this deviation by assuming that Evagrius had erroneously confused the events of 555 with an
earlier (voluntary) exile of the Origenists, after lustinian's edict of 543 [comp. with VS 86
(ibid.), 192,12-20]; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 32. In any case, Cyril
does not testify to an expulsion of the Origenists by force befare the Council. We know also
that Eustochius became patriarch as late as the end of 552 (see above, 293 with n.187), so
that Evagrius' version, which implies an earlier date for Eustochius' patriarchate, must be
the one that is inaccurate on this point, ibid.
234 EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BlDEzI PARMENTIER), 186,28-187,6.
235 KUKWVTOe; OUV mhoO Ta ßaalAEW, Kai TIäoav aOEßElav Kai O:8EfllT OUPYlav TO
TIpäYfla KaAOOVTOe;, OTEAAOVWl TIpOe; T~V ßaOlAEWe; 1TOAlV TIpOe; EUOToXlou 'PoO<j>oe;
~YOUflEVOe; Tfje; 0EDilooloU flovfje; Kai Kovwv Tfje; Lcißa, Ta TIPWTlOW Tfje; EP~flOU <pEPOVTEe; ~K TE Tfje; olKdac; aslWOEWe; Kai tilv ~yoOVTO <j>POVTlOTIlPIWV' YEyovaol IlE aUv
mhole; Kai hEpOl, OU TIOAA0 Tfje; as1ae; aUTWV AEmOflEVOI. Kai OOTOl flEV Ta KOTa
'OplYEVIlV 1TPWTOTU1TWe; EKIVOUV Kai EuayplOV Kai ~llluflov. 0Eollwpoe; IlE 6 KarrTIa86KIle;,
ETEPWSl TOUTOUe; a<j>EAKElV ESEAWV, ETIElOayEl Ta KaTa 0EOllwpov TOV MOlvouEOTlae;
Kai 0EDIlWPIlTOV Kai "Ißav, TOO 1Tavay0:8ou SEDO 1TavW KaAWe; OIKovofl~oavToe; IV'
EKE1SEV EVTEOSEV Ta ßEßIlAa ESwa8dll, ibid., 187,4-16 (trans!. DH). Far the status of the
assembly as a "restricted council", gathered in the summer of 552, see above, 299, n.218.
236 See also above, n.233. To evaluate Evagrius' historical reliability would be a subject for another study. However, Evagrius has conscientiously consulted official documents
relating to the Council, so we cannot simply reject his account on all points where he deviates from Cyril; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischell Streitigkeiten, Münster 1899, 100-106.
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against Cyril, however, he testifies explicitly that the Three Chapters affair
was also treated at the Council, albeit as an issue introduced in a second
instance. 237 Thus Evagrius mistakes the main issue of the Council for a
secondary matter. 238 Nevertheless, there are three points in the text that
deserve our attention, as they allow us to question the hierarchy presented
by Cyril. According to Evagrius, a) Patriarch Eustochius gives the order to
Conon's mission; b) Conon is sent to the capital together with Rufus, his
fellowarchimandrite for the cenobites; c) Conon is mentioned only in the
second place, after Rufus.
Regarding the first point, Evagrius must be wrang in l'eporting that
Conon was sent by Patriarch Eustochius, who ascended the throne only
near the end of 552. 239 However, the error could be restricted to the name of
Eustochius, and Conon could indeed have been sent by the Patriarch of
Jerusalem. 240 Cyril for his part does not indicate that Conon was sent on a
mission: by his silence, he creates rather the impression that Conon went on
his own initiative. 241 As we saw, Cyril presents a hierarchy according to

On the other hand, a time gap of 40-50 years separates Evagrius' testimony from the period
of the Council. Evagrius depended not only on the documents he had at his disposal, but
also, as it seems, on existing contradictory traditions concerning the issue of the Council.
237 Facundus of Hermiane and Liberatus of Carthage testify indeed that the Three Chapters affair was introduced by a diversionary action ofTheodore Ascidas (out of "revenge"
for Origen), but this must have happened already in 543/544, long before plans for an ecumenical council were made; see above, p.l52, n.96 and p.181, n.224. Besides, Ascidas' role
on this point might be over accentuated by the tradition, as Justinian had his own political
motives for paying attention to the Three Chapters; see above, p.l82, n.227 and p.183, n. 233.
238 For the real proportion between the Three Chapters affair and the Origenist Controversy in their relation to the Council, see the documents adduced above, 294-295, nn.190,
192.
239 See above, 293 with n.187. Cyril dates Conon's journey explicitly to September
Tfj<; lTEVTEKaLOEK<Xrll<; t VOI KTlOVO<;, VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 198,5-6 (see above,
552: EV
289, n.17l). It is a crucial theme in Cyril's account that Eustochius became pattiarch due to
Conon's action in Constantinople, after Macarius' illegal accession to the throne in the fall
of 552; see VS 90 (ibid.), 198,9-21.
240 If Cyril's date is correct, and Conon was indeed sent to the capital by his Patriarch,
it must have been Eustochius' predecessor Peter who gave orders to the mission, shortly
before he died. Evagrius mentions this Patriarch (and also Macarius' coup) in the preceding
section; see HE IV,37 (ibid.), 186,14-16.
241 After relating the conciliation between Isidore, the chief of the Protoktists, and
Abba Conon, VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,26-198,4, Cyril weites nothing more than that Isidore
"went up with hirn [seil. Conon] to Constantinople (avEßll auv ath<ji EV KWVaTOVTlvoulT6"El)" in September 552, ibid., 198,5-6.
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wh ich Conon's authority sUl'Passes even that of the Patriarch; in Evagrius'
account, however, we find Conon in a position subordinate to that of the
Patriarch.
As for the second point, we should notice first that Cyril does not menti on Rufus at all, aIthough he presents Abba Eulogius as the superior of
Theodosius' monastery.242 Again, Evagrius could be wrong on a name. But
we cannot exc1ude the possibility that Rufus was Eulogius' predecessor
and that he was still alive in September 552. 243 Nor can we say for certain
that Rufus was not sent to Constantinople together with Conon "and others
(Kai En:pol)", as testified by Evagrius. 244 Abba Conon could have shared
his prominent position in the delegation with a cenobitic colleague. Cyril,
however, mentions as Conon's traveling companion only Isidore,245 who
dies shortly upon arrival in the capital,246 The decisive action that led to the
condemnation of Origenism is then attributed exc1usively to "Abba Conon's
party (01 m:pi TOV aßßav KOvtlJva)".247 Did Cyril perhaps suppress the
rale of the cenobites in this crucial stage of his account?
The third point reinforces our suspicion. Even if Evagrius were wrong
concerning Rufus' name, his mentioning the superior of Theodosius'
cenobium in the first place, before Conon, could indicate that the cenobites

242 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,23-25 (quoted above, 302, n.228). See also A.-J. FESTUGIERE,
"Evagre: Histoire Eeclesiastique, traduction", Byz 45 (1975),402, n.97.
243 When writing about the Council sessions, Evagrius also mentions Eulogius as one
of the authors of certain libelli against the Origenists; see EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzi PARMENTIER), 188,25 (see below). Cyril for his part mentions Eulogius only in the passage
quoted above, 302, n.228, that is, after Eustochius had become patriarch at the end of 552.
Elsewhere we read that Theodosius hirnself was succeeded by Sophronius on 11 January
529; see VS 70 (SCHWARTZ), 171,26-172,1; VTheod 4-5 (ibid.), 239,27-240,2. Sophronius
died on 21 March 543, VTheod 5 (ibid.), 241,2-3. Cyril does not mention a new successor
and so leaves a gap between 21 March 543 and the end of 552, aperiod in which Rufus
could have been the archimandrite for the cenobites. Festugiere's remark that "Eulogius a
donc succede aSophronios" might be too hasty; see A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Moines d'Orient m/
2, 128, n.301.
244 Theoretically, Rufus could have died shortly after the arrival of the delegation in
the capital, just like Isidore, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,17. Patriarch Eustochius could then
have sent Eulogius as Rufus' successor to be present at the Council. See ibid., 198, lines
23-25 and 27.
245 VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,26-198,4 (see above, 304, n.241).
246 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,17 (see above, n.244).
247 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,14.
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were generally considered superior to the anchorites,248 and that they did
participate in the events that took place in Constantinople from the time of
the arrival of the delegation sent by the Patriarch of Jerusalem.
Also when we compare the sequels in both accounts, the suspicion
grows that Cyril has enhanced Abba Conon's role at the expense of the
latter's cenobite colleague. Cyril writes that Patriarch Eustochius, on arrival in Jerusalem, sends three bis hops to take his place at the Council,249
and that (at Conon's request) he sends Eulogius, Theodosius' successor,
who is accompanied by two other superiors, Cyriacus 250 and Pancratius. 251
As we shalI see, Evagrius mentions the same delegation. After the passage
quoted above he reports first the story of Eutychius who, due to his intervention, becomes patriarch of Constantinople. 252 He then relates the treatment of the Three Chapters at the Council, which results in the fourteen
anathemata. 253 And finally, he returns to the question of Origenism:
Because of certain libelli (EK AlßEAAWV) submitted by the monks Eulogius,
Conon, Cyriacus and Pancratius against the doctrines of Origen, called also
Adamantius, and the adherents of his impiety and error, lustinian inquired of the
Council (ouvooos), which was gathered together, about this matter. Meanwhile he
joined [to his letter] a copy of the libellus (TOO AlßEAt.OU Ta '(OOV) as weil as the
letter he had sent to Vigilius on the question. From all these documents, one might
easily be persuaded that Origen devoted himselfto fill up with Greek and Manichean
chaff the simplicity of apostolic doctrine. Thus areport was sent to lustinian by the

248 I pointed out already a list of signatures (adduced by B. Flusin) which does not
confirm Cyril' s claim to an anchoretic superiority with regard to the cenobites. In that document, the signatures of two cenobites figure be/ore those of two anchorites. See above, 118,
n.273 (second part).
249 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,25-27. Cyril does not mention Eustochius' representatives
by name. The lists of participants in the Acta of the Council confirm that Eustochius was
represented by three bishops: Stephen, George and Damian ("vicem agentes Eustochii").
See e.g. the list of the first session, ACa IVIl, 3,7-10. See also the address of lustinian's
. letter read at that session, ibid., 8,17-18.
250 Cyriacus of "The Spring" is not the Cyriacus we met in the previous seetion (as
above, 290, n.174).
251 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,27-199,1.
252 EVAGRIUS, HE Iv,38 (BmEz/ PARMENTIER), 187,17-29 (see above, 299 with nn.216217).
253 EVAGRIUS, HE Iv,38 (BIDEz/ PARMENTIER), 187,30-188,24. For the 14 anathemata of
the Fifth Ecumenical Council, see Aca Ivll, 215-220 (Latin); 239-245 (Greek).
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Council (ouvooos), after its pronouncements (EKßO~OElS) against Origen and those
who erred on the same points as he did. 254

The account continues with some quotations in which the Council Fathers confirm that they have anathematized the heresy of Origen. 255 Subsequently, Evagrius refers to the propositions they added, with which they
illustrated the impiety of Theodore Ascidas and the Isochrists,256 and finally, he observes that they adduced many other blasphemies extracted from
Didymus, Evagrius Ponticus and Theodore Ascidas. 257
The quotations prove that Evagrius had consulted records of a certain
assembly dedicated to the condemnation of Origenism, and the way he assimilates that source shows that he considered it as a component of the Acts
of the Ecumenical Council,258 However, as we know, this assembly must
have taken place hefore the official Council sessions, in March 01' April
553. 259 An interesting point for us to notice is that Evagrius did consult
official documents and that he mentions a whole series of writings. Certain
anti-Origenist lihelli are handed over by a monastic delegation consisting

254 EK t.lßEt.t.WV OE ETTlOE00I-lEVWV TTPOS EUAoYlou, Kovwvos, KUPLaKOO, Kai DayKpmlou I-l0vaxwv KaTo TWV 'OplYEVOUs TOO Kai' Aoa~!avTlou 00Yl-l0TWV Kai TWV ETTOI-lEVWV Tij TOUTOU ouooEßd~ Kai TTt.aV]J, TTuv80VETW 'IoUOTlvLaVOs Tfjs at.w8doTjs
ouvooou TTEpi TOUTWV, oul;Eusas Kai TOO t.lßEt.t.OU TO '(oov chop Kai TO TTPOS BlY(AlOV
lTEpi TOUTWV ElTWmt.I-lEva. 'ES J,v CmOVTwV EOTlV EUiv OTTWs EOTTouoaa8Tj T0 'OplYEVEl
'Et.ATjVlKWV Kai MavlxdiKWV l;ll;avlwv EI-lTTAfjOW TWV cmoOToAlKWV 00Yl-l0TWV TO A!TOV.
, AvmjlOpo TOlvuv YEYOVE TTPOS 'IoUOTlvLaVOV TTapO Tfjs OUVOOOU I-lETO TOS YEV0I-lEVas
TTap' aUTfjs EKßO~OElS Kmo 'OplYEVOUs Kai TWV TO aUTO EKdvlfl TTETTAaVTjI-lEVWV,
EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BmEzl PARMENTIER), 188,24-189,8 (transI. DH).

255
256

257

Ibid., 198,9-16.
Ibid., 198,17-26.
Ibid., 198,26-29.

"Mit sicherheit darf behauptet werden, erstens, daß Evagrios auch diese Mittheilungen
aus Protokollen, die ihm vorlagen, entnommen, und zweitens, daß er selbst seine Quelle für
einen Bestandtheil der Acten der fünften allgemeine Synode gehalten hat. Wahrscheinlich
waren diese Protokolle in der Handschrift, die er benutzte, mit den Sitzungsberichten über
die drei Capittel vereinigt und schlossen sich unmittelbar an die letzteren an," F. DIEKAMP,
Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 101.
259 See above, p.21, n.2 and p.300, n.223. That the assembly must have taken place
be/ore the official Council can be deduced (in combinatioll with all the other evidence) from
two indications of arecent condemnation ofOrigen in theActa ofthe Counci!. See F. DlEKAMP,
Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 131 (nr.8); see also above, 295, n.192. Very few scholars
continue to hold that the condemnation of Origenism was pronounced at the official Couneil; see below, 314, n.286.
25S
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of Eulogius, Conon, Cyriacus and Pancratius, and these writings prompt
Justinian to bring the question of Origenism to the attention of the Council
Fathers.
Even though we may find the same delegates in Cyril's account, the
differences are noticeable. According to Cyril, the libellus that stirs the
Emperor to action against the Origenists is attributed exclusively to "Conon
and his party", and it is handed over in the fall of 552, when the other
delegates are still at horne. Evagrius, however, who has consulted official
documents, attributes the crucial anti-Origenist petition(s) to the whole
delegation. 260 In Cyril's account, we read that at Conon's request the cenobitie archimandrite Eulogius is sent to Constantinople (along with the
two other members of the delegation) after the decisive action has been
taken. Evagrius for his part writes not only that Eulogius 261 is a participant in the decisive action, but he mentions hirn before Conon as the first
member of the delegation. This is the second time that Evagrius places a
cenobite archimandrite before Conon. 262 Do these data refIect what Evagrius could find in the documents before hirn? 1fthat is true, the cenobites
of Theodosius must have made an important contribution to the final condemnation of Origenism. This would imply a serious exaggeration in

260 We eould try to harmonize Cyril's and Evagrius' aecounts by assuming the existenee of one libellus delivered first (in the fall of 552) by "Conon and his party", and another
delivered later (in the spring of 553) by the whole delegation; see L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di
Palestina e le eontroversie eristologiehe, 214-215. Unfortunately, Evagrius remains vague
about the doeuments he mentions. First he attributes libelli (EK t.lßEt.t.WV, in plural) to the
whole delegation, HE IV,38 (BIDEzl PARMENTIER), 188,24-25, and then he mentions a eopy of
the libellus (ToD t.lßEt.t.OU, in singular) joined by Justinian to his letter to the Council, ibid.,
189,1. We may suppose with Festugiere that "ToD t.lßEt.t.OU 189.1 reprend EK t.lßEt.t.WV de
188.24, seil. les libelles d'aecusation contre Origene remis a l'empereur par les moines
antiorigenistes de Palestine", A.-J. FESTUGJERE, "Evagre: Histoire Eeetesiastique, traduction", Byz 45 (1975),404, n.106. Justinian testifies indeed that he had joined an "explanation" (LJTTOTETaWEVT] EK8wl<;) to his letter, eontaining the Origenist KE~at.ata he wanted
eondemned; see IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodlllll de Origelle (DIEKAMP), 97,1-2. For US, it is not
necessary to speculate about the exact number of libelli Justinian received from the antiOrigenists. The question that counts is: wllo delivered the crucial one? Cyril and Evagrius
do not agree on this point.
261 At this stage Evagrius mentions Eulogius and not Rufus, whieh is in agreement with
Cyril. See A.-J. FESTUGIERE, "Evagre: Histoü'e Ecclesiastique, traduetion", p.402., n.97, p.404,
n.105. Eulogius could have been Rufus' suceessor; see above, 305, nn.243-244.
262 Rufus is also mentioned be/ore Conon; see EVAGRJUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzl PARMENTIER),
187,6-8. Compare with above, 306, n.248.
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Cyril's hagiographie account, ofthe part played by Sabas' successorConon
in the vietory of orthodoxy.

A straightforward Ecumenical Council against Origenism?
After mentioning the monastie delegation, Cyril immediately passes to
the Council. His report, whieh I shall quote again for the benefit of the
reader, is extremely concise:
When the fifth holy ecumenical (OiKOUIlEVIK~) council had assembled at
Constantinople, a eommon (KOIVOC;) and universal (Ka8ot.lKoC;) anathema was directed against Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia and against the teaching of
Evagrius and Didymus on preexistenee and a universal restoration, in the presence
(rrapovTwv) and with the approval (auvat VOUVTWV) of the four patriarchs. 263

As has been said, the anathemata against Origenism must have been
pronounced when the bishops, who had already assembled in Constantinople,
convened like a auvoooc; EV0l1f..lOUaa,264 before the official sessions of the
Ecumenieal Council,265 in March or in April 553. 266 The Council itself was
dedieated to the much more embracing question of the Three Chapters,
whieh is almost completely ignored by Cyril. But he mentions the condem-

VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,1-6 (for the Greek text, see above, 87, n.145).
After Justinian had already convoked the bishops in order to resolve the question of
the Three Chapters, the Origenist Controversy was brought to his attention, as has been
described above. The Emperor must then have taken the oecasion to deal with this Ioeal
question. As Origen had already been condemned by the imperial edict of 543 (whieh had
not troubled the Empire as had the decrees against the Three Chapters), it was eonsidered
enough, as Diekamp wrote, "wenn die zu anderen Zwecken berufenen Bischöfe zu diesen
Berathungen nur wie zu einer auvoooc; EV0T]1l00aa zusammentraten", F. DIEKAMP, Die
origellistisellell Streitigkeiten, 133. See also above, p.21, n.2 and p.300, n.223.
265 Diekamp observed: "Diese Verhandlungen [seil. the final condemnation of Origenism,
DH] fanden, wenn meine These richtig ist, vor der Eröffnung der ökumenischen Synode
statt und werden von den Kundigen nie als zu dieser gehörend betrachtet," ibid., 137. Even
Justinian did not eonsider the pre-synod as the offieial Council, ibid., 135. See also above,
295, n.192 (elose to the end).
266 The terminus a quo of March 553 is deduced by Diekamp from Evagrius' testimony
to the contribution ofEulogius, Cyriacus and Pancratius, who, aeeording to Cyril, had been
sent to the capital by Patriarch Eustochius after his arrival in Jerusalem, ibid., 131-132. See
also above, 307-308 with n.260.
263

264
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nation of Theodore of Mopsuestia, wh ich means that he does not exclusively intend the pre-synod when refening to the Ecumenical CounciI,267
He amalgamates the pre-synod with the official Council in order to launch
the former under the flag of the latter and then, indeed, he focuses onesidedly upon the former, as if the whole Ecumenical Council were organized merely because of the Origenists. This fundamental inaccuracy of his
account has been sufficiently elucidated.
But the1'e is anothe1' difficulty that needs our attention: CY1'il w1'ites
that the Council decisions were taken "in the presence of the four patriarchs and with their approval".268 In Justinian's e1'a, however, a Council
was called "ecumenical" only when it was held with the participation of
Jive patriarchs: 269 four we1'e not enough.21° Of course, one patriarch was

267 K. Chrysos, in his article mentioned above (300, n.223), examined two phrases in
Cyril's account: 1) the Emperor "gave orders for there to be an ecumenical council", VS 90
(SCHWARTZ), 198,21-22 (quoted above, 300, n.222), and 2) the Emperor "sent to Jerusalem
the acts ofthe council (Ta EV TQ auv684J npax8tvm)", ibid., 199,7-8. According to Chrysos,
the difficulties of Cyrirs account may only be resolved when these phrases are taken to
indicate not the official Council sessions, but the pre-synod; see K. CHRYSOS, "Ai ~apTuplat
TOU KuplAAou LKU80nOALTOU", 271. However, does Cyril allude exclllsively to that presynod? Chrysos hirnself, noting that Cyril refers to the condemnation of Theodore of
Mopsuestia, writes that anti-Origenists had no difficulty with fusing together the pre-synod
with the Council under the common name of "holy fifth ecumenical council", ibid., 265. But
only by assuming that Cyril alludes exclusively to the pre-synod, can Chrysos propose his
eventual solution for the chronological problem; see above, p.291, n.l77 and p.300, n.223
(at the end).
268 napOVTWV TWV TEaaapwv nmptapxwv Kai TOlhou; auVatVOUVTWV, VS 90
(SCHWARTZ), 199,5-6.
269 "Le droit oriental exigeait, pour qu'il y eut concile oecumenique valable,la participation des cinq patriarches," E. AMANN, "Trois-chapitres (affaire des)", DTC 15/2 (1950),
1922,
270 R. Devreesse, examining the chaotic history of the reception of the Fifth Ecumenical Council in the Byzantine tradition, held that the concept "ecumenical" was conceived in
a specific sense already in the time of Justinian: "Quand on parlait d'oecumenicite, on ne
ctepassait pas l'horizon byzantin, celui que dominait le maHre de 1'0iKoU~EVT], c'est 11 dire
I' empereur," R. DEVREESSE, "Le cinquieme concile et I' oecumenicite byzantine", in Miscellanea GiovG/lIli Mercati Ill, StT 123, Cittll dei Vaticano 1946, 14. Devreesse drew this conclusion from the confusing fact that in the Byzantine tradition different synods of lustinian's
era, such as the Synod of Menas of 536, are called the "Fifth Ecumenical Council", He
suggested that this denomination could have indicated "tout simplement le recueil des conciles
reunis au cours du regne de Justinien", ibid., 15, Devreesse was attacked for this by C.
Moeller, who argued that such an exclusive concept of ecumenicalism, requiring ollly the
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1'epresented by delegates, but apart from that, there were only three patria1'chs "present" at the Council sessions f1'om 5 May to 2 June,271 Moreover,
if the p1'e-synod against Origenism was indeed held in March 01' Apri1553,
no more than three patriarchs can have been p1'esent also at that synod.
Eustochius had been sent to his patriarchate at the turn of 552-553,272 and
Vigilius, whose refusal to pa1'ticipate at the official Council had delayed it,
must have stayed away also f1'om the pre-synod which was meanwhile held
at the Empe1'o1"s command. 273 However, we may assume that Vigilius gave
his approval to the condemnation of Origenism by letter in advance. 274 But

approval of the four Oriental patriarchs without that of Rome, "date d'une epoque voisine
ou posterieure au schisme" , C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concile oecumenique et le Magistere
ordinaire au VIe siecle", RSPhTh 35 (1951), 423, n.28. Justinian's violent policy to enforce
Pope Vigilius' co operation with the condemnation of the Three Chapters proves that - at
least before the Council was officially opened in Vigilius' absence - the Emperor "savait
indispensable I' approbation pontificale", ibid. Even when lustinian and the Council Fathers
broke off with Vigilius, they tried to preserve the communion with the Apostolic See of
Rome; see below, 313 with n.280.
271 The eight council sessions, from 5 May to 2 lune 553, were held in the presence of
only the Patriarchs Eutychius of Constantinople, Apolinarius of Alexandria alld Domninus
of Antioch. See esp, the attendance Iists: ACO IV/l, p.3,4-6, p.8,15-17, p.20,4-6, p.32,4-6,
p.39,4-6, p.73,5-7, p.137,4-6, p.183,4-6, p.203,5-9; see also p.220 (passim).
272 See above, p,293 with n.187 and p.301 with n.227.
273 That the pre-synod against Origen must have assembled without Vigilius is strongly
suggested by Evagrius Scholasticus, who writes that lustinian joined a letter, sent to Vigilius
about the Origenist question (Ta npo~ BIYIAIOV m:pl TOUTWV EnwTaA~Eva), to his own
letter to the synod when he commanded the condemnation of Origenism; see EVAGRIUS, HE
IV,38 (BIDEz/ PARMENTIER), 188,27-189,2 (quoted above, 306-307 with n.254). Another old
testimony may confirm Vigilius' absence from the synod against Origenism, although this
source, Iike Evagrius, confuses the pre-synod with the official Council. In the years 692695, Anastasius of Sinai, writing about the Fifth Ecumenical Council, refers to a letter from
Vigilius to Justinian, approving the proposed condemnation of Origenism, "which was co mmunicated to the Council and inserted in the memoranda of the Council (~TI~ Kai EVE<jJavla8T]
EV TU auvo84J, Kai EYKETrat EV TOl~ npax8Elat nap' aUTU uno~v~~aal)", ANASTASIUS
SINA'iTA, De haeresibus et synodis, ed, J. PITRA, ll/ris ecclesiastica Graecorll/ll histOl'ia et
/IIOIll/menta 11, Romae 1868, 264,17-18. For Anastasius' testimony, see F. DIEKAMP, Die
origenistischen StreitigkeiteIl, 111-115, Like Evagrius, Anastasius must depend on a MS in
which the acts of the synod against Origenism were joined to those of the official Council;
see above, 307, n.258.
274 In the Acta of the official Council we read that at the fifth session, Theodore Ascidas,
referring to arecent condemnation of Origen, remarks: "quod [seil. the condemnation] etiam
nunc in ipso [scil. Origen] fecit et vestra sanctitas et Vigilius religiosissimus papa antiquioris
Romae", ACO lvII, 114,11-12 (see also above, 295, n.192). Hefele held that Ascidas alludes
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this was not intended as a papal confirrnation of adecision taken by an
ecumenical council. 275 As a matter of fact, in the second half of the sixthcentury an the subsequent papal writings as wen as other Eastern and
Western sources show "daß damals weite Kreise die antiorigenistischen
Verhandlungen als nicht zum fünften Concil gehörig betrachtet haben".276

here to a subscribing of lustinian's edict of 543; see C. HEFELE! H. LEcLERcQ, Histoire des
COllciles m/l, 88, n.l. However, as Ascidas addresses himself to the Council through Patriarch Eutychius ("vestra sanctitas"), who became patriarch in 552, the remark can only be
understood as an allusion to a very recent ("etiam nunc") condemnation ofOrigenism by the
bishops who were present at the Council, as weil as by Vigilius. See F. DIEKAMP, Die
origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 97-98. Besides, in the passage where Evagrius speaks of a
letter (from lustinian) to Vigilills (TIP0C; BIYlALOv, see the preceding footnote), a text variant
reads TTPOC; BI YIAlOU, which would indicate a letter jrolll Vigilius to lustinian, ibid., 100,
n.3. In any case, Evagrius testifies to the existence of a correspondence between Justinian
and Vigilius concerning the condemnation of Origenism. Festugiere supposes timt lustinian 's
edict of 543 is meant; see A.-J. FESTUGIERE, "Evagre: Histoh'e Ecctesiastique, traduction",
404-405, n.106. However, it is much more probable that the correspondence dates to the
period immediately preceding the Council. Diekamp concluded this from Anastasius of Sinai 's
testimony that Vigilius by that time had indeed written a letter to lustinian, in which he
approved in advance the condemnation. See F. DIEKAMP, O.c. 114 (cf. the preceding footnote). When we combine these testimonies, we may assume that Vigilius, though not participating at the pre-synod, approved the condemnation of Origenism by writing; see ibid., 132
(nr.9). Guillaumont even suggests that lustinian used the condemnation of Origenism as "un
exsellent mo yen de se concilier le pape Vigile", A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d' Evagre le Pontiqlle, 174.
275 Reflecting upon the question of whether Vigilius' approval conferred on the 15
anathemata against Origenism has the status of an infallible judgment, Diekamp observed:
"Als ein Urtheil der ökumenischen Synode kann es nicht gelten, da es als ein solches nicht
intendirt und auch niemals als ein solches bestätigt worden ist. Da es außerdem nicht möglich
ist, zu zeigen, daß Vigilius seine Zustimmung zu dem Entwurfe lustinians als ein endgültiges
und die ganze Kirche bindendes Urtheil betrachtet wissen wollte, so haben die fünfzehn
Anathematismen dieser Kirchenversammlung gegen die origenistischen Lehren an sich nicht
die Bedeutung einer unfehlbahren Entscheidung. Vielleicht haben sie diese Bedeutung
dadurch erlängt, daß sämtliche Bischöfe sie nachträglich angenommen haben. Aber sicher
wissen wir dies nur von den Bischöfen Palästinas," F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 137-138.
276 Ibid., 132 (nr.ll). See also 77-81. As regards the reception of the condemnation of
Origenism in the late sixth-century East, Moeller observed that "l'enseignement ordinaire
des theologiens, meme en Orient, etait loin d'etre unanime au sujet de la signification de
cette condamnation", C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concile oecumenique et le magistere ordinaire au VIc siecle". RSPhTh 35 (1951), 421.
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In other words, eyril's claim that both Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia were struck by a "common and universal" anathema enunciated at
the Fifth Ecumenical Council "in the presence and with the approval of the
foul' patriarchs" is fun of inaccuracies. Origen must have been condemned
at apre-synod in the actual presence of only three patriarchs and, probably,
with the approval of all five, although the condemnation was not a judgment passed by an ecumenical council. Theodore of Mopsuestia was condemned at aseries of council sessions which were held in the actual presence of three patriarchs and with the approval of four, but in open disagreement with the Patriarch of Rome. On 24 May, when six sessions had already been held, Vigilius published his first Constitutum,277 in wh ich he
explicitly refused to condemn Theodore of Mopsuestia278 and the other two
of the Three Chapters. 279 In response, the Council complied with an imperial command to strike Vigilius' name from the dyptichs in the universal
Church, although without the intention of breaking off communion with
the Apostolic See of Rome. 28o Neveltheless, it has been argued that from
that moment on, the Council Fathers themselves had made their decisions
invalid. 281 Only when Vigilius, yielding to pressure, gave his official appl'oval afterwards, in his second Constitutum of 23 February 554,282 did
these decisions receive the status of decisions taken by an ecumenical coun-

277 VIGILIUS, Constitutlllll I, in Collectio Avellana, Ep. 83, CSEL 35/1, 230-320 (see
above, p.185, n.239 and p.294, n.190). The text was finished already on 14 May.
278 VIGILlUS, COllstitlltllm I, nrs.202-220, CSEL, 35/1,286,11-293,4. See A. PLACANICA,
"Teologia e storiografta nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", in Res christiana, 188 with
nn.306-31O.
279 VIGILIUS, COllstitlltllm I, nrs.221-227, CSEL 35/1,293,5-295,7 (Theodoret); COllst.
I, nrs 236-283, CSEL 35/1,296,28-310,22. See A. PLACANICA, "Teologia e storiografia nella
controversia dei Tre Capitoli", 188-189 with nn.311-313.
280 Concilium Oec. Const. 11, Actio septima, ACO IV/1, 202,7-20. The distinction between Vigilius' person and the Apostolic See was made according to a principle formulated
by Leo the Great: "aliud sunt sedes, aliud praesidentes", ACO 11/4,61,30. See e.g. E. STEIN/
1.-R. PALANQUE, Histoire du Ras-Empire 11, 666-667; F. MURPHY/ P. SHERWOOD, Constantinople
J/ et COllstalltinople lll, 104-105.
281 Notwithstanding the distinction between sedes and praesidens (see the preceding
footnote), Amann observed: "En fait, par leur separation explicite d' avec le pape, les Peres
du Vc concile ont frappe eux-meme de nullete toutes leurs decisions ulterieures, c'est a
savoir le decret dogmatique de la seance du 2 juin, avec les anathematismes qui y sont
annexes," E. AMANN, "Trois-chapitres", 1922.
282 VIGlLlUS, ConstitutwlllI, ACO IV/2, 138-168 (as above, 296, n.200).
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eil, but only in so far as the Pope had subscribed to them. 283 However, the
papal approval concerned only the condemnation of the Three Chapters.
Neither in Vigilius' official decree nor in his previous letter of 8 December
553 to Patriarch Eutychius 284 is a reference made to the condemnation of
Origenism. 285 Thus from a formal viewpoint, we may reject Cyril's claim
that a "common and universal" anathema was directed against the Origenists
by the "fifth holy ecumenical council".286
Cyril's reference to the condemnation of Theodore of Mopsuestia is
also inaccurate. As far as he refers to the Three Chapters affair (he mentions Theodore's name only in passing), the false picture is evoked of a
Council proceeding smoothly with harmonious relations among the Jour

283 Following Amann (see above, 313, n.281), C. Moeller wrote that "depuis Ia vI"
session, le concile etait eil rupture ouverte avec le Pape Vigile. Du meme coup toutes les decisions du 2 juin (Vlll c session) sOlltfrappees de nt/llete. Elles ne sont approuvees que dans la
mesure exacte ou elles sont reprises dans Ie ludicatulIl (23 fevrier 554) OU Vigile se ralliait
aux decisions du concHe de lustinien," C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concHe oecu-menique",
414.
284 VIGILlUS, Epistula decretalis, ACO IV/l, 245-247 (as above, 296, n.199).
285 "Beide Decrete gedenken mit keinem Worte der Verurtheilung des Origenes und
seine Anhänger," F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 77 (nr.l).
286 That it is still useful, a century after Diekamp, to explain the theory that Origen
was not condemned by an ecumenical councH, but by apre-synod shortly before, becomes
clear when we read the arguments in two studies which continue to claim that the condemnation took pIace at the official Council. C. Stallman-Pacitti rejects the theory of the presynod merely because of K. Chrysos' support of it, which is based on a dating of the repopulating of the New Laura to Feb. 554 instead of 555; see above, 291, n.l77 (at the
end). Ignoring all the evidence for the pre-synod produced by Diekamp himself, StallmanPacitti observes: "Perhaps it is better to move forward a year the reestablishment of Orthodoxy in the New Lavra [that is, to date the event to Feb. 555, DH), ( ... ), rather than to .
postulate an 'endelllollsa' synod for which there is no direct textual evidence," C. STALLMANPACITTI, Cyril of Scythopolis: A Study in Hagiography as Apology, Brookline, Mass. 1991,
91. Suffice it to note here that it was precisely Diekamp who established 555 as the correct
year for the re-populating of the New Laura; see above, 291, n.177. The second scholar, 1.
Binns, does take the study of Diekamp as his point of departure. But he one-sidedly adduces the sixth-century and seventh-century sources, set out by Diekamp, according to
which Origenism was debated at the Ecumenical Council. Ignoring all other testimonies
examined by Diekamp, as weil as the distinction between collfemporm)' sources and later
accounts (see above, 295, n, 192 at the end), Binns asserts: "This collection of evidence
leaves no room for doubt that the Fifth Ecumenical Council anathematized the teaching of
Origen, as weil as that of his followers Didymus and Evagrius," J. BINNS, Ascetics and
Ambassadors ofChrist, 217,
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participating patriarchs, among whom, obviously, Vigilius is reckoned. 287
On the other hand, if Vigilius indeed subscribed to the decisions of the presynod,288 Cyril is right that the condemnation of Origenism was unanimous
within the universal Church. However, he is wrong in attributing that condemnation to the Ecumenical Council, and presenting it even as its main
issue. But also, and especially, he is wrong in evoking the idealized picture
of a Holy Ecumenical Council organized by a divinely protected Emperor
in an atmosphere of mutual concord within the universal Church. If Cyril
were a reliable historian, who kept silent about the Three Chapters affair
only because he was focusing on Origenism without concern for the "grande
histoire" ,289 he would have been more reserved on the point of idealizing
the Fifth Ecumenical Counci!. In fact, Justinian's aggressive power game
of forcing the Coundl to be held on his conditions as he strived to appease
the Monophysites brought the universal Church in 553 to the verge of total
schism between East and West.

What about Theodoret 01 Cyrus?
Apart from Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia, four other authors
were anathematized in 553, although not personally but only for some of
their writings. Evagrius of Pontus and Didymus the Blind were condemned

287 When Cyril wrote his VS in 557, the CounciI had meanwhile received the status of
"ecumenical" because of Vigilius' final approval. So Cyril could claim rightly that the Ecumenical Council, in general, had enunciated "common and universal (KOI va Kat KaBo"l Ka)"
anathemata. As has been said, in lustinian's era, the concept of ecumenicalism was not
restricted to the Byzantine horizon, but it required also the agreement ofRome, See above,
311, n.270. As Cyril speaks of the universal Church, we cannot interpret "the four patriarchs" as referring merely to the Orienta1 patriarchs (including Eustochius who was formally "present" in his representatives, and excluding Vigilius who refused his participation
when the Council sessions were held). For such an exclusively Oriental interpretation, see
C, STALLMAN-PACITTl, Cyril of Scythopolis, 78. However, "the four patriarchs" can only be
understood as indicating "the other patriarchs" who were at Constantinople, after Eustochius'
absence has been explained. See also A,-J. FESTUGlERE, Moines d'Orient 111/2, 129, n.304 (as
above, p.87, n.145 and p,290, n,175).
288 See above, 312, n,274 (at the end).
289 See above, 300, n,221.
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along with Origen, whereas the names of Theodoret of Cyrus 290 and Ibas of
Edessa29 1 were coupled with that ofTheodore ofMopsuestia. The two groups
show a striking parallel structure with regard to their hierarchies. Both consist of three individuals, one of which is the main figure who is condemned
personally after his death, while the other two are condemned only to a
lesser degree. Thus, one might ask why Cyril does not counterbalance the
mention of Evagrius and Didymus by referring also to Theodoret and Ibas.
Even if he were not interested in the Three Chapters, he could have mentioned them in passing, to avoid an incomplete representation of the Fifth
Ecumenical Council. This silence cannot be explained by assuming that
Cyril was ignorant of the "common and universal" anathema against the
discussed writings of Theodoret and Ibas. 292 Cyril wrote four years after
the Council, using an abundance of official documents 293 and other literat)'
sourees, 294 and as we know, he excelled in relating events in the context of
the universal historical background. 295 If he had no access to the exact text

290

For the condemnatiol1 of some writings ofTheodoret of Cyrus, see also above, 224,

nA09.
291 In the 430's, Ibas ofEdessa had written a much discussed letter to Maris in whieh he
had praised Theodore of Mopsuestia and complained about Cyril of Alexandria. See above,
179, n.217.
292 K. Chrysos states that Cyril "had no c1ear knowledge about the achievements of the
Council" and that this was demonstrated by his "ignorance" about the anathemata against
Theodoret and Ibas; see K. CHRYSOS, "Ai llaPTUPlat TOÜ KuplAAou LKU80TTOAlTOÜ", 265,
n.14 (see also above, 301 with n.225). C. Stallman-Pacitti also remarks that "perhaps Cyril
did not know of their condemnation"; see C. STALLMAN-PACITII, Cyril of Sc)'thopolis, 78.
293 The documents used extensively by Cyril inc1ude those that are c10sely related to
the Fifth Ecumenical Council. As we saw, Cyril describes fifth-century Abba Euthymius'
orthodoxy by quoting many passages from Justinian's Confessio fidei, VE 26 (SCHWARTZ),
40,5-41,3 (see above, 188-189 with nn.253-254). B. Daley observed that this account "is
almost a perfect summary of the Christology of the Second Council of Constantinople", B.
DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius of Byzantium", 363 (quoted above, 189, n.255).
294 See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 41-86 (see above, p.38, n.79 and p.223 with
nA06).
295 Cyril owes his reputation as a reliable historian partieularly to his remarkable ability
to present the events in a hagiographie framework and within the context of their universal
historical background. Good examples ofthis skill can be found in the chapters dedicated to
Sabas' struggle for Chalcedonian orthodoxy against Emperor Anastasius in 511-518. See
esp. VS 50 (SCHWARTZ), 139,20-141,23; VS 56 (ibid.), 148,9-22. In these passages, Cyril
shows that he made extensive use ofTheodore Anagnostes' Church History; see B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 61 (nrA).
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of the anathemata in the Acta of the Council, then at least he knew a similar
text from Justinian's Confessio fidei. 296
In my opinion, Cyril's silence about Theodoret and hence about Ibas
when he mentions the authors condemned by the Council, must have been
deliberate. In the previous Chapter of this study, I produced evidence for
the thesis that Cyril and his anti-Origenist party had initially sympathized
with Theodore of Mopsuestia and the Three Chapters, but that, at a certain
point, they dissociated themselves from their former sympathies and adopted
the new concept of imperial orthodoxy, according to the criteria of the Fifth
Ecumenical Council,297 This could explain Cyril's embarrassment concerning Theodore of Mopsuestia,298 as well as his persistent silence about the
Three Chapters, when he relates the events surrounding the Council. 299 Even
though he cannot deny the decisions taken against the Three Chapters, it is
c1ear that he tends to minimize their importance as far as possible. When
we realize that Cyril remained an admirer of Theodoret of Cyrus,300 as late
as 557, we might suggest that the repudiation of the Three Chapters in the
anti-Origenist camp was by no means radical, but that it remained restricted
to the minimal requirements of the Council. Theodore of Mopsuestia was
indeed to be renounced as a heretic, but Theodoret's reputation could be
considered in the eyes of his admirers, as essentially intact: the Council

296 As has been said, Cyril made extensive use of the Confessio fidei (551); see above,
316, n.293 (with ref.). This imperial decree contains 13 anathemata, the text of which represents an earlier stage of the 14 anathemata formulated by the Council. Large parts of the
anathemata of Justinian's decree are reproduced verbatim in those of the Council, which are
more elaborate. For a detailed comparison, see 1. BOIS, "Constantinople (Ile concile de)",
DTC 3/1 (1938), 1239-1259. In Justinian's decree, canons 12 and 13, respectively condemning the defenders of the writings of Theodoret of Cyrus that were in question and the
letter of Ibas to Maris, correspond to canons 13 and 14 of the Council. Although the Council
thoroughly changed the texts of these two canons, the sense of these anathemata remained
the same. See IUSTINIANUS, Confessio fidei, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Drei dogmatische Schriften,
94,14-33, and comp. with ACa IV/1, 243,31-244,21.
291 See above, 201-205.
298 Cyril is noticeably reluctant at mentioning Theod.ore of Mopsuestia; see above, 202
with nn.308-309.
299 As I suggested, Cyril's shifting the date of the convocation of the Council might
have made it easier for hirn to avoid referring to the history of the Three Chapters; see above,
301 at 11.226.
300 Flusin points at Theodoret of Cyrus' Historia Philothea as one of Cyril's main
sources; see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 70. See also above, 224, nA08.
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forbade the defense only of a small number of writings, which did not seriously affect the integrity of his massive literary outpUt. 301
Evagrius of Pontus had likewise been condemned for only apart of his
writings. However, the text ofthe fifteen anathemata against the Origenists
was in large part excerpted from one ofEvagrius' masterpieces, the Kepha[aia gnostica. 30 2 Even though this partial condemnation might have been
the maximum the anti-Origenists could achieve against Evagrius within the
balance of power between the stmggling parties, in their eyes it must have
been a heavier blow than the one dealt to Theodoret. The KE~aAaw extracted from Evagrius and condemned by the fifteen anathemata were, in
their firm belief, central issues within Origenist circles. 303 As a result of
this condemnation they were able to believe that their opponents had been
stmck at the root while they themselves had received only a glancing blow.
Thus we may explain how, in a hagiographic account claiming a total victory over the perverse opponents, Cyril has tendentiously enhanced the significance of the anathemata against the Origenists, and minimized the condemnation of the Three Chapters.
The juxtaposition ofEvagrius and Theodoret in the battle appears clearly
also from Justinian's letter to the pre-synod against Origenism. 304 Here we
can find the evidence that not only was Origen played off against Theodore

301 Theodoret of Cyrus (c. 393-460) had been involved, as adefender of Nestorius and
Theodore of Mopsuestia against Cyril of Alexandria, in the Christological eontroversy leading to the Counci~s ofEphesus and Chalcedon. See esp. G. BARDY, ''TModoret'', DTC 15/1
(1946),299-302; E. AMANN, ''Trois-chapitres'', 1873-1877; A. GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus
im Glauben der Kirche I, 692-700. Only the works that are eonnected direet1y with this
controversy were eondemned in 553; a large number of other works were not touehed by this
eondemnation and have been preserved. See H. OPITZ, "Theodoretos", PWK 2/5 (1934),
1794-1801; G. BARDY, O.C., 303-317.
302 Comp. with above, p.270 n.78 (with the other ref.) and p.272, n.89.
303 The eorrespondenee of Barsanuphius and lohn of Gaza testifies that Evagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica was a main source of inspiration for Origenist monks in Palestine already before lustinian 's edict of 543. In the letters dedicated to the question of Origenism
(600-607), the Kephalaia gnostica are mentioned repeatedly; see BARSANUPRIUS et IOHANNEs
GAZAEI, Ep. 600, (SCHOINAS), 283A5-6, 34-35; Ep. 603, 285A21. For the dating of these
letters, see above, 223, n.404. The influence of the Kephalaia gnostica in these letters has
been examined by F. NEYT, Les lettres DorotMe dans la correspondance de Barsanuphe et
de Jean de Gaza (unpublished diss.), Louvain 1969, 541-567. On the other hand, our previous analysis has pointed out that not everyone who was branded an "Origenist" adhered to
the theologie al pOSitions condemned by the 15 anathemata, see esp. the table above, 282.
301 IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodwll de Origene (DIEKAMP), 90-97 (right co!.).
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of Mopsuestia, but also, and especially, Evagrius against Theodoret. As we
saw, certain anti-Origenist libelli, submitted by a Palestinian monastic delegation, prompted Justinian to command the condemnation of Origenism. 305
It is generally assumed that the imperial letter, like the edict of 543, reflects
to a large extent the content of the libelli (01' libellus) received from the
anti-Origenists. 306 The Emperor initiated his letter with a stereotype formula expressing his concern for preserving the orthodox faith,307 and then
communicated that he had learned that there were monks in Jemsalem following Pythagoras, Plato and Origen and that he had made an inquiry into
the question. 308 Subsequently, he summarizes the Evagrian-Origenist speculations concerning the original Henad (Eva<;), the pre-existence, the fall of
the rational beings, the creation of the bodies, the angels and the demons,
Christ who remained united to the Henad, the final annihilation of the bodies and the apocatastasis of the rational beings including the demons. 309 In
the second part of the letter, the Emperor rejects these "insane doctrines" as

305 Whereas Cyril attributes the cruciallibelllls exclusively to "Conon and his party",
Evagrius Scholasticus writes that it came from a whole delegation. See above, 308, n.260.
3116 See e.g. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 88; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 135.
307 IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad syn. de Origene (DIEKAMP), 90,5-10 (1'. co!.). Several imperial
documents open with a similar phrase; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 87.
308 IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad s)'n. de Origene (DIEKAMP), 90,11-21 (r. co!.). As has been said,
lustinian's theocracy was characterized by a growing hostility towards the Hellenistic philosophical inheritance. In that climate, prominent philosophers like Pythagoras and Plato, and
also Plotinus, were derided as the pagan inspiration of the Origenist cosmogony. See above,
247 at nn.532-534. We saw also Abba Cyriacus, in the tirade examined, bringing such a
charge against the Origenist, VC 13 (SCHWARTZ), 230,11-14 (quoted above, 137, n.32; see
also 247, n.535). And when Cyril relates the first incident with the Origenists in the New
Laura (that is, the group of Nonnus in 514), he puts "the myths concerning preexistence
related by Origen, Evagrius and Dydimus" in the same line as "the doctrines of the godless
Greeks (VEAt.TjYf:<;), lews and Manichees", VS36 (SCHWARTZ), 124,25-29 (quoted above, 72
with n.77). All these aceusations indicate that in the sixth-eentury Origenist milieu there
must have still existed, somehow, a continuation of the original philosophical tradition which,
according to reeent studies, was widespread among the Egyptian monks before the first
Origenist crises. See above, 238-243. Following S. Rubenson, M. O'Laughlin characterizes
this early monastic tradition as "a direct extension of that prevailing in Christian Alexandria" and he adds: "This was the tradition of Philo, Clement and Origen, a Platonizing
philosophy with Gnostic elements", M. O'LAUGHLlN, "Closing the Gap Between Antony and
Evagrius", in Origeniana septima, 346.
3(1) IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad s)'n. de Origene (DIEKAMP), 90,22-95,1 (r. co!.).
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coming from Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus. 310 Finally, the participants of
the synod are summoned
to read carefully the appended explanation (liTTOTETayIlEVTj EK8wle;) and to condemn and anathematize each of its chapters (KEcjJw.ma), along with the impious
Origen and with all who think or who will think in the same way, untiI the end. 311

As we saw, Evagrius Scholasticus writes that Iustinian had joined a
copy of an anti-Origenist libellus to his letter to the synod,312 so we may
assurne that the UTIOTETaYllEVTj EK8Eau;, in the phrase quoted, refers to
that libellus. The EK8Eal~ contains certain KE<j>6Äma that are to be condemned: they must be represented, perhaps literally, by the text of the fifteen anathemata against Origenism. 313 From this we may deduce that the
anti-Origenists had delivered a libellus (or libelli) to the Emperor with excerpts from Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica. 314 The content of the same excerpts is also reflected by Iustinian's own summary oftheEvagrian-Origenist
speculations, in the first part of his letter to the synod.
Now the remarkable point is that in the second part of Iustinian's letter, the refutation of these Evagrian-Origenist speculations consists almost
exclusively of quotations precisely from Theodoret of Cyrus. 315 In other

Ibid., 95,1-96,19 (r. co!.).
ETTlIlEAWe; EVTuXE1V TU lITTOTETaWEVlJ EK8EaEl KaI EKaaTOV TWV mhoO
KEcjJaAalwv KaTaKplval TE KaI ava8EIloTlam IlETO TOO ouaaEßOOe; 'OplYEVOUe; KOI TTClvTWV TWV Ta TOlaCiTa cjJPOVOUVTWV ~ cjJpOVTja6VTwV Eie; TEAOe;, ibid., 97,1-4 (trans!. DH).
312 EVAGRIUS, HE IV,38 (BIDEzI PARMENTIER), 188,24-189,2 (quoted above, 307 with
n.254; see also 308, n.260).
313 "Wir können also mit gutem Grunde behaupten, daß diese fünfzehn Anathematismen
die in dem Briefe Justinians 'an die heilige Synode' erwähnten KEcjJw.mo sind, die der
Kaiser den im Jahre 553 in Konstantinopel versammelten Bischöfen zur Untersuchung und
Bestätigung zugeschickt hat," F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 97.
'
314 For the link between the 15 anathemata and Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica, see the
ref. mentioned above, 318, n.302.
315 The refutation of the Evagrian-Origenist speculations in Justinian's letter consists
of a collage of four passages from Theodoret, in order to demonstrate that these speculations
derive from Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus. All texts are quoted in footnotes in Diekamp's
edition of the letter; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, p.95, nn.2-3 and
p.96, nn.I-2. The first three passages are derived from Theodoret's great apology of the
superiority of Christian faith to Greek philosophy: ThEODORETUS CYRENSIS, Graecarum affectionum curatio, 11,22, ed. P. CANIVET, TModoret de Cyrus: Therapeutique des maladies
helteniques, SC 57/1,144,13-14; v,13, ibid., 229,28-230,2; xI,40-41, SC 57/2, 405,11-406,7.
The last of these three quotations includes a passage from PLATO, Phaedrus 249AB, LCL 36,
480. The fourth quotation, the text of which appears to be corrupted, is derived from
THEODORETUS CYRENSIS, Haereticarumfabularum compendium v, PG 83, 480c5-Dl.
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words, the anti-Origenists had not only provided the Emperor with aseries
of KE<j>aAma extracted from Evagrius, but they had added on the very eve
of Iustinian's Council against the Three Chapters, passages actually taken
from Theodoret of Cyrus in order to demonstrate the heretical character of
the Evagrian texts. 316
This might throw more light upon the strategies employed by the
opposing parties. In 542, the anti-Origenists had attracted the Emperor's
attention to their case, by sen ding hirn a libellus through the Roman deacon Pelagius, who turned out to be a fervent defender of the Three Chapters. 317 That action had resulted in an imperial edict against Origen. Thereupon, Theodore Ascidas, a prominent defender of the Origenists, had
employed his influence at the court to vigorously support the imperial
policy against the Three Chapters, which had also resulted in an imperial
edict. 318 The anti-Origenists of Palestine had then participated in a campaign in defense of the Three Chapters. 319 Only when an official anathema was made unavoidable by the course of historical events, did they
dissociate themselves as far as necessary from their former sympathies.
Such "conversions" were quite common on both sides ofthe struggle, and
presumably, they were to a large extent inspired by opportunism gener-

310

311 ( ... )

316 In Justinian's other theological writings, such as the edict against Origen, we may
notice a weIl developed recourse to the so-called "patristic" argument, that is, a whole series
of quotations from canonized Fathers is employed to support the argumentation. This literary process is typical for sixth-century theological polemies, See e.g. L. I'ERRONE, "L'impatto
deI dogma di Ca1cedonia sulla riflessione teologica fm IV e VConcilio Ecumenico", in Storia
della Teologia I, Casale Monfermto 1993, 519, 527-530. Against this background it is very
significant that, in Justinian's brief letter to the Council Fathers against the Origenists, we
find Theodoret of Cyrus as the only patristic authority adduced in the argumentation, albeit
that his name is not mentioned.
317 For the alliance between Gelasius and Pelagius, see above, p.l52, n.96 and p.202,
n.31O.
318 Theodore Ascidas was even accused of having set in motion the whole Three Chapters affair out of revenge for Origen; see above, 181, n.224. However, it has been argued that
Justinian had also his own political motives for his action against the Three Chapters; see
above, 183, n.233.
319 As we saw, Cyril presents Abba Gelasius, in his farewell speech, as regretting his
former adhesion to a libelllls made at the order of Patriarch Peter against Justinian's first
condemnation of the Three Chapters (544/545), VS 87 (SCHWARTZ), 194,22-24. See above,
p.20l, n.305 and p.203 at n.313.
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ated by political pressure. 320 In any case, the anti-Origenists could continue to harbor sympathies with Theodoret of Cyrus, as far as these sympathies were legitimate. When the Council against the Three Chapters, which
was going to bring a great victory to Ascidas and his allies, was drawing
near, the anti-Origenists provided the Emperor with a new libellus, in which
they used Theodoret's writings to incriminate Evagrius. Thus they could
effectively attack the Origenists and, at the same time, diminish the damage
they might expect for their own party.321 Justinian tried to strike a balance
between the parties and allowed them apre-synod against Origen, Evagrius
and Didymus. In his letter to that synod he even adopted from their own
libellus some approved passages of Theodoret. Then he insisted on opening the intended Council against the Three Chapters.

320 "Conversions", under the pressure of Justinian's politics, were quite common among
ecclesiasticalleaders. Theodore Ascidas and Domitian of Ancyra, two prominent Origenists,
had subscribed to the edict against Origen of 543, and Cyril specifies that it was out of
hypocrisy, VS 85 (SCHWARTZ), 192,3-11. Ascidas must also have subscribed to the 15
anathemata of 553; see below, 326, n.340. Patriarch Peter of Jerusalem, who had directed
the Palestinian resistance against the condemnation of the Three Chapters in the mid 540' s,
shortly afteIwards subscribed to that condemnation; see above, p.201, n.305 and p.203 at
n.314. In Dec. 552, Bishop Theodore of Scythopolis wrote a libelllls in which he abjured his
former Origenism: THEODORUS SCYTHOPOLITANUS, Libelllls de erroriblls Origenianis, PG 86/
1, 232B-2368; see also above, 295, n.I92. Even Pope Vigilius made a volte face, when he
subscribed to the condemnation of the Three Chapters after the Council; see above, p.185
with n.240 and p.296 with nn.199-200. And Deacon Pelagius, the most fervent defender of
the Three Chapters, abjured his sympathies in 555, after which he became Vigilius' successor; see above, 321 at n.317. Another defender of the Three Chapters who changed his mind
after the Council was the African bi shop Primasius of Adrumetum. See A. PLACANICA,
"Teologia e storiografia ecclesiastica nella controversia dei Tre Capitoli", 227-229. Thus we
can also see Macarius, the illegal Origenist Patriarch who had been substituted by Eustochius,
abjuring his Origenism about a decade later and then being restored to his patriarchate; see
EVAGRIUS, HE IV,37 (BIDEz/ PARMENTIER), 190,13-16 (quoted below, 327, n.345).
32\ We can see both parties fighting to increase their influence at the imperial court,
which, as we saw, appears also clearly from Cyril's account. Initially, the Origenists "take
part in the first nappTjota at the palace", VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 189,5, but at the end, the antiOrigenists "take part in the greatest nappTjota", VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,18. See the texts
quoted above, p.80 with n.113 and pp.86-87 with n.143; see also p.111 with nn.241-242.
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A total victory over Origenism?
After his concise report on the Fifth Ecumenical Council, Cyril goes
on to write that Justinian sent to Jerusalem the acts of the Council (Ta EV
TÜ ouv68y npax8€VTa) and that they were approved by all the bishops of
Palestine, except for one. 322 Then he relates how the monks of the New
Laura separated themselves from the catholic communlon (Ka8oAtK~
KOt VWVla) and how Patriarch Eustochius spent eight months patiently urging thern to stay in communion with the catholic Church (TÜ Ka80AtKÜ
KOt vwvfjom EKKAr"]Gla). When these efforts were ineffective, the Patriarch had the Origenists expelled from the New Laura. 323 Not wishing to
leave the place uninhabited, the Patriarch had it re-populated by 120 orthodox monks, Cyril among them, on 21 February 555. This marked the final
victory over Origenism. 324
K. Chrysos argues that in Cyril's account the "acts of the Council"
refer exclusively to the acts of the pre-synod against Origenism. This enlarges the lapse of time between "the Council" and the re-populating of the
New Laura, which Chrysos dates to 21 February 554. 325 In my opinion,
Chrysos' solution is inaccurate. Not only does his chronology not fit with
Cyril's own time indications,326 but Cyril is also explicitly speaking about
the Ecumenical Council in which he includes the condemnation ofTheodore
of Mopsuestia. 327 In addition, I believe that Cyril has idealized the picture
of a smooth agreement among the Palestinian bishops with regard to the
results of the Council; he suppressed even the discord surrounding the Couneil itself. When we understand the power stmggle between Origenists and

322 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,6-11 (see above, p.87, n.146 and p.290 at n.176). From Cyril's
message that the Palestinian bishops approved the acts of the council "orally and by writing
(XElpt Kat GTOfJ,an)", ibid., 199,8, we may deduce that a synod was held in Jerusalern, shortly
after the Council. See e.g. F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischell Streitigkeiten, 64-65.
323 VS90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,11-17 (quoted above, 87-88 with n.147).
324 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,17-200,4. For the date, see above, 291, n.I77.
m K. CHRYSOS, "Ai fJ,apTUptm TOO KUptAAOU LKUeOnOAlTOO", 264-269. According
to this interpretation, "the acts" could have been sent to Jerusalem as early as March or April
553. Some time was needed for a "patriarchal synod in Jerusalern", ibid.• 265, at which the
Palestinian bishops subscribed to the decisions of the pre-synod, and then Eustochius spent
8 months negotiating with the Origenists before their expulsion and the re-populating of the
New Laura in Feb. 554.
326 See above, 291, n.177 (at the end).
327 See above, 310 with n.267.
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anti-Origenists in the Palestinian Church on the eve of the Council,328 we
can imagine that it must have been difficult for the episcopacy to arrive at
an easy consensus conceming the condemnation of Origenism. Immediately after the Council, there was also room for disagreement conceming
the "ecumenical" status of both the pre-synod and the Council itself. 329
Cyril' s frequent use of the adjective Ko80Al K6~, in this context, could suggest that an agreement among the Palestinian episcopacy was attained only
after the Council had received the status of "ecumenical" by Pope Vigilius'
approval on 23 February 554. 330 And perhaps it was by way of a compromise that the Palestinian bishops finally agreed to recognize both the condemnation of the Three Chapters and that of the Origenists as Council decisions with the same ecumenical status. In any case, the solution was not
accepted by the zealous Origenists of the New Laura, and thus we may
understand how Cyril could claim after February 554 that "they separated
themselves from the catholic communion".331 Subsequently, Patriarch
Eustochius started his negotiations to obtain their cooperation in establish-

•
328 From the mid 540'8, according to Cyril, the Origenists held cmcial positions allowmg them to oppress the orthodox, VS 86 (SCHWARTZ), 193,15-25. Just before Conon's journey to Constantinople in Sept. 552, we l'ead that Theodore Ascidas "had many of them [seil.
the Isochrists] ordained bishops of Palestine", and even the superior of the New Laura,
Theod?re, .became metropolitan of Scythopolis. See VS90 (ibid.), 197,19-23. The power of
the Ong~lllsts went to the extent of placing Macarius on the throne as theil' illegal patriarch,
after whlch Eustochius was sent by the Emperor to take his place. See VS 90 (ibid.), 198,921, confirmed by EVAGRIUS, HE IV,37 (BIDE:zJ PARMENTIER), 186,15-18. As we shall see, the
order was not immediately restored when Eustochius entered into his patriarchate, even
though Theodore of Scythopolis soon abjured his former Origenism (see above, p.295, n.192
and p.322, n.320).
329 Origenists, sympathizing with the condemnation of the Three Chapters, could contest the ecumenical status of the pre-synod against Origenism. Anti-Origenists, who had
taken sides with Deacon Pelagius and supported the Western resistance against the condemnation of the Three Chapters, could contest the ecumenical status of the official Council, as
long as Pope Vigilius had not given his approval.
330 Diekamp dates the synod of Jemsalem to "einige Monate nach dem Schlusse des
ökumenischen Concils", F. DlEKAMP, Die origellistischell Streitigkeiten, 65. In his timetable
he specifies this as: "553 Ende oder 544 erste Monate", ibid., 141. See also e.g. E. STEIN,
"Cyrille de Scythopolis: Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", 180; A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Moines d'Orient m/2, 136. This chronology fits with the suggestion that the Palestinian bishops might have arrived at a consensus only after the Council had received an official
ecumenical status, after Vigilius' letter to Patriarch Eutychius of 8 December 553 (see above,
296, n.199).
331 Tfi<; Ko80AOKfi<; txwpWOV tOUTOU<; KOIVWVlO<;, VS90 (SCHWARTZ), 199,11-12.
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ing peace in the Palestinian Church. About eight months later, however, in
the fall of 554, he gave up his patient attempts and took recourse to military
force. 332
In Cyril' s account, the expulsion of the Origenists marks the end of the
Origenist Contraversy. The Life of Sabas is concluded by an exuberant
shout of jubilation, in which quotations and reminiscences of the Scriptures are accumulated in a way similar to the opening paragraph of the
Dedication before the diptych of Cyril' s two major Lives. 333 Identifying the
anti-Origenists with the biblical people of Israel, once inflicted with slavery in Egypt, Cyril rejoices that God has "beheld the affliction" of his
people and "visited" them in order to "redeem" them from the power of the
Origenists. 334 With other biblical allusions he asserts that God has "driven"
the Origenists "fram the face"335 of the anti-Origenists and "enabled" the
latter "to inhabit the habitations"336 of their defeated opponents and to enjoy "the fruit of their labors" as their "inheritance".337 However, there are
strang reasons to cast doubt on the assertion that at this stage, the antiOrigenists had gained a total victory over their enemies, whom they branded
as Origenists, and that the war had thus come to an end. 338 The evidence
suggests otherwise:
1. The condemnation of Origenism, enunciated at the pre-synod, did
not affect substantially Theodore Ascidas' position of power,339 as against
what Cyril suggests in his account. On the contrary, the outcome of the
Ecumenical Council, that is, the condemnation of the Three Chapters insisted upon by lustinian and the painfully obtained approval afterwards of

332 Diekamp dates the expulsion of the Origenists from the New Laura to 554, without
a further specification, F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 141. According to
Stein, the Origenists were expelled "vers l' automne de 554", E. STEIN, "Cyrille de Scythopolis:
Apropos de la nouvelle edition de ses oeuvres", 180, followed by A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Moines
d'Oriellt m/2, 136. In these chronologies, a short lapse of time is assumed between the
expulsion of the Origenists and the re-populating of the New Laura on 21 Feb. 555. Comp.
with above, 291, n.177.
m "Dedication" (SCHWARTZ), 5,1-17.
334 VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 200,8-12 (comp. with Ex 3:7-8, 4:31, and see above, 291 at
nn.179-180).
335 Cf. Ps 77 [78]:55 (see above, 292 at n.181).
336 Cf. ibid. (see above, 292 at n.182).
337 Cf. Ps 104 [105]:44 (see above, 292 at n.183).
338 TEAO<; t8E~aTO 6 KOTO Tfj<; EuaEßdo<; n6AEllO<;, VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 200,4.
339 See above, 294, n.191.
.
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Vigilius, must have been a great personal success for Ascidas, which he
gained after the condemnation of Origenism. 340
2. The his tory of the reception of the Council in the second half of the
sixth century shows great dissension conceming the recognition of its status as "ecumenical".341 In addition, there remains from Cyrirs own time a
great confusion about the question of who exactly had been condemned. 342
These facts may prompt us to assurne that immediately after the Council,
the opposing parties continued combating each other, and thenceforth, the
validity of the Council decisions must have been at stake.
3. This impression is reinforced by the fact that in 563-564, about six
years after Cyril wrote the VS, Patriarch Eustochius was deposed and replaced by the same Macarius whom the Origenists had put forward as
their candidate after Patriarch Peter's death in the fall of 552. According
to Cyril, that coup had aroused Justinian's anger, at which point Macarius

340 Guillaumont thinks that Theodore Ascidas betrayed his Origenist allies at the crucial moment, because other ambitions, such as the condemnation of the Three Chapters 01'
even his "des ir de rester dans les bonnes graces de I' empereur", might have prevailed over
his Origenist conviction. See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia g/lostiea' d'Evagl'e le
PO/ltique, ] 74-175. We might rather assurne, after our critical analysis of the anti-Origenist
charges against Leontius of Byzantium, that the theological positions condemned by the
fifteen anathemata did not really correspond to Ascidas' fundamental conviction. The
"Origerusm" of Ascidas could have been much the same as that of Leontius.
341 C. Moeller has examined Leontius Scholasticus' De seetis (see above, 142, n.53),
which is a theologicalmallual dated to 580-607. For the author, who continues to sympathize with the Three Chapters, the anathemata against Theodoret and Ibas are not articles of
faith, but merely the results of Justinian's political acts; the Fifth Council is /101 ecumenical.
See C. MOELLER, "Le cinquieme concile oecumenique et le Magistere ordinaire au VI' siecle",
'~17-419. Moeller continues: "Ce qui compte ici, c' est qu' en Orient, quelques annees apres
la mort du terrible empereur, on sait publier 1/11 mal/uel de theologie ou cette opinion sur le
synode de 553 figure comme allant de soi. Ce fait prouve que, Justinien disparu,l'opinion
theologique, par la voi du Magistere, n 'illlposait pas l'acceptation du fameux concile imperial
eOlllme jaisallt partie des asselllblees oeellllleniques," ibid., 420 (italies sie). The author of
the De seetis keeps silent about the condemnation of Origenism, but Patriarch Eulogius,
another late sixth-century author examined by Moeller, affirms only that the Council condemned Origenism, and does not mention the Three Chapters, ibid., 420-421 (see above,
302, n.232). Moeller concludes that "L'Orient chretien est donc loin d'etre unanime, entre
580-607, sur le synode de 553", ibid., 421.
342 Diekamp has put together all the Eastern and Western testimonies about the Council, from the time of the Fifth Ecumenical Council until the Middle Ages. These sources
contradict each other noticeably as to who exactly had been condemned. See F. DIEKAMP,
Die origenistisehen Streitigkeiten, 77-82, 98-120.
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had been ousted from the throne and replaced by Eustochius. 343 Evagrius
Scholasticus, who confirms Macarius' deposition and succession by
Eustochius,344 later writes that Macarius was "restored to his own throne
(T0 OlKd4l 8pov4l) when he had anathematized Origen, Didymus and
Evagrius after the deposition ofEustochius".345 Could Macarius have made
his comeback after a coup simply by abjuring his Origenist sympathies?
Was "Origenism" his real major interest?346 In any case, the fact that he
could make a comeback indicates that the power group that was branded
as "Origenist" was not totally defeated after the well-known condemnation of some Evagrian-Origenist theological positions by the fifteen
anathemata. M. Van Esbroeck even puts forward the thesis that Macarius
never left his post. For some period, there must have existed competing
claimants to the episcopal throne in Jerusalem: Macarius should be identified with an anti-patriarch Justus, whose name is transmitted by some
Armenian texts. 347 If it is true that Macarius never submitted to the imperial command after Eustochius had been sent to Jerusalem, then the expulsion of the Origenists from the New Laura, heavy as that blow might
have been, did not imply a total defeat of the so-called "Origenist" party
with its hierarchy.348 At the end of his reign Justinian restored cordial

VS 90 (SCHWARTZ), 198,12-21.
EVAGRIUS, HE IV,37 (BIDEzI PARMENTIER), ]86,15-18 (see also above, 324, n.328).
345 MaKaplOU auS\(:; cmo/)oStvTOC:; T4l oIKEl41Sp6v41, End 'DplytV'lV Kai M/)ulloV
Kai EuayplOV avaTESEIlClTIKE IlETcl T~V EUOTOXIOU KaSalpwlv, ibid., 190,13-16 (see
also above, 322, n.320).
346 Compare with above, p.322, n.320 and p.326, n.340.
347 "(. •• ) il est evident que Macaire 1I n'a pas abbandonne son poste. Il doit avoir existe,
pendant un certain temps, 11 Jerusalem, une double tradition episcopale. Celle de Macaire 1I
a pris le nom de Juste de Jerusalem conserve dans une serie de textes armeniens, et que l' on
retrouve du cote Orthodoxe associe 11 un texte antique, sous le nom de Barsabee de Jerusalem,"
M. V AN ESBROECK, "L'homelie de Pierre de Jerusalem et la fin de I' origenisme palestinien en
551," OCP 51 (1985),57-59 (with nn.150, 152-153).
348 F. Carcione, following Van Esbroeck, writes: "Un simile provvedimento [seil. the
expulsion of the Origenists and the re-populating of the New Laura by the orthodox, DH1,
comunque non riUSel certamente ad annientare I' origenismo, che nel nazionalismo palestinese
trovo un fertile terreno per sopravvivere. Esso seppe mantenere anche una gerarchia autonoma
dopo la morte di Pietro, poiche Macario non sottostette alla revoca imperiale, esercitando la
giurisdizione patriarcale in antitesi con Eustochio," F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di
Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SROC9 (1986),147. See also id., Evagrio di Epifania:
Storia Eeclesiastica, ColTP 141, Roma 1998, 256, n.139.
343
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relations with them,349 so he must have finished by making a deal with the
"Origenists" in whieh Macarius abjured his former Origenism so that he
could be recognized as the legal patriarch, after his opponent Eustochius
had been deposed. 350
Whatever might have happened in the subsequent history after Cyril's
death, it is far from evident that in 557, when he finished his Life of Sabas
with a biblical shout of jubilation, the anti-Origenists had gained a total
victory over their enemies. When Cyril writes that (almost) all the Palestinian bishops subscribed to the Council deeisions, he might have ignored all
the adherents of the anti-patriarch,351 exc1uding them as not belonging to
the catholic communion. His account, though conceived as an edifying story
about a providential victory of orthodoxy through the mediation of Sabas
and his Order, reveals itself as having propagandistie and apologetie purposes in a war that obviously had not yet come to an end.
Once again we may conc1ude our analysis with the affirmation that a
crueial text of Cyril about the Second Origenist Controversy is full of
hagiographie idealizations and distortions of historical truth. Justinian did
not convoke the Couneil because of the Origenists. Sabas' successor, Conon,
was not the one who took the deeisive initiatives. The actual Council, dealing with the Three Chapters, did not pass off smoothly with the unanimous
agreement of the patriarchs. The legacy of Theodoret of Cyrus was an important factor in the struggle and something that an accurate report would
not be able to conceal. And Cyril's jubilation over a final vietory is at the
very least premature.

Carcione refers to Michael the Syrian (12 th century) who testifies that an Origenist
bishop of Joppe (Palestine) became Justinian's new theological adviser, after Theodore
Ascidas had disappeared from the scene in 558. See F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di
Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", SROC 9 (1986), 147, with ref. to MICHAEL SYRIACUS,
Chronicoll IX,36, ed. J.-B. CHAßOT, Chrollique de Michelle Syrien, t.n, Paris 1901, 272
(Freneh transI.; Origenism is indicated as "I'Mresie des Phantasiastes").
350 See F. CARCIONE, "La politica religiosa di Giustiniano nella fase conclusiva ... ", 147.
351 As has been said, many Origenists had been ordained bis hops in Palestine; see
above, 324, n.328.
349
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3. A defective picture of sixth-century Origenism:
further questions
In the previous sections of this chapter, I examined the two texts in
Cyril's Lives that have greatest prominence among those in whieh he talks
about the Second Origenist Controversy. From the analysis of Cyriacus'
tirade I conc1uded that the movement of sixth-century Origenism is, to a
considerable extent, not covered by the theologieal charges of which we
read in Cyril's VC. These charges, deriving from the fifteen anathemata of
553, prove to be a simplified representation of a movement that must have
been much more complex in historieal reality. From the examination of our
second text, the final chapter of the VS, it has also become c1ear that Cyril's
version of the events contains a surprising number of historical inaccuraeies. These are all centered around the hagiographie claim to a total vietory
for orthodoxy (according to the new standards of the CouncH of 553), that
was the result of the deeisive action of Saint Sabas' successor. 352 Some of
the inaccuraeies exposed above have already been treated to some degree
in other modern studies. 353 However, the traditional picture of the Second
Origenist Controversy which is usually provided by the secondary literature, continues to coineide for the most part with Cyril' s representation of
it. The establishment of the defectiveness of that picture in a much more
radical way, as a result of the present study, might help us to extend our
inquiry into the Second Origenist Controversy and search for a more comprehensi ve understanding of w hat was going on in the Palestinian monastic
world in the middle of the sixth century.

352 In my opinion, the final section of the VS, dealing with Origenist Controversy (VS 8390), is the culmination point of the whole diptych consisting of the VE and the VS. At this stage
of my study, I can firmly rejeet C. Stallman-Paeitti's vision of the anti-Origenist section as a
kind of "appendix", by which Cyril "has prolonged unnecessarily" the VS, and as a section
which "lacks a real hagiographie function", C. STALLMAN-PACITTI, Cyril of Scythopolis, 6-7.
353 The most important eontribution to a critical approach to Cyril's representation of
the Second Origenist Controversy remains, in my opinion, Diekamp's much discussed thesis that the eondemnation of Origenism took place at a auvo8o<; Ev8T]lloCiaa before the
official Council. See esp. above, p.21, n.2, p.300, n.223 and p.314, n.286. On the other
hand, Diekamp's analysis did not go so far as to affect Cyril's weil established reputation as
a reliable historian; see F. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten, 7 (see also above, 43
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Much has already been said in the second chapter of this study where I
showed the indieations of a more extensive underlying conflict. In phrticular, I produced evidence for the existence of two competitive spiritual currents whieh were c1ashing within the political and ecc1esiastieal structures
of lustinian's theocracy, with its increasing institutionalization of the monastie Order and its growing hostility towards the Hellenistie intellectual
inheritance. At the same time I demonstrated that Cyril' s testimony should
be approached primarily as a retrospective account of wh at historieally
happened, written from a partisan view point in the light of the renewed,
contemporary situation immediately after the Fifth Ecumenieal Council.
Here we may add that not only does Cyril, in his hagiographie retrospective, propagandize the merits of the founder of his Order, Saint Sabas, but
he also gives the latter's successors, Gelasius and Conon, dominant roles
on the historieal scene, presenting them as main defenders ofpost-conciliar
imperial orthodoxy and c1aiming prematurely for them a victory that has
not yet been definitively gained.
I established beyond doubt that Cyril's representation of the Second
Origenist Controversy is seriously defective. Cyril is not a reliable historian who can be trusted uncritically.354 Should we therefore regard hirn as a
deliberate deceiver? Passing a moraljudgment on Cyril's honesty is not the
purpose of this study.355 The point that interests us is that what he offers is
arecord of events, colored by intelpretations, whereas the events them-

at n.114, combined with the quotation at 42, n.11 0). Even though Diekamp admitted that
Cyril's "einseitige Berichterstattung", ibid., 63, and the "polemische Gegensatz" could
"vielleicht seiner Objectivität bisweilen Abbruch tun", ibid., 67, he saw no reason, nor did
other scholars ofhis time, to cast any doubt upon Cyril's "Wahrheitsliebe", ibid" 75, 98. As we
saw, even more recent scholars are inclined to excuse Cyril for the apparent inaccuracies in his
account, such as his shifting the date of the convocation of the Council (see above, 300 with
n.221) and his persistent silence about the Three Chapters affair (see above, 316 with n.292).
354 Some attention has already been paid to the question of historical reliability, especially with regard to Cyril's miracle stories. See e.g. B. FWSIN, Miracle et histoire, 190; J.
BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors 0/ Christ, 218-221 (see also above, p.45 with n.128 and
p.46, n.131).
355 We may assurne that Cyril was not a deceiver whose intentions were morally wrong.
On the other hand, his Lives contain serious distortions of historical truth. From our viewpoint, we might even reproach hirn with his partiality and his one-sided representation of
facts. However, the question as to what extent a colored version of a conflict, by one of the
parties involved, passes into actual deceptioll is primarily a matter of psychology. In Cyril's
case, this go es beyond our capacity to judge,
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selves are to a great extent concealed from US. 356 Once this has been acknowledged, a large field of questions concerning the opposing parties with
their specifie ideals is opened. In the conc1uding section, I shall touch upon
some of these questions that are open to further research.
One of the most important of these questions concerns the relation
between sixth-century Origenism as it existed in the Palestinian monastie
world at the eve of the Fifth Ecumenieal Council, and the original monastie
movement of the fourth-century Egyptian desert. As has been said, our pieture of that primitive Egyptian monasticism has been substantially changed
by aseries of recent studies. 357 This reassessment of the early monks might
also allow us to acquire a bettel' insight into the conflict that divided the
Palestinian monastic world in the midst of the sixth century, and that finally
led to aseries of condemnations whieh apparently damaged the transmission of the original spiritual tradition. It will be useful, therefore, to initiate
this section with a summary of the readjusted picture of early Egyptian
monasticism.

356 Dealing with the reliability of Cyril's miracle stories (see above, 330, n.354), J.
Binns observes: "The only answer to the question of whether the miracles really happened 1s
that the writers believed they did. There are no grounds for imputing fraud, deception, or
invention to the Palestinian hagiographers. We are offered arecord of an event, shaped by
the understandings and beliefs ofthe time, The events themselves are concealed from us," 1.
BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors, 219-220. Unfortunately, Binns restricts the consequences
of his statement to the particular case of the miracles. But in general, he represents the
events recorded by Cyril as historical facts. For example: the account ofEuthymius' defending the Council of Chalcedon is considered by Binns as "historically exact", notwithstanding his acknowledgment of a certain "sign of later reconstruction" (without the mention of
Justinian's influenee; see above, 189 with nn.254-257), ibid., 186. And Abba Gelasius'
denunciation of Theodore of Mopsuestia is presented by Binns in a historical sense as an
attack on Neslorians, in order to prove to the Palestinian people that the bishops and superiors "upheld the historie Christi an faith" (without the mention of Patriarch Peter's eampaign in defense of the Three Chapters, whieh was first supported by Gelasius; see above,
201 with n.305), ibid., 200. Like other scholars, Binns follows Cyril closely in his representat ion of the Second Origenist Controversy. See ibid., 205-211.
357 See above, 233-243. See also immediately below, 332, n.359.
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Fourth centUlY Egyptian monasticism:
an inner way of spiritual progress
It is especially due to the research of S. Rubenson,358 but also to that of
many other scholars,359 that a new pieture of early monasticism has recently emerged. It differs remarkably from the traditional view that the
first Egyptian monks were for the most part illiterate peasants, among
whom educated authors like Evagrius Pontieus lived as intellectual outsiders. 360 Evagrius did not come to the Egyptian desert as a foreign teacher
who introduced a new Origenist theology taken from Gregory of Nazianzus;361 rather, he arrived as a disciple and was then initiated into what

S. RUBENsoN, The Letters of St. AntollY. Monasticism alld the Making of a Saint,
Minneapolis 1995 (published before: Lund 1990; see bibliography and also above, 236,
n.473); id., "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste", in Logos. Festschrift für
Lliise Abramowski, Berlinl New York 1993, 384-401; id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic
Tradition of the Fourth Century", in Origeniana septima, Leuven 1999,319-337.
359 (For most of the 1'ollowing studies, see also above, p.21O, n.344 and pp.240-242,
nn.496-505) G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", Iren 56 (1983), 215-227,
323-360; id., "Origenismus-Gnostizismus", VigChr40 (1986),24-54; id., Evagrios Pontikos:
Briefe alls der Wüste, Trier 1986, 36-38,41-43; id., "Palladiana I", StMon 32 (1990), 79129 (repr. in G. BUNGE! A. DE VOGÜE, Quatre ermites egyptiens, SO 60, Abbaye de Bellefontaine 1994, 17-80); A. VEiLLEUX, "Monasticism and Gnosis in Egypt", in The Roots of
Egyptiall Christianity, Philadelphia 1986,271-306 [pub!. before in French, LTP 40 (1984),
275-294; 41 (1985),3-24, and CCist46 (1984) 239-258; 47 (1985),129-151]; E. WIPSZYCKA,
"Le degre d'alphabetisation en Egypte byzantine", REAug 30 (1980), 279-296 (repr. in id.,
Etudes sur le christianisme dans l'Egypte de l'antiquite tardive, SEAug 52, Roma 1996,
107-126); id., "Le monachisme egyptien et les villes", in TravallX et Memoires 12 (1994),144 (repr. in id., Etl/des, o.c., 281-336); J. DECHOW, Dogma and Mysticism in Early Ch/'istianity. Epiphallills of CYP/'IiS and the Legacy of Origen, Macon, Ga. 1988; J. DRISCOLL, The
'Ad Monachos' of Evag/'ius Ponticus, StAns 104, Roma 1991,332-357; id., "Exegetical
Procedures in the Desert Monk Poemen", in Mysterium Christi. Festsch/'ift B. Stude/', StAns
116, Roma 1995, 155-178; M. SHERIDAN, "Jacob and Israel", in Mysterium Christi, o.c.,
219-241; id., "ll mondo spirituale e intellettuale deI primo monachesimo egiziano", in L'Egitfo
c/'istiano, SEAug 56, Roma 1997, 177-216; M. O'LAUGHLlN, "Closing the Gap Between
Antony and Evagrius", in Origeliiana septima, Leuven 1999, 345-354.
360 For the traditional picture of the early Egyptian monks as simple, illiterate Copts
who opposed the Hellenistic influence of late Antiquity, see the studies mentioned above,
p.209, n. 343 and pp.233-235, nn.455-462.
361 Even though Gregory of Nazianzus had been Evagrius' main teacher be fore the
latter came to the desert, there are, according to Rubenson, great differences between the
two authors. "Gregorius war kein treuer nachfolger von Origenes und hat nur eine Auswahl
aus seinen Schriften gebilligt. Die Richtung, in der Evagrios die Theologie von Origenes
358
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we may call a "pre-Evagrian-Origenist tradition". This spiritual tradition
was already widespread among the preceding generation of Desert Fathers. 362 Its most important testimony is the corpus of letters of Saint
Antony.363
However, as we saw, the image of Saint Antony was transformed by
the subsequent monastie literature, in partieular by the Vita Antonii364
and the Apophthegmata. 365 In general, the whole history of early monasticism has been obscured by hagiographie transformations 366 and in partieular by the need to rewrite that his tory after the Origenist crisis of the

weiterentwickelte, ist kaum in den Schriften von Gregorius zu spüren. Die entscheidenden
Impulse seiner Theologie muß Evagrios nach seiner Abreise aus Konstantinopel bekommen
haben," S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste", in Logos. Festschrift
L. Abramowski, 391.
362 Ibid., 385-394. In the HistO/'ia Lallsiaca, the Apophthegmata and Evagrius' own
writings, the young Evagrius does not appear as a teacher introducing a new tradition, but as
"eine suchende und fragende Gestalt" who comes to learn, ibid., 391-392. There is sufficient evidence for a widespread "vor-Evagrianische theologische Tradition alexandrinischer
Prägung" in the fourth-century Egyptian desert, ibid., 389-390. Previous scholars such as A.
Guillaumont, using Epiphanius and Palladius, did acknowledge the existence of Origenist
monks in Egypt before Evagrius' arrival. See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d'Evagre le Pontique, 55-59. However, Guillaumont reduced them to a "graupe assez
restreint", which was opposed by a majority of uneducated anti-Origenist monks, ibid., 5961. That picture of a restricted Origenist elite in the Egyptian desert has already been corrected by G. Bunge, who concluded that at least at the time of Theophilus' anti-Or~genist
action, the Origenists "formaient la quasi-totalite des habitants de Kellia", G. BUNGE, "Evagre
le Pontique et les deux Macaire", Iren 56 (1983), 355-356. J. Dechow has extensively surveyed the widespread Origenism that existed withill the mainstream of Orthodox monasticism, before the end ofthe fourth century, both in the deserts ofLower and Upper Egypt. See
J. DECHOW, Dogma and Mysticism, 93, 96-105, 142-240. In this survey, Dechow presents
Evagrius as "the creative synthesizer of Egyptian Origenism", ibid., 177.
363 Ibid., 390, 394-399. See also S. RUBENsoN, "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition ofthe Fourth Century", in Origeniana septima, 320-324, 336; M. O'LAUGHLIN, "Closing
the Gap Between Antony and Evagrius", ibid., 345-354. For Rubenson's previous analysis
of Antony's letters, see above, 237-238 with nn.475-480.
36-1 See above, 238-239 with nn.483-486.
365 See above, 239 with nn.487-488.
366 Along with the Vita Alltollii, Rubenson mentions the Vita PacllOmii and the HistOl'ia
monacllOrulIl in Aegypto; see S. RUBENsoN, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste",
in Logos. Festschrift L. Abramowski, 385. And also the Histo/'ia Lallsiaca is not a reliable
source for an adequate knowledge 01' the theological thought of the monks in the fourthcentury Egyptian desert, ibid., 393.
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During the fifth-eentury, subsequent redaetors of the eolleetions
of Apophthegmata had beeome eautious about anything that eould be interpreted as "Origenist"; they even suppressed the evidenee that there had
been a eonfliet among the monks. 368 We also need to adjust the tradition al
view that the Egyptian desert had already been divided by a conflict between "Origenist intellectuals" and "anti-Origenist anthropomorphites"
before the crisis. 369 There is no evidence that such a confliet existed among
the Egyptian monks before the Origenist eontroversy started in Palestine370
390'S.367

367 M. O'LAUGHLlN, "Closing the Gap Between Antony and Evagrius", in Origeniana
septima, 346.
368 S. RUBENSON, "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition", 331. The compilers of
the Sayings ofthe Fathers "found it advisable not to get involved in the matter of Origenism",
ibid. (cornp. with above, 236-237 at n.474). M. Sheridan also has emphasized recently the
deficiency of the Apophthegmata as historical sources for our knowledge of fourth-century
Egypt: "( ... ) si tratta di una collezione formatasi neIl'arco di un lungo periodo di tempo,
tratta da una varieta di fonti scritte e oraH, filtrata aIla luce di avvenimenti successivi rispetto
aIle figure monastiche in essa menzionate, tra i quali la controversia origenista alla fine dei
quarta secolo non e il meno importante. Nessuna deIle diverse raccoIte di Apophthegmata
pub essere datata prima della seconda meta dei quinto secolo," M. SHERIDAN, "Il mondo
spirituale e intellettuale dei primo monachesimo egiziano", in L'Egitto cristiallo, 183-184.
See also above, 235-236 with n.467.
369 According to the tradition al view, Patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria published, in
399, a (not preserved) paschal letter with an Origenist content, causing a vehement reaction
among a majority of "anthropomorphist" monks. These were simple people who, unable to
conceive the immaterial world, rejected aIl allegorical exegesis and, taking Gen.1:26 literally, represented God according to the form of man. They also opposed the Evagrian-Origenist
ideal of "pure prayer", detached from corporeal images. Theophilus yielded to their pressure
because of a personal animosity against the "taIl brothers", who were Origenists; he made a
volte-face and finaIly expelled the Origenists of the desert. See e.g. H. EVELYN WHlTE, The
Monasteries o/the Wadi 'Il NatrlinlI, 125, 132-141; A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d'Evagre le Pontiqlle, 59-64; E. CLARK, The Origellist Controversy. The Cultural COllstructi01l 0/ an Earl)' Christian Debate, Princeton, N.J. 1992,43-84. See also above, 232, n.452.
From a critical examination of the sources upon which this traditional representation is based
Rubenson concludes timt there is no real evidence for any pressure exerted by a mass of antiOrigenist monks on Theophilus; the conflict was rather stirred up by the latter for fear of the
monks becoming too influential. See S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der
Wüste", 387-389; id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition", 334-336.
370 "Der Angriff gegen ein verbreiteten Origenismus hat außerdem nicht in der Wüste
begonnen, sondern in Jerusalem und Bethlehem, und die Hauptfiguren im Streit waren
keineswegs die Mönche, sondern Bischöfe wie Epiphanios von Salamis, Johannes von Jerusalern und Theophilos von Alexandrien sowie lateinische Theologen wie Hieronymus und
Rufinus," S. RUBENSON, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste", 387. See also
id., "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition", 334.
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and was then transferred to the Egyptian desert by Theophilus. There is no
solid evidence that "any conscious anti-Origenism" existed among the Egyptian monks prior to the erisis. 371 So if Saint Antony hirnself, contrary to the
image appearing from the later literature, appears as an "Origenist" and if,
at the same time, we cannot discover any signifieant anti-Origenism in the
Egyptian desert before the end of the fourth century, it may be better to
assurne a single common spiritual tradition among the early monks ofEgypt.
These monks, certainly with variations, must have been all united in the
fact that they "owed a great deal to the Hellenistic philosophical and reli. to the towns 0 f upper Egyp t" .372
gious traditions that spread from Alexandna
Such a hypothesis of one all-embracing monastic tradition in fourthcentury Egypt which was much indebted to the Greek philosophical world,
has also been put forward by M. Sheridan. 373 From his examination of the
technical voeabulary and the practice of reading Scripture in different Egyptian monastic environments, both Greek and Coptic, Sheridan conc1udes
that the cultivation ofthe interior life was central to the whole phenomenon
of earlY monasticism. 374 The common tradition was founded on the possi-

371lbid., 333, 337. Bunge hesitated concerning the exact number of"Anthropomorphites"
before the Origenist crisis; see G. BUNGE, "Evagre le Pontique et les deux Macaire", Iren 56
(1983),356. He supposed that the so-called "spiritualiteEvagrienne" must have been "en bonne partie simple monnaie courante aux Kellia et a Scete", ibid., 357. ~ si~lar ?ic~re emerg~s
from the research by Dechow, who finds scarce evidence for monastlC antl-Ongel11sm, both 1Il
Lower and in Upper Egypt, before 400; see 1. DECHOW, Dogma and Mysticism, 96-105 (for
Bunge's and Dechow's contributions, see also above, 333, n.362). Sheridan also casts doubt
on the existence of any anti-Origenism among the monks before the end ofthe fourth century:
the phenomenon must have been "introdotto da provocatori di fuori", M. SHERIDAN, "Il mondo
spirituale e intellettuale deI prima monachesimo egiziano", in L'Egitto cristiano, 187, n.37.
372 S. RUBENSON, "Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition", 336. For the elose connections between the Egyptian towns and the original monastic centers, see the summary of
E. Wipszycka's findings above, 240, n.497.
.
373 M. SHERIDAN, "The Development of the Interior Life in Certain Early Monastic Wntings in Egypt", in The Spiritllality 0/ Ancient Monasticism, Cracow 1995,91-104; and esp.
id., "Il mondo spidtuale einteIlettuale dei prima monachesimo egiziano", in L'Egitto cristiano,
177-216 (see esp. the passage quoted above, 242, n.503).
374 "La coltivazione della vita interiore era effettivamente al cuore di tutto il fenomeno,"
ibid., 215. Sheridan remarks that the development of the interior life had already been indicated as the aim of the early Egyptian monastic movement by K. Holl, a century ago, ibid.,
215, and also 189 with n.45 (ref. to K. HOLL, "Über das griechische Mönchtum", in Gesammelte Au/sätze Zl//' Kirchengeschichte II, nr. 14, Tübingen 1928, 270-282, first pub!. in 1898).
However, after Holl, many other interpretations of early monasticism have been given. See
M. SHERIDAN, O.c., 189-192.
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bility of making spiritual progress, through the struggle against the passions, toward union with God in the contemplative life: an aim wh ich was
to be pursued through watching oneself, self-knowledge and asceticism.
For its basic concepts, as weH as for a great part of its terminology, this
spiritual vision "doveva molto al mondo filosofico greco".375 And also in
the monastic exegetical practice which served the cultivation of the inner
life, there was a profound influence of the Greek philosophical tradition.
This tradition had first been synthesized with that of the Hebrew Scriptures
by Philo of Alexandria. 376 Subsequently, this "fusion" had been christianized,377 especially by Origen who, using Philo's exegetical procedures 378 and
inspired by St. Paul,379 reinterpreted the Hebrew Scriptures in the light of the
New Testament. 38o Thus, the text of the Scriptures, intensively read and spiritually interpreted, became the "vehicle of transmission" for the monastic teaching about spiritual progress. 381 The goal was "to find nourishment for the
soul, for the development of the interior life".382

Ibid., 215.
Philo introdueed to the reading of the Hebrew Scriptures Greek philosophiea1 ideas
and also hermeneutic procedures whieh had been deve10ped in the exegesis of classical
authors. See ibid., 215-216. Thus he applied the allegorica1 method of the eommentators of
Homer to the Seriptures, using "des coneepts empruntes au stolcisme, au moyen-p1atonisme,
al' aristoteHsme", A. SOLlGNAC, "Philon d' A1exandrie 11. Influence sur 1es Peres de l'Eglise",
DSp 12/1 (1984), 1369. See also e.g. M. SIMONETTl, Lettera e/o allegoria. Un contributo
alla storia dell'esegesi patristica, SEAug 23, Roma 1985, 14-19. By his allegorie al exegesis, Philo applied the seriptural images primarily to the deve10pment of the interior life. A
clear examp1e for this is his interpretation of the names Jaeob and Israel (Gen.27:36, 32:2930) as symbolizing the two main stages of the spirituallife: aseeticism and eontemplation.
See M. SHERIDAN, "Jaeob and Israel", in MysteriulIl Christi, 222-233.
377 For examp1e, Philo's spiritual interpretation of the names Jaeob and Israel was
widely used by Christian authors, especially in the monastie literature, ibid., 219-222,
233-241.
378 See e.g. 1. DANIELOU, "Origene", DBS 6 (1960), 898-902.
379 See e.g. Ga1.4:21-31 (see also below, n.382).
380 M. SHERIDAN, "11 mondo spirituale einteIlettuale deI prima monaehesimo egiziano", 216.
381 Ibid. See also above, 242 with nn.504-505.
382 M. SHERIDAN, "The Development of the Interior Life in Certain Early Monastie
Writings in Egypt", in The Spirituality 0/ Anciellt Monasticism, 104. It was again Origen
who put forward "the idea of the spiritual or allegorieal sense of the Scriptures as spiritual
nourishment", inspired especially by the Pauline metaphors in 1Cor 3:2-3, 10: 1-4. See ibid.,
104, with n.48.
375

376
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The monastic movement of fourth-century Egypt in all its ramifications, appears from recent research as a common movement which, heavily
dependent on Greek philosophical traditions that had beeIl synthesized with
Christianity, was focused primarily on the development of the interior life.
M. O'Laughlin speaks of a "platonizing, spiritual strain embodied in the
Alexandrian tradition".383 He connects this strain with fourth-century Origenism and situates Evagrius Ponticus in it as its main representative: "Origenism, particularly as seen in the figure of Evagrius, is a Christian NeoPlatonism. 1t is based on the discovery of God in the depth of the self. "384
As has been said, the Platonic anthropology with its threefold division of
the human soul (widespread among the early Christian authors) was at the
base of Evagrius' synthesis of the spirituallife: by the purification of the
three parts of the soul through the practice of the ascetic life, man could
reach the state of eXTTa8Ew, wh ich enabled hirn to pass into the contemplative life and attain to the knowledge of GOd. 385
Evagrius' theological speculations were not so much intended as the
advancement of an objective doctrinal system focused on an outward reality, but rather as the search for a theoretical framework within the context
of the contemporary philosophical world view, upon which he could build
his pro gram for the development of the interior life. His basic assumption
was, as Rubenson observes, "nicht das Dogma oder die Offenbarung, sondern
die Erfahrungen der eigenen Seele". 386 Rubenson even calls hirn "ein Psychoanalytiker des vierten Jahrhunderts" who taught oilly "was er aus eigener
Erfahrung erkannt hat" and who developed his speculative system only as
"ein Versuch, das nackte menschliche Dasein in all seinen seelischen Verzweigungen zu verstehen und einzuordnen".387
With this general characterization of the phenomenon of early monasticism, we can easily understand that at the outbreak of the First Origenist
Controversy as well, an underlying conflict must have dominated the mere
doctrinal issues. O'Laughlin interprets the crisis as a manifestation of "a

383 M. O'LAUGHLlN, "Evagrius Pontieus in Spiritual Perspective", StPatr 30, Leuven
1997,226.
384 Ibid., 227. O'Laughlin speaks also of "the mystical experience of God within the
self', ibid., 229.
385 See above, 213-217.
386 S. RUBENsoN, "Evagrios Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste", 400.
387 Ibid.
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basic division or split between an inward perspective and a more normative
outward orientation".388 This approach comes close to what we found in
the present study with reference to the Second Origenist Controversy. It
might provide us with a workable key for interpreting what happened historically in the monastic world of sixth-century Palestine. But we should
also examine the weight of the Sabaite institution on the development of
the spiiituallife.

Spiritual progress within the framework of an institution
When Cyril of Scythopolis wrote his Lives in the mid-sixth century,
Palestinian monasticism had become a mass movement at the height of its
expansion. 389 From simple, independent communities in the beginning of
the early fourth century,390 the movement had developed into a powerful
institution completely integrated, as we shall see, into the ecclesiastical,
political and social structures of the Byzantine Empire,391 and closely involved in the life of the Holy City.392 From all over the Empire, people had
come to Palestine to lead their ascetic lives in the neighborhood of the Holy
Places. 393 The increase of the monastic population had led to a process of
colonization of the Judean desert beginning already in the early fifth cen-

388 M. O'LAUGHLIN, "Evagrius Ponticus in Spiritual Perspective", 224. O'LaughIin even
observes: "The doctrinal charges are more a smokescreen than serious", but then, mitigating
this statement, he suggests that the charges might, at best, represent the opponents' interpretation of the phenomenon of Origenism. See ibid., 228.
389 In abrief survey of the development of Palestinian monasticism, Binns observes
"that the monastic movement was at the zenith of its size and influence between 450 and
600", J. BINNS, in Cyril 0/ ScytllOpolis: The Lives, XI. The peak of monastic foundations
should be located in the early sixth century, ibid., X-XI. See also id., Ascetics and Ambassadors, 89-91 (and below, 339, n.394).
390 For the origins ofPalestinian monasticism, which are largely obscure, see above, 33
with nn.48-50.
3911. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors, pp. v, 44, 71, 76, 182.
392 L. PERRONE, "11 deserto e l'orizzonte della citta. Le Storie monastiche di Cirillo di
Scitopoli", in Cirillo di Scitopoli. Storie monasfiche, 12, 19-24.
393 In the last quarter of the fourth century, there were already famous examples of the
ascetic migration to the Holy Land, such as the establishment of Jerome in Bethlehem and
those of Melania the EIder and Rufinus on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem. See e.g. D.
CHITTY, The Desert a City, 46-50.
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tury. Personal initiatives had been followed by well-organized foundations
wh ich had become numerous and large. 394 Cyril mentions a number of 10,000
monks for the entire monastic population of Jerusalem and the Judean desert
in 516,395 but modern scholars rate the maximum at 3,000,396
That the collectivization of monasticism involved a need for structuring can easily be understood. We can also understand the particular tension
that must have arisen between the enthusiastic and fervent communities,
formed by a spontaneous movement which had become powelful by its
number, and the well-developed ecclesiastical and political establishment
of the sixth-century theocratic society, in whose interest it was to assimilate
that movement into its own structures. 397 The integration of such a charismatic movement into the administrative structures of Church and Empire,
albeit partially successful, is a trade mark of Palestinian monasticism in
Cyril's time. 398 A monastic hierarchy was shaped, in which the two major
branches, cenobites and anchorites, were brought under the head of two
archimandrites appointed by the Patriarch of Jerusalem in a more or less

394 The alphabeticallist ofPalestinian monasteries, compiled a century ago by S. VaiIhe,
counts 14 monasteries founded in the fifth century, and 16 in the sixth. See S. VAILHE, "Repertoire alphabetique des monasteres de Palestine", ROC 4 (1899), 512-542; id. 5 (1900),
19-48, 272-292. VailM's list is briefly commented on by 1. BINNS, in Cyril 0/ SCYfhopolis:
The Lives, X-XI. For recent archaeological studies of these monasteries, see Y. HIRSCHFELD,
"List of the Byzantine Monasteries in the Judean Desert", in Christiall Archaeology ill fhe
Holy Lalld, Jerusalem 1990, 1-90; id., The Judeall DeseJ'f MOllasteries in fhe Byzantille Period, New Havenl London 1992. For the building projects of the Sabaite Order in the fifth and
the sixth centuries, see also J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 0/ Palesfiniall MOllasticism, 51-166.
395 Before the passage relating Sabas' and Theodosius' action on the ambo at the church
of St. Stephen (see above, 122 with n.287), Cyril writes that all the monks, that is, a multitude of ten thousand, were summoned to Jerusalem by the new Patriarch John, VS 56
(SCHWARTZ), 151,7-10.
396 Y. HIRSCHFELD, The Judean Desert MOllasteries, 78-79. See also 1. PATRICH, Sabas,
Leader 0/ PalesfilIiall MOllasticisfll, 8-9 with n.6.
397 Cf. ibid., 9, 287. For the whole movement of oriental monasticism in the fifth and
the sixth centuries, see H. BACHT, "Die Rolle des orientalischen Mönchtums in der Kirchenpolitischen Auseinandersetzungen um Chalkedon (431-519)", in Das KOllzil VOll Chalkedoll
H, Würzburg 1953, 291-313.
398 On the one hand, Cyril's Lives give the impression of a well-organized monastic
society which was smoothly fitted into the framework of the ecclesiastical and political
hierarchies. On the other hand, his idealized picture does not conceal that the Pa1estinian
monastic world was seriously divided by various conflicts during the whole period between
the Council of Chalcedon and that of Constantinople. But Cyril identifies exclusively the
well-organized orthodox current as the authentie monastic tradition.
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democratic way.399 Thus, the monastic movement was embodied in an institutional framework of contral and supervision, 400 intended to subordinate the monks to the authority of the ecclesiastical and political administration. 401 However, the relation with the official hierarchy was not a simple
one-way communication, in which the monks were only governed by an
exterior body. L. Perrone speaks rather of a "symbiosis", in which the monasteries themselves delivered to an increasing extent the ecclesiastical personne1. 402
But the relation between the monks and the ecclesiastical and civil
hierarchies is even more complicated. On the one hand, in Cyril's time, the
monastic movement had indeed become a well-organized institution under
the authority of the ecclesiastical and political establishment. On the other,
Cyril's writings give evidence of astrang conviction that the monastic in-

399 The first archimandrite mentioned by Cyril is Passarion (xwpE1TlaKoTTo<; Kai TWV
flovaxwv apX1flavÖPITIlV), who came to the laura ofEuthymius in the company ofPatriarch Juvenal, for the dedication of the church in 428, VE 16 (SCHWARTZ) 26,17-23. It seems
that Passarion was the only archimandrite for all the monks. But soon after his death, there
must have been two archimandrites. Cyril relates that, in the struggle about the Council of
Chalcedon, the usurper Theodosius sends two archimandrites, Elpidius and Gerontius, to
persuade Euthymius to join his party, VE 27 (ibid.), 42, 10-15. Later, when the function had
declined, two archimandrites were succeeded by one, Marcianus, who was appointed by
Patriarch Sallustius, VS 30 (ibid.), 114,23-115,14. After Marcianus' death (493), both
Theodosius and Sabas are appointed by the same SaHustius, "at the request" (aiTIl9d<;) of
all the monks and "by common vote" (KaT<l KOI v~v 4J 1lcj>6v), ibid., 115,15-26; VS 65 (ibid.),
166,12-20 (see above, pp.68-69 with nn.65-68 and p.l14 with n.253). See also E. SCHWARTZ,
Kyrillos von Skythopolis, 290; L. PERRONE, La Chiesa di Palestina e le cOlltrovel'sie cristologiche, 38-39 with n.9; B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 137-139; J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader
of Palestilliall Monasticism, 287-299.
400 L. PERRONE, "11 deserto e I'orizzonte della citta", 22.
401 Patrich observes that the office of archimandrite must have had its main importance
"within the framework of the church administration as a means for subordinating the monks
to its authority", 1. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader of Palestilziall Monasticism, 297.
402 Perrone characterizes the reciprocity of the relationship between monasticism and
hierarchy as follows: "Da un lato, il vescovo di Gerusalemme segue con attenzione e partecipa
in diversi occasioni alla vita dei monasteri deI deserto. Dall'altro lato,la simbiosi fra monachesimo e gerarchia e confermata anche dalle dinamiche in direzione inversa: i monasteri
deI deserto forniscono in misura crescente personale ecc1esiastico per il c1ero della Citta
Santa e di altri diocesi della Palestina," L. PERRONE, "Il deserto e l'orizzonte della citta", 23.
Cyril mentions an impressive number of first disciples of Euthymius, the charismatic monastic founder, who were later invested with an important c1erical office. See B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoil'e, 151-152; 1. BINNS, Ascetics alld Ambassadors, 161.
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stitution was, from the spiritual viewpoint, superior to that establishment.
This ambiguity is particularly expressed by the miracle stories in Cyril' s
Lives, as has been elucidated by B. Flusin. 403 There is a close connection
between miracle and institution.404 The miracles are the supernatural confirmation of the claim that the ideal institution for human society is the
monastic one, and in particular the one in which the cenobium is subordinated to the laura. 405 Saint Sabas, who is claimed to be at the head of that
institution, appears by his miraculous powers in a position superior even to
the Patriarch of Jerusalem. Cyril relates how, after aperiod of more than
foUl' years of drought and famine, Patriarch John, fearing arevolt and unable to resolve the problem by human ingenuity, begs Sabas for a miracle
and the latter obeys with due modesty.406 The monastic institution, directed
by Sabas and his successors, is thus presented as spiritually superior to the
ecclesiastical hierarchy,407 though this pretension is counterbalanced by a
careful conserving of the Patriarch's formal authority.408 In a similar sense,
spiritual superiority is claimed with respect to the political hierarchy. The
two accounts of Sabas' meetings respectively with the Emperors Anastasius
and Justinian are composed according to a stereotype pattern in which the

B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 192-208.
Ibid., 193.
405 Flusin points out that in Cyril's Lives the "distribution" of mirac1es to the various
saints and their respective import are strictly linked to the place and function of these saints
in the monastic institution. Within this hierarchy, Abba Theodosius, the cenobitic superior,
appears as the only saint who does not perform any mirac1e, notwithstanding the "indications suffisantes" Cyril could have found in the writing ofTheodore ofPetra. See ibid., 196200. As we saw, the cenobites not only disagreed with the anchorite claim to superiority, but
from the historical evidence they might weH appear as the ones who were generally considered superior. See above, pp.117-118 with nn.267-273 and pp.305-306 with n.248.
406 VS 67 (SCHWARTZ), 167,25-169,24.
407 Abba Co non is also represented in a role superior to the Patriarch; see above, 301
at n.227.
408 "11 faut prendre garde cependant aux lirnites que Cyrille sait imposer lui-meme a ses
pretentions. D'un cote, il cherche clairement a pousser aussi loin que possible le pouvoir de
l' archimandrite des laures (".). Mais d'un autre cote, Cyrille conserve soigneusement l' ordre
hierarchique institutionnel. Sabas se substitue au patriarche defaillant, mais a sa demande, par
obeissance: 'pour obeir a VotreBeatitude,je supplierai la face deDieu' [ref. to VS67 (SCHWARTZ),
169,2-3]. Le chef des moines reste donc soumis au chef du clerge et l'on ne voit nulle part,
dans nos textes, la trace d'un conflict entre le monachisme et la hierarchie ecclesiastique. Mais
la hierarchie monastique est parfaite, proportionnee a la grace divine: la hierarchie ecclesiastique,
elle, ne I'est pas forcement," B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 204.
403
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Saint's holiness is miraculously revealed to the Emperors, who are deeply (
impressed to the point of humbling themselves before the Saint's spiritual
authority.409 Nevertheless, both Emperors are respected in their role as political authorities, who are in the powerful position of yielding to the requests of the holy man. 4JO
In Cyril's eyes, the ideal monastie institution, in the form in which he
propagandizes it, is not only spiritually superior to the ecclesiastical and
political authorities, but it is also the perfect realization of a divine plan. In
such avision, the actual hierarchy of the monastie institution coincides
with "la hierarchie invisible et reelle de la saintete".411 As a result, Cyril's
retrospective representation of the history of that institution through the
Lives of the holy founders, is strongly marked by deterministie interpretations, according to whieh all the actions of the founders are equated with
the performance of a supematural pro gram, established from all etemity in
the transcendent world. Within this context the spirituallife of the saint is
primarily valued in the perspective of the realization of a divine project in
the human world: the monastie foundation. Compared with much of the
earlier monastic literature, in Cyril's Lives the interest is displaced from
the person to the group; from the saint, and his personal (and exemplary)
way of spiritual progress, to the monastei)' 01' the institution whieh is founded

4tYJ VS 52 (SCHWARTZ), 142,17-21; VS 71 (ibid.), 173,17-27 (see above, p.74 at n.83 and
p.76 at n.93). Sabas appears even in the position of refusing a miraele to Empress Theodora,
because of her Monophysite sympathies, VS 71 (SCHWARTZ), 173,28-174,11; see B. FLUSIN,
Miracle et histoire, 206. And the holy man predicts to lustinian that God will grant hirn a
successfu1 reconquest of the Western parts of the Empire, if he concedes to the requests on
behalf of the Palestinian Church, VS 72 (SCHWARTZ), 175,19-23. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
histoire, 207.
410 VS 54 (SCHWARTZ), 145,30-146,4; VS 73 (ibid.), 176,21-22. In the case of the orthodox Emperor lustinian, an anecdote is even added to underline the elear distinction between
the monk's contribution on the spiritual level and the emperor's task in the area of secular
politics. We read in Cyril's account how Sabas, while lustinian is engaged in the political
arrangements to fulfilI the Saint's requests, draws slightly apart and starts reciting Davidic
psalms according to the divine office of that hour. When one of his companions asks Sabas
whether it be convenient to keep hirnself to one side in such a situation, the Saint answers:
"They, my chiId, are doing their work. Let us in our turn do ours," VS73 (SCHWARTZ), 178,918. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 207.
411 Ibid., 200.
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by the saint, according to the divine predestination, as the fruit of his spiritual perfection attained by the ascetie life. 412
Such an absolutist vision of the monastie institution as the realization
of a divine plan has far-reaching consequences for the cultivation of the
spiritual life within that institution. A closer examination of the spiritual
climate of Sabaite monasticism, in relation to the original spiritual ideals of
the monastie movement of fourth-century Egypt, could significantly contribute to our understanding of the conflict that underlay the sixth-century
Origenist Controversy. In view of further research in that direction, I shall
indicate briefly some noticeable characteristies of the spiritual climate that
must have dominated Cyril's environment, as we may deduce it from his
writings.
1. The vision of the monastie institution as pre-established in the supematural world leads to adefinite conception of its sanctity, to whieh
personal sanctity is subordinated. 413 As has been said, the hagiographie
interest in the Saint as a paradigm for spiritual progress shifts into an interest in his actions as the holy founder of the institution. 4'4 In addition, spiri-

412 "(. •• ) iI nous faut insister un fois de plus sur le changement d'echelle qui nous paral't
etre I'un des traits essentiels de l' oeuvre de Cyrille de Scythopolis: l'interet n' est plus centre
surla personne; iI s' est deplace vers le groupe qui s' est reuni autour du saint, vers le monastere
ou la congregation qu'il a fondees," ibid., 182. EIsewhere, Flusin observes: "De biographie
consacree a un saint, l'hagiographie glisse vers la chronique d'une institution," ibid., 52
(quoted above, 94 at n.184). This institutionalization process of monasticism had already
been initiated in the Pachomian environment. It is precisely in the context of the influence of
the dossier of Lives of Pachomius, which is one of Cyril's main sources, that Flusin makes
the last observation. For that influence, see ibid., 45-53.
413 According to Flusin, an important innovation in Cyril's Lives is the fact that sanctity is not attached any more to aperson, but more and more to an institution. His Lives are
not merely individual biographies, but all elements are arranged in elose connection to the
ideal organization and hierarchy (in CyriI's eyes) of Palestinian monasticism. In that context, "la saintete personelle joue, par rapport ala saintete de I'institution, une röle secondaire",
B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 153.
414 In the VE and in the VS, a relatively small part is dedicated to the private ascetic life
of the saint as apreparatory stage to his public action. The latter stage receives, proportionately, much more attention. Of the 60 chapters of the VE, chapters 6-16 are dedicated to
Euthymius' solitary ascetic life, and chapters 16-39 to his public life. Of the 90 chapters of
the VS, only chapters 10-16 describe the preparatory stage of Sabas' solitary life, while
chapters 16-76 are dedicated to his public life. See the composition scheme of both Lives,
above, 106 with nn.219-220. See also Flusin's observation concerning the scheme deux
temps", quoted above, 94 at n.182.
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tual progress in general becomes closely associated with progress in a m6nastic career within the structures of the sacred institution. 415 As a consequence, Cyril's Lives refIect aspiritual mentality, in which the attention to
the development of the interior life as an individual way toward contemplati on tends to fade into the background. Certainly, Cyril does refer to that
dimension, but these references are rather scarce. 416 He gives no long developments in this respect, but only abbreviated and stereotyped formulas
which are owed to a long ascetic tradition. 4I7 It would be instructive to
examine CyriI' s writings with regard to his descriptions of the development
of the interior life and, in particular, the relative attention given to the two
major stages of ascetic practice and contemplation. 418
2. The inquiry into Cyril's view of the spirituallife should not be restricted to the saints of his Lives but should take into consideration also the
members of the institution, that is, the readers who are addressed through
the figures appearing in the Lives. Cyril's writings, especially the VE, con-

415 After examining aseries of miracIes performed by Sabas in the early stage of his
life, miracIes that are respectively linked to the cenobitic and the anchoritic state, Flusin
concIudes: "Mais iI faut remarquer que le progres spiritue1 de Sabas est en meme temps un
progres dans une carriere parmi les institutions monastiques," ibid., 196. Elsewhere, Flusin
examines Cyriacus' exemplary monastic career (compare with above, pp.257-258, 261-262),
and observes: "les degres de la hierarchie monastique con'espondent censement aux progres
dans la mon tee vers Dieu", ibid., 147.
416 See above, 229 with n.432 and comp. with ibid., nn.436-437.
417 To give an impression of Cyril 's stereotyped representation of the spirituallives of
his saints, in function of their later foundation activities, I shall use the following example.
In the passage introducing the transition from Sabas'solitary life into the stage ofhis public
action, Cyril describes how the Saint spent five years alone in a gorge, dedicatillg hirnself to
ascetic practice. The description is extremely concise and the expressions are not only derived from Theodoret of Cyms (incIuding a reminiscence to 2Cor 3:18), but they are also
repeated in the description of John the Hesychast's ascetic practice, VS 16 (SCHWARTZ), 99,59; comp. with VIH 11 (ibid.), 209,13-16, and with THEoDoRETus CYRENSIS, Historia Philothea
1,3,2-5, SC 234, p.I64; 11, 4,22-23, p.202. Also for the description ofthe turning point in
Sabas' spirituallife, Cyril depends on a written source. Sabas is persuaded by the word of
God not to spend more time in his private ascetic stmggle, but to dedicate hirnself to conducting others in theil' spiritualIives, VS 16 (SCHWARTZ), 99,11-17; closely parallel with
NILUS ANCYRATUS, De mOllastica exercitatione, PG 79, 760c3-9. Finally, Cyril remarks that
Sabas "began to receive all those who came to hirn", 99,17-18; taken from the Vita Pachomii
prima 24 (HALKIN), 14,28-29. For all Cyril's sources mentioned here, see B. FLUSIN, Miracle
et histoire, 46 (nr.2), 67-68 (nr.3), 68 (nr.6), 71 (nr.3).
418 For Evagrius' major divisions of the spiritual life into praktike and kllowledge,
which became cIassical in the monastic tradition, see above, 215-216 with nn.373-375.
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tain various passages in which the Saint gives aspiritual teaching to one or
more monks, usually in the context of a certain edifying story. An inventory
ofthese passages,419 and their analysis, could be helpful for our insight into
the concept of the spirituallife in Cyril's milieu. For example, examining
some of these passages, Flusin points out that individual virtues like hospitality (~lAoSEv(a), obedience (lJTTaKo~) and perseverance (unOf.lOv~) have
become fundamentallaws for the prosperity of the institution. 420 In other
passages, Cyril combines the ascetic theme of impure thoughts (ataxpol
AOYlqlOl) with an unworthy participation in the community Eucharist,421
or with the abuse of a function by purloining the property of the monastery.422 The ascetic practice is also closely connected with promotion from
the cenobium to the laura. 423 An examination of Cyril's use of tradition al
ascetic language in function of the interests of the institution may allow us
to define more precisely to what extent a shift has taken place, with respect
to the ascetic practice, from the sphere of personal spiritual progress to that
of the institution al interest.
3. In a sacred institution, where everything is perfectly established according to the divine will, there might, nevertheless, emerge people who

419 E.g. VE9 (SCHWARTZ), 17,3-18,11; VE 17 (ibid.), 28,1-8; VE 18 (ibid.), 29,22-24;
VE 19 (ibid.), p.30,11-15 and p.31 ,24 to p.32,3; VE 24 (ibid.), 36,21-37,22; VE 29 (ibid.),
46,5-47,4; VE 39 (ibid.), 58,2-20; VE 50 (ibid.), 73,23-74,15; VS 16 (ibid.), 100,20-101,2;
VS 28 (ibid.) , 113,10-15; VS 39 (ibid.), 129,17-23; VS 47 (ibid.), 138,2-7; VS 58 (ibid.),
159,14-21.
420 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 185-187 (ref. to VE 17-19).
421 VE 29 (SCHWARTZ), 46,5-47,4. In this passage, Cyril gives also a list of thoughts, in
which we may discern three of Evagrius' classical eight evil thoughlS: gluttony (yaoTpIIlapy(a), anger (opy~) and pride (ulTf:PTl~av(a), 46,24-26. Compare with EVAGRIUS, Cap.
pract. 6, SC 171, 506-508 (see above, 216, n.375). As we saw, the scarce influence of
Evagrius in Cyril's writings is due to the latter's assimilation of monastic themes that had
become common in his time; see above, 222-231.
422 VE 50 (SCHWARTZ), 72,21-74,27. Here, we can find two more "thoughts" from
Evagrius' classical list (see the preceding footnote): avarice (~IAapyup(a) and vainglory
(KEvooo~(a), 74,11-12.
423 Only those who have learned the office of psalmody accurately, and who have become capable of "keeping a watch on their minds (Tav EauTav voüv TTlPETv)" and "fighting against the alien thoughts (npae; TOUe; aAAOTplOue; AOYIOllOUe; aVTaywv((;EOBm)", are
judged worthy to receive a cell in the laura, VS 28 (SCHWARTZ), 113,16-20. On the other
hand, anchorites who are not able to guard their eyes are sent back to the cenobium, until
they have learned "to keep a careful watch on their eyes and their thought (TT<XOlJ ~uAaKU
TTlPElv TOUe; TE O~eaAIlOUe; KaI T~V OlaVOLaV)", VS 47 (ibid.), 138,5-10.
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are charismatieally inspired by new spiritual experiences. Of course, the
tradition has developed certain criteria for verifying (as far as possible) the
authentieity of such experiences. Even the Saint who is venerated as the
holy founder must onee have faeed the neeessity of passing this exam.
Whether new spiritual experienees of other members beeome fruitful with
initiatives enriching the institution depends to a large extent on the dialogue with a spiritual guide and with the formal authority. If this eommunication fails - regardless of the value of the experienees - there is a permanent source of eonfliet and discord within the community. We do not know
what happened exactly during the various uprisings of large groups of monks
against Saint Sabas. 424 All we know is that we cannot rely upon Cyril's
representation of the facts. Whatever might have aetually happened, from
his aecounts a picture of Sabas' predominanee emerges, which should be
further examined. 425 We see more than onee, especially in the foundation
stories, the phenomenon of initiatives taken by others, which are overruled
by Sabas, whereas these others are represented as bad, violent, arrogant 01'
disobedient monks. 426 Could such retrospeetive ae counts perhaps be in-

424 According to the VS, a first serious crisis occurs already in the years between 486491, when the Great Laura has become a populated monastery, VS 19 (SCHWARTZ), 103,8105,2. In the years 501-503, the continuing opposition leads to a sedition of 40 monks,
causing Sabas' first withdrawal, VS 33 (ibid.) , 118,21-31. Shortly after Sabas' return, a
second revolt, this time of 60 monks, leads to a second temporary exile of the Saint, and
finally, after a violent scene, to the foundation of the New Laura in 507, VS 35-36 (ibid.),
120,13-123,28. See above, 68-71. See also J. PATRICH, Sabas, Leader 01 Palestinian Monasticism, 197-202.
425 J. Binns seems to be misled by the hagiographie idealizations intended to transform
the portrait of Sabas into that of a meek and humble saint, reluctant to impose his authority
on his subordinates; see J. BINNS, Ascetics and Ambassadors, 162. In my opinion, a critical
examination of Sabas' personality, as depieted by Cyril, will rather reveal apredominant
authority, whose role, notwithstanding the stereotyped picture of a humble saint, has been
enlarged considerably. The "historieal" Sabas es capes to a large extent our perception, it is
true, but from Cyril's hagiographie representation we may at least draw some conclusions
concerning the concept of authority within the Sabaite institution.
426 There is a remarkable inconsistency in the account of the foundation of the New
Laura, VS 39 (SCHWARTZ), 122,19-123,28. The foundation results from arebellion of 60
monks who intend to escape from Sabas' authority. But on ce these rebels have settled near
Thekoa, we see Sabas interfering in their initiative to the point of taking full authority,
backed by the Patriarch. Cyril represents this action as a proof of Sabas' compassion with
his opponents in distress. However, after the previous history of a growing conflict over
twenty years, we would expect the greatest resistance against any attempt by Sabas to inter-
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dicative of aspiritual climate in Sabas' foundation in whieh, onee the foundation had beeome a saered institution, there was not mueh space left for
new personal inspirations that escaped from the central control?
4. The absolutist view of a supernaturally predetermined institution is
coupled with a concept of the transeendent world as an outside reality from
which, by miraculous interventions, the course of human his tory is conducted. 427 This "materialized" concept of the supernatural world is eOllneeted with the spiritual eurrent that has been indicated by I. Hausherr as
"l'tkole du sentiment ou du surnaturel eonscient".428 According to this current, in general, man can have a "pereeption experimentale du surnaturel".429
Such perceptions ean be more 01' less "sensible", by apparitions 01' visions.
Hausherr has opposed this current to another one whieh he calls "intellectualisme mystique" ,430 01' "spiritualite intellectualiste" ,431 and wh ich he associates with Origenism432 and with Evagrius of Pontus as its main representative. 433 Aceording to this spiritual current, the only contact with the

vene. Whatever might have happened, Cyril must have suppressed important information
about a struggle at the end of which a movement of "liberal" monks was brought back under
the control of Sabas' authority. More or less the same impression is conveyed by other
foundation stories. When a certain James tri es to found a laura, his initiative is overruled by
Sabas, James being put aside with the classieal viees of disobedience, arrogance and the
following of his self-will, VS 39 (ibid.), 129,3-130,27. When Sabas returns with gifts from
Emperor Justinian, his distribution of the money to the monasteries grieves one Jeremias,
who withdraws from the Great Laura to settle on his own in the desert. In abrief account, we
read how Jeremias is immediately visited by Sabas, while all the traces of a conflict have
vanished. Sabas, overjoyed on seeing Jeremias' place, takes the initiative to make that place
a laura and Jeremias himself is appointed superior and receives the rules of the Great Laura,
VS 74 (ibid.), 179,11-25.
427 For example, Cyril himself is assisted in a miraculous way by the apparition of the
deceased Euthymius and Sabas, to accomplish the task of composing their Lives, VE 60
(SCHWARTZ), 83,25-84,25. At the beginning of his solitary life, Sabas is lead by an angel to
the place of wh at will be the Great Laura, VS 15 (ibid.) , 97,26-98,10. The pi ace of the
Church for the divine office of the Great Laura is shown in avision to Sabas, by a pillar of
fire: it is a cave with the shapeofa Church and an apse which is "made by God (9E6KTIOTO<;)",
VS 18 (ibid.), 101,20-102,9. Cyril's Lives are full of supernatural interventions.
428 I. HAUSHERR, "Les grands courants de la spiritualite orientale", DCA 1 (1935), 126-128.
429 Ibid., 126.
430 I. HAUSHERR, "Les grands courants", 128.
431 lbid., 121.
432 Ibid., 122, 130.
433 "Evagre est l' organisateur de la doctrine spirituelle orientale inspiree par Origene,"
ibid., 123.
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transcendent world occurs through the contemplation of the naked voQ~
(mind or intellect), cleaned of all images, after the soul has reached the
state of alTCx8Ela by the purification of its passionate parts, 8UIlOe; and
ETTl8ullla. 434 Visions and apparitions, wh ich are of crucial importance for
the first spiritual current, are absolutely rejected by the second. 435 The opposition between the two currents becomes particularly clear in their different approaches to prayer: the first current tends to represent it as a "materialized" conversation:
La vision de Dieu elle aussi devient imaginative; la lu miere divine tout
intellectuelle chez Evagre tend se materialiser; l' oraison =
(a voG llPO~ 8 E6v
chez Nil,436 se transforme en conversation reciproque avec l'interlocuteur divin qui
repond verbalement aux questions du voyant. 437

a

oJlt"

A. Guillaumont has suggested that the so-called

"anth~opomorphite

movement" at the outbreak of the First Origenist Controversy, could have
been areaction against the theories of "pure prayer" as we find them in
Evagrius' treatise on prayer. 438 An analysis of the way Cyril deals with
prayer and of his concept of the human intercourse with the transcendent
world in general,439 might give us a more detailed insight into the spiritual
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current that must have dominated the Sabaite institution when Cyril became the spokesman of it.
I have mentioned four characteristics of the spiritual climate connected
with an absolutist vision of the monastic institution as it emerges from Cyril' s
Lives: 1) an impoverished attention to the interior life as an individual way
toward contemplation; 2) a certain shift, with respect to ascetic practice,
from the sphere of personal spiritual progress to that of the institution al
interest; 3) the dominant authority of the sacred leader and the lack of room
for new productive spiritual experiences; and 4) a materialized vision of
the transcendent world and the consequent effects on human attempts to
access it. These characteristics, when further examined, might help us to
understand more precisely the various aspects of the opposition that was
provoked within the Sabaite institution among wide circles of monks. In
view of an adequate understanding of that opposition, we should also pay
attention to Theodoret of Cyrus' influence on the spiritual and intellectual
climate of Cyril's environment.

The influence 0/ Theodoret 0/ Cyrus
Ibid., 121-122. Comp. with above, pp.213-214 and pp.216-217 with nll.376-379.
435 "L'intellectualisme mystique condamne absolument les apparitions comme les 10cutions sensibles," 1. HAUSHERR, "Les grands courants", 126.
436 With ref. to EVAGRIUS PONTICUS, De oratiolle 3 (transmitted under the name of Nilus
of Ancyra).
4371. HAUSHERR, "Les grands courants", 128.
438 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kiphalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 59-61. See also
above, 334, n.369. As has been said, recent research on the First Origenist Controversy has
pointed out that there is no evidence for the existence of an "anthropomorphite" resistance
against Origenism in the Egyptian desert be/ore the conflict was stirred up by outsiders at
the end of the fourth century. See esp. above, 334, n.370. On the other hand, once the
conflict had come to a head, "anthropomorphism" must somehow have been one of the
factors. A further investigation into this subject might be useful, but it would surpass the
limits of the present study.
439 In Cyril's Lives, apparitions and visions may assurne a roughly "material" character.
For example, a certain Cyriacus, after committing perjury at the holy tomb ofEuthymius, is
visited in a supernatural way by the deceased Saint with five younger monks. On the Saint's
command, the man is stretched out by four of the monks and, without mercy, so badly beaten
with a rod by the fifth, that he cannot be healed from his injuries and dies on the next day.
See VE 58 (SCHWARTZ), 79,24-81,26.
434

As has become clear from this study, Theodoret of Cyrus was admired
by those who belonged to the anti-Origenist camp. Not only was he a main
source for Cyril,440 he also appears as the author of certain works which though he was incriminated for other works - were employed to set the
Emperor against Evagrian Origenism. 441 For an inquiry into the backgrounds
of the Second Origenist Controversy it will thus be necessary to investigate
the particular influence that Theodoret must have exerted on the antiOrigenists, as against the influence that authors such as Evagrius exerted
on the opposite camp. It may be useful to indicate here some points of
departure for future investigation.
One may distinguish four different areas in which Theodoret might
have influenced the sixth-century Palestinian anti-Origenists: the Christological position; the attitude toward the Hellenistic philosophical inheri-

440
441

B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 67-70. See above, p.224, n.408 and p.317, n.300.
See above, 320-322 (esp. 320-321 with nn.315-316).
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tance; exegesis; and monastic spirituality. One should also take into consideration that the anti-Origenists might have made a selective use of Theodoret's legacy. They could have radicalized some aspects of it at the expense of others.
1. The area of Christology is a difficult field for investigation as we
have few direct indications of the way in which the anti-Origenists were
possibly participating in the Christological debate. In any case, earlier in
this study F. Loofs' thesis that Cyril wrote in favor of a "nestorianisierende
Partei",442 was confirmed, but the thesis needed to be completed by the
postulate of a conversion of this party towards post-conciliar oithodoxy,
around 553. 443 Another complicating factor is that the epithet of"Nestorian"
is very difficuIt to interpret, especially in the sixth century, when all kinds
of charges were uttered. 444 The conflict between Nestorius and Cyril of
Alexandria would never have led to an absolute schism, if the parties had
been more willing (or able) to understand each other's language and sensibility. As for Theodoret of Cyrus, his real Christological thought was,
after all, not so different from that of Cyril of Alexandria. 445 So even if the
anti-Origenists sympathized with Theodoret, it does not seem that they took

442 F. LooFS, LeollfillS von Byzanz, 288 (see the quotation above, 164 at n.146; see also
204 at 321).
443 For the whole argumentation, see the section about the doctrinal and the political
aspects of the Second Origenist Controversy in the 2nd chapter, above, 176-206 (esp. 204205) and also 253.
444 We can even see Severus of Antioch being lumped together with Nestorius, on the
point of separating Christ from the Holy Trinity; see IUSTINIANUS, Contra monophysitas 192
(quoted above, 273, n.97). In general, it may be better to consider the qualification "NestOlian"
in a relative sense: those who were more inclined to follow the Antiochene tradition were
liable to the charge of "Nestorianism" from the side of those who had more affinity with the
Alexandrian tradition. It has already been observed that the anti-Origenists before 553
were "Chalcedonians, and certainly not Nestorians"; see above, 205 at n.329.' On the othe;
hand, they were sympathizing with the Three Chapters, "converting" as far as necessary
from these sympathies when the Council of 553 drew near. It is only from that point of view,
that they may be called a "Nestorianizing" party.
445 A. Grillmeier observes: "Trotz der verschiedenen Sprache und theologischen Orientierung will schließlich der Bischof von Cyrus dasselbe, was auch Cyrill von Alexandrien
erstreb: eine Theologie der Mitte, welche sowohl die Trennung Christi in zwei Personen als
auch die Vermischung der Naturen vermeiden will. Er selbst erkennt, daß zwischen ihm und
dem Cyrill der Union von 433 kein Unterschied der Auffassung besteht, so daß er schließlich
dazu übergeht, seine eigene Christologie mit Zitaten aus Cyrill zu stützen," A. GRILLMEIER,
Jeslls der Christus im Glauben der Kirche I, 700.
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from hirn an explicit Christological doctrine with which they opposed the
Origenists. 446
2. Theodoret's apology for the superiority of Christian faith to Greek
philosophy, the Graecarum affectionum curatio,447 was certainly an important source of inspiration for the anti-Origenists. 448 This writing has generally been praised as "the last al1d most beautiful apology of Christianity". 449
When it was written the threat of paganism had much diminished since the
second century,450 even though the anti-Christian reaction was still strong
among the educated. 451 Theodoret treats his addressees as friends. He responds to their questions and, at the same time, demonstrates by means of
their own philosophers the superiority of Christian truth. 452 In that context
he makes use of and attacks, altemately, great classical authors like Plato,
Plotinus and Porphyry.453 The general mood is one of an amiable conversa-

446 Apparently, Christology was not a main issue in the previous history of the Second
Origenist Controversy. This impression is reinforced by the split among the Origenists themselves when, under the pressure of imperial politics, Christology had become areal question: the Protoktists were then driven to the (Nestorianizing) anti-Origenists, and the Isochrists
harbored more sympathies for the Monophysites. See above, 199-200.
447 THEODORETUS CYRENSIS, Graecal'lllll affeetionulII ellratio, ed. P. CANlVET, Theodoret
de Cyr: Therapeutique des maladies helteniques, SC 57/1-2, Paris 1958.
448 As has been said, the anti-Origenists employed Theodoret's writings to bring the
heretical dlaracter of Evagrius' speculations to the attention of Justinian; see above, 321322. Four quotations from Theodoret figure in Justinian's letter to the pre-synod against the
Origenists, three of which are derived from the Graeearulll affeetionum euratio; see above,
320, n.315. For an idea of their relative importance: they occupy about a quarter of the
wh oIe letter, which is only a few pages in modern print.
449 Introducing his edition of the Curatio, P. Canivet observes: "Les historiens de la
litterature patristique s'accordent depuis Tillemont areconnaitre que la Therapeutique est
'la derniere et la plus belle apologie du christianisme' ," P. CANlVET, Theodoret de Cyr:
Therapeutique, 46, n.l. See also G. BARDY, "Theodoret", DTC 15/1 (1946), 307-308.
450 Ibid., 308.
451 From the reign of Theodosius (379-395), the dominant position of the Church was
established all over the Empire, and manifestations of pagan culture were forbidden. However, the minds of many intellectuals had remained attached to paganism and prejudiced
against Christianity. See P. CANIVET, TModoret de Cyr: TMrapeutique, 31-32, n.3. "( ... )
malgre l'assurance de l'apologiste [seil. Theodoret] a prodamer la victoire dMinitive du
christianisme sur les faux dieux, son insistance meme et sa siirete ne laissent pas de reveler
des adversaires encore redoutables," ibid., 48.
452 The subtitle of the apology runs: Knowledge 01 the Evangelical Trufh, Departing
lrom Greek Philosophy (EuaYYEAlKf]C; at.Tl8dac; ES 'E;\ATlVlKf]C; <jllAoao<jllac; ETTIYvwOlC;),
ibid.
453 Ibid., 33.
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tion in which, however, a strang sense of triumphalism can be sensed,(as
weIl as the author's conviction that his addressees suffer from diseases
(TTa8~llaTa) for which they need therapy.454 P. Canivet distinguishes a positive and a negative aspect of the apology: positive, as Theodoret yields to
the requirements of pagan philosophy acknowledging that it contains certain elements of truth;455 negative, as he systematically criticizes the pagan
philosophers, especially Plato, as incoherent and contradictory among themselves. 456 It would be interesting to know to wh at extent the sixth-century
anti-Origenists may have exploited the negative aspect in Theodoret's apology, at the expense of the positive, in their outspoken hostility toward the
Hellenistic philosophical inheritance,457 and to evaluate the weight of this
factor in the Origenist Controversy.
3. The interpretation of the Scriptures does not appeal' as a main issue in the Second Origenist Contraversy. As we saw, the Alexandrian
tradition of allegorical exegesis, developed especially by Philo and Origen,
had become popular among the first monks of the Egyptian desert. 458 AIlegorical exegesis was also an issue, although not the most important, for
the fourth-century anti-Origenist criticism459 uttered by Epiphanius,460

The first title runs: A Therapy ofthe Diseases ofthe Greek (' Et.llVl KWV 8EparrWTl K~
ibid., 48.
455 Like previous apologists such as Justin, Clement and Eusebius, Theodoret holds
that the Greek philosophers were, to a certain extent, also inspired by the Word of God and
that they took the elements of truth in their thought from Moses and the prophets, who were
previous to them. See ibid., 50-53 and comp. with above, 247, n.535.
456 P. CANIVET, Theodoret de Cyr: Therapeutique, 48-50.
457 For the anti-Origenist hostility toward pagan philosophy in the sixth century, see
above,247-251.
458 See above, pp.242-243 with nn.504-505 and p.336 with nn.376-382.
459 Guillaumont has called allegorism "un aspect plus exterieur de l' origenisme", A.
GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 102. "Ce n'est pas HI qu'est
l'essentiel de l'origenisme", ibid., 103. However, we should distinguish allegorism as a
secondary issue in the Origenist Controversy from allegorism as a fundamental exegetical
practice for those who were charged with Origenism.
460 EPIPHANIUS SALAMINUS, Ancoratus 54, ed. K. HOLL, Epiphanius I: Ancoratus und
Panarion (llaer. 1-33), GCS 25, Leipzig 1915, 63,10-11; Ancor. 62 (ibid.), 74,5-75,18; id.,
Panarion 64,4,11, ed. K. HOLL, Epiphanius 11: Ailcoratus und Panarion (llaer. 34-64), GCS
31, Leipzig 1922,413,2-4; Pan. 64, 65,11 (ibid.), 505,26-506,1; id., Ep. ad loannem Hierosol.,
in HIERONYMUS, Ep. 51, ?,4-7, CSEL 54, pp.404,2-405,19. See also A. GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontiqlle, pp.85-86 with nn.22-23 and p.89 with n.37; J.
DECHOW, Dogma and Mysticism, 315-347.
454

rra811~I(hwv),
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Jerome46I and Theophilus. 462 In the fifth century, Theodore ofMopsuestia,
the main representative of the Antiochene exegetical tradition, became the
most fervent opponent of Origen's allegorism. 463 This must have contributed to his popularity among the sixth-century anti-Origenists. 464 However,
our sources for the Second Origenist Controversy scarcely allude to the
existence of a quarrelover exegesis between the two camps. That the issue
still existed can be deduced from a passage in Leontius ofByzantium. 465 In
any case, if the anti-Origenists of the sixth century were actually opposing
the Alexandrian tradition of allegorical exegesis,466 they cannot have de-

461 HIERONYMUS, Contra lomm. Hieros. 7, PL 23 (ed. 1865), 376c12-D2. See A.
GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagl'e le Pontiqlle, 90 (6); J. DECHOW, Dogma
and Mysticism, 333 with n.185.
462 THEOPHlLUS ALEXANDRINUS, Ep.fest. 17 (anno 402), in HIERONYMUS, Ep. 98,10, CSEL
55, pp.194,4-195,7 (esp. 194,4-6). See also A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica'
d'Evagl'e le POlltique, 99-100 with n.82.
463 See esp. M. SIMONETTI, Lettera elo a/legol'ia, 167-180.
464 R. DEVREESSE, Essai sllr Theodore de Mopsueste, 205.
465 In Leontius' diatribe against Theodore of Mopsuestia, the latter is vehemently attacked for his "scoffing and poking fun at the labor of the holy teachers who exerted themselves" for the interpretation of the divine Scriptures (<JK(jJTITWV Kat otaaupwv TOUe; rr6voue;
TWV Eie; mhae; KEK~llK6TWV tEpwV OIOa<JKat.wv), LEONTIUS, DTN, PG 86/1, 1364D8-9 (for
the whole passage: 1364D7-1368AI2). Leontius blames Theodore for "cutting off' (o:nhE~Ev)
from the Holy Scriptures the Song of Songs, which has been praised by all the "men full of
divine wisdom" (8EOa6~0l) and by all the Christians, DTN, PG 86/1, 1365D6-14. Actually,
Theodore, because of his strict literalism, interpreted the Song of Songs as a mere exaltation
of profane love and denied its religious and Christological content. See M. SIMONETTI, Lettera
e/o a//egoria, 173-174, 198-199. It is also interesting to notice that Leontius' passage gives
us additional evidence for his sympathy with Origen (comp. with above, 160-161 at nn.127129). Origen, though not mentioned here, is certainly intended among the tEpol Oloa<JKal.Ol
(he was the main exegete at whom Theodore was aiming). In addition, the word 8EOa6~0e;
appears again: elsewhere Leontius uses this word both for Evagrius, CNE, PG 86/1, 1285A 14,
and for the authors who were read in the Origenist milieu where he found his spiritual
teachers, DTN, PG 8611, 1360A15. See above, pp.154-155 with n.103, p.208 with n.340 and
p.221 with nn.394-395.
466 There is no trace of allegorical exegesis in Cyril's Lives (but they are not conceived
as biblical commentary). Cyril uses the Bible frequently. Sometimes even he composes a
collage of biblical passages; see P. VAN DER HORST, "Some Observations on the Role of
Scripture in Cyril 01' Scythopolis' Lives ofthe MOllks 01 Palestine", in The Sabaite Heritage
(Forthcoming; the author kindly gave me a copy of his paper). For such collage, see above,
325 with nn.333-337. Usually Cyril quotes brief biblical passages as if sanctioning his own
viewpoint, or that of the Saint whom he presents giving spiritual teaching. Van der Horst
points at the "eminently practical orientation" of Cyril's use of Scripture, confirming indi-
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rived much inspiration, on that point, from Theodoret of Cyrus. The latter, (
though solidly rooted in the Antiochene tradition, showed hirns elf open to
Alexandrian exegesis,467 even to the point of being strongly influenced by
Origen in his commentary of the Song of Songs. 468
4. The apparent influence of Theodoret's monastic spirituality on the
sixth-century anti-Origenists and particularly on Cyril, is by far the most
promising topic for a fUlther investigation. This point requires a more extensive development. Cyril shows hirns elf strongly dependent on Theodoret' s
his tory of the monks of Syria, and he is far removed from Evagrius' spiritu.
· 469 wh'lC h refl ects, as we have seen, the mamstream
a1lty,
of fourth-century
470
monasticism. A comparison between Theodoret' s ideal of the monastic
life and that of Evagrius might therefore be very instructive for our understanding of the sixth-century conflict, provided that we take into account
also the selective use Cyril made of Theodoret. Against the background of
a general characterization of Theodoret's approach to the spirituallife, we
should examine Cyril's relation to hirn, not only by analyzing the explicit
quotations and allusions, but also by tracing other points of affinity. Some
important elements that Cyril took from Theodoret have already been mentioned by B. Flusin: the ascetic and mystical vocabulary and certain con-

rectly Cyril's lack of interest in allegorism: "Exegetical debates are avoided, interpretive
subtleties eschewed, theoretical exercises rejected, for the only thing that counts is a strong
practical and ethical commitment to Scripture," P. VAN DER HORST, o.c.
467 Although Theodoret was finnly rooted in the Antiochene tradition, in his approach
to Scriptures the polemical spirit against the allegorists, as expressed in the works ofDiodore
ofTarsus and Theodore ofMopsuestia, was very much attenuated. See M. SIMONETTI, Lettera
e/o allegoria, 190.
468 Ibid., 198-200. Without mentioning Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret rejects his
teacher's profane interpretation of the Cantiele; see THEODORETUS, 111 Callt., Pro!., PG 81,
29A8-B7. And he mentions Origen explicitly among those who confirm the spiritual nature
of the book, ibid., 32B3. Simonetti points at a very extensive use of Origen in Theodoret's
commentary: "egli ha fatto tesoro sopratutto, se non eselusivamente, di Origene e I'ha
utilizzato a piene mani" , M. SIMONETTI, Lettera elo allegoria, 199. See also A. GALLICO, Teodoreto di Cirro: Storia di monaei siri, ColTP 119, Roma 1995, 35 with n.212. However,
Theodoret' s commentary of the Song of Songs was an early work; as it seems, he dissociated
himself radically from Origen's exegesis in his later biblical commentaries. See J. GUINOT,
"Theodoret a-t-illu les homelies d'Origene sur I' Ancien Testament?", VetChr 21 (1984),
285-312.
469 See above, 222-231.
470 See esp. above, pp.209-2lO at n.344 and p.337 at n.384.
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cepts concerning miracles. 47I However, these elements result from a more
fundamental affinity concerning the vision of the spirituallife.
A main characteristic of Theodoret's History of the Monks is the emphasis on an external asceticism, which is totally focused on physical endurance, while there is much less attention on the development of the interior life. 472 In general, we can state that "histrionie feats of self-mortification" were the trade mark of Syrian monasticism. 473 Theodoret's wrlting
bears clear marks of it,474 but it reveals also the bishop's concern for moderating the ascetics in their extreme penitence. 475 However, Theodoret does

471 B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 70. More generally, Cyril derives from Theodoret his
project of a collection in which he groups various Lives of Saints, in his case for Palestine,
and thus, the concept of a strictly regional hagiography. Cyril shows himself particularly
inspired by Theodoret's model of the Life of Symeon the Styli te (Historia Philothea, 24),

ibid.
472 R. PRICE, A HistOlY 01 the Monks 01 Syria by Theodoret olCyrrhus, CS 88, Kalamazoo.
Mich. 1985, Introd., XXXI-XXXII.
473 P. BROWN, "The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity", JRS 61
(1971), 91. Brown accentuates especially the soeial significance of asceticism. B y extreme,
visible ascetic achievements, the holy man became a total "stranger" beyond humanity. Thus,
he maintained his position as a "bearer of objectivity", functioning as an arbiter in the late
Antique society with all its tensions and needs, and - by his miraculous power and his
intimacy with God (TTapPlla(a) - as a mediator between the human and the divine world;
see ibid., 91-94. See also R. PRICE, A History olthe MOllks 01 Syria, XXIII-XXIX. Many elements of this conception appear also in Cyril's Lives. However, by the strong institutionalization of Palestinian monasticism and its elose involvement in the life of the Church and
State, Cyril's saints have lost, to a large extent, such a position as "strangers" with regard to
human society. Nevertheless, CyriI, inspired by the models from previous literature, continues to portray his heroes with that aura.
474 P. CANlVET, Le 1Il0nachisme Syrien seloll Theodoret de Cyr, Paris 1977,264. Cani vet
gives a short summary of the most striking ascetic practices in the HistOl'ia Philothea: "certains
ascetes vivent sans abri, sans feu ni lumiere artificiele, ne mangent ni ne boivent rien qui soit
passe par le feu, s'attachent par le pied, s'enferment dans des cages, se chargent de chaines
et de carcans ou entretiennent des plaies sur leur corps," ibid. For similar surveys of Syrian
asceticism, see id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des moines de Syrie I, SC 234, Paris 1977,
Introd. 1,45; R. PRICE, A HistOlY 01 the MOllks 01 Syria, Introd., XXXII; J. PATRICH, Sabas,

Leader 01 Palestiniall Monastieism, 22.
475 "Theodoret en parle avec respect ( ... ). Mais I'eveque de Cyr n'approuve pas de
teiles austerites sans reserves: dans I' Histoire Philothee, iI ne les exprime pas explicitement,
mais lorsqu'i1 entre en scene en usant son autorite episcopale, c'est souvent pour inviter les
ascetes ase moderer dans leurs penitences," P. CANIVET, Le 1Il0llacl!isme Syrien, 264-265.
See also id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des 1Il0illeS I, 46-47.
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not enter into the details of their prayer life,476 nor does he give a systeIl)'"
atic analysis of their interior spiritual combat. 477 The emphasis is on the
extern al aspects of the ascetic practice: these are "visible and manifest to
the lay observer". 478 They prove that the monk is capable of surpassing the
!imitations of human nature 479 and that man, through the power of divine
grace, can participate in the heavenly life of the angels. 480 Thus, the spirituallife is presented as an "object of veneration" for the pious reader. 481
In this perspective, Theodoret portrays his monks as superhuman hewes with traits derived from the Greek epic tradition. 482 As against previous Lives of the Desert Fathers, the Historia Philothea is a eulogy of glorious monks who have no defects or weaknesses. 483 Little attention is paid to
their formation or to their difficulties and temptations, because these monks
are "consistently fully formed and fauItless".484 They are superior to the

476
477
478

R. hICE, A HistOlY of the Monks of Syria, XXXII.
P. CANIVET, Le monachisme Syrien, 261.
R. PRlCE, A History ofthe Monks ofSyria, XXXII. "The histrionic element in Syrian

asceticism reveals a mentality in which outward actions have their own value, quite apart
from their influence on the soul; it was a spirituality where interior cultivation was not the
one, all-absorbing concern," ibid., XXXIV.
479 P. CANIVET, Le monachisme Syrien, 94, 283; id., in Theodoret de Cyr: HistoiJ'e des
lIloines I, 44.
480 R. PRICE, A History of the Monks of Syria, XXX-XXXII.
481 Wh at Theodoret offers to his reader is a spirituallife that is "actually visible and a
direct object of veneration, quite apart from conjecture on the state of the soul", ibid., XXXIV.
His narratives "draw our attention in the first place to outward behavior of strong symbolic
resonance, and to the desire of the pious layman, in all ages perhaps, to venerate the visible
manifestations of divine grace", ibid.
482 P. CANIVET, Le monachis//le Syrien, 65-68; id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des
/Iloines I, 44.
483 "Le lecteur familier avec des Vies des Peres du Desert ne manque pas de constater
avec surprise que l' Histoire Philothee, systematiquement elogieuse, ne revele ni chute ni
defaut chez les moines", P. CANIVET, Le monachisme Syrien, 72. See also id., in Theodoret
de Cy/': Histoire des //loines I, 46.
484 R. PRICE, A Histmy ofthe Monks of Syria, XXIX. The HistOl'ia Philothea appears not
to be composed as a guide for beginners in the spirituallife. Topics that would be important
to them - like formation, temptations, or even the inner life of prayer -- receive !ittle attention. "The work is c1early intended for the awestruck ob server who wishes to venerate the
monks, rather than imitate them, let alone to join them," ibid., XXIX-XXX. "It is the same ideal
of saintliness that is reiterated again and again; and monotony is accentuated by the tone of
panegyric, with its rigorous refusal to attribute to any of the holy men defects or limitation,"
ibid., xv.
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hewes of Homer and the Greek tragedians, and also to the pagan philosophers. 485 But the Historia Philothea is more than an incitement to admiration: it is an apology to defend the monastic life against pagan criticism486
and to demonstrate its superiority as the "true philosophy".487 Like the
Graecarum affectionum curatio, it shows the final victory of Christ over
Hellenism. 488
In such a representation of the spirituallife it is not difficult to find the
main differences from Evagrius, who focuses on the interior struggle of the
soul to purify itself from its weaknesses in order to become capable of
contemplation. Theodoret's spiritual vocabulary is not that of Evagrius. 489
However, we should give a nuance here. Our characterization ofTheodoret's
view of the monastic life might suggest that he was not at all interested in
the interior life of the soul, but that is not true. Like many other Christian
writers, he adopts the Platonic psychology with its famous threefold division (voO<;, ETIl8ul1la, 8UI10<;).490 In his commentary of Paul's letter to the
Romans he dedicates a long passage to these parts of the soul in relation
both to the passions (rra8~l1aTa, rra8r')) and to the desire (rro80<;) for GOd. 491
Sometimes he alludes briefly to the purification of the soul and its dedication to divine contemplation. 492 And we should mention here especially his

485 P. CANIVET, Le //lonachisme Syrien, 68-69; id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des
//loil/es I, 47-48.
486 P. CAN!VET, Le monachisme Syrien, 72-77; id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des
moines I, 45-46.
487 P. CANIVET, Le monachisme Syrien, 273-275.
488 P. CANIVET, in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire des lIloines I, 23. See also id., Le
11I0nachisme Syrien, 76 with n.44.
489 P. CANIVET, Le monachisme Syrien, 91 with n.17; id., in Theodoret de Cyr: Histoire
des //loines I, 43. "Theodoret ne croit pas que le chretien, dans la condition presente, puisse
arriver a l'impassibilite (cmOeEla). Sur ce point, il s'ecarte franchement d'Evagre dont iI
ignore d' ailleurs le vocabulaire technique," id., Le 1Il0nachisme Syrien, 269-270. The concept of orrOeEla, which is central to Evagrius' vision of the spirituallife, is almost exclusive1y attributed to the divine nature by Theodoret, ibid., 270. See also above, 219, n.388.
490 See above, p.213 with nn.354, 362.
491 THEODORETUS, 111 Rom. 7:17, PG 82, 12481-125A5. See P. CANIVET, Le monachisme
Syrien, 272-273. Apparently, the similarities with Evagrius in this passage are restricted to
wh at had become common property among Christian authors. There are few indications of a
more direct influence ofEvagrius, as has been established for the passage of Leontius examined above, 208-222.
492 For example, describing the eremitic life ofZeno, Theodoret writes: "He lived alone,
purifying his soul, constantly cleansing his eye, and dedicating himse1f to the divine con-
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treatise De caritate, which he added as an epilogue to the Historia Philothea, (
so as to reveal the real power that enabled his heroes to perform their superhuman asceticism: their ardent love for GOd. 493
Cyril, however, does not quote from Theodoret's De caritate, nor does
he show much familiarity with the common Platonic psychology494 that
appears also in Theodoret's writings. Obviously, he pays even less attention to the interior life than the latter does. 495 A systematic comparison
between the two authors might enable us to specify how and to what degree
the intel'est in that dimension has diminished in Cyril's Lives. Only a few
brief expressions quoted from Theodoret allude slightly to it. 496 Other ex-

templation" (flOVOe; ISl fjYE, T~V \f!ux~v EKKa8alpwv Kai TO TaUTTje; OTTTlKOV oEl OTTOPPUTTTWV Kai T~V 8dav ~uvTul;of1Evoe; 8Ewpluv), THEODORETUS, Ristoria Philothea, xn,2, SC
234, p.462, lines 5-7. Compare with P. CANIVET, Le Illonachisme Syrien, 281.
493 The modern reader who might have difficulties with finishing the thirty chapters of
Theodoret's Ristory ofthe MOllks, will be relieved when he starts reading his treatise on the
divine love. The difference is so striking that Bardy expressed doubt on its authentidty: "il
est fort douteux que ce beau morceau ait ete ecrit par Theodoret", G. BARDY, "Theodoret",
DTC 15/1 (1946), 314. However, Canivet demonstrated its authentidty convindngly; see P.
CANIVET, "Le ITEpl 'AyaTTTje; de Theodoret de Cyr postface de l'Histoire Philothee", StPatr
7 (= TU 92), Berlin 1966, 143-152; id., Le Illonachisme Syrien, 87-94. He even presented
the De caritate as Theodoret's reaction against his own tendency "de detourner au profit des
manifestations exterieures du sacre l' attention qu'il aurait du concentrer sur la vie interieure",·
ibid., 144. In the De caritate, several terms for "love" (oyaTTTj, ~(ATpOV, EpWe;, TTo8oe;) are
frequently used, terms that are also frequent in Evagrius. But Canivet observed that "les
mots plus caracteJ'istiques, yvWate; et oTTa8Elu, sont absents du traHe Sur [a Charire", ibM.,
91, n.17. Even if the word yvWate; figures actually three times in De caritate (SC 257,
p.286,17, p.288,20, 27; see also 268,17 with n.3), the treatise does not reveal more Evagrian
inflllence than Theodoret's other writings, ibid., 91.
494 See above, 228 with nn.430-431.
495 Compare with above, 229 with n.432.
4% For example, Cydl uses three times the expression "conversing with God (OfllAEtV Tlii
8äii)" in a context that reveals an apparent dependence on Theodoret; see VE 7 (SCHWARTZ),
14,27-15,1; VS 16 (ibid.), 99,5-6; VlH 11 (ibid.),209, 12-13. Comp. with THEODORET, Ristoria
Philothea 11,4, SC 234, p.202,21-23, and see B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 68 (nrs.5-6). The
expression in itself is common property and is used by Evagdlls in relation to the voGe;. See
above, 348 with n.436. In another passage, Cyril describes bdefly the young Euthymius' ascetic practice, allllding to the struggle against passions: "He cut offthe passions at the root like
agoodcultivator" (we; aptaTOe; Tle; YEWPYÜC; Tliiv TTa8liiv TOc; OKav8ae; TTpopll;oue; ESErEflEV),
VE 6 (SCHWARTZ), 14,16-17. The phrase is an almost literal quotation from THEODORET, Hist.
Phi!. VIII,l, SC 234, p.374,17-19. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoire, 68 (nr.1I). The image
might originally derive from Philo's De agricultura; see esp. 1,7; n,1O-12; IV,17, ed. F. COLSONI
G. WHITEAKER, LCL 247 (Philo III), Cambridge, Mass.l London 1932, 110-116.
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pressions from Theodoret may also imply an inner state of the soul, but
Cyril uses them only as outward descriptions of the Saint's spiritual attainments,497 especially with respect to TTOPPllO(O.498 Usually, CYl'il exploits
quotations and reminiscences from Theodoret as brief standard formulas to
indicate other themes. 499 However, a complete analysis of Cyril's l'eferences to Theodol'et would not suffice. One would have to consider also the
general characteristics ofTheodol'et's view of the monastic life, as summarized above, and see to what extent CYl'il was inspired by it. 5OO

497 For example, after alluding to the young Euthymius' ascetic practice, Cyril mentions his "singleness of character, meekness of behavior and humility of heart (cmt.OTTjTl
~80ue; Kat TTpaOTTjTl TPOTTWV Kai TaTTElvo~poauvu Kap8lae;)", VE 7 (SCHWARTZ), 15,5,
deriving partially from THEODORET, Rist. Phil. xI,2, SC 234, p.456,1-2.
498 Cyril writes that the young Euthymius' "familiar access to God increased each day
(EVTECi8EV ~ TTpOe; TOV 8EOV mhQ TTappTja(a TjUSaVEV Ka8' EKaaTTjV ~flEpav)", VE 7
(SCHWARTZ), 15,8-9 = THEODORET, Hist. Phil. 1,3, SC 234, p.164,7-8. As we saw, TTappTja(a
is a key concept in Cyri1's vision of monastic perfection; see above, 108-111. The same goes
for Theodoret; see P. CANIVET, Le /Ilollachisme Syrien, 118,278 with n.99. The attainment of
TTappTja(a "in the court of heaven" (during life and after death) was closely connected with
the Saint's powers to perform miracles and to intercede on behalf of men, which ensured his
sodal status of spiritual authority. See P. BROWN, "The Rise and Function of the Holy Man",
94-96 (cornp. with above, 355, n.473); see also B. FLusIN, Miracle et histoil'e, 134-135,207.
499 For example: the detachment from earthly cares, VE 6 (SCHWARTZ), 14,13-14 (=
THEODORET, Rist. Phi!. v,2, SC 234, p.330,2); the sundering of human intercourse, VE 7 (ibid.),
14,27; VIH 11 (ibM.), 209, 12 (cornp. with Rist. Phii. n,4, SC 234, p.202,21-22); enduring
physicallabor and hardships, VE 9 (ibid.), 17,18-26 (cornp. with Rist. Phil. x,3, SC 234,
pp.440,12-442,26); the miracles post monem at the Saint's tomb, VE 21 (ibM.), 34,28-30
(cornp. with Rist. Phil. vII,4, SC 234, pp.3-5); the Saint as a youth surpassing all others in
ascetic practice, VS 4 (ibid.), 89,12-13 (cornp. with Rist. Phii. vII,4, SC 257, p.166,3-4); the
passing to the eternallife, VS 27 (ibid.), 112,14-15 (= Hist. Phil. 11,22, SC 234, p.244,11-12).
The references to Theodoret are for the greater part in the VE. One might think that Cyril
needed here more material to fill up his lack of knowledge caused by the time distance.
500 The heroic ideal offaultless saints is also shared by Cyri!. See e.g. VS 37 (SCHWARTZ),
125,26-28; VS77 (ibM.), 183,3-5; VTheogn (ibM.), 241,11-13. His saints, as weH as other
paradigmatic monks, are celebrated "luminaries" (~waTfjpEe;), resplendent on account of
their "achievements" (KaTop8wflaTa). These terms appear frequently in his Lives. Their
struggle against temptations receives relatively little attention: temptations are easily overco me and all emphasis is on the final victory. See e.g. VS 3-4 (ibM.), 88,18-89,14; VS 12
(ibid.), 95,18-96,1 (compare with Antony's painstaking struggle against the devil in VA 5).
For Cyril, the Saint's spiritual struggle isjust a transitory stage, VS 16 (ibM.), 99,5-18. See
also above, 106, n.220. Cyril concentrates, like Theodoret, on the eremiticallife at the expense ofthe cenobitic. SeeR. PRICE, A History ofthe Monks ofSyria, XVIII. He is certainly an
admirer of extreme ascetic practices; see e.g. VS 24 (SClfWARTZ), 107,26-108,23 (taken
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Polarization
I have already eontrasted the spiritual dimate of Cyril's environment
as refleeted by his writings, with the original spiritual tradition of fourtheentury Egypt. However, that older tradition did not vanish after Theophilus
had ehased the Origenist monks from the desert in 400. It is difficult to
establish a deal' historical eonneetion between these monks and the Origenists of sixth-eentury Palestine, but we know that many elements of the
spiritual ideal of the former, foeused on the eultivation of the inner life,
beeame very popular amol1g the latter. Apparently, the proeess of institutionalization of Palestinian monasticism was eoupled with a remarkable
revival of the des ire for inner life and mysticism. How do we interpret this
phenomenon? We may start with something that oeeulTed at the beginning
of the eentury.
Shortly after 512, a Syrian monk, suspeeted of heresy after a meeting
with Bishop Philoxenus ofMabbug (Hierapolis), fled from Edessa and eame
to Palestine. His name was Stephen Bar Sudaili. 501 Philoxenus, a Monophysite who was to a eertain extent an admirer of Evagrius,502 found it
neeessary to write a letter to two priests of Edessa, Abraham and Orestes,
to wam them against Stephen's writings. 503 In this letter, Evagrius' name is

from ApophPat, eoll. alph., Bessarion 4, PG 65, 140B8-14IA3). But usually the aehievements of aseeticism in his Li ves are not so rigid as they are in Theodoret' s writing. Important
differenees with Theodoret inc1ude the much higher degree of monastic institutionalization
in Cyril's Lives, the greater involvement of the monks in the life of the Church and State,
and especially the emphasis on the Saints as founders (which is absent in Theodoret).
501 Stephen's flight to Palestine is briefly deseribed by Michael the Syrian, a twelfthcentury chronicler; see MIcHAEL SYRIACUS, Chronicon IX,30, ed. l-B. CHABOT, Chronique de
Michelle Syrien, patriarchejacobite d'Antioche (1166-1199) 11, Pads 1901,249-250 (Jeft
co!.). See also A. GUILLAUMONT, "Etienne Bar Sudai'li", DSp 4 (1960), 1482; id., Les
'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 304 with n.7.
502 Probably, Philoxenus was the editor ofthe purified Sydan version (SI) ofEvagrius'
Kephalaia gnostica. See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique,
207-213,302; F. REFOULE, "Le mystique d'Evagre et l'Origenisme", Supp VieSp 16/66 (1963),
460. Philoxenus is also mentioned twice by Cyril, but only in the context of the who1e
political intrigue that brought Severus to the patriarchal throne of Antioch in 512, VS 50
(SCHWARTZ), 141,20; VS 56 (ibid.), 148,14.
503 Philoxenus' letter to Abraham and Orestes was published (with Eng. trans!. and
commentary) by A. FROTHINGHAM, Stephen Bar Sudaili. The Syrian Mystic and the Book of
Hierotheos, Leyden 1886, 28-48. See also T. lANSMA, "Philoxenus' Letter to Abraham and
Orestes Concerning Stephen Bar Sudaili. Some Proposals with Regard to the Correction of
the Syriac Text and the English Translation", Museoll 87 (1974), 79-86.
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mentioned in passing, and this may be interpreted as a hint of Stephen's
main inspiration. 504 Philoxenus starts his letter by stating that Stephen "has
been residing for a short time in the region of Jerusalem" .505 The loeation is
even more precisely indicated by an aneedote in which Stephen is found
with a Jew at the tomb of Abraham. 506 That plaee is only about 10 kilometers from the New Laura, where in 514, aeeording to Cyril, the first incident
took plaee with Nonnus' group of four Origenists. 507 Whatever might have
happened, the eoincidenee of time and place allows us to assume a dose
connection between that incident and Stephen Bar Sudaili's presence. 508

504 Philoxenus writes that Stephen took the term "motion" (xlvTjat<;) from Evagrius,
ibid., 37,5-6 (N.B. quotations from Philoxenus' letter are given here according to the Eng.
trans!.). Guillaumont observes: "Cette indication, donnee comme en passant, met sur la voie
de la principale source de la pensee d' Etienne Bar Soudai'li," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia
gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 318. Philoxenus mentions on1y one other name as a source
of Stephen: lohn the Egyptian, PHILOXENUS, Epistula ad Abraham et Orestem (FROTHINGHAM),
33,19, whom Guillaumont identifies as lohn of Apamea; see A. GUILLAUMONT, O.C., 316317. However, Evagrius is definitely Stephen's main inspiration, ibid., 318-332. See also
below.
505 Frothingham translates: "(who) now resides in thecountry of Jerusalem", PHILOXENUS,
Ep. ad AbI: et 01: (FROTHINGHAM), 29,2-3. Guillaumont translates: "dans la region de
Jerusalem" and "depuis quelque temps", A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d' Evagre
le POllfique, 305.
506 PHILOXENUS, Ep. ad AbI: et Or. (FROTHINGHAM), 45,1-6.
507 VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 124,21-125,4 (see above, 72 with nn.77-78).
508 "Il y a un lien evident entre cet incident et la venue, en ces parages et dans 1e meme
temps, d'Etienne Bar Soudai'li," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le
POlltique, 305. As we cannot rely much upon Cyril's account, we may push our speculations
even further than Guillaumont did. He considered Cyril as "un guide sur, malgre son hostilite
al'egard des Origenistes", ibid., 129 (quoted above, 47, n.138). Was Stephen involved in
the incident? There are reasons at least for assuming that he stayed in the New Laura. He had
CO me to that region, presumably, "parce qu'il savait y trouver des moines qui seraient en
sympathie avec ses idees", ibid., 306. The New Laura was just the place of liberal monks
who, apparently, had attempted to escape from Sabas' dominating authority; see above, 346,
n.426. From Philoxenus we know that Stephen had a monastic cel!. "Trustworthy men",
coming from Palestine, had revealed that they had found a pantheist inscription on the wall
of his cell: "All nature is consubstantial with the divine Essence. " According to Philoxenus,
the discovery of the text provoked a scanda1 among many monks, so that Stephen, afraid,
"removed it from the wall, but secretly put it into his writings", PHILOXENUS, Ep. ad AbI: et
01:, (FROTHINGHAM), 43,26-32. In Cyril's aecount, it is the new superior of the New Laura,
Agapetus, who discovered the first Origenists. Cyril isolates a group of only four "ins ti gators" of wh at could have been a greater spontaneous movement. Cyril could also have had a
reason for suppressing Stephen's possible involvement: by alluding to it, he eould have been
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However, it is impossible to establish with precision Stephen's influ.f
ence on the Origenists of Palestine. 509 Only one of his writings has come
down to uso It contains an esoteric teaching and is transmitted in Syriac
under a pseudonym: Liber de sancto Hierotheo. 5 \O Hierotheus was the supposed teacher of Dionysius the Areopagite,511 but was not a histodcal person. 512 The attribut ion of the writing to Dionysius' fictional teacher must

forced to put Philoxenus of Mabbug, the Monophysite bi shop who was not in communion
with the Jerusalem patriarchate, in a positive light. Cyril could have simplified a more complicated incident, traces of which might also be found in Philoxenus' letter to Abraham and
Orestes. Besides, there is an interesting parallel regarding the secrecy out of fear, attributed
by Cyril to Nonnus and bis companions, after their readmission into the New Laura in 520,
VS 36 (SCHWARTZ), 125,17-23 (quoted above, 73 with n.80).
509 "Quelle fut la part d' Etienne Bar Souda'ili dans le developpement de l' origenisme
qui se propagea en ces milieux? Il est certain qu'il avait deja des opinions origenistes quand
il y vint, mais rien ne permet d' affirmer qu'il y futlui-meme l'introducteur de I' origenisme,"
A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 305.
5\0 The text was published (with Eng. transI. and commentary) by F. MARSH, The Book
Wh ich ls Called the Book 0/ the Holy Hierotheos, Oxford 1927 (see also above, 24, n.12 at
the end). An important study on the writing appeared a few years later: L HAUSHERR, "L'influence du 'Livre de Saint Hierothee"'. OC 30 (1933), 176-211.
511 In the first quarter of the sixth century, after 510, a corpus of writings appeared
from a mysterious author who presented hirns elf as Dionysius the Areopagite, the Greek
philosopher who was converted by Paul 's preaching in Athens (Acts 17:34). See esp. R.
ROQUES, "Denys I' Areopagite (Je pseudo-)" 1-111, DSp 3 (1957),244-286. For the date, see
ibid., 249, 256. Hausherr dates the first appearance of the writings to 520; see 1. HAUSHERR,
"L'influence du 'Livre de Saint Hierothee''', 184, 198. See also A. GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, 327, n.90. Arecent survey of Pseudo-Dionysius' mysticism is found in B. MCGINN, The FOlilldatiolls 0/ Mysticism. Origins to the
Fifth Century (vol. 1 of The Presence 0/ God. A Histo/Y 0/ Western Christian Mysticism),
New York 1995, 157-182.
512 In the context of his fiction of being a first-century disciple of St. Paul, PseudoDionysius mentions also a certain Hierotheus, who "was a teacher and friend to us, after
the divinePaul (Kai ÖloaOKat.OV Kai ~(t.ov OVTa Kai ~llaC; ... JlETa DaOt.ov TOV 8CLov)",
(Pseudo-)DIONYSIUS AREOPAGITA, Div. Nom. 111,2, ed. B. SUCHLA, CO/pus dionysiacum I.
Pseudo-Diollysius Areopagita: De divinis nominibus, PTS 33, Berlinl New York 1990,
140, 3-4. Pseudo-Dionysius even quotes from certain writings of this person. However,
according to Marsh, this Hierotheus "was not a historical person, but a character wholly
or partly created by the imagination of pseudo-Dionysios", F. MARSH, The Book Wh ich ls
Ca lied the Book 0/ the Holy Hierotheos, 245. For a survey of all passages in PseudoDionysius where reference is made to Hierotheus or where quotations are intended as
deriving from hirn, see ibid., 236-240.
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be later than the redaction of that writing;513 probably it was due to a disciple of Stephen. 514 Actually, the Book of Hierotheus is not prior to the
CO/pus dionysiacum, but Stephen depends on Dionysius. 515 The main source
of Stephen's writing, however, is Evagrius' Kephalaia gnostica. 516 The relationship between the two influences is difficult to interpret,517 and is characterized by Guillaumont as a "paradoxicai" combination of Evagrian and
Dionysian mysticism, by which Stephen "a mis ensemble deux systemes
radicalement differents".518 This is not the place for an analysis of the differences, but it is certainly a point for further investigation in view of a

513 F. MARSH, The Book Which ls Ca lied the Book 0/ the Hol)' Hierotheos,194; A.
GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 328-329. The fiction that the
work derives from the first-century Greek environment is even expressed by the preface,
where a "translator" claims that he has translated the book from Greek into Syriac. However,
the consistent agreement of all biblical quotations with the Peshitta forces us to conclude
that the book was "originally written in Syriac", F. MARSH, The Book Which Is Ca lied fhe
Book 0/ fhe Holy Hierofheos, 203-204.
514 A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le POlltique, 329.
515 Ibid., 327 with n.89.
516 Guillaumont observes: "On peut dire que, tout comme I' origenisme est la cle des
Kephalaia gnostica, la doctrine d'Evagre est la cle du Livre de HierotMe", ibid., 318. See
also above, 361, n.504.
517 The cOlnposition of the Book ofHierotheus shows a great disorder, to the extent that
one might question the unity of authorship and postulate manipulations by a later hand.
However, Marsh was more inclined to attribute the inconsistencies and awkward transitions
to the lack of skiII of a single author. See F. MARSH, The Book Which Is Calted the Book 0/
the Holy Hierotheos, 214-216. Hausherr and Guillaumont also assurne the unity of authorship. According to Hausherr, the book was composed in two redactions: an "ebauche
premiere", which was totally "d'inspiration evagrienne" (this first draft was already known
to Philoxenus of Mabbug, when he wrote to Abraham and Orestes; see above, 360, n.503),
and a much later definitive redaction by Stephen Bar Sudaili hirnself, into which he inserted
Dionysian ideas, once the writings of the Areopagite bad become known. According to
Hausherr, these infiltrations are of secondary importance; substantiaIly, the Book ofHierotheus
reflects Evagrian thought. See 1. HAUSHERR, "L'influence du 'Livre de Saint Hierothee"',
188-199. Guillaumont, however, holds that Hausherr has minimized the Dionysian influence: "Il nous semble que les elements dionysiens sont trop lies a la substance du livre pour
qu' on puisse les considerer comme surajoutes," A. GUILLAUMONT, Les 'Kephalaia gllostica'
d'Evagre le POlltique, 329, n.99. On the other hand, Guillaumont admits that Stephen did
not exploit, to build up his fiction, the "hierothean" material he could have found in Dionysius
works (which we would expect, if the Dionysian influence were al ready in the first stratum
of his book), ibid.
518 Ibid., 327.
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deeper understanding of the sixth-century spiritual movement known as
Origenism. 519
This brings us back to the question of Stephen Bar Sudaili's influence
on that movement. 520 Was the Book ofHierotheus the main expression of
its doctrine?521 In view of the fact that Cyril' s anti-Origenist charges wh ich
are a summary of the official condemnation do not at all correspond with
the theology of one of the most prominent "Origenists", Leontius of
Byzantium, it cannot be held that Stephen's pantheism was adopted by all
those who were accused of Origenism. 522 Stephen's writing is only one of
the expressions of the great eclectic sixth-century "courant mystique" that
C. Moeller defined as "une renaissance du mysticisme neoplatonicien",
which had as its two main manifestations Origenism and Dionysian mysti523 0 nIy m
. th'lS respect, Stephen, the pantheist, can be put in the same
.
Clsm.
category as Leontius, the Chalcedonian. In addition to the influence of
Evagrian spirituality already noted in his work,524 Leontius also quotes "the

519

A noticeable contribution to the investigation into a connection between Pseudo-

D~onys~us and sixth-century Origenism has recently been made by 1. PERCZEL, "PseudoDlOnysJUs and Palestinian Origenism", in The Sabaite Heritage [forthcoming]; see above,
254, n.563. Perczel points to certainlinks between several Dionysian passages and some of
the fifteen anti-Origenist anathemata of 553 (combined with Justinian's letter to the Council, i.e. the pre-synod against the Origenists).
520 See above, 362, n.509.
521 H. Crouzel, eager to have Origen absolved from the later condemnations and thus
speaking of "l'evagrianismo dei monaci palestinesi della prima meta deI VI sec':' asserts'
"~.a principale espressione della loro dottrina e il Libro di san Hieroteo, opera del'monac~
slflaco Stefano bar Sudayle, che esaspera la 'scolastica' origenista di Evagrio fino a un
~anteismo radical~," H. CROUZ:L, "Origenismo", DPAC 2 (1984), 2535. And recently:
En effet, la doctrme condamne dans les quinze anathematismes [seil. of 553] est bien
~Iu~,celle des isochr~stes, in~pires d'Evagre et d'Etienne bar SudaYli, que celle d'Origene,"
Id., Les condamnatlOns subles par Origene et sa doctrine", in Origeniana septima, Leuven
1999,315.

522 L
'
d by Cynl. as one of the most fervent Origenists, died
eon t'JUs, wh
0 IS presente
before the split of hi.s par~y into moderate Protoktists and radical Isochrists, VS 89 (SCHWARTZ),
197,13-18. The designatIOn for the radicals alludes to a pantheist doctrine, but as an aeclIsation by opponents it does not prove that all those intended really held "that we shall be equal
to Christ at the restoration", VC 12 (ibid.), 230,9-10.
523 C. MOELLER, "Le chalcedonisme et le neo-chalcedonisme en Odent de 451 a la fin
du VI" siecle", in Das Konzil von Chalkedoll I, Würz burg 1951, 641-642.
524 See above, 208-222.
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great Dionysius".525 In fact, Pseudo-Dionysius, the anonymous "Christianizer" of the fifth-century pagan philosopher Proclus,526 quickly became popular after the appearance of his writings. They were so on commented on by
John of Scythopolis,527 the erudite Scholasticus, who was bi shop of Cyril's
own birthplace around 540. 528 This J ohn, who was accused of involvement in
"pagan mysteries" by a certain Basil,529 continued to speak with respect about

525 0 ~Eya<; f.IOVUaLOC;, LEONTIUS, CNE 1288c1, 1304DI3. The first reference (128889cl) is doctrinal and concerns the nature of the Trinity; in the second passage (1304DI21305A3), Leontius borrows the image of light and a torch from Dionysius. See D. EVANS,
Leontills 0/ Byzalltillm, p.35 with n,45 and p,47 with n.65. Evans wrote an article on the
relation between Leontius and Dionysius (in which he defends hirnself against Daley's criticism; see above, 170-172): D. EVANS, "Leontius ofByzantium and Dionysius the Areopagite",
ByzStl EByz 7 (1980), 1-34. Concluding that article, Evans speculates that Dionysius was
possibly "a member of the Protoktistoi, or at very least their inspiration", which could have
been a reason for Leontius to attack hirn, ibid., 34. However, apart from the appraisal already mentioned, Leontius' florilegium at the end of the CA (of wh ich Migne gives only a
very small part, PG 86/1, 1356c13-1357A5), may reveal that he considered Dionysius as a
contemporary (ouyXpovoC;) of the Apostles, as Evans hirnself notices, ibid., 28, n.125. Compare with D. EVANS, Leolltills o/ByzantiulIl, 24, n.6. The question is too difficult for a serious
treatment within the limits of this study.
526 Hausherr characterized Pseudo-Dionysius as "Proclus christianizans", 1. HAUSHERR,
"L'influence du 'Livre de Saint Hierothee"', 198. The pseudonym might imply adeliberate
expression of the faith that the Hellenistic philosophical inheritance could be harmonized
with Christianity, as areaction against the growing hostility toward pagan philosophy in the
early Byzantine theocracy.
521 IOHANNES SCYTHOPOLITANUS, Scholia in corpus AreopagitulII, PG 4, 14-432,
527-576.
528 John the Scholastic was bi shop of Scythopolis a/terTheodosius, who was bi shop in
536. We know also that, at least between 548-552, Theodore of Scythopolis, who abjured
his Origenism (see above, p.295, n.192 and p.322, n.320), was bishop. Johll must have been
bi shop be/ore the outbreak of the controversy over the Three Chapters, by lustinian's edict
of 544/545. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et histoi/'e, 17-21 (with ref. to F. Loofs and M. Richard).
1. Binns, confuting this dating, claims that John was bi shop only after 553; see 1. BINNS,
Ascetics and AlIlbassado/'s, 247-248. Binns' arguments are based upon 1) Cyril's silence
about John, 2) the rejection of the possibility that Cyril could have been tonsured as a young
boy and 3) the rejection of Richard's motives for dating Leontius of Jemsalem's Contra
Illonophysitas - in which lohn is mentioned as abishop - before 544. In my opinion, none
of these arguments is conclusive, so I prefer to maintain the traditional dating to e. 540, for
which we have strong evidence. See immediately below, 366, n.530.
529 PHOTJUS, Bibliotheca, cod. 107, PG 103, 376D-381A. See B. FLUSIN, Miracle et
histoire, 24 with n.71. Flusin gives an impressive list of pagan and Christi an authors who are
quoted by lohn, ibid., 22-24.
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Origen and Evagrius, even though he did not accept the "Origenist" theologi-/
cal positions. 530
Cyril's silence regarding John 531 and his railing against Leontius - two
authors who can by no means be considered as radieal "Origenists" - suggests an atmosphere of extreme polarization. Divergent ideals of the intellectual and the spirituallife, whieh could have had some corrective influence upon each other, had become irreconcilable. The atmosphere of conflict must have had centrifugal effects, by whieh moderate sympathizers of
Origen and Evagrius, who had not adopted their cosmologieal speculations,
were easily lumped together with radieal pantheists, who had pushed those
speculations to the utmost degree. The common principle of all these socalled "Origenists" was not so much a "partieular system of doctrine", but
more "their interest in the intellectuallife and in theological speculation",
as B. Daley wrote. 532 But more than that, perhaps, it was the same desire for
inner life and mystieism that had urged the first monks toward a life in the
desert,533 under the inspiration of both the Jewish-Christian biblical tradi-

530 lbid., 27. Abishop of Seythopolis (that is, a metropolitan of Palestina 11) would
never have permitted himself to express respeet for Origen and Evagrius after the Couneil of
553. We know that Bishop Theodore had been foreed to abjure his Origenism publicly in
552, and we may therefore rejeet Binns' ineonclusive arguments for dating John's episeopaey to aperiod after 553. See above, 365, n.528.
531 If the dating of John's episeopaey to c. 540 is eorreet, he eould have been bi shop
when Cyrilleft his monastery in Seythopolis for Jerusalem, warned by his mother against
the influenee of the Origenists, VE 49 (SCHWARTZ) 71,16-27; VIH 20 (ibid.), 216,8-15. See
above, 38 with nn.85-86. Did Cyril's departure perhaps have something to do with John's
episeopaey?
532 B. DALEY, "The Origenism ofLeontius ofByzantium", 366.
533 Inner life and mysticism were closely eonneeted in the spirituality offourth-eentury
Egypt. For Antony, self-knowledge was essential for attaining spiritual yvwmc;. His device,
aeeording to the old Greek maxim, was: yvw91 awuTov. See S. RUBENSON, The Letters of
St. Antony, 59 with n.l; M. SHERIDAN, "Jaeob and Israel", 231 with n.54; id., "11 mondo
spirituale einteIlettuale", pp.l94-195 with n.70, p.215. See also above, p.238 at n.482 and
p.285 with n.160. In this eontext, it is very interesting to pay attention again to Leontius'
reproaeh addressed in the Prologue of his tripartite writing to (unidentified) opponents:
"those now eounted wise are total ignorant of themselves (lT<lVTl') EauTOuc; ayvooGvTWV)",
LEONTIUS, Pro!. CNE-CA-DTN, PG 86/1, 1268B15-1269Al (quoted above, 149 wilh n.84).
A strong emphasis on self-knowledge is also present in Stephen Bar Sudaili's Book of
Hierotheus. A Syrian expression translated by Marsh as "do thou take heed" (v,2) might, as
Marsh eomments, "be regarded as a rendering of yvw91 aEauTov", F. MARSH, The Book
Which Is Ca lied the Book ofthe Holy Hierotheos, 214 (for the text in Eng. transI., see ibid.
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tion and the inheritance of Hellenistic philosophy. In sixth-century Palestine, in some situations, although we do not know the scale, this desire had
been radiealized into heretieal forms when it could no longer be fruitfully
cultivated within the framework of an over-organized monastie institution
whieh had become totally incorporated into the administrative structures of
the early Byzantine theocracy.

Conclusion of the third chapter
In this chapter it has been established beyond doubt through a thorough examination of the crucial passages, that Cyril' s ac count of the events
of the Second Origenist Controversy cannot be accepted as a reliable historieal source. Cyril is inaccurate on the most essential points. In the first
section, his inaccuracy was demonstrated with respect to his attributing
certain doctrinal positions to the wh oIe "Origenist" movement. In the second section, his inaccuracy was shown regarding his claim of a predorninant role for Sabas' successor in events that led to the Ecumenieal Council;
against all historieal evidence, Cyril presents the Council as a successful
project of Justinian aimed almost exclusively at the defeat of the Origenists
of Palestine.
Taking a critieal distance from Cyril's account, we may find space to
seek a more adequate interpretation of what was going on in the Palestinian

133). At the beginning of the Seeond Discourse, where Stephen starts deseribing the Ascent
of the Mind, the addressee is exhorted: "0, my son, enter into thy Chamber and shut the
door", 11,1 (ibid.), 26 (cf. Mt 6:6). And elsewhere, he writes: "Be not afraid to enter into the
Inner Chamber", v,3 (ibid.), 135. Marsh explains that the expression is "the teehnieal term
used by mystics for that introversion which is the prelude to mystical Union", ibid., n.1.
Marsh writes also that Stephen "declares that his story is based ehiefly on his own experience", ibid., 216. See in this context also O'Laughlin's interpretation of the First Origenist
Controversy, where he opposes "a more normative outward orientation" to a Platonizing
spiritual current which is based on the "diseovery of God in the depth of the self', M.
O'LAUGHLlN, "Evagrius Pontieus in Spiritual Perspective", 224-230 (see also above, 337
wilh nn.383-384).
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monastic world in the first half of the sixth century. In the final section 9f
this chapter, some interesting questions for further research have been indicated, with regard particularly to the hidden spiritual dimension of the conflict. Thus I have developed further the findings of the second chapter. Besides the confict in the area of doctrine and politics there was apparently a
clash of two competitive ideals of the spirituallife: a somewhat collectivist
current, focusing particularly on extern al aspects, and a more individualist
current, concentrating primarily on the development of the interior life. By
the cultivation of the desire for inner life and mysticism, the second current
appears as the one which was more akin to the original monastic tradition,
even if, perhaps, it might have needed some corrective influence from the
first. However, in an atmosphere of polarization, the two currents must have
radicalized each other to the point of becoming irreconcilable.

CONCLUSION

Cyril' s presentation of the Second Origenist Controversy has proved to
be historically inaccurate to a much greater degree than has hitherto been
acknowledged. As a consequence, a summary of Cyril' s presentation of the
struggle cannot serve as an adequate survey of the events relating to that
controversy. A radical critique of his testimollY is necessary. This does not
imply that everything he writes should be rejected, but, we must know how
to interpret his Lives in order to use them for our knowledge of sixth-century Origenism. Cyril wrote a strongly partisan account in which he enlarged the role of his heroes according to specific hagiographical pro cedures. He did this in the aftermath of the Fifth Ecumenical Council, aiming
at a well-defined public and with a well-defined purpose. What he wrote
reveals more about the time and context in which it was written than about
the events related. Our hermeneutical approach to this source should be
similaI' to that developed by modern exegesis with respect to the Gospels.
On the one hand, the historical reality reflected by the narrative cannot be
completely verified by other SOUl'ces. On the other, an analysis of the context in which that narrative was produced enables us to obtain a bettel' understanding of its content. Only in this way may we continue to use Cyril's
testimony as a historical source for the Second Origenist Controvel'sy.
An important result of such an approach is the need to readjust the
common portrait of the "Origenists of the sixth century". They are usually
depicted as a homogeneous group of heretics who, radicalizing Evagrius'
"systematization" of Origen's speculations under the influence of Stephen
Bar Sudaili's extreme pantheism, pushed the legacy of Origen beyond the
limits of orthodoxy, and thus became responsible for the latter's condemnation. However, that portrait appears to depend largely on hostile sources
such as Cyril. As a matter of fact, we do not know who the "Origenists" of
sixth-century Palestine were. From the analysis in the present study some
features of the complicated conflict in which they were involved have
emerged. But these results need to be further developed; they touch the
wider area of late antique Christianity, including not only the his tory of
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theology and dogma but also, and in particular, the development of monas- /
tic spirituality. In this conflict the Origenists appeal' to represent the desire
for mystical experience nourished by the Jewish-Christian exegetical tradition and the legacy of Hellenistic philosophy, as it had been originally cultivated on a large scale in fourth-century Egyptian monasticism. However,
such adesire had become more and more difficult to realize in the sixth
century, because of all the circumstances described in the present study. In
brief, we may state that within the political and ecc1esiastical structures of
the early Byzantine theocracy, with its hostility to the Hellenistic inheritance and with a particulaI' role assigned to the monastic movement, spiritual progress had become to a high degree subordinated to the interests of a
weIl-organized institution. In such a context, the interest in the interior aspects of the spiritual life tended to shift away from the individual to the
more collective, exterior dimension. Sixth-century "Origenism", in all its
various manifestations, can best be understood as the naturaireaction to
that shift.
On the other hand, an excessive rehabilitation of the Origenists should
be avoided. They certainly do not des erve all the blame they received. The
negative picture derived from Cyril's account, as weIl as from the other
anti-Origenist sourees, needs a correction by comparing it, for example,
with the testimony ofthe correspondence ofBarsanuphius and John. There
we find at least some Origenists described as "good monks who give heed
to themselves",l in spite of their apparently heretical views. However, in
their struggle for more room to cultivate the inner life and mysticism, many
Origenist monks were obviously not saints who had reached the state of
passionlessness. Leontius of Byzantium, for example, has been characterized as a polemicist with a biting pen, whose sarcasm can only have contributed to the bitterness of the conflict. Cyril also testifies more than once
to the occurrence of physical violence. Even though we should criticize the
accuracy of the view that the Origenists alone were responsible for the
virulent fights, we may at least conc1ude from what Cyril writes that human
passions played an important role in the Second Origenist Controversy.
There must have been many monks, also among the Origenists, who had
not yet passed from the stage of praktike into that of knowledge, according
to Evagrius' monastic ideal.

I OTl
"
"!
,
~Ka"Ol
E al Kat' TTpoaEXOVTE~
t.aUTOl~,
BARSANUPHIUS Er JOHANNES GAZAEI, Ep.
603 (SCHOINAS), 285A8-11 (see above, 285 with n.160).
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Cyril of Scythopolis has appeared from the present study as a main
representative of an institutionalized monasticism, integrated within the
framework of Justinian' s theocracy, in which the original conception of the
monastic life as an interior way of spiritual progress 2 tended to fade away
because of an increased emphasis on extern al dimensions. 3 The Origenist
movement could be explained as the natural reaction. Perhaps we might
also draw a certain conc1usion from this fol' our own time, in which many
people, desirous of spiritual experience, turn away from the ecc1esiastical
institutions and embrace the various currents of New Age. In any case, the
tragedy of sixth-century Palestine is that two diverging monastic currents
with a potential for balancing each other became irreconcilable in an atmosphere of extreme polarization, with the result that the transmission of a rich
spiritual tradition was seriously damaged.

2 See esp. the eolleetion of essays on this theme: J. DRISCOLLI M. SHERIDAN (ed.), Spiritual Progress. Studies in the Spirituality of Late Alltiquity and Early Monasticism, StAn
115, Roma 1994.
3 Already in the fifth-eentury Abba Poemen lamented: "Many of our fathers have beeome very eourageous in aseeticism, but in finesse ofpereeption there are very few" (TToAAol
TGiV ITaTEpwv ~f1iiiv EYEVOVTO d:vopEfol d~ T~V &aKTjalv. d~ Of. AETTTOTT]Ta, El~, E'i~),
Poemen 106, ApophPat, eoll. alph., PG 65, 348c5-7, trans!. by B. WARD, The Sayings ofthe
Desert fathers. The Alphabetical Collectioll, es 59, Kalamazool Oxford 1984 (1975 1), 182.
See in thls eontext 1. DRISCOLL, The 'Ad MOllachos' of Evagrius POllticus, 356 with n.90.
See also Poemen 133, PG 65, 356B2-3. This tendeney seems to have inereased in a great part
of the sixth-eentury Palestinian monastie world.

APPENDIX 1

1. LEONTfUS Byz., DTN, PG 86/1, 1357c3-1360B5 (quotedabove, 153 atn.98):
13S7e3
eS

Kae' wv yap OI~AIlV EyETpat T4J SE4J CXPTl npo~Pllflal, SplUf1ßov TE
alJTO!<; nEpwTfjaat, flllKErl T~V aaEßEwv EV KpUm4J WfllEUOflEVOl<;, Kai
T4J a$avE1 KaI ayVWOI4l nOAAou<; OEAECCSOVTU<;, aAAa noppwSEV $at VOflEVOU<;,
Kai TaUTU YlVOflEVOU<; $EUKTOU<; anoTponalou<;, ~V OTE Kai aUTO<; unfjpxov

elO

TOU Slaaou flEp0<;' NEOV yap TOTE iSVTaflE, TOV TE xpOVOV Kai TOV AOYlOflOV
~pnclKElaav, OUOEV Ö Tl fl~ TGiV Tfj<; KaKla<; opyavwv Et<; TOUTO Klv~aaVTE<;'

np09EflEVOV yap T~V TGiV oOYf.laTwV aKpIßEwV, wv EnElo~ YEUaaflEVO<;,

l360Al

TOUTO O~ TO TOU Myou, CXKP4l OaKTUA4l, AIXVO<; TE EYEVOflIlV, Kai np09uflla<;
Ei<; flETPOV ouoEv 0 Tl EVEAlTIOV. Oi OE AaßoflEvol wanEp TU$Aüv OOOU
TlVO<; E$lEflEVOV, Ei<; TO Tfj<; a$ETEpa<; aaEßda<; Kawanaaat ßapa9pov

AS

EnExdpllaav.' AAA' CXVW9EV flOI Tl<; ETIl$avETaa XaPl<;, EK flEaou TGiV
o06vTwv ~pnaaEV, bOlflOTaTOV ~Oll YEVOf.lEVOV 9rJpafla, noSov TE
9EpflOWTOV apETfj<; EflßaAOUaa, Kai Tfj<; Ola TaUTIlV SEVlTda<; EnaSlOV.

AlO

rIGi<; OE OUK ~flEAAEV 0 TOV 'Iapa~A EV EPrJfl4l Ka90oIlYrJaa<;, Kaflou
auvEflnOpOt; YEVEa9at Tfj<; EKollflla<;; $EpWV TE ounw npOTEpoV aVrJKEl,
EW<; flE Sdwv avopGiv EYKa[TE]9ETO naA~at<;, 0'( YE ou flOVOV naall<; EKEl vll<;

Tfj<; A~flll<;, TO iSflfla Tfj<; Eflfj<; ljJuxfj<; anEKa9llpav, aAAa Kai $WTO<; lEpou

AIS

anEnAwav Tm<; TGiv 9EOao$wv ß(ßAOl<;, nap' WV aUTO!<; ~ aA~9EW Kai ~

BI

AOlTI~ apET~, Ta<; Efla<; Kai xETpa<; Kai $pEva<; ayvlaaVTE<;.'" Ap' OUV OUK

BS

am:ßda<; EaxaTIl<; ypa$~v äv napa TGiV EUYVWflOVWV EVO(KW<; cXrrIlVEYK~IlV,
Ei Tauw atwnij navTEAET napaoouvat unEflElva;

I The Greek texts of severallonger passages quoted in this study (in English translation) are presented in this appendix.
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2. LEONTIUSByz., CNE,PG8611, 1285A6-B14 (quoted above, 211-212atn.350):

20

(
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EI nEV' einE: Tq anoaTdAavTI aE' fl~ aSull~awIlEv, naTEp' otjJollESa yap EV
TaXEl T~V IlE:V Novvou Kai AEOVTIOU EV SaVaT41 KaTaAualv, T~V ÖE: TWV

1285A6

AOlTIWV EK Tfi<; NEa<; Aaupa<; EKßoA~v npa<; Ta TOU<; YVTjalou<; TOO llaKaplOU

naaXEl ö' av Kai KaTa 0Eav Ta SEla, nKtaTa IlE:V Öla Ta aWlla. nw<;

Loßa llaSTjTa<; T~V NEav Aaupav 0lKE1V TWV voSwv ES aLlTfj<; ÖlWXSEVTWV.

yap; 0 YE Kai aVTlTdvEt nOAAclKl<;' aAM Öl' mh~v Kai T~V mhfi<; ~UalV,
25

TOO IlEV ETTlSUW1TlKOO EPWTlKW<; npa<; Tav 0Eav avaTETallEVou' TOO öE
A10

(12) EYW öE Etnov' TI yap EaTl, nOTEp, Ta nap' aUTWV npwßwollEva;
EndnEp aUTolötaßEßatOOVTal OTl TanEpl npounopSEW<; Kai anOKaTaaTa-

SUIlOEIÖOO<; appEvwnw<; TETOVWIlEvou, Kai aKAlvw<; Tq ETIlSUW1TlKq
auvTETallEvou' TOO ÖE: AoytaTlKoO Ta<; aöAou<; EIl~aaEl<; aaKlw<; ÖEXOIlEVOU,

aEW<; 86WaTa IlEaa TUYXavEl Kai aKIvöuva, npO~EpOVTE<; Kai EKElva Ta

Kai EVOEIÖW<; tAAallnollEvou. Kai KaAw<; E'IpTjTal Tl VI TWV npa ~IlWV avöpi

napa TOO aYIOU rpTjyopIOU AEyollEva' ~IAoao~El 1101 nEpl KOGllOU, nEpl

A15

Smao~41' EI<; noSo<; ayaSa<; Kai alwVIO<; 6 Tfi<; aATjSoO<; yvwaEwc; E~IE-

ÜATj<;, nEpi tjJuxfi<;, nEpl AOYIKWV ~uaEwv ßEATlOVWV TE Kai XElPOVWV, nEpl

BI

IlEVO<;.2 TauTa<; yap Kai punwaa Ta<; öuvaIlEl<;, EV KaKI<;t Kai Evayvwal<;t

30

yap Kai Ta ETTlTUYXavEl OUK uxpTjaTOV Kai Ta ÖtallapTaVEIV aKlvöuvov. 4

YIVETat, Kai OUK EK TOO aWllaTo<; Ta<; KaKla<; ~XEl, KUV TIVE<; aUTWV Öla
B5

BIO

npa<; TaOm anEKpl8Tj 6 YEPWV Kai EinEV' ou IlEaa Kai aKIvöuva Ta nEpi

TOO aWllaTo<; EKTEAOOVTal' WV OUÖE:V 6 TOO 0mO Aoyo<; öESat T' UV nOTE,
ihpETITO<; cDV TU ~uaEl Kai avaAAolwTO<;. Ou IlEV Öla Ta anaSE:<; Tfjc; ~uaEW<;,

avaaTaaEwc; <KplaEw<; aVTan086aEwc;>, XplaToO naSTjllaTwv' EV TOUTOl<;

230,1

npounapSEW<; 86WaTa, aAAa Kai ETIlKIVÖUVa Kai ETIlßAaßfi Kai ßAcla~Tjlla.

avSpwnou ~uaEl aUvaTITwSat OUalWÖW<; napatT~aETat·3 'Iva Il~ IlEAAOl

'(va öE aE nATjpo~op~aw, EV oAlyat<; AESWI T~V nOAuaXEöfi aUTwv aaEßElav 5

naSo<; aATjSE:<; Elval ~ napaITTjat<;, Kai T0 ÖEÖOlKEVat EV EKdvOl<; YEVEaSat,

aTTjAITEOaat nElpaaOllal. Myoual Il~ Elval Eva Tfi<; Tplaöo<; Tav XPlaTOV· 6

EV 0\<; a\ TWV anouöalwv tjJuxal aUTOV ~XOuaat ßOTjSav Kai aUAA~TITopa,

AEyoual Ta ES avaaTaaEw<; aWflam ~IlWV Ei<; navTEAfi anwAEtav EASElV
5

ot.löEv EK TOO aWllaTO<; dArf~aat ßAcißo<;, dAAa Kat llaAAov 0EGi

Kai XptaTOO npWTou· 7 AEYOUalV OTl ~ aYla TPlaC; OUK EÖTjfllOuPYTjaE Tav
KOGllaV Kai OTl EV TU anOKaTaaTaaEl öuv~aoVTat naVTa Ta AOYIKa flEXPl

nETIAOUT~Kaat, T0 aWllaTl auvEpy0 npac; O:pET~V OUK O:vTlnw.41 xpTjacilJEVat.

KalöatfloVwv ÖTjfllOUPYElV a!wva<;·8 AEyoualv OTl ateEpla Kat a~atpOEIÖfi
EydpOVTat ~flWV Ta aWflaTa EV Tl} aVaaTOaEl, Kai yap Kai Ta TOO KUPIOU

3. CYRILLUS SCYTH., VC 11-15 (SCHWARTZ), 229,7-231,26 (quoted above,
258-261):
229,7

(11) TOTE ö~ EYW ana Tfi<; Ilovfi<; TOO IlEyaAou EuSUlllOU napaßaAWV
Ei<; T~V MEYlaTTjV Aaupav TOO llaKapIOu Laßa T0 aßß<:i 'IwavvJ;j T0 ETTlaKO-

10

nU! Kai ~auxaaTl} anwTaATjv un' aUToO npa<; TOOTOV Tav aßßav KUptaKaV
IlETa ypallll<lTWV ÖlTjYOUIlEVWV nEpl TOO YEYOVOTO<; EV TU aYI<;t nOAEl ÖTj1l0alOU nOAEllou Kai öuawnOUVTWV aUTav vOv aywvlaaaSat EV Tal<; npa<;
SEav npwßdat<; npa<; Ta EV TaxEt KaTaßATjS~vat Ta ~puaYlla TWV EV Tl}
NE<;t Aaup<;t IlETa Novvou Kai AmvTlou KaTa XPlaTOO aTpaTwollEVwV Öla

15

TWV 'DpIYEVOU<; öowaTwv. EASwv TOlvuv EYW Ei<; Tav LouKav KalllETa
ZwalllOU Kai 'Iwavvou TWV aUToO llaSTjTWV anEASwv npa<; aUTav Ei<; Ta
aTI~AatOV TOO EV aYIOl<; XapLTWvo<; Kai npOaKUv~aa<; aUTav EnEöWKa

T~V ETTlaTOA~V, Etnov ÖE: aUT0 Kai ana aTollaTO<; Ta napa TOO SEaTIWIOU

aßßa , Iwavvou TOO ~auxaaToO AEXSEVTa. 6 ÖE: aßßa<; KuptaKa<; öaKpuaa<;

2 EVAGRJUS PONTICUS, Kephalaia gllostica IV,50, PO 28/1, 159.
3 Cf. LEO MAGNUS, TOIllIIS ad Flavianwn 88, (ed. SILVA TAROUCA), 26.

GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, Oratio 27,10, SC 250, p.96,line 17 to p.98,line 22.
Compare with VS 89 (SCHWARTZ), 197,10.
6 Cf. Conc. Oec. Const. 11, Canones xv contra Origenem 8, A CO !V/1, 249,10-14. See
also EVAGRJUS PONTICUS, Kephalaia gnostica IV,9, PO 28/1,139; IV,18, ibid., 143. And compare with IUSTINIANUS, Confessiofidei (ed. SCHWARTZ), 92,6-7; id., Contra lIlollophysitas 192
(ibid),41,7-12.
7 Cf. Conc. Oec. Const. 11, Canones xvcollfra 0,: 1O-11 ,ACO IV/1, 249,19-25. See also
IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodlllll de Origene (ed. DIEKAMP), 94,13-17 (right co!.); EVAGRlUS
PONTICUS, Keph. gnost. 1,58, PO 28/1, 45; 1,65, ibid., 47-49; 11,17, ibid., 67; 1II,66, ibid., 125.
8Cf. Conc. Oec. Const. 11, Canones xv contra Or. 6, ACO lv/I, 248,31-33 (in combination with id., Can. 12-13, ibid., 249,26-31). Evagriu~ attributes the creation ofthe material
world to Christ. See EVAGRIUS, Keph. gnost. III,26, PO 28/1, 107; Pseudo-suppl. ad Keph.
gI/ost. I (ed. MUYLDERMANS), 38. Christ (the voO<;) seems to be distinguished from the divine
Myo<; in the passages mentioned above, n.6. At the end, the voO<; will be able to create
worlds (Keph. gnost. v,81, PO 28/1, 211) and all rational beings will share in this capacity
(Iv,51, ibid., 159).
4

5
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olhw cj>aaiv fYTjYEpSal aWfla· 9 t.EYOUatV on Ylv6flESa 'laol TOU XPlaTOU
fv Tij O:TToKOlaaTaaE l. 10
(13) TToloe;; TOlvuv <XIlTje;; TaUTa

fpEu~aTo;

ou TTapa TOU Swu l'auTa

5

flEflaS~Kaat, fl~ YEVOLTO, TOU t.at.~aavTOe;; Illa TTPOcj>TjTWV Kai O:TToaT6t.wv,

15

20

25

30

231,1

O:t.t.a TTapa DuSay6pou Kai Dt.aTWVOe;; 'OpIYEVOUe;; TE Kai Euayplou Kai
LllllUflOU TTapElt.~cj>aat Ta flUaapa TauTa Kai lluaaEßfj Il6YflaTa. fyw IlE
TESaUflaKa TT6aoue;; TE EiKij Kat fl<XTTjV TT6voue;; O:V~VTt.TjaoV Eie;; TOlaUTae;;
fTTlßt.aßCte;; flaTaloTTovlae;; Kai TTWe;; olhwe;; Tae;; illlae;; wTTt.wav yt.waaae;;
KaTa Tfje;; EuaEßdae;;. OUK EIlEI flät.t.oV aUTOUe;; ETTalVCtV Kai 1l0~at;Elv
cj>lt.aIlEt.cj>lav cj>lt.o~Evlav TTapSEvlav TTTWXoTpocj>(av \(!at.flltJlllav TE Kai
TTavvuxov aTaatv Kai MKpua KOlavuE,Ewe;;; OUK fxpfjv aUTOUe;; fläMov
LITTOTTlEt;EIV vTjaTdale;; 1'() aWfla ll Kai IlI' EUxfje;; TTpOe;; SEOV EKIlTjflCtv Kai
flEt.bTjv SavaTou TOV ßlOV TToICta8al Kai fl~ Tcii'e;; TOWUTale;; fpwXEt.lme;;
0:1l0t.WXCtv ;12
Kai t.EYEI 0 YEPWV' 0:1.1.' OUK ~ßout.~STjaav Tij TaTTEIVij ollQ TOU
XPWTOU TTOPWSfjVal, o:M' EllaTalwSTjaav EV TÖle;; IllaA0YIUflÖle;; aUTwv
Kai faKOTlaSTj ~ aauVETOe;; aUTwv KapIlla' cj>aaKOVTEe;; Ei Val aocj>oi Efl4l
pavSTjaav. 13 mXVTWV IlE TWV t;1t;avIWV 0 arropEUe;; Kai TWV KaKwv dlnoe;;
YEYOVE N6vvoe;;' oane;; Tfje;; TOU llaKaPlou TTaTpOe;; ~flwV Laßa KOlfl~aEWe;;
Ilpa~<lflEVOe;; TToTlt;El V~p~olo TOV TTt.Tjalov c\:vaTpoTT~V SOt.Epav,14 AE6vnov
TOV But;avnov UTTOUPYOV EXWV Kai uTTEpflaxov Kai auvaywvwT~V.
(14) Kai TTPWTOV flEV TOUe;; EV aUTij Tij NEC;X t.aupc;x t.0YIWTEpOUe;;, flaX\oV
IlE c\:t.0YWTEpOUe;; Eie;; l'~V EauTou flWpaV aUYKOlEarraaEv dlPEaL V· 15 Kai
OUK ~PKEa8TJ TOUTOle;;, c\:t.t.a Kai Eie;; Ta Mt.a flovaaT~pw Tfje;; EP~floU Tfje;;

10

15

20

25

EaUTOU flETallouval AUflTJe;; EarroullaaEV. TTolau:; IlE flTJxavale;; OUK fXP1laOlo
KO:flE TOV TaTTEIVOV aUYKaTaarraaal; 0 llE SEOe;; IlI' O:TTOKaAU\(!EWe;; EIlEI~E
flOI TOV Tfje;; aipEaEWe;; aUTou ß6pßopov. TTOlale;; IlE flESolldale;; OUK Exp~aaTo
Tij TOU LOUKä auvoll 1C;X Tfje;; EauTou flETallouvm KaKollo~ (ae;;; Kat OUK '(axuaEV
ffloU Tij TOU XPWTOU xapln EKaaTOV VOUSETOUVTOe;; Kat TTapaKat.oUVTOe;;
Tfje;; opSfje;; fl~ O:TTOaTfjvm TTI aTEWe;;. Kai aUTou aTToull6aavToe;; ~yOUWvov
Tfje;; EauTou aipEaEwe;; UTTaaTTlaT~V KaTaaTfjam EV Tij ~flETEPC;X t.aupc;x,
Dbpov cj>Tjfli TOV 'At.EE,avllpEa, Kat Ilout.wam T~V auvolllav, [Kai] OUK
~lluv~STj, O:t.t.a TouvavTlov ~ auvollla KIVTjSE1aa Tfje;; ~YEllov(ae;; Dbpov
f~EwaE. TTat.lv flEV oov oi TTEPI N6vvov o:vmllwe;; KlvouflEVOI at.t.ov Dlhpov
'EAt.alllKov Tfje;; 'OpIYEVOUe;; AUIlTje;; 15v1'O UTTaaTTlaT~V ~YOUIlEVOV ~flwV EYKaTEaTTjaaV, O:t.t.' ~ auvollla TTat.l v t;~t.4l TTvEUflanKQ KI VOUflEVTj Dbpov
flEV Tfje;; ~YEflovlae;; fE,EwaEv Kai Eie;; T~V t.oupav TOU flaKaplou Laßa
O:m:t.Souaa Et.aßEv EauTij TOV vuv ~YOUflEVOV o:ßßäv Kaawvov LKUSOTTot.l TTjV oVTa TQ YEVEI opS61l0E,6v TE 15vTa Kai ßI4l Kai MY4l KEKOUflTjflEVOV.
Kai T6TE 1l6t.le;; iaxuaaflEV TOUe;; 'OpIYEVOUe;; UTTaarrWTae;; O:TToKpouaaa8al.
(15) TauTa IlITjYTjaaflEV6e;; flOI 0 Ilout.oe;; TOU SEDU KuplaKOe;; Kai yvoue;;
on Tfje;; flEyat.Tje;; flovfje;; EuSUfllOU TOU flaKaplou Eifll, TTEpIxap~e;; YEyovwe;;
EiTTEV' Illou Kai aUVKoIVOßIWTTje;; floU Ei, Kai t.OITTOV O:PX~V ETTOI~aaTO
III TjyCta8al flOI TTOt.t.a TTEpi aUTWV TWV EV aYIOle;; EuSUfllOU TE Kai Laßa,
aTTEp ESTjKa fv Toie;; TTEPI aUTwv ~IlTj PTjSCtaL Iluat MYOle;;. Kai ot'hwe;; EV
Toie;; TOLOUTOle;; IlITjY~flaaL T~V Efl~V IlWSpE\(!ac;; \(!UX~v c\:rrEt.uaEv EV EiP~VTj.

4. CYRILLUS
289-292):
9 Cf. Cone. Oee. Const. 11, Canolles xv CO/ltra Or. 10, ACO 1V11, 249,19-20. For spheri ..
eal resurreetion bodies, see also IUSTINIANUS, Edictlllll contra 01:, Can. 5, ACO III, 213,2526. Only the notion of ethereal resurrection bodies is found in Origen; see H. CROUZEL, "La
doetrine origenienne du corps ressuscite", BLE 81 (1980), 192-193. For Evagrius, the bodies will first arise e(here~l, but finally they will be annihilated. See A. GUILLAUMONT, Les
'Kephalaia gnostica' d'Evagre le Pontique, Paris 1962, 115-116.
10 Cf. Cone. Oee. Const. 11, Canones xv contra 0,: 13, ACO IVI1, 249,30-31. See also
IUSTINIANUS, Ep. ad synodl/lIl de Origelle (ed. DIEKAMP), 94,30-33 (right eo!.); EVAGRlUS,
Keph. gnost. IV,51, PO 28/1,159; v,81, ibid., 211.
11 Cf. lCor 9:27.
12 Cf. GREGORIUS NAZIANZENUS, Oratio 27,7, SC 250, p.86, lines 8-15.
13 Rom 1:21-22.

14
15

Cf. Hab 2:15. Compare with VS 83 (SCHWARTZ), 188,/5-17.
Compare with ibid., 188,18-19.

198,7

10

15
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SCYTH.,

VS 90

(SCHWARTZ),

198,7-200,17 (quoted above,

Gi flEV oov TTEp I TOV o:ßßäv K6vwva EV KwvaTavn vouTT6t.EI YEyov6TEe;;
Kai Ilwcj>6pOle;; SM\(!WIV UTTO TOU ' AaKlllä' KaSUTToßt.TjSEVTEe;; Illa Tfje;;
UTTOflOvfj'e;; VIKTjcj>6pOI O:vElldxSTjaav. oMywv yap IlIEt.SouaWv ~flEPWV
DETPOU TOU O:PXIETTlaK6TTOU TEt.EUT~aaVTOe;; Kat MaKaplou UTTO Tfje;; auSalldae;; TWV Nwt.aupLTWV XElPOTOVTjSEVTOe;; Kat TTOt.EflOU EV Tij aYIC;X TT6t.EI
YEyov6ToC; 0 flEV EuaEßEaTaToC; ßaaLt.EUC; acj>ollpwC; o:yavaKT~aac; KOla TE
TOU' AaKlllä Kai TWV'OpIYEVWaTWV MaKapIOV TfjC; ETTlaKOTTfje;; fE,EWSfjVal
EKEt.EUaEV, 01 IlE TTEpt TOV o:ßßäv K6vwva Kalpou ETTl TTjlldou IlpaE,aflEvoI
Ta KaS' EaUTOUe;; TQ ßaalt.Ct yvwplaavTEC; t.(ßEt.t.OV aUTQ ETTlIlEllwKaatV
TTäaav T~V TWV 'OpIYEVWaTWV o:aEßEWV Eflcj>avfj TTOI~aaVTEC; 'IaLllwpou
TEt.EUT~aaVTOC;. Kai EVTEUSEV TTt.daTTjC; TTappTja(ac; flETaax6vTEC; EUaT6XLOV
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5

ErrlOKorrov 'IEpoooAUJlwV rrpoßat.AoVTat, 0 OE EUoEßEoTaTo~ ~JlGiv ßaatAEU~

rrpo$TjTlKtlV $wv~v rrpoo$opw~ EpGi' aYaAAlaaBw ~ EPTjJlO~ Kai aVSEITW
w~ KPlvov;6 ihl ~t.ETjOEV 6 SEO~ Ta TEKva aUTfj~, EKclva rrpo~ EaUTOV
drrwv' !OWV Eloov T~V KaK;WOIV TOU Aaou JlOU 17 TOU EV 'IEPOOOAUJlOl~ Kai

Tav EUOTOXIOV rrapEKaAwEv arroOTclAat Tav Tfj~ Jlovfj~ TOU JlaKaplou
0wooolou ~YOUJlEVOV Eu!.6yIOV, E$'

41

EUPESfjVat Kai aUTav EV Tfj

10

JlEV ErrloKorrou~ arrEoTEIAEV Tav EauTou Torrov EV Tij OUVOO4J
aVarrATjpoUVTa~, arrEoTEIAEV OE Kai Tav aßßav Eu!.6ylOv JlETa aAAwv DUO

Ta OIKalWJlaTa aUTou Kai Tav VOJlOV aUTou EKi;TjT~OWJlEV.21 aUT0 ~ ,sosa

~YOUJlEVWV KuplaKOU TE Tfj~ Aaupa~ Tfj~ AEYOJlEVTj~ IlTjyfj~ Kai IlayKpaTloU
T1va~ oTuAITou. Tfj~ TOlvuv aYla~ Kai O!KOUJlEVIKfj~ rrEJlrrTTj~ ouvooou EV

TOU oTEvaYJlou aUTGiv aK~Koa Kai ßOUAOJlat ESEAEaBat aUTou~' Kai
ßOUATjSEl~ ErrEOKEljiaTo 18 Kai ETflOKEljiaJlEVO~ EOWOEV Kai EAuTpwoaTo ~Jla~
EK Tfjc,; KaTaouvaoTda~ TGiV 'OplYEVtaOTGiV Kai ESEßaAEV aUTou~ arra
19
rrpoowrrou ~JlGiv Kai KaTwK~vwOEV ~Jla~ EV Tol~ OKTjVwJlaOIV aUTGiv
Kai TOU~ rrovou~ aÜTGiv KaTEKATjpOVOJlTjOEV 20 ~Jla~, i5rrw~ äv $UAaSWJlEV

aSpoli;oJlEVlJ auvoo4J.lSoTl~ EUOTOXIO~ Tfj~ rraTptapXla~ EVTa~ YEVOJlEVO~
TPET~

199,1

EVTauSa oTfjoal JlEAAWV Tav rrEpi TOU SElou rrpEoßuTOU AOYOV T~V

EUOTOXIOV JlEV rraTplOpXTjV YEvEaBal ESEOTflOEV, EKEAWOEV OE Kai aUvooov
O!KOUJlEVIK~V YEvEaBal. Kai 0 aßßa~ OE K6vwv arroAUwv Erri 'IEpoooAuJla

25

15

d~ TOU~ a!Giva~. aJl~v.

KWVOTaVTlVOUrrOAEI ouvaSpolaBdoTj~ KOIV0 Kai KaSoAIK0 KaSurrEßA~

- ßlo~ TOU EV aYlol~ rraTpo~ ~JlGiv 1:oßa -

STjoav aVaSEJlaTl 'OpIYEVTj~ TE Kai 0EOOWPO~ 6 MOJlljiouwTla~ Kai Ta
rrEpi rrpourraSEw~ Kai arrOKaTaOTaOEW~ Euaypl4J Kai L\lDUJl4J dpTjJlEVa

5

rrapovTwv TGiV Twoapwv rraTptapxGiv Kai TOUTOl~ OUVatVOUVTWV. TOU
JlEVTOI SW$UAaKTOU ~JlGiv ßaatt.Ew~ arrooTdAavTo~ EV' IEpooot.UJlOI~ Ta
EV Tij OUVOO4J rrpaxSEVTa Kai rravTwv TGiv KaTa IlaAalOTlvTjV ETflOKOrrWV
XElpi Kai oToJlaTl TauTa ßEßatWOaVTwv Kai KupwoaVTwv rrA~v 'AAE-

10

savopou TOU 'AßIATj~ Kai ola TOUTO Tfj~ ETflOKorrfj~ EKßATjSEVTO~ Kai EV
T0 Bui;avTI4J urra OEIOJlOU KaTaxwaBEvTo~ oi JlEV NWAaupTTcX! Tfj~ KaSOAIKfj~ ExwplOav EauTou~ KOlvwvla~,

6 OE rraTplOpXTj~ EUOTOXIO~ Ola-

$opw~ aUTou~ JlETaXElplOaJlEVo~ Kai Erri OKTu) Jlfjva~ Tij rrpa~ aUTou~

vouSWlc;t Kai rrapaKA~oEI XPTjOaJlEVO~ KaI Jl~ rrdoa~ aUTou~ Tij KaSoAIKij

15

KOlvwvfjoal EKKATjOlc;t ßaoIAIKaT~ KEAEUOWIV XPTj06J1EVO~ 01" AvaoTaolou
TOU oouKa~ Tfj~ NEa~ Aaupa~ aUTou~ ESEWOEV Kai T~V ErrapXlav rraoav
Tfj~ aÜTGiv ~AEUSEPWOEV t.UJlTj~. Jl~ ßOU!.6JlEVO~ OE aOIKTjTOV Woal Tav

Torrov EKaoTav EIKool Jlovaxou~ ErrlAEsaJlEVO~ EKEToE KaTE$uTEUOEV,
ES~KOVTa JlEV EK Tfj~ MEYIOTTj~ Aaupa~, ES c1)v EXEIPOTOVTjOEV 'IwavvTjv

20

TIVa arra axoAaPlwv ~YOUJlEVOV, Kai aAAou~ ES~KovTa arra TGiv AomGiv
Tfj~ Err~JlOU opSo,soSWV JlovaoTTjplwv. c1)v El~ dJlI EYW JlETarrEJl$SEl~ EK
Tfj~ Jlovfj~ TOU EV aYlol~ EuSuJlloU urro TGiV Tfj~ MEYIOTTj~ Aaupa~ rraTEpWV

YVWJllJ Kai ErrlTporrij TOU Swrrw(ou'Iwavvou TOU ETflOKOrrOU Kai ~auxaOTou.

25

TOlyapouv auvaSpolaBEvTE~ d~ T~V aYlav rroAlv ES~ASOJlEV JlETa TOU
rraTplapxou Kai TOU VEOU ~YOUJlEVOU Erri 0EKGiav T~V KWJlTjV Kai TGiV

200,1
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'OpIYEvlaoTGiv urra 'AvaoTaolou TOU OOUKO~ OIWXSEVTWV rrapEAaßoJlEV

16 Is 35: 1.
17 Ex 3:7, 8.

T~V NEav Aaupav JlTjvt <l>Eßpouapl4J EiKaol rrpwTlJ Tfj~ oWTEpa~

18 Cf. Ex 4:31; Lk 1:68.

iVOlKTlOVO~ T0 dKOOT0 TPIT4J Tfj~ TOU JlaKaplou 1:aßa KOIJl~OEW~ xpOVW.

19 Ps 77 [78]:55.

Kat EV TOUTOl~ JlEV TEAO~ EOEsaTO 6 KaTa Tfj~ EuoEßda~ rrOAEJlo~, EYW OE

20 Cf. Ps 104 [105]:44.
21 Cf. Ps 104 [105]:45.
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ypcXllllam Il~ lla9wv 238
YUIlVaOTlKGi~ 25
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E

lYKPcXTEta 220,225,226
EiKWV 104
El Val 162, 163
TC EI val EOXT)KEV

TTGi~

B

ßlOe; 58, 69, 85, 91, 92, 116
ßlOl 58, 91
ßMocj>TjIlO~ 259
ßAaocj>Tjllla 273
BUl;cXVTlo~ 135, 138, 141, 148, 149
Bul;cXvTloe; T4l YEVEt 77, 133, 148

r
yaOT~p

see: KpaTElv yaoTpo~
yaoTplllapYla 225, 345
YEVIKOi ayGivE~ 93, 120, 123
YEVVcXOE~ [lKElVotl 70
YEVV~Tpta [TTcXVTWV TGiv TTaSGivl 109
YEwpya~ [TGiV TTa9Givl 358
YlYVWaKElV
yvGiSloEauTov 238,285,366
lyvwo9Tj Ta 'OplYEVOUe; cj>povGiv
77, 101, 133, 159
YV~atO~ [YVTjatwTcXTTjl 115
YVGi9l OWUTOV see: YlYVWaKElV
YVWIlTj 116, 122, 128, 144
yvGiat~ 29, 155,211,218,221,223,
229, 230, 239, 244-246, 276, 358
yvGiat~ cXATj9~~ 221
YVGiol~ [Tou19Eou 229
TTEpi TOU Swu YVGiOl~ 239
yvGiat~ tjJEUO~~ 221
yvGiol~ tjJ lA~ 245
YVWOTl K~ 226
YVWOTlKO~' 222,230

162, 163

El Val 163

EiP~VTj 261, 286
oalllWV 100,275
see: aTToMEl V lv EiP~VlJ
OaLIlOVlWOTj~ 126
El~ 77, 172, 274, 371
OEOOlKEVaL 212
lKßO~ 307
lKollllla 153
OTjIlLOUPYElV 275, 276
EKSWl~ 272, 308, 320
OTjlllOUPYClv aiGiva~ 275, 278
see: lJTTOTETaYIlEVTj EK9wl~
OTjlllOUPYlKo~ 276
lKKa8alpw 358
OTjIlLOUPYO~ 277, 278
lKKAllola 76, 85, 87, 88, 179, 290,
OtalPWl~ [NwToploul 194
323
OtaAE~l~ 149
see: Ka90AlK~ lKKATjOla
OlcXllETPOV 160
'EAATjVlKOe; 252,351
KaTa OlcXllETPOV 160
OlcXVOta 83, 345
'EAATjVlK~ cj>lAooocj>la 351
'EAATjVlKa~ A6yo~ 252
see: TllPClv T~V OlcXVOtaV
olacj>opcX 195,277,280
EV 277
oloaoKaAElov 25
EV TTPOOWTTOV 172
OlOaOKaAla 149
lvavTlOOOKTjT~~ 154
olocXoKaAol 244, 353, 362
lVOTjIlElV
olMoKaAOe; Tfj~ lKKATjOla~ 179
lvoTjllouoa ouvooo~ 79, 82, 140,
300, 309, 329
oOYlla 40,53,72,77,82,86,126,136,
137, 149,259,270,271,307
lVOTjIlOUVTa~ 82
Ta 'OPl YEVOU~ ooWaTa 77,259, lvooTEpa EPllIlO~ 258
270
lVEPYEla 239,244,276,277
Ola TTlOTEWe; lVEpyda 239,244
OOYllaTlKGi~ 25
OOKTjat~ 143, 154
Ol' lVEPyda~ TTlOTl~ 239
OOUATj Swu 36
lVEXEl V 134, 203
EVWOl~ 143, 144, 161, 195
8Uvalll~ 211, 28, 276, 277
EVWat~ KaT' a~lav 281
OUVcXIlEl~ Tfj~ tjJuxfj~ 228
EVWat~ KaT' ouolav 143, 144,282
see: TTaSTjTlKai OUVcX!1El~
Mo lJTTOOTcXOEl~ 143
E~l~ 228, 277
Mo cj>UOEl~ 79,132,143,172,195,196
TTOAElllKfj~ E~EW~ 228
see: Illa lJTTOOTaat~ lv Mo cj>UOWl V E~W 238,250
E~W TTaLoda 149,249
E~W cj>lAooocj>la 150, 156, 250
E~w9EV 37, 250
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ESw8E:V TTaLoda 37, 249, 250
ETTavaOTOVTE:<; see: ETTaVlmTjlll
ETTaVIOTTjlll [ETTavamOVTE:<;] 150
ETTaTTOp~lla

z
l;ll;oVla 72, 138, 187,271,307

145
ETTaTTOpTjOE:l<; 145, 149
ETTaTTOp~OE:l<; Kai Auon<; 149
ETTE: woyn v 303
ETTE:OKbJ!aTo see: EmOKETTTE:a8aL

H

EmßAaß~<; 259

ETTlyvWat<; 229,351
Em8UIlTjTlKoV 155,206,211,213,218,

~80<; 359

ETTl8uIlla 155,225,226,228,348,357
Em8uIlla 8E:opE:mo<; 228
Em8uIlla TWV KPE:lTTOVWV 228
see: 86a Em8uIlla
Em KI vouvo<; 259
ETTIAUat<; 145
EmOKETTTE:a8aL [ETTWKbJ!aTo] 291
EmoKoTTrl 291
ETTIOKOTTO<; 36, 62, 87, 116, 297
EmOKoTTdov 36
EPTjIl0<; 73, 78, 79, 84, 117, 120-122,

124, 126, 129, 138, 140,258, 303
see: EvooTEpa EPTjIl0<;
EPTjIlITTj<; 141
EPIlTjVE:U<; 238
EPW<; 358
hE:po<; 123,303,305
EuaYYE:AlKO<;
EuaYYE:AlK~ O:ATj8da

351

E:uyvwllwv 153
E:UOOKla 154
E:UAaß~<; [Kai 8do<; O:v~p] 154, 167
E:UTTpOm TO<; 262, 287
E:UoEßE:la 67, 116, 122, 124,325
E:UOE:ßEmaTo<; 80, 82, 87
E:UOE:ßw<; 125
E:UX~

266

155,211,213,218,228

8UIlO<; 155,228,348,357

129, 140, 202, 298, 302, 303
~80u<; cmAOTTj<; 85
~VIOXO<; 214
~OUXOl;E:lV 67, 123
~ouxaoT~<; 67
~ouXla 95, 67, 106, 107

laTpo<; [l/Juxwv] 107
IOlKo<; 93, 120, 123
iOlKO KaTop8WIlaTa 93, 120, 123
IOlwTTj<; 37, 38, 238, 240, 243, 244,

e

LVOlKTlWV 68, 75, 76, 86, 289, 304
'100<; 86,259,276,280,281,282,306,

249,250

307
8aUIlOl;E:lV 160,266
8aullamo<; 238
8aOlla 160
9E:OPE:OTO<; 116,228
Em9uIlla 9E:OPWTO<; 228
9E:TjYopo<; 150
9E:TjYOPOl OVOPE:<; 150
8do<; 37, 108, 120, 149, 154, 155,

167, 221, 358, 362

bE:POE:lO~<; 162

8E:wpdv 229
8E:WPTjTlKO<; 230
8E:wpla 229, 241, 245, 358
8laoo<; 153
9povo<; 123, 299, 327
8UIllKOV 155, 206, 228
8UIl0E:lO~<;

~YE:1l0VlKOV 155, 169, 214, 228
~YOUIlE:vo<; 77,115,117,121,123,

228
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9do<; O:VrlP 90, 153-156, 167,221
8da Em8uIlla 228
8da 8E:wpla 358
8wyvwola 229
8WOIOaKTo<; 238, 254
8E:OKTlOTO<; 250, 347
8WOEßE:W 125
8E:ooo~0<; 153-155,167,208,211,221

see: O:v~p 8E:ooo~0<;
8WTOKO<; 76, 195
8W~lAE:~<; 149
8w~lAla 125

8E:paTTWTlKo<; 352

'100l TOU XPWTOU 86, 259, 276,

280,281,282
iOOXPWTO<; 86
'low<; 125, 127

K
Ka8alpWl<; 327
Ka80AlKo<; 83,87,88,290,309,315,

323, 324
Ka80AlKn EKKATjOla 87, 88,290,323
Ka80Al Kij KOl vwvfjOaL EKKATjOla

87, 88, 290, 323
Ka80AlK~ KOlvwvla

419
KaAO<; 150, 285, 370
TO KaMv 150
KaAw<; 303
Kapola 359
KaTaxpTjOTlKW<; 272
KaTE:A8wv see: KaTEPXE:a8at
KaTEpxw8aL [KaTE:A8wv] 122, 128
KaTop8wIla 93,95,116,120,123,359
see: LOlKO KaTop9wIlaTa
KnIlTjAlOPXTj<; 80, 258
KE:VOOOSla 345
KE:VOE:lV [KE:VWoa<; EauTov] 273
KE:~OAaLOV

145, 179,272, 283, 308,
318,320,321
KfjpuS [Tfj<; O:ATj8da<;1 179
KOlVO<; 69, 87, 104, 125, 127, 149,
290,309,315,340
KaTO KOlV~V l/Jfj~ov 69,340
KOlVWVE:lv 87,88, 121,290, 323
see: Ka80Al Kij KOl vwvfjOaL EKKATjola
KOlvwvla 83,87,88,121,290,323,324
KOOf.lO<; 279, 243, 244, 247
KOOIlOV KTll;wv 279
KOOf.lOU TTaLoda 243, 244, 247
KpaTE:lv 36, 136, 226
KPaTWV yampo<; 226
EKPOTTjOE:V EauTou 226
KPlat<; !Tou 8wUl 279
KPU~W [TTo8Tjl 107
KTll;n v 279
see: KOOf.lOV KTIl;wv
KUßE:PV~TTj<; 214

KUPlW<; 272

83, 87, 290,

323, 324
Ka80AlKw<; 83
KaKla 100,211,214,215,218
KaKoooSla 79, 80, 260, 267
KaKo<; 125, 138, 271
KaKooxoAdv 162
KaKooxoAO<; 162

A
Aav8avOVTW<; 73, 133, 186
AEYE:lV 79,83,86, 116, 121, 122, 160,

162, 195, 263, 266, 267, 272, 274
86, 263, 275, 276,
279, 280

MYOUOlV ÖTl

420
AEsle; 259, 264, 271, 277, 286
AIßEAAoe; 82,84,85,87,269,289,306,
307, 308
Aoyoe; 81, 115, 120, 123, 134, 143,
163, 191, 195, 243, 252, 272, 273,
277, 278, 279, 281, 375
Myoe; -oaps 191
see:' EAATjVl KOe; Aoyoe;
AOYl~Oe; 107, 216, 226, 345
see: aloxpol AOYlOJ.lOI
see: eXAAOlhplOl AOYl~ol
AOYWTlKOe; 155, 169, 206, 211, 213,
218, 228
AOYlWTEpOe; 53, 78, 79, 137, 138, 161,
174,207,232,250,251,260,267
AOLTTOe; 79,117,120,121,129,221,
271,274
Mate; 149
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J.lOvaxoe; 72, 73, 77, 116, 121, 122,
140, 141, 148, 149,285,307,340
J.l0VaXlKOe; 69, 116, 122
J.lUeEUElV 158
J.lUOaTTEaeal 84,180,201

N
V~lTlOe; 244
Vl KTj<j>OpOe; 289
VOJ.lOe; 220
voue; 25,169,171,191,196,206,207,
209, 213-215, 217, 221, 238, 272274, 276-278, 281, 345, 348, 357,
358,375[*VOEe; 169,216,275,2811
vouv TTjpdv 345
see: 0J.llAla vou npoe; eEOV
vuv 136, 148, 150, 154

M

J.laElElv see: J.laVeavw 238
J.laVeavw [J.laeElv1 238
J.laeOVTEe; ypaJ.lJ.lam 238
J.laVla 100, 195
J.lEyae;
see: nappTjo(a, combined with J.lEyciATj
J.lEAETTj[eavaTou1 248,249,260
J.lEpOe; 108, 16~ 213
J.lEOOe; 163,265
J.lEOa Kai eXKlvöuva 159, 161,259
J.lla 73, 78, 143, 277
J.lla YVt0J.lTj 116, 122, 128
J.lla unoomate; 162, 168
J.lla unoaTaate; EV Mo <j>UOWlV
132, 143, 172, 196
J.lla <j>Uate; 144, 189, 196
J.llKpOe;
see: nappTjola, combined WithJ.ll Kpa
J.ilooe; [np oe; Tav Tonov1 227
J.l0Va~Elv 141

SEVlTEla 153

o
OIKOUJ.lEVlKoe; 87, 290, 300, 309
oIKOUJ.lEVlK~ ouvoöoe; 87, 290,
297, 300
oAlyoe; 78, 79, 93, 108, 110
OAlyale; AESWl 259,264,271,277,
286
0J.llAdv [T4l eE4l1 358
0J.llAla [vou npoe; eEov1 348
oJ.lJ.la [Tfje; l/Juxfje;l 221
0J.l0lOnaeEla 275
0J.l0VOla 114
0J.l00UOla 143
0J.l00UOLOe; 276
opy~ 345
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OpYI~EOeal [oPYl~oJ.lEvoe;l

258, 287

0pEsle; 213
opeoöoSla 116, 122
opeoöosoe; 136
üpeOÖOSOTaToc; [-wTaToe;l 262
ÖatOe;
öatOl avöpEe; 99
oupaVOnOALTTje; 230, 249
ouola 143, 144, 150, 163, 189, 195,
276, 277, 282
see: EVwate; KaT' ouolav
O<j>eaAJ.lOe; 345
see: TTjpdv Taue; O<j>eaAJ.lOUe;

TI

na8TjJ.la 352, 357
na8TjTlKOe; 211,217
na8TjTlKai ÖUVaJ.lEle; 211, 228
na8TjTlKOV J.lEpOe; Tfje; l/Juxfje; 213
naeTjTOe; 211,217,227
Ta na8TjTOV 227, 228
na80e; 107, 109, 211, 215-217, 225,
227, 357, 358
na8Tj öEXETat 210
na80e; O:A TjeEe; 211
see: [eXpx~lna8Giv
see: Kpu<j>la na8Tj
natöEla 37, 149, 150, 156; 243, 244,
246, 247, 249, 250
Öl<lnatÖElae; Tfje; Esw8EV 37,250
see: aAATj natöEla
see: ESW natöEla
see: Esw8EV natöEla
see: KO~OU natöEla
naAaTlov 80, 111, 136
see: nappTjOla EV T4l naAaTI41
naVEpTjJ.lOe; 258
naVpTjTOe; 108
nanae; 80, 135
napaöElYJ.la 161, 162
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napaxwpElv 125, 127, 128
napElvat [napwv1 87, 121
napovTwv see: napElvat
nappTjola 50,78,80,86,87,108-111,
113, 115, 124, 125, 127, 128, 134,
203,230,231,290,293,322,355,
359
nappTjOla EV T4l naAaTl41 80, 111
napPTjola npae; TaVeEOV 108-110
see: nAElOTTj nappTjOla
see: npWTTj napPTjola
combined withJ.lEyaATj, J.llKPa, nAElOva, nAElWV, nOAA~, TEAEla 111
nappTjOla~Eaeat 109
napPTj0laaTl KWe; [nappTjataoTl KWTEpov1 107
naoXElv 115,211,217
naOXElv (mAGie; 211
naOXElv oWJ.laTlKCt naeTj 211
nE8lae; 72,77,83,133,135,155,187,
285
nEplxap~e; YEyovwe; 261, 286
nlaTle; 73,78,120,125,126,239,244
ÖlCt nlaTEWe; EVEpYEla 239
Öl' EVEpYElae; nlOTle; 239
nAdaToe; 99, 100, 111
nAElaTTj J.lavla 100
nAElaTTj napPTjOla 86, 87, 111,
290,293
nAElWV
see: nappTjola, combined with nAElWV/ nAElOVa
nVEUJ.laTlKOe; 85, 116,277
nVEUJ.laTlKCt Tfie; nOVTjplae; 277
nVEUJ.laTlK~ ölÖaOKaAla 149
noeoe; 155,211,357,358
nOAEJ.llKOe;
noAEJ.llK~ ESle; 228
nOAl~ElV 231
nOALTEla 61, 62, 99, 127
nOAlTEUEaeal 220
nOAlTlKOe; 252
nOAlTlK~ <j>lAooo<j>la 252
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TTOAU~
TToAuaXEo~~

265, 271

TTpaKnKo~

226, 230
TTpa~l~ 245, 246
TTpao~ 124,262,287
TTpaoTTj~ 85, 359
TTpaoTTj~ TPOTTWV 85, 359

TTpaTTElV [TTpax9d~1 290,310,311,323
Ta EV TU auvoo41 TTpax9EvTa 290,

310,323
TTpax9El~ see: TTpaTTEl v

TTPWßEUEl v 151
TTPOKOTTr] 114
TTpOjlaxo~ 116, 122
TTPO~ BIYIAIOV 307,311,312
TTPO~ BIYIAlOU 312
TTpoawx~

114

TTpOaEXElV EauTlil 285
TTpoaExovTE~ EaUTol~ 285, 370

TTpoa9r]KTj 199
TTpoaox~ 285

TTPOOTTOlE1V [TTpOOTTO I OUjlEVOll 80, 77,

101, 133, 151
TTpoauvooo~ 300
TTpoawTTov 143, 150, 172, 189, 195,
199, 292
TTpOUTTapXElV 161-163
TTPWTO~ 72,274,298
TTPWTTj TTapPllala 80, 111
TTPWTOKTLOTO~ 85, 199
TTPWTOV 138, 274
TTPWTOTUTTW~ 303
TTUKVOTEPO~ 115, 118
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see: xwpt~ TOO' aWjlaTo~
aWjlaTIKO~

see: TTappTjala, combined with TTOAAr]
TTovTjpla 277
see: TTVWjlanKa Tf]~ TTovTjpla~
TTpaKTI Kr] 220, 226
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aaTTpO~IAoao~o~
aap~ 154, 191

150

UTToaTaOl~

70, 132, 143, 144, 150,
156, 162, 172, 189, 195, 196, 199

see: jlla uTToOTaOl~
see: jlla uTToaTaOl~ EV 000 <jluaEOlV

aWjlaTlKa TTcX911 211
aWTllPla 104

see: A6yo~ -aap~
aapKo~IAoao~o~ 150
aa~w~

116, 129
ao~o~ 149, 150, 154, 244
aTTouoalo~ 80, 212
aT~All 153
OT~ATjV EYElpat 153
OTllAI TEUEl v 265
aTpaßo~ 71
aTpaTllYo~ 116, 122
auyypajljla 264
aUYKpaal~ 85
auyxpovo~ 99, 365
auyxuOl~ 194, 195
auyxuOlv ElhuxoO'~ 194
aUjl~wvo~ 122, 128
aUjl~wvla 114
auvaywvlaT~~ 99, 138, 260, 271
auvat vElv 87
auVatVOUVTWV 309,310
auvEpyo~ 212, 220
auvETo~ 238,244
auvEXw~ 259
auvKolvOßIWTll~ 261,286
auvooo~ 77,80,82,87,101,121,122,
126, 133, 290, 297, 298, 302, 306,
307,310,311,323
auvooo~ EvolljloO'aa 79, 82, 140,
300, 309, 329
see:oiKOUjlEVIK~ auvooo~

uTTOaTpE~ElV [uTToOTpEljJa~l 122, 128

UTTOTcXTTEI v 272, 308, 320
uTTOTETaYjlEVll EK9wl~ 272, 308,

T
TaTTEIVO~

320

262,267

~ TaTTElV~ 6oo~ TOO' XPLOTOO'

100,

138,260,271

267
TaTTElvo~pOauvTj

359

TaTTElvo<jlpoauvll KapOla~ 359
TaTTEI VOEI v [TaTTEL vw9f]vad 70
TaTTElVWOl~

220, 250

TEAEIO~

see: TTapPllala, combined with TEAEta

<jlcXpjlaKOV 149,279
~IAapyupla 345
<jlIAo~Evla 345

<jlIAoao<jlla 150, 156, 250, 252, 351
see:'EAAllvIK~ <jlIAoao~la 351

TEAO~

120, 230, 279, 320, 325
TETpaoLTll~ 85, 86, 199
TTjpEtV 345
TllpEtV TOU~ TE o~9aAjlou~ Kai T~V
olaVOtav 345
see: voO'v TllPEtV

~IATpov

140
272, 273, 275, 276
TPOTTO~ 359

~povElv

see: TTpaoTT1~ TPOTTWV

133, 159
~uy~ [TOO' aWjlaTo~l 249
~uAaKij

345
70, 76, 79, 132, 143, 144, 150,
156,172,189,195,196,211,216,218
KaTa ~ualv 216
TTapa <jluOl v 216

~UOl~

104

y

see also 000, jlla
~WOT~P 359

LlTTaKO~

345
ÜTTap~l~ 163

<jlw~

uTTEp9aujlaSE I v [uTTEp9aujlcXaa~J 124

a~atpoElo~~ 279, 280
axoAaaTIKo~ 36, 142

UTTOKPIVEIV 154
UTTOKP I VOjlEVO~ 72, 151

axoAla[AEovTloul 139

UTTOKPIOl~ 80
UTTOjlOV~ 220,

LlTTEpTj~avla
uTTEpjlaxo~

77, 101, 133, 159, 192, 320

Ta Gcoowpou ~povoO'VTa~ 77
Ta NWToplou <jlpovoO'VTa 192
Ta 'OplYEVOU~ <jlpOVWV 77, 101,

TPla~

TUTTO~

358

<jlp~v 221

TOTTOTllPllT~~

see: TTPcXTTEI v [Ta EV TU aUVoo41
TTpax9EvTal
auvoOla 71, 72
auvuTTcXPXElV 161, 162

aWjla 161,211,220,249,274,279
see: ~uy~ TOO' aWjlaTo~

UTTOUPYO~

221

345
260, 271

345

x
xdp 221,323
xElpt Kat OTOjlan 323
XWPETTlaKOTTO~ 340

424
xwptc; TOU aWfloToc; 211, 220

I/JEU8~c; 221

see: YVWOlC; I/JEU8~c;
I/Jfj<j>OC; 69, 340
KOTO KOlV~V I/Jfj<j>ov 69,340
I/JlAOC; 245
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I/Jux~

107, 211, 213, 215, 221, 223,
228, 262, 358
see: OUVOflElC; TfjC; I/Juxfjc;
see: lOTPOC; I/Juxwv
see: 0fl110 TfjC; I/J uxfjc;
see: ui<j>EAElO I/Juxfjc;
I/Juxoc; 215
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o
'~p:YEVlaaT~C; 24, 50, 82, 87,262

W<j>EAEla I/Juxfjc; 223,262

A
Abraamius (monachus) 35, 63, 64
Abraham (presbyter Edessenus) 360,
361, 362, 363
Agapetus (monachus) 72,73,77, 133,
178, 187, 188,361
Agapetus Papa 79
Alexander Abilae 83, 87,290
Ammonas (monachus) 238
Anastasius (dux) 87, 88, 262, 290
Anastasius Imperator 37,73-76,92,93,
115,116,119,120,122-124,126129,194,205,229,316,341
Anastasius I Papa 22
Anastasius Sinai'ta 311,312
Anthimius Constantinopolitanus (patriarcha, monophysita) 79
Antipater Bostrensis 80-82, 134, 202,
264
Antonius (monachus) 33, 51, 67, 91,
92,94,95,99,216,223,224,226,
230,231,234-239,241-247,257,
281, 319, 332-335, 359, 366
Apolinarius Alexandrinus (patriarcha)
297,298,311

ApoIlinaris Laodicenus (heres) 76, 138,
142, 160, 191
Aristoteles (philosophus) 215
Arius (heres) 144
Arsenius (monachus) 243, 246
Arsenius (Samaritanus) 75
Ascidas (see Theodorus Ascidas)
Athanasius Alexandrinus 41, 51, 91,
92, 94, 160, 199, 216, 226, 236,
238,239,244,245,249

ß
Barsabas Hierosolymitanus (antipatriarcha) [= Macarius H.?] 327
Barsanuphius Gazaeus 32,51,72,104,
158,167,223,230,284-286,318,
370
Basilius (accusator Iohannis Scholastici) 365
Basilius Caesariensis 156, 160, 161,
183,213,214
(Pseudo-) Basilius Seleuciensis 142,250
Benedictus de Nursia 244

• Names ~f ancient persons, as far as possible, are given as they appear in CPG. For
reasons of conslstency a11 other names are also given in Latin. Tit1es or attributes are added
when t.hey b~long .to .the name or, between parenthesis. when their omission could cause
confuslOn wlth a slmtlar name. Biblical names, with a few exceptions, are excluded.
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c
Cassianus (see Iohannes Cassianus)
Cassianus (monachus Magnae Laurae)
85, 261, 288
Cassianus Scythopolitanus (monachus)
261
Chariton (monachus) 33, 63, 70, 257259, 262, 264
Clemens ~lexandrinus 29, 213, 214,
216, 219, 241, 247, 319, 352
Conon (monachus) 54,85-87,111,252,
269, 272, 288-293, 299, 301-306,
308,309,319,324,328,330,341
Cyriacus (monachus, Abba) 35, 42, 48,
54, 60, 61, 64, 86, 100, 136, 137,
158,161,232,248,249,255-272,
274,276-279,282-284,286,287,
290,306,308,309,319,329,344
Cyriacus (laicus Pharanensis) 269, 348
Cyriacus (monachus Fontis) 290,269,306
Cyrillus Alexandrinus 178, 179, 183,
196, 219, 350
Cyrillus Scythopolitanus passim

D
Damianus (episcopus) 306
Didymus Caecus 22, 31, 51, 53, 72,
87, 137, 159, 174,222,224,248,
259,266,283,290,303,307,309,
314, 316,322,327
DiodorusTarsensis 145,154,160,161,354
(Pseudo-) Dionysius Areopagita 254,
362-365
Domitianus Ancyranus (episcopus, origenista) 79,80,82,83,110, 111,
134, 135, 152, 158, 322
Domitianus (monachus, discipulus Euthymii) 110
Domninus Antiochenus (patriarcha)
297,298,311
Dorotheus Gazaeus 32, 285, 286, 318
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E
Elias Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha) 69,
72-74, 77, 79, 93, 120, 121, 178,
194, 205
Elias (propheta) 33
Elpidius (monachus) 71,340
Ephraem Antiochenus (patriarcha) 81,
82, 135
Epiphanius Salaminus 24-26, 33, 51,
233, 332-334, 352
Eudocia (augusta) 71
Eudoxius (scholasticus, avunculus Euthymii) 36
Eulogius Alexandrinus (scrip tor) 302,
326
Eulogius (monachus coenobii Theodosii) 290,301,302,305,306,308,
309
Euprepius (monachus) 243, 246
Eusebius Caesariensis 33, 80, 352
Eusebius (papas) 80, 81, 83, 134, 135,
202
Eustochius Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha) 39, 86-88,290, 291, 293,
294,298,301-306,309,311,315,
322-324, 326-328
Eustratius Constantinopolitanus (scriptor) 297-300
Euthymius (monachus) 34-38, 40-45,
61,63,64,66,67,71,79,80,99,
104-110, 114, 136, 137, 158, 164,
173,189,190,194,203,227,230,
231,250,256"258,261,263,265,
268,286,290,316,331,340,343,
347, 348, 358, 359
Euthymius Zigabenus (scrip tor) 149
Eutyches (heres) 73, 121, 122, 143,
154, 194, 195
Eutychius Constantinopolitanus (patriarcha) 185,294,296-300, 306,
311,312,314,324
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Evagrius Ponticus 21-25,27-31,33,40,
47, 51, 53, 54, 72, 85, 87, 137,
155,159, 167-172, 174, 175, 191,
197, 206-231 passim, 233-235,
238,239,241-243,246,248,249,
253,254,259,263,264,266,269,
270, 271-286 passim, 289, 290,
292,303,307,309,312,314,316,
318-322, 326,327, 332-335, 337,
338, 344, 345, 347-349, 351-354,
357,358,360-364,366,367,369,
370,371,374-376
Evagrius Scholasticus 51,53,126,127,
178,180,182,199,269,290,298300,302-309,311,312,319,320,
322, 324, 327

F
Facundus Hermianensis 51, 84, 152,
158, 181-183,198,201,295,304
Fidus (diaconus) 107
Firminus (monachus) 78, 79, 85
Flavianus Antiochenus (patriarcha) 66,
74,93,211,219,227,374

G
Gelasius (monachus) 80-84, 134, 135,
152,181,192,201-205,251-253,
265, 288, 321, 330, 331
Georgius (episcopus) 306
Georius (monachus Magnae Laurae)
84, 85, 288
Georgius Beellae (monachus) 38, 106
Georgius Hieromonachus (scriptor) 51,
193
Gerasimus (monachus) 34,63,67,257
Gerontius (archimandrita, monophysita) 70,71,340
Gregorius Magnus 244
Gregorius Nazianzenus 156,161,183,
212,213,241,248,249,251,259,
265-267, 284, 286, 332, 333
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Gregorius Nyssenus 183,213-216,241
Gregorius Thaumaturgus 160

H
Hieronymus 23,24,29, 33, 41, 219,
233,234,238,278,334,352,353
Hierotheus 24, 360, 362-366
Hilarion (monachus) 33
Hilarius Pictaviensis 183
Homerus 336, 356

I
Iacobus (monachus) 347
Iamblicus 91
Ibas Edessenus 52,84,179,180,303,
316,317,326
Ieremias (monachus) 347
Innocentius Maronita 140, 180
Iohannes Aegyptius [Iohannes Apamenus] 361
Iohannes Antiochenus 179
Iohannes Baptista 33
Iohannes Cassianus 29,209,213,214,
219,227,234,235,241,242,244,
246, 249
Iohannes Chrysostomus 29
Iohannes Colobos (monachus) 249
Iohannes Damascenus 81, 139, 142
Iohannes (diaconus, interpres Vitae Patrum) 235
Iohannes Eremita 244
Iohannes Gazaeus 32,72,104,158,167,
223,225,230,284-286,318,370
Iohannes Hesyhastes (monachus) [=Ioh.
Solitarius] 35, 38, 40, 42, 62, 69,
85, 99, 136, 137, 192, 258, 259,
268, 270, 344
Iohannes Hierosolymitanus (patriareha)
72,75,77,93,116,121-123,178,
187, 339, 341
Iohannes (monachus, discipulus Cyriaci) 259
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Iohannes (monachus Magnae Laurae,
rebelles) 81
Iohannes (monachus Novae Laurae,
superior) 71
Iohannes Moschus 64
Iohannes Scholarius (monachus Magnae Laurae, postea superior Novae Laurae) 290
Iohannes Scythopolitanus 365, 366
Iohannes Strongulus 260
Isidorus (monachus) 86, 117,289,290,
304, 305
Iulianus Halicarnassensis 144
Iustinianus Imperator 21-23, 25, 26,
37, 3~ 40,43, 5~ 52, 68, 75-77,
79, 81-84, 101, 104, 111, 129,
133,135,142,147,148,151,152,
160,162,165-167,177-185,187,
189-204,206,211,222,223,229,
247,252,254,264,266,271,272,
274,276-278,280,283,284,286,
288,289,291-304,306-312,314323,325-328,330,331,341,342,
347,350,351,364,365,367,371,
375, 376
Iustinus Imperator 36, 37, 75, 123
Iustinus Martyr 247, 352
Iustus (antipatriarcha) [=Macarius Hieros.?] 327
Iuvenalis Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha)
340

L
Leo Magnus 211,212,217,219,227,
313,374
Leontius Byzantinus 30, 42, 43, 49,
50,52,-54,75,77,131-231 passim, 249, 250, 252-256, 259, 260,
268,270-275,279-284,288,316,
350,353,357,364-366,370,373,
374
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Leontius Eremita [=Leontius Byzantinus] 138-155, 167
Leontius Hierosolymitanus 139, 141,
147,365
Leontius Constantinopolitanus [=Leontius Presbyter] 142
Leontius Damascenus 142
Leontius Scholasticus [=Pseudo-Leontius] 141, 142, 326 '
Leontius Scytha 140,141,147
Liberatus Diaconus Carthaginiensis 51,·
152, 181-183, 197, 198,202,206,
295, 304

M
Macarius Aegyptius 210, 212, 234,
249, 333, 335
Macarius Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha)
28,30,86,87,111,229,233,246,
289,290,292,293,304,322,324,
326-328, 332
Mamas (monachus Novae Laurae) 73,
77, 133, 187
Marcus Eremita 192
Marcianus (archimandrita) 340
Maris (Mar, episcopus) 179,180,316,
317
Martyrius Hierosolymitanus (monachus, patriarcha) 68, 79, 107
Melania Iunior 70
.
Melania Senior 27, 33, 338
Melitas (monachus) 78, 80, 288
Menas Constantinopolitanus (patriarcha) 79, 82, 118, 140, 180, 296299, 302, 310
Metaphrastes (see Symeon Metaphrastes)
Michael Syriacus (scrip tor) 328, 360

N
Narcissus (episcopus) 33
Nephalius 199
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Nestorius (heres) 70, 74, 76, 121, 122,
143,145,148,151,154,178,179,
181-183, 192, 194, 195, 199, 200,
224,273,318,350
Nilus Ancyranus 223, 225, 228, 240,
344, 348
Nonnus (monachus, origenista) 40, 72,
73, 77, 78, 80-83, 85, 133-138,
154-156,159,167,168,178,186,
187,197,199,201,251,259-261,
264,267,268,270,271,285,288,
319, 361, 362

o
Orestes (presbyter Edessenus) 360,362,
363
Origenes 21-31,33,40,48,51,53,54,
72, 76, 77, 79-84, 87, 101, 108,
109,126,131,133-137,151,152,
159-162,164,167,168,170,171,
174,175,178,180-183,186-188,
190,192,194,195,196,202,204,
206,210,212-216,219,222-224,
226,233,237-239,241-243,247,
248,251,259-261,265,266,270278,280-283,288,290,295,300,
302-304,306-309,311, 313-316,
318-322,327,332-336,347,352354, 364, 366, 369

p
Pachomius (monachus) 93-95,99,223,
224,229,230,234,240,241,242,
246, 249, 333, 343, 344
Palladius (scriptor) 28,29,93,99,209,
210, 234, 235, 249, 333
Pambo (monachus) 243,246
Pamphilius Caesariensis 80
Pancratius (monachus) 290, 306, 308,
309
Passarion (archimadrita) 99, 340
Paulus Alexandrinus (patriarcha) 81
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Paulus Apostolus 62, 229, 244, 279,
336, 357, 362
Paulus (monachus Novae Laurae) 71,72
Paulus Tammae (monachus) 242
Pelagius (diaconus, papa) 29, 84, 152,
174,185,194,202,203,204,235,
321, 322, 324
Petrus Alexandrinus (monachus) 260
Petrus Apostolus 114,244
Petrus Graecus (monachus) 260-261
Petrus Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha)
75,82,83,86,133,135,136,201,
203,204,260,288,289,292,304,
321, 322, 326, 331
Petrus Mongus (patriarcha, monophysita) 74
Philo Alexandrinus 91, 108, 109,213,
214,216,221,226,241-243,319,
336, 352, 358
Philoxenus Mabbugensis 74, 167, 178,
360-363
Photius 141,365
Plato (philosophus) 26, 53, 137, 155,
195,213-216,247-249,259,266,
283, 319, 320, 351, 352
Plotinus (philosophus) 26, 91, 195,
215,247,275,278,319,320,351
Poemen (monachus) 235,242,332,371
Pontius (diaconus, scriptor) 90
Porphyrius 91,351
Primasius Adrimetinus (episcopus) 322
Proclus Constantinopolitanus (patriarcha) 178
Proclus (philosophus) 365
Psoius (diaconus) 81
Pythagoras (philosophus) 26, 53, 91,
137,195,247,248,259,266,283,
319, 320

R
Rabbula Edessenus 179
Romanus (monophysita) 70, 71, 321,
357
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Rufinus Aquileae [=Tyrannius Rufinus]
23,33,244,246,278,334,338
Rufus (monachus coenobii Theodosii)
214,303-305, 308

s
Sabas passim
Sabellius (heres) 144
Sallustius Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha) 68, 114, 340
Serapion (monachus) 243, 246
Severus Antiochenus (patriarcha, monophysita) 72, 74, 75, 93, 120122,138,141,143-145,170,197,
199, 273, 350, 360
Shenutus (monachus) 234
Silvanus Samaritanus 75
Socrates (philosophus) 247
Socrates Scholasticus 29,30,240,243
Sophronius (monachus coenobii TheodosH) 82, 110, 112, 135,251, 288,
305
Sophronius Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha) 170
Soterichus (episcopus, monophysita)
74, 121
Sozomenus (scriptor) 29
Stephanus Bar Sudaili (monophysita)
24,254,360-364,366,367,369
Stephanus (episcopus) 306
Symeon Metaphrastes 60, 61, 157, 158
Symeon Stylites 355

T
Theoctistus (monachus) 66, 106, 107,
114,257
Theodora (augusta) 75, 77, 79, 183
Theodoretus Cyrensis 52, 84, 93, 95,
109,110,179,180,213,214,219,
224, 225, 227, ?92, 303, 313, 315322, 326, 328, 344, 349-360
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Theodorus Anagnostes (scriptor) 99,
126, 127,316
Theodorus Ascidas [=Theodorus Caesariensis] (episcopus, origenista) 79,
80, 82-84, 86, 110, 134, 135, 152,
181-184,197-199,201,260,288,
289,292-296,301,303,304,307,
311,312,321,322,324-326,328
Theodorus Mopsuestenus 40, 52, 76,
77,84,87,133,145,148,151-155,
160,164,165,174,176-186,188,
190,192,194,195,198,200,202,
204,205,206,224,252,253,288,
290,293,294,298,300,303,309,
310,313-319,323,331,352-354
Theodorus Petrensis 45, 62, 64, 65, 95,
111-113,115-119,123-130,302,341
Theodorus Raithus 142
Theodorus Scythopolitanus (episcopus)
51, 272, 295, 322, 324, 365
Theodosius (archimandrita coenobitarum) 34, 35, 42, 45, 62, 64, 65,
66, 69, 75, 82, 95, 110, 112-119,
121-130, 257, 290, 301-303, 305,
306, 308, 339-341
Theodosius Hierosolymitanus (patriarcha, monophysita) 71, 340
Theodosius Imperator 351
Theodosius Scythopolitanus (episcopus)
365
Theognius Beteliae (monachus) 35,
62, 64
Theophanes ChronographiJs 148
Theophilus Alexandrinus 22, 25, 2830, 33, 233, 240, 333-335, 352,
353, 360
Thomas (presbyter) 140

v
Vigilius Papa 21, 52, 179, 181, 183185,197,203,204,293,294,296298,306,311-315,322,324,326
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Vigilius Thapsensis 199
Vitalianus (barbarus) 123, 125, 126,
129

z
Zacharias Rhetor (scriptor, monophysita) 127
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(Pseudo-) Zacharias Rhetor 126, 127
Zeno Imperator 71, 73, 74, 107, 184,
199
Zeno (monachus Syriacus) 357
Zoilus Alexandrinus (patriarcha) 81
Zosimus (monachus, discipulus Cyriaci) 259
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c
Index of Modern Persons
(not included: editors of ancient texts that are rarely mentioned
and without reference to their introductions or to their comments)

A
Abel, F.-M. 32
Abineau, M. 142,216
Aigrain, R. 90
Ales, A. d' 21,46,264,275,289
Allen, P. 71
Altaner, B. 141, 147, 166
Amann,E 76,178,179,181,183-185,
294,297,310,313,314,318
Angelis-Noah, P. de 32, 104,223,284
Arnaldez, R. 91
Augoustinos Monachos Jordanites 6062
Avi-Yonah, M. 36

B
Bacht, H. 74, 339
Baldelli, R. 34, 65
Bardenhewer, O. 43
Bardy, G. 23, 33, 41, 75, 90-93, 234,
281,318,351,358
Barnes, T. 239
Baronius, C. 41
Bartelink,G. 51,91,108-111,226,239,
285
Basnage, J. 146, 157,392
Beck, H.-G. 47
Bianco 75

Bidez,1. 29,51, 127, 178, 180, 182,
199,269,298,299,302,303,305,
306-308,311,320,322,324,327
Bieler, L. 90
Bienert, W. 23,24
Binns, J. 32-40,46,48,50,63, 65-67,
69,71,72,75,76,79,80,106,115,
117,119,121,127,131,136,137,
147,200,232,234,248,258,289291,314,330,331,338-340,346,
365,366
Blanc, C. 214
Blumenthai, H. 247
Boer, W. den 128
Bois, J. 177,294,297,317
Bolland, J. 41
Bonwetsch, N. 21
Bonet, M. 214
Boulluec, A. le 30, 170
Bousset, W. 99
Brehier, L. 294, 296
Brock, S. 180
Brown, P. 51,355,359
Buit, R. du 65
Bulteau, L. 41
Bultmann, R. 96
Bunge, G. 27-30,210,212,214-217,
221,227,229,233,246,332,333,
335

Canisius, H. 146, 157,392
Canivet, P. 93,219,224,286,320,351,
352, 355-359
Carcione,F. 22,52,127,177,179,183,
190-193,198,199,200,203,204,
206,289,291,327,328
Certeau, M. de 91
Chitty, D. 32,47,71,99,234,289,291,
338
Chrysos, K. 21, 289, 291, 300, 301, 310,
314,316,323,338
Clark, E. 29, 33, 334
Cotelier, J. 59,60,61, 157
Couret, A. 42
Crouzel, H. 22-27,214,215,275,278,
280,281,364,376

Dölger, F. 291
Dörries, H. 51,236
Draguet, R. 99, 144
Driscoll,1. 27,29,210,214-218,221,
222,227,229,242,249,332,371
Duchesne, L. 21, 46, 48, 73, 77, 79,
81, 133, 152, 181, 183, 184, 197,
203,234,294,296,297

E
Ehrhard, A. 43, 104
EI-Masklne, M. 238
Engels, L. 109
Esbroeck,M. van 327
Evans, D. 141,143-151,155,168-173,
186,188,191,200,206,207,209,
365
Evelyn White, H. 23, 30, 33, 232, 334

D

F

Dale, A. 46
Daley, B. 30,49,50,52,53,143-147,
149, 154, 155, 160, 162, 163, 169175,189,191-196,198,199,203207,209,212,215-217,231,272275,279-281,316,365,366
Danielou, J. 336
Dechow,1. 25,332,333,335,352,353
Deg6rski, B. 33
Delahaye, H. 43, 44, 64, 88, 89, 96-99
Devos, P. 99
Devreesse, R. 21, 84, 143, 179, 181,
184,185,203,296,299,310,353
Dibelius, M. 96
Diekamp, F. 21,23,26,39,43,48,51,
57,60,63,75-78,86,87,136,145,
146,149,152,165,181,187,191,
195,197,201,205,222,247,266,
272-274,276,277,280,289,291,
293, 295, 297-303, 307-309, 311,
312,314,318-320,323-326,329,
330, 375, 376

Farmer, D. 89,98
Feldhohn, S. 64
Festugiere, A. 23, 34, 36-38, 40, 45,
48, 49, 64, 65, 76, 77, 79-81, 87,
95,99, 101, 110, 112, 117, 119,
125,129,136,137,230,234,245,
246,258,262-264,269,270,272,
273,275,276,278,280,281,283,
289-291,293,299,300,305,308,
312,315,325
Flusin, B. 35-40,45,51,59,63,76,92-95, 99, 104, 106, 107, 109, 110,
116-120,127,130,136,189,211,
223-225,229,230,248,250,257,
264-266,268,269,272,273,277,
279,291,306,316,317,330,340345,349,354,355,358,359,365,
385
Fracea,1. 142
Frend, W. 74,170,181,197,234
Fritz, G. 21,46,48,264,289,291
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G
Gallay, P. 248, 265
Gallico, A. 354
Garitte, G. 33, 35, 40, 60-62, 92, 99,
234,237,257,385
Gehin, p. 214,216,217,221
Genier, R. 43
Gianotto, C. 193
Gnilka, C. 247
Görgemanns, H. 51
Gould, G. 239
Graf, M. 63
Gray, P. 74,147,170,196
Gregoire, H. 63, 129
Gribomont, J. 225
GrilImeier, A. 22,52,74, 140-145, 147,
170,179,181,185,191-193,196,
197,218,273,318,350
Grumel, V. 143, 145
GuilIaumont, A. 21-23,25,27-30,33,
47,53,85,167,168,191,197,209,
214,219,229,233,243,249,263,
264,269,270,272,273,275,276,
277-281,283,289,312,319,326,
333,334,348,352,353,360-363
GuillaumontA. &C. 214-216,219-222,
225-227
Guinot, l 354
Guy, l-C. 235

H
Haacke, R. 74
Hadot, P. 26,27,28
Haikin, F. 94,229,249,344
Halleux, A. de 142,155,170,171,207
Hansen, G. 29, 99, 127
Hanson, R. 234
Hausherr, 1. 207, 245, 347, 348, 362,
363, 365
Hefele, C. 180,181,184,185,293,295,
296,311,312
Helmer, S. 167
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Helmick Beavin, J. 100
Hermann, T. 262
Heussi, K. 109,234,235,236
Hirschfeld, Y. 31, 33, 39, 63, 66, 67,
70, 79, 114,339
Holl, K. 24,110,115,117,142,335,352
Horst, P. van der 65, 353, 354

I
Imnasvili, V. 60,61
Ingold, A. 41

J
Jackson, D. 100
Jaeger, W. 247
Jansma, T. 360
Jugie, M. 70
Jülicher, A. 81
Junglas, J. 142, 143, 156
Junod,E.24,25,28

K
Karpp, H. 51
Kekelidze, K. 60
Klejna, F. 238
Koikylides, K. 60-63
Krumbacher, K. 43,112,117, 124

L
Labourt, J. 234
Ladocsi, G. 197
Lampe, G. 67, 80, 82, 109, 127, 128,
162,211,213,217,218,226,229
Lebon, l 196
Leclercq, H. 29,31,184,185,293,295,
296, 312
Lefort, L. 235
Lemaitre, J. 245
Lenain de TilIemont, S. 41,42,351
Leron Shults, F. 147
LiddelI, H. 127,221,229
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Loofs, F. 42, 43, 57, 78, 139-143, 146149,152, 157-166, 172-177, 182,
204,205,217,253,254,350,365
Lynch, J. 170, 207

M
Mansi, J. 50,51,82
Marin, M.-A. 42
Marsh, F. 24, 362, 363, 366, 367
McGinn, B. 362
Merte1, H. 43,93
Meyendorff, J. 147, 170
Migne,l 31,58,61,139,141-143,146,
149,157,162,223,237,365
Mique1, P. 108,285
Moeller, C. 141, 147, 185,302,310312,314,326,364
Moh1er, J. 234
Mondesert, C. 91,219
Montanari, F. 128
Mortari, L. 34, 65
Muller, F. 128
Murphy,F. 22,180,183,185,289,294,
296,297,299,313

N
Nau, F. 180, 235, 237
Neyt, F. 32, 104,223,284,286,318
Nicola, A. de 81

o
O'Keefe, J. 219
O'Laughlin, M. 29,214,220,239,281,
319,332-334,337,338,367
Opitz, H. 318
Otto, S. 141
Outtier, B. 238

p
Pace, N. 23
Palanque, J.-R. 21,44,48,74,77,79,81,
129,181,293,294,296,299,313
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Papadopu1o~-Kerameus, A. 62, 63
Parmentier, M. 27,51,127, 178, 180,
182,199,269,298,299,302,303,
306-308,311,320,322,324,327
Patrich, J. 31, 32, 39,46,48, 63, 66,
67,79,96,129,147,233,258,289,
291,339,340,346,355
Peeters, P. 35, 63, 129
Perczel, 1. 254, 364
Perrone, L. 22,25, 34, 46, 48, 54, 65,
125,127,141,147,151,170,173,
181,191,193,198,201,289,308,
321, 338, 340
Peterson, E. 108, 109
Pitra, J. 311
P1acanica, A. 179,181,182,203,294,
296,299,313,322
Pomja1owski, 1. 60
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364
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Christology as an issue of the 2nd Or.
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242, 332, 351
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TTatödo) 26,37,38,66,106,112,
149,208,232,233,236,238,239,
243, 245, 247, 249, 250-252

Demon (see also: devil, Satan) 216,
231,250,276,280,319
salvation/ restoration of the d.
259, 275, 276, 278, 279, 319
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d. of Jerusalem 30, 33, 37, 66,
69,71,72,74,75,77-79, 81-83,
87, 92, 104, 107, 111, 112, 114,
120-122, 128, 134, 135,201,202,
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334, 338, 339, 361, 362, 366
d. of Jordan 34, 36, 40, 67, 140
d. of Judea 31, 39, 40, 63, 66,
67, 70, 79, 114, 338, 339
Egyptian d. 28, 29, 33, 209,
213,221,232,331-335,348,352
inner d. 258
Palestinian d. 32, 115,118,140,
231,263,301
pure d. (see also: TTOVEprU.lo<;)
258
d. of Roubä 69, 258
utter d. 258, 264
Devil (see also: demon, Satan) 106,
223,231,277,279,359
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Egypt (early Egyptian monastieism)
209-210, 233-247, 332-338
Egyptian desert, see: desert
Embarrassment
Cyril's e. concerning Gelasius'
role 203, 204
e. concerning Theodore ofMopsuestia 317
Enlargement, see: hagiographie e. of a
saint
Ephesus, see: Council
Epistula decretalis, see: letter of Vigilius to Patriarch Eutychius
Equal, see: Christ
Essence (union of e., see also: EVWOl<;
KaT' OUOlOV) 143, 144, 168, 169,
249,281,361
Eternity of Hell, see: hell
Ethereal (e. resurrection bodies) 25,
259,274,275,279,280,282,376
Eutychian/ Eutychianism 51, 74, 138,
139,141,143,150,152,154,189,
198
Evagrian influence
on Cyril 155, 222-235
on Leontius 209,210,217,218
Evagrian Origenism/ Evagrian-Origenist 104,171,254,273,283,319,
320, 327, 334, 349
Evil (see also: KOKlO) 125, 137, 153,
218, 260, 271
e. rational creatures 259
e. spirits 95, 225, 277
e. teaching (KOKOÖOSlO) 260
evil thoughts 216, 217, 221,
225, 226, 227, 228, 345
Exegesis (see also: interpretation of
Scriptures, allegorical e., Antiochene e. tradition) 232,241-243,334,
336, 349, 352-354, 369
e. as an issue in the 2nd 01'. Controversy 352-353
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e. of death 248, 249, 260
Exile 69,72,73,77,81,116,126,133,
135, 178,204,285, 303, 346
Expulsion 50, 302, 325, 327
e. of Nonnus c.s. into the pedias
(A.D. 514) 72, 133, 187, 361
e. of the adherents of Theodore
of Mopsuestia from Sabas' company (AD. 531) 76,77,134,178,
188, 190, 200
e. the adherents ofLeontius from
Sabas' company (AD. 531) 76,
77, 134, 178, 186, 188,200,259,
270
e. ofthe Origenists from the New
Laura 39,134,137,259,262,268,
287, 302, 303, 323, 325, 327
e. of Patriarch Elias 77
Eye (of the soul, see also: 0flflO) 153,
221

F
Fall (primordial f. of rational beings)
25,169, 171,278
Familiarity (see also: freedom of speech,
intimacy with God, TTOPPllO(O)
38, 78, 108, 109, 146, 209, 24~
241,254,303,358
Farewell (f. speech of Abba Gelasius)
84, 107, 110, 113, 192,201,288,
321
Fifteen anathemata against Origen 21,
158,195,263,272,277,282,318,
320, 326, 327, 329, 364
Fifth Ecumenical Couneil, see: Couneil, Ecumenical
Final restoration (see: apocatastasis)
25, 279
Flavianae (monastery of F.) 66
Florilegium (ofPatristic texts) 23, 143,
146, 148, 156, 183, 365
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Foundation
f. activities of Sabas 94, 344
f. of the cenobium of Castellion

68
f. of the Great Laura 67
f.oftheNewLaura 70,71,187,

232, 251, 346, 347
f. of the Sabaite institution 250
f. of the Thekoa monastery 71
f. stories 346, 347
Freedom of speech (see also: familiarity) 108
Friendship 116, 118
f. between Euthymius and Theoctistus 257
f. between Sabas and Theodosius

257
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Gaza, see: synod of Gaza
Genre (literary genre) 44, 51, 58, 88,

89-95,98,130,131,175,193,203
Great Laura (= Mal' Saba) 39, 40, 48,
67, 68-71, 79-85, 88, 107, l34,
136,201-204,258,261,264,288
290, 346, 347
'
Greek (see also: Hellenistie, pagan,' EAAT]VlKOC;) 26,45,53,72,159, 171,
216,219,234,238,242,251,265,
277,280,285,306,319,335 352
363, 366
'
,
G. epic tradition 356
G. influence 242
G. philosophers 352, 362
G. philosophieal ideas 336
G. philosophieal tradition 336
337·
'
G. philosophieal world 242 335
G. philosophy 26, 109, '156,
320, 350, 351
Grundscllrijthypotehese of F. Loofs
139, 142
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Institu tionalization/ insti tutionalized

H

I

Hagiographie
h. enlargement of a saint 54

Identification
of Leontius the Origenist as Leontius the autor l31, 132, 141,

301, 302

'

h. stylization (of historical truth)

95, 105, 112, 118-120,254,301
h. transformation (of historieal
truth) l30, 287, 333
Hagiography 48, 58, 89, 90, 91 92

93, 94, 103, 170, 314, 355 ' ,
Heed (see also: attention) 285,366,370
Hell (eternity of Hell) 163, 248 259
266, 279
'
,
Hellenism 357
Hellenistie (see also: Greek) 53 126
244,247,252,319,330,332:335:
349, 352, 365, 367, 370
Henad (the original H.) 281, 319
Hidden
h. "Nestorianism" 186
Leontius' h. Origenism 166-

172,175
Hierarchy 45, 96, 200, 302, 304, 327
339, 340-343
'
ecc1esiastieal h. 341
h. of anchorites and cenobites

112-l30,301-309
politieal h. 341
"High ?hilosopher" (see also: aKp0<plAOo0<p0C;) 150
Holy Places 338
Human nature of Christ, see: nature
Humble p~th of Christ (see also: TOm:lvoc;) 53, 137,232,248,251,

254, 260, 267, 286
Humiliation
, (see also: TOllE l VOEl v,
TOllElvwmc;) 251
Humility (see also: TOllE l vO<PPOOUVT])

67,220,246, 247, 248, 251, 359

147,148,157,158,165, 166, 172
200,208
'

34, 254, 330, 343, 355, 360, 371
Intellectualism 231-233, 252
Interior life 242, 243, 335, 336, 337,
344, 349, 355, 357, 358, 368
Interpretation (of Scriptures, see also:
exegesis) 214,221,241,242,336,

of Origenists and Antiochenes

173,177,193,195,198
Ignorance (see also: ayvwo(o) 28, 72,

212,216,218,264,301,316
Sabas' i. 186, 187 190

Illiterate (see also: unedu~ated, un1ettered) 209, 233, 234, 237-241

332

'

338, 352-354
Intimacy (with God, see also: familiarity) 50, 355
Irascible (part of the soul, see also: 8uI-llKOV, 8UI-lOElcS~C;, 8ul-l0C;) 155,

211,213,214,216,217
Isochrist (see also: tooXPlOTOC;) 85,86,

199,200,264,265,269,280,283,
288, 289, 307, 324, 351, 364

Immortality (see also: a8ovoo(o) 163

275

'

Imm~table/

immutability (see also:
aTpEllTOC;) 212, 218, 279
Impassibility (see also: a1T<:x8Elo) 211,

J
Jerusalem (see also: desert of J.) 32,

34,38,39,40,66,69,72,96 105
140
'
,

212, 216, 219, 228
Impure thoughts (see also: evil) 345
Impurity (of the passionate part of the
soul) 218
Illclusio 93, 120, 123
Incorruptibility (see also: a<p8opo(o)

123, 144,217,218,275
Indietion (see also: iVcSlKTlWV) 68,75,

76, 86, 289, 290, 291
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K
228-231,245,246,247,276,277,
281,316,344,351,370
k. of God 212,218,219, 239,
337
false k. 216, 221
true k. 155,212, 221
self-knowledge 149, 238 336
366
'
,

'

Influence
Evagrian i. on Cyril, see: Evagrian influence
Evagrian i. on Leontius, see Evagrian influence
i. of Stephen bar Sudali on sixthcentury Origenism 24, 362-364
i. of Theodoret of Cyrus on Cyril 354-359
i. of Vita Antonii on Cyril 91Inner desert, see: desert

366, 370
Jordan (see: desert of the J., valley of
the J.)
Judea (see: desert of J.)

Knowledge 171, 215-218, 220, 222,

Individualist (spiritual current) 254

368

Jew/ Jewish 53,90,159,251,319,361,

L
Latrocinium ephesillum, see Council of
Ephesus
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Laura (see also: Great Laura, New Laura)
L. of Euthymius 66
L. of Firminus 78, 79, 85
L. of Souka (= Old L.) 33, 70,
117,136,257-262,264
Letter
1. ofEmperor Anastasius to Abba
Theodosius 116, 124, 128
1. of Emperor Iustinian to Patriarch Menas (= edict against Origen, AD. 543; see: Edict against
Origen)
1. of Emperor Iustinian to the
Council Fathers (at the pre-synod
against Origenism, AD. 553) 196,
222,247,266,271,272,321
1. of Patriarch Eutychius to Vigilius (AD. 553) 185, 294, 296,
297,314,324
1. of Philoxenus of Mabbug to
Abraham and Orestes 360-363
1. ofVigilius to Iustinian (approving the condemnation of Origenism) 311,312,331-332
1. of Vigilius to Patriarch Eutychius (= Epistula decretalis, AD.
533) 185,294,296,314
Lettered (see also: educated) 137,260
Letters of St. Antony 236, 237,238,
239, 332, 366
Libellus (see also: MßEAAOC;) 40, 51,
82,84,86,89,111,118,135,158,
202,251,252,264,269,272,288,
293,295,301,306,308,319-322
Listlessness (see also: aKT]Ol a) 216,
226, 227
Literary genre, see: genre
Lumping together (Origenists and Antioehenes/ Nestorians) 190-198
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Mainstream (of fourth-century monastic tradition) 210, 333, 354
Maiuma 74
Manichees/ Manichaeism 53, 72, 159,
195, 251, 306, 319
Mar Saba (= Great Laura)
Menas, see synod of M.
Monastic institution 340-343,349,360,
367
Monophysite 70-75,77,79,81,93,127,
133, 140, 144, 170, 177-184, 186,
189, 191, 192, 194-198,200,205,
206,227,273,315,342,351,362
Monophysitism 70, 193
Mount of Olives 30, 33, 85, 338
Mutalasca 66
Mystieal experience 337, 370
Mysticism 25,254,332,333,335,352,
353, 360, 362-364, 366, 368, 370

Neoplatonism 337
Nestorian (see also: erypto-N., secret
N.) 51, 76, 138, 139, 141-143,
145,150,152,154,161-163,173,
174,189,190-194,197,198,205,
206,210,227,273,331,350
"Nestorianizing" party (= Nestorianisierende Partei) 175, 177,205,
350, 351
Nestorianism 52, 74, 119, 133, 167,
176,181,190,192,193,195,350
relation of N. and Origenism
190-200, 206
New Age 371
New Laura 39,53, 70-73, 77, 79, 81,
83,85-88,100,133,134,136-138,
148,156,159,178,187-189,197,
203,232,251,259-262,268,270,
271,285,287-292,300,302,314,
319,323-325,327,346,361,362
Nicaea, see Council
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Natoupha 258
Nature (see: Illa cj>uatc;, Mo cj>UOElC;,
Illa l'momaatc; EV Mo cj>UOWlV)
aecording to n. (see also: KaTa
cj>UOlV) 217,228
against n. (see also: TTapa cj>Uat v)
216
divine and human n. in Christ
144
divine n. 144, 357
human n. of Christ, see: nature
144,145,162,169,171,172,191,
192,212,217
two natures 162, 169, 195,210
Neoehaleedonian 173, 174, 175, 190,
192, 194-199,274
Neoehalcedonism 189,193, 196-198
Neoplatonic 32
n. mysticism 364

Obedienee (see also: lmaKo~) 251,345
Old Laura (= Laura of Souka)
Origenist (see also: crypto-O., seeret 0.)
O. Christology, see: Christology
First O. Controversy 29, 30, 33,
53, 232, 337, 348, 367
Second O. Controversy passim
Orthodoxy (see also: champion of orthodoxy, victory of 0.) 39, 85,
160,167,181,186,190,224,314,
316, 369
imperial o. 227, 247, 253, 254,
317
Nicene o. 29
post-eoneiliar o. 188,201,204,
205, 330, 350
struggle for o. 58,112,203,233,
302

M
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Outsider (Evagrius considered as an o.
in the Egyptian desert) 209, 332

p
Pagan (see also: Greek) 37,53,90,91,
96, 187,234,236, 238, 239, 245,
247-249,251-254,319,351,352,
356, 365
Palaeo-Chaleedonian 172
Palestinian (survey of P. monasticism)
31-34
P. desert (see: desert) 32, 115,
118, 14~ 231, 263, 301
Panegyric 104,112,119,298,300,356
Pantheism/ pantheist 254, 281, 361,
364, 366, 369
Papas 80,81,134,135,202
Parallel, see: accusation
Parteifärbung 43,57, 164, 165, 176,
205
Passible (aTTa9~c;) 211,217,220
Passionate
p. part of the soul (Ta TTa911TlKOV) 214-218, 347
p. powers ofthe soul 211,216,
217,228
Passionlessness (see also: amx9E La)
217, 370
Perseveranee (see also: UTTOIlOV~) 220,
245,345
Petition (to Emperor Anstasius) 75,
115, 116, 122, 124-126, 128-130,
152, 289, 308
Pharan 33
Platonic 28, 155,207,209,213,218,
238, 247, 337, 357, 358
Polarization 163, 199, 200, 206, 360,
366, 368, 371
Political aspect of the 2 nd Or. Controversy 176,208,350
Post-Chalcedonian 30
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Index

Praktike (see also: TTpaKTlK~) 216,218,

220,222,223,226,228,229,252,
370
Prayer 106, 244, 245, 246, 248, 260,
334, 348, 355, 356
Pre-Evagrian-Origenist 333
Pre-existent human nature of Christ

162
Pre-existence 86, 157, 158, 161, 162,

0/ Subjects

Renounce/ renounciation (ofLoof's thesis) 74, 102, 181, 224, 227,244,

290, 317
Re-populating (of the New Laura) 39,

189,203,291,300,314,323,325,
327
Restoration (see also: apocatastasis) 86,
87, 133, 224, 259, 275, 276, 279,
280,281,288,290,309,364

163,164,175,214,224,254,259,
265,271,275,278,285,319
p. of Christ 85
p. ofChrist's human nature 162
p. of souls 25, 158, 159, 161,
162, 171, 174,214,217
p. soul of Christ 163
Pre-synod (against Origenism) 300,
309-315,318,322-325, 351,364

Resurrection (annihilation, total destruction)
of r. bodies 259, 274, 275, 282
etherial r. bodies, see etherial
spherieal r. bodies, see spherical
Retrospective account 330, 346
Revolt (see also rebellion) 37,46, 70,

Pretending (to defend the Council of
Chalcedon) 72, 133, 151, 156,

Riot (of Origenists against the Great
Laura) 83, 134,201,203
Rivalry, see anchorite
Roubä, see: desert of Roubä)
Rustie/ rusticity (see also: aypolKOe;
[aypOLKOe;]/ aYPolKOTTje;) 68,

165, 200
Pro-Chalcedonian 75, 180, 182
Proclus christianizans 365
Progress, see spiritual progress
Protoktist (see also: TTPWTOKTlOTOe;)

85, 86, 199, 20~ 26~ 265, 269,
288, 289, 304, 351, 364, 365
Pure desert, see: desert

R
Rational
r. beings 25, 26, 85, 86, 259,

274-282, 319, 375
r. part of the soul (see also ~YE1l0VlKOV, voOe;) 155,211,213-

218
Rebellion (see also: revolt, sedition,
uprising) 346
Rebellious
r. disciples 71
r. monk 69, 187

72, 74, 75, 100, 187, 341, 346

182,186,232,233,241-243,250,
251

Scholium (in Cod. Vat. GI'. 2195, f.5,

Sabaitic
S. identity 104
S. monasteries 39
S. monasticism 66, 104
S. order 96
Salvation 93, 104, 113, 154
S. History 100, 104, 211, 227,

231
s. ofthe Devil (see also: demon)

26, 278, 279, 282
Satan (see also: demon) 244
Sch~m 4~85,

184,293,311,315,350

336,337,338,342,343,344,345,
354, 356, 357, 366, 368, 370
s. progress 27, 94, 212, 218,
228,242,332,335,336,338,342,
343, 345, 349, 370, 371

f.12) 154,155,208
Scythian monks 140
Second Council of Nicaea, see Council
Secret
s. admission of Nonnus s.c. into
the New Laura, see also: Aav9aVOVTWe;) 73,77, 133,178,187
s. Nestorian (see also: cryptoNestorian) 145, 176, 183, 200,

206
s. Origenist (see also: cryptoOrigenist) 132, 188, 200, 206
Secular
s. education 149,243,245,247,

249, 250
s. philosophy and education 252
Sedition (see also: rebellion) 69, 100,

Stereotype, see: accustaion
Stoie/ Stoicism 214, 219, 249
Stylization, see: hagiographie
Symbiosis (of monasticism and ecclesiatical hierarchy) 340
Synod
s. at Gaza 81, 134
s. of Menas 79, 82, 140, 180,

310
s. of Mopsuestia 293
permanent s. (see also: ouvoooe;
EVoTjlloOoa) 79
Systematization (of Origen's thought)

346
Self-knowledge, see: knowledge
Self-mortifieation 355
Self-will 292, 347
Semi-anchoretic 32
Severian Monophysitism 74-75
Simple (see also: cmAOOe;) 28, 53, 71,

72, 232-234, 239, 245, 332, 334
Simplicitas 53
Sitz im Leben 27,57, 89, 117, 190,

s
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204, 233, 244
Souka, see Laura of S.
Sousakim 258,261,262,264
Spherical (see also: (a<!>mpoEloij) 274,

282
s. resurrection 259, 279, 280,

376
s. bodies at the resulTection 280
Spiritual
s. experience 156, 345, 346,

349, 371
s. friendship 114
s. life 90, 95, 155, 212, 213,

216,218,219,221,222,228,230,
231,241,242,246,254,265,285,

24-28

T
Temptations (struggle against t.) 67,

109,359
Tertium quid 168-170, 172
Testimonium Domitiani 158
Thekoa 39,70,71,257,258,290,346
Theocracy (early Byzantine t.) 34, 111,

254,319,330,365,367,370,371
Theodore ofMopsuestia's
adherents 77,84, 133, 134, 151,

152,160,174,177,180,183,188,
190, 194, 198, 202, 224, 252
heretical status 180, 186, 204
official condemnation 148
Theopaschite formula 140, 192, 196,
199, 274
Threefold division (of the human soul)

155,169,207,209,213,215,218,
337, 357
Tirade (Cyriacus' t. against the Origenist) 54, 61, 86, 100, 137, 158,

256,286,287,290,319,329

Index of Subjects
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Triumphalism 351
True (see also: aAlle~C;)
t. philosophy 357
t. knowledge 155, 212, 221

Unlettered (see also: uneducated, illiterate) 138,235,260
Uprising (see also: rebellion) 101,346
Utter desert, see: desert

u

v

Underlying conflict 53, 131, 132,254,
284, 330, 337
Uneducated (see also: illiterate) 37,53,
203,232-234,239,240,243,249,
250, 333
Union (see also: dignity, essence) 52,
122, 144, 145, 162, 163, 170, 171,
179,211,272,275,281,336,350,
367
u. by means of essence 144
u. in essence 144,281
Universal (see also: catholic) 87, 92,
224, 290, 301, 309, 313-316

Valley of the Jordan 32
Vice (see also: KOKlo) 212,215,216,
227, 292
Victory (of orthodoxy) 39,57,108,111,
130, 309, 328, 329
Virtue (see also: apET~) 50, 66, 78,
85, 96, 105, 108, 109, 115, 137,
138,150,153,203,212,215-218,
220-223,230,241,243,244,246,
247-249,251,252,286,345
Vision 67, 74, 76, 107, 163, 165, 169,
173,213,228,229,230,231,235,
250,251,279,281',297,336,342,
343, 347-349, 354, 357, 359
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